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THE

ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW

Fourth Series.—Vol. X.—(XL).

—

^January, 1909.—No. i.

\

A CRITICAL VALUATION OF LOISY'S THEORIES.

DR. LEPIN, Professor of Sacred Scripture in the Semi-

nary of Lyons, has recently published another volume ^

dealing with Loisy's views. The work has a twofold purpose

;

first, to analyze Loisy's theories, " to determine their relation

to the Catholic faith and to see whether ecclesiastical author-

ity could tolerate them or fail to condemn them," (pp. 1-233) ;

secondly, " to examine in what measure these theories can pre-

tend to represent the latest results of criticism ... to appre-

ciate their value from a strictly scientific point of view
"

(pp. 234-371).

The author is well known to the readers of the Review.

His Jesus Messie et Fils de Dieu has reached in a short time a

third edition, and is rightly considered to be one of the best

refutations of Loisy's L'Rvangile et l'£glise and Autour d'un

petit livre. Other works on the origin of the fourth Gospel

and on the propositions of the Syllabus " Lamentabili " deal-

ing with Christology have also been favorably received.*

In all these works Dr. Lepin shows a thorough acquaintance

with the literature of his subject. He has read and analyzed

all the works of any importance bearing upon it. If he main-

^ Les Theories de M. Loisy. Expose et Critique par M. Lepin, Pro-

fesseur a rEcole superieure de Theologie de Lyon. Paris, G. Beau-

chesne & Cie., 1908.

2 L'Origine du quatriime £vangile and Christologie.
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tains the traditional views, he cannot be accused of doing so

without hearing the other side. By his works, even more

than by his repeated declarations, he proves that there is no

opposition between loyalty to the Catholic faith and the

progress of Bible studies. In his latest volume he has fully

realized the object he proposes to himself, namely, to con-

vince the thoughtful reader that Loisy's theories are opposed

not only to Catholic faith but also to scientific criticism. The

purpose of this article is, with the aid of Dr. Lepin's work,

briefly to examine M. Loisy's writings and to point out the

a priori character of his method. The reader will better

understand the trend of this method if we recall some of the

antecedents which may have helped to shape it.

Alfred Loisy was born 28 February, 1857, at Ambrieres,

in the Department of Marne. In 1874 he entered the diocesan

seminary of Chalons; after completing his theological studies,

(June, 1878) he received sub-deaconship and, in the fall of

the same year, entered the Catholic University of Paris. Re-

turning to his diocese the following year, he was ordained

priest, 29 June, 1879, and for two years exercised the func-

tions of the pastoral ministry. He was professor of Hebrew

and Exegesis in the Catholic University of Paris from 1881

until he had to resign his chair when Leo XIII issued his

Encyclical on Holy Scripture (1893). From 1894 to 1899

he acted as chaplain to the Dominican nuns of Neuilly (Seine).

In 1899 h^ retired to Bellevue', in the diocese of Versailles

and obtained a government position as Lecturer on Biblical,

Exegesis in " L'ficole des Hautes fitudes." This position he

resigned in 1904. Since that time he has lived in the country,

first at Garnay, in the diocese of Chartres, then from the early

part of 1907, at Ceffonds, near Montier-en-der (Haute-

Marne), where he is at present.

Although Loisy has long been known for his advanced

views, and although some of his articles had been censured by

the Archbishop of Paris, it was not till the fall of 1902 that
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his open conflict with ecclesiastical authority began with the

publication of a little book on the Gospel and the Church.^

His purpose, he said, was to examine Harnack's Lectures on

the Essence of Christianity, " not precisely to refute the work,

but to determine its exact position in regard to history." The
Berlin professor had maintained that the essence of the Chris-

tian religion consists in an attitude of filial trust and con-

fidence in God as our Father: for this was the essence of

Christ's teaching. His one message to men; it was this that

made Him preeminently the Son of God—He, more than any

othet, had a lively consciousness of this filial relation.

Loisy found it easy enough to show that the theory rests on

but a few texts of the Gospel, to the neglect of others which

occupy a more prominent place in the teaching of Jesus.

Hence, he concluded that Harnack's theory " does away with

the essential elements of Christianity." * Nor is it less in op-

position to reason than to the Gospel : for a purely internal re-

ligion is only for pure spirits, not for men. What then is the

essence of the Gospel and of Christianity? Loisy answers:

the Kingdom of God. Christ's one message to men was the

announcement of that Kingdom, i. e. of a transformation

which would bring about on earth an era of righteousness and

happiness. His mission was to prepare men to participate in

the blessings to come. He thought of Himself only as God's

agent for the establishment of the Kingdom ; He did not teach

a body of doctrine, nor institute the Church and the sacra-

ments. However, the Catholic Church to-day is the contin-

uation of the society formed around Christ : for in it, as in the

Apostolic College, we find the expectation of the Kingdom
(although in a different sense), an external organization and

the preaching of righteousness. The ecclesiastical organiza-

tion, the dogmas and the sacraments of the Church, are not

indeed founded on the authentic teaching of Jesus, but they

are its necessary and therefore legitimate developments.

Some few readers saw in the work a strong refutation of

* L'Evangile et I'Eglise. * Op. cit. p. 112.
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liberal Protestantism and a powerful defence of the Church;

but most Catholics asked themselves: How can we believe in

Christ's Divinity, if He was not conscious of it; or in the

Church and the sacraments, if He had no thought or intention

of instituting them? Hence, little surprise was expressed

when Cardinal Richard condemned (17 January, 1903)

L'£vangile et l'£glise as a work calculated to shake the

faith of Catholics in the fundamental dogmas of the Church.

Loisy apparently submitted, for he wrote :
" I condemn and

reprove the errors which have been deduced from my book by

interpreting it from a point of view entirely different from my
own in writing it" (2 February, 1903).

In the fall of the same year, he published Autour d'un petit

livre, intended to explain and to defend L'Bvangile et

I'j^glise. In this new volume he places himself " among

those who profess loyalty to science and to the Church." He
declares that " he had spent his life in showing that the pro-

fession of Catholicism is compatible with the full exercise of

reason and with freedom of critical research." Such protests

were not sufficient to give assurance of the writer's soundness

in the faith ; for he had carefully avoided answering the ques-

tion which was in the mind of all his readers : Does Loisy be-

lieve that Christ really rose from the dead; that He is really

God ; that He is truly present in the Eucharist ?

Two months after its publication, Autour d'un petit lizre

was censured by the Holy Office, together with other works

of the same author, as containing " numerous and grave errors,

principally on the nature of primitive revelation, on the au-

thenticity of evangelical facts and teachings, on Christ's

Divinity and His knowledge, on the institution of the Church

and the sacraments." ' Loisy's attitude under this condem-

nation has been fully revealed recently by certain letters written

at that time and lately published by him with a view " to justify

his conduct toward the Church and to justify himself in the

opinion of honest men." ' Thus he wrote to Von Hiigel

8 Letter of Cardinal Merry del Val to Cardinal Richard, 19 Dec, 1903.

« Quelques lettres, (CeflFonds, 1908).
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(29 December, 1903) :
" I have made up my mind to receive

the condemnation with respect, reserving, however, the right

of my conscience and my opinions as a historian;" again,

3 January, 1904, he wrote to the same: " My intention is to

send to Cardinal Merry del Val what will be called the au-

thor's submission." On the same day he wrote to Cardinal

Richard :
" I intend to send soon to His Eminence the Cardinal

Secretary of State the act of my adhesion to the judgment of

the S. Congregations." Whereupon the official organ of the

Archdiocese of Paris announced Loisy's submission. He com-

plained of this to his friends, on the ground that it would de-

stroy his reputation among the learned; and without coming

into the open himself, he had P. Sabatier insert in Le Siecle

a note which was reproduced in Le Temps, explaining that his

submission was not a retractation of any of his views.^

On II January he wrote to Cardinal Merry del Val as

follows: " I receive with respect the judgment of the S. Con-

gregations, and I condemn whatever may be worthy of con-

demnation in my writings ... I do not however give up or

retract opinions which I have put forward as a historian or

as a critical exegete." This being found insufficient, he wrote

26 January :
" I accept all the dogmas of the Church, and if,

in unfolding their history in the books which have recently

been condemned, I have expressed opinions contrary to faith,

I have said, and I repeat, that I condemn in those books what-

ever from the point of view of faith may be wrong." In a

letter to the Holy Father, (28 February), he declares: "I

want to live and die in the communion of the Catholic Church.

I do not want to help to destroy the faith in my country. It

is not, however, in my power to undo in myself the result of

my work." At the same time, as a proof of good-will he

offered to give up his teaching in the Government School

and to defer the publication of some writings. The Holy

See, through Cardinal Richard, insisted on a clearer retracta-

tion of the errors contained in his books. Loisy answered

^ Letter to Von Hiigel, 10 Jan., 1904.
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(i2 March) :
" Out of a spirit of obedience to the Holy See,

I condemn the errors condemned by the Holy Office in my
writings." Urged by Cardinal Richard to write to the Holy

Father and to make a " full and filial submission," he main-

tained silence and, having given up his Government position,

he left the neighborhood of Paris and retired to Garnay, in

the diocese of Chartres (July, 1904). The Holy See was not

yet satisfied; still it withheld his condemnation.

In his retreat Loisy continued to write in the same vein

for several reviews. Meanwhile he said Mass daily in his

house, having previously (October, 1899) obtained the re-

quisite faculty. As this privilege was about to expire, he

sought to have it extended. For this purpose he wrote to the

Bishop of Chartres, in whose diocese he was, then to his own
bishop of Chalons, and finally to Cardinal Richard, but with-

out avail. In some of the letters of that period he bitterly

complained of this refusal; but in others he found it natural

enough that the permission should not have been granted.*

Consequently, he said Mass for the last time on 2 November,

1906. He did not however leave the Church then, but re-

mained " to continue the work of transformation " which he

considered to be " equally important for his country and for

the progress of humanity." '

Early in 1907 Loisy left Garnay and took up his residence

at Ceffonds, near Montier-en-der (Haute Marne), where he

is at present. He continued to wear the clerical garb and to

go to Mass on Sundays. About this time articles which

openly denied the doctrines of the Trinity and of Christ's

Virgin birth, brought about the condemnation of the Revue

d'Histoire et de Litthature religieuses, to which Loisy was

one of the leading contributors. The periodical suspended

publication in December, 1907.

In letters of this period he tells how, for years, he had felt

misgivings about the traditional view of Catholicism; how he

8 We cannot but wonder that he should have desired to say Mass after

he had lost his faith in the Real Presence and in his priesthood.

8 Letter of 28 Dec, 1906, to a priest.
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had found peace of mind, not by " bowing blindly to the au-

thority of the Church, but by gradually forming a personal

opinion on Catholic beliefs, their origin and their history

"

(28 January, 1907). He admitted that there is not a single

article of the Creed which he understands in the same sense

as the Church, and that the whole Catholic system had ap-

peared to him as doomed twenty years before (20 January,

1907). In the same letter he calls the commonly received

view of revelation childish. He adopts Tyrrell's idea of

dogmas, which are of value only for their " religious and moral
,

significance" (5 May, 1907). Hence, the Virgin birth, the

Resurrection of Christ, are not facts, but they and other

dogmas contain a moral lesson which we should retain when

the symbols themselves become antiquated (9 May, 1907).

The claim of the Church to impose them on our belief is

tyranny. Those in authority are the representatives, not the

masters, of the Church (28 June, 1907). The Church is not

the papal institution, but the society of the friends of truth,

who must also be the friends of God. He still seems to be-

lieve in God, although he maintains that there is no con-

clusive proof of God's existence, and that reason inclines to

pantheism (28 January, 1906). He still professes to be

a Christian in so far as he believes in Christ's ideal of the

kingdom, i. e. the reign of justice and happiness among

men; and he claims to be a Catholic, in so far as he believes

with Catholics that religion is essentially a social fact, whereas

for Protestants it is individualistic (26 December, 1904). To
those who question his right to style himself a Catholic, since

he has no faith, he answers : "Are you certain that faith can-

not exist without the mythological covering in which the first

Christian generations have wrapped it?" (3 July, 1907). But

his reiterated professions of Catholicism scarcely deceived

anyone. As early as the year 1904, a leading French Pro-

testant, M. Reville, wrote :
" Whether he likes it or not, M.

Loisy is in reality a liberal Protestant. He has nothing

Catholic but the name."

When the decree Lamentabili, (17 July, 1907) and the en-
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cylical Pascendi, (8 September, 1907) condemned Modernism,

Loisy, in a private letter, qualified these documents as " a

solemn defamation" (19 September, 1907). When requested

by the Bishop of Langres, (18 January, 1908,) to submit to

the condemnation, he answered that such an act on his part

would be a lie.

Meanwhile, he published Simples Reflexions in which, while

he claims that his opinions have been misrepresented, he also

maintains the fundamental errors condemned by the Holy

See. He, in common with other Modernists, rejects what

he is pleased to call " the mythological idea of revelation, the

absolute value of dogma, the absolute authority of the Church,

the notion of ecclesiastical infallibility, the whole Catholic

theology in its fundamental principles."
'^^

Together with his criticism of the Encyclical, he published

a work of over eight hundred pages on the Synoptic Gospels,

which had been in preparation for some years. There we find

the fullest and clearest exposition of his theories, and the thin

veil which covered them in his earlier writings, is withdrawn.^^

In a long introduction of two hundred and sixty-eight pages,

the author discusses the origin and historical value of the

first three Gospels, then the Life and Teaching of Jesus, and

comes to the following conclusions : the Gospels are not the

work of St. Matthew, St. Mark, and St. Luke, nor of^any of

Christ's disciples, nor of men who had derived their informa-

tion from eye-witnesses; they are rather anonymous compila-

tions which received their present form toward the end of the

first century (St. Mark, about 75; St. Matthew and St. Luke,

about 100). They represent the life and teaching of Jesus as

transformed and idealized by Christian thought. Criticism

can uncover the historical basis which underlies that legendary

development. When that work is done, the critic finds that

Jesus was born of Joseph and Mary, preached the immediate

coming of the kingdom. He went to Jerusalem, expecting a

miraculous inauguration of that kingdom, instead of which

10 Cf. EccL. Review, May, 1908. 11 Les Evangiles Synoptiques.
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He underwent the sentence of the ordinary criminal. His

body was thrown into the common ditch. His disciples, how-

ever, soon began to think He was risen from the dead. This

was the birthday of Christianity. Their faith gradually trans-

figured Christ's teaching and His life; they ascribed to Him
miracles and prophecies; later on, the beliefs and practices of

the Christian community were also credited to His account

and sanctioned by His authority.
^^

Had the writer left the Church, no action would have been

taken. But he persisted in his claim to be a Catholic and

even an apologist of Catholicism. Could the Church remain

silent? On 21 February, 1908, the Bishop of Langres, in

the name of Cardinal Merry del Val, warned Loisy that, un-

less he retracted his errors within ten days, he would be ex-

communicated by name. Loisy refused in the same terms as

before (19 January). The sentence of excommunication was

pronounced by the Holy Office on 7 March. Since that time

Loisy has not appeared in clerical garb.

Can anyone who reads the documents bearing on that con-

flict of six years, fail to be convinced that Loisy was not driven

to his extreme views by any harsh measures of the ecclesiastical

authorities? Cardinal Richard and the Holy See showed him

the greatest consideration : a final condemnation was launched

only when it became an imperative duty. Loisy long before

had excommunicated himself by openly denying the faith,

which is the first condition of membership in the Catholic

Church.

n.

The theories advanced by Loisy are not less opposed to true

science than to the Catholic faith. That he is a scholar and

an able writer, no one will deny. But does this justify his pre-

tensions to impose his views as the well-ascertained, or even

probable, conclusions of the scientific method—and this, in op-

position to continuous Christian tradition, to all Catholic, and

12 A detailed analysis of Loisy's Introduction was given in the EccL.
Review for April, 1908.
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many non-Catholic, scholars, who have devoted their lives to

Bible questions and research?

On the very surface of his system, there is a lack of con-

sistency. On the one hand he repudiates rationalism and ad-

mits that man needs a religion, the Christian religion, the

Catholic religion. On the other, he takes away from the

Christian religion that which makes it Christian, and from the

Catholic religion, that which makes it Catholic. Who can

recognize Catholicism or Christianity in a religious system

which does away with the divinity of Christ, His resurrection,

His presence in the Blessed Eucharist, His promises to His

Church? Would such a system, which has never existed, be

a working religion for mankind in general, or even for any

consistent thinker? If Loisy's views are true, Christianity is,

and always has been, a fraud.

But his theories, given out in the name of modern thought,

are in many cases opposed to the conclusions of most Bible

scholars. Only a small number of the most advanced critics,

such as J. Weiss and Wrede, and in some cases not even these,

share his most radical views. For in spite of his claims to be

free from a priori notions in dealing with the Gospels his

exegesis is vitiated by a system based on rationalistic prin-

ciples and built, not on all the texts, but on a few arbitrarily

chosen and set up as a standard by which the historical value

of all the others is determined. He practically neglects the

testimony of tradition and of St. Paul, and after thus isolating

the Gospels from that society which is their natural guardian

and interpreter, he rejects as unhistorical whatever in them

does not harmonize with a purely rationalistic view of Christ's

life and teaching.

I. On what grounds does he affirm that the Gospels were

written by men who, not only had not been eye-witnesses of

what they relate, but had not even derived their information

from the disciples of Jesus? Why does he place their com-

position at the end of the first century? Why does he see

in them only a feeble echo of Christ's teaching, a highly ideal-

ized account of His life ? Because there are " legendary,"
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" mythical," i. e. supernatural elements in the Gospels. " That

the first Gospel was not written from personal recollection by a

companion of Jesus, is clear from its composition and the

non-historical character of what is special to it." ^' It con-

tains the account of the Virgin birth, which " must have

come into existence outside of Palestine ... at a time and

place in which there were no eye-witnesses, nor, indeed, any

well-informed witness of the life of Jesus." ^* In the same

way, it is claimed that we cannot recognize in the author of

the third Gospel and of the Acts " one who was in touch with

eye-witnesses of the Gospel and of the beginnings of Chris-

tianity," because " we find in his work too much legend con-

cerning the origin of the first Christian community and the

life of the Saviour Himself." ^° " Such things could have

been written only when the eye-witnesses of the Gospel had

well-nigh disappeared." *' The testimony of tradition and

strong intrinsic arguments in favor of the early date and the

authenticity of our Gospels he sets aside, declaring that the

narrative of miracles, which they contain, cannot be the work
of those who had seen Christ. For one who does not

a priori reject the supernatural, it seems more logical to ex-

amine, first, the evidence for the early date and historical

value of the Gospels, and then to accept their supernatural ele-

ments as guaranteed by witnesses who were in a position to

know what they relate, and who had no desire or reason to

deceive.

2. The Kingdom of God, that is, the advent of an era of

righteousness and happiness on earth, and the moral disposi-

tions required to participate in the future blessings, was,

according to Loisy, Christ's one thought, the one object of

His preaching. Whatever in His recorded teaching is not in

harmony with this, or goes beyond it, cannot be historical; it

represents, not the words of Christ, but the thought of the

Church at the end of the first century. Now, even granting

1* Les Evangiles Synoptiques, I, p. 141. ** Ibid, p. 140.

i» Ibid, p, 172. i« Ibid, p. 179.
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that the thought of the imminence of the kingdom is as promi-

nent in the Gospel as Loisy makes it, does this give us a right

to set aside, as the product of later thought, many passages

found in the three Synoptics and accepted by most critics,

merely, forsooth, because they seem to be in contradiction with

the others? Christ speaks of the kingdom not only as some-

thing future and external, but as something actual and internal.

The commission He gave to His apostles, the parables on the

gradual growth of the kingdom, or on the delay of His

Parousia, are inconsistent with the theory that His idea of

the kingdom was purely eschatalogical. Were it impossible

to reconcile these passages and many others with those which

seem to announce that the advent of the kingdom is at hand,

were we to admit with Loisy that some sayings of Christ have

been misunderstood and disfigured, would it not be as logical

to claim that the few texts on the mere coming of the kingdom

do not come from Christ, but from the early Christians and

the influence of Jewish ideas?

3. The many miracles related in the Gospels are divided by

Loisy into two classes : those that can be explained naturally,

such as the cures of various diseases, and those that would re-

quire a supernatural intervention, such as the raising of the

dead, the multiplication of loaves, etc. Only those of the

first series are historical; the others never took place. Now,
both classes of miracles come to us with the same evidence

and on the same authority; they were evidently believed to be

facts by the Evangelists and their readers; they are naturally

interwoven with the life of Jesus". On what grounds can we
reject the testimony in one case and accept it in the other, ex-

cept on the a priori and unscientific principle that a miracle is

impossible, that " the idea of a miraculous intervention of

God is philosophically inconceivable";^' and that, "so far

as human experience goes, no phenomenon ever happened in

which it is possible to recognize a special and personal action

of God, whether in the world or in history." ^® Is not this

1^ Simples Reflexions, p. 227. is ibid., p. 156.
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tantamount to saying, in the words of Renan :
" If the mira-

culous has any existence, then is our method detestable."
^°

4. According to Loisy, Christ's body was, like that of other

criminals, thrown into the common ditch and never rose again

;

but His disciples in the course of time came to believe that

He rose from the dead, and then, having gone back to Jeru-

salem, they organized themselves into a society; this was the

beginning of Christianity. Is this a reasonable assumption?

How could the disciples even think of the Resurrection of their

Master, especially if He had never foretold it, and if His life

and teachings were such as Loisy represents them to have

been? Besides, he himself admits that all the Apostles, in-

cluding St. Paul, believed they had seen and heard their Risen

Lord. How could they have believed it unless the fact imposed

itself upon their faith? How could they have had the bold-

ness to preach the Resurrection at Jerusalem, and to point to

the empty tomb as a proof? Loisy is driven to deny the

historical character of the account of Christ's burial which is

admitted by all critics. Why? Because of its close con-

nexion with the Resurrection. Now this he rejects, not,

however, on critical grounds; for, even granting that there

are in the Gospel narratives of the Resurrection discrepancies

which cannot be reconciled, does that throw doubt on the fact

itself, which, as Loisy himself has to concede, was believed by

all Christians a short time after the death of Jesus? The

denial of the Resurrection comes from the a priori assumption

that the return to life of a dead body is inconceivable.^**

5. Again we read :
" That Christ claimed that He was a

divine person, that He was conscious of being God, made man,

not only cannot be proved to be true, but can be proved to be

false." *^
. . "He never pretended to be the manifestation of one

who subsisted in God before revealing Himself to men." "

" The dogma of Christ's divinity is only a symbol destined to

" Vie de Jesus, ed. 1867, p. V, IX.

20 Letter to Mr. Bricout, 20 June, 1907.

21 Quelques lettres, p. 148. 22 Evangiles Synoptiques, v. i, p. 408.
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signify the relation which unites God with humanity personi-

fied in Jesus." ^* Hence passages which go beyond this, which

affirm preexistence or equahty with the Father, are not, can-

not be, the words of Christ, but only the expression of Chris-

tian faith of a later date. While he thus rejects the authority

of those texts, he readily admits their traditional interpreta-

tion and grants that, in the words of Christ in the Synoptic

Gospels, we find a claim to divinity, e. g. in the text on the

mutual knowledge of the Father and the Son, in the parable of

the wicked husbandmen, in the claim to judge all men, in

Christ's answer to His judges, etc.** In order to make Christ

a mere man Loisy has to discard not only the testimony of the

early Church, of the fourth Gospel and St. Paul's Epistles,

but also a considerable portion of the Synoptics* His selec-

tion is arbitrary. He insists, and rightly so, on passages which

show Jesus to be a man; but why does he repudiate the his-

torical value of texts which show Him to be God, and which

are accepted even by rationalistic critics, though they seek to

explain them away? The teaching ascribed to Christ in the

Synoptic Gospels concerning His Divinity does not go farther,

in fact is less explicit, than the doctrine of St. Paul's Epistles,

—

a doctrine which is there given as the belief held by all Chris-

tians from the beginning.

If the life and teaching of Jesus were as they are represented

in Loisy's books, it is clearly impossible to account for the ex-

istence and the faith of early Christianity as described in St.

Paul's Epistles, the authenticity of which cannot be seriously

questioned. There we find set forth unequivocally belief in

Christ's Resurrection, in His Divinity, in the atonement

wrought by His death, in His presence in the Holy Eucharist,

etc. No reasonable explanation of that early faith of all

Christians can be given unless Christ's life and teaching were

such as we find them depicted by the Gospels in their present

form. It is only by an arbitrary rejection of essential ele-

ments under the a priori principle that the miraculous cannot

88 Ibid. 2* Ibid., i, 134, 11, 609; L'Bvangile et r£:glise, p. 41 S.
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be historical, that the French critic finds in Christ only an

ordinary man. Loisy is not unlike one who comes upon a

magnificent cathedral, and, after breaking the columns, smash-

ing the windows, defacing the paintings, wrecking the altars

and, seeing only four walls and a roof left, solemnly declares

the edifice to be a commonplace building.

Has, then, the Church in condemning him condemned scien-

tific criticism, or hampered those who really are what he

claimed to be, " sincere scientists and loyal servants of the

Church"?
A. ViEBAN, S.S.

St. Mary's Seminary, Baltimore, Md.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DOCTKINE OF THE
IlfCAENATION.

ALTHOUGH the Incarnation of the Son of God is the

central fact of all human history, and although Divine

Providence had long been preparing the world for this im-

portant event, yet when it came to pass, the news of it was

not flashed from one end of the world to the other. It took

place in the secrecy of a little village of Galilee. An event

compared with which the greatest facts of secular history pale

into insignificance, was accomplished in the world without the

world's knowing it. Nor is this all. When the Man-God,

after thirty years of obscurity, began to do and to preach. He
did not openly proclaim His identity, but left it to be inferred

from His actions. Nay more, when the Apostles went forth

to publish the glad tidings, they were slow in announcing the

true nature of the Jesus they preached. And it was centuries

later that the dogmas involved in the Incarnation were re-

duced to a systematic whole and embodied in the theological

formulas of the Christian Church. It must be of some inter-

est to the student of Christian apologetics to note the manner

in which the doctrinal fact of the Incarnation was gradually

revealed, first to the Apostles and then through them to their

disciples and followers in the early Christian Church. We
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shall see how, under the guidance of the Holy Ghost, the

Church successively put forth her definitions as so many ram-

parts to safeguard this doctrine against the doubts and denials

of scepticism and heresy.

FORESHADOWINGS OF THE GoD-MaN.

Before taking up the first point, let us cast a glance back-

ward, and ascertain whether there had been in pre-Christian

antiquity any anticipations of this dogma of a God-Man.

Since Christianity is the final revelation of God to mankind,

and since it is admirably adapted to the needs of human
nature, we may expect that men would be groping after some-

thing similar to its tenets. And so we find in this instance.

In the religions of Greece and Rome, the gods were deified

men. The Persians considered their kings as incarnate gods.

The supposed multiple incarnations of Buddha in India ap-

proached nearer to what occurred in the case of Christ than

aught else produced by paganism. Among the ideas of

philosophers, the Platonic Logos did more, perhaps, than any

other to prepare the Grecian world of thought for the accept-

ance of the Incarnation. Since God is abstract, said Plato,

He can do nothing of Himself. Hence when He would create

or reveal, there is need of a Mediator, the Logos, God's Mind,

God's Thought, the Agent of creation. The Platonists hesi-

tated between two conceptions of the Logos. When they

made him divine, they ceased to consider him personal; when
they made him personal, they ceased to consider him divine.

It is among the Hebrews that- we must seek the aurora that

forecasted the coming morn. They were not left to grope by

the light of unaided or even heavenly-helped reason. To
them above all may be applied the saying of Tertullian that

" God in previous history was training Himself for the In-

carnation."

In the Old Testament we are told of a mysterious Being,

called the Angel of the Lord. This "Angel " is at the same
time distinct from and identical with the Deity. He says:

"I am the God of Bethel" (Gen. 31 : 13), and also speaks
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of God in the third person :
" God says this," or " God will

do that." All the early Fathers asserted that this "Angel

"

was the Son of God. Later Fathers claimed he was a creature

through whom God manifested Himself. At any rate, God
appeared in human form. In the later books of the Old

Testament, Wisdom is described as born of God, distinct

from God, and possessing all the divine attributes. Finally,

the prediction of the future Messias, especially as understood

in the time of David, when He was spoken of as an ideal king,

distinct indeed from God, yet identified with Him and having

divine prerogatives, certainly should have prepared the minds

of the Jews for a Messias who is at at once God and Man.

In fact, they did regard the Messias as far above any other

creature, and even they freely ascribed to Him divine names,

divine functions, and divine attributes.

The Advent.

This was all only a foreshadowing. The reality has come,

and it far exceeds all that had been expected. Pagans and

Jews had longed for One who would be man that men might

be free to go to Him, and at the same time God that He might

save us, and bring us to God and God to us. But they never

imagined a God-Man in one Person. Jesus is a God-Man in

one Person. And yet when He came. He could not proclaim

Himself as such without exposing Himself to be misunder-

stood. With divine wisdom He planted the seed of this doc-

trine in the minds of men, and left to time and His own grace

the maturing of the fruit. In studying the development of

this dogma, we must distinguish not only two stages, but also

two kinds of development. The one may be gathered from

the pages of the New Testament, and consists of a progress in

belief; the other is recorded in the history of Christian

antiquity, and is a scientific exposition of the faith received

from the Apostles.

When the public ministry of Jesus began, the Jews were

warmly attached to a truth which long centuries of alternate

blessings and trials had been required to establish firmly in
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their minds, the truth that there is but one God. The Gen-

tiles, on the contrary, had drifted farther and farther from

monotheism until a plurality of gods was everywhere acknowl-

edged. Jesus had to reveal His own Divinity and the Trinity

in a way that would neither expose the Jews to lose their be-

lief in the Unity of God, nor the pagans to retain their erron-

eous persuasion that there were many gods. Hence we be-

hold Him insinuating these truths rather than plainly declar-

ing them. He made claims that God alone could make, led

men to treat Him as God, then to call Him God, and finally to

reconcile His Divinity with God's Unity. To have done other-

wise, to have spoken out and afifirmed that He was God and

yet distinct from the Father, would have been to estrange

from Him His Jewish brethren, even those amongst them most

ready for the Kingdom, since it would apparently have been

to undermine the very foundation of their Religion, the Unity

of God. He had first to make men His disciples, and after

they had admitted His mission from God and His right to

speak with authority, then, and not till then, to reveal to them

a truth which they would now receive with willing ear, but

which would formerly have seemed to them a hard saying.

The precise moment at which the Apostles and disciples first

came to know that Jesus is God cannot be historically deter-

mined. Likely it was before His Passion, since then even

His enemies understood Him to claim Divinity. Be that as it

may, one thing is certain, namely, that before a word of the

New Testament was written the faith in this mystery had been

firmly established. All the Evangelists and Apostles clearly

imply it, even when they do not teach it in so many words.

But the same reasons that prevented Jesus during His life-

time from speaking unreservedly, also led to a certain reticence

on their part. Hence we may distinguish three steps in their

disclosing this dogma, the first represented by the Synoptic

Gospels, the Acts, and the Epistles of St. Peter and St. James

;

the second by St. Paul's Epistle and the Epistle to the Hebrews

;

the third by the Fourth Gospel.
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Messianic Echoes in the Gospels and Epistles.

In the first class, it is stated that Jesus was miraculously

conceived ; "And the angel said to her : Behold thou shalt con-

ceive in thy womb, and shalt bring forth a Son, and thou

shalt call his name Jesus. And Mary said to the angel : How
shall this be done because I know not man? And the angel

answering, said to her : The Holy Ghost shall come upon thee,

and the power of the Most High shall overshadow thee. And
therefore the Holy which shall be born of thee shall be called

the Son of God" (Luke 1:30-35). "As His mother Mary
was espoused to Joseph, before they came together she was

found with child of the Holy Ghost" (Matt, i : 18). Next

we are informed that He knows the Father perfectly, and

that He is Himself perfectly known only by the Father:
" No one knoweth the Son but the Father : neither doth any

one know the Father but the Son, and he to whom it shall

please the Son to reveal Him" (Matt. 11:27). In the for-

mula of baptism, He places Himself on the same plane as the

Father :
" Going therefore teach ye all nations, baptizing them

in the Name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy

Ghost" (Matt. 28:19). His Divinity, Preexistence, Equal-

ity with the Father, and Eternity, though clearly implied in

the claims which He makes and which none but God could

make are not affirmed in explicit terms.

The second stage, as noted above, is represented by St.

Paul's Epistles and the Epistle to the Hebrews. This order

may seem strange to those critics who contend that St. Paul

was dead before any of the Gospels was written. But it must

be remembered that the Synoptic Gospels were written, not

for believers alone, but also for unbelievers, and consequently

it was needful to reveal the Divinity of Christ in the same way
that Jesus had, rather implicitly than explicitly, and this for the

same reasons that actuated Him in choosing His way. The

Epistles of St. Paul, on the contrary, were addressed to

Christians, and though they are not dogmatic treatises, he

would naturally be freer to mention it incidentally.

And so Christ is described as the perfect Image of God, as
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preexisting, as the Agent of creation, as above the angels and

by them to be adored :
" He hath translated us into the king-

dom of the Son of His love, in whom we have redemption

through His blood, the remission of sins : who is the image of

the invisible God, the first-born of every creature : for in Him
were all things created in heaven, and on earth, visible and

invisible, whether thrones or dominations or principalities or

powers: all things were created by Him and for Him. And
He is before all, and by Him all things consist. And He is

the head of the body, the church, who is the beginning, the first

born from the dead : that in all things He may hold the pri-

macy: because in Him it hath well pleased the Father that all

fulness should dwell: and through him to reconcile all things

unto Himself, making peace through the blood of His cross,

both as to the things on earth and the things that are in

heaven" (Col. ^ : 13-20). I have quoted this passage some-

what at length because of the divine attributes it ascribes to

Christ. He is the Image of the invisible God, the Father's

Manifestation, His perfect, substantial Representation, since

"in Him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead corporeally
"

(Col. 2:9). He is the first-born of every creature, having

existence before creation began. He is the exemplary, the

ef^cient, and the final cause of all things, even of the angels

:

" In Him were all things created. . . . All things were created

by Him and for Him." The Word Incarnate has the same

relation to the Church that He had to the world before the

Incarnation. Everything in the Church comes from Him.

He is the First-fruits of those who rise from the dead. He
has absolute supremacy in the Church as He had in the world.

Hence He is the only and perfect Mediator.

There are also many other passages of similar import. I

shall mention merely two of them, the second chapter of

Philippians (verses 5-1 1), and the first three chapters of

Hebrews, particularly the first six verses of the opening

chapter. In the former of these, Christ is said to have been

in the form of God, and hence to have had all the divine at-

tributes, since the form of anything is the sum of the qualities
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which make it what it is, and therefore the form of God is

the sum of God's attributes, or is God Himself. In the latter,

Christ is styled God's own Son, Heir of all things, the Agent

of creation, the Brightness of God's glory, and the Figure of

His substance. He is far above the angels because He is the

Son of God, and hence the angels are commanded to adore

Him.

In the Epistle to the Romans (9:5) St. Paul calls Christ

God. He is speaking of the privileges of the Jews, " of

whom," he adds, " is Christ according to the flesh, who is over

all things, God blessed for ever. Amen." But many con-

test the genuineness of this reading. Yet the probabilities are

greatly in its favor. At any rate, St. Paul gives to Christ

the attributes and worship of God.

The Testimony of the Beloved Disciple.

But the most luminous teaching on the question of Christ's

Divinity is in St. John's Gospel. This Gospel was written

for Christians, whilst the first three had been meant either

primarily or at least secondarily for Jews or pagans. Hence

St. John could speak unreservedly without danger of being

misunderstood. In his very first chapter, he not only confers

on Jesus the title of "the only-begotten Son who is in the

bosom of the Father," but he also asserts His Divinity and In-

carnation :
" The Word was God," and " the Word was made

flesh."

Then throughout his Gospel, and especially in chapters 5,

8, 10, he gives discourses wherein Jesus, without assuming

the name of God, put forth claims which led, not only His

followers, but even His unbelieving hearers to perceive that

He professed Himself God :
" No man hath ascended into

heaven but he that descended from heaven, the Son of Man
who is in heaven . . . God so loved the world as to give His

only begotten Son " (3 : 13, 16). " My Father worketh until

now and I work. (Hereupon therefore the Jews sought the

more to kill Him, because He did not only break the sabbath,

but also said God was His Father, making Himself equal to
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God.) As the Father raiseth up the dead and giveth life, so

the Son also giveth life to whom He will . . . that all men

may honor the Son as they honor the Father" (5: 17-23).

"Amen, amen, I say to you, before Abraham was made, I

am" '(8:58). "I and the Father are one" (10:30).
" Philip, he that seeth Me, seeth the Father also. . . . Believe

you not that I am in the Father and the Father in Me?
Otherwise believe for the very works' sake ... If any one

love Me he will keep My word, and My Father will love him,

and We will come to him and make Our abode with him "

(14:9-23).

Finally in one of his closing chapters, he tells how St.

Thomas addressed Jesus as " My Lord and my God," and how

Jesus accepted this title without any sign of disapproval. St.

John then clearly teaches not only that Christ preexisted but

that He is God.

The Belief of the Early Church.

Before the last of the Apostles died, therefore, the early

Christians had been unmistakably taught to believe in the

Divinity of Jesus. This belief the great body of the faithful

never lost. Of course, they were at the same time fully con-

vinced that He was a Man. They had then exactly the same

belief in regard to the Incarnation that we have to-day. Hence

after the time of the Apostles, there could be no progress in

faith. But there could be, and there was, a development in

theology. Philosophic minds, especially of the Greco-Roman

world, would inevitably sooner or later attempt to arrange

the dogmas of Christianity, and in doing so they would bring

out hidden truths hitherto unrecognized. But fallible men
would on many vital questions disagree. Then it was that

the Church would define which deduction was legitimate and

which heretical.

The most palpable problem that confronted the philosophiz-

ing Christian of the infant Church was that of reconciling the

two indisputable and seemingly incompatible facts, that the

followers of Christ believed there was but one God, and that
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they adored Christ as God. The easiest way out of the diffi-

culty would be to deny any distinction between the Father and

the Son, and in fact Praxeas, against whom Tertullian argued

so forcibly, and a little later Sabellius and his followers, fell

into this error. Their heresy, however, attacked the mystery

of the Trinity, rather than that of the Incarnation. But even

before their time, another false solution had been proposed.

The Ebionites, representing the Jewish influence within the

Church, asserted that Christ was not God, but only the Messias.

Even some of the ante-Nicene Fathers, though bearing incon-

trovertible testimony to the faith of the early Church, denied

the Eternity of the Son and His Equality with the Father.

But it was with the Arians of the fourth century that the great

attack upon Christ's Divinity came. They admitted that He
was the highest of all creatures, " the first-born of every

creature," as St. Paul had called Him, nay even of a nature

similar to that of God. But since the Father was the only

true God, and the Son was not the Father, the Son could not

be God. This sophistical reasoning was so plausible that at

one time almost one-fourth of the bishops of the Church al-

lowed themselves to be blinded by it. The first general Coun-

cil of Nice, after insisting strongly on the Divinity of Jesus,

asserting Him to be " the only begotten Son of God, born of

the Father before all ages, God of God, Light of Light, true

God of true God, begotten, not made," defined that He is

consubstantial with the Father. This word was leveled both

at the Arians and at the Sabellians, since it affirms against

the former that the Son is of the same nature as the Father,

and against the latter that the Son is distinct from the Father,

the prefix con implying a comparison between two or more.

Meanwhile other heretics had broached a view that would

do away with the other element that goes to make up the mys-

tery of the Incarnation, the Sacred Humanity of Christ. The

Ebionites and Arians had denied that He was God ; the Gnos-

tics on the contrary denied that He was Man. Representing

the pagan influence in the Church, and imbued with the pre-

valent philosophic idea that matter was essentially evil and that
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God could not come in contact with it, they held that the Son

of God assumed only the appearance of a body, not a real

body. The early Fathers opposed them, and the Council of

Nice reaffirmed against them the doctrine already formulated

by St. John in his gospel, that the Son became Man. " Et

Homo factus est." Later Apollinaris denied to Jesus perfect

Manhood by asserting that He had a Body and an animal Soul,

but not a rational Soul. His error was condemned at the

Council of Constantinople in 381.

Theological Development.

Hitherto the Church had done little more than reassert what

all Christians from the first had believed. The one exception

was the word " consubstantial." With this term she inaugur-

ates so to speak the theology of the Incarnation, by explain-

ing that when St. John said the Word was God, he meant the

Word had the same Divine Nature as the eternal Father. The

conclusion now was that Christ is true God, consubstantial

with the Father; and true Man having a Soul and Body

like ours. But now thinking minds, accepting these two pro-

positions as true, were about to inaugurate a discussion that

would force the Church to take a new step forward, and

bring to light latent truths heretofore the object of implicit

faith only. The Church had just declared that Christ was

really God and really Man. The question that naturally arose

was: How are the Divinity and Humanity united in Christ?

We all now know the true answer. In Christ there are two

Natures, the one divine, the other human ; and there is but one

Person in Him and that one is divine. But the early Chris-

tians never thought of these matters. Hence when the ques-

tion came up for discussion, though the vast majority of the

theologians of the time, including the best and wisest, were

on the right side, it was easy for even truly learned men
to go wrong.

It was the heresy of Apollinaris who, as noted above, main-

tained that Christ had not a perfect human soul, that occa-

sioned the first of these discussions. In opposing it, Diodorus
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went too far. He not only held the Catholic doctrine that

Christ is perfect Man, but in his anxiety to defend this posi-

tion, he put forward the proposition that the Man Christ had

a human personality distinct from that of the divine Word.

His disciple Theodore of Mopsuestia elaborated his system.

His great tenet was that Mary was not the Mother of God,

but only of the man Jesus. The controversy thus engen-

dered was just arising in Constantinople when Nestorius was

consecrated Bishop of that See in 428, and he championed the

side of Theodore so energetically as to give his name to that

party. Meanwhile the defenders of orthodoxy had not been

inactive. Cyril of Alexandria was the most prominent of

them. Both he and Nestorius appealed to the Bishop of

Rome. Pope Celestine I called on Nestorius to recant within

ten days. But as he refused and as some of his brother-

bishops still supported him, the third General. Council was

called to meet at Ephesus in 431. The Council anathema-

tized any one who would not admit that the Blessed Virgin is

the Mother of God, or who would deny that the Word of God

is united to the Flesh " secundum hypostasim," substantially

or personally. In the eighth century an attempt was made

by two Spanish bishops to revive the heresy of Nestorius in a

somewhat different form. They contended that Christ as

Man was not the natural, but only the adopted Son of God.

The logical and necessary sequel of this would be a denial

either of the Divinity of Christ or of the personal union of the

two natures in Him, earnestly combatted by Alcuin. It was

condemned by local Spanish Councils. It never had any

great influence in the Church at large, and hence it did not

call for the intervention of the infallible ruling body, especially

since it had already been reprobated at Ephesus.

As Nestorianism was the antitype of the heresy of Apolli-

naris, so Monophysism was the error of the extreme opponents

of Nestorius. Eutyches not only denied duality of Person, but

also duality of Nature in Christ. His followers did not all

agree. Some said the human Nature was divinized, others

that Christ was neither God nor man. The Council of
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Chalcedon defined that the two Natures are distinct. Later

the Monotholites taught there was only one Will in Christ.

This would be to deny to Christ a complete human nature.

Implicitly condemned at Chalcedon, they were anathematized

in 680 by the second General Council of Constantinople.

Modern Theological Aspect.

Thus ended the development of the doctrine of the Incarna-

tion. Errors have arisen in modern times, but to meet them,

the Church has had but to reaffirm what she had for centuries

been teaching her children. Hence it is unnecessary to trace

the history of this doctrine down through the succeeding gen-

erations. More profitable will it be to sum up, by way of con-

clusion, the result of the discussions we have been reviewing.

This result is embodied in the definition theologians formulate

of the mystery of the Incarnation. They tell us that it is the

Hypostatic or Personal Union of two Natures, the divine and

the human, in the single Person of the Word, from which

union there results one Christ. This definition includes the

four main truths which as many different heresies in the early

ages sought to undermine.

The Incarnation is a union because it is a combination of

two elements to form a unit. It is a union of the Divine Na-

ture and the Human Nature. These words are aimed at the

Gnostics who denied Christ's Human Nature, and at the Arians

who impugned His Divinity. Moreover the union of the two

natures is Personal or Hypostatic. There are three kinds of

union. An accidental or moral union is that wherein the ele-

ments are brought together by mere aggregation in such a

way that they do not form one substance, but each retains

its individuality. This is the union that exists between stones

heaped together, between friends that have one heart and one

soul. It is also the union which the Nestorians would pre-

dicate of the two natures in Christ. The second kind of

union is substantial or natural. It is that wherein the ele-

ments lose their individuality, and they are fused into one

nature. Thus are oxygen and hydrogen combined to form
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water, the human soul and the human body to form man.

Thus also the Eutychians maintained the Divine Nature and

the Human were united in Christ.

The third kind of union is personal or hypostatic. It is

that wherein two natures, whilst remaining complete and

distinct, form but one person. This is the union, which, as

the Church holds, exists between the two Natures in Christ.

It is a union nowhere duplicated. It is a union, too, which

we cannot fully understand. We cannot comprehend how a

complete and independent rational nature should not be re-

sponsible for its own acts. Yet we see no contradiction

herein. Rational nature and personality are not in all re-

spects identical. The former is the principle of operation,

the latter of responsibility. The responsibility for the actions

of Christ's human Nature is assumed by the Second Person

of the Blessed Trinity. This is why there is no human per-

sonality in Christ although there is a complete Human Nature.

This is also the reason why the definition says the Union is

" in the one Person of the Word." This phrase shows,

moreover, that the Human Nature is united, not to the Divine

Nature, which is common to the Father, the Son, and the

Holy Ghost, but to that which is peculiar to the Son, His

Personality. Hence there are not two Christs but only one;

for Jesus Christ is the Name neither of the Divine nor of the

Human Nature, but of the Divine Person, the God-Man, the

same Person who is the eternal Word of God, the one and

only Deity.

In reviewing the history of this dogma, we cannot but ad-

mire the wonderful wisdom of God's Providence displayed

therein. Far back in the shadowy ages that preceded the

dawn of Christianity, we see a faint ray from the star of the

Incarnation darting athwart the gloom that encircled even

the chosen people. At the same time the best amongst the

Gentiles were " feeling after " this truth, just as we see the

most religiously minded amongst our separated brethren to-

day drawing nearer and nearer to Catholic practices and be-

liefs. And when in the fulness of time the Word, who
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" was in the beginning," and who " was God," " was made

flesh," when God Himself came down from Heaven and dwelt

amongst men, He did not dazzle them by a sudden revelation

of His glory, but with a love that draweth sweetly and con-

sumeth gently, He raised their minds slowly and mildly to the

contemplation of this ennobling and soul-uplifting Mystery,

just as we behold a boat between the locks in a river gradu-

ally and calmly elevated when the lower lock is closed.

Nor is the history of this dogma down through the centuries

of Christianity a less marvelous manifestation of the directing

presence of the Holy Spirit in the Church. We see the bark

of Peter treading the narrow channel of truth, lined on either

side with sharp crags menacing utter destruction. Surely if

she avoids the rock of Gnosticism, she will be dashed to pieces

on the opposite rock of Arianism, or if she escapes Nestorian-

ism, she will be swallowed up in the whirlpool of Eutychian-

ism. But no ! her divine Pilot brings her safe through all

perils. True, some of her passengers give her up as lost

and desert her, only to be swept by a swift current far out

into the black and raging sea of heresy and infidelity. And
as the storm abates and the skies clear, the elect who have

clung to her in the hour of darkness and peril, rejoice in the

sunshine of the fuller knowledge of the Saviour, and with

ever-increasing love for the Great Captain, they sail with her

down the years of time towards the harbor of a safe eternity,

fearing no tempests ; for if the great heresies of the early cen-

turies were powerless to destroy the Catholic Church, what has

she to dread in Protestantism, Modernism, and anti-Christian

Socialism ?

Whilst the history of the development of the Incarnation

increases our trust in the Catholic Church, it also deepens our

devotion to the God-Man. The Incarnation is not only the

keystone of the arch of Christian dogma, it is also the heart

of Christian devotions. Admit the least of the errors that

have arisen in regard to it, and immediately the Redemption,

the sacramental system, and the Church have for us no more
cohesion than the ruins of an old abbey, nay they crumble to
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pieces and lie in dust at our feet. Without the full doctrine

of the Incarnation, the Mediatorship of Jesus becomes mean-

ingless and the efficacy of prayer little more than a hollow

sound ; devotion to Mary withers ; the Holy Eucharist turns to

an enigma, and the Christian can no longer cry aloud with

joy that in every town or district where the Blessed Sacrament

is reserved, there lives a Man who is God.

A great gladness, therefore, it is to the heart gratefully to

look backward and to study the stages whereby the darkness

of pagan antiquity has been gradually replaced by our present

noonday brightness of belief in the Incarnation; a greater

gladness it is to dare to hope that a never-ending day is to

dawn upon us when even our present light will seem darkness

in comparison with its splendor, when faith shall cease and

vision begin, when we shall rest entranced forevermore by

the beauty of Jesus Christ, at once our Brother and our God.

J. P. Shields.

Turtle Creek, Pa.

SHOULD WE PLEAD FOR A VEENACULAR LITTIRGY?

ACCUSTOMED from childhood to the use of Latin in our

Liturgy, we are well disposed, when the period of re-

flection arrives, to accept the reasons ordinarily set forth for

its retention, not merely as sufficient explanation of the fact,

but also as decisive against the suggestion of a change. Those

mysterious words which caught our ears the first Sunday we

entered our parish church, seemed all the more potent for their

mystery, and in keeping with the profound truths that were

rooting in our minds; and their association with the subse-

quent development of our religious thought and feeling, at a

time when impressions most easily give bent and direction to

our lives, invests them in our minds with so much sacredness

that at first we should be shocked to hear said that the same

results might have been secured through the medium of some

other tongue. On the other hand, if we approach the subject

from an independent standpoint, as persons, let us suppose,
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ignorant of the Church's history, and only lately become in-

formed of her nature and aim, our first impression would be

one of surprise that an organization chartered to enlighten and

sanctify all races of mankind, should shroud its Liturgy, the

expression of its Faith and life, in a language unknown to its

members.

We are not obliged, however, to survey the question from

either of these standpoints exclusively. We can appreciate

the influence which the Latin, as being the language of our

Liturgy, has, as a matter of fact, wielded in the formation

of our religious character, without denying that our mother

tongue could have exercised an influence equally great. On
the other hand, a study of the Church's history will reveal

both how naturally—one might perhaps say, inevitably—pub-

lic worship throughout the Western Church assumed the

speech of Old Rome, and what valid reasons there were why,

having once been accepted as the official tongue of orthodoxy,

it should not be lightly set aside at the call of ever-fluctuating

race conditions.

While tempering our judgments, however, by these con-

siderations, we may still inquire whether, in the present condi-

tion of the world, the Church might not enlarge her services

to mankind by modifying her discipline so far as to give to,

at least, the more widespread and permanent tongues the

place which Latin now occupies in the Liturgy. My purpose

in the present writing is to set forth some reasons why the

change, despite certain strong prima facie arguments against

it, would, as it seems to me, give freer movement to the

Church's apostolic mission, and bring her children into more

direct contact with the full stream of her divine life.

As will appear on slight reflection, any attempt of this kind

will always be more largely concerned with answering diffi-

culties brought against the suggested change, than with direct

proof of its desirability ; for, did not adventitious causes inter-

vene to give pause to the course of one's judgment, no one,

I think, could deny that a language understood by the wor-

shipers would be the most serviceable in which to perform the

rites of worship.
•
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My attention has of late been drawn to this question by the

influence which I have seen wielded over non-Catholics, es-

pecially those of the Church of England and her offsprings, by

a Liturgy in their mother tongue. What struck me most was

the steadying and controlling power of their devotional liter-

ature on the conduct even of those who professed no belief in

revealed religion, I have known persons who would not give

unqualified assent to any one article of the Creed, but who,

nevertheless, spoke warmly of the beauty of their prayers and

hymns, which they recited with evident feeling, and whose

lives remained subject to Christian ideals mainly, as it seems

to me, through that consuetudo adorationis, as St. Augustine

would probably have called it, induced and preserved by the

language of their liturgy.^ But if the use of the mother

tongue can give so much value to the ritual of the sects, how
much more efficacious would it not be, if made the instrument

of the Faith, truth, and covenanted graces of Christ's Church ?

The grandeur as well as the beauty and pathos of our

Liturgy are commonplaces of our own teaching, and are ad-

mitted even by many non-Catholics. We have in it a treas-

ure rich beyond all human counting; we have the deposit of

Faith embodied in it in a vital manner; we have in it the

loftiest expressions of the Church's supernatural character,

and of the sanctity to which she has given birth; and (what

touches us more nearly) we have in it, already formed by the

permanent needs of man, the language of the human heart

in all its various attitudes of approach to God, from the most

jubilant outbursts of divine praise to the lowliest cry for mercy

and help. We have in it, too, a history of the Church's de-

velopment, of the life she has lived, the forces she has been

in contact with, and the struggles through which she has come

^ In his Ennaration on Ps. 127, n. 7, the holy Doctor notes how servile

fear, though it does not cause sinners to love justice, nevertheless forms
in them a habit of justice, which makes the way easier to the love of God.

Timent quidem sed non amant justitiatn. Cum autem per timorem con-

tinent se a peccato, fit consuetudo justitiae, et incipit quod durum erat

amari, et dulcescit Deus.
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—the scars of battle and the laurels of victory, Calvary and

Thabor—all is there. But while in itself our Liturgy is all

this, and far more, so much cannot be claimed for it relatively

to the people. Though no conditions with which the Church

has had to deal could stay the progress of her mission, or ren-

der any instrument of her power altogether inefficacious, they

have at times and in certain places been able to curtail the ex-

ercise of her natural functions, and to prevent the full realiza-

tion of that ideal which her organization and aim suggest.

And so it has happened in the case of the Liturgy: some

shadows of earth seem to have fallen here, and to have lef

sened the splendor of the perfect light; so that, though we

have entered into our inheritance, and have been taught by

the Son of God Himself, nevertheless, in this one respect we
are in a measure under the law of exile, and may not pene-

trate the cloud of smoke and fire which hangs over the sacred

mount of worship.

That the faithful would draw large profit from immediate

contact with the riches of our Liturgy is beyond all reasonable

doubt. They would know from personal experience what they

now hold mainly on the report of others. Besides, the exer-

cise of worship would become a special means of education

both of mind and heart, producing in its most natural form

what the Church so much desiderates in the training of the

young, viz. a blending of knowledge and piety in such man-

ner as to nourish and develop their moral character without

any reflex effort of their own. As being an act of devotion,

it would, in addition to training the affections, convey to the

mind the truths which it embodies concerning sacred and

divine things more fruitfully than could any formal teaching,

and would invest public worship with much of that subtle

and wholesome influence which experience has recognized as

peculiar to the Christian home. And this is an exceptionally

important consideration; for one need not be a pessimist to

see that our present social condition is unfortunate in this

respect at least, viz. that it necessitates an enormous amount
of formal religious teaching to compensate, as far as may be,
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for the waning influence of the home, the school par ex-

cellence of informal, or implicit teaching. Our schools and

pulpits are engrossed as they never were before with the prob-

lem of indoctrinating the young with the religion of Christ,

for the burden of instruction has been so shifted that, unless

it be borne by them, it will hardly be borne at all. But the

wider one's experience of all this necessary and holy work,

the more reason one has to deplore that at least the funda-

mental part of it cannot be more generally done by the in-

formal method of home training. Now, whatever may be the

root reason for home influence in general, one sufficient ex-

planation of its predominance in religion is this, in the home
religion is learned in the practice of it, whereas in all schools

of formal teaching, instruction, as being primarily directed

to the intellect, though of course it will have more or less

bearing on conduct, has not necessarily any vital connexion

with it. Hence the further we succeed in getting the con-

stant agencies of religious teaching to operate along the lines

of home training, the more confidently may we hope for last-

ing results. Now it seems to me that a Liturgy in the mother

tongue would be educative after the manner of the home, of

whose training it might be considered as an advanced de-

partment and an abiding complement. But if this view is

just, an important increase of religious knowledge and im-

provement of religious fibre would beyond doubt be wrought

in the Catholic masses, provided that in those countries in

which Latin now obtains, the vernacular were substituted

in the Mass, in the administration of the Sacraments, in the

services of Holy Week, and in all other parts of public wor-

ship. The Church would feel again the freshness of her

morning life; the congregation, drawn once more around the

altar as in earlier days, before their part in the services

passed to the acolyte and the choir, would share immediately

in the supplications and prayers that are offered up on their

behalf; and, being restored in some measure to their original

place "in the Liturgy, would give to it a clearer meaning and

fuller harmony. Our big city churches with their distant wor-
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shipers under the organ-loft and in the vestibule, who see little

and hear less of what is doing, would give place to small

parish churches, in which all would feel themselves full partici-

pants in the rites of the altar. The priest himself, being kept

more distinctly conscious of his exposure to the intelligent

observation of his people, and of his own office as mediator

between them and God, would be further safeguarded against

carelessness and perfunctoriness in his ministrations. It is

hardly possible that priests of our day, were they surrounded

by worshipers who understood the ritual language as did

those who interfered with the wholesome innovation of St.

Augustine, or detected Nestorius introducing heresy into pub-

lic worship, could ever be found to recite, for instance, the

Coniiteor, the Gloria, or the Credo, with a precipitancy that

withdraws them from the category not merely of prayer, but

even of rationa* utterance.

A secondary, yet highly important, effect of worship in the

mother tongue would be the store of sacred thoughts and

words with which participation in the offices of the Church

would enrich the minds of even the least instructed. Who
can reflect without a feeling of regret that, whereas Protestants

carry about in memory the psalms and hymns of their services.

Catholics on the contrary, the heirs to the sanctity, the wis-

dom, and the learning of the ages, go out into the world

possessed of scarcely a fragment of their Liturgy? No need

to dwell on the extent of this loss. Priests experienced in

missionary work well know how often the sinner owes his

repentance to some words of encouragement or admonition

which recurred in the devotions of his youth, and never en-

tirely passed from his memory. They were not always effi-

cacious in withholding him from sin, but they never allowed

him false repose in his indulgences; they threatened or en-

couraged as the case might be, serving as a preacher where

no other could find access, awakening memories, too, of his

happier days, and of the sacred offices of maternal care; un-

til, after struggling to his feet and falling perhaps a hundred

times, they drew him on, through humiliation and gratitude,

to the seat of mercy and complete repentance. •
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To say nothing of the rest, just think how far the services

of Holy Week themselves, if conducted in the language of the

people, would go to supply the want which I have just men-

tioned. Year after year the faithful gathered into the church

by the subduing power of the Passion time, would hear all pos-

sible forms of divine appeal directed to their hearts in words

so simple, so beautiful, and so persuasive, that some of it

must perforce fasten itself in their memories. They would

hear described, in language never rivaled by the tongue of

man, the miseries come upon a favored people for their viola-

tion of God's commands :
" The ways of Sion mourn, be-

cause there are none that come to the solemn feast: all her

gates are broken down: her priests sigh: her virgins are in

affliction, and she is oppressed with bitterness. . . . The child

and the old man lie without on the ground: my virgins and

my young men are fallen by the sword. . . . The tongue of

the suckling child hath stuck to the roof of his mouth for

thirst: the little ones have asked for bread, and there was
none to break it unto them;"—and would be touched by the

recurring appeal which indicates their only remedy :
" Jeru-

salem, Jerusalem, be converted to the Lord thy God." They
would hear the voice of God, grievously offended indeed, yet

with a fatherly patience and love seeking to recall His un-

grateful children to Himself :
" O my people, what have I

done to thee? or in what have I caused thee sorrow?" And
again, the cry of the Saviour, voluntarily burdened with our

sins, yet, as it might seem, appealing to us for mercy : "All ye

that pass by the way, attend, and see if there be any sorrow

like unto my sorrow." They would follow Him step by step

through the gloom of the Passion to the consummation on

Golgotha, and would hear and understand the voice of the

Church explaining the awful tragedy while depicting it.

Then, after a little more, the language of joy and triumph

would break upon them ; the wail of Jeremias would be stilled

before the rising notes of the Exultet, the humiliation of the

Cross would give place to the glory of the Resurrection, and

the language of the Church changing with the changed con-
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ditions, would give expression to new thoughts, and reveal

fresh beauties to her children. Who could come under such

influence year after year without being chastened in heart and

ennobled in mind, made strong in adversity and grateful in

prosperity, as well as enriched with a store of hallowed speech

that would remain with him a guide and delight throughout

life?

It remains to consider the reasons why it is claimed that,

notwithstanding all that may be said in favor of worship in

the popular tongues, any interference with the present lan-

guage of Liturgy is undesirable. Cardinal Capecelatro in

his work on Christian Doctrine,^ states the case for the re-

tention of the Latin with a sobriety rarely met with in this

discussion. While he thinks it not unlikely that the question

may ere long come up in a general council, he confesses that

for his own part he does not see his way to advocate a change.

His most noteworthy reflections are contained under the fol-

lowing heads

:

1. The call for a change is not so great, seeing that the

faithful, when well instructed by the priest, understand the

substance of the Mass, even when said in Latin; and besides,

they can avail themselves of the translations, which are now
in use, of different parts of the Liturgy.

2. The use of Latin in the Liturgy is a most efficacious

means of maintaining the unity of tongue throughout the

Church of the West.

3. It is a symbol of the unity of the Church, and a re-

minder of all that is oldest and most venerable in Christianity.

4. There is something mysterious and solemn about a

Liturgy that speaks a language not used for the common needs

of life, and not fully understood, which cannot fail to produce

good results in well-disposed minds.

It will be noticed that the Cardinal admits the desirability of

a wider knowledge of the Liturgy on the part of the faithful,

but thinks that by instruction and the use of translations

2 La Dottrina Catfolica, Vol. ii, cap. 15.
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enough can be acquired to render a vernacular Liturgy un-

necessary. Thus we are at once brought face to face with a

call for special instructions to acquaint our people with the

nature of our religious rites. Would it not be more effective

and economical to put the Liturgy into the language of the

people, and let it explain itself? The prayers employed in

the administration of the Sacraments and in the Mass explain

the ceremonies very well, and, if understood by the faithful,

would remove the necessity of much of that formal instruction

with which, as I have already observed, priests and teachers

are burdened; and would make public worship itself a constant

and fruitful teacher for all who practise it. Well-instructed

Catholics will of course be better able than their less fortun-

ate brethren to compensate themselves for their lack of Latin.

But one of the most difficult problems before the Church—

a

problem that must have forced itself on the attention of Car-

dinal Capecelatro himself, as he looked out over his own
diocese of Capua—is to adequately instruct, and keep in-

structed, the masses, many of whom either can not use books

at all, or can use them only indifferently. Now one of the

weightiest reasons in favor of a vernacular Liturgy is found

precisely in its power of contributing toward this most neces-

sary end, it being taken for granted that, in ordering her wor-

ship so as best to supply the needs of her lowliest children,

the Church would be serving the interests of them all.

Further, the measures which the Cardinal thinks would

obviate the difficulty, do not touch the heart of the question at

all, the language of Liturgy, despite instruction and transla-

tions, remaining ever a dead language. As I intimated in a

general way higher up, the chief advantage of public worship

in the mother tongue is that, of itself, and without external

aids, it brings the faithful into immediate contact with the

Church's treasures of knowledge and piety ; that it forms them

in mind and heart without any effort of their own, except

their sharing in the liturgical functions. Now the use of

translations, though it adds to the worshiper's understanding

of what is doing, does not substantially affect his relationship
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with public worship. He is still, as far as language is con-

cerned, sharing in it through a medium, and is not directly

joining with the priest in the prayers that are being offered

up in his name.

The second consideration I take to be based on the necessity

of maintaining the Latin as the official language of the Church,

the retention of it in the Liturgy being considered a most

powerful means to that end. This is, and no doubt deserves

to be, a favorite argument with those who are opposed to a

change; but it is seldom stated with the same appreciation of

its meaning as that shown by the Italian Cardinal, other writ-

ers being generally content to set forth the necessity of a

Church that is one in doctrine and government having a lan-

guage of its own, without making any distinction between the

language of worship and the language of business.'

A governing organization as widespread as the Church un-

doubtedly facilitates the discharge of its business by the adop-

tion of an official language. But if it is a question of pre-

serving the official language of the Church, then I think the

use of Latin in public worship has far less importance than is

commonly attributed to it. Our Churches are schools of

Latin only in the slightest measure. The fact that a priest

answers the requirements of the Church in the exercise of pub-

lic worship does not imply that he can hold intercourse in

Latin with the Holy See. Nor will it avail to urge that, at

any rate, the deeper knowledge of it which the ecclesiastical

student acquires is owing to its being the language of Liturgy,

since the exercise of the ministry is the goal to which his

studies are directed. It certainly is the goal, but the ability

to read the Latin of our Liturgy, though a necessary condition

to it, is but a small item of the qualifications (else why six years

of Seminary studies?), and of itself contributes little or noth-

ing toward maintaining the official language of the Church.

The student's first object, in taking up Latin, is to qualify

' Cf. Mgr. De Segur, Reponses d, les Objections contre la Religion, cap.

39; Father Taparelli, SJ., Saggio Teoretico di Diritto Naturale, Vol. II,

note 127. Rohrbacher, torn. 41, liv. 65.
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himself for his ecclesiastical studies, which, if they are to be

pursued with profit, demand a genuine knowledge of that

tongue. Our Church literature is essentially Latin, and can-

not now be anything else; and whoever has a grasp of it that

will admit him to the enjoyment of that literature, will be able

to use it as a means of intercourse with others ; whoever knows

it only according to the demands of the Liturgy will not be

able so to use it. It is the literature, therefore, of Western

Christendom, and not its Liturgy, that must be pronounced a

medio efficacissimo for the preservation of the official language

of the Church.

The third consideration appeals directly to the heart. A
memory of all that is oldest and most venerable in Christianity,

possessed, too, of the other special charms named by the Car-

dinal, is surely something deserving a reverent treatment,

something in fact whose title of occupancy one can scarcely

undertake to analyze, without seeming to incur the guilt of

sacrilege. But, as the task is before me, I would in the first

place ask, to what percentage of the Catholics of Western

Christendom does the Latin of the Liturgy appeal as it does to

-the poetic soul of Cardinal Capecelatro ? How many of them

find " in that Latin somewhat barbarous perhaps, and some-

what Greek, in that Latin born of the Faith, a perfume of

sanctity, of beauty, of the robust youth of the primitive

Church, which no other word, no other tongue, can adequately

render?"*

To begin with, only those who have a respectable knowl-

* In justice to this appeal to antiquity I will give the Cardinal's own
spirited words in full :

" Non so se m'inganno, ma in quella liturgia cosl

semplici e cosi primitiva, le parole, proprio come stanno cola, in quel

latino forse un po' barbaro, e un po* Greco, in quel latino nato allora dalla

fede, c'e un profumo della santita, della bellezza, della virile adolocenza

della primitiva Chiesa, che niun' altra parola, niun' altra lingua puo ren-

dere appieno. Quelle parole io mi sono talvolta provato di dirle in italiano

o in altra lingua. Non sono quelle : non ci fanno piti vivere con gH Apos-
toli e coi santi che ci precidettero ; non ci trasportino piti come quelle

nella Terra Sanctificata dalla vita, dai miracoH, dagl' insegnamenti e

della morte di Cristo."
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edge of Latin are touched at all by this view of the question;

and of these many would be found lacking that sympathetic

temperament and historic insight which would enable them to

feel themselves, in virtue of the Latin of the Liturgy, living

with the Apostles and Saints, and " transported into the land

sanctified by the life, the miracles, and the teaching of Christ."

It would probably be putting the figures too high to say that

one in every five hundred, clergy included, would fill the

conditions. But is it wise to keep four hundred and ninety-

nine shut out in any degree from the fullest possible participa-

tion in public worship, in order that the five-hundredth may
enjoy the special devotional flavor of our liturgical Latin?

So much is said on the assumption that the superiority which

the Cardinal claims for Latin, as the language of devotion,

over all other languages, is beyond doubt. But is it? If the

user of it transports himself to the company of the Apostles and

the scenes of Christ's ministry, we may be sure it is owing

less to its historical connexion with either, than to the fact

of his first having become acquainted with them through the

Latin of the Vulgate and of the Fathers; and that one who
from his boyhood had familiarized himself with the Gospel

history through the language of the Douay version, would ex-

perience a corresponding pleasure in the words of an English

Liturgy that recalled his early memories.

I think, too, that the loss which the Liturgy would suffer

by translation into modern tongues is for the most part

imaginary. I do not pretend to speak for the other lan-

guages, though I presume they are all capable of giving ade-

quate and becoming expression to the religious thought of the

people; but, as for the English, I am convinced it is possessed

of a cadence and majesty that make it exceptionally well suited

for the purpose of prayer. Readers can put this view to a

ready and tolerably good test by turning the most striking

Latin prayers into good English, and comparing their effects,

before and after translation, on the ear and feelings, by re-

citing them aloud in both languages. Or, if any priest should

wish to know whether the Mass would sound well in English,
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let him repeat aloud, as if for a congregation who were follow-

ing his words, the Judica and the prayer Aufer^

One scarcely knows how to deal with the Cardinal's

final reflection. Whether the mysterious influence of a lan-

guage not used for the common needs of life, and not alto-

gether understood, produces normal religious results, one finds

it hard to decide. What may be the " far-off interest " of such

influence, it were needless to speculate ; but the immediate duty

of instructing the minds of our people is hardly question of

doubt.

The other writers whom I have mentioned higher up, how-

ever much they differ from Cardinal Capecelatro in the man-

ner of presenting their opinions, are in substance one with him;

and when they go beyond this common ground, their reason-

ing is weak and far-fetched. There is no need, therefore, to

delay over De Segur when he tells us that " the queen of lan-

guages ought to be the language of religion " ; nor over

Taparelli when, with utter gratuitousness, he informs us that

" a Church that lasts till the end of time needs a language that

traverses the ages without change" (i. e. a dead language)

;

nor yet over Rohrbacher when, after supporting his view with

more valid reasoning, he launches into mysticism, and re-

minds us that the confusion (i. e. the multiplication) of tongues

was a punishment, and that the confusion ceased at Jerusalem,

on Pentecost Day, when, " dans la meme langue chaque peuple

entendit la sienne." If the sick man heard the form and pray-

ers of Extreme Unction in his own tongue, while the priest

pronounces them over him in Latin, one could see the bearing

of our author's words on the present discussion. But as the

miracle of Pentecost was not made permanent, we are per-

force thrown back on the natural means of intercourse with

our fellow-men.

More deserving of notice is their claim that the use of a

common language of worship creates a feeling of brotherhood

^ Given a Liturgy in the vernacular, parts of the Mass would naturally

be recited in a louder tone of voice than the present circumstances re-

quire, or the Rubrics call for.
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among Catholics, and makes them at home in what country

soever they enter a Catholic Church. The advantage here

pointed out, however much it really is, is for the few who

move abroad, not for the many who stay at home. But I sus-

pect it is only another case of crediting to the language of

Liturgy results which belong in great measure to another

cause. On second thought all will, I think, agree that unity

of rite is a more potent factor in fostering the feeling of

brotherhood among Catholics of different nationalities than

the unity of a liturgical language, unknown alike to them all.

By way of illustration let us take two American Catholics who
find themselves in Paris of a Sunday morning, and let us sup-

pose that one drops into a Church in which Mass is being

celebrated in French according to the Latin rite, while the

other happens on a colony of Armenians, worshiping indeed

in the Latin tongue, but according to their own rite. In the

former case the duration of the different parts, the movements

of the priest, and the ceremonies in general, would be the

same as our American had been accustomed to, and he could

take out his prayer-book and join in the service as easily as

if he were in his native parish. In fact the guidance which

the worshipers receive from the movements of the priest and

the ceremonies is one reason why Mgr. De Segur sees no need

of Mass in the vernacular. In the latter case our visitor would

recognize the sound of some words with which he had been

made familiar at home, but their meaning would be as hidden

to him as it was before, nor could they in their present setting

offer him any guidance to the progress of the Mass; all else

would be strange and puzzling. Need any one be told which

of the two would feel the more at home?
The reasoning of these authors, strange to say, does not

terminate in an attempt to establish the inexpediency of dis-

turbing the present condition of our Liturgy ; it tends further

to create the impression that a dead language is to be pre-

ferred, for its own sake, as the language of public worship;

and unless one were already informed from some other source,

one might rise from them in the belief that Latin was chosen
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as the language of Liturgy just because it was dead, as a

check, it might seem, on the vain curiosity of the vulgar. As-

suredly he would not be led to think that the present condition

has grown upon the Church, and that Latin was first taken

up in her worship precisely because it was the speech of the

people.

Scholars are agreed that Greek was the liturgical language

of Rome for the first two centuries; then, owing to the pre-

ponderance of the Latin element in the Christian community,

it gave place to the Latin tongue. And the earliest Liturgical

Formularies that have come down to us bear evidence on the

face of them that they were composed at a time when the

people understood them, and were closely associated with the

priest and the sacred ministers in the rites of worship. In-

deed there seems to have been little if any place left for private

devotions in the early Christian services. The congregation

joined directly in the prayers which the celebrant offered up

in their name or on their behalf; they followed the lead of

the deacon, or precentor, with their own words of supplica-

tion, as he presented their various petitions in litany form ; and

they listened to the lections from Holy Scripture which were

read for their edification. We may be sure that the Church

was not less zealous in Rome than in Jerusalem for the in-

struction of her children; but we are told in the Peregrinatio

Etheriae, a writing of about the year 385, that in the latter

city, owing to the presence in the congregation of Syrians who
did not understand the Greek of the Liturgy, it was customary

to repeat the lections for them in their own language. Lec-

tiones etiam quaecumque in ecclesia leguntur, quia necesse est

grece legi, semper stat qui siriste interpretatur, propter popu-

lum, ut semper discant. One thing at any rate is certain : the

superior advantages of a dead langpuage in public worship

were not realized by our brethren of the first centuries. It is

scarcely less certain that when Latin was substituted for Greek,

both churchmen and statesmen hoped it would endure as a

living tongue; and had it so endured, we may be sure we
should now search in vain, in writers on Church government,
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for reasons why the language of worship should be a dead

language.

But the language, in the course of time, went the way of

the Empire. It ceased to be spoken by the people, but sur-

vived among scholars and churchmen, and the Liturgy, becom-

ing less and less subject to the shaping influences of congrega-

tional worship, lost the more readily many of the features of

its popular origin, and finally hardened into the form in which

it has reached us across the centuries. But it has not escaped

the notice of the Church that this vast arsenal of the Faith,

if made more accessible to the people, would furnish arms

powerful and numerous for the new warfare of post-Reforma-

tion days. Hence the translations of various parts of it which

have come into popular use. Is it too much to hope, in view

of the Church's judicious readiness to modify her discipline

to meet the changed conditions of men, that the movement al-

ready begun under her patronage for the opening up of the

Liturgy to the masses is destined to terminate in the establish-

ment of public worship in the mother tongues ?—not necessar-

ily in a restoration of the practices of our earliest Christian

brethren, which in some respects might not suit our day, but

of a condition in which the priest, when he lifts his voice be-

fore them as their spokesman and minister, will be understood

by them without interpreter or comment?
Those who are disposed to be frightened by the difficulties

to which an innovation may lend occasion, rather than to be

encouraged by the substantial good it is expected to produce,

will always find arguments in support of the status quo; but

if the Church never undertook a reform until the prudence of

her ancients was entirely satisfied, many a bright chapter in

her history would never have been written.

Hence, when it is urged that to give the people a Liturgy in

the vernacular would be to expose our doctrine to the danger

of corruption, we know we are dealing with persons who are

given to " borrowing trouble," as the saying has it. The vigil-

ance of the living Church, to which the deposit of Faith has

been confided, is surely sufficient guarantee against that danger.
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So, too, when the connexion between heresy and the popular

tongues, that is, the tendency of heresy toward a vernacular

Liturgy, is pointed out, we may be sure it is only another ex-

pression of that same excessive caution and nervous dread.

In fact this latter objection only raises the serious question,

whether we are not here face to face with one of those cases

in which the children of this world have proved themselves

wiser than the children of light. It is lawful to learn fron)

one's enemies, and the sects have had no small success, con-

sidering their handicap of a false religious system, in bind-

ing the people to their side; and without doubt their success

has been owing in large measure to their mingling of religion

and literature, or the adoption of the national tongues in their

liturgies. Nor would it be the first time that Catholics have

profited by the study of the enemy's tactics. We know how

industriously the sects have calumniated the Church by mis-

representing her attitude toward Holy Scripture. Neverthe-

less, we should be blind to history, did we not realize that the

marvelous activity of the " Reformers " in spreading the Scrip-

tures broadcast in the popular tongues, drew her attention to

a source of latent power within herself, and perhaps hastened

the day when the promise of an indulgence would be for her

own children a fresh incentive to the reading of the Gospels in

the mother tongue.

While fixed at all times as to Faith and aim, the Church

admits of considerable variety of method in the furtherance

of her mission, owing partly to the human instrumentality

through which she works, and partly to the changeful condi-

tions of men to whom she ministers. Hence it was to be ex-

pected that at different periods of her history, different aspects

of her nature would receive special emphasis. The world with

which the vigorous mind of Gregory VII had to deal differed

in important respects from that of our day. Parts of it had

not outgrown the childhood of its civilization; the taint of

barbarism still lingered in its blood ; upheavals were frequent,

and the national frontiers had not been fixed with the per-

manency of later times. It was a world on which it seemed
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well that the lesson of the Church's unity and world-wide

dominion should be impressed with all the aids of external

form. Hence all that could be regarded as a symbol or ex-

pression of her magnificent regal power and centralized au-

thority, might well be kept in the forefront, as a means of in-

structing and controlling the masses of people who had lately

come under her tutelage. And so we can, perhaps, the more

fully appreciate both the general policy of that great Pontiff,

and his special efforts to restore the Roman rite to Spain and

to preserve the Roman tongue in Bohemia.

But many changes have come since then. Europe has out-

grown the simplicity of its child mind, and the disruption of

Western Christendom, while curtailing the Church of much

of her worldly splendor, brought men's minds to a closer study

of her other aspects, and to a fuller realization of the character

and source of her essential power. In the light of keen and

prolonged study, they now more readily distinguish in her

what is human and what divine, what temporary and what

perennial, what dogmatic and what only disciplinary,—dis-

tinctions so clear to the Catholic mind of to-day, and so largely

illustrated in the doings of the Church herself in recent times,

that it need no longer be feared, as it seems to have been in

St. Augustine's time, that an innovation in itself desirable

might work harm by reason of its novelty.*

•Cardinal Gerdil (Opusc. iii. De Plen. Poles. Epis. etc.) thinks it was
this danger that the Fathers of the Council of Trent had in mind when
they refused to authorize the celebration of Mass in the vulgar tongue,

further than custom had already established, Noverant, he writes, pro

sua sapientia Tridentini patres consuetudines, quae diuturno usu invalu-

erunt vix sine aliqua offensione, out oifensionis periculo, tentari posse,

tnentores praeclarae Augustini sententiae, hoc ipsutn quod uHlitate juvat

novitate saepe perturbare.

The attitude of these bishops of three and a half centuries ago toward
the question is deserving of special study. It did not seem to them ex-

pedient—they use no stronger word—that the Mass should everywhere
be celebrated in the vulgar tongue; but they point out that it contains a

large store of knowledge for the faithful, and by way of compensation,

as it would seem, for the disadvantages of a dead liturgical tongue, they

direct pastors and others having cure of souls, to expound frequently to

the people something from what has been read in the Mass. Etsi missa
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A further result has been to emphasize another aspect of the

Church before the world, viz. her power to satisfy all the

legitimate aspirations of the soul—to answer its inquiries and

furnish its needs; and whatever serves to bring this truth

closer to the minds of men must have a special value in ex-

tending her influence over their lives. Do my hopes deceive

me in submitting, for the reason just pointed out, that our

Liturgy, which, as I have already said, has a tongue for every

condition of mankind, and a solace for the hearts of all, would

be, were it cast into the language of the masses requiring

spiritual help, one of the most efficient missionary agents the

Church of to-day could employ? And if they do not, would

not that fact alone be good reason why Pius might grant to

Western Christendom in the twentieth century what Gregory

saw fit to deny to Bohemia in the eleventh ?

C. A. Campbell.

Halifax, N. S., Canada.

magnam contineat populi Udells eruditionem, non tatnen expediri visum
est Patribus, ut vulgari passim lingua celebreretur. Quamobrem . . .

ne oves Christi esuriant, neve parvuli panem petant, et non sit qui frangat

eis; mandat sancta synodus pastoribus, et singulis curam anim^rum geren-

tibus, ut frequenter intra missarum celebrationem . . . ex iis, quae in

missa leguntur, aliquid exponant; atque intra cetera Sanctissimi hujus
sacrificii mysterium aliquod declarent, diebus praesertim dominicis, et

festis. (De Sac. Mis. c. viii.) If the Fathers of Trent were here to-day,

to see for themselves how their directions as to readings from the Mass
have been put into effect, they would likely conclude there was just one
sure means of opening up that magnam eruditionem to the faithful, and
that, considering the swing of thought in the intervening centuries, that

means was no longer inexpedient.
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THE BLINDNESS OF THE EEYEBEND D£. OEAY :*

OB

THE FINAL LAW.

CHAPTER VII.

Raptures and Remorse.

THERE are few spirits, who pass through life, if we except

those who live under the dead weight of habitual depres-

sion, who do not experience at least a few times a kind of spirit-

ual rapture or ecstasy that lifts them altogether out of the com-

mon ruts of existence, and places them on the summit of the

everlasting hills. A certain poet has placed such raptures in the

pathless woods, on the lonely shore, and even in the solitude

where no voice of man breaks in to drown with its raucous whis-

perings the musical silence of Nature. The sick man who, leav-

ing the heavily-laden atmosphere of his chamber, stretches forth

his arms to the blue heavens, and drinks in long, deep draughts of

sweet, cold air, knows what rapture means. The artist ,soul,

who stands for the first time before a noble picture, is cognisant

of it. The musician, who improvizes on his organ in the midst

of imagined angel-presences, knows the exaltation. The poet,

who has been suddenly smitten by a great thought, or to whose

lips a great line has arisen, walks upon air for evermore, upheld

by the serene exaltation that the consciousness of having created

some undying beauty produces.

And yet, it is just possible that all these sudden, if serene,

pleasures are nothing compared -with the gentle happiness of a

lonely student, who, cut away from the world, and in the sub-

lime aloofness of intellectual exercises, bends over some mighty

folio at midnight, and follows by the light of his lamp the magni-

ficent processes of thought by which great theologians or philoso-

phers cut their laborious and toilsome way through labyrinths of

such vastness and intricacy that a faint mind refuses to follow,

and perhaps leaves them in their search with a certain contempt

This novel is copyrighted exclusively for the Ecclesiastical Review,
and will not appear in any other magazine in America, Great Britain or

Australia.
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for their persistency. It would be difficult to convince the outer

world of Philistines of this. There appears to be a mutual and

irreconcilable antagonism between theology and literature. Once

and again a George Eliot may take up Petavius as an intellectual

exercise, as a certain Irish Lord Chancellor used carry Tertul-

lian with him on his holidays. And, with something like con-

sternation the world heard of a Coventry Patmore taking up his

gorgeous vellum, purple bound Summa in his old age to find there

new and vaster material for an Unknown Eros. But there has

been but one vast intellect, amidst the myriads, who wedded

poetry to Philosophy and Theology, and entrained Aquinas and

Aristotle in the service of the Muses ; and that was the poet who
stands alone and preeminent—Dante. But the man of letters

looks up to the lonely watch-tower where the theologian is bend-

ing over his oak-bound, brass-clasped folio, and mutters :
" A

horned owlet, blinking his bleared eyes and flapping his cut wings

by moonlight in a dismantled ruin " ; and the theologian, look-

ing down from his lofty eyrie on the " man of letters " mutters

:

" A popinjay with borrowed feathers, chirping some ribald chorus

in the market-place." No one appears to understand that there

is poetry—the very highest and most supernal poetic inspiration

in these musty medieval folios ; and no one appears to understand

that underlying the music and magic of modern poetry there may
be hidden some deep theological truths or untruths, which per-

haps it would be not altogether unwise to learn or unlearn. But,

whilst the contempt of moderns for what they are pleased to

designate medievalism is a conceit bred from a sad and incurable

ignorance, it must be admitted that theologians and high phil-

osophers are not altogether wise in making their own sciences

occult and unintelligible. The Catholic theologian is the richest

merchant, but the poorest shopkeeper, in the world. He has

countless riches, but he does not know how to use or display them.

He has all kinds of antique and Oriental treasures, bales of costly

goods, diamonds of Golconda, topazes of Persia, spoils and

seizures from Greece, the flotsam and jetsam from all the wrecked

argosies of ancient and modern times ; but he does not know how
to dress his shop window. He keeps his treasures like some

vastly wealthy and usurious Jew in some secret bazaar in a white-

walled and isolated city of the East. It takes a long time to travel

thither; and men nowadays will not make pilgrimages after wis-
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dom. And then when you get there, you must have a magic

password before you see the caves where are hidden the treasures

that surpass the dreams of all the half-inspired writers of the

world. Some day, one of those genii, better taught by the gods,

will reveal, and place beneath the hands of men those spoils and

treasures of the ages, as a Layard has laid bare the colossal

sculptures of Nineveh, or a Huysmans in our own day has taught

the world the meaning of the cryptic symbolism that underlies

every plinth and capital, statue and gargoyle, stained-glass glories

or twilight nooks, in Chartres Cathedral. For the present, how-

ever, these vast relics of medievalism are the exclusive right of

lonely thinkers, who hold the possession, because alone capable

of their usufruct; and these lonely students, keeping watch and

ward over the strong-rooms and safes of Divine Thought, are few

and far between.

One at least we know—the pastor of Doonvarragh. He had

got the key of these treasures in the college where he studied ; and

he did not allow it to rust. For forty years, almost without in-

termission, he had given his evening hours to the study of the-

ology and philosophy. There in that lonely room, which served

as library and dining-room, he sat at his desk, night after night,

some ponderous folio before him, his lamp or candles by his side

;

and there he plunged with all the raptures of a strong thinker

into those reveries which haunted the brains of Spanish or Italian

thinkers before the Crusaders set foot in Palestine, or the Moors
had brought into Spain the works and the spirit of the most

subtle mind that even Greece could produce. And, with the

consciousness that he had done his duty to the sick and poor

during the day, he had never a scruple of giving his nights to

such intellectual revelry; and when his deep hall-clock tolled

out the midnight hour, he could arise from his seat with an

O Altitudo! on his lips, and seek fearlessly that slumber which

he knew so well might be the prelude, as it was the presentment,

of that deeper sleep, called Death.

But just as a patient who can lie only in one position may
develop pneumonia, so this habit had produced in the mind of

this man two dangerous maladies that were now well-nigh in-

curable. The one was a certain unavowed contempt for feeble

thinkers or intellectual commoners. The other was a peculiar

sensitiveness, through which every accident that interrupted the
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splendid and silent harmony of these nocturnal studies jarred

upon his nerves, and broke up the serenity that could alone

render them pleasant and fruitful. Undoubtedly, much con-

tact with the great minds of the world does beget some disdain

for ordinary mortals; and it is slightly aggravating to be told

by those who have acquired such habits and reputations that

all things else are the toys of children, or the weapons of demons.

But if an ordinary mortal ventures on the sacred precincts, and

with all humility and bowed head tries to worship at the same

shrines, he is instantly regarded as an intruder and a trespasser,

and told to carry his incense and orisons to other temples.

This, however, is but a human failing, the autocracy and con-

servatism that are generated by caste or genius.

The other consequence touches our story in a more intimate

manner. Dr. William Gray, after forty years of solitary study,

had become keenly intolerant of human intercourse. His nerves

had become trained to such exquisite delicacy by silence and the

solemn quiet of midnight hours, that he had become morbidly

sensitive to anything that could break in upon his habits, or

disturb that happy monotone of existence that had now become

part and parcel of his life. But these things are not absolutely

ill one's own power, for we cannot control our circumstances;

and sometimes the music of life jarred with sudden and discordant

notes. For example, he found that just now in his sixty-third

year his eyes were getting somewhat dim. Little clouds would

come before them—tiny wisps of darkness, which he could not

rub away. Again and again he had changed his spectacles to

suit advancing years; but it seemed of no avail. For a time

the dear old characters would come out clear and beautiful as

ever, and then they would become cloudy and misty, and . little

aches and pains would shoot athwart his forehead and through his

eyes; and he would rise up sad and disheartened to think, but

not to read.

Then again, idle people, who seemed to have no particular

business in life, would intrude upon his solitude ; and with all his

brusqueness and asperity, he could not shut the doors of his

hospitality against them. But, as one of these visitors irreverently

expressed it, " he was like a hen on a hot griddle," till he got rid

of the unwelcome intruder. The tyranny of habit had made
their presence intolerable. And the luxury of being alone, after

such experiences, was all the more sweet.
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This particular winter of which we write, he had been en-

grossed in a formidable and well-beloved treatise, the De Legibus ^

of Suarez. It was a gigantic folio, grimly bound in brown

leather, and to an ordinary mind those seven hundred and fifty

pages, each with its double column of close print, twelve or

fourteen inches long, would be a solemn deterrent. Not so

with Dr. William Gray. He reveled in these dry and forbidding

abstractions,—Origin of Laws, natural, civil, and canonical ; their

force, their stringency, their solemnity; the abrogation, suspen-

sion or dispensation in laws; the rights of privilege and how far

they extend; custom and the laws of nations, etc., etc.; and he

enjoyed the subject because his own mind had a strange affinity

with it. He knew nothing but Law ; Law was to him the voice

and outermost expression of the mind of the Eternal. He saw

Law everywhere—in nature, in the human mind, in religion, in

the comity of nations. He admitted no such thing as an in-

fraction of a law, or a dispensation. Or, if such things were to

be, they would by an infallible and inexorable sequence bring

their punishment. He believed that the very slightest dis-

obedience to the simplest decree of God or man had its condign

retribution; he met every appeal for pity, every justification for

a broken commandment, by the one categorical and inflexible

sentence: It is the Law!
He had ploughed half-way through this mighty labyrinth of

human thought, when he plunged into the horrible indiscretion

of inviting those boys to study Latin at his house. It was an

impulse, a hasty, foolish act, done on the spur of the moment,

and alas! with the not very exalted motive of angering his re-

calcitrant parishioners. Like all close thinkers he lacked imagin-

ation, which is the second factor in a sound judgment; and he

did not realize what a hideous burden he had assumed until the

two young Wycherlys broke in upon his conference with his cur-

ate. Then he began to realize what a torture it would be, if,

night after night for months, he should have to close that be-

loved folio, and come down to the level of their intellects in grind-

ing out mensa, mensae, and all the other pettinesses of the Latin

Grammar. Once was bad enough. The boys were not stupid,

but they found themselves in unexpected and unusual surround-

ings. The first lesson was not a success. Oh! if it would only

1 On Laws.
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end there. But now he had given his word ; and he was too hon-

orable a man to withdraw from an engagement he had voluntarily

made. What was he to do? The thing could not be continued.

That would be absolutely intolerable. He could not shift it over

on his curate's shoulders. It would not be fair. And his curate

might reasonably object. There was no loophole of escape from

six months of treadmill work, night after night, at that abomin-

able grammar; and with two lads, alien in every way, in reli-

gion, in habits, in prejudices and thoughts. He actually groaned

aloud in sheer despair for what he had done.

But this was not all. The report of what he had done had

spread from end to end of the parish, and was canvassed with

suppressed, but intense, disapproval. It was unprecedented

and, therefore, intolerable. When had he done anything for

poor Catholic lads? What Catholic boy had he got into a

situation that would help him and his family on in the world?

He was always denouncing Protestantism; and now he opens

his house to two Protestant lads to train them in those classical

studies that were far beyond the reach of Catholic boys. Where
was his consistency? Where his principle?

Such, but in many modified forms, were the questions now
agitating his people, and discussed sometimes gently, sometimes

angrily, sometimes with little reverential apologies and excuses,

sometimes with bitterness and acerbity, in forge and workshop,

in cabin and cottage, from end to end of the parish. The old

people, as a rule, with all their tender reverence for the sacred

character of the priesthood, and for their pastor in particular,

for they regarded him always with a certain admiration blent

with fear, defended his action, and attributed it to a lawful desire

to acknowledge in that practical manner Dr. Wycherly's bene-

volence toward the poorer members of his flock. But the young,

with all the fire and folly of youth, denounced the action of

their parish priest with fury. They felt instinctively, and they

were right, that it was an act of defiance and contempt toward

his flock.

In no spot, however, in the three parishes was the matter so

hotly discussed as in the cottage of the Duggans. They had

been prime movers in the insubordination which emptied the

schools. They had some old scores against their pastor; and

with such people revenge often becomes a kind of religion.
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" You may forgive," said one of that class, " but people of

our position never forgive." They feel a kind of pride and

glory in their vindictiveness. It is a remnant, like a cromlech

or dolman, of that ancient Paganism that was so ruthless and

uncompromising.

The family were gathered around the fireside one of these dark,

gloomy, murky days that herald and accompany Christmastide

in Ireland. The father was not an old man in appearance. He
was well preserved, and seemed not more than fifty. There were

three boys, ranging from twenty to thirty years of age. The
vanithee was of the usual gentle but firm, patient, peaceful yet

determined kind to be met with in every cabin in Ireland.

This evening, when the subject was again introduced, there

was unusual bitterness in their comments. For that day, Dick

Duggan, the eldest boy, a dark, silent, brooding character, had

been ignominiously expelled from one of the fields now occupied

by Kerins, the returned American. His cattle had strayed in

through a broken fence and he had followed, when Kerins came

on the scene. Kerins, who always boasted that he was a lineal

descendant from the sea-rovers and freebooters who had given

their name to the old castle down by the sea, was a strong, silent,

determined character, who had seen life out on the American

prairies, and looked more than once into the eye of a rifle or a

revolver. He had made money; and yearned for a home near

the ancestral castle. He had faced cowboys and Indians, and

was not going to be frightened by a few cowards at home. He
had furnished the cottage, laid in new machinery, borrowed a

few men from the Defence Association; and last, not least,

cleaned and oiled the " shooting irons " which had served him in

good stead more than once in the Rockies and Sierras of the

West.

When Duggan's cattle had strayed in through the open gap,

Dick had followed lazily. He acted as if he had a kind of right

over the place; and he was not too expeditious in stopping the

trespass. He was rudely awakened by a stern voice hissing in

his ear:

" Whose cattle are these ? These yours ?"

" Yes !" said Duggan. " They're mine. What have you to

say to them?"
" Only this," said the other. " I'll give you three minutes
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to put them out, and to follow them yourself. If you or them are

on my grounds after three minutes, I'll blow you right into Hell
!"

And suiting the action to the word, he drew out his six-shooter,

and held it ready.

Dick obeyed in a sulky manner. Just as he had driven the

last cow through the gap, Kerins said

:

".You'd better close that gap. I'll not be quite so polite in

future."

Dick Duggan's temper was therefore not quite normal when
the discussion about his pastor arose around the turf-fire that

night.

" There," said the old woman, " ye're bringing that up agen.

What is it to ye what your priest does? Isn't he his own
masther to do what he likes wid his own?"

" He is," sneered one of the boys. " But if he wishes to open

a night-school for Prodestans, let them pay him his jues."

" Does the ould Doctor get his jues from ye, whin ye takes

him up yere cows and horses to cure 'em; or does he charge the

poor women who bring their babies on their breasts to relieve 'em

and cure 'em ?" said his mother.
" I'm not denying," said her husband, " that the ould Doctor

is a good man to the poor. But what has that to do with the

priesht taking up his sons and thraining 'em ?"

" Wan good turn desarves another," said the old woman.
" Ye can't be always gettin' an' never givin'. An' as ye haven't

much to give yereselves, ye ought be obliged to yere priest to pay

for ye!"
" Twasn't for us he done it, believe you me !" said Dick

Duggan. " It was to aggrawate and annoy the people as if their

hearts were not black enough agen him before
!"

" Shpake for yereself, you cawbogue," replied the old woman
angrily. " There's hunderds and thousans in the parish that

'ud die for their prieshts, thank God, still
!"

" There's wan that'll die for him or for thim he's befrindin',

high up too," said Dick savagely, as he went out of the door, " av

he don't mend his ways."

"Look there now," said the good old woman, "there's the

larning and agication he got; and there's what 'tis comin' to.

The ignorant cawbogue, as if he dared lift his hand agen the

Lord's anointed; he'd cling him to the ground."
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There was the silence of terror in the cabin after this ex-

plosion. After a long pause, the old woman turned around

from the fire and asked:
" What did he mane by saying ' thim he's befriendin' ?"

" I suppose he manes the teacher," said one of the boys, " or

perhaps Kerins. They had a couple of words to-day."

" Some say," said the old woman, prophetically, " the words

will lade to blows ; and the blows will ind badly for some. Faith,

the wurruld is turning upside down, whin people can shpake that

way about the ministers and messengers of God."

She busied around for some time, and then exclaimed, as the

last faint peal of anger died away:
" Thim haythens below at the ould castle couldn't be worse."

It is quite probable that all this angry criticism and correspond-

ingly zealous defence would never have come to the ears of

the pastor, had he not his ancient mentoress and Sybil in old

Betty Lane. She alone could dare tell him plain truths, which

no one else could even hint at. And it was not very long until

the opportunity offered. He was fond of visiting the old

woman, partly for the relief and amusement her conversation

afforded, partly for the edification which even his priestly spirit

derived from her active and vivid faith. There was sometliing

actually refreshing to the soul of this severe and proud man in

the childlike and simple and courageous manner in which this old

saint addressed him.
" Well, Betty," he said, when the granddaughter had an-

nounced his presence, " and how are you getting on ?"

Not a word of reply came from the lips of the old woman, as

she stared silently before her.

" How are you this cold weather ?" he shouted, fearing she

had not heard him.

She was still silent, he watching her in surprise.

" Yerra, what's this I hear about you ?" she said at length,

in an angry tone of remonstrance.
" What have you heard, Betty ?" he asked, somewhat nettled.

" That you're taking into your house these Prodestans and

teaching them to be Prodestan ministers. Yerra, sure, the ind

of the world must be near, an' Anti-Christ himsel' must be among
us to make you do sich a thing as that."
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"What harm is it, Betty?" he said, half-angry, half-amused

at the interpretation put upon his action.

" What harrum ?" she shouted. " Yerra, did I ever think I'd

live to see the day whin a priesht would ask what harrum was
there in making prachers and supers in the middle of his parish ?"

" Who told you I was making preachers and supers ?" he said,

more indignant at the accusation than he pretended.
" Yerra, sure the whole parish have it," she said. " Be this

and be that, I'd never have you in agin to say Mass for me, av I

thought it was thrue."

" Very good," he said, taking up his hat, " I won't trouble

you again. Good-bye! Nance, send for the curate, if your

grandmother requires him. Don't send for me again
!"

He was leaving the room in an angry mood, when he turned

round to take a last look at the old woman.
From the poor sightless eyes, hot, scalding tears were running

down the channels of her cheeks, unchecked and in silence. He
thought it was grief for his recalcitrancy, and his pride was
hurt that every ignorant creature in his parish should presume

to judge him. He knew what strange fancies they sometimes

entertained ; how utterly wrong were their judgments sometimes.

And yet, he also felt that perhaps after all in the eyes of All-

Seeing Wisdom, the Catholic instinct of these poor people, in-

tensified by prayer and the reception of the sacraments, and

fortified by the glorious traditions of their race, might often pene-

trate more deeply into the truth of things than his own superior

wisdom, where charity and justice were not always the guides.

He had turned away again, and gone down the road, fully de-

termined to break away from such positive and ignorant ques-

tioners, when the granddaughter timidly called him back. She had

been summoned peremptorily to the beside of her grandmother,

who was heartbroken at the idea of being abandoned by her be-

loved priest.

" Tell him come back," she said, " and I'll go down on my
binded knees to ax the Lord's and his pardon for having shpoken

so to God's messenger. Quick, Nance, or I may die before he

comes !"

He came back slowly and reluctantly, and entered the chamber.

The old woman had risen up in bed, and was watching through

her sightless eyes for the faintest indications of his presence.
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When she knew he was near her, she broke out into passionate

cries of sorrow and shame. He Hstened with bent head, and said

nothing.

"You won't shpake to me," she said. "You won't forgive me ?"

" Yes !" he said coldly. " I forgive you !"

" That's not what you'd say if you meant it !" she cried in

anguish.

" Well, what am I to say, then ?" he cried with some im-

patience.

" Nothin', nothin', " she said resignedly, and lay back on the

pillow.

He left the room without a word.

CHAPTER Vni.

A Christmas Gift.

IT
was Christmas Eve. As is so usual in Ireland, it was a

dark, gloomy, rainy, tempestuous day ; so dark that the priest

had to approach the high window of his dining-room to read the

oflfice, for his sight was failing with age, and it was dusk or twi-

light in the room. The old housekeeper had put little sprigs of

holly in the candlesticks on the mantelpiece, and in other little

ways she had tried to mark the solemnity of the season. The gray,

thoughtful, abstracted man recked not of such things at any time.

He was above symbols. He saw only ideas. He only knew
his own thoughts ; and well he should have known them, for they

haunted all his waking moments with a dread persistency of

anxiety, or remorse, or apprehension. The approach of Christ-

mas meant no happiness for him.

And just now he knew that to-morrow, the Feast of Love and

Forgiveness and Christian Joy, many of his parishioners would

come to Mass with bitter feelings against him in their hearts;

and he guessed that they would show it by refusing to pay the

Christmas offerings that are customary all over Ireland. This

is the one act of high treason which marks the bitterest hostility

between priest and people in Ireland. It is an act of apostasy,

a flinging-down of the gauntlet, the ultimatum and declaration

of hostilities.
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He spent his midday in the church, hearing confessions, for,

although his people feared him, they had perfect faith in him
as a holy and prudent spiritual guide. He returned home just

as the day was closing in; and at four o'clock the lamps were

lighted and the curtains drawn for the night.

It was a fast-day, and he dined meagrely enough on a couple

of fried eggs and a cup of coffee. The cloth was scarcely re-

moved, when the single knock at the hall-door announced the

advent of a beggar, or one of the many poor, generous, loving

souls, who, on Christmas Eve in Ireland, show their love for the

priest by little donations of turkeys, geese, etc. He well knew
the pathos of it, the sacrifice they made out of their little gains

and property, and the shy, sweet delicacy which always com-

manded the housekeeper:
" Say from a frind. Don't tell him my name."

But this knock came from Nance, old Betty Lane's grand-

daughter. She entered the room shyly, and looked at the priest

with frightened reverence.

" I kem to ask your Reverence to say wan of your three Masses

in the morning for me grandmother."
" Certainly," he said. " Let me see ! I'll go over first in

the morning and say my first Mass at the house—no! That

would be awkward. I'll finish my two Masses in the church,

and then drive over. It won't be too late?"

" Oh, no ! yer Reverence. We'll be ready for you, an'

—

you'll take your Christmas breakfast at the house."
" Oh, no, no !" he cried. " This is altogether too much. By

the way, how is Betty? I suppose she'll be saying that it is her

last Christmas!"
" She is dead ! yer Reverence !" replied the girl, turning aside

and brushing away a tear.

" Dead ?" he cried, horror-stricken.

" Yes, yer Reverence," she said. " Whin I wint in this morn-

ing to give her a drink, she was dead and cold. She must have

died in the early part of the night."

" This is a great shock !" he said, striving to control his emo-

tion. He remembered, alas ! that he had parted from the faithful

soul in anger, and unreconciled. Her old wrinkled face, with the

furrows filled with tears, came up before him to torment him,
" Since the day yer Reverence was over," continued Nance,
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not knowing what a bitter thing she was saying, " she hasn't been

the same. Not a word could I get out of her but * Yes !' or
* No !' and I used hear her sobbing at night in her sleep."

" But was she ailing particularly ?" he asked. " Did she send

for Father Liston?"
" Oh, yeh, no !" said Nance. "If she thought she was near

her ind, she'd send for nobody but yer Reverence. But, sure, no

wan can tell whin the ould people take it in their heads to go.

But she was the good mother to me !"

And the girl wept sadly.

" Very good !" at length said the priest. " You can go home
now, Nance; and I'll be over in the morning immediately after

the Parish Mass. And we can talk over the arrangements for

the funeral."

" Very well, yer Reverence. I'll lave it all in your hands.

'Twill be the lonesome Christmas for me !"

"And for me," he thought, as the door closed on the girl.

He sat down and buried his face in his hands. The keenest

remorse flooded his soul. His oldest friend in the parish, his

only friend, had passed away unreconciled and, as she thought,

unforgiven. Her faith, her piety, her vision of God, her freedom

of speech which he remembered now with a pang he himself had

invited and enjoyed, her very poverty, out of which she gave so

largely and generously—all came back, each with its little sting

of remorse and bitterness for an opportunity lost, and not to be

recalled. Minute after minute seemed to flit by over the head

of the lonely man as he sat bowed by sorrow at his hearth-side.

He did not hear the repeated knocks at his door—the shy, silent

whispering in the hall, as messenger after messenger came in with

her little offering. He could only "think of that old withered face

and the tears that ran in its channels.

At last the knocks had ceased, and tea was placed on the

table, when the sound of a car stopped at the door woke him to

a new sensation. Although slightly indifferent, and thinking

it might be his curate coming for instructions for the morrow, it

was yet a diversion from his gloomy thoughts. He waited and

listened. There was a sharp, peremptory double knock, which

his housekeeper answered. Then the sounds of something very

heavy being dragged into the hall, a hasty colloquy and a loud-

pitched musical voice, and, as the dining-room door opened, a

young girl burst into the room. •
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She could not have been more than fourteen or fifteen years

of age, but she had all the self-possession of a woman. And
surely such a fair apparition never threw its shadow on that

room before. Even with his dimmed eyes, the priest looking

down on the pale face, just now washed by the wintry rains,

and slightly flushed from the rudeness of the winds, discerned

something strangely and weirdly beautiful beneath the hood that

framed it; and large, dark eyes looked up at him with a half-

solemn, half-merry look, that was to his lonely soul something

wonderful and almost alarming.

"Here I am. Uncle, at last," she said, holding out one gloved

hand, " ain't you glad to see me ?"

He murmured something; but looked so surprised at the ap-

parition that she thought it necessary to explain.

" You know Fm your niece," she said. " My poor mother

was your sister, at least so I've been told ; and Father Falvey

said to me, * Now you go right on
;
your uncle is a great man

at the other side, and he will be awfully pleased to see you, and

have you always with him.' But, do you know. Uncle, I didn't

think you were so old. Mother always said that you were so

much younger and she used talk about you so, and say how
clever you were. My—^what a lot of books! Sure, you don't

read all these?"

"Well, you'll help me," he said. "But, child," he con-

tinued in a tone of real alarm, placing his hand on her head and

shoulder, " you are drenched. Go at once to the kitchen and

change everything and tell Anne to get you a cup of tea. Or, stay
!"

He rang the bell. The old housekeeper appeared, half bewil-

dered, l)alf frightened. She thought she was going to get orders

to expel the intruder at once.

"Take Miss O'Farrell to the kitchen fire, Anne, and get her

some dry things to put on ; and get her a hot drink at once."

" But I may come in. Uncle, then, may I not ?"

" Certainly. I'll wait tea here for you. Only don't delay or

you'll catch cold."

" Oh, I was near forgetting," she said, turning away, " would

you mind. Uncle dear, settling with that driver? You know I

think he was charging me a little more than was right."

She had put her hand in her pocket, and stretched forth her

meagre purse. The little gesture touched him, and he put her

hand aside.
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" Now, leave all that to me ! You go at once and change

your clothes as I told you."

He came back to his fire, after settling her fare with the

driver who grumbled badly and quoted the wet night, and the

storm, and the eight-mile drive, and Christmas time, and many
other things; but finally compromised for a glass of whiskey

which the priest compassionately gave him. But, when the

latter had reached his fireside, and the car had driven away, and

all noises had subsided, and the wheels of thought began to re-

volve again, he almost laughed at the absurdity of the situation,

and the strange pranks Destiny seemed to be playing with him.

He was just in the condition of a drowning man who flings up his

arms and goes down despairing into the depths, or of one who,

clinging to some frail support above a precipice, at last decides

that he must give way and succumb to Fate.

" It is quite clear now," he murmured, leaning his head on his

hands, " that my peace of mind, if ever I possessed it, is at an

end for ever."

And yet, he thought, how would it be if in his old age, with

eyesight ever growing dimmer and dimmer, and with a heart-

breaking farewell to his books on his lips,^—if this sudden vision

were to create a new dawn in his life, and supply by gentle

human intercourse the awful dearth and hunger in his life which

his beloved studies had hitherto filled?

" Perhaps so," he muttered, as his niece reentered the room,
" these things are disposed by the Higher Powers."

She looked more attractive even than when she had entered in

her nun-like hood. The sodden wet aspect had disappeared;

and she looked now so spruce, sojieat, so perfect a little picture

that the grim man decided. Yes, it was surely a new dawn that

had broken on the dusk of his life ! She had put on a soft grey

gown, which fitted her form to perfection, her long, dark hair

was filleted in front and caught behind with a gleaming comb,

which allowed the loose tresses to hang down almost to her

waist. Her large, open sleeves, frilled with lace, left her arms

bare to the elbow. He did not approve of this; but he said in

his own mind. It is an Americanism, I suppose, and her mother

must have known it.

She came over quite familiarly and leant down over the fire,

and in answer to his query, whether she had had a hot drink,^

she answered gaily

:
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" Yes, dear uncle, I had. That's a dear old soul—your help.

But, look here, she's Anne, and I'm Anne also. How are you

going to distinguish us? It would never do, you know, for us

to be coming when we are not called."

" I'll call you Annie," he said. " Will that please you ? It

is a kind of diminutive, you know. Or, would you prefer Nan,

or Annette?"
" Nan, Nan, Nan," she repeated, holding her hands in a medi-

tative way before the fire. "Annette, Annette! No, we'll keep

to Annie, I think."

" What—^what," stammered the old priest, " did your mother

call you?"
" Well, you see, I was away a good deal from mother at

school ; and then, when I did come home, she called me Anna. I

didn't like it. It seemed a little tony, or affected. In school,

I had a pet name. Girls have a fashion of giving pet names in

school to each other."

"And what was your pet name?" he said.

" Gyp, or Gypsy," she replied, " because I was dark, and, I

suppose, a little unruly. You know, I have a temper of my own.

I don't like being crossed sometimes."
" Oh, indeed !" he said, lapsing into his usual vein of sarcasm,

" I'm glad you have mentioned it. We shall be on our guard."

"Ah, there now, that's sarcasm. Well, well, just think of a

dear old priest, like you, being sarcastic. One of our priests at

the Sacred Heart Church was very fond of talking in that way.

You never knew when he was serious. In fact, he used boast

that he never spoke seriously to the Sisters or the children. Well,

you know, we used to laugh—people always laugh at such witty

things, especially when they are said about others ; but somehow,

we didn't like him. You know," she said, shuffling uneasily, and

spreading out her little hands deprecatingly, " we expect priests

to be serious, and gentle, and—and—awful."

"Very good," he cried, rising and going to the tea-table,

" after that little lecture to your venerable uncle, suppose we
have some tea."

She drew over her chair, and said saucily, as she removed the

cosey

:

" I think, uncle, 'tis my place to pour out the tea, is it not ?"

" I suppose so," he said, resigning himself to the new order of
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things. " I take it that you are going to take possession of all

my goods and chattels."

" There now again," she cried, raising the teapot daintily,

" where did you learn to be sarcastic, uncle, living all alone here

by yourself? Why, that only belongs to society people."

" Oh, well," he replied, " we don't give society people a monop-

oly of such things. When you begin to think, and you must think

a good deal when you are alone, you naturally come to take a

rather cynical view of things."

" Well, now," she said, " that is right curious. But, uncle?"

"Well?" he said.

" Do you know I have had no dinner to-day. May I not order

an tggV
" 'Tis a fast-day, Annie," he said. "And the laws of the

Church have never been violated in this house."

The girl looked disappointed. He saw it, and relented.

" Ha, you said, I believe, that you had no dinner ?"

" No, absolutely nothing since I left the boat at Queenstown

at noon. And say, uncle, I'm not bound to fast, you know, I am
scarcely fifteen as yet."

" No," he said, rising and touching the bell, " but you are bound

to abstain. Every child over seven years is bound to abstain."

" My ! but that is hard," said his niece, nibbling at a piece of

toast. " Over with us, we got a dispensation easily in this

matter. Don't you give dispensations here?"
" No !" he said, she thought rather sharply. " Law is Law.

It is made to be obeyed, not to be dispensed with. Anne," he said,

turning to his aged housekeeper, " Miss O'Farrell has had no

dinner to-day. This must be her dinner. Can you get some

eggs and sardines?"

" I can, sir," said the old housekeeper readily. " But may
not the child have a chop after so long a fast?"

" No !" he said, so sharply that Annie was startled. It was

a new revelation.

He seemed to be moody for some time. The eggs and sardines

on toast presently appeared, and the girl raised the cover.

" They are nice," she said, with the enthusiasm of hunger.
" Uncle, may I not help you to some ?"

" Have I not told you," he said, almost rudely, " that this is

a fast day? How then can you ask me to violate one of the

laws of the Church ?"
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She sank abashed before his eyes, and ate hier meal in silence.

He had pulled over his chair to the fire, leaving his niece alone

at the table. He had simply swallowed one cup of tea, touching

no food.

During the progress of the meal he touched the bell again,

and when the old housekeeper appeared he asked whether Miss

O'Farrell's room had been got ready. The old woman answered,

yes.

" Then, be sure to have a good peat and wood fire there," he

said. " Miss O'Farrell is used to a heated room."

This softened matters again a little, and the girl crept near

him,
" Uncle ?" she said timidly.

" Well ?" he replied, but there was an accent of kindness in

his voice.

" Uncle, will you call me 'Annie * always and not * Miss

O'Farreir?"
" Very well," he replied.

" Uncle ?" she said again.

" Well, what now ?" he said.

" Do you know," she said, laying her small hand on his

shoulder, " I am afraid that—that—you didn't expect me—that

I am unwelcome."
" No, no, Annie," he replied, taking the girl's hand from his

shoulder, and folding it in his big palm, " You mustn't think

that. You must learn to bear with the temper of an old man.

You are thrice welcome for your own sake, and—and for your

mother's. There; we'll say no more to-night. Be ready to come

with me in the morning to eight-o'clock Mass. Anne will call

you. Good-night
!"

"Good-night!" she said. "And, uncle?"

"Well now?" he asked.

"A Happy Christmas, uncle!"

" Yes, yes, a Happy Christmas !" he said. Then, as if he were

again too hasty, he added:

"A Happy Christmas, Annie!"
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CHAPTER IX.

A Question in Theology.

TO sensitive, nervous dispositions, which are always regretting

the past, or filled with forebodings for the future, the first

moments of waking in the morning are very trying. Conscious-

ness suddenly aroused seems to rivet and fasten itself on the

most unpleasant things; and it is only when the blood begins to

circulate freely through the brain, that these unhallowed thoughts

are expelled, and the more healthy ideas of normal waking

hours promptly take their place.

In the gray dawn of the winter morning the good pastor of

whom we are writing suddenly realized two or three portentous

events, which in the excitement of the previous night, and the

happy oblivion of sleep, he had momentarily forgotten. All the

remorse he had felt the previous day on the announcement of the

death of old Betiy Lane, came back and he felt abashed, hum-
bled, ashamed. All the dread of his first interview with his

niece came back; and he was terrified. Evils seemed to be

accumulating on him from all sides; and the more he sought

to shelter himself against them, the more surely and swiftly did

they seek him out.

It was a silent and moody man that drove his niece across the

level road that led to his church; and to her young eyes, cleared

from the night-shadows, he seemed quite a different being from

the stately and stern, but kindly being she had met the night be-

fore. He led her around by a private door that marked the en-

trance to the pews: and probably it was this little preoccupation

and his dim sight that prevented him from observing that not

far away from the place where his own collectors were sitting

with sheets of paper before them, there was a small group of two

or three men, the center of which was Dick Duggan. Their ob-

ject in placing themselves there was manifest. They said noth-

ing, did nothing, but watched. And the result was soon seen.

Men came into the chapel-yard, made their way toward the col-

lectors to pay their little offerings and have their names taken

down, saw this group watching silently, paused, hesitated, and

passed by without entering their names. Little knots of people

came in, eagerly talking, suddenly grew silent, whispered in a

/
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frightened tone, drew back, and passed into the church, like the

others. The collectors looked serious: the little group of watch-

ers smiled; Duggan laughed outright.

It was rather fortunate the parish priest had not observed them.

With his lofty pride, he disdained going near the collectors to

ask or see if the parishioners were paying their usual offerings.

This happy accident left him in ignorance of the proceedings of

the men who were exercising a silent terrorism over the people.

If he had seen them, he would have peremptorily ordered them

from the place ; and if they resisted, he would have removed them

with violence. But, although he suspected that there would be

some conspiracy on foot to compel the people to withhold their

Christmas offerings, he never dreamed that they would venture

on such a bold and insolent plan to thwart and annoy him. It

was only after he had said his second Mass, and was hurrying

over toward where the remains of old Betty Lane were lying,

that he was accosted by the collectors, who showed him a vacant

list and an empty purse. He thanked them, and said nothing,

but passed on.

He left his niece at his house, and bade her have breakfast

without waiting for him, and drove on to where the remains of

the old woman awaited their final sepulture. There in the pres-

ence of the saintly dead, he saw as in a flash of inspiration, how
poor and petty were all earthly things, when viewed in the light

of that eternity to which Death was the happy portal; and not

for the first, nor the hundredth, time in his life, did he wish that

his weary pilgrimage, too, were at an end, and that he could get

away from these hateful and perplexing surroundings into the un-

broken serenity of eternity. He breakfasted there in that little

parlor with that poor, humble washerwoman; and watching her

patient face, seamed with toil and the harsh buffetings of life,

he grew calmer, and more confident of God.
" I shall miss poor Betty," he said. " She was almost my only

friend in the parish."

" Oh, don't say that, yer reverence," said the poor git 1,
" you

have plinty of frinds ; only they're shy of you."
" The collection this morning doesn't show it," he said, almost

humbly. " Look here, Nance, not a name on the list."

" Glory be to God !" said the frightened girl, " that never hap-

pened before. There must be some divilment behind it."
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" I don't mind the loss," he said. " That's nothing. It is the

shame and insult of the thing I mind. Every man that passed by

this morning slapped me on the face."

" It's only wan or two, yer reverence," she said, reassuringly.

" Only wan or two ; but they are a bad lot, and the people are

afraid of them."
" That's just it," he said. " That's just what I complain of

—that the whole parish should be terrorized by one or two mis-

creants. What are they afraid of? What can these fellows

do?"
" That's thrue, yer reverence," she said. " But you see the

people nowadays don't like throuble; an' anny wan of them

blagards could set fire to a rick of hay or straw, or burn down
the cow-house, or lame a horse for life—and they'd do it

!"

" Very good," said the priest. " But then the people would

get compensation from the court. They wouldn't suffer a penny

loss."

" Yes, yer reverence. But look at all the throuble. Look at

the lawyers, witnesses; and maybe afther they'd gone to all

kinds of expinse, it would be thrun out in the ind by the ould

barrister."

" I see," he said, reflectively. " You're right, Nance ! The
days of heroism, and even decent principle, are past. The
people are become a parcel of sheep, ready to fly and destroy

themselves at the bark of a dog."

"At any rate, yer reverence," she said, " there's wan consola-

tion. They're more afraid of Dick Duggan than they are of yer

reverence."

" I'm afraid 'tis true," he said, laughing. " They can't say any

more that I am keeping them in a state of terror."

" But, you may be sure of wan thing, yer reverence," the poor

girl said, anxious to relieve the weary load that was pressing

on her pastor, " there isn't wan parishioner, except maybe thim

Duggans, that won't pay you yer jues. An' if the poor old

'uman had her way, you'd get it on the double."

" Yes, I know that," he said somewhat more cheerily. " But

not one penny of their money shall soil my hands. I wouldn't

touch the coins of cowards."

It was true. That very day, at the funeral of old Betty Lane,

whilst the men were waiting to take out the coffin for burial some
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farmers came up sheepishly to the parish priest, and proffered

their offerings.

" We weren't able to give it this morning," they said.

" Why ?" he asked shortly, whilst his thin lips drew together,

and curled in angry scorn.

There was no answer.
" Take your money," he said. " I'd feel myself everlastingly

shamed, if I touched the money of men who were afraid to do

right."

And they slunk away.

Again, after the funeral was over, little groups met him;

and humbly and apologetically offered their little mites. He
dismissed every one of them with contempt; and they began to

think that after all, they would have done better had they braved

the anger of Dick Duggan and his clique.

He got home in the early afternoon, and ashamed of the gloom

of the morning, which he saw had fallen heavy on his niece, he

determined at any cost to put a brave face on matters and help

Annie and his only other guest, his curate, to have a pleasant

evening.

When he entered the hall, and put up his driving cloak and

hat, Annie came out to meet him. It was quite clear that the

morning's depression had left but little trace on her blithe and

happy spirit, for she had her arms bare to the elbows and whitened

with flour, whilst thick lumps of dough clung to her fingers.

" You never wished me a * Merry Christmas ' this morning,"

she said. "And now I can't shake hands with you. I am mak-

ing up some jam-rolls for Anne. She says she never saw them

made."
" Then you'll have to eat them yourself," he said. " Neither

I nor my curate is going to put ourselves in for a bad fit of dys-

pepsia."

" But, uncle ! Dyspepsia ?" she cried in protest. " No ! No

!

I'll make them so light you won't know when you've swallowed

them. I will, indeed."

"All right," he said. " But we don't want any of your Ameri-

can cookery here. Keep your old pies and doughnuts to your-

selves. All we want is honest Irish meat and drink."

" Well, I'll bet you,—I'll bet you, something," she cried, " that

I'll make your curate eat them. Who is he? And what is he

like?"
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"Ah, well, now, just wait and see. It is always a mistake to

describe people. There is generally disappointment. But get

away now and go to work. I have to read my office before

dinner, and read up something. I suppose there can be no read-

ing to-night."

" I guess not," she said, " if I can help it. Imagine—reading

on Christmas Night !"

Father Henry Liston came over early. His face was clouded.

He had heard of the news at Doonvarragh, although at Lackagh

and Athboy, w;here he had celebrated, the collections came in

as usual.

" You see, Pastor," he said, with some freedom, because he

felt he was now on the pastor's side, and there was almost a

sense of patronage in his accent, " if you had just allowed me
pitch into those scoundrels, this would never have happened.

These fellows begin to think we are afraid of them ; and, by

Jove, mark my words, Pastor, if ever our people think that we
fear them, they will trample upon us. That's my experience."

Dr. William Gray looked down on the youthful form and

boyish face of his curate, and smiled,

" Now, if I had been over here this morning," continued Henry,

not noticing his pastor's amusement, " I'd have taken that Duggan
by the nape of the neck, and pitched him into the channel. And,

then, I'd have taken each of the other fellows in turn, and

chucked them out."

" You wouldn't have taken the three in a bunch ?" said the

pastor. " That would have spared time and labor."

" No," said his curate, unheeding the sarcasm in his anger,

" I would have taken them separately and individually. It would

have been more effective; and then, I'd have withered up that

congregation in such a way that not one of them would have

been left an appetite for roast goose that day."
" That would never do," said his pastor. " That would drive

the whole parish to drink; and the remedy would be worse than

the disease."

" Well, all I know is," said the curate, " you have taken the

whole thing too quietly. You have the name of being a strong

man; and I suppose you were when you were young. But age,

age tells its own tale. It is only young men should be made
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Parish Priests and Bishops. They have no experience and no

fear."

" Out of the lips of babes and sucklings cometh forth wisdom,"

said his pastor. " But we'll waive the subject now, young man.

I want to ask you a question in theology before we dine. I be-

lieve we can't discuss the matter after."

The curate's face fell at the word " Theology." It was the

prelude, he knew, to many an ordeal. But he plucked up cour-

age to say

:

"Why not?"

"No matter. You'll see for yourself after," replied his pas-

tor. " But the question is, If a parcel were sent to you from

abroad, a parcel which you strenuously objected to, which you

didn't want, and distinctly refused, were yet sent on, what

would you do ?"

Henry reflected a moment, and recalled all his principles of

justice and contracts, which he had learned with infinite pains in

college. Then he held up his head and did a wise thing. He
asked another question:

" Was the carriage prepaid ?"

" Well, yes," said the pastor. " They were obliging and po-

lite enough to do that."

" Because, you know," said his curate, confidently, " I always

suspect unstamped letters, or parcels on which you are requested

to pay something. Well, then, I should say it all depends on

the value of the parcel."

" But, you don't know the value and cannot measure it. It

may be worth a good deal, or —

"

Here the pastor paused. He could not say that word.
" By Jove, that's a hard case," said Henry, driving his hands

deep in his pockets and looking crossly at his boots. " I never

heard of such a case in theology. It only shows that in prac-

tical life, questions will crop up, of which the astutest theologians

never dreamed. You must give me time. Pastor; that's not a

question to be decided offhand."

" Certainly," said his pastor. " In fact here comes dinner.

You sit here."

" You expect somebody else," said his curate, nodding to the

knife and fork and napkin at the other side.

" Yes ! This is my niece, Miss O'Farrell, Father Liston," said
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the pastor, as Annie entered the room. And probably, the best

fun of that Christmas night was to see the astonishment and
surprise written on the face of that good curate, as Annie sailed

in, and quietly saluted him.

She had put on a white dress, frilled and tucked and plaited

in some marvellous manner. Little fringes of lace fluttered

around her neck and over her hands; and a little minature of

her mother's clasped at her throat seemed to be the only bit of

color that relieved the white monotone of dress on the one hand,

and the dark masses of hair that rippled down from the gold

fillet across her neck. She looked to the eyes of the young priest

the living embodiment of all those pure, sweet, holy figures that

had been painted on his brain, since he took up his first prayer-

book, or raised his eyes, at the bidding of his mother, to the

celestial vision of the Woman and Child. He stared and stared

and stared, as if he were mesmerized with surprise, until he was
brought back to his senses by the young lady herself saying:

" Look here. Father Liston, you're spilling your soup on the

table cloth ; and Anne will be furious."

Then he blushed for his bad manners, and got back to his

senses.

But it was a happy dinner; and when the plum-pudding and

jam-rolls and mince-pies came round, Henry did them all full

justice.

" You'll take some more plum-pudding ?" said the pastor.

" For the sake of the sauce," said Henry, handing up his plate.

" No, no, Uncle," said Annie, " Father Liston must take some

of these jam-rolls. It was I made them."

There was no resisting that appeal ; and Henry took three jam-

rolls on his plate.

" They are as light as feathers !" said Annie.
" They are absolutely murderous !" said her uncle.

" I appeal to Father Liston," said Annie.
" Yes ! they're very bad," said Henry. " Don't give any to

your uncle. Miss O'Farrell. They'd shorten his life. Keep them

all for me."
" There, I guessed so much," said the pastor.

" You might as well eat bullets," said Henry, handing over his

plate for more. " They're certainly as indigestible as cheese

upon corned beef."
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" You'll be deadly sick to-morrow," said the pastor, " and I'll

not attend your calls."

"All right," said Henry. " I wouldn't advise you touch one.

Pastor. You'd be a dead man in a week."

And then the dish was cleared. Annie held it up triumphantly

over her head. " There's American cookery," she cried.

" Hurrah for the Stars and Stripes
!"

Then she said merrily that the sauce of the pudding had got

into her head and that, if she stayed longer, she would talk too

much, and would uncle mind, if she went in to Anne; and she

would appear again at tea-time. Which was all a pretty way of

contriving to leave the two priests alone, for they had many deep

things to discuss which a young maiden's comprehension could

hardly reach.

When he had closed the door, Henry said, standing near the

fire:

" Is that the parcel you spoke of, Pastor, that came prepaid

from a foreign land?"
" It is," said the Pastor, as just a little shade of anxiety crept

down on his face.

" Then I think my decision is, to keep that parcel," said Henry.

P. A. Sheehan.
Doneraile, Ireland.

[to be continued.]



Hnalecta.

E SACEA CONGaEGATIONE RITUUM.

I.

i. non potest permitti missae celebratio in sacellis

coemeteriorum, in quibus non habetur praescripta

distantia altarium a loculis.

2. Altaria mobilia ex ligno confecta cum LAPIDE CON-

secrato in medio tollerari possunt, dummodo mensa
solidis basibus adhaereat^ et altare in uno loco sta-

biliter collocetur.

R.mus D.nus Caietanus Muller, Episcopus Gallipolitanus, a

sacrae Rituum Congregatione sequentium dubiorum solu-

tionem reverenter expostulavit, nimirum

:

In sepulcreto civitatis Gallipolitanae turn confraternitates turn

privatae familiae habent sua sacella, in quibus cadavera sepe-

liuntur in loculis. At huiusmodi sacella valde exigua sunt et

angusta, ita ut vix aliquod eorum habeat quatuor metra lon-

gitudinis, tria vero latitudinis; altaria autem non distant in

eis tres cubitos, seu unum metrum, a loculis, sed pauca centi-

metra. Insuper in aliquibus sacellis habetur altare ex ligno

confectum cum lapide consecrato infixo in medio mensae; sed
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altare mobile est, ita ut ad libitum transferatur de uno in alio

loco eiusdem sacelli. Quaeritur

:

I. Utrum permitti possit missae celebratio in istis sacellis,

in quibus non habetur praescripta distantia altarium a loculis ?

II. Utrum altaria mobilia, sensu exposito, tolerari possint?

Et Sacra eadem Congregatio, ad relationem subscripti Secre-

tarii, audito Commissionis Liturgicae voto omnibusque sedulo

perpensis, respondendum censuit:

Ad I. Negative iuxta decretum n. 3944 Romana 12 lanuarii

1899 ad II.

Ad 11. Affirmative, dummodo mensa solidis basibus ad-

haereat et altare ipsum in uno tantum loco stabiliter collocetur.

Atque ita rescripsit, die 19 lunii 1908.

S. Card. Cretoni, Praef.

II.

Festum SS. Ambrosii et Caroli ad ritum duplicem maio-

REM IN DIOECESIBUS PrOVINCIAE MeDIOLANEN. SUFFRAGA-

NEIS, ELEVATUR.

- Provinciae ecclesiasticae Mediolanensis Episcopi in Con-

cilium Provinciale VIII, E.mo et R.mo D.no Andrea Ferrari

Metropolita Praeside, nuperrime congregati, quo firmior pos-

teritati tradatur iucunda memoria et recordatio Patrum et

ipsius Concilii, cum magna animarum consensione et devo-

tione, ad maiorem Dei gloriam et eiusdem Provinciae bonum
promovendum celebrati praeter cetera quae ad finem sibi pro-

positum maxime convenire existimantes decreverunt, Sanctis-

simo Domino Nostro Pio Papa X supplicia vota enixasque

preces porrigere statuerunt, ac reapse porrexerunt, ut Apos-

tolica auctoritate interveniente, duo ilia ecclesiae Metropoli-

tanae Lumina et Sidera flammantia Ambrosius et Carolus ec-

clesiis quoque Suffraganeis per solemniorem cultum et ritum

liturgicum novo effulgeant splendore. Hinc reverenter ex-

postularunt, ut festa utriusque Sancti Episcopi et Confessoris

ad ritum duplicem maiorem evecta, eisdem Suffraganeis ec-

clesiis, de Apostolica benignitate concedantur. Sanctitas porro

Sua, referente subscripto Sacrorum Rituum Congregationis
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Secretario, has preces peramanter excipiens, petitam festorum

Sanctorum Ambrosii Episc. Conf. et Eccles. Doct. et Caroli

Episc. Conf., ad ritum duplicem maiorem elevationem dioecesi-

bus Provinciae ecclesiasticae Mediolanensis Suffraganeis in-

dulgere dignata est; servatis Rubricis. Contrariis non ob-

stantibus quibuscumque.

Die 26 Augusti 1908.

Pro E.mo Card. Praef. Fr. H, M. Gotti.

L. * S.

*!• D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secret.

III.

Novae Lectiones historicae in festo S. Bonaventurae.

DIE XIV lULII

S. Bonaventurae Episc. Conf. et Eccl. Doct. Duplex.

Omnia de Communi Conf. Pont, praeter sequ.

In utrisque Vesperis. Ad Magnificat. Ant. O Doctor . . .

Beate Bonaventura.

Oratio. Deus, qui populo tuo.

In I. Nocturno. Lect. Sapientiam de Communi Doct.

In II. Nocturno.

Lectio IV. Bonaventura, Balneoregii in Etruria natus, a

lethali morbo adhuc puer, beati Francisci precibus, cuius re-

ligioni, si convaluisset, voto matris dicatus fuerat, evasit in-

columis. Itaque adolescens, Fratrum Minorum institutum

amplecti voluit, in quo ad eam doctrinae praestantiam Alex-

andro de Ales magistro pervenit, ut septimo post anno Parisiis

magisterii lauream adeptus, libros Sententiarum publice summa
cum laude sit interpretatus, quos etiam praeclaris postea com-

mentariis illustravit. Nee scientiae solum eruditione, sed, et

morum integritate, vitaeque innocentia, humilitate, mansue-

tudine, terrenarum rerum contemptu et coelestium desiderio

mirifice excelluit: dignus plane, qui tamquam perfectionis ex-

emplar haberetur, et a beato Thoma Aquinate, cui summa
charitate coniunctus erat, sanctus appellaretur. Is enim, cum
sancti Francisci vitam ilium scribentem comperisset: Sinamus,

ait, sanctum pro sancto laborare.
,
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Lectio V. Divini amoris flamma succensus, erga Christi

Domini passionem, quam iugiter meditabatur, ac Deiparam

Virginem, cui se totum devoverat, singulari ferebatur pietatis

affectu: quern in aliis etiam verbo et exemplo excitare, scrip-

tisque opusculis augere summopere studuit. Hinc ilia morum
suavitas, gratia sermonis, et charitas in omnes effusa, qua

singulorum animos sibi arctissime devinciebat. Quamobrem
vix quinque et triginta annos natus, Romae summo omnium
consensu Generalis Ordinis Minister electus est : susceptumque

munus per duodeviginti annos admirabili prudentia gessit ac

laude sanctitatis. Plura constituit regulari disciplinae et

amplificando Ordini utilia; quern una cum aliis Ordinibus

mendicantibus adversus obtrectatorum calumnias feliciter

propugnavit.

Lectio VL Ad Lugdunense Concilium a beato Gregorio

Decimo accersitus, et Cardinalis Episcopus Albanensis creatus,

arduis Concilii rebus egregiam navavit operam: qua et schis-

matis dissidia composita sunt, et ecclesiastica dogmata vin-

dicata. Quibus in laboribus, anno aetatis suae quinquagesimo

. tertio, salutis vero millesimo ducentesimo septuagesimo quarto,

summo omnium moerore decessit, ab universo Concilio, ipso

praesente Romano Pontifice, funere honestatus. Eum Xystus

quartus plurimis maximisque clarum miraculis in Sanctorium

numerum retulit Multa scripsit, in quibus summam erudi-

tionem cum pietatis ardore coniungens, lectorem docendo

movet
;
quare a Xysto quinto Doctoris Seraphici nomine merito

est insignitus.

In III. Nocturno, Homilia in Evang. Vos estis sal

terrae, de Communi Doct. 3° loco.

URBIS ET ORBIS

Sanctissimus Dominus Noster Pius Papa X, libenter de-

ferens supplicibus votis plurium Sacrorum Antistitum, prae-

eunte E.mo D.no Cardinali Antonio Agliardi Episcopo Al-

banensi, a R.mo P. Ministro Generali Ordinis Minorum Con-

ventualium humillime depromptis, suprascriptas Lectiones

secundi Nocturni, quibus Franciscales Familiae iamdudum
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utuntur in festo S. Bonaventurae, Cardinalis Episcopi Al-

banensis, Lectionibus historicis substituendas mandavit, quae

nimium ieiunae modo habentur de ipso Seraphico Doctore in

Breviario Romano. Contrariis non obstantibus quibuscumque.

Die 22 lulii 1908.

S. Card, Cretoni, Praef.

L. *S.
HE'D. Panici, Arch. Laodicen., Secret.

IV.

Additiones et variationes in Breviario et Missali

Romano,

addenda et varianda in duabus tabellis

EXCERPTIS E RUBRICIS GENERALIBUS BREVIARII.

Duplicia secundae classis, in quibtts de simplicibus fit commem-
oratio tantum in Laudibus; de aliis uti in Rubricis.

Circumcisio Domini.

Purificatio B. M. V.

Visitatio B. M. V.

Nativitas B. M. V.

Festum Septem Dolorum B. M. V. (Dom. Ill Sept.).

Solemnitas SS.mi Rosarii B. M. V.

Duplicia maiora per annum, quae aliis duplicibus minoribus

praeferuntur.

Transfiguratio Domini.

Festum Septem Dolorum B. M. V. (Feria VI post Dom.
Passionis).

Commemoratio B. M. V. de Monte Carmelo.

varianda in catalogo festorum,

quae uti primaria vel secundaria etc.

Festa secundaria.

§ II. Duplicia secundae classis.

Festum SS.mi Nominis lesu.
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Festum Septem Dolorum B. M. V. (Dom. Ill Septembr.).

Solemnitas SS.mi Rosarii B. M. V.

§ III. DupHcia maiora.

Exaltatio S. Crucis.

Festum Septem Dolorum B. M. V. (Feria VI post Dom.

Passionis).

Commemoratio B. M. V. de Monte Carmelo.

RUBRICA REFORMANDA IN BREVIARIO ET MISSALI ROMANO.

Dominica III Septembris. Deleatur integra Rubrica :
" Im-

pedita . . . post Dom. Ill Septembris." Eius loco substituatur

sequens :
" Hac Dominica si occurrat festum nobilius, tam-

quam in sede propria celebretur festum B. V. M. Perdolentis

prima sequenti die, non impedita a festo nobiliori, ac translato

Duplici maiori, vel Doctoris Ecclesiae ; de Duplici vero minori

vel semiduplici occurrente fiat tantum commemoratio iuxta

Rubricas."

RUBRICA REFORMANDA IN BREVIARIO.

Dominica infra Octavam Nativitatis B. M. V.: " Si haec

Dominica immediate sequatur festum Nativitatis, Vesperae

dicuntur integrae de ipsa Nativitate sine commemoratione

SS.mi Nominis Mariae. Si hac Dominica occurrat festum

nobilius, eo anno festum SS.mi Nominis celebretur die duo-

decima Septembris, tamquam in sede propria, uti notatur in

Martyrologio. Sicubi vero die duodecima occurrat festum

nobilius, Officium SS.mi Nominis Mariae transferatur in pri-

mam diem liberam iuxta Rubricas."

SS.mus Dominus Noster Pius PP. X referente infrascripto

Cardinali Sacrorum Rituum Congregationi Praefecto, supra-

scriptas additiones et variationes inserendas Breviario et Mis-

sali Romano benigne approbare dignatus est. Die 8 lulii

1908.

S. Card. Cretoni, Praef.

^D. Panici, Archiep. Laodic, Secret.
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V.

Antistites Americae, Oceaniae et Australiae, perdu-

RANTE MARITIMO ITINERE^ SaCRUM IN NAVIS SINGULIS DIE-

BUS PERAGERE POSSUNT^ DUMMODO LOCUS SIT DECENS, MARE

TRANQUILLUM^ ET IN QUANTUM FIERI POTEST, SACERDOS

Praesuli CELEBRANTE ADSISTAT.

Sanctissimus Dominus Noster Pius Papa X, clementer de-

ferens supplicibus votis Sacrorum Praesulum ecclesiarum sive

dioeceseon totius Americae, Oceaniae atque Australiae, privi-

legium benigne impertiri dignatus est, quo ipsi R.mi Sacrorum

Antistites, quotiescumque Romam petituri sint, perdurante

maritimo itinere, etiam in reditu, singulis diebus Sacrum in

navi peragere valeant: dummodo locus ad hoc delectus nihil

indecens aut indecorum praeseferat; mare sit adeo tranquil-

lum, ut nullum prorsus adsit periculum effusionis sacrarum

specierum e calice, et—si adsit—alter sacerdos superpelliceo

indutus, Praesuli celebranti adsistat. Contrariis non obstan-

tibus quibuscumque. Die 30 lunii 1908.

S. Card. Cretoni, Praef.

^ D. Panici, Arch. Laodicen., Secret.

VI.

Circa indulta Officiorum votivorum de SS. Sacramento
ET DE Immaculata Conceptione B. M. V.

Postulato R.mi D.ni Episcopi Osnabrugen. Provicarii Apo-

stolici Missionum Germaniae Septentrionalis et Administra-

toris Praefecturae Apostolicae ' Slevigis Holsatiae :
" utrum

Officia votiva antiqua de praecepto recitanda singulis feriis

quintis non impeditis de SS.mo Sacramento, et singulis Sab-

batis item non impeditis de Immaculata Conceptione B. M. V.,

sint revocata per nova Officia votiva ad libitum recitanda et

concessa cum decreto generali n. 3581 Urbis et Orbis 5 lulii

1883 "
; Sacra Rituum Congregatio, referente subscripto Sec-

retario, auditoque voto Commissionis Liturgicae, responden-

dum censuit:

" Negative, nisi expresse renuntiatum fuerit antiquis in-

dultis, iuxta ipsum citatum decretum, ubi in fine ad I legitur:
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Firmis remanentibus aliis votivorum Officiorum indultis qui-

buscumque iam concessis ". Atque ita rescripsit, die 5 Iiinii

1908.

S. Card. Cretoni^ Praef.

L. * S.

'i'D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secretaritis.

VII.

S. loANNEs Chrysostomus Patronus Concionatorum
DECLARATUR.

Quo congruus accedat cumulus solemnibus sacrisque pom-

pis nuper expletis in honorem celeberrimi totius Ecclesiae Doc-

toris, loannis ob aureum eloquentiae flumen cognomento Chry-

sostomi, mox elapso saeculo decimoquinto, ex quo sanctus ipse

Antistes exilio multatus iniuste, ac mala multa perpessus, su-

premum diem obivit; R.mus P. Hugo Athanasius Gaisser, ex

Ordine Sancti Benedicti, Pontificii Graecorum Collegii mo-

derator, vota depromens peculiaris Coetus eiusmodi honoribus

Chrysostomo tribuendis in Urbe constituti, ac munere suo feli-

citer perfuncti, Sanctissimum Dominum Nostrum Pium Papam
Decimum supplex rogavit, ut eumdem Sanctum Doctorem

christianae eloquentiae et coelestem sacrorum concionatorum

Patronum suprema auctoritate Sua declarare ac statuere dig-

naretur. Id siquidem fe. re. Leo Decimus tertius die quarta

lulii anno millesimo octingentesimo octogesimo quarto in-

dubie praenunciaverat, sacros videlicet oratores in fidem ac

tutelam collocando S. loannis Chrysostomi, Ecclesiae Doctoris,

quern omnibus ad imitandum proponebat exemplar, utpote qui

christianorum oratorum facile princeps, ob aureum eloquentiae

flumen, invictum dicendi robur, vitaeque sanctitudinem sum-

mis laudibus ubique celebretur. Sanctitas porro Sua has

preces ab infrascripto Cardinali Sacrorum Rituum Congrega-

tioni Praefecto relatas peramanter excipiens, praeclarum Ec-

clesiae universae Doctorem decusque Sanctum Episcopum

loannem Chrysostomum, oratorum sacrorum coelestem Pa-

tronum Apostolica auctoritate Sua declaravit et constituit;

eumdemque quemadmodum cunctis fidelibus omnigenae vir-

tutis, ita christianae eloquentiae ad imitandum exemplar sacris
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concionatoribus libentissime proposuit. Contrariis non ob-

stantibus quibuscumque. Die 8 lulii 1908

S. Card. Cretoni^ Praefectus.

'i' D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secret.

VIII.

DUBIA DE ORDINE SERVANDO CIRCA COMMEMORATIONES IN

SECUNDIS VESPERIS ET DE VERSU " FiDELIUM AnIMAE."

R. D. Onesimus Machez, magister caeremoniarum ecclesiae

cathedralis Atrebaten., et extensor Kalendarii dioecesani, de

licentia sui R.mi Episcopi, a Sacrorum Rituum Congre-

gatione insequentium dubiorum solutionem humillime flagi-

tavit, nimirum:

I. Quando celebratur festum duplex Dominica infra Octa-

vam communem, ponitur in Laudibus commemoratio Dom-
inicae, deinde Octavae ; debetne in secundis Vesperis idem ordo

servari pro commemorationibus, si feria secunda sequenti fit

Officium de die infra Octavam, vel poni primo loco commem-
oratio Octavae?

II. Quando feria VI post Octavam Ascensionis recolitur

festum duplex aut semiduplex quod in secundis Vesperis con-

currit cum festo eiusdem ritus ob Vigiliam Pentecostes sim-

plificando, debetne prius fieri commemoratio huius festi sim-

plificati ac postea feriae aut inversus ordo servari?

III. Post Horam tertiam quae praecedit Missam ponti-

ficalem, Episcopus celebrans debetne, dicto per chorum " Bene-

dicamus Domino " omittere vecsum " Fidelium animae?"

Et sacra eadem Congregatio ad relationem subscripti Se-

cretarii, exquisito Commissionis Liturgicae suffragio, omnibus

sedulo perpensis, rescribendum censuit:

Ad I et II Negative ad primam partem, affirmative ad secun-

dam, iuxta decretum n. 3843 Commemorationum in Vesperis

5 Februarii 1895 Q"^^ habetur concursus et commemoratio

sumatur e primis Vesperis iuxta Rubricas.

Ad III Affirmative in casu.

Atque ita rescripsit, die 5 lunii 1908.

S. Card. Cretoni, Praef.

L. * S.
•

•^ D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secret.
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E SAGBA CONOR. INDULGENTIAETTM.

Indulgentiae pro Scapulare de Monte Carmelo
gestantibus.

Confratres qui legitime acceperunt S. Scapulare a sacerdote

deputato per PP. Generales O. Fratrum B. M. V. de Monte

Carmelo aut de eorum assensu a PP. Provincialibus, et illud

semper super humeros gestant, consequuntur sequentes indul-

gentias et infrascriptis privilegiis et indultis gaudent.

I. INDULGENTIA PLENARIA.

Si confessi ac S. Synaxi refecti sodales ad mentem Summi
Pontificis oraverint:

1. die ilia, qua, accipiendo S. Scapulare, confraternitatem

ingrediuntur

;

2. in festo commemorationis B. M. V. de Monte Carmelo,

die 16 lulii, vel una eiusdem mensis Dominica, iuxta loco-

rum consuetudinem

;

3. eodem die quoties ecclesiam vel publicum sacellum visi-

taverint, ubi S. Scapularis sodalitium canonice erectum re-

peritur

;

4. in una ex Dominicis cuiusvis mensis, si processioni a

confraternitate, de Ordinarii licentiae, peragendae interfuerint

;

5. in festo Pentecostes;

6. die commemorationis Defunctorum Ordinis Carmelitici

(15 Novembris, vel, si Dominica fuerit, die 16) ;

7. in mortis articulo, si uti supra dispositi, vel saltem con-

triti, SS. lesu nomen ore si potuerint, sin minus corde devote

invocaverint.

II. INDULGENTIAE PARTIALES.

1. Quinque annorum totidemque quadragenarum:

(a) semel in mense, die cuiusque arbitrio eligenda, qua

sodales confessi ac S. Synaxi refecti iuxta intentionem, Summi
Pontificis oraverint;

(b) si SS. Sacramentum, dum ad infirmos defertur, cum
candela accensa et pro iisdem pias ad Deum preces fundendo,

comitati fuerint.

2. Trium annorum totidemque quadragenarum in qualibet

ex festivitatibus B. Mariae V., quae in universa Ecclesia cele-

brantur, si sodales confessi et S. Synaxi in ecclesia vel capella
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confraternitatis refecti fuerint et ad mentem Summi Pontificis

oraverint.

3. Trecentorum dierum pro abstinentia singulis feriis IV
et Sabbatis per annum.

4. Centum dierum quotiescumque aliquod pietatis vel cari-

tatis opus corde saltern contrito ac devote sodales exercuerint.

5. Si confratres, corde saltern contrito ac devote, ecclesiam

vel capellam sodalitii visitaverint

:

(a) septem annorum, totidemque quadragenarum quibus-

libet infra annum feria IV et Sabbato

;

(b) trecentorum dierum quocumque alio anni die.

Omnes et singulae praefatae indulgentiae, excepta plenaria

in mortis articulo lucranda, etiam animabus fidelium defunc-

torum applicari possunt,

III. PRIVILEGIA.

1. Privilegium, vulgo dictum Sahhatinum, Summi Pontificis

loan. XXII, a Clementc VII Ex dementi 12 Aug. 1530, S.

Pio V Superna dispositione 18 Feb. 1566, Gregorio XIII Ui

laudes 18 Sept. 1577, aliisque approbatum et confirmatum, nee

non a S. Romana et Universali Inquisitione sub Paulo V, die

20 Ian. 1613, decreto tenoris sequentis: " Patribus Carmeli-

tanis permittitur praedicare quod populus christianus possit

pie credere de adiutorio animarum fratrum et confratrum so-

dalitatis Beatissimae Virginis Mariae de Monte Carmelo,

videlicet Beatissimam Virginem animas fratrum et confratrum

in charitate decedentium, qui in vita habitum gestaverint et

castitatem pro suo statu coluerint, Officiumque parvum recita-

verint, vel, si recitare nesciant, Ecclesiae ieiunia observaverint

et feria quarta et Sabbato a carnibus abstinuerint (nisi in iis

diebus Nativitatis Domini festum inciderit), suis intercessioni-

bus continuis piisque suffragiis et meritis ac speciali protec-

tione post eorum transitum, praecipue in die Sabbati, qui dies

ab Ecclesia eidem Beatissimae Virgini dicatus est, adiuturam."

2. Omnes et singulae Missae, quae in suffragium celebran-

tur confratrum, eodem gaudent privilegio ac si in altari privi-

legiato celebratae fuissent.

3. Absolutio generalis cum indulgentia plenaria in articulo

mortis sodalibus impertiri potest a facultatem habente, vel,

ea deficiente, a quovis confessario approbate.
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IV. INDULTA.

1. Omnes confratres, si in locis versantur ubi nulla Car-

melitani Ordinis reperiatur ecclesia, omnes indulgentias ab

Apostolica Sede eiusdem Ordinis ecclesiis concessas vel con-

cedendas lucrari possunt, si, ceteris conditionibus adimpletis,

parochialem ecclesiam statis diebus devote visitaverint. Ubi

autem existit aliqua confratemitatis ecclesia, banc tenentur

sodales ad easdem indulgentias lucrandas visitare, nisi plus-

quam unius miliarii spatio distet.

2. Sodales qui menstruae processioni commode assistere

nequeunt, plenariam indulgentiam sub n. 4 relatam lucrari

valent, si ceteris positis conditionibus, capellam respectivae

confratemitatis eadem die visitaverint.

3. Ubi processio praedicta locum non habet, vel confra-

ternitas erecta non reperitur, confratres plenariam memoratam
indulgentiam Dominica III cuiusque mensis lucrantur, si

ceteris adimpletis, quamcumque ecclesiam vel publicum ora-

torium visitaverint.

' Sacra Congregatio Indulgentiis Sacrisque Reliquiis prae-

posita praesens Summarium ex authenticis documentis excerp-

tum approbavit typisque imprimi ac publicare benigne

permisit.

Datum Romae, e Secretaria eiusdem S. Congregationis,

die 4 lulii IQ08.

S. Card. Cretoni, S. R. C. Praef.

"i* D. Panici, Arch. Laodicen., S. R. C, Secret.

Licet separare ad libitum singulas decadas Rosarii.

Indultum diei 14 Octobr. 1906, sodalibus SS. Rosarii con-

cedens ut indulgentias omnes recitationi coronae adnexas ob-

tineant, etiamsi singulas decadas ad libitum per diem sepa-

rarent, nunc, ex concessione Procuratori Generali Praedica-

torum facta, per Indultum diei 8 Julii 1908, ad omnes fideles

extenditur

:

Sanctissimus Dominus noster Pius Papa X in audientia

habita die 8 lulii 1908, ab infrascripto Cardinali Praefecto

sacrae Congregationis, Indulgentiis sacrisque Reliquiis prae-

positae, benigne annuit pro gratia iuxta preces, ceteris ser-

vatis de iure servandis.
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Praesenti in perpetuum valituro.

Contrariis quibuscumque non obstantibus.

Datum Romae, e secretaria eiusdem sacrae Congregationis,

die 8 lulii 1908.

S. Card. Cretoni, Praef.

L. * S.

^D. Panici, Arch. Laodicen., Secret.

Indulgentia adnectitur duabus Orationibus pro

Clericis. oratio ad postulandos clericos.

Ant. Quid statis tota die otiosi ? Ite et vos in vineam

meam.

V. Rogate Dominum messis.

R. Ut mittat operarios in messem suam.

Oremus. Deus qui non vis mortem peccatoris, sed magis ut

convertatur et vivat, da, quaesumus, per intercessionem B.

Mariae semper Virginia et omnium Sanctorum, operarios Ec-

desiae tuae, qui sint cooperatores Christi, et se impendant et

superimpendant pro animabus. Per eumdem D. N. I. C.

ORATIO pro CONSERVATIONE CLERICORUM IN MILITIA.

Ant. Nemo mittens manum suam ad aratrum et auspiciens

retro aptus est regno Dei.

V. Nemo militans Deo implicat se negotiis saecularibus.

R. Ut ei placeat cui se probavit.

Oremus. Deus infirmitatis humanae singulare praesidium,

exaudi, quaesumus, preces quas pro fratribus in discrimine

positis humiliter fundimus, ut iamulos tuos ab omni eruas

peccatorum nequitia et in tua protectionis securitate constituas.

Per D. N. I. C. etc.

Utramque banc orationem recitantibus devote, indulgentiam

tercentorum dierum pro unaquaque concedimus.

Die 29 Martii 1908.

PIUS PAPA X.

Praesentis Rescripti authenticum exemplar exhibitum fuit

huic S. Congt'ni Indulgentiis Sacrisque Reliquiis praepositae.

Datum Romae e Secretaria eiusdem S. Congregationis, die

30 Martii 1908.

^i* D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secretarius.



Stubies anb Conferences*

OUR ANALECTA.

The Roman documents for the month are:

S. Congregation of Rites:

1. (a) Prohibits the saying of Masses in mortuary chapels

where the altar is not a full yard away from the buried body.

{b) Permits the use of portable altars in mortuary chapels,

provided the mensa of the altar rests upon solid supports, and

the altar is definitely located in one set place.

2. Raises the feast of St. Ambrose, and of St. Charles Bor-

romeo, to the double major rite within the ecclesiastical pro-

vince of Milan.

3. Assigns new historical lessons for the feast of St. Bona-

venture in the Roman Breviary. These lessons are taken

from the Franciscan Breviary.

4. Decrees the adoption of certain additions and changes in

tlie general rubrics of the Roman Office (Breviary and Missal).

5. Grants to the Bishops of America, Oceanica, and Aus-

tralasia, the privilege of celebrating Mass daily on the high

seas, during their voyages to and from Rome. The Mass is

to be said in a place suited to the sacredness of the function

and during tranquil weather, in order that there may be no

danger of spilling the Sacred Species. Whenever it is pos-

sible, a priest is to be in attendance during the celebration.

6. Rules that the Office of the Blessed Sacrament on Thurs-

days, and of the Immaculate Conception on Saturdays, when

once made obligatory in the diocese, may not be recited ad

libitum, as the other Votive Offices of the week may be.

7. Formally declares St. John Chrysostom the Patron of

Preachers.

8. Decides certain doubts about the order to be observed in

commemorations at second Vespers; also that the verse

Fidelium animae is to be omitted in choir at the end of Terce,

when pontifical Mass immediately ensues.
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S. Congregation of Indulgences:

1. Publishes a revised list of indulgences and privileges

attached to the wearing of the Brown Scapular.

2. Sanctions the extension of the privilege, hitherto granted

only to members of the Rosary Confraternity, of interrupting

the recitation of the beads at any time during the day, without

thereby forfeiting the indulgences attached to the recitation

of the rosary.

3. Indulgences two prayers for the obtaining and conserv-

ing of vocatioiis to the priesthood.

THE BIiroiNG FORCE OF THE DECISIONS OF THE ROMAIT
CONOEEGATIONS.

Qu. In the Ave Maria for 21 November, on page 662, I read

:

As an offset to the flood of loose talk, and the occasional stream of

loose writing, one meets with on a subject of some importance, it is dis-

tinctly worth while to reflect on this paragraph from Rome:
" The Roman Congregations, then, are not infallible in their judg-

ments or in their doctrinal decisions concerning faith and morals, even

when they have the approval of the Pope; but it does not by any means

follow that such sentences and decisions are not binding. To assert the

contrary would be to deny the obligation of obedience to the Vicar of

Christ himself except in those cases when he exercises his gift of infalli-

bility. It would mean anarchy in the Church. The Pope, even when he

is not defining infallibly doctrines of faith and morals, is always the

supreme authority in the Church, and as such has a right to our obe-

dience in all religious matters; and the obedience due from Catholics to

the doctrinal decisions of the Roman Congregations is the obedience due
to the authentic magisterium of the Church as far as this is delegated

to them."

The mental habit of requiring a dogmatic definition before assenting to

any truth, or acquiescing in any disciplinary procedure, is not the hall-

mark of an exemplary Catholic in any rank of life or any stage of in-

tellectual culture.

Will you kindly explain whether (and why) the " assent
'*

(spoken of by the Ave Maria) to decisions in matters of doc-

trine by a Roman Congregation is an assent binding only ex-

ternally (i. e., requiring obedient Catholics, whether learned in

theology or not, to avoid external utterance of any opposite

view) or internally (i. e., requiring the "assent" of the in-

tellect to the statement of the decisions, to the exclusion 'ab-
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solutely of any opposed view previously held by the aforesaid

learned or non-learned Catholics) ? I seek a clear answer, since

I think there may be others in the predicament in which I find

myself, of never having had such a question explained in my
theological course. " Docibilis."

Resp. Since the decisions of the Roman Congregations,

when not actually reiterating some infallible doctrine of the

Church, are based either upon reasons of historical evidence,

such as tradition, documentary proof, and common consent,

or upon motives of expediency which, without setting aside

known truths or facts, tends to preserve unity of action, it

must follow, not only that they are revocable, but also that

they would be revoked or amended should new historical evi-

dence or fresh motives of common utility call for such a

change. Now the individual, either because he possesses ex-

ceptional sources of information or because of that intuitive

knowledge which is sometimes accorded to genius or to saints,

may easily be in position to forecast this change, and there-

fore feel reluctant to give the assent of his mind to the view

which the decision proposes, but to which, for reasons of

loyalty and good order, he gives his external consent and full

obedience. Such dissent of mind is manifestly based on suffi-

cient reason and therefore not censurable so long as it is not

made use of to disturb the external order for which the ad-

ministrative and doctrinal tribunals of the Church legislate.

Our answer would therefore be: The decisions in matters

of doctrine by a Roman Congregation, whilst they do bind our

obedient will, in conscience and under pain of sin, according

to the respective gravity and import of the decisions, yet do

not require the assent of the intellect to the statement of the

decisions, unless they involve a truth or doctrine otherwise

infallibly defined. See an article on the subject: March, 1908,

P- 2S3-

PASTORAL KELATIONS OF OUR MISSIONABY CLERGY UNDER
THE NEW ROMAN CONGREGATIONS.

Qu. Are pastors in this country now obliged to offer the

Holy Sacrifice pro populo on Sundays and Holidays and other

feast days you mention in Vol. 22, p. 529, Eccles. Review ?
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Resp. It may be safely assumed that the pastoral status

of the clergy and the dependency of religious communities in

the United States, as in other countries formerly under the

jurisdiction of the S. C. of Propaganda, remain unchanged by

the recent transfer of the missionary administration of the

Roman ecclesiastical tribunals, until definite instructions are

issued to the respective authorities who are in charge of

diocesan or of conventual bodies. The only definite changes

at present in force are those caused by the relations of the

bishops and clergy toward the Roman tribunals in cases of

diocesan reports, judicial appeals, and requests for faculties

in particular cases. The rest will be made known in good time.

THE COHSTITUTIONAL ASPECT OF RELIGION IN POLITICS.

(Communicated.)
" The Senators and Representatives before mentioned, and the mem-

bers of the several State Legislatures, and all executive and judicial

officers, both of the United States, and of the several States, shall be

bound by oath or affirmation, to support this Constitution ; but no re-

ligious test shall ever be required as a qualification to any office or public

trust under the United States."

—

Constitution of the United States

(Article VI, Paragraph 3).

The recent public and unequivocal expression of opinion by

Mr. Roosevelt, President of the United States, regarding the

habit, indulged by certain over-zealous sectaries, of applying a

religious test in connexion with the voting of American citizens

for the chief executive of this Republic, has aroused widespread

attention. The President does not hesitate to stigmatize the

bigotry of those who would discriminate against a Catholic can-

didate on the ground of his religion. As a result, there have

been heard many voices, chiefly from the Lutheran and Baptist

camps, protesting against the assumption that a Roman Catholic

could be a thoroughly loyal citizen of our Republic, or a just

and unbiased chief executive as President of the United States.

To enforce the protest they appeal to a Catholic doctrine, of

their own conception, as standing for a slavish allegiance to the

Roman Pontiff, indiscriminately in matters both civil and re-

ligious. Polemics with sectarian bigots and political agitators,

even though they be our fellow-citizens who injure us much by

their misrepresentations, are not within the scope of the Ec-
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CLESiASTiCAL REVIEW. Yct it may serve the clergy in some

ways to point out the legal aspect of the question and to em-
phasize the fundamental principles on which our Constitutional

Government and the rights of individual citizens, whatever their

religious convictions, are based. It may help to keep in check

the political bigots who are so prone to make capital out of

religious agitation.

In 1788, one hundred and twenty years ago, when the Con-

stitution was submitted to the Thirteen Original States for

approval, the proposed draft was hotly debated in some of the

legislatures, and there was at the time a good deal of religious

bigotry apparent in the discussion. Nor need we wonder at the

animosity, even regarded from the legal viewpoint. It was a

serious question with the representatives of the various States,

whether a Catholic should be eligible to office under the Na-
tional Government, since their approval involved the acceptance

of a permanent bond which was to become the Fundamental Law
of the Nation. The Constitution, the primary Law of the

United States, is a solemn fact; and while it stands, it binds

every citizen, be he Lutheran or Baptist.

Blackstone defines law as follows: "A rule of civil conduct

prescribed by the supreme power in the state, commanding what

is right and prohibiting what is wrong." If we apply this de-

finition to Article VI of the Constitution it becomes plain at

once that every citizen, no matter what his religious convictions,

or the locality of his origin or his domicile, is emphatically com-

manded, when he approaches the polls, to expel from his mind all

thought of the " religious test." In like manner is he prohibited

from appealing to the " religious test " when called upon to de-

cide as to qualification for office under the National Govern-

ment. In the mind of the Constitutional student it is an offence

to apply the " religious test," quite as much so as to counterfeit

money, with this difference only, that the language used in

Article VI, pertaining to the "religious test," is decidedly more

vigorous than that employed in Article I, Section 8, which reads

:

" Congress shall have power to coin money, and to provide for

the Punishment of counterfeiting the Securities and current

Coin of the United States." Both crimes are of pronounced

turpitude. The accidental difference in the force of the two

prohibitions is that the one has the sanction of a penal enact-
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merit, whereas the other was regarded as too unworthy a citizen

of the soon to be established commonwealth to require such a

caution of its avoidance; for the framers of the Constitution

hoped that gratitude to Almighty God for the blessings re-

ceived in deliverance from a tyrant's rule would be a sufficient

guaranty against the violation of the religious rights of the in-

dividual conscience.

In 1787, the Federal Convention sat in Philadelphia and pre-

pared the several articles of the Constitution. This was less

than six years after the Catholic King, Louis XVI of France, had

sent to our aid the six thousand Catholic soldiers who valiantly

fought for the liberties of our people at the battle of Yorktown.

Nor were the men who sat in the Federal Convention, unmind-

ful, when framing Article VI, of the services rendered by Catho-

lics in the struggle for independence, and therefore in the last

clause of the last Article, pertaining to the rights and duties of

citizens under the new government, they set down in the strong-

est and clearest language possible their abhorrence of religious

bigotry :
" No religious test shall ever be required as a qualifica-

tion to any office or public trust under the United States."

When the Fathers were engaged in the memorable work of

framing the Constitution, the question was examined, as to how
long a foreigner should be required to be a resident of the

United States before eligibility to membership in the National

Legislature should be granted. The qualification fixed for a

member of the House of Representatives is twelve years; that

for a member of the U. S. Senate is fourteen years. The
Federalist assigns the reason why the senatorial qualification is

greater than the congressional :
" The propriety of the distinc-

tion is explained by the nature of the senatorial trust which,

participating immediately in transactions with foreign nations,

ought to be exercised by none, who are not thoroughly weaned

from the prepossessions and habits incident to foreign birth and

education."

The constitutional writers are agreed that the Federal Con-

vention was one of the most remarkable deliberative bodies

known to history. This fact must have been entirely unknown
to those who have protested to the President. Again, when the

Thirteen Original States ratified the Constitution, they approved

of Article VI. The question immediately present to our mind
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is, What did the Federal Convention intend to be understood

by Article VI? The answer to this question is found in the

constitutions of the several States. Article I, Section 4, Con-

stitution of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, reads as fol-

lows :
" No person who acknowledges the being of a God and

a future state of rewards and punishments shall, on account of

his religious sentiments, be disqualified to hold any office or

place of trust or profit under the Commonwealth." The Su-

preme Court of the State alone is empowered to interpret this

clause. Any misconstruction by a representative portion of

our people is well calculated to bring our " Magna Carta " into

contempt ; for if one clause can be misconstrued by the populace,

why not another. Admit the opening wedge, and the disin-

tegration of the American Constitution is inevitable. In 1798,

the " Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions " were passed ; and

the direct consequences of those Resolutions were, first, the
^' Nullification Act " of 1832, and secondly the Civil War of

1861. There is no surer way to undermine the foundations of

our national fabric than by teaching our children that the Con-

stitution no longer means what the framers declared it to be.

How different the sentiments of the sectarian bigots from

those which we find in " Washington's Reply " to the address

presented him by the Catholics after his election to the Presidency,

1789: "As mankind become liberal, they will be more apt to

allow, that all those who conduct themselves as worthy members

of the Community are equally entitled to the protection of the

civil Government. I hope ever to see America among the fore-

most nations in examples of justice and liberality. And I pre-

sume that your fellow-citizens will not forget the patriotic part

which you took in the accomplishment of their Revolution, and

the establishment of your Government: or the important assist-

ance which they received from a nation in which the Roman
Catholic faith is professed." , a nr at*^ James A. McNulty.

CAN THE "SANATIO IN EADICE" BE APPLIED?

Qu. A and B, both baptized, one a Catholic, the other a

Protestant, attempt marriage before a Protestant minister in one

of our American cities, since the new marriage laws have gone

into effect. A, the Catholic party, is penitent and wishes to
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have the marriage validated. B, the non-Catholic party, re-

fuses to meet a priest or to renew his consent in order to validate

the marriage. Can the sanatio in radice be applied in this case?

Resp. Since the nullity of the marriage results from the

non-observance of conditions laid down as necessary for

validity by law merely ecclesiastical, the Supreme Pontiff can

grant and apply the sanatio in radice.

The delegated faculty sanandi in radice in the form in

which it has been usually granted to an American bishop, be-

fore Easter, 1908, reads thus :
" Sanandi in radice matrimonia

contracta quando comperitur adfuisse impedimentum dirimens

super quo ex Apostolicae Sedis indulto dispensare ipse possit,

magnumque fore incommodum requirendi a parte innoxia

renovationem consensus, monita tamen parte conscia impedi-

menti de effectu hujus sanationis." Since this faculty is

limited to those cases only in which the bishop could dispense

before the marriage was contracted, it does not extend to the

case above, as our Bishops in the United States cannot dis-

pense from the conditions for validity required by the decree

Ne temere. F. J. S.

WITHDRAWAL FROM SECRET SOCIETIES.

Qu. Mr. X., born a Catholic, joins the Freemasons or Odd
Fellows, and retains his membership for ten or twenty-five years.

At the time of his joining the society and during all the years

of his membership he knew very well that the order was for-

bidden by the Church. Now penitent, he desires to be recon-

ciled to the Church and admitted to the Sacraments. If he

gives good and substantial proofs that he has really left the

society and promises never more to return to it, can not his

confessor (I mean any priest to whom he goes to confession)

absolve him at once without having special recourse to the

Ordinary? Some of the Reverend Clergy hereabouts claim that

it is a reserved case and that special faculties are required to

absolve him, no matter what he actually does or promises to do.

J. P. W.

Resp. Any priest who has the faculties ordinarily granted
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to our clergfy can absolve a person who had joined the Free-

masons, Odd Fellows, or other condemned societies, provided

the penitent is willing at the time of absolution to abandon

the association. If the confessor should not have the faculty

enjoyed by our clergy generally to absolve from cases com-

prised in the Bull Apostolicae Sedis, then he would have to

have recourse to higher authority in the case of a person who
is a Freemason, for this society is condemned sub censura;

but such recourse would not be necessary in the case of a

member of the Order of Odd Fellows, which, though con-

demned as a society to be shunned, is not forbidden sub

censura. In all similar cases the condition of reservation is

simply " donee ab illis societatibus se prorsus amoverint."

When, for grave reasons a person, unconscious of the for-

bidden character of the society at the time when he entered

it and desirous of severing his connexion with it, wishes never-

theless to retain a passive or nominal membership in the for-

bidden order, so as not to forfeit the purely financial benefits

to which his actual contributions to the insurance fund of the

society entitle him in equity, the matter is to be presented

to the Apostolic Delegate, who will decide according to the

particular merits of each case. The conditions are that the

membership was originally bona fide; that the retention of

nominal membership causes no manner of scandal to others

who may not understand it ; that there is question of a consider-

able loss if membership were absolutely given up; that there

is no danger of perversion from the faith, nor a probability

that on the death of such nominal member the masonic or

other non-Catholic rite be enforced at his funeral.

GENTJFLEGTING AFTSB COUfMUHIOV.

Qu. I have been asked in what manner nuns should retire

from the altar-rail after Communion—with or without genu-

flexion—and I have failed to find a definite ruling. Martinucci

(II, V, 23) prescribes a genuflexion for clerics in the sanctuary,

but opposed to this is, I am told, the custom in many communi-
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ties of nuns of leaving the altar-rail without genuflexion. Will

you kindly cite me what the ruling may be on the point ?

Chaplain.

Resp. Although rubricists prescribe the genuflexion for

clerics receding from the altar after the reception of Holy
Communion, there is no similar rule for those who receive

outside the sanctuary, unless they pass from one side to the

other; and it would cause great inconvenience and confusion

in many instances if the rules for genuflecting that are ob-

served within the sanctuary were to be applied to the laity or

to religious not bound to the strict observance of a canonical

choir. Indeed, even in such communities custom is the chief

norm which regulates the genuflexions, because it is assumed

to arise from the convenience, if not necessity, imposed by

the locality or other circumstances. The S. Congregation

of Rites respects this element of reasonable custom in reli-

gious communities to such a degree that it sanctions even a

distinct deviation from the general rubrics laid down in the

Missal. An example of this is the decision given under the

head Divion. (S. R. C, 26 Sept., 1868, Deer. auth. 3182),

in which the question whether the canons of the cathedral are

bound to observe the genuflexions prescribed in Tit. XVII,

n. 5 of the Missal, at the conventual Masses, proposed by the

Master of Ceremonies, was answered by, Servetur eonsuetudo.

HEAD-COVERING OF WOMEN IN CHURCH.

Qu. Would you, please, kindly inform me and many others,

who are in doubt about a supposed rule compelling women to

wear a head-gear in church. Is there a rule or law of the

Church, which obliges women to wear a hat or head-covering

in church ? Weltzer and Welte's Kirchenlexikon says :
" Nach

den Untersuchungen de Rossi's besteht keine Gewaehr dafuer,

dass Papst Linus den Frauen die Verschleierung in der Kirche

geboten hat."

Does usus or church decorum require head-covering for wo-

men in church? Should ladies and girls be told not to appear

in church without hats? Ph. W.
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Resp. There is no present and universal ecclesiastical law

that obliges women to appear in the church with or without

any particular head-covering. Usage and decorum in Italy

and other Catholic countries appear to be in favor of the wear-

ing of veils, and there is a decision of the S. Congregation

answering this question, whether women assisting at the

sacred functions in church should wear veils, in the affirma-

tive {Deer, authent., 7 July, 1876, n. 3402). The decision

is for Ravenna.

To the question whether women and young girls should be

told by the priest not to come to church without hats, we
would answer emphatically, no; at least not as though such

a prohibition were the law of the Church. We have other

ways of inculcating upon women what modesty demands of

them in church, and the priest who enters into the details of

millinery, or even notices them, must have exceptional quali-

ties if he can manage to talk about such things without for-

feiting some of that high esteem which our women ought to

have for their pastors. Our suggestion would be to let their

hats alone; if we speak rightly to them about their needs of

soul, they will most likely come with their veils or hats or

whatever is needed to give us the proper impression of their

modesty and decorum.

FLOWEES ON A CONSECRATED ALTAE.

Qu. Is it permissible, according to the rubrics, to place vases

with flowers on the mensa of the altar at Benediction service, or

when the Blessed Sacrament is exposed? I am under the im-

pression that this is forbidden, at least in the case of a conse-

crated altar.

Resp. The Ceremoniale Episcoporum (Lib. I, c. 12, n. 12)

states that " vascula cum flosculis frondibusque odoriferis, seu

serico contextis, studiose ornata, adhiberi poterunt." Pietro

de Amicis, in his // Ceremoniale Completo (Vol. I, n. 28, edit.

1906) interprets this to mean not the altar proper but the

steps, above or below the mensa, on which the candelabra are
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usually set. He gives as a reason the fact that the altar or

mensa, upon which the Body of Christ is offered, and which

covers or contains the relics of the martyrs, may not serve

any other purpose, and must remain intact so that nothing but

reliquaries of saints and the four gospels, symbolizing the life

and doctrine of Christ, are to be permitted upon it. This

applies to consecrated altars. Upon an altar which merely

serves as a support of an inserted altar-stone, the above-men-

tioned author thinks flowers might be placed, so long as they

do not cause inconvenience to the celebrant or soil the altar-

cloths. He adds : salvo meliori judicio.

FRANCISCALIA.

The interest which St. Francis of Assisi holds for the read-

ing world shows no signs of abating, but rather seems to be

increasing, if one may judge from the output of books in the

field of Franciscalia which have appeared during the last twelve

months and the announcements of others to be issued during

the year 1909. These works, as a whole, comprise either new

editions and translations of the early Franciscan legends or

original studies dealing with some phase of St, Francis's life

or work. Without doubt, the most important addition the

year 1908 made to the former class is the critical text of the

Chronica Fratris Jordani, which tells of the coming of the

Friars into Germany, and which Prof, Boehmer of Bonn has

recently edited with a wealth of critical apparatus in Tome VI
of the Collection d'£tudes et de Documents sur I'Histoire Re-

ligieuse et Litteraire du Moyen Age, inaugurated in 1898 by

Paul Sabatier with his famous Speculum Perfectionis. The
next volume in this series will contain a new edition of Eccles-

ton's Chronicle De Adventu Minorum in Angliam by Prof. A.

E. Little, Meanwhile Prof, Little has just edited the Liber

Exemplorum ad usum Praedicantiumr after a thirteenth cen-

tury MS. preserved at Durham. This work, compiled by an

Anglican Franciscan who passed much of his life in Ireland,

is the earliest manual for the use of preachers by a Franciscan

which has yet been printed, and is the first volume issued un-
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der the auspices of the British Society of Franciscan Studies.

Nardecchia's reprint of Wadding's Scriptores Ordinis

Minorum, with the Supplementum of Sbaralea, both of which

had become extremely rare, and Dr. Ferrers Howell's trans-

lation of Celano's " Lives " of St. Francis, which completes

the cycle of the early legends of St. Francis in English, must

be included among the more notable productions of the year

from the standpoint of Franciscan studies. Three lesser

works in lighter vein, but all welcome additions to our knowl-

edge of the wonderful Umbrian Poverello, are St. Francis and

his Friends, by the Rev. Horatio Grimley; The Story of St.

Francis, by Miss Alice Herris, with an introduction by Fr.

Cuthbert, O. S. F. C. ; and In the School of St. Francis, by

Mrs. Chambers. Among the new Franciscan works promised

for early publication is a critical edition by Prof. Penacchi,

of Assisi, of the earliest known MS. life of St. Clare. Two
other books on St. Clare, written respectively by Mrs. Regin-

ald Balfour and Ernest Gilliat Smith, are also announced, be-

sides a revised edition of Fr. Cuthbert's popular work, The

Friars and How They came to England, and a new volume

on the same subject by Edward Hutton. Both Fr. Cuthbert

and Mrs. Hutton are, by the way, preparing new biographies

of St. Francis. And, as if there were not enough English

versions of the Fioretti or " Little Flowers of St. Francis
"

already, Chatto and Windus announce a new edition of Prof.

Arnold's well-known translation, illustrated in colors. The

ever-fragrant Fioretti, which were generally little known out-

side Italy until a comparatively recent date, now seem to be

enjoying a special vogue in Northern lands. Flemish, Danish,

and Russian versions of it have appeared within a few years,

and now Prof. Anesaki of the Imperial University of Tokyo

is engaged on a Japanese translation. What might be called

the topographical aspect of St. Francis's life is also receiving

special attention just now. Under the title of Pilgrim Walks

in Franciscan Italy, an English version of Joergensen's delight-

ful Pilgrimsbogen by A. C. Clarke appeared last month.

There is a new work in Italian of the same character, L'Um-
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bria Serafica illustrata paralelle alia vita de S. Francesco

d'Assisi by Fr. Niccolo Cavanna, O. F. M., with some four

hundred photographic views, and another illustrated guide-

book to Assisi and its sanctuaries by Col. Goff, a well-known

English resident of Fiesole, is forthcoming. Meanwhile a

new edition of the Guida illustrata della Verna by Fr. Satur-

nino da Caprese, O. F. M., is out.

Mention must also be made of Prof. Tocco's Studi Fran-

ciscani, of the illustrated volume by Fr. Niccolo Dal Gal on

St. Francis's Canticle of the Sun, which is to be followed

shortly by a study on the musical aspect of the early Franciscan

Laudi Spirituali by Fr. Eusebius Clop, author of a second

work on the Franciscan origin of the Dies irae. The long-

expected edition of the poems of Jacopone of Todi by Prof.

Tenneroni is announced for early publication, besides a volume

of Franciscan Studies by Montgomery Carmichael, and a work

on St. Francis and Giotto by a well-known American financier.

Meanwhile Prof. Venturi's monograph on the last-named sub-

ject, La Basilica de Assisi, has called forth much criticism be-

cause of the strange views it sets forth with regard to Giotto's

frescoes at S. Francesco.

FATHEB SLATEB'S MORAL THEOLOQT.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

In looking over the second volume of Slater's Moral Theology,

several things struck me as bemg unfortunate in such a recent

book on such a subject. Perhaps your reviewer has already

noticed them, perhaps not. Anyhow, let us hope that they will

not appear in the editions that will surely follow.

1. On page 22: "There must be no change in the matter and

form of the sacraments; not even the Church's authority suffices

for that." Is this not incorrect? Why, the Church has only

very recently decreed a modification of the form of Extreme

Unction in case of accident, etc. If the author had said sub-

stantial change, then he would be nearer the truth in the case.

2. Page 28: "Attention then, or advertence of the mind to

what is being done, is not necessary for the validity of ^\^ sacra-
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merit." It seems to me that some kind of attention is required

to apply the matter and form of a sacrament and to have the in-

tention of doing what the Church wants done.

3. The following, on page 33, seems to be rather doubtful with

regard to Matrimony :
" So that it is a probable opinion that a

lay person who baptizes in sin in a case of necessity, or one who
marries and so ministers the sacrament in sin to another party,

does not thereby sin grievously." Does this reasoning hold for

Matrimony? This is referred to again on page 39.

4. On page 44 we read :
" Except in Penance, neither faith

nor good dispositions are required for the validity of the sacra-

ments," etc. How about the baptism of adults who are bap-

tized for, say, political purposes? On page 63 the author has

these words :
" If he has the use of reason, an habitual intention

at least to receive Baptism is necessary for its validity," etc.

Then below, on the same page, words to the same effect from

the Council of Trent.

5. On page 93, concerning the giving of Holy Communion
he says :

" If it falls on the breast or dress of a woman, she

should take it reverently in her fingers and give it to the priest,

who will then administer it to her as communion." Whence this ?

6. On page 109: Question: Were the first Christians taught

that the Holy Eucharist should be the first food taken in the day ?

—What is meant in the first section on page 108?

7. On page 1 1 1 : Is it necessary to be in bed for a month be-

fore the sick are allowed to receive Holy Communion when not

fasting? Cf. Ecclesiastical Review, August, 1908.

Don't you think it would be better to leave out all matter

that is deemed unwise to put into English? If it is an English

manual, then it seems to be incongruous to have pages of matter

m Latin. Studiosus.

MODEENISM AS VIEWED BY RUSKIN.

The Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

An interesting article on " Modernism in the Past Year " in

your November issue repeats the question " Whence did the

word Modernism originate?"

The earliest use of the word I find, in my little rambling read-

ing, is in John Ruskin's lecture on Pre-Raphaelitism. There the
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term is employed in a kindred, if not identical, sense with that

in the Encyclical of Pope Pius X. The entire lecture is so re-

markable an exposition of Modernism in general and of Modern-

ism in art in particular, that it seems well worthy of a separate

reprint and wide distribution. B. L.

CLERICS AND TOBACCO.

By a sort of common consent the use of tobacco is regarded

as a luxury for men; and hence it would seem becoming in

a cleric to abstain from it. On the other hand the entertain-

ment which the pipe, the prise, and the stogy afford to men of

temperate habits and godly pursuits is recognized as a pre-

ventive of many evils, physical and moral, and as a source of

much good to society as to the individual. Like wine it has

the quality of procuring true sociability, which excludes im-

moderate self-indulgence and the sickening excess of the epi-

cure who seeks in the gifts of earth enjoyment for its own
sake. Few men who smoke are bad men, although it is also

probably true that the best men neither smoke, nor drink wine,

nor sing merry songs, because they are wholly absorbed in the

high and noble things which engage their zeal and love. But

the best are ever few, whereas it is desirable that the good be

many. Thus it happens that priests for the most part use to-

bacco in one form or another, even those who make religious

profession of being poorer and cleaner and more orderly than

seculars, by placing themselves under the obedience of a

monastic system of community life.

Whether this favorite diversion of clerical celibates is due to

experience of its utility, or whether it rests upon a sort of in-

spiration that caused the adoption among ecclesiastics of to-

bacco as a blessing from the outset, the fact seems clear that

tobacco owes the recognition of its health-giving qualities and

its introduction among the clergy of Italy to the famous Car-

dinal Prosper Saint-Croix. He had been Consistorial advo-

cate and auditor of the Rota under Pius IV, the pope to whom
we owe the chief reforms of ecclesiastical life made ^t the

Council of Trent. He was a man rather of the temper of St.
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Charles Borromeo, with whom he must have had frequent

intercourse on subjects of ecclesiastical discipline. His learn-

ing is attested by his several writings on Canon Law and

disciplinary matters; and his wide experience, gained during

his sojourns as papal nuncio in Germany, Spain, France, and

Portugal, gave him a ripeness of judgment which he showed in

his efficient administration of the archbishopric of Aries, to

which Catherine de Medici had recommended him. On his

return from Portugal he brought with him the newly-dis-

covered weed, and made it so popular in Italy that the term

sancta croce was commonly used to designate the tobacco-

leaf. Bayle in his historical and critical dictionary quotes

some verses of Castor Duranti (taken from Mandosio) where-

in tobacco is described as a universal remedy for ailments

of the body, and a reference is made to its power to alleviate

disease similar to the relic of the " Sancta Croce," an allusion

which might be deemed irreverent if it were not so obviously

a play upon the name of the Cardinal Archbishop who intro-

duced the tobacco-leaf into Rome. The following is the poem

:

Nomine quae Sanctae Crucis herba vocatur, ocellis

Subvenit, et sanat plagas, et vulnera jungit,

Discutit et strumas, cancrum cancrosaque sanat

Ulcera, et ambustis prodest scabiemque repellit.

Discutit et morbum cui cessit ab impete nomen,

Calefacit et siccat, stringit mundatque, resolvit,

Et dentum et ventris mulcet capitisque dolores.

Subvenit antiquae tussi, stomachoque rigenti,

Renibus et spleni confert, ultroque, venena

Dira sagittarum domat, ictibus omnibus atris

Haec eadem prodest; gingivis proficit atque

Conciliat somnum. Nuda ossaque carne revestit,

Thoracis vitiis prodest, pulmonis itemque.

Quae duo sic praestat non ulla potentior herba.

Hanc Sanctacrucius Prosper quum Nuncius esset

Sedis Apostolicae Lusitanas missus in oras

Hue adportavit Romanae ad commoda gentis.
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RECENT BIBLE STUDY.

History of Religion. The History of Religion belongs to the

department of Bible Study, because it considers Biblical re-

ligion as its principal subject, and numbers some of the best

Biblical scholars among its most active devotees. In the fol-

lowing paragraphs we shall endeavor to give a brief survey of

their general works and their particular studies on the re-

ligion of Israel.

I. General Works. Mr. James Hastings, the editor of the

Expository Times, of the Dictionary of the Bible, of the Dic-

tionary of Christ and the Gospels, has now assumed the re-

sponsibility for the Encyclopccdia of Religion and Ethics, the

first volume of which has recently been published.^ The work
will be completed in ten volumes of about 900 pages each.

The program of the work is an ambitious one; it promises to

give a complete account of Religion and Ethics so far as they

are known. It will contain articles on every separate religious

belief and practice, and on every ethical or philosophical idea

or custom. Persons and places connected with the history of

religion and morals will also be described.

The editor gives no reason for including morality and re-

ligion in one work ; he feels convi-nced that one cannot be satis-

factorily treated without the other. But he warns us that the

work is not a book of apologetics. Not that Christianity does

not occupy more space than any other religion, perhaps more

than all other forms of religion combined; but the Encyclo-

pcedia is not prepared for the purpose of making converts to

Christianity. Indirectly, however, this result will be obtained,

through the clear, though implied, statement of the fact

that Christianity possesses the highest moral and spiritual

standards.

Mr. Hastings may be classed among the progressive Protes-

1 T. & T. Clark, London and Edinburgh. 28s. per vol.
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tant writers on Biblical subjects, but his personal leanings do

not appear to have influenced him in the selection of his con-

tributors. In this respect, he follows the principle, " the best

writer for each article," though he has found that in certain

cases the man and the subject go together, so that there is no

other man for the subject, and no other subject for the man.

In consequence, the first volume contains articles by not less

than one hundred and ninety-five authors, one hundred and

thirty-five of whom have contributed but a single article each.

On looking over the various headings, the reader will feel

quite convinced that it would be easier to enumerate the topics

not contained in the work than those described in it. Its com-

prehensiveness and its fulness render the work a handy and

almost necessary reference book for the pulpit orator, the

platform speaker, the professor, and the writer, in fact for all

who profess to instruct their fellowmen in morality or re-

ligion. It is understood that the Catholic reader will have to

be prepared to eliminate those views expressed in the work

which are not compatible with Catholic moral and religious

principles.

Among the publications of a general character on the his-

tory of religion, we may mention also: (i) certain articles

in the Revue d'histoire des religions, e. g. the account of the

pertinent transactions of the Congress of Orientalists, held

in Algiers, 19-26 April, 1905 (LII, 78-84) ; (2) the Bulletin

de science des religions,^ compiled by several writers and going

back in its bibliography to 1906, though the Revue prefers to

consider the religion of Israel under the heading of Biblical

Religion; (3) H. Nissen's work entitled Orientation,^ though

Biblical questions are not directly discussed in it; (4) Mr. A.

Lang's work entitled The Secret of the Totem (London,

1905)5 (5) Bertholet's Religionsgeschichtliches Lesebuch*

which appears to be a joint publication of several editors; (6)

2 Revue des sciences Theol. et phil. I. 540-586.

" Studien zur Geschichte der Religion. Berlin, 1907 : Weidmann. Hft.

I. & II.

* Tubingen, 1907.
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two articles contributed by Mignot to Le Correspondant in

connexion with the question of the history of rehgion;*^ (7)

Turchi's Bollettino di storia delle religioni.^

II. Religion of Israel. The religion of Israel has attracted

the attention of many serious inquirers during the course of

the last few years. W. Robertson Smith has published a

volume bristling with detail of rare erudition ;
"^ but it deals

almost exclusively with sacrifice, gives little information about

the Babylonian religion, and exaggerates the importance of

Totemism in the history of religion. Mr. Jevons has ex-

ploited this last feature in his explanation of the relation be-

tween a god and his people; the bond is strong enough to

make the people cling to its god, even if he appears to have

abandoned them. Totemism has been reduced to a more proper

position in the history of religion by Stanley A. Cook in an

article entitled Israel and Totemism contributed to the

Jewish Quarterly Review for April, 1902. — Baethgen's

Beitrdge zur semitischen Religionsgeschichte might be most

useful to the student of th6 history of religion, if the author

had not confined himself too much to the analysis of the

idea of god.—On the whole, it is doubtful whether the Catho-

lic reader will be able to find a more competent and satisfac-

tory book on the subject than Father Lagrange's &tudes sur

les religions semitiques.^ We may mention here, however, the

works published by E. Konig,® Dujardin,^" E. Guiraud,^^ and

J. Goldschidt.^^ In the following pages we shall classify our

» L'Eglise et la science, 10 Dec, 1907 ; la Bible et les religions, 25 Dec,

1907.

« Rivista starico-critica delle scienze teologiche, III. 945 flf.

' Lectures on the Religion of the Semites. First Series. New Edit.

London, 1907 : Black. « Paris, 1905.

» Moderne Anschauungen iiber den Ursprung der israelitischen Reli-

gion; Langensalza, 1906: Beyer.

10 La source du fleuve chretien. L Le Judaisme; Paris, 1906: Ed. de

Mercure de France.

11 Essai de recherches des idees universalistes dans la religion d'Israel

et principalement chez les prophetes d'apres I'AT. ; Montauban, 1907,

12 Das Judentum in der Religionsgeschichte der Menschheit; Frankf.

a. M., 1907: KauflFmann.
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references to some of the more recent publications on the

history of rehgion according to their connexion with the

theory of evolution, the mythical theory, the psychological

theory, and the fact of a primitive revelation.

I. The Theory of Evolution. The Theory of Evolution or

Development may be said to be the system of the Biblical critics

who follow the lead of Wellhausen. Its clearest expression

is found probably in M. A. Perrochet's inaugural address de-

livered 16 October, 1907, before the Academy of Neuchatel/'

The speaker clearly distinguishes the various steps in the de-

velopment of monotheism: first, the Israelites adhered to

animism; then, they acknowledged tribal gods; these were

compounded by Moses into a national god belonging to the

whole people; after the people had occupied Palestine, the

national god became also a territorial god or a god of nature;

the prophets were impelled by the destruction of the people

to separate the god from the nation and make him the God of

the world, endowing him with certain ethical qualities; the

Jewry after Ezechiel relapsed into its nationalism; finally,

Jesus Christ continued and completed the work of the pro-

phets. But M. Perrochet is commendable only for his clear-

ness of exposition; he advances no new argument.—Another

recent exposition of the Development Theory may be found

in Prof. Delitzsch's two lectures on this subject.^* Starting

with Emperor William's letter to Admiral Hollmann, Delitzsch

professes to be an adherent of the religion of Lessing's Nathan.

The sacerdotal religion of the Old Testament was developed

by the prophets, and especially by Jesus Christ ; Delitzsch does

not hesitate to claim a degree of cooperation in this develop-

ment for himself, since he has brought back Christianity to

its original form by stripping it of Christ's virginal birth and

divinity, of the dogma of the Trinity, and of the Eucharistic

sacrifice. The writer repeats several of his statements found

in his Bahel-Bihel lectures without adding any new argument.

We need not warn the reader that Prof. Delitzsch would be

*8 Neuchatel, 1908: Attinger.

i*Zur Weiterbildung der Religion; Stuttgart, 1908: Deutsche Verlags-

Anstalt.
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the first to object against any Christian apology written after

his own method.

W. E, Addis too has published a work entitled Hebrew
Religion to the Establishment of Judaism under Ezraj^^ but

he has found able opponents in Messrs. Hutton, Orr, and

Wiener. The critique of Hutton, entitled Hebrew Religion,

may be found in the Liberal Churchman for January, 1907;

Prof. Orr points out that Prof. Addis's book is wholly based

on the priniciples of modern criticism which are uncertain in

themselves and cannot claim the unanimous endorsement of

the critics;^" H. M. Wiener's pamphlet entitled Notes on

Hebrew Religion is a reprint from the Churchman, March,

April, May, 1907, and urges against Prof. Addis the theory

that there was only one sanctuary in Israel, though there were

many altars.^'' In an article contributed to the Bibliotheca

Sacra,^^ the same writer attacks the critical Development

Theory as represented by Kuenen; investigating the earliest

indications of monotheism, he points out vestiges of God the

creator even in the pre-prophetic documents.—C. von Orelli

writes against the extreme theory of religious development

from a Protestant conservative point of view;^° he protests

against an evolution of monolatry into monotheism. Besides,

the peculiar character of the Biblical religion is clear from

the fact, that a personal founder enters as an element into its

development, that a personal God reveals himself, who is the

God for the individual as well as for the community, and

whose union with each believer has become most personal

through Christ, whose work consists not merely in a set of

teaching but also in his death of expiation. Another Pro-

testant writer defends the absolute character of the Christian

religion against the idea that the Old Testament, the New
Testament, and the Reformation represent only relative steps

in the development of religion.^"

15 London, 1906: Williams. ^^ Expository Times, XVIII. 119.

i' London, 1907: Stock. is lXIV. 609-637.

18 Biblische Zeit- und Streitfragen, II. 12, 39; Gross-Lichterfelde, 1906:

Runge.

2« Die absolute Offenbarung und die religionsgeschichtliche Betracht-

ungsweise: Evangelische Kirchenzeitung, LXXX. 43-45.
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2. The Mythical Theory. The Mythical Theory, as we un-

derstand it in this paragraph, is the system of Winckler. He
maintains that mythology, both in its general features and in

its detail, is everywhere the same.^^ Moreover, it is every-

where of an astral character, and as such it is of Babylonian

origin. Not that Mythology is represented by Winckler as

the primitive religion ; it is rather an explanation of the world

which adapted itself more or less to the preexisting religion.

The religious starting-point, or the state of religion at the

time when mythology was engrafted upon it, must be regarded

as occupying a rather high level. The divinity was a spirit-

ual power which revealed itself in the course of the stars and

in other sensible phenomena. The stars were not the divinity,

but they manifested the divine ideas and wishes. The earth,

being a perfect counterpart of the heavens, reflected those same

divine concepts and intentions; hence every region of the

earth had for its divine master him who was lord of the cor-

responding part of heaven. This relation apparently necessi-

tates a prevailing polytheism; but often the different gods are

really equivalents of the same divine being, indicating only

the different actions of the same divine power. When did

this system originate? Winckler dates it back into about the

sixth millennium B. C. For the principal god of Lower

Chaldea is Sin, the moon-god; according to the monuments

only the third month after the vernal equinox is sacred to him

;

but when the system originated, the month sacred to Sin must

have coincided with the vernal equinox.

Winckler claims that this system of astral religious mytho-

logy was propagated everywhere, though space will not al-

low us here to enter into the details of the consecutive religious

developments. Two considerations present themselves im-

mediately which render the theory unsatisfactory : first, before

the astral mythology was engrafted on the existing religion,

there must have existed a philosophical explanation of the

world as well as a religion; does not this lead us back to

21 Himmels- und Weltenbild der Babylonier als Grundlage der Welt-

anschauung und MjHihologie aller Volker, Leipzig, 1901.
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animism or a similar system? Secondly, Winckler will find

it difficult to explain in a satisfactory way the revolting reli-

gious myths concerning Zeus and Ishtar transforming them-

selves into different animals. It is not surprising, therefore,

to see that K. Marti rejects Winckler's hypothesis as a piece

of Kabbalistic wisdom ;
^^ still, he has been influenced by the

mythical theory sufficiently, to pay close attention to the

relation between the religion of Israel and that of other na-

tions. Winckler, on his part, critizes Marti's work rather

severely in a pamphlet written against the assumptions of

Wellhausen's theory.^^—B. Baentsch shows himself a disciple

of Winckler in his work entitled Altorientalischer und israeli-

tischer Monotheismus; ^* according to Baentsch, Egyptian and

Babylonian monotheism must have influenced Israel's religion

at the time of the patriarchs; Moses must have followed the

same influence, though he could not feel himself called to be

a religious founder, until he had learned to know Yahweh by

his inner experience. W. Stark considers this work as a most

important publication, especially on account of its opposition

to the prevailing schools of literary criticism and evolution.^'

On the other hand, Baentsch's book is not radical enough to

merit the approbation of J. C. Matthes ;
^" he objects to the

writer's assumption of the Mosaic character of the decalogue,

of several other historical facts, and to his methods of arguing.

We may mention here also the works of Goldstein,^^ and

F. J. Foakes-Jackson.^*

3. Wundt's Theory. Prof. Wundt's theory is based on the

principles he lays down in his work entitled Volkerpsycho-

22 Geschichte der israelitischen Religion. Strassburg, 1907 : Bull. Fifth

edit.

2 8 Religionsgeschichtler und geschichtlicher Orient; Leipzig, 1906: Hin-

richs.

2*Tiibingen, 1906: Mohr. 25 Die christliche Welt, XX. n. 28.

2« Jahvisme en monotheisme : Teylers theologisch Tijdschrift, V. 303-

335-

27 Der Monotheismus Kanaans; Globus LXXXIX. 234 f.

28 Foreign Influence on Israel's Development. Interpreter, III, 55-69;

126-140.
•
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logie.^^ The author treats in this book of myth and religion,

of vision and prophecy, of the belief in the existence of a soul

and its worship, of primitive animism and questions of a

similar character. It may be true that he tells us nothing

new, but he takes man as he finds him either in the present or

the past, either as an individual or as the member of a nation.

His faculties and aspirations, his physical and social surround-

ings are weighed according to their respective value, and if it

be kept in mind that these various elements are studied not

merely in the individual but also in the nation, it is perhaps

not wrong to identify Prof. Wundt's psychology with Father

Lagrange's anthropology. This renders a comparative study

of the history of religion necessary. Among those who fol-

low Wundt's system we may name J. Koberle ;
*" he rejects

the mythological theory by distinguishing between pseudo-

myths and the real formative source of the cosmogony in

the Book of Genesis. The cosmogony is too independent to

be taken from other nations ; it embraces a complete system of

religious facts, while the theory of astral myths implies the

development of mythology into a scientific system.—Perhaps

Mr. M. Peisker's work may be mentioned in this connexion."^

The author writes against the assumption of an Israelitic heno-

theism, showing that even the most ancient sources reveal a

simple monotheism which finds Yahweh's sovereignty over

the whole world and all nations compatible with the existence

of special gods for the pagan nations. The writer shows that

the assumed existence of such gods is not a step to the ad-

mission of the universal God, but rather a correction of the

original belief that Yahweh is the lord of the Gentiles too,

4. Primitive Revelation. It must not be believed that the

2 9 Eine Untersuchung der Entwicklungsgesetze von Sprache, Mythus,

und Sitte; Leipzig, 1906: Engelmann.

80 Orientalische Mythologie: Neue kirchliche Zeitschrift, XVII. 838-859;

897-921.

81 Die Beziehungen der Nichtisraeliten zu Jahwe nach der Anschauung
der altisraelftischen Quellenschriften, Beih. zur Zeitschrift der alttesta-

mentlichen Wissenschaft, Nr. XII., Giessen, 1907: Topelmann.
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writers we are about to enumerate under the heading of

Primitive Revelation represent this fact as the only element

entering into the history of the religion of Israel. It is true

that some Catholic writers have simplified the problem exces-

sively: according to them, God revealed himself in the be-

ginning; hence monotheism is the primitive religion of the

human race, and the religious history of the non-Jewish

races is only the record of a continuous decadence. The

Bible teaches, indeed, that God revealed himself to primitive

man, but it does not attest that primitive man received a

system of metaphysics or a civilization directly from God.

Strip man of his civilization, of his culture, of all scientific

knowledge; leave him his natural faculties, not as yet cor-

rupted by evil habits
;
grant him, too, a revealed knowledge of

God; this is all the Bible teaches us of the primitive religious

condition of humanity. We are not told that monotheism

always continued unadulterated in some portion of the human

race; we are not informed about the history of the religious

decadence of man; when the Bible speaks of the origin of

polytheism, it marks out only two of its objects; the dead, and

the forces of nature. It is clear, therefore, that even if primi-

tive revelation be admitted, the question of the religious con-

dition of successive generations of men may be solved in

various ways. It is on this account that the reader may
find it of interest to learn how some of our recent Catholic

writers have handled this subject.

A writer who signs himself Un professeur de Grand Semi-

naire '^ proceeds on the assumption of the critical view of

history. According to him, the three fundamental ideas of

the prophets are: Yahweh's relations to Israel; the true wor-

ship of Yahweh; the Messianic hopes. Prophetic religion

appears to be summed up in these three elements.—Hehn "

is convinced that Wellhausen's Development Theory requires

too much a priori construction ; at the same time, he does not

•2 Annales de Philosophic chretienne, 4 S., II. 161-175.

»8 Koln. Volksz., 1907, Lit. Beil. Nr. 7. •
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claim to be a simple follower of Winckler; the similarity

between the Biblical religion and that of Babylon consists in

mere likeness of external form, without affecting the data of

the Bible.—P. Boylan '* maintains that the recent school of

Assyriologists is opposed to the Theory of Development;

Israel is regarded as being placed in the current of oriental

civilization with monotheistic undercurrents; the writer at-

tempts to undo Biblical criticism by a process of discredit.

—

A. Dufourq ^^ appears to have published the first part of his

work with a view of attracting such readers as are favorably

inclined towards Christianity. The past history of religion is

made an apologetic argument for the future of the Christian

religion. The writer constructs the history of the Jewish

religion out of progressive Catholic and non-Catholic sources.

Deuteronomy is according to him the basis of the reform in-

troduced by Josias; the priestly document of the Pentateuch

is assigned to the time of Ezechiel ; the latter part of Isaias is

attributed to a Deutero-Isaias.—F. X. Kortleitner '* proves

that monotheism is the primitive religion in the light of reve-

lation and history; he studies the time and manner of the

origin of polytheism, the various kinds of polytheism, and

its existence among different nations.—J. Nikel '^ investi-

gates the various attempts of accounting for the religion of

the Old Testament without admitting the existence of a super-

natural revelation; Israel's monotheism has not been taken

over from other nations, nor does it retain any vestiges of

lower degrees of religious development.—Space forbids us to

consider in this article the minor elements in the history of

the religion of Israel, such as Yahwism, the Aaronic priest-

hood, the sanctuary, the Messianic hope, and its relation to

Christianity.

* Irish Theological Quarterly, II. 35-54.

8 8 L'avenir du christianisme ; Paris, 1908: Bloud.

8 6 De polytheismo universo et quibusdam eius formis apud Hebraeos

finitimasque gentes usitatis; Innsbruck, 1908: Wagner.

"^ Der Ursprung des alt. Gottesglaubens ; Mtinster, 1908 : Aschendorff.
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A STUDY IN AMERICAN FREEMASONRY. By Arthur Preuss,

Editor of the "Catholic Fortnightly Review." St. Louis, Mo.: B.

Herder. 1908. Pp. xiv-433.

LE PLAN DE LA FRANC-MACONNERIE EN ITALIE ET EN
FRANCE, OU LA CLEF DE LHISTOIRE DEPUIS 40 ANS. Par
Leon Dehon, D.D., LL.D. Paris: P. Lethielleuz. 1908. Pp. 103.

Mr. Preuss is well aware of the fact that a study in Free-

masonry has to face a more or less explicit prejudice in the

mind of its readers. " We have known many Masons," the

latter are not unlikely to say, " we have known them intimately

and have found them excellent men, good fathers, faithful hus-

bands, loyal citizens; honest and upright in their dealings; open-

handed in their generous benevolence; friends even of the

Catholic clergy, who never appealed to them for assistance in

vain ; respected by all, and an honor to the community in which

they lived. Such are many of the Masons whom we have known
and from the mouths of whom we have learned the nature and

the aims of the Masonic Order. That they knew these aims

needs no stronger proof than the long years they have lived as

Masons, having indeed held the higher, if not the highest, de-

grees in the Fraternity; that they told us the truth is witnessed

to by the integrity and sincerity of their character" (p. i).

That this favorable estimate of Freemasonry is widespread even

amongst intelligent Catholics experienced priests know but too

well. When such Catholics are asked to explain the condemna-

tion placed by the Church upon the organization, they are either

puzzled for an answer, or they distinguish between Latin and

English, including American, Freemasonry, and opine that the

condemnation refers principally to the former and only second-

arily, by a kind of entailment, to the latter, recognizing as they

do the anti-Christian tendency of the one, but not of the other.

Another attitude of mind irreceptive of a critical study of the

subject is the suspicion, if not the conviction, that the at-

tempted criticisms are not based on authentic sources, and con-

sequently not on accurate information regarding the real nature

and purposes of Freemasonry, The recollection of tHe Leo

Taxil and Diana Vaughan trickery whereby so many were duped
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into believing as true what proved to be utterly fictitious horrors

attributed to the Lodge, has engendered a general scepticism

regarding the anti-Christian tendencies of Freemasonry, and

has fostered the belief that Catholic writers are apt to impute

such tendencies upon inadequate evidence.

For whatever reason, however, the reader into whose hands

the two books here under notice may fall, should be sceptical

as to the real purpose of Freemasonry, he will very probably

lay aside his doubt after perusing the works in question. Both

writers base their study on documents avowed as authoritative

by the craft itself. Both writers educe from those documents

evidence that should convince the fair mind of the anti-Christian

aim of essential Freemasonry. Both writers prove that the

distinction between Latin and English Freemasonry is only on

the surface; that it does not touch the essentials of the or-

ganization; that Freemason'-y is radically one the world over.

Mr. Preuss has made a thorough study of American Free-

masonry, from every point of view—historical, theoretical, prac-

tical; and his book is as intensely interesting as it is vitally

important and timely. The outcome of the study is in his own
words the following: Masonry is one everywhere, not in rite,

for such unity is merely accidental; nor in jurisdiction, for

this, likewise, is a mere matter of convenience; nor one among
its exoteric members, for these are ill-instructed—and indeed at

some stages of initiation intentionally deceived—as to the doc-

trines of the craft; but it is one in its true and esoteric spirit;

it is one in its aim and object; one in its light and doctrines;

one in its philosophy and religion; thus forming one family,

one craft, one institution, one brotherhood, one order, one world,

aiming in its catholicity to substitute itself for the Catholicity

established by Christ (p. 411). A grave charge, surely, but one

for which the book adduces very strong evidence.

After perusing the Study of American Freemasonry the

reader will do well to take up the plan of Freemasonry in Italy

and France which Dr. Dehon outlines in the little French brochure

indicated above. Here he will find further authentic evidence

corroborative of the statement that the essential fraternity is one

the world over. But, besides this, he will find what at least is

indirect evidence for the fact that the plan of persecution against
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Christianity recently raging in France was inaugurated forty

years ago in the Lodges of Italy. The societes cultuelles did not

spring from the supple brain of M. Briand. The laicization

of the Church was secretly projected by the Italian Freemasons

and publicly presented in the Italian parliament. The first pro-

ject was put forward before the latter legislative body in 1864

by Minghetti; a second in 1871 was proposed by Minghetti and

Peruzzi before the royal commission; and a third project, more
detailed and exact, was devised by Cadorna in 1887. It was
only the strong opposition of the Catholic press, seconding the

pronouncements of Pius IX and Leo XIII, that frustrated the

Masonic attempts to, secularize the organization of the churches

in Italy ; but, as M. Dehon pointedly puts it : Les croyants ont vu

clair . . . en Italie. En France . . . pas tous. The evidence

presented by the author for the Masonic origin of the Italian

scheme is rather indirect than direct. He proves from reliable

sources that the recent French plan of persecution, which is

identical with the preceding Italian one, was concocted by the

Freemasons, and he leaves one to infer from identity of char-

acter and purpose the identity of origin. The inference is of

course not necessitated, though highly probable. The argument

would have been more cogent had there been direct evidence

presented for the distinctively and officially Masonic origin of

the Italian scheme. There is, however, no reasonable ground

for uncertainty respecting the Masonic origin of the French

program and not the slightest ground for doubt regarding the

universal identity of the essence and aim of Freemasonry.

THE SEEMING UNREALITY OF THE SPIRITUAL LIFE By
Henry Churcliill King. New York, London, Bombay: The Mac-
millanCo. 1908. Pp. viii-2d6.

The author of this book— the President of Oberlin College,

Ohio, where he had previously been for some years professor

of theology and, before that, of philosophy—may be known to

the present reader through several former works treating of

philosophico-theological subjects. In the present volume he en-

deavors, first, to solve the problem, why the Spiritual Life seems

to many persons unreal, and, secondly, to show how that life may
be made to seem real. By the Spiritual Life he means " the

conviction of the fact of the Christian God and of our personal
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relation to him, with all that is most directly involved in these

convictions" (p. 8). If the existence of God and our personal

relations to Him are " facts," why is it that the " conviction
"

disappears from, or does not enter at all into, the minds of so

many? and why does it fluctuate so greatly in the minds wherein

it has a lodgment? Surely, a vitally important problem is here

proposed.

It is not, of course, in any sense a new problem, nor is Dr.

King's the first solution that has been offered. Long ago and

often have books been written on the causes of unbelief and the

decay of faith, subjects identical with that of the present volume.

The French especially have, times beyond count, shown pourquoi

on ne crois pas. Nevertheless, the problem with its difficulty is

forever looming up and it is well that it should be answered

again and again. Dr. King's answers are on the whole persuasive.

They do not go very deeply into the matter, but they are sug-

gestive and ought to convince a willing mind. They have a ring

of sincerity and restrained earnestness about them which adds

something to their impressiveness. The author is better at

analyzing than at synthesizing ; better at pointing out the reasons

why the spiritual life does not convince men of its realness than

in pointing out the way to conviction.

The second part of his book—The Way into Reality—will

hardly convince a mind that is not otherwise already convinced.

The appeal for the reality of God and our relation to Him is

based entirely on feeling, subjective experience. At the very

most and, indeed, for that matter, the whole of it, is, on the

author's own showing, simply a system of more or less probable

reasoning : for, as he once and again declares, " outside of mathe-

matics we are limited to probable reasoning" (pp. 39 and 199).

It need hardly be subjoined as a minor proposition to the latter

proposition as the major—** But, Mr. King's book is all outside

of mathematics." Therefore its reasoning is all only probable.

Repeatedly he insists that the existence of God cannot be proved

(pp. 200, 204, 208, 209, etc.). How then shall man come to a

personal conviction of the realness of the spiritual life? By
communion with Christ, who was in abiding communion with

God. But how know we that Christ existed? By historical

documents. Now these deal with concrete facts. But of con-

crete facts we can have no demonstration, only probability
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(p. 39). Therefore, it is only probable that Christ existed.

Now over against an opinion that is only probable the contradic-

tory is also probable. Therefore, it is probable that Christ did

not exist. As to the older and the deeper question. What think

you of Christ? whose Son is He? we find no definite answer in

the book before us. Why should we be convinced of the truth

of our Lord's teaching? Not by appealing as He did Himself

to His work, His mastery over nature, over life and death;

but by appealing to a feeling that we have that His feeling was

right. So, too, " our faith in immortality [and correspondingly

in any other spiritual truth] is built directly upon Christ, just

because of the spirit of His life. He seems Himself to live in the

very atmosphere of the assurance of immortality, in the atmos-

phere of eternity. He expects it. He cannot be disappointed, we
feel. But more than that, eternity fits into that most perfect

life of trust and love. It is harmonious with it. His life seems

to us to have an eternal quality. We cannot think of it as of

merely temporary significance. It must abide" (p. 240). This

pragmatic standpoint underlies especially the second part of the

book. The author does not seem to recognize the danger, one

does not like to call it the fallacy of arguing from consequent to

antecedent, any more than he apprehends the weakness of an ap-

peal to so fluctuating a phenomenon as feeling for a criterion of

reality and truth.

PHILOSOPHIA MORALIS. Auctore C. WUlems, S.Th.D., Ph.D.,

Fhilosophiae in Sem. Trevirensi Professore. Treveris: ex officino

ad. S. Paulmuni. 1908. Pp. xv-584.

SVMMULA PHILOSOPHIAE SCHOLASTICAE ad asum adolescen-

tinm a J. S. Hickey 0. Gist, concinnata. Vol. I. Logica et Ontolo-

gi£u Ed. altera. Dublini: Browne et Nolan. (New York: Benziger

Brothers.) 1908. Pp. xxii-462.

The two volumes in which the Logic and Metaphysics of Dr.

Willems's course in Philosophy are comprised were published

some two years ago (Institutiones Philosophicae, I-II Vols.

Treviris). They were at once welcomed by those best competent

to judge as a highly valuable contribution to the literature of their

class. Their value was found to consist in the solidity of their

teaching, the perfection of their method, and especially in the

application they make of " the old philosophy " to the t)hysical
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sciences and the course of contemporary speculation. The pres-

ent volume, devoted to Ethics, formed no part of the author's

original program, as appears from the fact that he treats the fun-

damental moral problem—that of human fidelity—in Metaphysics.

Fortunately, however, he was persuaded to add this portion.

But for it not only would a very excellent work have been left

without its roof and crown, but students of philosophy would have

missed the learning and the wisdom here brought to bear upon a

number of vitally important topics. There is, it is true, no lack

of Latin manuals of philosophy, moral as well as mental; but

there are few, if any, such works in which so many ethical prob-

lems are discussed with so much knowledge of facts and theories,

and with such profound weight, as is the case with the volume

at hand.

Here, as in the preceding portions of the work, the author has

succeeded in treating the nova et Vetera amico foedere, and

there is evidence throughout that he has taken account of the

history of ethics and the moral, social, economic, and political

conditions and legislation of the present time. The note of " actu-

ality " is struck at the very outset. The opening question con-

cerns the origin of moral ideas. Having treated previously, as

was said above, of the final end of man, the author is free to

enter upon his subject analytically—to investigate at once the

source of moral phenomena. He thus puts himself in touch with

the legitimate tendency of modern ethical study, that is to ap-

proach it by the gateway of empirical psychology. And this same

note of actuality, which continues throughout the work, is finally

sounded at the closing, where the urgent questions of politics

and economics— the social question— are ably discussed. A
searching critic might come upon an occasional trace of what

might be called ultra-conservatism, as, for instance, where the

author appears to allow for no evolution in moral ideas (p. 19)

;

but attentive reading will show that he has weighed all sides of

his subject, and if he holds firm to a traditional truth, it is be-

cause the balancing evidence stands first with the truth, while

tradition is secondary and confirmatory. Not the least merit of

the author's entire work is the well-grounded confidence in the

strength of Catholic philosophy with which it inspires the younger

student. The latter, when studying text-books of the kind, is

not unfrequently tempted to suspect that his author has not prop-
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erly heard the altera pars. He need have no suspicion in reading

the present work. There are sufficient patent indications to the

contrary.

We might call attention to a slight typographical error not

mentioned in the corrigenda. By a misplacement of the reference

sign at page 314, the works of Henry George are attributed to

Alfred Wallace.

It is gratifying to be able to announce here that the first volume

of Father Hickey's Summula of Philosophy has recently appeared

in a second edition. The book has been notably enlarged and

amended and well indexed. For the rest, as the first edition was
previously reviewed in these pages, it will suffice to direct at-

tention to the improved form of a work that commends itself

as a model manual in virtue of its comprehensiveness, succinct-

ness, perspicuity of method and style, and especially for the liter-

ary apparatus in English with which it illustrates and develops

the Latin text.

HISTORT OF ECONOMICS, or Economics as a Factor in the Makings
of History. By the Rev. J. A. Dewe, A. M. New York, Cincinnati,

Chicago: Benziger Brothers. 1908. Pp. 334.

In no department of human inquiry so patently as in that of

history is the Virgilian dictum exemplified : Felix qui potuit rerum

cognoscere causas. Happy indeed is he who is able to discern

and systematize the causes that explain his own personal life ; and

next to his—if not greater than his—is the happiness of him

who has succeeded in dissociating and coordinating the factors

that constitute and eflFect the infinitely complex life of the nation

—still more of the race, whereof he is a tiny, however important,

fragment or cell. The happiness in both cases is proportionate

of course to the difficulty overcome by the eflfort of research.

To say that happiness may be reached by reading the present

volume is overstating the thing. It will be nearer the truth to

venture the prophecy that the attentive reader will be greatly

helped on the way. Let him not fix his mind, however, on the

first half of the title, for, should he look to the work for a full

history of economics, he may not be satisfied. To answer this

a weightier volume were needed. Let him rather seek in it

suggestions on the causal influence of economics in the ©flfor-
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mation of national life, and he will get more of what he is look-

ing for.

The author rightly deems it that the countless causes that go

to shape the history of humanity are reducible to three—religion,

physical environment, and methods of producing wealth. The
latter cause he entitles economics—although he indicates that the

term signifies the science or theory of wealth-making and get-

ting rather than the actual process—and to the influence of this

factor he devotes his study. He traces the influence throughout

the ancient, medieval, and modern periods of history. Economics

has the unenviable reputation of being the dismal science; but

the story of man's struggles for livelihood and of the results of

those struggles in shaping his social and political life—the story

at least as told in the present book—retains none of the repellent

features of economic theorizings. The author has succeeded in

making it both instructive and interesting. The latter feature

would probably have been still more pronounced by a little more

attention given to verbal details,—by an effort to avoid the re-

petition of the same word in consecutive lines. Notable in-

stances of such repetitions are very frequent. Aside from this

trifling dictional flaw the work is deserving of praise and com-

mendation. Much has been written by non-Christian and by

anti-Christian writers on the economic interpretation of history.

Father Dewe's, we believe, is the first work by a Catholic author

on the subject.

SERMONS. By the Rev. Reuben Parsons, D. D. Edited by the Rev. J.

H. Cronenberger, C.S.Sp. Philadelphia: John Jos. McYey. 1908.

Pp. xiv.-462.

SERMONS ON MODERN SPIRITUALISM. By A. Y. MiUer, O.S.C.

London: Eegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co.; St. Louis, Mo.: B>

Herder. 1908. Pp xv.-178.

PENTECOST PREACHING. By the Rev. Arthur Devine, C.P. New
York: Benziger Brothers. 1908. Pp. 306.

INSTRUCTIONS SUR LES FJ^TES DE L'ANN^E. Par M. I'Abbe

Morisot. Paris: P. T6qui. Yol. I, pp. 379; Yol. II, pp. 421.

LES P^CH^S CAPITAUX. Par M. YAhU Laborie. Paris: P. T6qui.

1908. Pp.247.

Those who know the late Dr. Parsons's Studies in Church

History will doubtless welcome his recent posthumous volume
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of sermons; for, although the endowments or mental acquire-

ments of the historian do not necessarily guarantee the value of

his oratorical productions, nevertheless the very fact that so

laborious an investigator and so voluminous an author as was

Dr. Parsons, thought it worth while to spend so much of his

precious time in writing out in full his sermons and religious

instructions, may be taken as presumptive proof of their value.

The presumption grows into conviction as one peruses the col-

lection at hand. The discourses number forty-three, and cover

a wide range of subjects—ethical, theological, liturgical, his-

torical, social, miscellaneous. None of them is long; some are

very short; all are suggestive—not such as the preacher will

memorize, but such as will give him some good thoughts which

he can easily transmute into his own mental substance and make
him want to give them utterance. There is a quaint little

" talk " on " Dress." It is just four pages long, and the re-

viewer feels what he has even now said—he would like to give

the whole of it utterance. Spatial limitations, however, for-

bid. The discourses comprised in the present volume are all

that were found amongst Dr. Parsons's papers. It is a matter

for regret that many others have been lost. Doubtless these

will be prized both for their authorship and for their intrinsic

value—a quality to which, it may not be superfluous to add, the

bookmaker's art has given appropriate recognition.

To what degree it is desirable or necessary to preach to our

people on Spiritualism it is impossible to determine. Much de-

pends on locality and other circumstances. Perhaps now and

again, here or there, at least an instruction on the subject may
be called for. At all events a source of useful information and

suggestion in this direction will be found in Father Miller's

course of six sermons. Besides, a succinct presentation of the

nature and tendencies of spiritualism is sometimes wanted to

put in the hands of lay persons who may be tempted to gratify

a morbid craving for the occult. In such case, also, the present

book will prove helpful. The author shows not only the ordin-

ary book knowledge of the subject ; he likewise gives some of his

own personal observations of the malign consequences of spirit-

istic practices.
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Father Devine is well known to the clergy as the author of a

number of useful books of instruction on the Creed, the Com-
mandments, the Sacraments, as well as by his learned treatises

on Ascetical and on Mystical Theology. The sermons com-

prised in his recent volume deserve their title " instructive "

—

to which may justly be added solid, clear, practical, methodical.

The latter quality is especially prominent. The clear-cut

synopsis prefixed to each will enable the busy preacher to take

in the discourse at a glance. A rapid perusal, if need be, of the

sermon, and another survey of the synopsis ought to equip the

hurried sermon-searcher, when unable, for one cause or another,

to think out his own discourse.

There is an abundance of preachable material in the Abbe
Morisot's two volumes of instructions. He has two, usually

three, sometimes four, discourses, for each of the principal festi-

vals and devotional days of the year. The discourses average

six pages each—a fair length ; the thought is adequately de-

veloped, and well illustrated; the style is clear, and the matter

easily assimilated. A brief summary prefixed to each discourse

facilitates the latter process.

The Abbe Laborie's volume contains fifteen sermons or con-

ferences on the capital sins. The discourses are written pri-

marily for men. They are well reasoned out, solid, and at the

same time practical. The roots of sin, the vicious forces at

work in human nature, bring havoc, not only into the individual

person, but also into society—domestic and civil. The present

sermons are directed against this twofold disorder. They will

be helpful to the priest who is called upon to address associa-

tions of men.

Xiterar^ Cbat.

The Ave Maria Press has issued a new edition of Charles Warren Stod-

dard's graphic description of that singular settlement known as The
Lepers of Molokai. The volume is beautifully printed and bound, which

is an additional inducement for many to read and to wish that others

might read the wonderful story of suffering and sacrifice portrayed in

Prof. Stoddard's beautiful language.
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Father F. X. Lasance has conceived the new and fruitful idea of mak-

ing a bright thing out of a prayerbook. He calls his volume My Prayer

Book: Happiness in Goodness; and he verifies the title by offering to the

devout reader a number of Reflections, Counsels, Prayers, and Devotions,

which all tend to set forth with more or less distinctness the thought

that to be charitable is to be happy, and that to make others happy is to

be charitable. Apart from this aim the author follows out the maxim
of seeking to find the beautiful in truth wherever it meets us, whether on

Christian or on pagan ground. It is just a little unusual to find Byron

quoted in a prayerbook, but the thought that joy and happiness are twin

gifts is Catholic after all.

The recent celebration of the centenary of Mount Saint Mary's College

was in many ways a remarkable demonstration of the influence which

an ecclesiastical institution exercises upon the healthy educational de-

velopment of a community in the various spheres of professional and
literary as well as theological activity. The addresses, sermons, and

poems which the occasion called forth and which give testimony to an ex-

cellent esprit de corps among the alumni of the college, are printed in

the November issue of the Mountaineer (a centennial number), together

with some illustrations that give the reader a good idea of what this

venerable College and its faculties have stood for, and still represent with

a fine classic grace.

Father Meschler, S.J., author of a Life of Christ and a volume on the

Holy Ghost, already translated into English, completes in the Stimmen
aus Maria Laach a well-balanced and critical study of the " Ascetical

Principles of St. Ignatius ". The writer takes occasion to point out how
utterly misleading are the pyschological tests applied by non-Catholics

who attempt to interpret what lies entirely beyond the reach of their spir-

itual comprehension. Another article in the same number which has a

kindred aim and throws much light upon the modern estimate of Catholic

asceticism, is that by P. Zimmerman, S.J„ on the Value of Sanctity accord-

ing to the modern pragmatic standard of judgment. It goes to the ro6t

of the Modernist theory and deals with it in a logical and thoroughly

satisfactory style. (B. Herder, St. Louis.)

The two latest contributions from American writers to the Studies in

History, Economics, and Public Law, edited by the faculty of Political

Science in Columbia University, are The Enforcement of the Statutes of
Laborers during the first decade after the Black Death, 1349-1359, by
Bertha Haven Putnam, of Mount Holyoke College; and The Province

of New Jersey, by Prof. Edwin Tanner, of Syracuse University. (Long-
mans, Green & Co., New York City.)

Biblische Zeitschrift (VI, 4) brings certain interesting reflections on
the value of a new edition of Sabatier's Bibliorum sacro'rum latinae ver-

siones antiquae, seu Vetus Italica, last printed during the middle of the
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eighteenth century in Rheims and Paris. There is also a good paper on

"St Jerome and the Hebrew Original of St. Matthew's Gospel". (B.

Herder.)

Those who keep in touch with the theological literature in France know

what a large part of it has recently been concerned with the act of faith.

Many books and pamphlets have appeared on the subject, while the prin-

cipal reviews have been flooded with the pertinent controversies. The

cause of it, or at least the occasion, has been of course the precipitation

of " the new apologetic ", some dozen years ago, by M. Blondel. Naturally

there is no end of repetition of the same things by the different writers,

but out of it all there has undoubtedly resulted a fuller and more critical

knowledge of the natural elements of faith. At least, such knowledge

has become more widespread. A little book, entitled La Foi et I'Acte de

Foi, written some ten years ago by M. Blainvel, a professor of theology

at the Catholic Institute (Paris), and recently appearing in a new edition

from the publisher Lethielleux (Paris), gives a very good analysis of the

subject. It is not polemical, hardly touches explicitly on the recent con-

troversies; but it is a solid and luminous piece of constructive theology.

Oosely related to the foregoing subject is the Bibliothdgue Apologeti-

que, a series of neat, handy volumes, each treating solidly, yet within the

limits of the average intelligent reader, of some subject of faith or the

preambles thereto. A recent edition to the series (the fourth) is a study

of the Gospel of the Infancy {L'Enfance de Jesus Christ d'apres les

Bvangiles) by Pere Durand, S.J. It contains an able defence of the open-

ing chapters of St. Matthew and of St. Luke. But the chief value of the

work is its thorough vindication of the Virginal Birth of our Lord
against the attacks especially of recent rationalists. There is also a good

dissertation (pp. 219-276) on the Fratres Domini mentioned in the Gospels

and the Acts. The whole study is critical and well documented.

The sixth volume of the Bibliotheque is entitled Psychologic de I'ln-

croyant, by M. Xavier Moisant. The author holds that the really typical

infidel falls more or less fully under one or other of the three groups

:

the scoffer, the positivist, the intellectualist ; and of this triplet Voltaire,

Comte, and Renouvier stand before the world as the most striking

representatives. M. Moisant draws from the works of these typical un-

believers a picture of their personality. The study is analytically psycho-

logical and inductive. The apologetical import is implicit and is left to

the reader to draw out—namely, we suppose, that the inner life of the

typical infidel, as revealed by its utterances, has in its totality no weight
against faith such as the life of the believer presents in favor of faith.

The book is persuasive and highly interesting, though one who is not

French will probably skip over some of the extracts from that leering

cynic, Voltaire—extracts, however, necessary to make the portrait suf-

ficiently complete for the author's purpose.
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The latest edition to the foregoing series bears the title, " The Need
and Duty of Religion" {La Besoin et le Devoir Religieux), by Maurice

Serol. It is a psychological study of the basis of religion. It shows

that tne radical tendencies of man's nature can reach their complement

only in and by religion ; and since the analysis of these tendencies, con-

firmed by experience, proves that nothing within the natural order is ade-

quate to complete them, by affording them their proportionate objects,

man is necessitated to seek beyond : hence also to believe in the super-

natural, a belief which will by inherent impulse express itself in external

forms and symbolic rites. From the natural and supernatural necessity

of religion—faith and its outward expression—the author infers the

duty of religion as being the means necessary in order to satisfy the

radical needs of man's nature. The argument thus put may seem to

glide over too easily from the natural to the supernatural order, and to

prove too much by making the latter necessary to the former. However,
as the argument is drawn out by the author himself, the connexion

between the two orders seems to be satisfactorily effected. Although the

general line of thought is not new, it is presented with characteristically

French clarity and attractiveness.

Books of extracts from the great writers abroad, superabound, and

not less so in French than in English. Still they do good. They dis-

tribute the spiritual wealth of the spiritually rich. This is surely the case

with a little book of excerpts from Bossuet, entitled Doctrine Spirituelle.

To say anything here in commendation of the profound and beautiful

teaching of the great prelate were presumption. The book now in its

fourth edition is published by Tequi (Douniol), Paris.

Lethielleux (Paris) publishes a brief but caustic review of M. Loisy's

critique of the Gospels, by the Jesuit Father Jubaru, under the title of

M. Loisy et la Critique des £,vangiles. The substance of this study ap-

peared, we believe, originally in the Civiltd Cattolica. But what makes it

particularly valuable in its present form is the table analytique at the end

of the brochure, which locates the separate topics dealt with in detail.

The Bulletin of the Catholic Educational Association, containing the

report of the proceedings and addresses of the fifth annual meeting,

held at Cincinnati (6-9 July, 1908), is a repertory of valuable information

and practical suggestion on the leading subjects falling within the chief

departments of our educational system—the parish school, the college,

and the ecclesiastical seminary. It gives one a very good survey of the

educational field—the work being done, the methods employed, the con-

fronting problems, the strength-expending as well as the weaker aspects

and deficiencies. The clergy working in the respective departments can-

not fail to derive profit from the papers, carefully prepared and well

written by experienced teachers, while the discussion following the ad-

dresses will be found almost equally suggestive. Seminary superior^ and
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professors will find some good things to think about, and to do, in the

papers on " Habits of Study ". The contribution on the " Study of Social

Problems in the Seminary "—" the problems" of course, being outside

and "the study" within the institution—are timely and needed declara-

tions.
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"SCHOLASTICISM" VERSUS "MODERNISM."

A BOOK ^ recently presented to the English-speaking

public in a translation by a Maynooth professor of

philosophy has brought up a question, What is Scholastic

Philosophy? And comments, from various sources, on the

Encyclical Pascendi Dominici gregis add point and appropri-

ateness to the question at the present moment; while some, at

least, of these comments reveal a rather astonishing divergency

of opinion as to what Scholasticism is. In many instances,

indeed, one feels that the only answer that would profit the

questioner to any appreciable extent would be a parallel to

Huxley's famous " Go, study Zoology." But, " Go study

Scholastic Philosophy " is not likely to be taken as a friendly

invitation by those for whom its acceptance would be most

profitable.

Scholasticism in its widest sense is not peculiar to any one

system of thought. Taking it to mean a tendency toward

the formation of a school, it is common to all great systems.

It could, no doubt, be applied to the little group of thinkers

who at Miletus in Asia Minor first essayed the task of ex-

plaining the world and its origin in terms of rational causes.

It could be applied to the Eleatics, and to the Pythagoreans.

^Scholasticism Old and New. An Introduction to Scholastic Philoso-

phy. By M. de Wulf, Professor at the University of Louvain. Trans-

lated by P. Coffey, Ph.D., Dublin. M. H. Gill & Son, 1907. pp. xvi-327.
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With still greater appropriateness could it be applied to the

members of the Academy or the Lyceum, who maintained

through several centuries the direct line of succession of

Scholarchs, or rulers of the schools, tracing their descent and,

no doubt, deriving their authority, from Plato or Aristotle.

Even in modern times, systems of philosophy have shown

evident tendencies to fall into a scholasticism of this kind.

The growth of the Scholastic spirit is no more surprising than

the growth of the Academic spirit. A founder of a system

is naturally inclined to propagate his views and establish them

by surrounding himself with a group of disciples, impressing

his convictions on those disciples, and, thus, forming a school.

The members of the school need not, it is true, swear allegi-

ance to the master, nor need they imitate the Pythagoreans by

constantly quoting his ipse dixit. Nevertheless, the spirit of

school-formation is there, though in a minor degree of en-

thusiasm or in a greater degree of freedom according to the

ethos of the age or the ideal of individual liberty in educa-

tional matters. And this can be observed not merely in the

formation of schools of philosophy, but also in the tendency

to form "schools" in literature, art, and even in the experi-

mental sciences. For, even if a " school " does not adopt a

body of doctrine, it may adopt a method, which will distin-

guish it from other groups of workers in the same line.

But neither M. de Wulf nor those who comment on the

recent papal enactment understand Scholasticism in this broad

sense. It is well, however, to recall this wide meaning of

the term, and remark on the prevalence of the tendency which

it signifies. Thus, perhaps, will the number of those who
are entitled to throw stones be limited by a consideration of

the materials out of which their own houses are built.

In a more limited application of the term and, it must be

said, the more usual application, Scholasticism signifies the

theology and philosophy which flourished in the Christian

Schools of Europe during the centuries extending from the

ninth to the fifteenth, and which, after the fifteenth century,

continued to influence the theological and philosophical
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thought in CathoHc circles down to our own times. Let it

be said in passing that the extent of that influence has varied.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century, for example, there

was not much evidence of the Scholastic method in the teach-

ing of philosophy in the Catholic Schools of Europe. At that

time Cartesianism and, later, the spiritual Eclecticism of

Cousin predominated in the colleges and seminaries of France

and Italy. One has but to study the sources from which

arguments were drawn to refute De Lammenais in order to

realize how far the official philosophy of the day was from

the spirit and method of Scholasticism. The reaction against

Fideism and Traditionalism brought Scholasticism once more

to the front, while the enlightened encouragement and pa-

tronage extended to it by Leo XIII kept it in the foreground

of Catholic educational policy during the last decade of the

nineteenth century. If, then, the present Sovereign Pontiff

in condemning the errors of Modernists, advocates the study

of philosophy and theology according to the Scholastic meth-

ods, and repeatedly refers to the enactment of his predecessor,

it is worth while examining what it is in Scholasticism to which

the Modernists are opposed, and what it is that Scholasticism

is expected to offer by way of remedy against the errors of

the Modernists.

The Modernists themselves indicate the answer to these

questions when they inveigh against the " intellectual formal-

ism " of the Scholastics. As in the case of Fideism and

Traditionalism, so in the Modernist system, the starting-point,

at least the controversial starting-point, is the denial of the

adequacy of intellect to solve the highest problems of human
thought. Reason, it is maintained, cannot explain God, hu-

man destiny, moral duty, legal right, and social institutions,

because these things antedate reason as facts. Reason, they

continue, cannot explain man himself, because man is not only

a rational, but also an emotional, volitional, moral, and social

being. Reason, finally, cannot explain nature, because its

powers extend only to a knowledge of phenomena and do

not attain to a knowledge of the noumena, or essences of
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things. Because Scholasticism on these questions stands for

the affirmation of the powers of reason, it is made the object

of attack on the part of the Modernist, and precisely because

of its affirmation of the powers of reason it is offered by

ecclesiastical authority as a remedy against Modernism. The

contention thus seems to narrow down to a question of method,

or, more specifically, to the question. How much play should

be given to Reason in philosophy and theology, and how much

to the non-rational faculty? Scholasticism is on the side

of intellectualism, no doubt; but no one who knows the his-

tory of Scholasticism can fail to see that the intellectualism

for which it stands is not the intellectualism which its oppo-

nents ascribe to it.

In the first place, Scholasticism, as a system, does not rep-

resent that form of intellectualism which insists on forcing all

reality to enter per fas et nefas into certain rational or intel-

lectual formulas. The great schoolmen always contended that

the First Reality, His nature. His attributes, His way of deal-

ing with His creatures, surpass all human understanding, and

cannot be adequately known by man nor expressed in the cate-

gories which the human mind has framed. And if there

were representatives of the School who indulged in frivolous

and futile dialectical discussion of the higher things of faith,

the charge cannot with justice be brought against the School

as a whole. " Summo otio abundantes, atque ingenio acres,

lectione autem impares " may have been, and no doubt was,

true of many of the teachers of Scholasticism in Lord Bacon's

time. The attempt to spin all philosophy out of one's own
inner consciousness " as a spider spins its web out of its own
substance," and the neglect of the outside sources of positive

knowledge were characteristic of the age of degeneracy of

Scholasticism. The man who declined to look through a

telescope, because he considered that the telescope could reveal

nothing that he had not learned from Aristotle, was no true

Aristotelian. And the man who boasted that from the de-

finition of a plant he could deduce the whole science of Botany

was no true Scholastic. No system is to be judged by the
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extremists who abuse its method. Modernists know, or ought

to know, that between this extreme intellectual apriorism and

formalism on the one hand and the sane empirical intellec-

tualism of St, Thomas on the other hand there is a vast

difference.

The intellectualism of St. Thomas consisted in the acknowl-

edgment of the ability of Reason to attain a knowledge of

natural truth of the higher order, and to elucidate—not to

prove as a comprehend—the Mysteries of Faith. This as-

sertion, as it stands, may be said to be the most obvious of

platitudes. Viewed however in its historical setting, it is the

summing-up of one of the most momentous achievements of

Christian thought. As is well known, the Fathers of the

Church were almost without exception followers of Plato.

As Platonists, they insisted, in the last analysis, that the way
to attain a knowledge of the higher truths is contemplation,

introspection, intuition, or what some recent writers describe

as the intellectual visualization and realization of the truth.

This was indeed an acknowledgment of the ability of the

human mind to attain a knowledge of higher truths; but

Platonism laid stress on intuition, and as a via purgativa

advocated mortification, prayer, meditation, in a word, the

withdrawal of the soul from the world of sense and the cen-

tering of all the faculties in the Focus of all truth. With the

opening of the Middle Ages, a new factor was introduced,

namely Aristotelian dialectic. Tentatively and, one might

say, nervously, the ninth and tenth centuries dealt in the

spirit of Aristotelian logic with a few theological texts, mostly

the Opuscula of Boethius. John Scotus Eriugena alone

opened up the larger problems and dealt with them in a fear-

less, not to say reckless disregard of authority and tradition.

But he left no important school. Then came the Rationalist

Roscelin ; followed by Abelard and the other " free thinkers
"

who carried the use of Dialectic so far as to claim that all truth

must be submitted to the logical test, that authority has no

weight unless it is supported by Reason. The manner as

well as the matter of Abelard's teaching was offensive to
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men of conservative mind. And rightly so; although, as has

been shown recently,^ Abelard must not be too summarily

judged by the standards of later times, since many of his

apparent excesses in doctrinal matters are to be ascribed to

the lack of definite theological terminology. No such allow-

ance was, however, to be made by his contemporaries. Men
like St. Bernard were alarmed, and roused into active opposi-

tion the forces which a century before that time had mani-

fested themselves in the activity of St. Peter Damian, Othlo

of Regensburg, Lanfranc and even St. Anselm. Thus to the

" Rationalism " of the one group (the followers of Abelard)

was opposed the Mysticism of the other. Intelligo ut credam

was the motto of the one, Credo ut intelligam, (later, Amo ut

intelligam) became the watchword of the other. The " ra-

tionalists," that is, those who advocated dialectical discussion

of the higher truths, went too far in that they depreciated

authority as a source of knowledge and belief. The mystics

went too far in that they condemned the use of Reason, or at

least declared themselves suspicious of the use of the dialectic.

For the followers of Abelard Aristotle was not yet indeed

" the master of those who know." He was, however, so far

as he was known to them, their master in method. For the

followers of St. Bernard and the Victorines, Aristotle cam2

to be the "professor of a diabolical art," the "rival of Christ."

All through the eleventh century the contest was waged be-

tween the two forces. The last great champions were Peter

the Lombard for the " rationalists " and Walter of St. Victor

for the mystics. Then came in the twelfth and thirteenth cen-

turies the introduction of Aristotle's physical and metaphysical

works, the rise of the Universities and the foundation of the

Mendicant Orders. The campaign was now opened in Paris,

with the traditional Augustinian philosophy, which favored

the mystics, in possession of the field. During the last de-

cades of the twelfth and the first decades of the thirteenth cen-

tury, the contestants were the secular representatives of Peter

* Revue des Sciences phil. et thSol., Oct., 1907, p. 702.
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the Lombard, and the Benedictine followers of the Victorines

;

later the Dominican and Franciscan monks entered into the

fray, and finally, when the victory seemed to waver between

the Augustinians and the Aristotelians, a new danger, a com-

mon enemy, appeared, in the form of Arabian Pantheism. It

was at that critical point in the history of Christian thought

that St. Thomas took up the task of uniting the Christian

forces for the double purpose of repelling the common foe

and of founding a permanent peace between rationalism and

mysticism. It need hardly be said that St. Thomas, saint and

sacred poet as he was, made due allowance for what is good

and commendable in the claim set up by St. Bernard and the

Victorines. He would be the last to throw discredit on the

via purgativa, on penance, prayer, and meditation as a means

of attaining a knowledge of God and the soul. The author of

those hymns which combine in so wonderful a way exactness

of thought and richness of feeling, the saint who pointed to the

image of the Crucified Christ as the source of all he knew, did

not despise the admonitions of those who placed piety and con-

templation above all dialectical study. Still, St. Thomas

stands closer to Peter the Lombard than he does to Walter of

St. Victor. He is nearer to Abelard than he is to St. Bernard.

This will be evident if we examine the use which St. Thomas
makes of dialectical demonstration, Aristotelian logic, and

Arabian Commentary. The truth is, he strives to hold a

middle course between the two extremes. He has all the love

of mystic contemplation that the Victorines had, without

their distrust of dialectic. He has all the " rationalist " faith

in human reason without Abelard's inordinate pride of intellect

and petulant rejection of authority. But, if we take his

method as we find it, we are at once aware that here intuitive

perception, the mystic contemplation of higher truths, in a

word, the affective aspect, or feeling, is subordinated to dia-

lectical discussion, logical definition, systematic reasoning,

clear, cold, calm intellect.

What is true of St. Thomas is true of Albert the Great,

and, in a measure, of St. Bonaventure and Duns Scotus. The
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four greatest of the schoolmen were Aristotelians ; they were,

though in different measure, intellectuahsts, and defenders of

the rights of reason. St. Bonaventure emphasizes, especially

in his theology, the emotional, or affective, aspect of the quest

of truth; Scotus, too, is inclined to deny the mind's ability to

demonstrate certain truths. One and all, however, while

avoiding the extravagant claims of Abelard, resent the slur

which the mystics throw on the power of human reason. And
it is by them, not by their unworthy successors, that the

Scholastic system is to be judged. As represented by them,

it exhibits intellectualism in the best sense of the word, not

the revolutionary rationalism of Abelard nor the intellectual

knight-errantry so common in the fifteenth century, but an

intellectualism which, while making due allowance for the

play of the emotional and volitional elements in human life,

contends that in systematic thought reason is the essential and

the emotions the adjunct. If the Modernist find more to

satisfy him in the writings of the Fathers, let him at least be

fair-minded enough to admit that others may advocate the

study of St. Thomas without thereby incurring the penalty of

being reckoned among the rationalists or the formalists.

In reviving the study of Scholasticism and especially in in-

sisting on the study of the text of St. Thomas, Leo XIII and

Pius X have sent us back to the time when Reason needed a

champion of its rights and found that champion in the Schools.

The objection of the Modernists to Scholasticism is that the

Schoolmen rely too much on Reason and not enough on the

non-rational as sources of knowledge. The explicit motive

for the Holy See's advocacy of the study of Scholasticism is

that the philosophy of the Schools rightly insists on the logi-

cal as being the strongest bond between the mind and a knowl-

edge of reality. Thus it is evident that what is now the point

of contention is whether the Schoolmen were right in cham-

pioning Reason. Recent pontifical pronouncements assume

that they were. The Modernists contend that they were not.

If we grant, for the moment, that the Scholastic method was

wrong in principle, if we concede for the sake of argument that
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the Schoolmen misunderstand the role of Reason, and laid too

much stress on the rational element to the exclusion of the

volitional and emotional elements, yet this much the opponents

of Scholasticism should be prepared to concede: the School-

men were confronted with a most serious crisis in the his-

tory of human thought; they met that crisis fairly and they

came out of it successfully. The Scholastics were forced to

face intellectual difficulties compared with which the difficul-

ties developed later appear trivial indeed. They lived in an

age when a young and vigorous civilization, conscious of its

untried strength and eager to exercise its mental powers, was

scaling the heights of spiritual truth and descending to the

deepest depths of natural science, prepared to call everything

into question. Add to this the prestige of the name of Aris-

totle, who during all the preceding centuries had been held in

suspicion by the Church, but who was now thrust upon the

attention of the Christian world by Arabian and Jewish ene-

mies of the Christian name. Besides, there was the science

and philosophy of the Jews and Arabians themselves, with

which the Christian Doctors were forced to reckon. Com-
pared with these forces, the Humanism, Naturalism, Ma-
terialism, Idealism, and Evolutionism of more recent times

were, even in their own day, less formidable. If then the

Schoolmen met so serious a crisis courageously, and out of

the clash of Christian with anti-Christian thought bore the

banner of orthodox theology and philosophy safe to a place

of victory, surely the method which they employed is not

lightly to be rejected by the modern apologist.

But, we are told, the modern world has its own problems,

the religious crisis in the twentieth century is different from

the theological struggle which was waged in the thirteenth.

Christianity is now confronted with new foes. Modern

science, modern historical investigation, and modem philo-

sophy have raised new difficulties, and the weapons which did

such excellent service in the past must now be laid aside. The
" good sword Joyeuse " of Charlemagne, the steel armor of

Bayard, and the barred helmet of Richard the Lion-hearted
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would be an embarassing outfit for the modern soldier. There

is undoubtedly an element of truth in this contention: there

are many details in which the method of Scholastic defence

must be modified to meet the needs of the times; but the

essential characteristic of that method, its advocacy of the

headship of Reason need not be modified. Whether the logi-

cal is the strongest bond in systematization of religious truth,

as it is in every other department of truth,—this is the crux

of the whole question. A writer who will not be suspected of

being unduly influenced by papal enactments, puts the matter

very clearly in the following passage :
" Let it be remembered

that man is a reasoning being. The disposition or tendency

to analyze, to classify, and to theorize concerning the knowl-

edge he obtains by experience or observation is a radical and

inalienable part of his constitution. All departments of knowl-

edge taken possession of by the inquirer are, therefore, in

time reduced to system . . . Give men a multitude of facts in

any domain of knowledge, and they will begin to analyze their

nature and qualities, to arrange them in classes, to frame

theories and draw conclusions concerning them all, tending

to systematization and simplicity. This is so universally the

habit of civilized man that the logical faculty must be ad-

mitted to be an essential of his nature. . . If a logical method

be allowed in relation to scientific facts or philosophical prin-

ciples, it cannot with fairness or reason be denied in relation

to religion ; and if it be of advantage in respect to the former,

it cannot be of disadvantage in regard to the latter."
*

The problem is, as has been said, a problem of method. If

Reason is not to be relied on as the faculty by which religious

truth is to be elucidated and defended, what power of the

human soul is to be substituted for Reason ? Will, we are told,

or the affections, or sentiment, or the totality of function

(life). All these, the defenders of Scholasticism answer, have

their proper place in the struggle of the soul toward a realiza-

tion of spiritual truth. That place is, however, a secondary

•Townsend's The Great Schoolmen (London, 1881), pp. 341, 34a
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one. None of these faculties or functions can, of itself, sys-

tematize, analyze, defend, or prove. That we will a thing

to be true, that we love its truth, that we feel it, th-at we live it,

does not prevent that thing from being an illusion and not a

truth; neither does any of these operations relate its object

to known truths, natural or supernatural. On the contrary,

they sometimes function against the cogency of proof by en-

trenching a prejudice, and sometimes throw obstacles in the

way of unification and systematization by elevating their ob-

ject to a condition of transcendent perfection or to the state

of supreme desirability or undesirability. When the advo-

cate of Scholasticism defines man as " a rational animal," he

does not mean to exclude the volitional and emotional ele-

ments of man's nature. When he defends the headship of

Reason, he does not, or should not, make Reason an irrespon-

sible despot. He remembers, however, that Scholasticism

fairly won its way to a recognition of the claims of human
reason. For that more than anything else it stands in the

succession of systems of thought. In that, more than in any-

thing else, lies its historical significance. And the modern

Scholastics see no reason why the new exigencies of theologi-

cal and philosophical controversies should necessitate a revo-

lution which would dethrone Reason and put the non-rational

in its place. One thing recent discussion has done. It has

brought out clearly the fact that the method and not the con-

tents of Scholasticism is on trial. And, as the word Scholas-

ticism should by analogy mean the method rather than the

system, recent discussion has shown that the present under-

standing of Scholasticism is in conformity with the facts of

history. What is cast up as a reproach to-day is precisely

what constituted the most brilliant achievement of the School-

men of the thirteenth century—the recognition of Reason as

the chief and the one indispensable aid to the elucidation and

defence of spiritual truth.

William Turner.

The Catholic University of America.
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AN EVIL IN OTTE EDUCATIONAL METHOD, AND A REMEDY.

I. Results of Present Educational System.

^' PIFTY per cent of our school children finish their educa-

1 tion with 10^ years. The parochial schools are

making a terrific struggle to overcome this feature, but with

less success than the public schools, and for obvious reasons."

The accuracy of this statement, made by Mr. T. J. Sensor of

the State Department of Public Instruction of N. J., might be

doubted by some who read it. However, the " Thirteenth

Annual Report (1906-1907) of the Superintendent of Parish

Schools of the Archdiocese of Philadelphia " contains a chart

showing the relative attendance of pupils in the several grades

of the parish schools of that diocese. Out of 54,490 children

attending the parish schools at the end of June, 1907, 14,668

attended the first grade; 10,620, the second; 9,808, the third;

8,130, the fourth; 4,698, the fifth; 3,076, the sixth; 1,789, the

seventh; 1,011, the eighth; 690 the high schools. The author

adds this remark: "A glance at this graphic illustration

should be sufficient to bring to all concerned, especially pastors

and parents, a realization of a regrettable weakness in our

school system. The figures convey a lesson which, no matter

how painful, we must summon the courage to face, so as to be

able to profit by it. It will not avail to seek comfort in the re-

flection that this picture may somehow look blacker than it

need to."

The percentage of the total number in each grade of the

parish and the public schools of Philadelphia is seen in the

following tabulation of the same Report:

Parish Schools of the Diocese. Public Schools of the City.
June 30, '07 January, '07 .

Kindergarten, 1,948 4 per cent Kindergarten
, 7,333 4 per cent

I. Grade 14,668 26 ' I. Grade 34.126 20 '

2. " 10,620 19
'

2. " 28,130 17 '

3. " 9,808 17
'

3. " 25,499 15 '

4- " 8,130 14
•

4. " 23.091 14 '

5. " 4,698 8 ' 5. " 17,112 10 '

6. " 3,076 6 ' 6. " 12,328 7 '

7. " 1,789 3 ' 7. " 8,918 5 '

8. " 1,011 2 ' 8. " 6,559 4 '

High School.. 690 I
' High School. 7,002 4 '

56,438 100
' (

170,098 100 '
(
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Of course, many of these parish schools are not perfectly

graded; sometimes children in their fourth and fifth grades

would belong to the sixth, seventh, or eighth in other schools.

But as the great majority belong to the city of Philadelphia,

where most parish schools are fairly well graded, these figures

may go as pretty reliable.

According to these figures, then, in the parish schools of

Philadelphia only one out of fourteen finishes the eighth grade,

and gets a chance at the high school, while in the public schools

the proportion is about one out of five. The figures of the

public schools are better than those of the parish schools, but

still bad enough. We might try to excuse ourselves by say-

ing that in the public schools many children owe their pro-

motion to the practice in some places of rating the efficiency

and shaping the salary of teachers according to the number of

graduates. However, let him who is without sin throw the

first stone.

These are the conditions existing in the schools of Philadel-

phia. Other cities may tell the same story. Rural districts

may have still more reasons to complain. Stanley Hall says

that there was never a district school that educated its chil-

dren; every one lost nineteen-twentieths of its pupils; for all

its money for educational purposes the schools offered the State

three per cent who had finished their elementary education.

That is the regrettable weakness of our school system, that

97 per cent or more of the children drop away before they

reach the eighth grade. Where do they go, and why ?

In the primary grades the question can not be: why do all

these children leave school ? Because few of them really do

leave school. The compulsory school laws forbid it (though

not always effectively); the truant officer gets after them;

many pastors will not admit them to first Holy Communion if

they do; child-labor laws take away the stimulus from child

and parent. Many of the little tots are not advanced to the

second grade either because they entered at the wrong time,

or on account of irregular attendance, or on account of stupid-

ity. Two-thirds of the children of the parish schools fail to
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reach the fifth grade. Thousands of these children are forced

to repeat grades before they finish the fourth, and after that

they are often old enough to leave school and go to work;

which is the best they can do under their circumstances. And
how many children are there not who, if one would or could

be so exact, should not be promoted for the simple reason

that they have not half satisfied the requirements of their

grade. Still, out of pity for the poor children, and in order

to avoid trouble with the parents, or just to save appearances,

they are promoted, to be a drag for the new grade, and a bur-

den for themselves. According to Miss Julia Richman, Dis-

trict Superintendent of Public Schools in New York City, over

one-fourth of the 560,000 children in New York City's public

(?) schools are over-aged, that is, they are in lower grades

than they ought to be chronologically and anatomically. This

is about the same proportion as in the schools of Philadelphia

;

an excellent illustration of the survival of the fittest.

And what becomes of the children of the grammar grades,

the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth ? According to the Phila-

delphia statistics, 1,600 drop out after the fifth grade; 1,300,

after the sixth; 700 after the seventh. Some of these may
have repeated once more or twice before they dropped away.

Very few of these children, with the exception of the brightest

ones who have never repeated a grade and who receive speci-

ally kind treatment, really like to go to school, and they are

glad to stay away from school and go to work. While chil-

dren of the wealthier class easily succeed in satisfying the en-

trance requirements of higher schools without the eighth-

grade certificate, nevertheless, as a rule only the eighth-grade

certificate entitles to the free high school. There is indeed

some Darwinism in our schools.

What is being done to meet and improve the situation?

Some blame the teacher for it ; others, the parents ; some, the

course of study; others, the method of teaching; and remedies

are offered accordingly.

The complaint that there is no teachers' profession for the

common schools of the United States applies less to our parish
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schools than to the public schools, because the great majority

of the nuns teaching in our schools can justly claim to have

made teaching their profession. However, to have made
teaching one's profession is not in itself a guarantee for pro-

ficiency. Lay teachers in our schools are rather scarce. In

the Philadelphia schools there are nine religious to one lay

teacher. Lay teachers in parish schools, not having a mother-

house to fall back on, are generally so much at their pastor's

mercy that they are bound to keep their eye fixed on some

other position for emergency cases. Salaries are so very

meagre in proportion to the service expected, that nothing less

than love of God, true appreciation of the dignity and meri-

toriousness of the work, and a spirit of sacrifice, can induce

the really able layman to teach in our parish schools. There

is no doubt that the ability of the teacher determines the quality

of a school, probably more than anything else. Who will

deny, however, that we have a goodly number of excellent

teachers in our schools ? Still dismal results confront us.

Some seem to blame the parents for all the trouble. They

are said to show too little interest, to have lost to a great ex-

tent the feeling of responsibility for the proper education of

their children, to take their children away from school before

they have finished their education. This is all very, very true;

but it might be asked whether the interest shown by some par-

ents be not more the effect, rather than the cause of their

child's success. Besides, the school, the Church, and the State

are trying to do it all; why should parents worry themselves

about it? Many a person will not lend a hand so long as he

thinks that others are doing the work. So long as you tell

the parents that the schools are doing wonderfully well, they

will leave the work to you. Tell them how things really are,

and they may be glad to help you. Organized efforts are

being made in some quarters to bring home and school to-

gether by " socializing " the school. The school is to be a

social centre, where parents and teachers meet occasionally,

and, among other things, discuss school affairs. By and by

parents will become more interested even in the details of
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schoolwork, and prove a powerful help to the teacher. The
difficulty here is that the poorer class will not mingle socially

with the weathier class, not even in the schoolroom. Still,

who knows how much good might be accomplished by bring-

ing parents, teachers, and school closer together?

With regard to taking their children out of school before

they have finished their education, parents are not always to

blame. How long shall they leave their children in school?

Many children would never get out, if they were to finish their

education. The bright child does finish its education in due

time, and is not taken out before that time, except possibly in

rural districts, where the everlasting change of teachers makes

genuine progress difficult in any case. They are the backward

pupils, the slow ones, the repeaters, who are taken out before

they have finished their education, but not so much before they

have reached the legal age. And what is the use of keeping

children in school, if the teacher requires two or three years

to advance them one grade? Continual repetition is not edu-

cation; it is distressing humiliation and self-abasement, and

the sooner the end the better for child, teacher, and parent.

The backward child may find somebody at home to punish it

;

seldom, anybody able to encourage it in its work. How shall

untrained, often ignorant, parents supply at home what a

trained teacher is expected, and fails, to give in the school-

room? Parents can and must, of course, contribute their

share to the moral training of their children; but we are here

considering chiefly the advancement of children to higher

grades; and for the deplorable conditions existing in that re-

spect parents are not to blame. It is not the lack of knowl-

edge of religion which depopulates the higher grades; chil-

dren need not show their eighth-grade certificate before they

are admitted to first Holy Communion.

Dr. Schaeffer, State Superintendent of Schools in Pennsyl-

vania, tries to keep boys in school by another means. " If

a boy is to be kept in school," says he, "you must in very

many cases show him the monetary value, the future earning

power, of education, especially at the moment when he holds
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the almighty dollar too near his eye." But who can say that

as a child he has looked into the future for any length of

time ? The average child thinks of the day and the hour. And
will the thought of the " almighty dollar " help the repeating

child out of its misery?

Mr. T. J. Sensor is a somewhat intense advocate of Indus-

trial Education, which is hailed by many as the panacea for

all educational evils. " Common sense got ahead of their

theories," said Mr. Sensor about the National Educational

Association's Convention at Cleveland, " when they abolished

all their commissions, except the one for Industrial Educa-

tion." The work of the coming school will be, according to

Mr. Sensor, the personal education for the maintenance of the

individual. Every child is to learn just how it can best make

its living. In rural districts children are to learn scientific

farming. They are to learn the value of alfalfa, and of sandy

soil for raising sweet-potatoes. They learn to score a cow,

and to tell the age of a horse by merely looking at its teeth.

" Teach children to churn, and to use the cream-separator,"

says B. M. Davis of Miami University. Girls are to learn

housekeeping in school.

With regard to Industrial Education one might ask,

whether, after all, Liberal Education be not preferable;

whether it be wise for the Elementary School to take still

more out of the hands of the parents ; whether a Trade School

Education after the Elementary course be not the proper

medium for industrial training. I myself know so little about

Industrial Education that I could hardly risk a smile of in-

credulity.

Some reformers imagine that all kinds of " fads," as wicked

people call them, will make school-life so attractive that chil-

dren will not leave school before these same reformers want

them to go. Yet there is no fad able to outweigh the shame

felt by the backward child. And then, the question is not,

how to keep the backward child, but how to advance it.

Manual Training, Music, Dancing, Drawing, the Palmer

System, seem to be the main element of a liberal education in
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some schools. Be they ever so good in themselves, and use-

ful for the children, they will not help overmuch in bringing

children into higher grades; at least, they ought not to do so.

Other reformers blame the graded system for all_ our

troubles, and would reform the whole thing with the axe.

But what is there to take its place?

Miss Julia Richman, District Superintendent in New York
City, confronts the evil squarely, and is making strenuous ef-

forts to solve the problem by organizing special classes for

backward children. According to her statement, there were

in 1907 in New York City about 20,000 children in these

special classes. Her idea is to pick out the backward child,

to treat it with sympathy and charity, to encourage it; the

most sympathetic teachers are to have charge of the special

classes ; the child is to get education, not so much instruction,

and therefore the course of study is to be very much simplified.

Not according to what the children know, but according to

what they are, is the value of the teacher to be rated.

Miss Richman is surely moving in the right direction, to-

ward the emancipation of the backward child. But—always

a but—is the remedy general ? Special classes may be formed

in the crowded schools of cities, but they are impossible in dis-

trict schools. Then the idea is to encourage backward chil-

dren. But is not a child who is relegated to the special class,

by that very fact branded as inferior? And is backwardness

always a sign of inferiority ? Will it not be a source of end-

less trouble with the parents? In Miss Richman's district

in New York the foreign element is very strong. She says

that thousands of children stay in one grade for years because

they do not understand English. For such children special

instruction is, of course, indispensable.

Are all our hopes to be shattered then ? Must we abide by

the inevitable and fold our arms in despair? Is there no

way to stop the unpardonable neglect of the backward child?

In all this confusion it sounds like a voice from above

when a grand and good man, one of the greatest educators of

this country, John Kennedy, of Batavia, N. Y., holds out re-
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lief to us without asking for what is impossible. It is not a

system of yesterday, the Batavia System; it is ten, only ten,

but ten, years old. It has grown slowly, but steadily, as all

good things do. It has found dozens of other systems clamor-

ing for recognition on the educational field, and thus its kind

voice was not heard by many. It has come out of the heart

and brain of a man who had long sympathized with the needy

child and had earnestly sought relief for its misery. It is an

old, old, idea applied in a new and simple way. The results

gained by the Batavia System have been gained by skilful

and conscientious teachers who never heard of the Batavia

System. The only difference is that it was hard work for them

to do it, while with the Batavia System it is made easy; they

sacrificed their health, here you regain and strengthen it.

II. The Batavia System.

There are thousands of situations in every person's life

where he is absolutely forced to depend upon himself. We
Catholics insist on moral and religious training, and try to

give it in schools, so that a child may learn to fight for its

soul. If we can teach our children, all our children, initia-

tive; if we can train them for independent action, then we are

fitting them for life's struggle, then we are educating them.

" You can help permanently only by helping one to help him-

self," says President Roosevelt. Life is strife, and the school-

room is the child's first real battlefield.

Therefore make all children fight their way through school,

not only the backward, but also the bright. The bright have

had things too easy, the backward too hard. Every teacher

will tell you that if she devotes rather much time to the back-

ward and slow, the bright will have too little to do, and will

become unruly; while if she devotes more time to the bright,

the backward may just as well despair of fair promotion.

How can the bright child be made to fight its way through

school without feeling the drag of the laggard? How can

the laggard advance in school without being a drag to the

bright ? This is considered by many to be the greatest prob-
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lem in education, and this problem Mr. Kennedy claims to

have solved by the Batavia System.

Let the bright child find its way through the difficulties of

every single lesson, and give it no instruction except where it

is really necessary. It will know that it is fighting, and it will

be glad of it. The bright child may not learn as easily and as

much, which I doubt; at any rate, what it does learn will be

its own. And then it will also have learned to work without

looking for somebody else's help. It will have learned that

obstacles are to be overcome, not to be shirked.

" The treatment of the backward child is a matter of justice,

of righteousness, or religion, of everything," says Mr. Ken-

nedy. The backward child need not always pass the Re-

gents' Examinations; but you can give it a good education.

You owe this education to every child entrusted to your care;

the backward child has as good a right to it as the bright.

Pastor and teacher have a sacred duty to give it.

Why have we so many backward children? Are they all

mentally deficient? Is the race degenerating so fast? They

are not mentally deficient after they leave school; then why
in school? They do not show mental deficiency on the play-

ground ; why in the schoolroom ? It is often surprising to see

the " head-work " of the so-called mentally deficient on the

playground. Why has the backward child so much initiative

on the playground, and so little in the schoolroom? The

playground is a greater blessing to the " dunce " than the

schoolroom; there he gets a -better training for life; there free

rein is given to his individuality, while in the schoolroom it is

crushed; in the schoolroom he is dreaming, there he is wide-

awake. How pitiful would educational results be without the

playground! And whose fault is it? Surely not the child's.

It is the teacher's, and above all the system's fault. Mr.

Kennedy claims that experience in his schools has proved that

the number of the mentally deficient is very much smaller than

is often asserted, even by physicians. He claims that out of

a hundred children entering the elementary schools not more

than one has insufficient intelligence for a successful elemen-
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tary education. The most conscientious teacher I have ever

known tells me that during a fifteen years' experience in teach-

ing in the elementary schools with an average of thirty pupils

a year, he has had only three pupils incapable of graduation.

How many great men were dunces in their youth

!

What is then the great secret of the Batavia System? It

consists in the practice of genuine Christian charity by teaching

all children, by giving them faith in the teacher and faith in

themselves, by giving them confidence and the assurance that

they are going to succeed. It is systematic encouragement

aiming at individual initiative. It consists in playing the part

of the Good Shepherd, who will not sacrifice the one lost

sheep, because that one lost sheep has equal rights, which are

not forfeited on account of " mental deficiency."

When does a child learn to swim, or ride a bicyle? The
very moment it believes it can do it ; as soon as it stops doubt-

ing and fearing. Mental confidence steadies the nerves. The
laggard has confidence on the playground ; in the schoolroom,

in the presence of the teacher, he is doubting and fearing.

Allay the fears, remove the doubts of the backward child, do

everything to encourage, nothing to discourage it, give it con-

fidence, and it will no longer be backward.

There are a thousand and one ways in which children are

discouraged in school. First and last seats according to

* merit " are a curse to every school ; so are prizes ; they make
children begin to fear, and believe in, their inferiority. The

pleasant smile of the well-dressed child with pretty features

is only too often considered a sign of mental superiority,

while the timid blush of the unattractive child proves its men-

tal deficiency. Impatience with the slow child is a crime;

nothing but harm comes from it. Such and similar things

discourage a child. The more it is discouraged, the less it

will achieve; the less it achieves, the more it is discouraged.

The teacher has no right to brand children as inferior, which

is done by giving seats and prizes according to " merit," by

continual fault-finding, by letting them feel that not much is

expected from them, by intimating that they may not be pro-
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moted, by excessively praising the brighter ones. Whenever
a teacher gives up hope, then dismiss either child or teacher.

Absolute fairness is the first requisite in the Batavia System,

and it is so easily attained. Make each child understand that

whatever it is expected to learn in school it is also going to

learn. When there is hope for victory, then they are more

anxious to fight. Let no pupil ever be tempted to think: I

won't learn it anyhow. That is just like the timid child trying

to swim ; it will perish in the waves of doubt and diffidence.

Now these remarks about encouraging backward children

will be mere talk, a mere repetition of what nearly every

educator bids us do, unless there be some specific means in the

Batavia System to bring about such encouragement. And
there is such a means. It consists in real individual instruc-

tion together with real class-work, real individual instruction

for all, and real class-work for all.

Everyone is clamoring for individual instruction; but they

also want small classes. Otherwise individual instruction is

impossible, they say. But with small classes more teachers

and more rooms and more money are needed, and where is that

to be had? In the Philadelphia Parish School Report for

1907-1908 it is said that " it is impossible under present

conditions to reach every child individually." Dr. Schaeffer

says that he would like to have 20,000 teachers for the public

schools of Philadelphia. With the Batavia System 4,000

would do. The Batavia System wants a large class; it can

not spare the children. A large class is necessary as a stimu-

lus for the individual; the class is an instrument, and only an

instrument, in education; the individual is the object. Who
does not remember the sufferings of kings and princes who
were the solitary pupils of some wise man? Who has never

seen the tears of the child compelled to take music lessons

all alone? Except when it has lost all faith in itself, a child

craves the stimulus of the crowd; and the larger the crowd,

the greater the stimulus.

The great difference between individual instruction in the

Batavia System and that of other systems is that it is strictly
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private. The child is called to the teacher's desk, and there

it receives instruction and encouragement. The rest see it

stand beside the teacher, if they care to look up; they are

generally too busy for that. No one hears what difficulties

the one getting individual instruction has; it does not feel

ashamed ; the teacher speaks in a low tone. Individual instruc-

tion is therefore not to be given at the child's desk. The

teacher is strictly forbidden to tell the child anything; the

idea is to teach the child to study and help itself, to make it

realize that it is fighting. The teacher only suggests and en-

courages; he does not show anything, he does not use the

pencil; and when the psychological moment arrives, for in-

stance, after a good answer, the child leaves the desk to make
room for the next one. Also the brightest get their share of

individual instruction, if they need it. While one is receiving

individual instruction the rest are studying hard at some les-

son assigned to them. They are glad to do it because they

consider it an extra study hour. No individual instruction is

ever given on a lesson not yet taken in recitation, either oral

or written. Every child gets a chance to tackle the new les-

son in private study. A few introductory remarks regarding

the exact character of the assignment will generally precede

private study. All individual instruction is, of course, des-

tined to help the child for future study by removing difficulties

of the past lessons.

In the present system you find few instances of real individ-

ual teaching; all pupils at the same time are expected to profit

by it. During recitation a child is found to have some diffi-

culty; immediately either some suggestion, some explanation,

or a scolding is administered to the poor creature. The

teacher glories in giving individual instruction, while the child

is blushing, fearing, doubting, exposed to the gaze of the

eagerly listening class, which often enjoys the humiliation of

the hapless one without profiting by the " individual " teach-

ing of the cruel teacher. Who would care to enter the con-

fessional if there were no secrecy? Teaching, or, rather, try-

ing to teach, the individual before the eyes and ears of the
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class, and laying bare difficulties which the child would be

only too glad to conceal, that is what breeds backward chil-

dren, that is the cause of most evils in our educational sys-

tems. It discourages children, prevents their promotion,

makes them hate and despise school and teacher, and the pas-

tor, who takes sides with the teacher, and the Church, which

they identify with teacher and pastor. There education is no

education. It makes teachers prefer the bright, neglect the

backward; it causes dissatisfaction in the homes, and gives

employment to the truant officer; it makes the conscientious

teacher despair of success and lose health and buoyancy, and

the careless it makes still more neglectful.

The bright child may court such individual instruction,

because it knows it can hold its own, but the backward child

dreads it, and is only waiting to say yes, would the teacher

only ask, Do 3'ou understand ? Ask children in school whether

there is anything they do not understand, and you almost al-

ways find that only the bright have difficulties ; the backward

will prefer silence; they have seen themselves and others even

get a scolding for having difficulties.

The advantages of individual instruction according to the

Batavia System are obvious. The difficulties of children are

never identical, and therefore the treatment must be different

in every case. In private individual instruction a child will

let the teacher know its difficulties far more readily ; the direct,

personal influence of the teacher will be greater; it will be

easy for the teacher to show that she desires to be absolutely

fair to every single child. It is very much like individual in-

struction in the pulpit compared with individual instruction in

the confessional. Which is more productive of good results?

It can not be said to brand the weaker child as inferior

because you give it individual instruction oftener than the

bright; at least the weak child will not look at it in that way.

It sees the fairness of the teacher, and, above all, experiences

his charity.

The child's confidence will grow wonderfully as it sees its

difficulties removed one after the other, and by its own labor;
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for the teacher only suggests. With some children it will

require a number of private instructions before a certain

difficulty is removed. The time devoted to the individual in-

struction of the child is to be determined by the teacher.

Sometimes a minute at a time will do; sometimes five or ten

may be necessary. Be sure to make the pupil profit by every

single individual instruction, especially by infusing confidence

where it is needed. Mr. Kennedy tells of a boy who had been

absolutely unresponsive for six weeks, in spite of the most

persistent efforts of the teacher. The boy could not and would

not study; he acted more like an idiot than like a sane child.

The teacher wanted to give up in despair, but at Mr. Ken-

nedy's request she tried again. Suddenly there came the

moment of awakening: the boy left the teacher's table a

transformed child, a determined, courageous, successful pupil

ever since. " The backward child is the most uplifting power

in a school," says Mr. Kennedy. Every child, even the so-

called dunce, will find that education of the mind is the most

interesting work after all. All fads will be superfluous

Let the pupils always feel that they are fighting a battle,

and make them fight hard. Make them solve their own prob-

lems as long as there is any hope for success ; never help any-

One during examinations; the brighter the child, the more

should it be made to paddle its own canoe. Let them work

and work at a problem, refuse individual instruction, teach

them to help themselves. Should they lose in number of

problems solved, which I doubt, they will surely gain in

genuine education. Say to a boy: Now, go on, I know you

can do that yourself; try it again. His triumph will be a

lasting inspiration to him, and a treat for the teacher. Teach

children to think, and not to listen only. People listen more

in public, and think more when alone.

But where shall we find time for all this individual instruc-

tion? The time assigned to a branch, and no more, you de-

vote either to recitation, or to individual instruction, just as

you think the pupils need it and will profit most. Where one

has, for instance, four periods a week of Arithmetic,
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he takes two, sometimes less, sometimes more, for individual

instruction, according to the difficulty of the matter.

What is understood by recitation in the Batavia System?

A recitation is a public exhibition of what pupils have learned

in private study or in individual instruction. It may be

written, or it may consist in asking questions in rapid suc-

cession, waiting not a moment with the one who fails to an-

swer, but reserving his difficulty for private instruction if

it be worth while. Recitation is to be strictly class-work,

and every single pupil is to be kept intensely interested.

Every question must find every pupil eager to answer, and

when one is giving the answer, all the rest must be answering

in their mind. It will not even be necessary, though advisable

for other reasons, to make children stand in order to prevent

lazy lounging in the desks.

In the present systems such recitations are extremely rare;

most recitations are nothing but distressing individual work,

a wholesale butchery of individuality and independent action,

as Mr. Kennedy calls them.

Recitation is an instrument of education; it must serve to

inspire the children for strenuous private study; it must stir

up their ambition anew ; it must keep the fire of interest ablaze.

Recitations are not to give children a chance to learn, but to

show what they have learned. With some children both ends

may be gained. When a child is found to have been negligent

or lazy, the teacher will find that a few words kindly or earn-

estly spoken during individual instruction will have a greater

effect than a public reprimand during recitation, which, how-

ever, in some cases the teacher will not be able to dispense with.

Recitation periods should not be too short, seldom less than

half an hour, especially in the higher grades. In the differ-

ent branches that mode of recitation is to be chosen which is

best adapted to give the pupil a chance for exhibition of pre-

paration and knowledge in that particular branch.

The Batavia System is about ten years old, and wonderful

results have been accomplished by it.
" There is no more

Darwinism in our schools," says Mr. Kennedy ;
" the survival
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of the fittest has given place to the survival of all. Our
grades no longer resemble pyramids, as they still do in other

cities. We have been forced to build school after school, not

for children coming, but for children not going. Business

men have tried to decoy boys from our schools; they would

not go; they liked school too well. Faithless ones are a

negligible quantity. Our triumph is complete, because we
have absolutely no use for the truant officer. In our High

School we had 121 boys and 121 girls last year; not only

girls. The great ambition of our teachers is, not to have lag-

gards in school, and the fact is that deadwood is practically

unknown. Deadwood kills the teacher. In the Batavia Sys-

tem the backward child inspires the teacher; all our teachers

are enthusiastic about the system; their enthusiasm often

tempted them to make it too easy for the children. A teacher

can not sit down with backward children without becoming

great. There is no better course in psychology than teach-

ing the backward child. There is more of an unfolding

of the character of the teacher if they get after the backward,

helpless children. Formerly our teachers were living without

society; they tried to stay away, and society was glad to stay

away from them. Now our teachers are favored company,

and society gets the benefit of their culture. Formerly their

pupils were a drag for them, now they sometimes find it hard

to keep up with them. The Batavia System is a wonderful

relief to the teachers: they have to do much less talking, much
less scolding, much less worrying; they feel confident of suc-

cess as never before. The Batavia System has come to stay;

where the right thing is being done, the wrong one will have

to go. It brings symmetry into the school. It stands as a

protest against the abolition of the graded system. * You have

brought sunshine into our homes,' said mothers to me ;
* our

children come home glad; they have had a fine day.' Parents

will make the last sacrifice to keep their children in school,

as long as they really like to go to school."

Thus far I have purposely refrained from mentioning a

feature of the Batavia System which many consider its es-
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sence. When speaking to others, pastors as well as teachers,

about this feature, almost every one threw up his hands in

horror and exclaimed : This saying is hard, and who can hear

it? Mr. Kennedy himself says that the Batavia System con-

sists in real individual instruction together with real class-

work; but the common opinion seems to be that it is that sys-

tem where you have two teachers in one and the same room,

and, of course, two teachers, especially women, can not get

along with each other in the same room. The Batavia System

works as well with one as with two teachers. Mr. Kennedy

gives this as part of his experience with the system :
" We

were tempted to put two teachers into a room with less than

fifty children; thank God we did not. Why? Because one

teacher can do the work in such a room as well as two."

Some ten years ago one of the schoolrooms of Batavia,

N. Y., was overcrowded. The room was big enough for more

pupils, but, as it was, it was too full for one teacher. Instead

of building or renting new rooms, as the school board thought

it necessary to do, at Mr. Kennedy's request a second teacher

was put into that room.^ The work was divided so that one

teacher had charge of all individual work, while the other had

all the recitation work. The results were instantaneous. It

was not long before the system had been adopted in all the

schools of the city. The number of children in the single

rooms varies from fifty to one hundred. It is impossible for

one teacher to do justice to more than fifty children. It is a

crime to let one poor woman take care of from sixty to a

hundred children, as may be found in many parish schools,

simply because another teacher cannot be had. Is there not

in every parish some good lady, fairly well educated, who
would, sometimes gladly, sometimes after a little persuasion,

^ Prior to her educational activity this first exclusively individual

teacher had been a perfect recluse from broken health ; her chief occupa-

tion had been to shun society. Only with the greatest difficulty did Mr.

Kennedy succeed in enlisting her services. Now Miss Hamilton is called

upon to give object-lessons on the Batavia System in other cities and

states.
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be willing to take charge of individual teaching in such a room,

and probably make a good teacher? It will at least be an im-

provement on the preceding distressing situation.

The two teachers in such a room are to be coordinate,

neither superior to the other; there must be no conflict of au-

thority. The objection of a thousand teachers is that one

might as well put two cats into a bag and expect harmony, as

with two teachers in one room. " In my experience," says

Mr. Kennedy, " I have found nothing but harmony. Every-

one of our teachers is enthusiastic about her work."

If two rooms are too small, let one teacher do the work;

where rooms are large, use two. Many a teacher who is too

weak to do loud work may make a most efficient individual

teacher. Individual teaching is an excellent tonic for a

weak teacher.

The Batavia System offers great financial advantages.

Where communities have rooms large enough for large classes,

they simply get a new teacher, instead of a new teacher and

a new room. In the one large room you need only a few

more desks, while in a new room you need a complete outfit

of desks, charts, blackboards, etc. And then think of the

20,000 teachers of Dr. Schaeffer, and the four thousand of

Mr. Kennedy, and say a prayer for the great, good man.

Edw. Dahmus.
Pont. College Josephinum, Columbus, Ohio.

THE MOEAL ASPECT OF STOCKWATERING.

IN the December, 1907, number of this magazine the present

writer took occasion to dissent from the statement of

Father Slater, S.J., in the issue of the preceding month, that a

good understanding of the general principles of justice as pre-

sented in our manuals of moral theology, . would enable the

average priest to solve practical problems in business ethics

without " much difficulty." The writer contended that the

manuals ought to provide us not only with a statement of gen-

eral principles, but also with specific applications of the prin-
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ciples to " established and widespread industrial practices and

institutions." In the Review for October, 1908, Father Slater

refers to this criticism of his earlier statement, and proceeds

to apply the recognized principles of justice to the practice of

overcapitalization, more commonly called stockwatering.

According to his view, the chief difficulty attending a task of

this kind is to get a clear idea of the physical, or business,

nature of the operation which is to be morally evaluated. Un-
doubtedly this is always a real difficulty, often a great difficulty,

but not in all cases the chief difficulty. All the current busi-

ness methods and practices that are of rriuch importance for

the moralist receive treatment either in the ordinary manuals

of economics, or in special works, or at least in the magazines.

As a rule they are so presented that they can be fairly well

grasped by any educated man, even by one possessing no tech-

nical economic training. The priest on the mission may have

obtained a pretty good understanding of a business operation,

may be familiar with the general principles of justice which

the operation involves, and yet may fail to give a correct, or at

least an adequate statement of the morality of the operation.

His failure may be due either to the complexity of the opera-

tion or to its dissimilarity to all the recognized classes of acti-

vity to which the principles of morality have already been ap-

plied. In the former case he finds it extremely difficult to keep

the details of the practice, their inter-relations, and effects,

before his mind in such a way that his moral evaluation will

take adequate account of all of them; in the latter case he

realizes that the practice does not fall completely within any

of the well-known kinds of conduct which are discussed and

ethically estimated in the manuals of moral theology. Of the

two situations the second is by far the more serious, since it

compels the priest to enter an unexplored field, to take a step

in advance of the existing state of development of moral

science. In a word, he is called upon to give to the recognized

moral principles a new and wider extension. His task is not

simply to take one of the ready-made proximate and specific

principles of justice as the major of his syllogism, a brief state-
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ment of the business practice in question as the minor, and

then to draw the obvious conclusion. The work before him is

not of the nature of an exercise in logic or geometry; it is

development and constructive. He must go back to more re-

mote and more general juridical principles, and formulate for

himself a proximate principle which will serve as the major

term of his decisive syllogism. This was the situation at the

close of the medieval system of industry, when money first

became almost universally capital. Money-lending took on a

character which was not quite like any of the well-known

transactions that had long before been appraised by the moral-

ists. Hence the centuries-long discussion of the lawfulness

of, interest, during which there occurred a true development

of doctrine, the chief stages of which are marked by the

damnum emergens, the lucrum cessans, and the now prevail-

ing theory that money is virtually productive. A similar situ-

ation confronts the priest today when he attempts to estimate

the moral quality of such business institutions as monopoly,

the wage-contract, and stockwatering.

That the current works on moral theology do not adequately

meet this situation, that they in fact make no formal attempt

to meet it, must be apparent to anyone who studies them care-

fully in the light of many of our industrial operations, and in

the light of the prevailing uncertainty of priests who attempt

to estimate the morality of these operations. The writers of

the manuals have not given sufficient attention to the economic

life of the time, and consequently have not given to the gen-

eral principles of justice that development, extension, and

specific formulation which would enable the average student or

priest readily to apply principles and correctly to evaluate prac-

tices. This constructive work is not, indeed, easy. It re-

quires painstaking observation and analysis of actual condi-

tions, such as the theologians and canonists of the Middle

Ages expended upon the industrial practices of their time. It

supposes a generous use of the method of induction, as well as

the method of deduction. Its fruits would be something more

and better than " compendiums made and fashioned with a
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somnolency almost senile, without a trace of profound study

or exact criticism," which, in the opinion of a writer in the

Civilta Cattolica, was the net result of the labors of those who
wrote on moral theology between 1850 and 1890 (quoted in

an article by Dr. Bouquillon, " Moral Theology at the End of

the Nineteenth Century," The Catholic University Bulletin,

April, 1899). In the article just mentioned, the learned Pro-

fessor—whose students will vividly recall the high place which

he assigned to moral theology among the sciences—wrote:
" We must regretfully admit that moral theology has failed to

keep pace with the times . . . The science has failed to put

itself in touch with new currents of thought; failed to antici-

pate problems of life, and to win consideration for the solu-

tions which it offers." Among the questions which have not

been adequately treated in moral theology, and for which even

the clergy seek solutions elsewhere, Dr. Bouquillon cited those

concerning wages, property in land, and education. Toward
the close of the article he said :

" We have not had a single

new and profound study of usury in half a century, notwith-

standing the prominence into which the socialists have drawn

the question." This sentence is noteworthy in view of the

appearance less than a year ago of a book which defends the

thesis that the Church has never admitted the productivity of

capital.^ According to this writer, who is a Catholic, and

seems to be acquainted with the literature of his subject, the

Church has never held that pure interest is justified by any title

or circumstance connected with the transaction of lending or

investing money. She has merely tolerated the receipt of in-

terest for social reasons, chiefly the prevalence of materialism

and avarice, just as God tolerated divorce and polygamy

among the Jews because of the hardness of their hearts. If

the case be so with the hoary question of interest, how much
less satisfactory must be the meager discussions in our manuals

of the newer ethico-economic problems? To be sure, the

manuals of moral theology cannot be expected to consider

1
" Die Bedeutung der Marxschen Kapitalkritik," von W. HohoflF,

Paderborn, 1908.
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every petty business device in all its details. All that is asked

or needed is that they should draw out in concrete fashion the

principles which fit certain characteristic types of operation,

leaving to the student and the priest the task of applying these

particular principles to the varying instances and details of the

general type. The principle which would serve as the major

term of the syllogism whose conclusion is to describe the

morality of a given business practice, ought to be more proxi-

mate and specific than those which the manuals offer at pres-

ent. Fuller and more detailed presentation of the principles

would naturally be sought in special works.

Now stockwatering seems to be a characteristic type of the

sort referred to above. It seems, moreover, to involve both

of the difficulties considered in the first paragraph of this

paper. Owing to the different classes of persons that it af-

fects, and the numerous and ingenious forms that it assumes,

it is complicated and many-sided. Presenting a new form of

activity, it compels the moralist to carry his general principles

into a new field, and to give them a new specific formulation.

In his treatment of the subject. Father Slater almost, but not

quite, fully meets the first difficulty. He discusses all the typi-

cal methods through which stockwatering affects the investor,

but for some reason he did not deal at length with its bearing

upon the consumer. As a consequence of neglecting this

point, he ignored entirely the second difficulty mentioned

above. For it is precisely this question of the injury done to

the consumer by stockwatering that takes the moralist into a

new field, and compels him to give to principles a more specific

formulation. This problem of the consumer is not only more

difficult but more important than that which concerns the in-

vestor, for it affects more persons, involves more money, and

figures much more largely in public discussion. Yet Father

Slater touches it only in passing, and the estimate which he

seems to give concerning its moral aspect is vague, inadequate,

and apparently contrary to the judgment of the great majority

of persons, at least in America, who have thought about the

subject. On page 370 of his article, he declares that earning
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power as well as cost is a fair basis of capitalization, provided

that no injury results to stockholders, creditors, or " others."

Now these " others " must be either the employees of the cor-

poration or the consumers of its products, but Father Slater

does not clearly tell us when, if ever, either of these classes is

injured by capitalizing a company on the basis of its earning

power. True, he asserts a little later on that capitalization in

excess of cost will have practical importance for the moralist

only where the State sets a limit to the rate of dividend.

" It may be that a larger percentage than is allowed by law to

be paid in dividends would be the fruit of extortion and un-

just dealing on the part of the corporation, and if this be so

the shareholders will have no right to the excess which is the

fruit of injustice" (pp. 376, 377). His decision, therefore,

seems to be that a capitalization which promotes the getting of

very high dividends on the actual investment will not be un-

just to the consumer, except where dividends are limited by

law, and that even then it will not always be unjust. But he

makes no attempt to prove the first point nor to explain the

second. Yet these are precisely the questions which the gen-

eral public as well as the student and the priest most earnestly

asks the moralist to solve.

In an article headed " Is Stockwatering Immoral ?" the

present writer has tried to cover all phases of the subject^

That portion of it which deals with the investor will form the

subject-matter of the remaining pages of the present paper.

Father Slater has given sufficient attention to the investor and

the creditor. It may perhaps not be superfluous to begin the

discussion by recalling the definition of stockwatering.

All agree that it means the issuing of stock in excess of a

proper capitalization, but the beneficiaries of the practice do

not subscribe to the view of the majority as to what con-

stitutes a proper capitalization. The definition of the Century

Dictionary, which Father Slater adopts, "the issue of new
shares without a corresponding increase of actual capital," and

2 See The International Journal of Ethics, January, 1908. •
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the definition of the United States Industrial Commission, " the

issuing of securities that do not represent money invested in

the property," reflect the prevailing acceptation of the term,

and imply that the proper basis of capitalization is to be found

in the cost, either original cost or cost of reproduction, of a

business. A small minority, comprising for the most part cor-

poration directors and a few economists, maintain that the

proper basis is earning power, and give a corresponding defini-

tion of stockwatering whenever they employ the term in an

opprobrious sense.

The issue of stock in excess of actual investment, or the

money cost of a business, is sometimes defended on the ground

that in hazardous enterprises the stock must be sold at a dis-

count. ' Hence the face value of the capital stock will neces-

sarily be greater than the cost of the concern. The argument

is not a valid one, inasmuch as the stock of the most hazardous

business venture could be sold at par by the simple device of

offering a correspondingly high rate of dividend. If investors

will pay only eighty dollars for a share whose par value is one

hundred, and which pays six per cent., they in reality demand

seven and one half per cent, on their actual investment. It

would seem clear, therefore, that the stock would sell at par if

it promised the latter rate of dividend. The charge upon the

company and upon consumers would be precisely the same, and

there would be no concealment of the relation between cost and

profits, nor deception of investors or consumers. As a matter

of fact, however, the amount of stockwatering which repre-

sents bona ade discounts on account of risk, is relatively in-

significant. A second argument is based on the fact that every

corporation requires a greater or less amount of ready cash

for the actual operation of its business. It is contended that

this can be obtained only through the sale of securities which

do not represent physical cost. There would seem to be no

good objection to this plan in those cases in which the work-

ing capital cannot be obtained on the security of the plant, for

the money needed is truly a part of the cost, or assets, of the

enterprise. Nevertheless the recent German Company law
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prohibits issues of stock for the purpose even of paying or-

ganizers' commissions, and requires that this outlay be pro-

vided through the sale of securities at a premium.^ There is

no doubt that risk, working capital, organizers' commissions,

and every other legitimate expense which is not included in

the cost of the physical property, could be met through this

device of a higher dividend on a smaller capitalization. Sur-

plus earnings which are due to exceptionally efficient manage-

ment, could be distributed in the same way, while the excep-

tionally efficient directors could obtain ample special rewards

in the form of higher salaries.

It is sometimes asserted that, since a concern will always try

to make as large a profit as possible, its capitalization will have

no effect upon the prices it will demand for its products.

This is one of rhose half-truths which are frequently more mis-

leading than a whole falsehood. Undoubtedly the capitaliza-

tion of competitive concerns does not affect their charges, for

competition keeps the latter down to the level of a fair return

on the actual investment. With concerns possessing some ad-

vantage of monopoly the case is quite otherwise. When these

are overcapitalized their directors will necessarily strive harder

to maintain excessive prices than they would in the absence of

holders of watered stock clamoring for dividends. The exist-

ence of this fictitious stock constitutes a strong impetus to

higher charges. Were there no water in the stock, high prices

would mean either a high dividend rate or the accumulation

of a surplus, either of which would quickly lead to a popular

demand for a reduction of charges by public authority. It is

true that the cost-value of an overcapitalized concern can be

ascertained by a public valuation of the physical property. An
examination of its earnings will then show whether a part of

its charges are levied to pay dividends on water. The work

of valuation is, however, a difficult and highly technical pro-

cess, and is invariably rendered still more difficult by the op-

position, political and otherwise, of the overcapitalized com-

» Cf. Ripley, Trusts, Pools, and Corporations, p. 401.
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panics.* To take only one instance, the railroads of America

have for many years been paying dividends on a large amount

of water, yet their physical or cost value has not been ascer-

tained in more than four or five of the States. When Senator

La Follette pointed out, during the debate on the Hepburn

Rate bill in 1906, that the attempt to fix reasonable railway

rates by law would be a failure unless the value of the prop-

erty upon which dividends were to be paid were first deter-

mined, his amendment providing for the necessary valuation

was overwhelmingly rejected by the Senate. Even President

Roosevelt did not then realize the essential connexion between

reasonable rates and physical valuation. Moreover, the legal

rate-making authorities sometimes permit higher charges pre-

cisely because the road happens to be overcapitalized. Com-
missioner Knapp, who testified before the Industrial Commis-

sion that railway rates did not seem to be much influenced by

capitaliza-tion, nevertheless admitted that when determining the

reasonableness of a particular rate, the Interstate Commerce
Commission would make some allowance for the financial

condition and the exceptionally high outlay of a road on ac-

count of dividends and interest on existing stock and bonds."

All the facts point to the conclusion that, while stockwatering

may not directly affect charges, that is, charges are not always

high where the stock is watered and low where it is not wat-

ered, it exerts a powerful indirect influence toward keeping

them higher than they would be in its absence. This is the

verdict of the Industrial Commission, at least with regard to

the railroads."

Stockwatering, that is, the issue of stock in excess of the

actual investment in or the physical cost of a concern, is there-

fore not justified by any legitimate business need, and is an

indirect cause of higher charges to the consumer. But there

are two conceptions of cost. Which of them is preferable in

reason and in justice as the basis of capitalization?

* Cf. Ripley, op. cit., p. 125.

* " Final Report of the Industrial Commission," p. 413.

« Ibid., pp. 414, 415.

^\k
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Original cost is defended on the ground that investors are

entitled to a fair return on the amount of money that they

have actually put into a business, but not to anything more.

While this contention is on its face reasonable, it leaves out of

account certain factors which would make capitalization on

this basis sometimes too high and sometimes too low. It

would be too high in those cases in which an exceptionally

large outlay for labor and material, antiquated mechanical

processes, or incompetent and dishonest management, had

made the actual cost of construction much greater than would

be the present cost. To capitalize these abnormal expenditures

and fix the price of the product accordingly, would seem to

put an unreasonable burden upon the public. On the other

hand, original cost would give too low a basis in the case

of concerns whose first cost had been exceptionally small, or

whose physical property in the form of real estate had greatly

appreciated in value. With regard to the latter point,- it would

seem that the members of a corporation have as much right

as have individuals to profit by the unearned increment of

land. However, original cost is the standard adopted and en-

forced by the conservative, and on the whole, excellent Com-
pany law of Germany.

Cost of reproduction, or replacement, means the present cost

of providing physical property of the same efficiency as that

actually possessed by the corporation, including the cost of

land equally suited to the business. For example, the repro-

duction cost of a railroad comprises the cost of rails, ties, cars,

locomotives, buildings, and all the other items of manufactured

equipment, together with the right of way and terminal facili-

ties,—all in the same condition of efficiency as the existing

property. Depreciation, as distinguished from the cost of

maintenance, should also be capitalized.'^ Evidently cost of

reproduction differs from original cost, not only because of

changes which take place in the cost of construction and the

price of land, but also on account of constant improvements

'Cf. Ripley, op. cit., pp. 136, 137.
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in mechanical processes. In 1900 electric motors of a greatly

superior kind could be obtained for one third of their price

six years previously. Cost of reproduction has been adopted

in the anti-stockwatering laws of Massachusetts, in the cor-

poration laws framed by Congress for Porto Rico, and in the

decisions of some of our State courts. The Supreme Court of

Minnesota decided in 1896 that the rates fixed by the State

Railroad and Warehouse Commission were reasonable, not be-

cause they afforded a fair return on the original cost of a cer-

tain railroad, which was exceptionally low, but because they

yielded a fair interest on the cost of rebuilding the road at

that time.^ In the case of Smythe vs. Ames, the Supreme

Court of the United States seems to have indicated a prefer-

ence for the same standard.

The chief and sufficient justification of this basis of capitali-

zation is that it is the prevailing one in all competitive busi-

nesses. The individual, or firm, or corporation that operates

a farm, or a mercantile establishment, or a factory, gets re-

turns which are determined not by the original investment last

year or several years ago, but by the amount that it costs a

competitor to enter the same business now. The price for

which these concerns will sell is likewise the present cost of

duplicating them. Consequently it is altogether reasonable

that this basis should be the standard of values and profits in

the case of monopolistic corporations. Cost of reproduction

is also fair to the public, enabling it to get the benefit of in-

dustrial improvements, and compelling it to pay higher prices

whenever the cost of establishing a business has increased.

Nevertheless it cannot be proved that original cost is certainly

an unfair standard. If the " dummy Construction company "

and the stock bonus be excluded, Mr. Stickney's rather liberal

conception of the original cost of a railroad can be accepted as

substantially fair :
" The amount which, under the circum-

stances existing at the time the road was built, it actually

cost the company which constructed it, including all the dis-

'Cf. "Final Report of the Industrial Commission," pp. 410, 411.
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counts it was obliged to make on the sales of its securities,

and the commission it had to pay on the sales ; also the loss of

interest during construction and after the line was completed,

while it was developing its business up to the point of earning

its interest, together with all the additions which have been

made from time to time, not paid for out of earnings." °

Assuming, then, that stockwatering compels or tends to com-

pel the consumer to pay higher prices for goods or services,

say, the products of a steel factory or the carrying facilities

of a railway, than he would have paid if the factory or the

railway had been capitalized on the basis of its physical cost,

—what precisely is the moral character of the practice ? It is

immoral for the simple reason that it aims to get an unjust rate

of interest on the money actually invested. And the unjust in-

terest is extorted from the consumer in the form of exorbitant

prices. Why are the prices exorbitant, unjust? Simply be-

cause, on the one hand, they are not justified by the cost of

producing the goods and services, which is the only objective

measure of the just price of goods in our time, nor by the

judgment of the community, which is the subjective measure

of fair dealing; and, on the other hand, because these prices

are the means to and the counterpart of the exorbitant interest

obtained by the corporation. Generally speaking, this aim at

excessive profits on the actual investment is present either

actually or virtually in every case of stockwatering. It is

actual when those who issue the fictitious stock expect to di-

rect the business themselves, and exact dividends on the water;

it is virtual when they know that the existence of the water in

the stock will exert a similar pressure on their successors.

When the dividends are actually obtained on the watered stock

the injustice to the consumer is transferred from the region

of intention to the region of accomplished fact. For example,

a return of six per cent, on a capitalization that is one half

water, is equivalent to twelve per cent, on the cost of actual

investment. If the maximum fair rate of profit or interest

• The Railway Problem, p. 197.
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is six per cent., one half of the net returns represents unjust

charges to the consumer. To that extent he is defrauded.

Says the " Final Report " of the Industrial Commission :
" The

issuance of additional securities on the basis of increasing earn-

ing power makes it possible for a company covertly to secure

exorbitant returns on the actual investment" (pp. 409, 410).

To be sure, if this end were never sought and never realized,

if the excess securities were kept merely as ornamental ad-

juncts of the property, there would be no exorbitant prices

chargeable to the practice, nor any unjust treatment of the

consumer.

Why is the rate of interest which is sought, and frequently

obtained, through the device of watering the stock, exorbitant

and unjust? Because it exceeds the prevailing or competitive

rate on investments of the same kind. The men who strive

for exceptional profits through stockwatering, are afraid, as

a rule, to seek the same end by the simpler, more direct, and

more straightforward method of fixing an unusually high rate

of dividend on a capitalization representing the actual cost of

the business. For example, if the promoters of a railroad

which actually costs fifty million dollars wish to obtain twelve

per cent, on their money, and if the prevailing return on in-

vestments of this character is only six per cent., they will

arouse much less opposition by getting six per cent, on a capi-

talization of one hundred millions. They realize that the pub-

lic looks upon any higher rate than the prevailing or compe-

titive one as unjust. And the public is right. Catholic theo-

logians teach that the just rate of interest on money loaned

is that rate which generally prevails in the open market, a

moderate rate, the rate which the best judgment of the com-

munity regards as sufficient and reasonable.^" Why should

a different standard of justice be permissible in regard to

money invested ? Why should the man who buys the stock of

a railroad, thus becoming an owner and investor, be justified

in getting a higher return (barring a percentage to cover the

*<> Tanquerey, De Justitia, no. 906 ; Lehmkuhl, Theologia Moralis, I, nos.

1 107, 1 108.
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difference in risk) than the man who buys the bonds of the

road, thus becoming a creditor and lender? The theologians

do not, indeed, discuss this question of the just rate of interest

on investments, and this is one of the valid grounds of com-

plaint against them, but the same principles, the same reason-

ing, and the same standard ought to apply here as in the case

of loans. Owners of capital apply this standard themselves

in all competitive businesses ; for the rate which they demand

and obtain on investments is always the loan-rate plus a per-

centage equivalent to the particular risk of the investment.

It is only in the case of monopolistic concerns that stockwater-

ing enables the stockholders to obtain a higher rate than this.

What sacredness is there about a monopoly which would

justify its owners in getting more than the rate which satisfies

competitive investors? Perhaps the prevailing competitive

rate is too low to satisfy the requirements of justice in either

kind of business, competitive or monopolistic. Perhaps; but

the supposition is entirely gratuitous, and utterly incapable of

proof. Or, mayhap the general rule of justice with regard to

the returns on investments is that the investor has a right to

all that he can get, whether through stockwatering, the more

specific devices of monopoly, or any other form of extortion

that may be perpetrated under the guise of a free contract.

This standard has the merit of simplicity, and the approval of

the sensus communis monopoUsticus, but it constitutes an as

yet unjustified exception to the traditional principles of just

price. If competition be not the objective determinant of

justice in this matter, no such measure exists. For we can-

not simply by regarding the relation between the investor in a

a business and the consumer of the product of that business,

say what rate of interest is a fair return on the investment.

Indeed, we should find it extremely difficult to prove that the

former is entitled to any interest at all if we confined our at-

tention to the equities of the situation between himself and

the consumer. The ablest Catholic economist in the English-

speaking world declared that the investor is sufficiently re-

munerated through the preservation of his capital by the jvork-
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ers who utilize and renew it/^ This may be an extreme view,

but the fact remains that the nearest approach to a satisfactory

justification of the receipt of interest, whether on loans or

investments, is to be found in considerations of social utility.

It is probable that interest is necessary in order to evoke the

amount of capital that society needs. In itself this is not, in-

deed, an adequate justification of the individual capitalist's

claim to interest; for Mr. Devas may be right in his contention

that the capitalist is sufficiently remunerated when his capital

is preserved for him by those who use it, and the exaction of

an additional remuneration in the form of interest may be a

form of extortion which the public endures as a choice between

two evils, just as the very ignorant borrower pays an exorbitant

rate to the loan shark. On the other hand, the fact, assuming

it to be a fact, that men would not provide sufficient capital for

the needs of society without the incentive of interest, may be an

indication that the social estimate (which properly understood

is the subjective determinant of justice in industrial trans-

actions) regards the task of providing capital as insufficiently

rewarded except through the payment of interest ;
" assum-

ing that interest is socially necessary," for the necessity is

denied by some writers,^^ While the latter contention is a

pure hypothesis, the opinion that a lower rate of interest than

the one now prevailing would bring forth at least as much
capital as does the present rate, seems to be all but certainly

established. According to this view, the existing competitive

rate is unjustly high rather than unjustly low. At all events,

since society's need of capital is the only approximately satis-

factory justification of interest, and since that need is ade-

quately supplied through the current rate, the current rate, the

prevailing competitive rate, is sufficiently high to meet the re-

quirements of justice. The objection that less capital would

be saved and invested if the exorbitant interest obtained by

the beneficiaries of stockwatering and other monopolistic prac-

11 Devas, Political Economy, 2d ed., p. 507.

^2 Cf. Hobson, The Economics of Distribution, pp. 257-265.
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tices were no longer possible, may be passed over as utterly

unwarranted by any comprehensive view of the facts of indus-

trial life. Finally, the contention that the right of the capitalist

to the product of his capital may possibly entitle him to get

more than the competitive rate, can be sufficiently answered

by two brief statements : first, that this title of the productivity

of capital is extremely weak, and second, that whatever the

true product of capital is, it does not exceed the amount which

the business world attributes to capital in the shape of the

prevailing rate of interest.

Now this conclusion that the competitive rate marks, gener-

ally speaking, the upper limit of fairness in the matter of inter-

est on investments, which emerges from every objective view

of the situation, is fully confirmed by the subjective determinant

of justice, the social estimate. According to the Industrial

Commission, " the principle is generally accepted at the present

time that capital is not entitled to more than a certain fair

rate of profits." ^' Both the general public and the courts

interpret "a certain fair rate" as the rate obtained from

competitive investments.

Does it follow, then, that persons who are responsible for

the watering of stock are in every case guilty of the sin of in-

justice toward the consumer? By no means. The operation

may sometimes be free from even intentional injustice, as

when a concern issues common stock, knowing that it can

never pay dividends, but hoping that it may become the ob-

ject of speculation on the stock exchange. Whatever injustice

attends this issue of stock will affect not the consumer but the

investor. Again, the amount of water injected into the stock

may be only sufficient to offset the discount at which the stock

sells because of the exceptional risk, or only sufficient to

absorb those exceptional profits which arise out of exception-

ally efficient business processes or business management. As
already noted, stockwatering is not necessary to meet either

of these situations, but if it does take place it need not involve

i» " Final Report," p. 409.
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either intentional or actual injustice. Finally, so long as the

intention and the effort to get dividends on the water in the

stock of a corporation fail of realization, the consumer suffers

no actual injustice. Actual injustice occurs only when the

prevailing competitive rate of dividend is obtained on stock

which represents no element of legitimate cost, nor any excep-

tional services to the community.

Suppose the stock of a public-service corporation, say, a

railroad, has been generously watered, and yields normal

dividends on the whole issue, but the State intervenes and re-

duces the carrying charges to a figure that will provide nor-

mal dividends on only the actual cost of the road. As a con-

sequence, some if not all of the stockholders will receive less

than the prevailing rate of interest on their shares. Are they,

the " innocent investors," unjustly treated by this action of the

State? It is difficult to see how an affirmative answer to this

question can be justified. In the first place, a large pro-

portion of the holders of the inflated stock are not innocent at

all, but are more fittingly described as speculators who are quite

well aware of the true character of their property. In the

second place, the consumers, who furnish the wherewith to

pay dividends on the fictitious capital, are much more numerous

and stand to lose much more than those purchasers who were

innocent and ignorant, and hence would seem to be more de-

serving of the protective action of the State. While the

latter should have prevented the issue of watered stocks, its

failure to do so is in so sense equivalent to a guarantee that the

stocks are perfectly legitimate, either legally or ethically. The

State is therefore under no strict obligation to protect even the

bona Ude investors. Mr. Stickney's contention that, inasmuch

as the railways are " quasi agents " of the State, their stock-

watering operations ought to be ratified and protected by their

principal, is far-fetched and inconclusive.^* He admits that the

State is not obliged to protect the innocent investor when

the watering process has been accompanied by fraud ; but prac-

1* Op. cit., pp. 199, 200.
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tically all watering, except in the two cases mentioned in the

last sentence of the last paragraph, is fraudulent, for it is an

attempt to impose unreasonable burdens upon the public.

Besides, the railroad is not formally and fully an agent of the

State, but only a " quasi agent." No such strict relation of

principal and agent is admitted by the United States Supreme

Court, which decided in Smythe vs. Ames that a railroad cor-

poration " may not impose upon the public the burden of such

increased rates as may be required for the purpose of realizing

profits upon such excessive valuation or fictitious capitaliza-

tion." Again, the maxim, caveat emptor, ought to apply as

fully to the " innocent investors " in watered stocks as to the

buyer of anything else. The State does not undertake to

protect against loss the man who lends his money on insuffi-

cient security, nor the man who is induced through a highly

imaginative prospectus to invest in a worthless copper mine,

nor the man who buys stolen goods from a pawn shop, nor

even the man who loses his money to a highwayman because

of inefficient police protection. Whatever penalties the State

inflicts in these cases are visited upon the perpetrators of the

crime, not the general public. The same rule should hold

good in the case of stockwatering.

Since the chief aim of stockwatering is to obtain excessive

profits on an investment, it affects the laborer in much the

same way as the consumer, though less effectively, owing to

the greater ability of labor to resist. The tendency and policy

of all overcapitalized concerns is to make both the consumer

and the laborer pay tribute to the dividend receiver. Conse-

quently, so long as all the stockholders have not received the

full rate of dividend, a stronger effort will be made to keep

down wages than would be made if there were no water in the

stock, and no correspondingly increased outlay for dividends.

During the business depression which began in 1907, many of

these corporations, for example, some of the railroads, re-

duced the wages of their weakest and poorest-paid workmen
below the level of decent living. Had their stock not been

watered, many of them could have left wages undisturbed,
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and at the same time paid normal dividends on the actual in-

vestment. Of course, if the owners of corporations recognized

the truth that the laborer's claim to a just wage is ethically

superior to the capitalist's claim to even the normal rate of

interest, the former would not be affected by the existence of

water in the stock of the corporation that employs him. Un-
fortunately this hypothesis is not realized in the concrete world

of business.

The assertion made in the early part of this paper, that the

chief difficulty in attempting to apply the principles of justice

to the practice of stockwatering centers about the consumer,

must now seem to be evident. At any rate, it would seem to

be clear that the task of morally evaluating business operations

of this kind from an average study of our manuals of moral

theology, is neither easy nor simple. Again, it would seem

to be not improbable that the adequate discharge of this task

involves a more concrete development, a more specific formu-

lation of the principles of justice than is now available. One
such statement or formulation has been laid down in these

pages, namely, that, generally speaking, investors have no

right to more than the competitive rate of interest. The prin-

ciple may be unsound, but it is favored by all the analogies and

presumptions of moral science, and its unsoundness is at least

incapable of demonstration. And it will contribute not a

little toward the solution of many other ethico-industrial

problems.^'

John A. Ryan.

The St. Paul Seminary, Minnesota.

10 Cf. " The Moral Aspect of Monopoly," in the Irish Theological Quar-

terly, July, 1908.
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THE BLINDNESS OF THE REVEEEND DR. GRAY :*

OB

THE FINAL LAW.

CHAPTER X.

DuNKERRiN Castle.

UNDER the same heavy pall of darkness, under the same

smoky mist, that seemed now to descend from the heavens

and again to exhale from the earth, the same Christmas was spent,

but not under the same conditions, at Dunkerrin Castle. The
half-gypsy, half-tinker tribe, were all gathered together in a large

room of the old castle,—the grandmother of sixty bending now
over the fire, nov/ over the cradle, where the youngest child was
sleeping; the father seated on a wooden chair smoking; the chil-

dren romping or fighting for the bones of the fowl that had served

as a Christmas dinner. There was an aspect of debility about

the old woman, as she bent herself almost double over the fire,

contrasting strongly with the erect and almost defiant attitude she

assumed when she went amongst the people and carried the terrors

of her supposed supernatural powers amongst them. She was an

actress off the stage, and she seemed limp and broken under the

weight of her years. Her son was a long, lithe, active fellow,

who, even in repose, seemed to keep every sense and sinew on

the alert against surprise; and even now, as he smoked calmly,

his eyes seemed, whilst watching the flames that shot up the

chimney, to be afar in their vision, seeing what might be even

more truly than what is.

The dusky brood of children varied in appearance as much as in

age. The eldest girl was positively ugly
;
yet her brother, next in

age, was as beautiful as those pictures that represent Ribera, the

Spanish artist. Then again, the girl next in age was as perfect

in face and figure as any gipsy traditions could show ; and so on,

down through the entire line of brown young savages to the baby

who cried in her cradle.

This novel is copyrighted exclusively for the Ecclesiastical Review,

and will not appear in any other magazine in America, Great Britain, or
Australia. •
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Except the noisy tumult of the children, quelled from time to

time by words or blows from their granddame, there was no sound

audible. But a trained ear would catch, at regular pauses, a long,

low gurgling sound, the swish of the waves that this night broke

softly outside and then rushed tumultuously through the tunnel

right under the room where the gypsies were keeping their Christ-

mas. Sometimes, in the high swell and purpose of the tide, the

waters thundered and seemed to shake to its foundation the stout

old castle, and then to break away in hissing volumes of water

that seemed to sweep the foundations with them.

The room where the family were gathered was very large,

square, and lofty. The floor was of stone; and the roof as-

cended dome-like, or like a beehive, layer upon layer of apparently

small stones leashed on one another till they closed narrowly in

the summit. The narrow slits that opened in and served as

windows were carefully blocked up with old clothes driven deep

into the wedges of the walls, so that not a ray of light could be

seen from the outside, nor could a listener or watcher learn aught

of what transpired within. High up on one of the walls was the

Gothic door, strongly iron-hinged and studded with nails, through

which Dr. Wycherly had made his way and found his wife's sup-

posed tresses. But it looked so massive and so antiquated that

a careless person would deem it but a piece of mock masonry or

woodwork without any further use or design. Over in one angle

of the building was a litter of straw held in place with a frame-

work of heavy stones. Two or three ragged coverlets were cast

loosely upon it. A pony's harness and a few boxes made up the

rest of the furniture. The larder was a niche near the fireplace;

and it was the one opulent thing that relieved the misery of the

place, for it was crammed with turkeys, geese, and chickens, which

had been reported missing from many a desolate fowl-yard dur-

ing the past eventful fortnight.

As the night wore on, and the children's cries died away, as

they clambered undressed into their straw couch, the eldest girl

and boy alone remaining up with their parents, the old woman
said, in a half-querulous manner

:

" Get out the brandy, little Pete. Why not we spend Christ-

mas, as well as the Gorgios ?"

He rose up lazily, and yet nothing loth ; and was about to mount

a ladder toward the door that was sunk into the masonry, when
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he paused, listened, and thought he heard a footstep outside.

Just then, a mighty sweep of waters, borne in on the swell of

the tide, hushed every sound for a moment; and when there was

silence, a tap was distinctly heard at the door. The man hastily

removed the ladder, whilst the old woman lowered the lamp, and

the two eldest children looked from father to granddame, as if

asking what they were to do in the sudden emergency. Then the

old woman, in answer to a look from her son, nodded; and he

going over, undid the bolt, shot back the lock and the visitor

entered.

It was Ned Kerins, proprietor of the farm, which was now
such a storm-centre in the parish. He seemed to have taken a

little drink; but was in perfect command of himself, and, as he

entered, he said with the half-playful, half-apologetic tone of a

man who knows he is not welcome:
" You did not expect a visitor such a night as this ?"

"A friend is always welcome," was the reply,- as Pete closed

the door, and then stood irresolute, waiting for Kerins to speak.

" I guessed so. Otherwise I shouldn't have come. But I

haven't come empty-handed. See
!"

And drawing a bottle of whiskey from his pocket, he handed

it to the old woman.
" You see," he added, sitting on the box which Pete had of-

fered him, " it was lonesome up there at Crossfields. My two
protectors are now lying dead drunk, one at each side of the

fire in the kitchen; and I guess I should be very soon like them,

had I remained. Get a couple of glasses, Pete, and let us drink

together. It is ill drinking alone."

Pete got the glasses leisurely. The old woman, whilst rocking

the cradle with her left-hand, kept her keen black eyes fixed on

their visitor. She divined that it was not pleasure, nor the

sense of loneliness, that drove him forth from his home on such

a night.

" Thou hast done ill, friend Kerins," she said at length, as-

suming her oracular way of speaking, " in leaving thy home to-

night ! When the wild hawk leaves his nest, you will find nought

but blood and feathers in the morning."
" Never fear, Judith," he cried, as the liquor gave him cour-

age. " The enemy have won one victory to-day ; and they will

get drunk over it to-night." ,
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" What victory ?" cried the old granddame. " We have not

been out to-day; and news does not come but slowly here."

" Better things* than news seem to have come," he said, laugh-

ing and nodding at the larder.

" Yes," she said, and there were anger and suspicion in her

tone. " The people open their hearts largely to the poor at

Christmas time."

" Now, don't be angry, Jude," he said, with a laugh. " I'm not

suspicious. And in any case, the fox always kills far away from

home."
" But you haven't told us what the Duggans have gained," she

said, waiving the question. " How have they gained a victory,

and over whom?"
" Oh, by Jove," he said, " over the biggest man in the parish.

They stopped the priest's jues to-day. Not a man that entered

the chapel paid a cent."

The old woman's eyes glistened with pleasure, but she said:

" It is not meet for you to rejoice thereat, friend Kerins ; for

is it not on your account that he is at war with his parishioners ?"

"And I don't rejoice, friend Judith," he said, adopting her

mode of speech. " I only wonder that the great man took his

punishment so easily."

"He did?"
" Yes ! he passed in without a word, although he saw Dick

Duggan and his confederates frightening off the people. He had

a young lady with him. He passed in, and said not a word."

There was silence for a few seconds. The old woman raked

out some white ashes ; and then bade her son go forth and bring

in fresh timber for the fire.

" Yes, you are right," she said, " in coming hither. We shall

make a night of it, when Pete comes in. Pull thy chair nearer,

and drink
!"

" So, as I was saying," he continued, accepting the old wo-

man's invitation, and bending over the smouldering ashes, " my
men are safe to-night. And, as I was saying, it is lonesome up

there alone ; and then, I had a fancy—where 's Pete ?"

" Gone for fresh fuel in the stable. He'll be back presently.

But you were saying? —

"

" Oh, yes, I was saying, or about to say, that I had a fancy

to spend my first Christmas night in Ireland in the place where

my forefathers lived. You know this old castle belonged to us ?"
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" I know it is called Dunkerrin Castle," she replied. " But

I never heard that you had any rights in it."

" Oh, I didn't say that," he cried, shuffling on his rude seat.

" I have no rights now. But maybe, I might yet. The old doc-

tor is failing. His son, the mate will never come back to live

here —

"

" How do you know that, Kerins ?" she said. " He has been

home from sea before ; and you must know his father intends the

place for him."
" Oh, I suppose so," said Kerins. " You know more about

people than I do. I keep to myself always. In fact, I am sur-

prised at my coming down here to-night; but I had a fancy

—

Where's Pete?"

"Gone for fuel," she said angrily. "Didn't I tell you so?

Here, Cara, go and see where is your little father gone. This

man is impatient. He does not like my company."
" Now, now, Judith," said Kerins soothingly, " don't be cross.

I meant nothing. Don't go out, lass ; the night is dark."
" Oh, but she must go," said the old beldame. Then, turning

to the girl, she said

:

"Go!"
" You see," said Kerins, " as I was saying, I had a fancy for

the old place—not that I'd care to live here; but you see, old

times and old recollections come back. My father often told me
that our ancestors were freebooters here. They owned neither

king nor country. They regarded only their own kith and kin.

They held all this land which the old doctor holds now—by con-

fiscation, of course, and Crossfields, and the Duggans* farm, and

all the land down to Athboy. An' they used go out to sea

—

What's that?"

" Only the tide," said Judith, as a deep roll as of thunder re-

verberated beneath them, and the seas seemed mounting up to

submerge the old castle. " The son of the freebooters and sea-

pirates should not shiver on such firm ground as this."

" I'm not afraid," he said, " and I am not the son of a free-

booter. I was only saying my ancestors used go out to sea in

their great ships by night—at least, so I heard my father say

—

and, I suppose, they were pirates and smugglers. This old place

is just the place for smuggling."

He did not see the fierce look of hate and suspicidh the old

Sybil cast upon him.
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" I heard of the Kerins, too," she said, calmly, disguising her

anger and fear. " I have heard it said that many a man felt the

point of their dirks for less than what you have said to-night."

" Yes ! it was a word and a blow," he replied, not heeding the

threat. " They say there was a secret chamber here in the old

castle, where they kept their smuggled goods—brandy and

tobacco; and they also say, there was a deep hole here some-

where, through which they dropped into the tide the people they

murdered. Of course, these are old legends and stories that have

no meaning now ; but it only shows what rough times these were

—it was all fighting and blood, every man's hand against every

one else."

The girl, Cara, came in, bearing in her strong arms a little pile

of pine logs for the fire. She was humming an air lightly ; and,

as she approached the fire, and flung on log by log, she broke

into the familiar Romany rhyme

:

Here the gypsy gemman see,

With his Romany gib, and his rome and dree,

Rome and dree, rum and dry,

Rally round the Romany Rye.

Then she rapidly changed it to the old nursery rhyme:

The farmer loved a cup of good ale.

And called it very good stingo.

There wras S with a T, T with an I, I with an N,

N with a G, G with an O,

There was S T I N G O

;

And called it very good stingo.

" Where does thy little father tarry ?" said Judith.

" In the ' stable," the girl said. " The pony is sick. He is

physicking the pony. Hark! there the pony stamps his little

foot. The pony does not like physic."

The " little father " was not physicking the pony, although the

pony was stamping his " little foot ". The " little father " had

long since sped up the narrow path that led to the chine of the

hill beneath which Kerins's farm lay. The " little father " had

then grown more cautious, for the great brown collie gave tongue

when he heard the strange step ; but a whistle, a long, low, caress-

ing whistle, subdued him, and the " little father ", after peering

through the window, carefully entered the house. It was quite
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true what Kerins had said. The two Defence Union men were

lying, heavy in drink, one at each side of the fire that had now
smouldered down into dead white ashes. They were bulky fel-

lows, with whom the " little father " would have had no chance

had they been sober. But now they were at his mercy. He
stooped down, and picked their pockets clean of every bit of

money they possessed. Then, looking around, he spied their re-

volvers, ready to hand, on the kitchen settle. These he appro-

priated also, having seen that they were loaded. Then, driven to

further covetousness by success, he put into his pocket their car-

tridge-cases. Snap, the great brown collie, seemed to protest by

grumbling deeply against the robbery ; but he knew " the little

father " well, and, like many superior beings, he stifled his con-

science through human respect ; and the " little father " patted him

on the head, and said " good dog!" and he took it as his reward, as

many a superior being would take a similar or more solid bribe.

Then the " little father " lightly leaped the hedge, came rapidly

down the narrow path, entered the stable, took up a handful of

firewood, and passed into the circle around the fire.

" Is the pony better, little father ?" said his hopeful daughter

signaling to him.
" No," he said sulkily, " not much better, i' faith. I doubt

much if some one has not been tampering with her. She's badly

drabbered, I'm thinking."

" Nonsense, Pete," said Kerins rising, " no one around here

would drab the pony."
" If she is," said " the little father " in a fury, " many a balor

will be drabbered before the New Year dawns."
" Sit thee down, little father," said the old woman, " sit thee

down and take thine ease
—

"

" No, woman," he said. " What have we but that little pony in

life? Take that away, an' we're on the road again to-morrow."

"And then Mr. Kerins could have his old castle, which he says

belongs to him, through long generations of freebooters and sea-

rovers—chamber for smuggled goods, cave for dead bodies, and

all."

But Kerins protested loudly. He meant nothing—nothing at

all. He would not take the old place, ghost and all, for a song,

" although, Judith," he said, " I guess that ghost has as much flesh

and blood as you." ,
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If he had known how near he was to be torn by that ghost,

he would not have been so self-confident. But Pete knew it and

beckoned him forward.
" I must see you home. The nights are dark, and there are

dangerous people abroad. Come, Mr. Kerins. I must see you

home."

Kerins protested ; but the " little father " was obdurate, and

both staggered up the rough path, or borsen, that led to Cross-

fields.

" The Duggans are not stirring to-night " said Kerins, as he

looked down into the dark valley where a few lights were still

twinkling. Then the dog gave tongue again; but, recognizing

his master, he leaped and sprang upon him as if he would say

:

" Welcome ! Where were you ? Queer things have been hap-

pening here, which my canine intelligence cannot fathom. Now,
things may be cleared up."

And when Pete laid his hand on the dog's head to caress him.

Snap turned away sulkily and growled.
" What has come over Snap ?" said Kerins, lighting a candle.

" I thought he and you were great friends."

"So we are! so we are!" said Pete cheerfully. "But you

know dogs are dangerous at night even to friends."

But Snap had gone over, and after sniffing and mouthing

around the drunken men, he lay down between them, and placed

his huge head on his front paws in an attitude of aggressive

watchfulness.

" You see how safe everything is with such a dog," said Kerins

proudly.

" Yes ! everything is very safe," said the " little father ".

" Good night
!"

" Good-night !" said Kerins. " By the way, Pete, I think I'll

take that ugly lass of yours in service. I'll give her good wages,

you know, and plenty of good food
—

"

" You must ask herself," said the " little father." " She has

a will of her own."

He made his way home in the mist and fog; but before he was

half-way down the hill, he heard his daughter's voice aloud on the

midnight mists

:
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We sow not, nor toil, yet we glean from the soil

As much as its reapers do;

And wherever we rove, we feed on the cove.

Who gibes at the mumping crew.

So the king to his hall, and the steed to his stall,

And the cit to his bilking board;

But we are not bound to an acre of ground.

For our home is the houseless sward.

CHAPTER XL

A Challenge and Its Answer.

i ( npHE Duggans are not stirring to-night !" said Kerins ; and

1 he was right. Down there in the hollow where the

house nestled in its clump of trees, no Christmas lights shone,

like those in the houses, scattered here and there, in the vicinity.

It was a sad Christmas there, and the reasons were these.

No sooner did Dick Duggan and his comrades, ill-disposed fel-

lows from the neighborhood, realize that they had gained a tri-

umph over the parish priest through the terrorism they exercised

over the tenantry, than they also realized that they had gained a

Pyrrhic victory. They adjourned to a public-house in the village

immediately after Mass, and spent the afternoon drinking there.

But even on their way thither, they were passed by silently by

group after group of peasants, who, with heads hung down, and

sulky visages, seemed to acknowledge their own shame, and, at

the same time, to be enraged against the men who had led them

into it. These had all the consciousness of a great crime; and

they drank heavily to drown it.

Late in the afternoon, when the night was just falling, Dick

Duggan made his way home, having parted with his comrades

just outside the village. All that day, since Mass time, there

were storms raging in the household. One of the boys defended

Dick's action, and the sister, with the usual illogical prejudices and

temper, was bitter against the parish priest. She seemed to

take it as a special offence that he had come to church that morn-
ing, accompanied by a young lady, who no one as yet knew to be

his niece. The father was silent, as all these men are, taking no

sides, and seeming to regard the whole discussion as a ;ieutral
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who had no interest in it. But the old woman was overwhelmed
with shame and sorrow ; and the whole afternoon she passed from
paroxysms of tears to paroxysms of anger ; and it was difficult to

say which of these it was most harrowing to witness.

When Dick with somewhat unsteady feet crossed the threshold

of his home that Christmas night, it was well for him that his

senses were more or less dulled by drink; for he could hardly

have borne the torrent of contempt and anger which his mother

poured forth. For a few moments she was silent, as if wishing

to allow the spectacle of his degradation in drink to sink into the

souls of her audience, and then she let loose the floods of anger

and hate.

" Wisha, thin," she said, facing him, as he sat insecurely on the

settle in the kitchen, " isn't this nice business I'm after hearing

about you this morning?"

She spoke calmly, but it was an enforced calmness, as if she

were storing up her wrath for the final explosion.

" What ?" said Dick, open-mouthed, and with watery eyes

trying to fix his attention on his mother.
" What ?" she replied. " You don't know, I suppose. You

don't know, you—blagard, what the whole parish witnessed to-

day ; and what the parish will be ringing wid' whin we are in our

graves."

"Wah'r you talkin' about?" said Dick, trying to be angry in

turn.

" I'm talkin' about you, you blagard, an' thim that wor wid you
this mornin' whin you insulted the minister of God. To think

that a child of mine should ever lift his hand agin God's priesht!

To think that I rared a ruffian that has disgraced us forever!

How can we ever lift our heads agin ? Or face the dacent people

—we who wor always respected in the parish? Where did the

black drop come in, I wondher, for the Duggans and Kellys wor
always clane and dacent people ? The ould boy must have some-

thin' to say to you, you blagard; and shlipped in the black blood

somehow or other; for 'twas never hard in our family afore that

we wint again the prieshts
!"

" The prieshts must be taught their lesson too," said Dick, wak-
ing up a little. " We're not goin' to lave prieshts, nor annybody
else, ride over us."

"And who was ridin' over you, you ruffian?" said his mother.
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" What had the priesht to say to you or the Yank outside ? He
had nayther hand, act, or part in your thransactions. Well be-

come that gintleman, who's the talk of the counthry for his larnin'

and knowledge, to come between a parcel of amadhauns like ye,

that can't bless yereselves. Begor, we're comin' to a quare pass,

whin a gintleman like our parish priesht, must come down, if you

plaze, and turn out wan farmer to plaze another."

" He shouldn't have imployed the grabber's nephew in his

school," said the daughter, who took it as an insult that the parish

priest had not promptly yielded to the popular demand.
" Indeed ?" sneered the old woman. " The parish priesht of

Doonvarragh must consult an onshuch like you, that knows no

more about school than a cow does about a holiday, whinever he

is to appint a schoolmaster. Wisha, thin, perhaps, you had a

notion of the place yerself, me fine lady! You could tache 'em

pothooks I suppose, and to say their prayers backwards, like the

divil ; and it isn't much of that same you're fond of doing. You'd

rather be looking in yere looking-glass than in yere prayer-book

anny day, I'll warrant you
!"

" There ! There !" said the old man interfering, " let us have

some pace and aize this Christmas night, at all events
!"

" Tisn't I'm disthurbin' yere pace, John Duggan," said his

wife, " but thim that's brought shame into this house. Oh, wirra

!

wirra!" she cried, sitting down on the sugan chair near the fire,

and bending herself backward and forward, opening out her

hands in an attitude of sorrow and despair, " to think that I

should see the day whin a son of mine would disgrace me! To
think that for two hundred years, no one could pint a finger at

the Kellys, until now ! Manny and manny a time I hard my
mother say, God rest her sowl ! that no wan ever could lay a wet

finger on a Kelly, or thrace anny maneness to the family. An'

sure the Duggans, too, were dacent people enough. But now,

now, oh ! wirra ! wirra ! 'tis a sore and sorrowful day for us ; an*

a day that 'ull be remimbered. For sure, every wan knows that

nayther luck nor grace ever followed a family that had hand,

act, or part agin a priesht. An' 'tisn't to-day, nor tomorra, we'll

know it. Whin I'm in my cowld grave, an' the sooner God takes

me to himself now, the betther, praised be His Holy Name!
there'll be throuble an* sorra on thim that come afther me—

"

" There, there, Nance !" said her husband, who was rfore
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deeply affected by his wife's sorrow than by her anger, " what do

you want makin' yersel' sick in that way? Sure, what's done, is

done, an' there's no remedyin' it now !"

" That's just what throubles me, John Duggan," she repHed,

not looking around, but still continuing her soliloquy before the

fire, " that's just what's thrcublin' me. There's no rimedy,

there's no rimedy, as you say. The curse of the Almighty will

fall on us, and there's no hand to put His back. Look at the

Mullanys. I remimber when they wor the finest family in the

parish—fine boys and bouncing girls ; an' look at 'em now. Wan
dying of decline, another up in Cork madhouse; another across

the says, and no tidings of her ! Look at thim Condons ! I re-

mimber whin they war milkin' twinty cows ; and now they're glad

to get a sup of milk in charity from the naybors. And this d—

d

blagard," she cried, her sorrow rising into a sudden fury, as she

snatched up a burning stick, and flew at him, " wid all thim

examples before his face—Git out of my house, you ruffian, and

never set foot inside my dure agin. Git out, and go to them

that are betther company for you than your ould mother, and

never let me see yer face agin
!"

She would have struck him with the lighted brand, and he

would have never resented it, so deep and awful is the reverence

in which these Irish mothers are held by their children, but the

old man interfered, and dragging away the boy from his mother's

fury, he said

:

" Come out, Dick, and lave some pace here this blessed night.

Come out into the haggard, I say
!"

The young man seemed to hesitate, but his mother said

:

" Go out, as yer father bids you," she says, " or we'll have

blood spilt on the flure to-night. Go out, an' take wid you, if you

can, the curse you've brought on this dacent house. An' sure wid

wan like you widin the walls, 'tis no place for the blessed

Christmas candle to be lighting."

And going over, she blew out the Christmas candle, that had

been burning since midnight. It seemed so like the ceremony of

public excommunication from the Church, of which the peasantry

retain very vivid, if sometimes, erroneous traditions, that great

awe fell on the entire household circle ; and, as the smoking wick

flared, and sunk and died away, a darkness, as of death, or some-

thing worse than death, fell on the place. The girl fell on her

knees to pray, and the men filed out, one by one, into the night.
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The little party of three, gathered around the pastor's fire after

tea, was a pleasant one. Despite the events of the morning, the

spirits of the two priests had risen joyously; and it seemed as

if his youth had been given back to the old man. It might have

been the presence of his niece that had given him back his long-

lost faith in humanity, for nothing seems to redeem the race ex-

cept the freshness and buoyancy and hope of childhood, or the in-

genuous charms of early youth, as yet unspoiled by self-conscious-

ness, or a sense of the deadly perils of life.

Tea was over, and they had drawn their chairs closer around

the fire, for though the night was warm, the cold chill of damp
was in the air, and there is a friendly look about a fire apart

altogether from its utility. Dr. William Gray was in his happiest

mood. Seated in his armchair, and with his handkerchief spread

out on his knees, and with a pinch of brown snuff in his fingers,

he went over and recalled and narrated scene after scene in his

college days, told quaint stories about professors, whose names,

once famous, had long sunk beneath the waters of oblivion; and

then passing on to his priestly life, with all its varied experiences,

he told story after story, each one more humorous, more quaint,

or more tragic, than another. His two hearers listened spell-

bound, for he was a first-class raconteur, and could throw humor
or pathos into his voice, especially as he spoke of the contrasts

between his own consciousness and the deadly terror he used

inspire into the minds of the people. He told of a famous elec-

tion, when the bribing parties used to go around dressed in wo-

men's clothes to avoid recognition, and how bribes used to be

placed on the slabs of tombs by night, and intimation be given

to voters to seek them in such uncanny places ; and how a certain

ghost used to pocket those bribes, and frighten the very lives out

of the dishonest burgesses who sought them. And of a certain

night, when spies were placed by the opposing parties around his

house, and how he discharged an ancient blunderbuss into the

midst of them. And how he restored to speech and hearing a cer-

tain dumb and deaf imposter, by having her taken out into a boat

unto the deep seas, and flung overboard by the faithful mariners.

He recalled snatches of old ballads he had composed at election-

times, with sundry comical refrains, and topical allusions, which
would be then unintelligible. And he told also of certain weird

and supernatural wonders he had witnessed in the course bi a
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long missionary career—strange manifestations of the terrific

powers that He veiled behind the silences of Immensity, and that

rarely, but indubitably, break through the close veil and mask that

hide the faces of spirits from the eyes of flesh, and muffle the

sound of voices that we would give worlds to hear. Ah, yes I

a priest doesn't reach his three-score years and more without ex-

periencing the presence of many witnesses to the Unseen—that

awful world, that lies so close around us, and envelops us in its

mysterious folds, but which we in vain try to penetrate by the

eye of intellect or the eye of sense, until we pass from the shadow

and the symbol unto the Truth. He spoke of all such things with

a certain awe and mysteriousness in his voice, that deeply im-

pressed his hearers, not with a creepy feeling of dread for jabber-

ing and gibing spectres, but with that reverential sensation of holy

fear which such things have a right to demand. And his curate,

listening with all his ears to these interesting narratives, spoken

so calmly, almost so indifferently, by this great man, caught him-

self wondering, again and again, whether this fascinating and

delightful old priest could be the same as he who was shunned

and dreaded by the priests of half the diocese as an unreasonable

and intractable old autocract, and whose name was a synonym of

terror in half the parishes around.

Henry Liston was sinking into a state of blissful scepticism

about human opinions in general, so amply refuted by the com-

mon estimate of this man, when a loud, single knock was heard

at the hall-door.

There was instant silence in the group by the fireside.

"A sick-call !" said Henry Liston. " No Christmas Night was

ever known to pass without a sick-call." The pastor looked

serious.

There was the sound of footsteps in the hall, and then the

timid knock at the door.

The old housekeeper came in and announced that a man wanted

to see the parish priest.

" Get his name !" said the latter.

" I think 'tis Duggan, sir !" she said, closing the parlor door

gently behind her, and speaking in a whisper. " Dick Duggan

—

and he has the sign of drink on him !"

" That's the scoundrel that kept the people back from the col-

lection this morning," said Henry Liston, " and that mocked and

jeered at you."
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It was an unhappy word. The pastor's forehead, a moment
ago calm and unruffled, drew down into an angry frown; his

eyebrows bent in, and his thin Hps, on which a minute ago was a

smile and a laugh, now grew thinner and closed together in a

firm, rigid line of determination. After a moment's pause, he

rose up and went out.

It was Dick Duggan. When he had left his father's house un-

der the sting of his mother's tongue, he had wandered wildly up

and down the haggart behind the plantation that skirted their

boundaries. The scene with his mother had almost sobered him

;

but he was tortured with misgivings about his own conduct and

with hate for everyone that rebuked him. One moment, his tem-

per broke into a furious storm of wrath as he recalled the bitter

words that had fallen from his mother's lips ; the next, a feeling

of dreadful terror, that caused the perspiration to burst out in cold

beads on his forehead, came down on his abject and degraded

spirit, when he remembered the prophecy his mother uttered as

to the curse that was sure to fall on anyone who had opposed or

insulted the minister of God. It was in such a mood of agony

his father found him. The old man, although equally bitter

about the loss of Crossfields, did not sympathize with the ex-

treme measures all his sons, but especially Dick, had taken.

Yet he had a latent feeling of gratitude toward him, for so zeal-

ously espousing the family cause against the stranger.

" I am thinkin', Dick," said the old man, removing the short

pipe from his mouth, when he had recognized his son in the dark-

ness, " that we'd betther ind this."

" Ind what ?" said Dick sullenly.

" Ind all this dissinsion," said his father. " We've got enough

of it."

" 'Twill never ind," said Dick, savagely, " till the grabber goes

out of Crossfields."

" That's wan thing," said his father sententiously, " and we
may put it aside for the present. I'm spakin* of our dissinsion

with the priesht. Betther ind that."

" 'Twasn't I begin it," said Dick. " Let him that begin it shtop

it, an' not be goin' agin the people."

" You mane about the tacher ?" said his father.

" I do," said Dick. " Let him sind Carmody away ; an* there'll

be pace in the parish." •
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" But, afther all," said his father, " what has the bhoy done ?

Shure there's nothin' agin him."
" Nothin' ?" said Dick, in utter amazement at his father's per-

version. " Nothin' ? Isn't he Kerins's nephew be the mother's

side? Isn't that enough, an' too much?"
" 'Tis bad enough," said the father, " but how can the bhoy

help that ? Sure, 'tisn't his fault, if his uncle is a grabber ?"

" Yerra, what's comin' over you ?" said his son, irreverently.

" I never hard them sintiments afore."

" I misbedoubt me," said his father, " but we're wrong. In

anny case, be said and led by me, and make your pace with the

priesht an' with God. You hard what your mother said."

It chimed in so neatly with Dick's reflections when he was not

at fever-point, that he grew silent. After some reflection, he

said:

" What would you want me to do ?"

" Make your pace with the priesht, I say," said the father

roughly, feeling that he was gaining ground.
" Yes, but how am I to face him ? Begor, I'd rather face a mad

bull."

" They say he's aisy enough, af you take him aisy," said his

father. " The night is airly ayet. He's hardly over his Christ-

mas dinner ; an' if ye were to walk down—

"

" Yerra, is it to-night ?" said Dick. "An' at this hour of the

night ? Begor, he'd throw me out on my head. He's a hard man,

an' you know it. Look at thim poor girls of the Comerfords that

he dhruv to America last year ; and' that poor girl of the Clancys

that died of fright in her confinement. He has an awful tongue

;

an' the divil mind him if he's getting it back now."

Clearly, Dick's temper was running up to fever-point again.

"Thin," he continued, "he can't lave even his curates alone.

There, nothin' will do him but to get poor Father Conway re-

moved, and bring that caushtheen here, who ought be under his

mother's wing ayet."

This uncomplimentary allusion to our young curate did not

please his father, who at once cut short the discussion.

" Very well," he said. " You won't be said, nor led by me or

your mother. Thin you'd betther be lookin' for your night's

lodgings elsewhere; for, be this an' be that, you'll not shleep

undher my roof till you make your pace with the priesht."
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And he turned away abruptly.

Thus driven unexpectedly into a corner, Dick Duggan began

to reflect. Clearly things were turning against him. The hero

of the chapel-yard in the morning was the defeated in the haggart

at night. He shivered as he thought for the first time that he was

homeless, and under the awful shadow of a curse. But then the

dread and shame of facing his parish priest became overpower-

ing. Agitated and nervous, but driven by some secret and in-

voluntary emotion, he found himself on the high road leading

down to Doonvarragh. He strode on, not with any direct ob-

ject, least of all with the wish to comply with his father's or-

ders. Then, after walking a couple of miles, and meeting no

one, for the people never venture from their own hearthsides on

Christmas Night, he found himself suddenly in front of the pub-

lic-house, where he had been drinking all the morning. He
knocked rather timidly; and, when invited to enter, refused, be-

cause it always seems an intrusion to trespass on the privacy of

families on Christmas Night. He asked for a glass of whiskey

and got it, drinking it hastily outside the door. He then asked

the hour of night; and was told it was just past eight o'clock.

He then strode forward. That glass of spirits was a complete

knock-down blow to reason, just as the sharp blow of a power-

ful athlete when his beaten adversary is rising helplessly from

the ground. Before he could realize his position, he was standing

in the hall of the presbytery, the great figure of his parish priest

towering over him, and the sharp voice piercing his ears

:

"Well? What do you want?"

Dick shuffled from one foot to another, and looked dumbly at

the priest.

Again came the sharp question, like a pistol shot in his ear

:

" Well, well. Come, what do you want ?"

" I kem to shay—" said Dick, and stopped there, paralyzed in

utterance.

" I kem to shay," he repeated, awed by the ominous silence,

" that we wants no more dissinsions in par'sh."

" Go on," said the voice above his head.
" H you dismish Carmody, we're goin' to forgive you—ever'

thin' 1"

The next moment, he felt his neck gripped by a giant, and he

was sprawling, in an instant, on the gravel outside the door..
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A great gloom then came down on the little circle around the

fire. Henry Liston rose up, and said he should get away. Three

miles were no joke at that time of night, Annie fluttered into the

kitchen, her face white with alarm. Far up on the hills, John
Duggan was walking to and fro in the thick darkness, waiting,

waiting, until he should welcome his repentant and forgiven son,

and take him into his home absolved from all sin and maledic-

tion. But a lonely figure, with soiled clothes, and face and hands

torn and bleeding, was wending its way slowly up the hill, hate and

fear, fear and hate, playing havoc with the soul within. And
the midnight hour struck on the hall-clock, and the Pastor of

Doonvarragh was still striding up and down, up and down along

the narrow strip of carpet in his dining-room, his hands tightly

clasped behind his back, and his brain on fire with many thoughts,

the worst and best of which was one of exceeding humiliation.

CHAPTER XH.

His Sister's Story.

ST. STEPHEN'S morning broke clear and frosty, for during

the night the mists had cleared, and the early dawn grew

cold and still in the winter starlight. Dr. William Gray had to

go to his church to celebrate early Mass, as this was one of his

days of obligation ; but he arranged to be back to breakfast. As
usual with him now in his old age, it was not the pleasant things

of the day before that recurred to his memory on waking, but that

last act which, however justified, was yet the occasion of the deep-

est sorrow and humility to him. He tried to forget it, to shake

it off, but it would recur. He was not self-disciplined enough to

keep his anger in check when aroused ; nor to dismiss the remorse

that was its invariable accompaniment. The necessary attention

and recollection at Mass relieved his mind somewhat of the

strain; and it was in a better mood he returned home, and sat

down to breakfast with his niece. If he had not been so proud

and self-contained a man, he would have alluded to the unhappy

event that had closed the simple festivities of the night before;

and this would have been the happiest and surest anodyne for his

painful thoughts. But this was not his way. Nevertheless, he
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was comparatively cheerful, although anxious; and, strange to

say, his chief anxiety now was the thought, what impression

would that event have made on the young American girl, who
was now under his protection. For, we in Ireland, have a curious

reverence for the opinion of outsiders ; and a nervous dread lest

we should figure badly in their sight.

Not a word, however, was said about the unpleasant subject;

but, toward the close of breakfast, some remark passed by his

niece made the old man push aside his plate and cup, and say

:

" By the way, you haven't told me as yet about your father, and

your life in America. I am not curious, Annie," he said, his voice

taking on a gentleness that was all the more affecting because so

apparently foreign to his character, " but, if I am to be your

guardian now, we must make no mistakes; and you know the

past always throws light on the future."

The tears started at once to the girl's eyes, for she was just

entering that time of life where everything becomes wonderful

and mysterious, and the feelings are just under the touch of

speech; but she gently brushed them aside, and said, with just

the shadow of a sob

:

" There is so little to tell, Uncle. It has all passed so swiftly

that my life appears to have been bunched together in a few

short facts."

She stopped for a moment, and then said simply

:

" You know father was an engineer—not a mere engine-driver,

you know, but a civil engineer, or architect. The truth is, I

hardly remember him, for during my childhood he was so taken

up with his work that we never saw him, except perhaps once a

month, when he would come back, worn and haggard, from some
long journey. He appeared to like to come home; but he looked

always anxious and fretful. The lives of men in America are

pretty strenuous. Uncle."
" So I've heard," her uncle replied. " Nervous energy is cal-

culated there by tons, not pounds."
" Somehow," the girl continued, " there seems to be no rest,

no lying-down, you know, and not bothering about things, but

letting them take their way. 'Tis all rush, rush; and when one

thing is done, another turns up to be done. However, poor

father had no rest, no home. And dear mother shared the un-

rest. Often and often, I caught her looking at me and tny little
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brother—you know I had a little brother, Billy—the dearest,

sweetest, little chap that ever lived. All gone—all gone now

—

oh ! uncle dear," she cried in a sudden paroxysm of grief, " where

are they gone ? What is it all—what is it all ?"

Her uncle made no reply. It was no time for theological dis-

quisitions—only for the lonely heart to sob itself into silence.

After a few minutes, the girl composed herself and went on

:

"After Billy's death, I was sent on to school. I suppose I was
fretting too much about Billy. Or, perhaps they thought I was

getting old enough for school; but I was sent on to the Loretto

Convent at Niagara Falls; and there I spent three years."

" Is the Convent at the Falls ?" said her uncle, rather to give

her time to think than through any curiosity.

" Yes, practically, right over the Falls. And do you know,

Uncle, I think the place had as much to do with my—education, or

what shall I call it?—formation, as even my class-work, and

that was very constant, and, I think, very select and high, you

know !"

Her uncle nodded.
" You know. Uncle," the girl went on, " when you are face

to face with awful things, you grow small yourself, or you shrink

and become humble. Somehow, the girls at Niagara were not

at all like the girls you meet in a city, although like myself they

were all city girls. We used go around with a certain awe, or

strangeness, as if we were living in an enchanted place. And
you know, if you stood over the Falls, you couldn't speak. No
one speaks, when looking at the Falls. It is only when you come
away, and the awful thunder dies away into a distant rumbling,

that you recover the use of speech. Of course, the first nights

we were there, there was no sleeping. But then, the first nights

at home there was no sleeping either."

" Yes, yes," said her attentive uncle, " it is all habit, habit, the

worst and best of tyrants."

" But the sensation when you awoke in the morning, especially

in winter, when the river is full, and listened to the awful rush

of waters in the darkness, was almost too much. You got up

stunned; and it was only after breakfast, you could face real

work. For the noise was in your ears, and the tumult was in

your mind; and you went around like one in a trance. You
should see Niagara, Uncle. Some one says that it is Niagara
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that makes America what it is; that it is the electric throb of

Niagara that is felt through the entire continent, and makes the

Americans so wide-awake and restless."

" 'Twouldn't do, 'twould never do for us," said her uncle.

" 'Tis the mercy of God that we have such wet skies and such a

drooping atmosphere. We Irish would turn the world topsy-

turvy, if we had the conditions of America in our midst."

" Would you ?" said his niece, with open eyes. " Yes, indeed,"

she added reflectively, " I often heard mother say that father

was burning himself out with brain-work and anxiety. She said

it was his Irish temperament. But I always heard, Uncle, that

the Irish were so lazy at home."
" So they are ! so they are !" he said grimly. " Thanks be to

God for that. If they ever become active, you may be sure it is

always on the side of mischief. If the Lord shall ever divert

the Gulf Stream from our coasts, we shall have the prettiest lun-

atic asylum in the world ; and you know, the world itself is the

lunatic ward of the universe."

" Well, now," said Annie thoughtfully, " that does surprise me."

And the surprise was so overwhelming that she forgot her

narrative, until her uncle recalled her to it.

" But what did you learn ? what were your studies ? I see you

have learned cooking, although my curate has a bad headache

this morning—

"

" Oh, now. Uncle, that's cruel ; wait till I see Father Liston.

I'm sure he'll admit that—well, I mustn't boast. I believe it is

thought here that we Americans never cease boasting."

" So it is," he said. " Everything is almighty in America

—

from the almighty Niagara to the almighty Mississippi; to say

nothing of the almighty dollar."

" Well, now," said the girl musing, " that is strange. You see

one must travel to see things rightly at home."
" Quite so," he said, with his usual sarcasm, " and that is why

I am giving you the opportunity first/ of boasting of your ac-

complishments (that's the word, I believe), and then
—

"

" Uncle, you're really unkind. Why, I always thought old

priests were gentle and compassionate."

"And young priests ?" he said.

" Well, you know, young priests have not seen things ; and you

make allowances for them." •
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" That is good. I must tell Father Liston how compassionate

you are. But, there, we are getting no nearer the question, what

have you learned, besides promoting dyspepsia?"
" Well, a little music, some Euclid and Algebra—

"

" Good !" said her uncle.

" Some knowledge of Italian
—

"

He shrugged his shoulders.

" English Literature and Composition ; needlework
—

"

" Can you knit stockings ?" he broke in.

" N—no," she said. " But I can make lovely things in silk.

Look, Uncle, I noticed yesterday that your vestments were rather

worn here in front—would you let me mend them? And the

altar-cloth was very poor. I shall work a.n I H S on the front,

if you allow me. And do you know—of course you don't—men
never see things—the finger-towels looked dirty. If you have

no objection, I'll overhaul the whole place soon
—

"

" Hm !" said her uncle, beginning to see dimly how the tables

were being turned against him, " very good ! we'll see about it.

Of course, you young ladies are like unfledged curates—every-

thing is wrong, and you are the celestial and heavenly-appointed

messengers to make everything right. Well, we'll see! Mean-
while, what I want to know is this : Did you ever learn Latin ?"

" Oh, dear, yes !" she said. " I can read the Commentaries of

Caesar and the first five books of Virgil."

"What?" he cried. "Are you serious, Annie?"
" Quite," she said, simply.

" I don't believe one word of it," he said. " This is American

boasting, with a vengeance."
" Well, you can try me," she said. " Have you the books in the

house ?"

" I think so," he said, reluctantly, rising up and going to his

bookcase. He took down an old Delphin edition of Virgil, and

after dusting it, he handed it to his niece. She took the ugly

volume in her hands gingerly, and then laid it on the table, as if

it were infected. He saw the gesture.

" You don't like Virgil ?" he said, with a smile.

" I don't like dirt," she replied.

" Oh, a little dust doesn't matter," he replied. " Open any-

where, and read."

She took up a paper-knife, and carefully opened up the pages.
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They were water-stained and brown from age; and the type was

archaic. She read on, and stopped.

" What a funny old book," she said. " The ess's are all efTs

;

and there appears to be no regard for punctuation
—

"

" No matter," he interrupted, " read on !"

She read slowly, but perfectly, without one false quantity;

and to his astonishment, she read as if she followed the meaning,

with emphasis, and also bringing out the beautiful color-sounds

of the great Mantuan.
" That will do !" he said. " But why do you say, viri and not

' viree '
; citi, and not ' ceetee ' ?"

Then his niece laughed irreverently. " Ceetee ", she said,

"Ceetee "—There's no such word here. * Solvite vela citi '—^that's

what Virgil says."

" Very good," he replied, almost blushing under the correction.

" Translate now."

And Annie did, fluently and in excellent English, without ener-

vating the Latin expression.

Then he demanded the meaning and construction of the sen-

tences, the tenses and conjugations of verbs, all of which the girl

answered without flinching, and even with ease.

" Put down that book," he said at length. " Your teachers are

to be congratulated. This is solid education, and, Annie," he

said, and paused for awhile, " God sent you to me !"

The young girl was filled with emotion at the words, they

sounded so strange after his brusqueness and sarcasm.
" Yes !" he repeated. " God sent you to me. But before I ex-

plain, one question more. You 'haven't told me how you were

circumstanced after your father's death, and how your mother

died."

He leaned his head on one hand, and put up his handkerchief

to hide his face.

" Oh !" she said, " we were not too well off, I believe. You
know, father had not much time to put by capital—that's the word,

I believe,—and once I heard him anxiously speaking to mother

about railways. However, when he died, we had to sell our

house and furniture, and live in a flat. Then I went back to

school; I spent a few vacations with companions. Once I re-

turned home to find mother looking very ill and worn. "X^^^ I

was suddenly summoned to her bedside in Chicago."
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Here the girl stopped. The priest drew his handkerchief

closer around his face.

" It was in a public hospital," the girl went on, although her

voice was breaking into little sobs, " and mother had—not even

—

a private room. She could not afford it, I believe. She suffered

much—'twas tuberculosis in the throat—I believe:—and that is

bad and—dangerous. When I saw her—her face was sunken and

blue; and when—she turned around—and rested her eyes on me
—I thought I should go mad—with grief."

She stopped again, partly with emotion, and partly in great

wonder at the silence of the man, whose face was turned away

from her. His silence made her go on.

" I wasn't allowed to remain—they said the place was danger-

ous—nor even to kiss dear mother. Father Falvey dragged me
away, and took me to a convent, where I remained, till all was

over, and I was sent here."

Her uncle's face was still averted from her; and he listened

in silence, but God alone knew with what emotion he listened

to the narrative of the sad life ending in the lonely death of

that sister from whom he had parted in anger so many years

ago. The sorrow of the thing overwhelmed him; and he now

felt grateful to the good priest who had sent him this young

girl, to whom he could make reparation for any undue harshness

or injustice he might have done to her mother. And then he

started at the thought of how near he had been to the mistake,

or crime, of repudiating this one great chance of reparation.

"You heard me say," he replied at length, removing the hand-

kerchief from his face, " that I thanked God you had come

hither. There are many reasons for it; but I may mention one

now. I notice my sight is growing dim ; and perhaps, after some

years, I may not be able to read with any pleasure. Now, all my
reading is in Latin—in fact, it is theology; and I have a hope

that you may be able to read for me, after many years—after

many years, if I should become—" he dared not say " blind,"

—

" unable to read myself."

"But, Uncle, how could I read theological words? I guess

they are quite different from Virgil
—

"

" Not so much as you think," he said. " I see that you have

acquired a wonderful knowledge of Latin for a girl—wonderful

!

I never thought that nuns could teach Latin and Greek—do you

know any Greek?"
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" Not much !" she repHed. " Only the Gospel of St. John
!"

" Only the Gospel of St. John !" he echoed. " It is astonish-

ing ! I won't doubt your word again, by putting you to the test.

But you have no idea what a pleasure it is to have some one

near me who can understand such things."

" I'm sure if I can help you, Uncle," she said, " I shall be

very happy. And it will keep up my own knowledge."
" Quite so !" he said. "And you never know when you may

require it. Knowledge is always useful. But you must keep up

your studies. You must join my evening-class now !"

" Evening-class ?" she cried. " Why, Uncle, do you keep

school ?"

" Yes !" he said smiling. "At least, I have had for some time

two young scholars, whom I am preparing for matriculation in

the Queen's College, Cork."
" Then they are young gentlemen ?" she asked in a tone of

alarm.

" Yes !" he replied. " Two young Wycherlys, sons of a bene-

volent doctor, who is very kind to the poor here; and to whom
I owe a little return."

She was silent. She did not expect this; and she didn't like

it. But he wished to be candid.

" Furthermore," he said, " they are Protestants ; and I want to

show my own people here, that if they choose to annoy me, I

can equally show how little I care for them, and how much I can

appreciate the honesty and manliness of Protestants."

His voice had so suddenly taken on a ring of defiance and

battle, that the girl was struck silent. Strange things were being

revealed to her during these two days of her Irish life,—strange,

portentous things, which were quite the reverse of all she had

heard from her mother about Ireland. Here, where she had

dreamed, even in her young soul, of nothing but peace and holi-

ness and reverence and tenderness, behold there are tumult and

anger, and the sadness that comes from mistrust and suspicion,

raised by hot passion to the intensity of mutual hate. She had
yet to learn that behind all this were to be found perfect faith,

and even the " Love that casts out Fear."

P. A. Sheehan.
Doneraile, Ireland.

[to be continued.] •



Hnalecta*

E S. CONGBEGATIONE BITHUM.

MiLITES S. SCAPULARE B. M. V. DE MONTE CaRMELO JAM
BENEDICTUM SIBI IMPONANT IPSIS.

Beatissime Pater,

P. Praepositus generalis Carmelitarum Discalceatorum, ad

pedes S. V. provolutus, humiliter exponit quod milites prae-

sertim ex natione Gallica in plurimis versantur difficultatibus

ad opera religionis peragenda, nullum plerumque habentes sive

in xenodochiis, sive in castris tempore belli sacerdotem qui

illos adiuvet ad pie vivendum sancteque moriendum. Qua-

propter valde commotus illorum misera conditione, rogat Sanc-

titatem Vestram quatenus concedere dignetur ut confraterni-

tati S. Scapularis B. V. Mariae de Monte Carmelo aggregen-

tur, illiusque indulgentias et gratias lucrari valeant dummodo
praefatum scapulare iam prius rite benedictum sibimetipsis

imponant, necnon aliquas fundant preces ad B. V. Mariam,
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sicque in eiusdem B. Virginis protectione constituantur. Con-

trariis quibuscumque non obstantibus.

Et Deus etc.

luxta preces in Domino.

Die 4 lanuarii 1908.

Pius PP. X.

E S. CONGR. INDULGENTIARUM.

Sanantur defectus in admissione ad Tertium Ordinem,

ET IN erectione Stationum Viae Dolorosae D. N, Iesu

Christi.

Beatissime Pater,

Frater Bonaventura Marrani, Procurator generalis Ordinis

Fratrum Minorum, praevio sacrorum pedum Tuorum osculo,

humillime implorat indultum, quo in radice sanentur, ob de-

fectus essentiales, saepius nullae et irritae

:

1°. admissiones ad habitum, tyrocinia et professiones so-

dalium Tertii Ordinis saecularis sancti Patris Francisci;

IF. erectiones Stationum Viae Dolorosae Domini Nostri

Iesu Christi, sive in ecclesiis, sive in oratoriis tarn publicis

quam privatis, sive in aliis locis habitae.

Quum itaque huiusmodi defectus, qui neque semper detegi

valent neque detecti congrue possunt ac facile reparari, quam-

plurimos christifidelium innumero indulgentiarum gratiarum-

que spiritualium lucro reddant exsortes ; hinc humillimus idem

orator congruum de Apostolicae potestatis plenitudine reme-

dium invocat, et se fore consecuturum sperat.

Et Deus etc.

Sacra Congregatio Indulgentiis sacrisque Reliquiis prae-

posita, utendo facultatibus a Sanctissimo Domino Nostro Pio

PP. X sibi tributis, benigne annuit pro gratia in omnibus iuxta

preces. Contrariis quibuscumque non obstantibus.

Datum Romae e Secretaria eiusdem S. Congregationis, die

23 Maii 1908.

S. Card. Cretoni, Praef.

•i* D. Panici, Arch. Laodicen., Secret.
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E SACRA GOHOBEGATIONE FROFAGANDAE FIDEI.

I.

Decretum " Ne Temere " de sponsalibus et matrimonio,

IN REGIONE SiNENSI, NISI A DIE SOLLEMNI PaSCHAE ANNI

1909^ VIM HABET.

Ill.me ac R.me Domine,

Post latum a S. Congregatione Concilii die 2 mensis Au-

gust! superioris anni, iussu et auctoritate Pii PP. X, decretum

Ne temere de sponsalibus et matrimonio, nonnulli regionis

Sinensis Ordinarii ab hac S. Congregatione Fidei Propagandae

praeposita dilationem petierunt ad congruum tempus pro pub-

licatione et applicatione supra citati decreti. Quas preces cum
in audientia diei 26 vertentis mensis Februarii SS.mo D.no

Nostro Pio PP. X. retulerim, eadem Sanctitas Sua praedic-

torum preces benigne excipiens, S. Congregation! de Pro-

paganda Fide commisit ut pro tota regione Sinensi concedere

posset prorogationem ad annum, hoc sensu ut praefatum de-

cretum in Sinensi territorio vim legis incipiat habere a die

solemni Paschae Resurrectionis D, N. lesu Christi anni mil-

lesimi nongentesimi noni.

Potestate itaque mihi facta a SS.mo D.no Nostro, Ampli-

tudini Tuae significo decretum Ne temere, in Missione tuis

apostolicis curis concredita, vim legis non habere nisi a die

sollemni Paschae proximi anni. Interim Deum precor ut Te

diu sospitem incolumemque servet.

Datum Romae ex sedibus S, C. Propagandae Fidei, die

29 Februarii 1908.

Amplitudinis Tuae addictissimus servus

Fr. H. M. Card. Gotti, Praefectus.

Aloisius Veccia, Secret.

II.

QUOMODO MiSSARUM ELEEMOSYNAE AD ORIENTALES ECCLESIAS

TRANSMITTI POSSUNT.

Cum plures Praelati enucleatas instructiones postulaverint

circa modum quo transmitti possint Missae ad Ecclesias rituum
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orientalium, haec S. C, ad tramites recentiorum decretorum,

has distinctas normas proponit ab omnibus adamussim ser-

vandas

:

1° Si qui velint Missas, quarum exuberet copia, ad Ec-

clesias rituum orientalium mittere, hoc praestare possunt non.

modo per hanc S. C, uti praecipitur in decreto Recenti S. C.

Concilii die 22 Maii 1907, sed etiam per R.mos Delegates

Apostolicos in regionibus orientalibus constitutes. Quo in

casu, necesse est significare Delegatis Apostolicis quot Missae

et quae stipendiorum summa tradi debeant Praelatis orientali-

bus intra cuiusque Delegationis ambitum exsistentibus.

2° Nullatenus licet eleemosynas mittere ad viros laicos qui

postea eas distribuant sacerdotibus Missas celebraturis,

3° Neque licet celebrationem Missarum directe committere

presbyteris orientalibus.

4° Vetitum etiam est eleemosynas directe mittere ad Su-

periores Congregationum religiosarum orientalium.

5° Immo neque licet Missas directe committere Praelatis

orientalibus, qui vel Episcopi sint titulares vel simplices

Vicarii Patriarchales.

6° Si vero agatur de Antistitibus habentibus iurisdictio-

nem ordinariam episcopalem in Oriente, Missarum intentiones

cum relativa eleemosyna ab Episcopis et sacerdotibus ad ipsos

Antistites directe mitti possunt pro necessitatibus sacerdotum

dumtaxat iis subiectorum, uti declaravit S. C. Concilii die 18

Martii 1908. Ne autem ex pluribus locis simul, multae elee-

mosynae confluant in unam et eamdem dioecesim (quod

nimiam dilationem in Missis celebrandis secum feret) ideo

qui committit eleemosynas alicui Praelato orientali, certiorem

faciat de numero Missarum etiam Delegatum Apostolicum

regionis ad quem spectat vigilare ut Missae, ea qua par est

sollicitudine, celebrentur.

Datum Romae ex aedibus S. Congregationis de Propaganda

Fide, die 15 lulii 1908.

Fr. H. M. Card. Gotti, Praefectus.

Aloisius Chiesa, OMciaUs.
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OUE ANALEGTA.

The Roman Documents for the month are:

I. S. Congregation of Rites :

Permits soldiers, when there is no priest at hand to in-

vest them with the brown scapular of Mount Carmel, to as-

sume the scapular without other ceremony, provided the

scapular has been previously blessed for the purpose. They
gain all the regular indulgences attached to membership in

the Confraternity of Mount Carmel.

II. S. Congregation of Indulgences grants a sanatio

( I ) for all irregularities or defects that may have occurred in

the rite of admission to the Third Order of St. Francis; (2)

for the like defects in the erection of the Stations of the Way
of the Cross, up to 23 May, 1908.

III. S. Congregation of Propaganda:

1. Prolongs the term for enforcing the decree Ne temere

(concerning the new marriage regulations) in the Chinese

mission-countries, to Easter Sunday of 1909.

2. Determines the rtiethod of sending Mass stipends to

Eastern (Oriental) countries.

CHRISTIAN BURIAL AND FATHER MARTIN, S. J.

To THE Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review :

IN
the first article on the subject of " The ministry of Eccle-

siastical Burial," which appeared in the October number of

The Ecclesiastical Review, Father Martin, S. J., puts the

question: Who has the right to perform the funeral services of

the faithful ? and his answer is :
" The general answer occurs to

the mind of every fairly-instructed Catholic. The priest who

has authority to administer the last sacraments, while the person

was still alive, is entitled to perform the funeral obsequies over

his remains after death." On p. 344 Father Martin says :
" The

parish priest has a privative or exclusive right to administer these
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services to all the faithful who had a domicile or quasi-domicile

in his parish at the time of their death." This is absolutely correct

and clearly states the common law of the Church on the subject.

Then Father Martin goes on to tell us that in the course of

time laws were enacted by the civil authority forbidding churches

to have cemeteries adjoining them in cities, and thus public ceme-

teries were gradually established outside of cities. The Church

approved of this arrangement, but she safeguarded the rights

of the pastors, " who should thereby suffer no detriment. The
place of burial was physically changed, but the right of burial

remained intact with the parish priest as before." So decreed

the Council of Trent, as Father Martin well states.

This general law admits of two exceptions : ( i ) when a person

has an ancestral burial place, and (2) when a person has chosen

before death a burial place. In these two cases the pastor of the

place chosen acquires the jus sepeliendi. This is well and clearly

stated by the great canonist and worthy General of the distin-

guished Order to which Father Martin happily belongs. Father

Wernz, who adds: "Si fidelis defunctus etiam sepulchro hujus-

modi careat, in sua parochia, ubi domicilium habuit et sacramenta

recepit, est sepeliendus." This is the law of the Church pure and

simple.

But Father Martin is not satisfied with this limitation of ex-

ceptions and he therefore adds a third, whereby he grants to

every person dying, and capable of selecting, the right to select

any church he chooses to be buried from. By such selection,

properly attested, the proper pastor forfeits the right to perform

the funeral obsequies in his church and should he do so he would

be bound to turn over to the pastor of the church chosen, at least

three-fourths of the funeral emoluments, unless the heirs of the

deceased desired to have a twofold funeral service.

For this exception I humbly, but emphatically, maintain Father

Martin has not the slightest authority in canon law. If what he

claims were true, it would absolutely annul the general law and

would itself become the general law, with the sole exception of

cases where no choice had been made.

The authorities quoted by Father Martin prove, in my humble

judgment, precisely the contrary of what he claims for the third

exception. They all simply explain the two exceptions to the

general law and leave the right of the proper pastor absolutely

intact in all other cases.
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The whole difficulty hinges upon the words sepeliendi, sepul-

tura, and the like. If thereby is meant the place of interment,

as seems to be evidently the case with all the authorities cited,

then, of course, such place selected carries with it the right of

performing the funeral services as well. If the place of burial

is not selected, nor included in the word sepeliendi, it does not

carry such right, but leaves it where the common law of the

Church places it, as Father Wernz clearly asserts. Zitelli says

simply this much and no more. By sepultura he mainly means

to include the place of interment, and therefore only admits such

a selection or an ancestral place of burial, and not merely the

selection of a church from which he may choose to be buried.

The same is to be said of Pallottini. He claims no such liberty

for the dying as does Father Martin. The claim of Father Mar-

tin is calculated to work much mischief, which he is the last man
to desire. •

The Church grants such liberty no more to the dying than she

permits them to select any pastor but their own to administer to

them, ordinarily, the sacraments of the dying. The Church grants

them full liberty to select any Catholic place of burial, which no

Ordinary can forbid by diocesan statute, but the bishop can and

ought to forbid, under penalty, any pastor to interfere with the

rights of his neighbors concerning the funeral services of a de-

ceased who has not elected to be buried in a cemetery other than

that of his own parish, or the one common to the Catholics of

the vicinity.

Smith, as quoted, maintains the common law, with its two

exceptions and nothing more, so likewise does Taunton; and

Father Martin is again wrong when he says, p. 352, in the Octo-

ber number :
" While, therefore, it belongs usually to the pastor

to bury the faithful of his parish, no right of his is violated, if

there be burial from another church, provided that this church

was freely chosen by the deceased" This could only be true if

the church chosen had a cemetery attached to it, and it was pre-

cisely this that was chosen for interment ; otherwise the right of

the pastor would be materially violated. The right granted by

the Church has not been restricted nor extended in this country.

This law should be enforced against any and every one who may

insist upon extending its limits or circumscribing them.

In the December number Father Martin produces other au-
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thorities to prove his point. These, one and all, I also claim,

prove just the contrary of what Father Martin intends. Let us

examine them briefly.

(i) The declaration of the S. Congregation of the Council,

24 February, 1872, makes it manifest that the right of burial has

not been changed by the establishment of cemeteries. Here is

evidently meant the right to perform the funeral services or the

obsequies, which has not been changed, but remains primarily

and by common law with the pastor proprius, only exceptionally

with the pastor of the place of burial selected. It logically con-

tains no such conclusion as Father Martin claims on p. 697.

It is not I who have introduced a limitation, but the Holy See

has done this " a hundred times " through the decisions of the

Sacred Congregation.

(2) Pallotini, no. 170, speaks of places of interment selected

elsewhere (this is evidently contained in his words electio

sepulturae) and forbids the corpse to be carried to the parish

church and the obsequies to be there performed, but insists that

it be taken to the church where interment has been chosen. It

means this or it means nothing.

Number 171 relates to those who have family lots, or who
have selected a place of burial belonging to religious, otherwise

permitted to bury in their churches, but where, as is the case in

some countries, the civil law interferes and compels burial in

a public cemetery, which is not under the control or jurisdiction

of the Church, but controlled solely by the State; in such cases,

as well as in the case of those who have family lots, the funeral

services should be performed in the churches attached to those

places selected for interment, but where actual burial is for-

bidden by law of the State. This comes therefore "Under the

ruling of both exceptions, given above, where selection is made,

but the execution is forbidden by the State law, and contains the

right of burial from those churches. If it does not mean this

I am at a loss to construe this number properly, in conformity

with the general law. Most assuredly it cannot prove Father

Martin's claim.

(3) The next authority which Father Martin claims as advo-

cating his interpretation of the law, is the distinguished canonist

Monsignore Sebastianelli, one of the recently appointed auditors

of the Tribunal of the Rota. What does Monsignore Sebastian-
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elli mean by jus sepulturae and funera expleantur. This is the

pith of the matter of his explanation, or declaration. He evi-

dently means the right to select the burial place and to have

all " funeral offices completed," which evidently include inter-

ment—the place of burial. Now, whenever a person chooses to

be buried in a public cemetery that has a church or a chapel in

which funeral services are performed, the right to perform these,

with the emoluments thereto attached, belongs to those who
have charge of this place of burial, as well as it does in the case

of those who have charge of the family lot, or other place that

is not public but which has been properly selected. Sebastianelli

treats simply of the two exceptions to the general rule and by no
means justifies the establishment of a third exception, which

would absolutely nullify the general law. Only when the funera

are completed—consequently interment in another place than in

the proper parish is also selected—only then does the right to the

emoluments of performing the funeral services go with it. The
second part of Sebastianelli's statement is self-evident.

Should I act, therefore, as Father Martin would have me do

in the the hypothetical case, I would not have the slightest fear

that any court would decide in the manner Father Martin indi-

cates, and consequently I would not dream of being obliged to

send a single penny to any pastor, should a member of my con-

gregation choose to be buried from his church but not in his

cemetery. Neither the lower ecclesiastical court, nor the Rota

—the supreme court of the Church for such cases—would find

according to the judgment of Father Martin.

Such is my firm belief concerning this point of ecclesiastical

law. And, in order that a competent third party may be in-

duced to decide this question more authoritatively, I would re-

spectfully suggest to the Editor of The Ecclesiastical Review

that he submit the solution of the difficulty to Monsignor Prior,

one of the recently appointed auditors of the Rota, who so well

merits to represent the English-speaking Catholics of the world,

and who, I have no doubt, would cheerfully give us the weight

of his authority and learning for our own benefit and that of

many others interested.

Father Martin gently insinuates that I should have mentioned

some of the abuses to which I referred as likely to follow from

his viewpoint. Many such could be quoted among eventual pos-
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sibilities. For instance, some very enterprising pastor could, if

he would, easily secure a quasi-monopoly on funerals, if, what

Father Martin claims, the only requisite were a wish expressed,

and properly attested, of some dying person to have the pastor

of any church, indiscriminately, to perform the funeral services.

How easily could such a pastor make funerals at his church

popular, with many people. All he would have to do would be

to set aside some of the rubrical requirements and prohibitions,

which are, alas ! considered by ever so many " obsolete " and

which are absolutely ignored and seem to have gone into

" innocuous (?) desuetude." Often he could permit carriage-

loads of flowers to be carried in procession—^preceding the

corpse—down the aisle, and cover coffin and the front part of

the church therewith, instead of having all flowers removed from

the coffin upon entrance to the church and of placing thereon the

pall, which the rubrics prescribe, and which denotes that death

is no respecter of persons, but which pall is so little admired by

many pastors and the extremely " esthetic " portion of their

flocks. Few, very few superiors insist upon the use of these palls

which the rubrics prescribe. Again, what a rich field, and most

inviting, would " funeral music " afford him ? All he would

have to do is to disregard, with so many others, every provision

in this regard of the " Motu proprio " and other previous enact-

ments. How easily could he hire a semi-broken-down prima-

donna who by hymn and song and canticle (all solos, of course)

could thrill and enrapture the mourners and the friends of the

deceased, and these would cheerfully aid in the selection of the

songs, etc., by giving the names of the " favorite " hymns of the

deceased, such as " Nearer, my God, to Thee "—that popular

Protestant hymn—or " Lead, kindly Light "—a magnificent com-

position, no doubt, but composed not by Cardinal Newman, but

by the Anglican minister, John Henry Newman, when his soul

was racked with doubt and he craved for light from Heaven to

remove this mental and spiritual torture. But what of that,

even though it expresses doubt? It is so popular and, therefore,

many must have it! Do not a vast majority show themselves

absolutely indifferent, and this, it seems, with sanction from on

high, to those forceful commands contained in that marvelous

synthesis of laws governing ecclesiastical music, issued now some
five years ago for the purpose of eliminating from the House of
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God some of those shameful abuses, which, during these many
years, have disgraced it and eliminated from the minds and hearts

of the majority of our Catholic people, especially in this country,

almost every vestige of a sense of musical propriety and of ec-

clesiastical music and its true object, and where Jew and Gentile,

Christian and atheist, could sing in our churches the praises—of

whom? Of Him in whom they did not even believe? And all

this was done for what? To please, to entertain, those who
came, or should have come, to take part in the tremendous mys-

tery of the Adorable Sacrifice. The music of divine worship was

banished from the house of God by the worship of music, and

God was, and still is, dishonored. And yet—after all ! after

the most solemn and emphatic command of him to whom we pro-

fess loyalty and sacred obedience, what is being done to carry

out his express orders, contained in these most solemn and em-

phatic words :
" We do publish. ' Proprio Motu,' and with cer-

tain knowledge, our present Instruction, to which, as to a juridical

code of Sacred Music, we will, with the fulness of our apostolic

authority, that the force of law be given, and we do by our pres-

ent handwriting impose its scrupulous observance on all."

Where is the loyalty of the shepherds of souls to this emphatic

command? binding, as it most certainly does, sub gravi—if the

mind of the legislator be taken as a norm. But if those of the

higher order disregard such sacred enactments, need we wonder

if some enterprising " funeral monopolist " be not the least

" scrupulous " in their observance, and permit any and everything

that may placate, please, and pamper even mourners at the funeral

of him whom such kind acquiescence and deference to the wishes

of the people could easily have induced before his death, to ex-

press a wish to be buried from Father Accomodante's church, in

preference to being buried from his own parish church, where

the pastor insists upon the full observance of rubrics and strives

by all the means* at his disposal to introduce the ideal music of

the Catholic Church—so strongly recommended, if not com-

manded, by our Holy Father, who is striving " to restore all

things in Christ." Who will fail to see that, even though our

enterprising monopolist may escape the censures of the Church

by saying nothing to influence the dying to express a preference

for his church—still, his many " sins of omission " and otherwise

would speak louder than all words could; and to these are at-
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tached no such penalties as would be the case if he endeavored

to induce, directly, the relatives and friends of the dying person

to have him express a desire to be buried from Father Accomo-

dante's church.

Of course, some will say :
" Stuff ! Such a thing is impossible

in the Catholic Church !" Well, I hope and pray that it is. But

remember! one of the Apostles did worse! Here, in one of our

Kentucky cities, we had for some years a peculiar case. A new
species of business was inaugurated by one of our local preach-

ers, if the charges of his confreres and of the local paper be true,

A certain preacher, who was not getting rich fast enough or who
may possibly have been in want, entered into a compact with
" matrimonial touts," who made it a business to stand in the

vicinity of the County Clerk's office and politely approach every

couple going to the Clerk's office in order to secure the "legal

license to wed. The " tout " kindly offers his service to conduct

any willing couple to the minister^^with whom he had made a

contract for a " divvy," and, of course, the minister in question

was ever ready to " divide " with the faithful " tout." What a

disgraceful traffic in most sacred things! But human nature is

ever weak—and other temptations prove our common fall in

Adam, alas!

I must and do crave pardon of the readers of the Review for

the above, rather extensive, digression. The many abuses, so

prevalent the country over, in relation to Christian burial, is, I

hope, its sufficient justification. These abuses, I fear, would find

a powerful incentive for increase, were the Catholic world to

know, against the commonly accepted custom of to-day, that full

liberty exists for any one dying to have his or her funeral services

performed in any church he or she may choose. Sapienti sat!

There are many other abuses that would easily follow from

such a law. These, among other reasons, strongly impel me to

deny the correctness of the assertion and claim of Father Martin,

that the mere selection of a church is sufficient to establish the

right to the funeral services and the emoluments thereto attached.

Ferdinand Brossart.

Covington, Ky.
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FATHER MARTIN'S REPLY TO THE VERY REV. F. BROSSART.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

My remarks on the foregoing paper of the Very Rev. Father

Brossart will be brief.

1. In the December number of the Review I proposed, in order

to have an authentic and final decision of the matter in dispute

between us, that a quaesitum should be sent to the Holy See, and

the answer along with the quaesitum be published in the Review.

My Very Rev. friend proposes that the question be referred to

Monsignor Prior, and to this proposal I have no objection.

2. In the October article it was proved that the faithful had

the right of choosing a burial church and in the December issue

of the Review this statement was confirmed by additional argu-

ments from the decisions of the Holy See and the opinion of

canonists. Against that statement, the above writer has brought

no argument either from the opinion of canonists or from the

Acts of the Holy See, while the meaning which he attaches to the

citations made by me looks to me as an unwarranted, though

doubtless unintentional, misinterpretation.

' 3. For eleven centuries (St. Leo III, 795-816) the faithful

have had by ecclesiastical law the right of choosing their burial

church. During ten of these centuries the common practice was

that interment took place in the church or in cemeteries attached

to the church. In the early part of the nineteenth century the

practice of having cemeteries at a distance from the churches

was introduced, while the right of choosing the church of burial

remained the same as in the preceding ten centuries. The Congre-

gation of the Council of Trent in 1825 declared that by the intro-

duction of public cemeteries the jus sepeliendi was not taken

away—" non sublatum jus sepeliendi fuit, sed variatur locus, quod

profecto non impedit emolumentorum perceptionem et jus pera-

gendi exsequias." Therefore, if a person chooses to select a

burial church he may do so just as before public cemeteries came

into use. The right of the proprius parochus remained the same,

so that the funeral should take place from his church, unless the

person has chosen another church. My Very Rev. friend would

have the rights of the proprius parochus enlarged by the use of

public cemeteries, which is an opinion condemned by the Congre-

gation. The argument may be put thus: the ecclesiastical law

giving the right of choosing a burial church existed before the
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use of public cemeteries ; but that right remained unaltered after

the introduction of these cemeteries. The former proposition is

admitted by my friend, and, if it were denied, could be shown
from numberless decisions. In regard to the latter proposition,

where is there any evidence that the ecclesiastical law has

changed? On the contrary, there is abundant evidence that the

law was not changed, e. g., in the decree of the Congregation just

cited, as well as in other decrees of the same tenor.

4. After the use of cemeteries detached from churches was in-

troduced, the same words for expressing the right of choosing a

burial church continued to be employed by the Holy See and by

canonists, so that, for example, the term, eligere sepulturam, in-

cluded the choice of the burial church. If my friend had ad-

verted to this fact, he would, I think, have understood the de-

cisions of Rome, and the opinions of canonists, as I do.

5. The above writer strives to explain away the words of

Father Wernz, as if they could by any possibility be interpreted

in his favor. When tlie eminent canonist treats of the minister

of ecclesiastical sepulture, he tells us expressly (n. 774) that

sepultura signifies the complexus sacrarum ceremoniarum, and

then under the same heading further on (n. 776) he writes:

" Parochus in cujus parochia fideles defuncti verum domicilium

vel etiam quasi-domicilium habuerunt est ad sepulturam ibidem

peragendam per se vel per suum delegatum privative competens,

nisi alibi sibi elegerint sepulturam vel habeant sepulchrum gentil-

itium sive majorum. Quo in casu nihilominus parocho manet jus

levandi cadaver de domo defuncti illudque associandi atque de-

ducendi ad parochiam vel ecclesiam sepulturae." The author here

points out exactly the right of the parochus. He has a right to

perform the sepultura, except in two cases. One of these is when
the person has chosen sepultura, and even in this case, although

he cannot perform the sepultura, he may conduct the remains

from the house of the deceased to the church of sepultura.

6. The S. Cong, of the Council declared in 1872 that it had

been defined a hundred times " erectione cemeteriorum, locum

sepulturae tantum materialiter et physice mutatum esse, non vero

jus sepeliendi quod ideo integrum mansisse sensuit " etc. It is no
secret that some ecclesiastics from unworthy motives, especially

avarice, had been violating the decrees of the Holy See by deny-

ing the right to choose the burial church and therefore it was
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necessary to repeat the same decision so often. However it is

very far from my mind to attribute any such motives to my Very

Rev. friend.

7. Father Brossart in the early part of his paper refers to me as

quoting the Council of Trent; but I was quoting a decree of the

Congregation of the Council of Trent issued nearly two cen-

turies and a half after the Council of Trent. Although many

might infer that the writer did not know any difference between

the Council of Trent and the Congregation of the Council of

Trent, I should rather attribute the mistake to an oversight.

8. The writer says that besides the two exceptions—the free

choice of sepultura and an ancestral burial-place—I introduced a

third exception. This is a mistake, and I find it hard to under-

stand how the writer could have made such a mistake. What I

did do was to explain the first of these exceptions according to the

decrees of Rome and the common consent of canonists.

9. A large portion of the foregoing paper is taken up with a

dissertation on the non-observance of the Motu Proprio on music,

floral decorations at funerals, etc. If the writer thinks that any

or all of such things can show what is the ecclesiastical law re-

garding the choice of the burial church, few readers will have suf-

ficient acuteness of intellect to perceive the conclusiveness of the

argument.

10. The application of the law regarding the free choice of a

burial church will not often occur. If pastors fulfil their duties

to their parishioners and especially to the sick, it will be rare that

these persons will express a wish to be buried from any other

church than their own. On account of the rarity of such cases

some bishops have not considered it necessary to refer in diocesan

statutes to the exercise of this choice, being satisfied with setting

forth the general rule that each one should be buried from his own
church, without stating another part of the law equally certain,

viz. that each one had a canonical right to be buried from what-

ever church he had freely elected.

1 1

.

Toward the close of the paper the writer refers to a " com-

monly accepted custom " against the liberty of choosing a burial

church. Such a custom against the Sacred Canons would not be

recognized by the Holy See. If there were a custom against some

ecclesiastical laws, for instance, in the fast or abstinence, it might

under certain conditions be availed of in the forum of conscience.
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but not when the law regards the forum externum of the Qiurch ;^

nor could the Ordinary make any statute in acordance with such

custom. 2

12. Let anyone read the October article and my remarks in the

December issue along with what I have here said; then let him

examine carefully with all the intelligence at his command the

argumentation of my friend, the Very Rev. Father Brossart, and,

having done so, let him draw his own conclusions whether or not

there exists an ecclesiastical law conveying the right of the faith-

ful to choose a burial church, a right which cannot be denied to

them by any authority inferior to that of the Sovereign Pontiff.

M. Martin, S.J.

COLLECTING FUNDS FOR MISSIONS.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

In the July number of the Ecclesiastical Review for

1907, I had the pleasure of contributing a paper on "A Pro-

posed Method for Collecting Funds for Missionary Purposes."

Therein I advocated a union of forces on the part of those at

the head of missionary societies, a concentration of activity, in

fact a centralized organization. Although I may have inde-

pendently conceived this idea, I was not the first. Others had

been thinking the same thoughts; for, call it telepathy, or

what you will, there is no doubt that periodically certain

thought-waves sweep over the world, and similar ideas origin-

ate simultaneously in brains very far apart. Nor was I the

first to give expression to such views. About the time that the

Archbishops were about to meet in Washington in the early

part of 1906, I believe it was, I forwarded to His Eminence

Cardinal Gibbons a paper advocating my plan. I found that

the Rev. Dr. Tracy of Boston, so well known on account of

his efforts on behalf of the Society for the Propagation of

the Faith, had handed in a paper with a similar purpose and

proposing a plan very analogous, with a few differences in

^ Cf . D'Annibale, Summula Theologiae, Vol. I, n. 203, nota 29 : Wernz,

Jus Decretalium, Vol. I, n. 190.

2 Cf . Ben. XIV, De Syn. Dioc. L. 12, cap. 8, n. 8 : Wernz, Vol. Ill, n. 756.
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the details of execution. Dr. Tracy's paper was published

in this Review.

In my communication to the Review for July, 1907, I

wrote :
" Might not the difficulty be met by concerted action

and perfect organization? Let me suppose that those at the

head of the various societies for the collecting of funds should

come together and agree to surrender the gathering of moneys

into the hands of one single society, to be called, for instance,

' The Catholic Church Missionary Society,' retaining for

themselves merely the office of distributing the funds collected.

Let it be supposed further, that, with the general approba-

tion and cooperation of the hierarchy this society should be

established in every parish in the land by the parish priest him-

self. The society could be thoroughly organized with general

and departmental officers, committees of distribution, and so

forth, all under the supervision of the bishops. I think this

would greatly simplify matters."

After the article had appeared, I consulted with several

heads of missionary organizations, to find that, as was to be

expected, some agreed and others disagreed with me. I even

found in certain quarters a willingness to undertake this work
of unification at once, if a certain existing organization could

control the situation. I was not at all averse to this, as I ad-

mired the organization, and knew that it was fully equipped

for the purpose. Nothing, however, could be done without

concerted action on the part of the various societies.

I talked the matter over with bishops and priests, and I

was, of course, much pleased to discover that the tide ran

my way. I was more than gratified further, when I learned

from their own lips, that the Most Rev. Archbishop William

O'Connell of Boston and the Right Rev. Regis Canevin of

Pittsburg had for some time and quite independently held

similar views.

One exponent of an opposite view was, however, in the

meantime heard from. The Very Rev. A. P. Doyle, C. S. P.,

Rector of the Apostolic Mission House in Washington, a

clergyman whom I held in the highest esteem, did me the
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honor to notice my paper in a brief article contributed to the

Review^ in September of the same year.

First of all, he told us that my proposition was not new,

and that it had been presented at the Missionary Conference

held at the Apostolic Mission House; but that, after a good

deal of discussion, it had been deemed impracticable. The view

held by the Conference, he goes on to tell us, was that the time

was not yet ripe for such concerted action; that the mission-

ary spirit had not been sufficiently aroused ; and that personal

effort was the best stimulant to awaken the generosity of

the people.

He wrote further :
" The missionary * trust ' that Father

Currier advocates instead of helping special efforts will

strangle them. Under its overshadowing paternalism in-

dividual efforts will wither away and, after these have been

killed off, the ' trust ' itself will die a natural death and thus

lead to the paralysis of all missionary endeavors. The popu-

lar sentiment condemns the trust, and justly so. It destroys

competition. It is a conspiracy in restraint of trade. It

dries up the springs of energetic life. It is fatal to the life

of any endeavor. If it enters into the missionary field, it will

be just as blighting in its results as in the field of trade."

These were serious words indeed. I should certainly not

like to be the one who would in any wise be instrumental in

bringing about a " trust " which, might " lead to the paralysis

of all missionary endeavors."

However, I felt that a field for discussion had been opened

and that, following Dr. Tracy, I had, perhaps, drawn more

attention to this subject than had been given to it. So I

rested on my oars and waited to see how the tide would run.

The Missionary Congress held in Chicago showed, to some

extent, how the tide was running. Father Doyle, Dr. Kelly,

and myself discussed the question. I do not think that, after

all, we were so far apart.

Now I have before me a copy of the Missionary of Decem-
ber of this year, edited at the Apostolic Mission House under

the supervision of the Very Rev. Father Doyle. In two
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separate articles attention is paid to the Catholic Missionary

Congress. One article is entitled " It was a Great Congress
;"

the other is headed "What of the Practical Issue?" I thor-

oughly agree with the writer in the praise he bestows upon

the Congress. The way in which such a large body was

handled by the " Church Extension Society " was truly ad-

mirable. It was a sign of the times, of better things coming,

of an awakening. The Missionary remarks that " such a

Congress could not have been held ten years ago." This leads

us to infer that the missionary spirit has been awakened, and

I therefore conclude that perhaps the day is not far off when

there will be room for our so-called " missionary trust,"

without too much danger of paralyzing all missionary en-

deavors.

Let us see. The second paper in the Missionary on the

Chicago Congress tells us that, " while it was full of interest

... it was disappointing in some particulars." One of these

particulars was that " little or no opportunity was given for

discussion." I would lay particular stress on the no ; for every

time I entered the hall papers were being read. Morning

and afternoon they were reading papers. I believe that the

Missionary is perfectly right. I heard no discussion, nor did

I meet with anyone who had heard any. And yet time for

discussion had been anticipated and promised. But the trouble

was that there was " no time." The papers took up all the

time, good and able as they were. And so this was surely

disappointing for some, and the Missionary goes on, " one

of the most vital issues of the Congress, how to gather the

monetary support for missionary endeavor, was left without

practical definition."

I beg leave to reproduce here verbatim an extract or two

from the Missionary :

This matter has now reached that pass where the Bishops must take it

in hand and organize it.'>- The people are confused by the multiplicity of

appeals for missionary objects. Rarely a month goes by in a parish with-

1 The stress on certain words is mine.
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out some priest appearing in the pulpit and asking for a collection, and

all for the most praiseworthy objects. This Sunday it is for the Indians,

and the next Sunday for the Propagation of the Faith, and after all it is

the same people who are giving all the time, and the great mass of the

Catholic people is not reached at all.

A more systematic method of procedure would be attended with less

inconvenience and friction, and be crowned with infinitely great results.

It is now come to be an acknowledged fact that every parish must con-

tribute to missionary purposes. A certain part of its revenues must go to

extra-parochial purposes. A parish that refuses the appeal for the neces-

sities of the Church Universal will soon fail in home activities. If, then,

it is conceded that every parish must divert a certain percentage of its

revenues to missionary purposes, why not organize and develop this

giving?

I suppose that the reader will understand that it is no more

than natural that I should, with my whole soul, applaud

these words ; for do they not show how the tide is running ?

Now let us cast a glance at the means proposed. In my
article of July, 1907, I ventured the suggestion that the

average contribution of each family should be $5.00 a year,

and concluded that, there being 3,000,000 Catholic families

in this country, we should draw $15,000,000 a year for mis-

sionary purposes. I had not at the time given these figures

sufficient consideration and I have been forced greatly to

modify my demands. As a priest pointed out to me, $5.00

would exceed all possible bounds. I thoroughly agree with

him. The suggestion of the Missionary is more practical.

I reproduce it:

If in every parish a missionary auxiliary were established by the pastor,

whereby every family could contribute a small amount, say, a dollar a

year, and this fund were so administered by the diocesan authorities that

each of the active missionary agencies would receive a share, the burdens

would be distributed and the missionary demands be satisfied. There are

probably 3,000,000 Catholic families in the United States, and $2,000,000

a year would be easily raised on this basis, where now hardly a quarter

of that amount is realized.

It seems that we agree and I hasten to shake hands with the

writer. Let us try this work of unmcation. In fact, it is on

probation now. If I am well informed, it has been introduced

in Boston for local charities, and perhaps it will be soon ex-
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tended to external activities. In Pittsburg it js an accom-

plished fact. The Right Reverend Bishop has drawn up con-

stitutions for such a missionary organization in his diocese,

and it will soon be introduced and organized in the various

parishes.

There is nothing like making a beginning, and it may be

that the grain of mustard seed will develop.

Charles Warren Currier.

THE KEGISTEY OF BAPTISMS.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review,

Considering as I do the Ecclesiastical Review the very best

press-medium bishops and priests have for communicating with

one another for the general good of the Church in this country,

I venture to suggest as one among many important and neces-

sary business matters in connexion with our parochial and dio-

cesan records, the conscientious registering of all official acts,

such as baptisms, marriages, and deaths, etc.

The Church has always been very strict on this point and our

Holy Father Pius X in his new matrimonial legislation even goes

a step farther by insisting that marriages be not only recorded in

the books of the parish where the ceremony was performed, but

also noted in the baptismal register of the parish in which the

parties were baptized.

It must be admitted that in years gone by our records were

often very incomplete, although I believe that to-day they are

kept much better. In the State of Wisconsin and no doubt in all

the States of the Union laws are found on the statute books re-

quiring that births, marriages, and deaths be recorded in the

county offices, and we therefore have a double record of these

facts wherever the Church records are well kept. But it has oc-

curred to the writer lately, that baptisms are nowhere recorded

except in the parish books and I have therefore decided to keep a

complete record of all baptisms in the Diocese of Green Bay in

our episcopal chancery, and for the following reasons

:

I. The matter is of the greatest importance for future refer-

ence.
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2. In case the parish books are destroyed by fire or otherwise,

as sometimes happens, an irreparable loss is sustained, as there is

no way of replacing them.

3. The Holy Father requires the fact of a marriage performed

to be noted down in the entry of baptisms of the parties con-

cerned. In about twenty years from the time baptismal records

have been started in the chancery, the bishop can require that a

memorandum of every marriage performed be sent by the offi-

ciating priest to the chancery immediately after the ceremony, so

that the chancellor can note the same in the baptismal entry of

the respective persons in the diocesan baptismal records.

4. After twenty years of a complete record in the chancery

priests who may need a baptismal certificate of a couple about to

be married may apply for this to the chancery instead of to the

pastor in whose church the baptism was administered, who is

sometimes far from being accommodating and delays or refuses

a reply.

There may be and undoubtedly are other reasons why a com-

plete record of baptisms should be kept in the diocesan chancery.

I have hurriedly jotted down the above, and if you deem the

rnatter of sufficient importance, as it seems to me it is, kindly

bring it up in the Review.

I enclose a blank sheet, such as I intend to send to every pastor

with the usual blanks for the annual report. This is to be filled

out, signed by the pastor and returned to the chancery together

with the annual report before February ist of each year. There

is sufficient margin left on the blank so that the 150 or more

records sent in can be bound and placed in the diocesan safe or

vault.

* Jas. J. Fox,

Bishop of Green Bay.

WOMEN SINGERS IN CHURCH CHOIRS-A FINAL DECISION.

Readers not particularly interested in the question whether

women may be admitted to sing in our choirs at the liturgical

services have probably become weary before this of the dis-

cussion which the subject has caused, apparently without neces-

sity, among the clergy. The Holy Father's words seemed

to be, as we have pointed out, plain enough ; and if there had
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not been a certain reluctance to carry out the legislation laid

down by the Motu proprio, we might have been spared much
of the inconsistent interpretation which has been given it by

those who desired to be obedient to its requirements, yet dis-

liked to assume the responsibility which a simple and straight-

forward compliance dictated.

Everybody must know that no law obliges literally, when
circumstances render its execution impossible or so difficult

as to involve grave burdens which would practically annul

the benefit intended by the law. Everybody too must know
that the Holy Father did not intend to forbid women to sing

in church at certain devotions or as the body of the congre-

gation, or when there is question of services that are not

strictly liturgical ; or even at liturgical functions when the ser-

vice is carried on in chapels exclusively reserved for women,

since the absence of male voices in such cases is equivalent to

necessity, as otherwise the liturgical solemnity would have to

be omitted entirely. In these cases the chant supplied by wo-

men's voices does not make void the law which demands that

the liturgy is to be carried out by men and boys.

What the Motu proprio distinctly excluded as an accepted

norm in our divine service is the select " mixed " choir in

which men and women indiscriminately associate for the pur-

pose of rendering the liturgical chants, which are a part of the

common solemn functions in the Catholic Church.

The issue was somewhat obscured by representations made

to the authorities at Rome, in which it was pointed out that the

arrangements in our American churches excluded the Roman
idea of a sanctuary choir, and that in reality our so-called choir

service was nothing else but congregational singing—in a re-

stricted sense. This was true enough,; only, the sense was so

very restricted that its acceptance practically defeated the pur-

pose of the whole legislation, which largely dealt with the

principles of, first, properly interpreting the meaning of the

liturgy, and, secondly, of securing that reverence and decorum

in church which the custom of our so-called " mixed " choirs

had greatly endangered.
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It was for these principles that The Ecclesiastical Review,

as well as Church Music, stood in the interpretation of the

law. When, therefore, different and apparently authorized

versions of the law, equivalent to dispensations from or re-

peals of it, were freely circulated and endorsed, we deemed it

our duty to obtain the authentic and authoritative reading of

the Motu propria, lest it might become, in view of the seem-

ingly authorized interpretations, a dead letter and indeed a

contradiction in terms.

The Rev. Dr. Hugh T. Henry, editor of Church Music,

accordingly drew up a dubium in which the state of the ques-

tion was plainly set forth. The editor of The Ecclesiastical

Review sent the same to the Apostolic Delegate at Washing-

ton, with the respectful request that the dubium be brought

to the notice of the Holy See and a prompt and unequivocal

answer be given thereto.

The subjoined official answer makes clear the following

points

:

1. " Choirs " commonly so-called, as we have them in most

of our churches in the United States, where a select group of

men and women gather for the purpose of singing during

the solemn services of the Church, are not permitted by the

Motu proprio.

2. The answer given in a certain case {Angelopolitana, ij

January, 1908) regarding the singing of women at divine

services, is not to be construed as sanctioning the commingling

of men and women in the choirs as we have them in the

United States.

3. Whilst the S. Congregation prohibits the arrangement of

" mixed " choirs of male and female voices, by answering the

proposed question as to its lawfulness by the simple negative',

yet when there is a dearth of male singers, and when it is

necessary for the solemnity of the service that men and wo-

men join in the singing, even then the men and women are

to be absolutely separated; and it becomes the duty of the

Ordinary to see that this is done.

Nothing could be more reasonable. The law stands. We
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are to make every possible and fair effort to introduce either

congregational singing of the liturgy, or to have male choirs.

But the service is not to be made unbecoming, distracting, or

ridiculous by a literal adherence to the law, where the con-

ditions really hinder its decorous observance. Many pastors

are making honest efforts to train the children and to organize

male choirs, but before these are capable of rendering the ser-

vices edifyingly, they must employ the aid of women who have

been accustomed to sing, and who may still, as part of the

congregation, assist in the liturgical chant, not permanently

and as though it were the proper norm of our divine services,

but as an expedient applicable wherever and as long as it may
be conscientiously deemed necessary.

No doubt the ingenuity of those reluctant to accept the de-

cision will find a way to fresh misinterpretations of the law,

even in the light of this latest authentic decision. Happily the

Bishop of Pittsburg, being equally anxious to obtain a clear

answer, had in the meanwhile written for information to the

Cardinal Secretary of State, who not only fully understands

American conditions, having seen them with his own eyes, but

is likewise familiar with our language, and has thus been in a

position to follow the controversy carried on in our newspapers

and journals. That letter, although only a private communi-

cation, leaves no doubt as to the spirit in which the document

of the Sacred Congregation, which we give herewith, must

be understood.

Apostolic Delegation

United States of America 1811 Biltmore Street

No. 667—

d

Washington, D. C.

The Rev. H. J. Heuser, D.D.

Editor of The Ecclesiastical Review,

Philadelphia, Penna.

Reverend and dear Sir,

I beg to enclose a copy of the decree of the S. C, of Rites, No.
33OX, in answer to the dubium regarding the singing of Aromen
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in the church which was proposed by you on 6th October alt.

Kindly publish the same as soon as possible.

With every good wish for the New Year, I am,

Sincerely yours in Christ,

(Signed) D. Falconio,

Apostolic Delegate.

7 January, 1909.

No. 330—X.

Nuperrime Sacrorum Rituum Congregatione ea quae sequuntur,

pro opportuna declaratione, rite ac reverenter exposita sunt,

nimirum

:

Per omnes fere regiones Statuum Foederatorum Americae

Septentrionalis, nomine chori designatur solummodo quidam

coetus paucorum cantorum tum foeminarum quum virorum, qui

seliguntur ad officium textus liturgicos intra Missas solemnes

cantandi. Hie chorus seu coetus virorum ac mulierum, seu puel-

larum, in loco ejus soli usui destinato extra cancellos, immo
plerumque longissime ab altari positus est, nee alius habetur

chorus qui textus liturgicos cantet vel recitet.

. Hinc quaeritur: Utrum ratione habita Decreti de cantu mu-
lierum in Ecclesiis {Angelopolitana, ly Jan., ipo8) quo con-

cessum fuit ut " intra christifideles, viri et pueri, quantum fieri

potest, suam partem divinis laudibus concelebrandis conferant,

haud exclusis tamen, maxime ipsorum defectu, mulieribus et

puellis," talem chorum, seu coetum virorum et mulierum supra-

descriptum, in loco ab altari remotissimo positum et chori liturgici

fungentem officio posthac adhiberi liceat ?

Et Sacra Rituum Congregatione, ad relationem subscripti Sec-

retarii, exquisitis utriusque Commissionis tum liturgicae quum de

musica et cantu sacro suffragiis omnibus mature examine per-

pensis, praepositae quaestioni ita respondendum censuit: Prout

exponitur negative et ad mentem.

Die 18 Decembris, 1908.

(Signed) S. Card. Cretoni^ Praefectus.

D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secret.

Mens est; ut viri a mulieribus et puellis omnino sint separati

vitato quolibet inconvenienti et onerata super his Ordinariorum

conscientia. S. Card. Cretoni, Praef.

D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secret.

Delegatio Apostolica

Statuum Foederatorum

Americae Septentrionalis.
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Letter of His Eminence Cardinal Merry Del Val to the
Right Rev. R. Canevin, D.D., Bishop of Pittsburg.

The following letter of inquiry concerning the lawfulness of permitting

women to sing in church choirs in the United States was addressed to

the Holy See under date of November 14, 1908, by Right Rev. Regis

Canevin, Bishop of Pittsburg, and the reply, dated November 29, 1908,

was received from His Eminence Cardinal Merry del Val on December 10,

1908:
" It would please me very much if you would have the kindness to ad-

vise me if it is true that women may sing in the choirs or churches, not

only when they sing together with the other male members of the congre-

gation in,the body of the church, but also when they are separated, and

form, either alone, or with men and boys, a special choir on an elevated

platform or choir loft, in the rear of the churches, as is the custom in the

United States.

" Because of the diversity of opinion, and the many newspaper reports,

there is great obscurity and much controversy concerning this matter; and
it would be a great advantage not only to the diocese, but to the other

dioceses of the United States, if we could have some final word from the

Holy Father for the purpose of definitely putting an end to the question.
" In the hope that you will have the goodness to communicate to me

the decision of the Holy Father as soon as possible, I beg to remain, with

the expression of my very high consideration," etc.

The reply of the Cardinal Secretary of State is as follows :
" Segreteria

di Stato di Sua Santita. No. 33810. Dal Vaticano, 29 November, 1908.

" My Lord Bishop : In reply to your letter of the 14th of November,
I hasten to inform you that the Holy Father has not given permission for

women to form part of the church choirs in the United States, and that

the statement that such permission has been granted by His Holiness is

devoid of foundation.
" His Holiness's wish is that the decrees of the Sacred Congregation of

Rites in regard to church choirs shoufd be faithfully observed in the United
States as elsewhere.

"R. Card. Merry del Val."

THE MEANING OF SPECIAL INDULTS OF REQUIEM MASSES.

Qu. There is a difference of opinion concerning the interpre-

tation of the following Indult granted to the churches of this dio-

cese. Some say that, though three semiduplex feasts occur dur-

ing the week, we may celebrate a Requiem on the remaining three

duplex feasts; others say the contrary. Will you kindly let us

know what privileges are granted to us by it ?

What about the Monday privilege all our priests make use of?
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Joannes G. Shanahan, Episcopus Harrisburgensis, ad pedes S. V.

humillime provolutus, postulat Indultum ut in Eccksiis Dioecesis Harris-

burgensis celebrari valeat ter in hebdomada Missa de Requiem, occurrente

etiam festo ritus duplicis; exceptis primae et secundae classis, diebus

Dominicis aliisque festis de praecepto servandis, necnon vigiliis, feriis

atque octavis privilegiatis.

Nov. 29, 1907, Harrisburg.

Ex Audientia SSmi. habita die 14 Decembris, 1907.

SSmus. Dominus Noster Pius Providentia PP. X, referente me infra-

scripto S. Congregationis de Propaganda Fide Secretario, benigne indulsit,

ut in Ecclesiis dioecesis Harrisburgensis celebrari valeat Missa de Requie
ter in hebdomada, diebus tamen quibus eadem Missa a Rubricis permitti-

tur comprehensis, occurrente etiam ritu duplici; exceptis festis primae et

secundae classis, diebus Dominicis aliisque de praecepto servandis, nee

non vigiliis, feriis atque octavis privilegiatis, et dummodo hujus indulti

intuitu nihil omnino praeter consuetam eleemosynam percipiatur, de con-

sensu Ordinarii, ad quinquennium.

Datum Romae ex Aed. S. Congregationis de Propaganda Fide, die et

anno ut supra.

Aloysius Veccia, Secretarius.

Resp. This Indult is local; hence, if three semi-doubles

occur during the week, a Requiem cannot be celebrated on the

three remaining days which are doubles. If only one semi-

double occurs in the week, two doubles may be selected for

the second and the third Requiem.

Were it personal, the priests of your diocese could celebrate

a Requiem three times a week occurrente rit. dupl. in a private

oratory, outside your diocese; and an extern could not cele-

brate a Requiem in your diocese occurrente rit. dupl.

In general, indults which allow three doubles to be selected,

even if three semi-doubles occur in the week, have reference

to Masses in cantu. Now Masses in cantu have always greater

privileges than Masses lectae; for instance the Requiem for

Burial, for the Third, Seventh, and Thirtieth day after death,

and the Anniversary, if they be in cantu, may be celebrated on

dupl., whereas Masses lectae cannot, unless the Burial be

in favorem pauperum. Such indults in cantu were granted

to the diocese of Tournai, of Mechlin, etc.

If doubles may be selected even when three semi-doubles oc-

cur in the week, this privilege seems always to be noted in the
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Indult, e. g. " Quisque hoc privilegio utatur oportet in quan-

tum fieri potest, feriis secundis et tertiis " (Cincinnati)

;

" Diebus tamen ab eodem Archiepiscopo pro unaquaque Ec-

clesia determinandis " (Milwaukee).

Moreover, if this Indult were personal, the parish priest

could select Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, and the as-

sistant could choose Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, if every

day of the week were a double, and thus on every day of the

year (the days noted in the Indult excepted) a Requiem could

be celebrated. But it is not probable that the Indult grants

such a privilege. Hence if every day of the week be a double,

three of these may be selected and on these three both the

pastor and the assistant must celebrate the Requiem, if they

wish to make use of the Indult.

The insertion of the phrase Diebus tamen . . . compre-

hensis in the Indult, although not found in the petition, indi-

cates that the Congregation intended to restrict the privilege

to semi-doubles, if three such occur in the week.

I. The bishop of Tarantasia (France), in 1878, obtained an

indult by virtue of which Masses de 'Requie could be chanted

three times a week in the churches of his diocese. He asked
" num eodem die ritus duplicis plurcs missae de Requie cantari

valeant in eadem ecclesia?" The answer was Affirmative

(S. R. C, 18 Dec. 1878. No. 3472, latest edit.).

The Indult to the Bishop of . Harrisburg reads the same as

granted to the Bishop of Tarantasia, except that the former

substitutes the word celehrari for cantari. Hence the privi-

lege is identical in both cases. Whilst the Indult is local, it

must be interpreted as favoring the celebrant
—

" ipsis sacer-

dotibus indirecte favet " (Cf. Van der Stappen, Vol. II,

qu. 378).

II. The Monday privilege is personal, and does not naturally

conflict with the local Indult. Moreover, the S. C. de Prop.

Fide knows that we have this (Monday) privilege, and there-

fore, if it intended to deprive the priests of it when granting

another Indult, it would certainly make mention of it.

The following may be assumed to be an analogous case:
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If a priest has the personal privilege of a privileged altar three

or four times a week, and joins a Confraternity which has an

Indult of a privileged altar once a week, he can make use of

this latter privilege, besides using the original privilege of

three of four times a week, unless the second Indult (of the

Confraternity) expressly excludes this interpretation. (Deer.

Auth. C. S. Ind., No. 272; Beringer: Die Ahldsse, Th. II, Abs.

Ill, n. 16.)
.4

' SHOULD WE PLEAD FOR A VEENACULAR LITURGY ?

The article under the above title, which appeared in the

January issue of the Review, has called forth some comment,

as was to be expected of a paper on so delicate a topic. The

author is a writer who earned his title in theology at the

University of the Propaganda in Rome, and supports his plea

,
with reasons rather than with an appeal to sentiment. On this

account we believe that it is desirable to have the subject

thoroughly discussed from the traditional and the purely argu-

mentative viewpoints. The Catholic sentiment which instinc-

tively clings to the preservation of the Latin liturgy as a means

of maintaining uniformity of litvirgical discipline and as one of

the safeguards of doctrine, is a strong argument in itself for de-

fending the universal use of the Latin in our divine service.

But the value of clear notions on the subject needs to be

brought out in order to counteract the abuses and ignorance

which are being propagated under the plea of orthodoxy.

Since some of the readers of the Review from whom we

should like to have an expression of opinion on this important

subject, live at a great distance, and outside the United States,

we have been constrained to defer a fuller discussion of this

subject to the next issue of the Review. In the meantime we

shall be glad to hear from readers who have something to say

on the subject, apart from merely ventilating feeling.
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SE OBATIA CHBISTI in I-II Fartem Summae Theologicae S.

Thomae Aq. a q. cix ad q. cziv, auctore Bichardo Tabarelli in

Fontif. Seminario Bomano Frofessore. Bomae: M. Bretschneider-

editore. 1908. Fp. xii-533.

Noli transire, henevole lector! Of course, you know many
books very much—not quite—like this. Schiffini, Mazella, Satolli,

and the rest of yesterday, to say nothing of Ripaldi, Suarez, Bel-

larmine, and the other giants of old. Then as for St. Thomas,

you have the Summa always before you; and as for the com-

mentators there are Cajetan, Capreolus, Toletus, not to mention

Gonet and Gotti and Billuart. Why then another treatise De
Gratia, and that too of half-a-thousand big pages? Well, prob-

ably for some such reason as there are forever new books on

mathematics, philosophy, and other speculative—non-empirical

—

branches of human knowledge. The subject is limitless, the mind

limited. Something will always remain to be said, or at least to

be said in a new way. Sin nova, nove. And as for commentaries

on St. Thomas, the Summa is exhaustless, endlessly suggestive;

vastly more so than Shakespeare, Dante, and the ancient classics

on whose texts exegetes never cease to labor. At all events,

sapient reader, if you have any love for genuine theology, and you

take up this newest treatise on Grace, you are likely to peruse it

to the end. And this may do you good, you know. The present

reviewer confesses that he approached the task of examining the

book with no enthusiasm ; but having set his face to the work he

read it more than half through and looked through the rest with

the intention to re-read the whole. And why so? Because it is

a work in which learning, depth, and unfailing clarity vie for the

first place. The author sees his subject with many eyes; he has

profound spiritual insight, and he has the gift of putting into a

perfectly translucent medium that which he sees. While giving

due credit to the arguments of those who differ from him in

theological controversy, he sets forth his own opinions squarely,

presenting his own reasons manfully yet with becoming modesty
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—salvo meliori judicio, as he puts it (p. 315)—^with no pretense

to have solved the mystery of, nor to have said the final word on,

the concordance between efficacious grace and the will's freedom.

The book is one which the seminarian will be helped by

studying, the priest in the ministry stimulated by reading. Al-

though a dogmatic and not a professedly devotional treatise, much
of it might profitably be taken as food for the morning's medi-

tation or the evening's spiritual reading,

SOME NOTABLE ALTAES in the Church of England and the Ameri-
can Episcopal Church. By the Rev. John Wright, D. D., LL. D.,

Rector of St. Paul's Church, St. Paul, Minn. With 114 full-page

plates. New York: The Macmillan Company. Pp. 383.

There are many evidences of high-minded efforts in the Epis-

copal Church to restore within her communion the ancient spirit

of Catholic faith. That spirit had been capable of producing the

magnificent works of Christian art, the remnants of which

throughout England still silently proclaim the fact that the nation

\vhich raised these monuments of religious devotion in pre-Re-

formation times was more imbued with that which makes for

moral and esthetic education, than she is to-day, so far as we can

draw evidence from the polished product of her modern indus-

trial achievements. One means of bringing back the old order

of things in the religious sphere is the pronounced endeavor to

give to the altar its original place and significance in the churches.

The Reformation, which sought to rid the realm of a priesthood

that had the right to rebuke kings and withhold them from the

sacraments, found that where there was no priesthood there need

be no altars. Hence the translators of the Bible, from 1526 to

1683, substituted the word " temple " for " altar," as they had

changed the word " priest " to give place to " elder," and " over-

seer " to stand for " bishop," Thus, for more than a hundred

years the authorized and official manual of the religion of Eng-

land " by Law Established " bore witness that Protestantism

wanted neither altar nor priest. But the error was recognized in

the course of time, and the late revisers of the authorized version

of the Bible endorsed the translation of the Catholic Vulgate and

of the Protestant correction of 1683, And as a result we find

the author of the present volume, an American Episcopalian,
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writing :
" The Holy Communion is the great central act of wor-

ship in the Christian Church, and the only form which our

Divine Master directly commanded to be observed. Associated

with it is the altar, without which a church building has no

meaning," We should say that the great central act of worship

is not Holy Communion but the Holy Sacrifice, and that the altar

is not simply associated with it but an essential part of it.

However, this is not important to the object of the volume to

which we would draw attention. What the author purposes to

do is to give some views of altars selected by well-known archi-

tects as excellent models for imitation. As the illustrations are

largely taken from designs or reproductions of the great English

Cathedrals built by Catholics before the Reformation, the book

will serve the clergy outside the Episcopal body, who desire in-

formation on the subject, for the work has been done with the

practical purpose of aiding those who have in anticipation the

building of altars, or the enrichment of old ones. The cost of

erection in many instances is also given.

Among the specimens of altars in the older churches of Eng-

land we have illustrations from the Cathedrals of Ely,* Salisbury,

Exeter, Gloucester, Rochester, York, Worcester, Lichfield,

Chester, Bristol, Durham, Reading, Chichester, and the great

examples of medieval art preserved in the London churches.

Besides, some forty illustrations represent the best specimens of

altar-building to be found in American Episcopal churches.

There are a few examples of unrestored English rood-screens,

showing, as the author of the volume remarks in his preface,

" the devastation wrought by vandal hands at the Reformation."

They are all in the true Catholic style, with the full figure of

Christ crucified dominating and the statues of saints round

about in niches or painted upon the panels. " I fail to under-

stand," writes Dr. Temple, the Episcopal Primate of England,
" how it can be considered compatible with the principles of the

Reformation to draw nice distinctions between the figure of our

Lord crucified and the figure of our Lord ascending, and to say

that one tends to idolatry, and the other not." The beauty of the

altar in the Church that claims Christ, derives from the way in

which it honors His Passion.
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FBINCIFLES OP LOGIC. By George Hayward Joyce, S.J. New
York, London: Longmans, Green & Co. 1908. Fp. zx-431.

Now and again there appears a book on vne or other of the

departments of philosophy, which, while handing on the traditonal

fund of truth, gives to its subject a fuller development, a fresh

illumination, and a further application. A book of this kind was

Fr. Maher's Psychology—especially in its later editions—in the

Stonyhurst Series. Prior to its appearance our few English man-

uals on the subject were, however useful in their way, but more

or less successful Anglicizations of the corresponding Latin text-

books. Professors thoroughly drilled in scholastic psychology

were somewhat inclined in those days to regard with suspicion

not without contempt " the new psychology "—looking on the

spirit and method as materialistic or setting it aside as physi-

ology and not psychology at all. That this mental attitude was

not devoid of considerable justification will hardly be denied. At
the same time there was much in the new psychology that was
true and valuable, and there was simply wanted the man suf-

ficiently familiar with the old and the new, and gifted with the

art of expression, to present in one harmonious system the old

truths combined with the facts and inferences accumulated by the

recent empirical methods. Such a man appeared in the author of

the Stonyhurst manual just mentioned and he furnished Catholic

students with a work on which they can rely and of which they

may justly be proud. It is hardly overstating things to say that

what Fr. Maher did for Psychology, Fr. Joyce has done for Logic

in the volume at hand.

The Scholastic Logic is here in its integrity, but it is freshly

illustrated and very notably extended. It is not unfrequently

asserted that Logic has made no progress since the time of Aris-

totle, from whose brain it is supposed to have sprung Minerva-

like ; and so unprejudiced a witness as Kant is usually cited in tes-

timony for the statement. Doubtless this is true as regards " the

substance " of the science or art. At the same time the substance

is capable of further illumination and certainly of further ex-

pansion ; and in both these respects the work at hand does a ser-

vice. First the illumination results from the juxtaposition of the

traditional truths with the recent false theories, notably those of

Mill, Bradley, Bosanquet, etc. The author conceives of Logic as
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having an objective aspect, in the sense, namely, that it is a sci-

ence of the conceptual representations of the real world: and in

his criticism of adverse logical views he points out the false phil-

osophy from which those views emanate. He thus lights up the

philosophical depths of his own system. Secondly, the expan-

sional aspect of the work is apparent in the second part—about

one-third of the book being devoted to applied Logic, that is, to

the mind's procedure in the systematic quest of science ; the pro-

cesses, namely, of observation, experiment, inductive inquiry, ex-

planation, hypothesis, quantitative determination, elimination of

chance, classification, and method. Though all these subjects

have for long been treated in books of Logic in French, except-

ing, of course, the subject of Method, they have received but

slight consideration in the Latin manuals, and we believe Fr.

Joyce is the first Catholic logician to give them anything like ade-

quate treatment in English. And yet they constitute by far the

most practical portion, especially in our day, of the study.

Another feature of value not to be ignored is the examples used

in illustrating the definitions, rules, etc. These are not the stock

puerilities of the text-books (Angelus non est lapis, etc. examples

which would suggest Mark Twain's illustrations from his German
Ollendorf :

" Where is the t)ird ? The bird is in the blacksmith's

shop"), but live illustrations drawn from the sciences or from

common experience. They thus instruct and interest while doing

no less well their special work of illustrating.

It should be noted that the book does not include applied Logic,,

in the sense of Critics, or what is now usually called Epistemology.

It is to be hoped, however, that, having completed his present

task so creditably, Fr. Joyce may see his way to produce a cor-

responding treatise on the latter subject—a department of phil-

osophy wherein there reigns greatest confusion outside the Cath-

olic school and wherewith our Catholic philosophical literature

in English is inadequately supplied.

TRACTATXIS DE VERA RELIGIONE. Anctore Joanne Mnncimill^

S.J. Barcinone: Gustavus Gili, Editor. 1909. Pp.viii-428.

MANY MANSIONS. Studies in Ancient Religious and Moral Thought
By William S. Lilly. New York, Cincinnati, Chicago: Benziger
Brothers; London: Chapman & Hall. 1907. Pp. xi-260.
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LE Y^DISME. Kotions but lea Religions de Tlnde. Far L. de la Valine

Poussin. Paris: Blond & Cie. 1909. Pp. 127.

IITTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF COMPARATIVE RELIGION.
By Frank Bjrron Jevons. New York, London, Bombay: The Mac-

millanOo. 1908. Pp. xxv-283.

L'AVENIR DU CHRISTIANISME. Part I: Le Pass^e Chretien; I.

ipoque Orientale; pp. xxvi-330; II-III, %oque Syncretiste; pp.,

II 278, III 246. Par M. Dufonrcq. Paris: Blond & Cie. 1908-

1909.

These works are here introduced as suggestive of an intro-

ductory course of study in the foundations and the history of re-

ligion. Being all of recent date and the productions of scholars

who write on the whole from a sanely conservative spirit, they

may be accepted as justly combining the new with the old. The

Latin treatise on the True Religion is the work of a Jesuit who

is at present teaching theology in Spain. He is the author of a

volume on the Incarnation which was reviewed in these pages

at the time of its appearance a few years ago. His present work

covers the ground and pursues the method familiar to the student

of Catholic theology. While the author gives due credit to " the

new method of apologetics "—which, so far as it is valid and

effective, is of course very old—he sees no reason, because there

is no sufficient reason, for departing from " the old method ", the

objective and deductive. The subjective method—the appeal to

personal, psychological, and moral motives of faith—is, of course,

desirable and oftentimes the only practical way of preparing the

non-Christian soul for the reception and the willing acceptance of

faith; but unless the intellect is convinced of the divine origin

and the definite truths of revelation, the act of faith is logically

impossible ; and this conviction depends naturally on the manifes-

tation to the intellect of divine credentials—signs of superna-

tural interference, than which we know of no others outside of

miracle and prophecy. The apologist who has mastered this ave-

nue of faith will, of course, in his relations with non-Christian

minds endeavor to draw them to the truth by whatever sidepaths

leading from personal motives—subjective, psychological, moral,

cultural, social, etc.—he may be able to discover.

The methods, materials, and processes that conduce to this

mastery are thoroughly expounded in the above treatise. The
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same has been done, indeed, in many a preceding work of the

kind. Nevertheless, it is here done with unsurpassed soHdity and

clarity. The work does not coincide with the tract entitled De
Ecclesia. It is the Demonstratio Christiana et Catholica—a treat-

ise on fundamental as distinguished from special dogmatics.

The mind " informed " with the truths set forth in such a treat-

ise has the necessary guidance, the chart and compass, for navi-

gating safely the high seas of the history of religion. Without

some such discretion it drifts aimlessly and hopelessly.

Mr. Lilly's volume, Many Mansions, will probably be known

already to the present reader. The book is introduced here

because of the essays it contains on the history of religion, the

chapters especially on the " Sacred Books of the East " on " Budd-

hism " and on " The Saints of Islam." The first of these chap-

ters provides the student with a brief but fairly comprehensive

survey of the Canonical Scriptures of Brahmanism, Buddhism,

and Jainism, Magdeism, Islamism, and the Chinese. The outline

follows, of course, the well-known series of translations edited

by Max Miiller, and for those who have not access to the original

or to the voluminous and costly versions just mentioned, Mr.

Lilly's book will prove a useful substitute. It may be that the

author emphasizes too strongly the importance of the Sacred

Books of the East. Those who have had the patience, and, one is

tempted to add, sacrificed the time—though this expenditure is a

tax the student of religions must make up his mind to pay—to go

through the long series of the Sacred Books, knows what a desert-

world he has had to traverse and through what swamps and

wastes he has wandered without finding a fair flower, not to say a

gem, to reward his toil. However, the Sacred Books do throw

light, as Mr. Lilly insists, upon the origin and development of re-

ligions, and the student must take them into account. In the dis-

charge of this task Mr. Lilly's essays will be of service.

It need hardly be suggested that the latter author, however cul-

tured in other respects, is not a professional theologian. The evi-

dence for this statement is afforded by the following passage:
" A dogma is like an algebraic formula which represents ideally

a given quantity but is not that quantity itself. The intellectual

experience is the symbolic expression of the religious experience,

nothing more. It is no new thing which I am writing. St.
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Augustine, St. Athanasius, St. Thomas Aquinas, Butler, New-

man—to name no others—lay it down that theology is an econ-

omy, that is to say, a parable or exhibition of the truth in symbols.

We shall do well to remember this " (p. 49). Perhaps we shall

do better to remember that this is not so. Nowhere does St.

Thomas Aquinas—to mention no others—lay it down that a

dogma is " like an algebraic formula ", or " a symbolical expres-

sion of religious experience ". The Angelic Doctor unmistak-

ably holds that the language we use in our endeavor to express

our conceptions of God and the spiritual world generally, have a

certain, though very imperfectly " representative ", value which

is more than " symbolical ". Our terminology, though not uni-

vocal is analogous, expressing therefore some, however remote,

similitude between the finite objects whence they are derived and

thence transferred for predication of the Infinite. St. Thomas,

as every one knows, discusses the subject in the Summa (P. I,

p. xii), and in the Contra Gentiles (L. I, CC. 32-36).

Besides the essays above alluded to, which interest especially

the student of the history of religion, Many Mansions contains

a number of other chapters of a wider philosophical pertinence.

These refer to Spinoza, Modern Pessimism, and The Newest

View of Christ—a review of Professor Pleiderer's Entwicklung

des Christenthums. The volume, it may be added, is part of a

new edition of the author's Ancient Religions and Modern

Thought.

Those who desire to know more about the ancient religions of

India than they get from Mr. Lilly's essays, and yet have not the

opportunity, leisure, or courage to peruse the voluminous Sacred

Books, are likely to find what they want in M. Poussin's Le
Vedisme. The little volume presents a clear outline of the gen-

eral structure of the Vedic books and discusses in brief the theo-

ries concerning the origin of Vedism and analyzes its religious

and moral conceptions. The bibliography points to further

sources of information. The booklet belongs to M. Bloud's well-

known series Science et Religion, which is noticed below.

Mr. Jevons' Introduction inaugurates a series of volumes which

bids fair to elicit wide interest as well for their practical as for

their theoretical character. A lectureship has been established
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at the Hartford Theological Seminary on the Religions of the

World with a view " to assist in preparing students for the foreign

missionary field
"—the specific purpose being " to give such stu-

dents a good knowledge of the religious history, beliefs, and cus-

toms of the peoples among whom they expect to labor ". That

the volumes embodying the lectures will interest a larger circle

of readers than that to which they are primarily addressed may
be presumed from the fact that the individual volumes are being

prepared " by scholars of the first rank who are authorities in

their respective fields "
(p. v) : nor need one go beyond the pres-

ent introductory volume for confirmation of this presumption.

The work shows signs of a scholarship that speaks with authority.

However, the practical relation predominates. Since the mis-

sionary's first and last endeavor is to lead the heathen people

among whom he may be laboring to Christian faith and conduct,

it is of supreme importance that he should be able to start from

certain beliefs held by those peoples, beliefs that have a connexion

or element in common with some Christian truth. Mr. Jevons

selects as such a transitional point the morally universal belief in

a future life, with which belief belief in God is closely connected.

Belief in immortality, he argues, implies society, and religion

among primitive peoples is concerned with social hopes and fears.

Although magic is intimately blended with religion amongst those

peoples, it is differentiated in this that, while religion is social,

magic is anti-social. The same difference gives the clue to the

nature of fetichism. Immortality, magic, and fetichism thus take

the first place in the author's discussion. Prayer, sacrifice, the re-

lation of religion to morality, being also subjects closely asso-

ciated with belief in immortality, furnish topics for the after chap-

ters, while " the place of Christianity in the evolution of religions"

forms the theme for the closing lecture. Needless to say, the

place assigned to Christianity is the first, since Mr. Jevons writes

with a thoroughly Christian spirit and purpose. The ground

covered is one in which the winds of wild speculations have had

and still have free play

—

loca foeta furentibus Austris. The real

beliefs of savage peoples are imperfectly known, and the tempta-

tion to generalize and to theorize especially in regard to their

origin has allured many writers into many vagaries and some

absurdities. Mr. Jevons keeps fairly steady. At the same time,

however, " the call of the wild " is not unfelt by him. Thus, for
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instance, he seems to yield not a little to the theory that dreams

and ghosts give rise to the belief in the soul's continuance after

death, though he maintains indeed that " were there no desire to

believe it may be doubted whether the belief would survive or

even originate ". Of course the theory has no foundation out-

side the fancy of its devisers by whom it was arbitrarily con-

structed in opposition to the theistic teaching that belief in im-

mortality is in part rationally instinctive, in part a deduction, in

part a traditional relic from the primitive revelation—a teaching

which, unlike the dream and ghost figment, rests on certain

foundations.

Mr. Jevons proves convincingly the transcendency of Chris-

tianity. He shows that, while the truth and the good inherent in

all forms of religion is that in all of them man seeks after God,

the finality of Christianity lies in the fact that it reveals the God
for whom man seeks. " What was true in other religions was the

belief in the possibility of communion with God, the belief that

only as a member of society could the individual man attain to

that communion. What is offered by Christianity in a means of

grace whereby that communion may be attained and a society in

which the individual may attain it. Christianity offers a means

whereby the end aimed at by all religions may be realized "
(p.

259). This is undoubtedly true and it is the high vocation and

duty of the missionary to bring this home to the heathen mind;

and it only makes it more the pity that, when the tutored savage

shall have been made to see that in Christianity God has revealed

Himself to men, he should nevertheless find his teachers dis-

agreeing about the very essence itself of Christianity; and

whereas he is taught that Christianity provides the means and the

society whereby communion with God is effected and assured, he

should nevertheless find those same teachers at utter discord re-

garding those very means, and hopelessly disrupted in that very

society. However, within the limits imposed by his own religious

system as well as by the restricted scope of an introductory study

Mr. Jevons has brought together in an attractive form a consid-

erable amount of instructive facts, illuminating generalizations,

and practical suggestions. Although not a profound treatise, it

is certainly a thoughtful and stimulating essay.

A notable contribution to the history and science of religions
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is M. Dufourcq's L'Avenir du Christianisme, the first two parts of

which, about half the prospective work, is indicated in the title

given above. Convinced that Christianity is the unifying prin-

ciple of humanity, the author, working toward that unification,

seeks in the past for the vivifying elements that may justify the

hope of its realization. His quest carries him along the compara-

tive history of pagan religions (Egyptian, Semitic, Persian,

Greek, Roman) and of Judaism down to the time of Alexander

(Vol. I, The Oriental Epoch). The second volume (in two parts,

above in title) traverses the beginnings of Christianity (The Syn-

cretist Epoch). A third volume will be devoted to the history of

the Church as far as the eleventh century (The Mediterranean

Epoch), and a fourth will carry the narration onward to the

eighteenth century. These two latter volumes are in course of

publication. A supplementary volume on Christianity and Demo-
cracy in the nineteenth century is preparing. The program here

outlined is obviously very broad and comprehensive. An esti-

mate of the work can best be made after its completion.

The portion thus far made public affords, however, abundant

evidence of very extensive research, keen critical analysis of the

documents and facts, and apparently on the whole sound gener-

alizations and theory. Some of the author's Biblical views were

indicated in the January issue of this Review. They will hardly

be accused of undue conservatism. Nor will it be thought that

what might be called oversensitiveness has intruded into the

author's critical faculty when analyzing the phenomena, as one

may notice in reading the parallelism which he presents at the

opening of his work between certain Christian rites and doctrines

on the one hand and some of the customs followed by les autres

religions mediterraneennes (p. xi). Further manifestation of the

same critical spirit is apparent at the close of the first volume

where he sums up the result of his study of the dual religious de-

velopment—pagan and Jewish—^which preceded and prepared the

way for the advent of Christianity. Although, however, the

author vindicates the transcendency of Judaism, his search for

aspects of resemblance to the pagan cults seems to urge him
beyond one at least of the most salient points of difference. It is

of course true that both with the pagan and the Jew the being

who was conceived and worshiped as Deity was regarded as

"protector of the social group "
; that both believed in the dieu-
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patron. On the other hand Jahve was always much more than

le protecteur d'Israel, such as was Amon for Thebes, Madouk for

Babylon, Athena for Athens, Jupiter Capitolinus for Rome (p.

318). The Old Testament from Genesis to Machabees demon-

strates and exemplifies the personal relation of Jehovah, that he

was worshiped and petitioned as truly the God of the individual

as the protector of the tribe. M. Dufourcq does not, it may be pre-

sumed, dispute this fact ; but then one misses its explicit assertion

as marking an aspect of the transcendency of Judaism. The first

volume completes the comparison between the pre-Christian re-

ligions. The second volume describes the religious world pre-

paratory to the birth of Christ—the transformation of paganism,

the interrelations between the contemporary Judaism and pagan-

ism. A sketch is given in the second part (practically the third

volume) of our Lord's life, the work and influence of the indi-

vidual Apostles, notably that of Sts. Peter, Paul, and John. The

volume closes with a study of St. Irenaeus—a study in which the

writer speaks with special authority, he being the author of the

monograph on the same subject in M. Blond's well-known series

La Pensee Chretienne as also in Lecoffre's Les Saints.

It is impossible within the space here at command to dwell upon

any of the details of the broad canvas here outrolled. Suffice it

to say that the general treatment combines thoroughness with in-

terest. The leading personages and facts stand out clearly—nu-

merous, indeed, and attractive but not overcrowded, the details

being ample yet not too many to illustrate the interpretative prin-

ciples and laws. The work richly repays study. The very

copious bibliographical references further enhance its value. It

may not be superfluous to add that M. Dufourcq is a professor at

the University of Bordeaux and the author of a work in six vol-

umes on the Acts of the Martyrs—a work at present undergoing

a critical revision.

CATHOLIC SOCIALISM. By Francesco S. Nitti. Translated from the

second Italian edition by Mary Mackintosh. New York: The Mao-
millan Co.; London: Swan Sonnenschein & Co. 1908. Pp. xz-
432.

This is a re-issue of a well-known work that first made its ap-

pearance some fourteen years ago. The book appears to have

undergone no revision or enlargement. This is to be regretted.
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especially in view of the important Encyclicals of Leo XIII,

notably that on Christian Democracy {Graves de communi, i8

January, 1901), which have been published in the meantime, and

have had no slight influence in stimulating the efforts of Catho-

lics in Europe toward social betterment. For the rest, the vol-

ume is the only one in English that gives so comprehensive an

account of what, however one may demur, is now called Catho-

lic Socialism, but what might more truly be called the Catholic

movement making for the improvement in the condition of the

masses. Professor Nitti designed the book to be the first of a

series of volumes on the various forms of modern Socialism. The

series seems. never to have grown beyond this initial stage.

The author, as one may infer from the general tone of the nar-

rative, is or was a " liberal Catholic ", and the translator. Miss

Macintosh, " felt bound ", so Professor Ritchie observes in his

Introduction to the book, " as a devout Catholic to dissent from

some statements of the author ". These " dissents " are given in

the foot-notes, with of course Professor Nitti's authorization.

The " devout Catholic reader " may probably dissent from a few

other details ; but on the whole the work is commendable, so much
so indeed that Cardinal Manning seems to have deemed it deserv-

ing of the succinct eulogy
—

" a truly admirable work ".

THE CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA. An International Work of

Reference on the Constitution, Doctrine, Discipline, and History of

the Catholic Church. Edited by Charles 6. Herbermann, Fh.D.,

L.LD.; Edward Pace, Ph.D., D.D.; Conde B. Pallen, Ph. D., LL. D.:

Thomas J. Shahan, D.D.; John. J. Wynne, S. J.; assisted by numer-
ous collaborators. In fifteen volumes. Volume IV. New York:

Bobert Appleton Company. Pp. 799.

If there were any diffidence, such as is apt to attend new sub-

scription enterprises, regarding the ability of the projectors of

the Catholic Encyclopedia to complete their undertaking in a

thoroughly creditable fashion, that doubt will be entirely dis-

pelled by the promptness with which the successive volumes are

being issued. Reviewers are still discussing the excellent features

of the third volume whilst the fourth makes its appearance,

bringing the work down to the word Diocesan (Chancery). One
distinctly improved feature of the work meets us at th^ very

opening of the volume, in the table of contributors, which in ad-
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dition to the names and titles of the authors, as given in the pre-

vious editions of the introduction, adds also a list of the topics

treated by each writer. This arrangement offers obvious ad-

vantages for orientation in a work of reference like the present.

Probably this could not have been done so readily for the earlier

volumes, since much of the work at the beginning had to be

assigned to those who understood thoroughly the method of

writing required in an encyclopedia, and who had to trace the

models for future workers. By this time the editors have found

opportunity, not only to survey the field whence reliable contribu-

tors could be obtained, but also to train the specialists, who are

relied upon for their knowledge and readiness, into a common
system of exposition, so as to give the whole work a uniform

character.

There is evidence in this volume, as in the former parts of the

Encyclopedia, that it is the work of a painstaking, accurate, and

scholarly corps of collaborators. We find the same conservative

attitude in maintaining sound and hitherto accepted, because suf-

ficiently well-established, opinions in science, against the self-

assured conclusions of experimentalists who would impose their

half-solved problems and hypothetical intuitions upon modern

students as the permanent results of scientific research. The

same is true of the position in general taken by the Encyclopedia

toward questions involving historical criticism.

One of the most satisfying articles in the present volume is

one on "Communism," by Dr. John Ryan, of St. Paul's Semi-

nary. The writer manages to give a clear and comprehensive

exposition of the principles, the history, and the ethical value of

the system ; and this in less than four pages. The supplementary

article on " Collectivism " from the same pen is equally lucid

and succinct in matter and form. Other articles of note are

—

M. Goyau's on the Concordat of 1801, the Scriptural articles by

Father Maas, S.J., Dr. Gigot, and Fr. Ahern. The article on

the Dies irae by Dr. Henry is, we venture to say, the most ac-

curate and up-to-date review of the history and analysis of that

marvelous piece of Latin hymnody. The article is incomplete

only in this, that the author fails to record sufficiently his own
part in throwing original and critical light on the origin, liter-

ary uses, and translations of the hymn, as appears from a series

of papers written by him between 1890 and 1905 on this entic-
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ing topic. Another paper of special value, because of its ten-

dency to make plain the position of Catholic higher education

and the distinctions between the collegiate and the university

system proper, is that by Fr. Schwickerath, SJ. The liturgical

subjects are well represented, as also are the biographies, both

those that are general property like Dante and Aubrey De Vere,

and those that are of particular interest to Catholics of America

and other English-speaking countries. It is easy of course to sug-

gest what a casual inquirer might deem omissions, but if we ex-

cept such rare instances as that of St. Chad (Ceadda, or Cedda)

of Litchfield, about whom we do want to know at least what the

Bollandists can tell us, the likelihood is that the questions of

real importance which one here misses will all receive their due

treatment under one caption or another, in the course of the work.

The illustrations are admirable, and there is no indication that

the enthusiasm which inspired the undertaking, is not keeping

its solid hold upon those elements that can assure its successful

completion, by adhering to the principle of seeking the truest and

the best in the contribution of intellect and the excellence of me-

chanical execution.

THE BOY-SAVERS' GUIDE. Society Work for Lads in their Teens.

Sy the Rev. Qeorge E. Qnin, S.J. New York, Cincinnati, Chicago:

Benziger Brothers. 1908. Pp. 389.

This is a wholly admirable book for priests and teachers, parents

and lovers of boys. " Take care of the boys, and the girls will

take care of themselves," is as true as any adage fashioned by

the experience of ages. " Nay, more ; could but half of the ob-

streperous scamplings be made into anything like perfect men,

feminine virtue, thereby obtaining fuller play, would almost re-

pair the primeval lapse and restore the world to a paradise anew."

The author shows himself very familiar with the boy's nature

and the needs of that nature to be sustained by the application of

well-proportioned direction in the exercises of mind and heart as

well as body, and he has that deeper insight into the relations by

which the boy, through his growth to manhood, becomes a potent

factor for good in society. Indeed, his warm advocacy is in favor

of developing the boyish faculties through the medium of society-

organization. He wisely discriminates between the practice of

fostering merely a taste for social entertainment among boys, so
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as to keep them from noxious amusements and other degener-

ating influences, and the wise management of a body of boys

which, by taking note of their individuaHty, leads them spon-

taneously to control their disposition, improve their faculties, and

thus develop a steady character for good.

It is important to note that, while the book is full of wise direc-

tion for all persons who take an interest in the training of chil-

dren, even were it only within the home (though the book was

not written for parents), yet it addresses itself primarily to priests.

Every priest, whether he has a school or not, finds at his com-

mand wondrous facilities, given him " by the grace and authority

of his sacred calling, and by the implicit confidence of the faith-

ful," to instil virtue and a love of all that is truly useful and ad-

mirable into a boy's heart. Most priests in pastoral charge are

inclined to accept these opportunities, and to render them effective

by providing amusements and club facilities, which are at the

same time a severe strain on the energies and time of the best-

equipped pastor. Father Quin, while by no means disregarding

the functions of such methods as furnish wholesome amusement,

which a boy is supposed to need, points out a system of organiz-

' ing which, owing to the underlying principle, is far more effective

in attracting the boy, while yet it prescinds wholly from the per-

manent amusement center or club. The loadstone that draws

and elevates the boy is not so much to amuse him, as to make him

conscious of certain powers of initiative and cooperation which

rouse his sense of courage, chivalry, and responsibility. How
that may be effected is shown in the volume.

First the author lays down certain fundamental principles ap-

plicable to actual needs around us. He shows what in reference

to our boys is of vital importance ; what our schools can not do

;

what young men's societies can not do; and what Boys' Organ-

izers alone can do for them. Nor is it to be assumed that the

natural and inborn talent for creating sympathy among boys,

which is given to many priests, suffices for this work. A genial

temper, a ready ingenuity in devising plans for creating and con-

centrating active interest at recreation, a faculty for making things

clear, for answering a boy's questions, for keeping him in respect

of authority, are not of themselves sufficient to develop a boy's

faculties to do their best work. The priest who proposes to train

boys must first or simultaneously train himself, whatever his
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native endowments may be. The author answers the current

objections of priests who, under one plea or another, shirk this

marvelously fruitful apostolate. He points out how we may over-

come shyness; how attain that magnetism which is deemed es-

sential for engaging a boy's interest; how to save time for such

work amid the engrossing cares of other parish work; how to

forestall delays in so important a field of labor for the salvation of

souls.

An important chapter is that in which Fr. Quin draws the lines

between humanitarianism on the one hand, and on the other re-

ligious influences such as the priest can command for educating

boys. He suggests, nevertheless, the means of attaining results

by methods kindred to those employed by the non-sectarian phil-

anthropist, especially in our large cities. In a hundred ways we
are helped by directions in detail, such as the right use of " gifts,"

the influence of parades, sports, uniforms, badges; the uses of a

library, of indoor fun, of club management, enrollment, financial

methods, etc. A most important feature of the treatment of his

subject is the way in which the author lets us feel how and where

religion comes into the work of instruction and recreation. He
gives us the key to the proper treatment of the " rougher ele-

ment ", and dwells upon the educational and disciplinary side of

the club meetings, discussions, visits, the due system, election

interests and politics within the capacity of boyish patriotism.

The book is one of the most helpful sources for systematizing

Catholic influence and creating a beneficial educational atmos-

phere in the parish.

SCIENCE ET RELIGION: ]fetudes pour le temps present: Apolo-
getique: Le Sens Catholique par H. Couget:—QUESTIONS HIS-
TORICITJES: Les Croisades par A. Fortin; Les Assemblees du
Clerge et le Frotestantisme par I. Bonrlon: Le Comity de Salut

public par M. Navarre; Histoire du Catholieisme en Angleterre
parG. Planque:—HISTOIRE DES RELIGIONS: Le Vedisme par
L. Poussin;—QUESTIONS DE SOCIOLOGIE: La Question Sociale

au 18® Siecle par A. Lecoq.; Le Travail Soeiologique par P. Meline;
—PHILOSOPHES ET PENSEURS: Chateaubriand par M. Souriau;
F. de La Hennais (Pensees) par C. Marechal. Paris: Bloud & Cie

1909.
'

;

No Catholic student who has command of French need feel at

a loss for instruments of research and intellectual culture. To
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say nothing of the several encyclopedic dictionaries now appear-

ing in that language—ever growing repertories of Biblical, theo-

logical, and historical lore—he has in the collection here intro-

duced an endless series of short studies dealing with an immense

variety of important and interesting topics more or less pertinent

to his religion. The series is endless, for it is continually receiv-

ing additions, while the title covering the publishers' program is

indefinitely flexible. So far more than five hundred small vol-

umes are comprised in the series, the wealth of which can be

easily estimated by looking through the corresponding catalogue

issued fairly up to date. Thus, for instance, if one is interested

in the history of religion he finds under the heading " Catholi-

cism," two handy and fairly comprehensive little volumes treat-

ing of the Church in the United States, two more on the Church

in Scandinavia, one each for the Church in Spain, Russia, Ireland,

Scotland, China, Japan, etc. Under the rubric " Protestantism
"

a considerable variety of subjects is subsumed, as is also the case

under the classifications of " Non-Christian Religions " and
" Comparative Religions." Of course, all the studies are not of

equal importance or merit. Nevertheless they are for the most
part the work of specialists who set forth with French clarity the

essentials and general bearings of the respective subjects and
point to the practically accessible sources of further information.

For the rest, the titles indicated at the head of this notice com-
prise the latest accessions to the series. We have no space here

to describe them in detail, but the list, brief though it is, will

afiford some idea of the broad scope of the undertaking. The
books are neat in appearance, usually clearly printed, and sell for

the modest price of twelve cents in brochure, and about nineteen

cents in linen binding.

Xiterarie Cbat

In connexion with the literature dealing with the act of faith, some
reference to which was made at this place in the last number of the

Review, Pere Hugon's last book, Reponses theologiques d, quelques ques-

tions d'actualite (Paris: Tequi), deserves notice and also commendation.
The book contains a short study on the nature of faith—a study done
with the author's well-known insight and lucidity. There is also a very

good chapter on another "actual" subject—our concepts of doctrines of
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faith {Les Concepts dogmatiques) . The author draws out the opinion

to which allusion is made in the review of Mr. Lilly's Many Mansions
in the present number—viz. that our dogmatic concepts are not simply
" symbolic formulae," but analogous representations, having some simili-

tudes proportionate to and with the spiritual reality expressed by them.

The question is discussed from different standpoints and in a right

good-tempered style by Pere Alio in his Foi et Systemes (Bloud et

Cie, Paris).

Jansenism is not a theme to which one would expect a Parisian audience

to flock to hear, and one can easily realize the sentiment to which Prof.

Paquier gives utterance in the preface to his recent volume on the subject,

when he says that it was not without a certain astonishment and even

admiration that he beheld a numerous and highly distinguished audience

compose de femmes aussi bien que d'hommes coming last winter to the

hall of the Catholic Institute in Paris to listen to a course of lectures oc-

cupied largely with the various theories on the divine decrees, efficacious

and sufficient grace, and original sin. However, when one peruses the

book in which the said lectures have just been published (Bloud et Cie,

Paris), one recognizes that what drew the auditoire nombreux et fort dis-

tingue was not simply the intellectual thirst of the Parisian ladies and

gentlemen, nor the subject-matter itself, which would seem to be any-

thing but inviting. Rather was it the manner in which the matter was

treated by the lecturer. Prof. Paquier has certainly the very happy art

of making arid things attractive. If any one wants to read an exposition

of Jansenism, bases and superstructure, he will do well to get this book.

It is not a historical narrative of Jansenistic controversy; it is what its

title describes, an etude doctrinale d'apres les sources. Especially inter-

esting is the final chapter on the miracles of Jansenism—a subject which

loses most of its perplexity in the light here thrown on it.

While there is no lack of books of instruction for religious, there

are not too many written for the guidance of superiors of religious com-

munities. Father Miiller's, C. SS. R., Golden Rules is a welcome addition

to the comparatively short list. The author has in mind the direction of

religious communities, seminaries, colleges, schools, and families. The

rules which he lays down are full of prudence and charity.

They express "the wisdom of all the ancients" and the experience of

the expert. The book, which was first published two-score years ago, now

appears in " a new and revised edition."

Rules, whether for superior or subject, are best understood and appre-

ciated, as well as more easily observed, when exemplified in the life of

an individual. An exemplification of "golden rules" is afforded by the

recent biography of Father Noailles {Virtues and Spiritual Counsels of

Father Noailles). The subject of this edifying biography was the foun-

der of the Congregation of women entitled " The Holy Family of Bor-

deaux." He was eminent in every Christian virtue; apparently a saint in
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reality, although not yet raised to the honors of the Altar. He died some
forty-five years ago. Several previous sketches of his life have appeared

but no adequate account of his character and work until the book just

mentioned. The author is Pere Eugene Baflfie, O. M. I. It is translated

into English by Fr. John Fitzpatrick, O. M. I. (Benziger, 1908).

A devout little book, also recently done out of the French, is Christ

among Men, translated by L. M. Ward from " Jesus " by the Abbe Ser-

tillanges (Benziger Bros.). The original was written right after the

author's return from Palestine and it thus reflects the local coloring and
the devotional glow that the scenes hallowed by the presence of the

Saviour must impress on the sympathetic soul. The salient aspects of

our Lord's life are briefly but vividly depicted. His Cradle, Hidden Life,

Preaching, Prayer ; His Relation to the Jewish Authorities, to His Dis-

ciples, to Nature—these are the points meditated in the compositio loci,

and made naturally, not forcedly, suggestive of practical reflections. The
translation is unusually well done.

The clergy who are or may be called upon to address non-Catholic or

mixed audiences will find much useful material and pertinent suggestions

in Fr. Fogarty's book Priest and Parson or Let Us be One (Christian

Press Association, New York). The keynote of the work, the author de-

clares to be the " two great sentiments : the one,
—

' There is no place

like the United States,' the other ' There is no Church like the Catholic'

Few will care to sing a discordant accompaniment to so sweet a melody

or to challenge Fr. Fogarty's " belief that these two sentiments are rapidly

unifying and that shortly they will possess the land." The author modestly

claims as the " chief merit " of the book that " it is made up mostly of

material furnished by some of the most brilliant minds." The reader on

his part will doubtless recognize that " the jewels " lose naught by their

setting.

Gallarati Scotti, who writes on the subject of education in Italy

(Rassegna Nazionale), appeals to his countrymen from wholly secular

considerations to maintain religious teaching in the national schools, not

merely as a supplementary branch added to the classes of secular instruc-

tion once a week, but as a leaven permeating the entire curriculum of

studies. To separate the study of Christianity and its principles from

that of history, ethics, and national literature, is, in his estimation, to

ignore the chief forces from which modern culture, above all in Italy,

derives its excellence. To omit the study of religion from the school is

to impair the scope and purpose of higher education, since Christianity

is not only one of the greatest factors of civilization but absolutely inter-

woven with all human life of the present age.

No government interested in the education of the growing generation

of its citizens can afford, he argues, to withhold from its young people

the intimate knowledge of a whole section of history which most clearly
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sets forth the principles and thoughts whence the great schools of philo-

sophy and art have derived their method and success. For the students

in our great centres of intellectual activity, the Universities and Lyceums,

he claims the right of having lectures and discussions on the comparative

value of religious thought, whereby opportunity is given for a broad

intellectual development, so as to train not only impartial philosophers,

historians, and men of culture, but thoughtful citizens in every sphere

of life.

Signor Scotti is not satisfied with the superficial way in which cate-

chetical instruction is imparted in many of Italy's primary schools, which

are nominally Catholic. " We know," he says, " from experience how
poorly the teaching of the catechism is managed in the elementary schools

of to-day, and what a meagre resistance they offer against the progress

of popular infidelity in contemporary society. Religious life is languish-

ing in Italy, mainly because the doctrines of the Church are not in-

telligently and insistently explained, and the theological language of the

school catechisms often obscures rather than elucidates those truths which

we find simply expressed in the Gospel." No doubt it was to remedy in

part this evil of religious ignorance, of which the Italian immigrant in

America gives a striking illustration, that induced the present Pope to

publish his catechism.

The Baltimore " Course of Study and Teachers' Manual " for the

Primary and Grammar Grades is, Fr. Nolan says in his preface, " an

adaptation of the Philadelphia Course." "Adaptation " is a word that

has a wide range of meaning, and in this case means copying page after

page from an original which, though necessarily including compilation of

standard methods and authorities, has given its authors and especially the

capable Superintendent of the Philadelphia Parish Schools considerable

labor and expense. But we might find np fault with the Baltimore system

of appropriating good things for which its Philadelphia neighbors have

paid, if the " adaptation " were decently made. There is no excuse for

the wretched typographical make-up of this Baltimore reproduction, so

long as teachers can avail themselves (at the specially low price set for

the Philadelphia Manual) of a text-book which was made to meet the

desire of artistic form as well as the pedagogical need of our teachers.

We would gladly have printed it for the Baltimore teachers, as we did

for other Parish School Boards, making the title-page of the Manual
in each case bear the name of the diocese in which it is to be used.

By this means we hoped to assist in bringing about uniformity of the

best method in all our Catholic schools, and also give a book made in

good taste as an object-lesson. Teachers really unable to pay a nominal

price might indeed have it entirely free. But we should not on this

account lower the workmanship put into such manuals, since we Ifold

that teachers and pupils learn best from faultless models and by work-

ing with fine tools at their important art of educating.
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The Treasure and the Field by Isabel Hope (Sands & Co.) is an agree-

ably written story of conversion to the Catholic Church. Winifred
Leslie, a young girl, well bred, but simple and sincere, is the centre of a

group whose members differ in sex, age, and intellectual bias, but most of

whom are possessed of that honest independence of judgment which is a

condition for arriving at truth. Arguments about the essentials and pre-

rogatives of the true Church of Christ, discussions of the opportunities

of missionary zeal, a little romance which ends in priestly devotion on the

one side and womanly self-denial on the other, all bound together in

happy conversational narrative, present a most attractive picture, wherein

some strangely linked lives. Miss Leslie and some of her friends and
relatives, including her father, find their way into the Catholic Church.

Theologia Biblica by P. M. Hetzenauer, O. C, is a scientific treat-

ment of Biblical history and theology, peculiarly adapted to modern
methods of apology. Thus far the work embraces only the Old Testa-

ment, in a volume of about 600 pages, which illustrates in a clear, succinct

style (Latin) the facts of the Old Law, etc., and then takes up the

doctrinal truths regarding the nature and attributes of God, the character

of His works, and the precepts laid down by Him for our guidance

through the revealed Law. The evidence is supported by critical refer-

ences and numerous illustrations. (B. Herder.)

Bernard Arens, S. J., has translated into German the Life of the

Blessed Julie Billiart, foundress of the Sisters of Notre Dame (Namur).

The excellence and adaptability of Knoepfler's Kirchengeschichte is

attested by a recent translation of the book into Spanish under the

title of "Manual de Historic Eclesiastica por el doctor Luis Knoepfler,

Prof. Munich Univers." The version is made by the former rector of

the Oiiate, Doctor Modesto Hernandez Villaescusa, and is, needless to

say, done into good Castilian, with due adaptation to the circumstances

of the Spanish schools at home and in South America. (B. Herder.)

JSooks IReceiveb*
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Le Livee d'Amos. Par J. Touzard, Professeur a ITnstitut catholique de
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Cie. 1909. Pp. 118. Prix, 3 fr.
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Pleasant Avenue. Pp. vi-i6s. Price, $1.00.
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CHURCH BELLS.

If the bells have any sides the clapper will find 'em.

—

Ben Jonson.

IN the belfry, amidst the massive timbered framing, hang the

heavy and hoary bells. They are fine specimens of cast-

ing, in good tune, and are encircled with pious mottoes, beauti-

fully lettered and ornamented. Caution is necessary in ex-

amining the bells, especially during ringing-time. And im-

pressions of their raised inscriptions and ornamentation are

obtained by stretching over them strips of thin narrow paper

and rubbing with pieces of thin black boot-leather.

The " creaker " was the precursor of church bells. Maho-
met instituted the usage, which still subsists, of summoning the

faithful to prayer by a signal which unites the people, at the

same hours, in the same aspirations. The first suggestion

made to him was to employ the trumpet, which used to call

the Jews to the Temple; then the " creaker," which convoked

the Christians before the invention of bells. But, after long

hesitation, the Prophet preferred the human voice :
" that liv-

ing signal, that appeal from soul to soul, which alone gives to

sounds the accents of intelligence and piety." He instituted

the " Muezzin "—who are servitors of the mosque and are

chosen for the amplitude and sonority of their voice—to mount

the minarets and chant from on high, upon city and country,

the hour of prayer.
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Bells used Ecclesiastically is an Ancient Practice.

The earliest and primary use of bells for this purpose ob-

viously was to summon the faithful to the church service; a

very necessary proceeding before the introduction of clocks.

The title-deeds of the endowment of Henry VII's chapel in

Westminster Abbey provided, among other things, that on

every anniversary the greatest bell of the monastery was to be

rung for one hour. The Canons of Edgar (A. D. 959-975),

made under the reforming influences of Archbishop Dunstan,

enacted that at the right times the bell be rung, and the priest

say his Hours in church, or there pray and intercede for all

men. Odoceus, Bishop of Llandaff, is said to have taken

away (A. D. 550) the bells from his cathedral during a time

of excommunication. St. Bede mentions church bells in the

seventh century. Benedict, Abbot of Wearmouth, imported

some from Italy in A. D. 680. St. Dunstan hung many in the

tenth century. Ireland probably possessed bells in the time of

St. Patrick (obit: 493) ; and a bell that bears his name is still

preserved at Belfast, a cast of which is in the South Kensing-

ton Museum, London.

Bells filled a much more important place in the lives of our

ancestors than they do in ours. From the time that Britain

became Christian until the Reformation, there was scarcely an

event of public or private history in which they did not par-

take. Bells were rung for private purposes. They clanged

at the birth of an heir to the estates of a noble, choraled at

the nuptials of his daughter, and jangled joy at the marriages

of his retainers. Death is the mighty leveler, and the church

bell sounded alike for high and low, for rich and poor, when

the soul was quitting its earthly tenement; again, some hours

after, when Death had already claimed its victim, and, finally,

when the human shell was committed to the silence and secret

of the tomb. On these occasions, and upon many others, it

was the general custom to ring the church bells. But ihey

were also rung for public reasons and were chimed in honor

of many a local event. These customs varied in different parts
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of the country, in many cases adjoining parishes following

totally different rules.

Bells play a prominent part in village-life, and there are few
more fruitful and interesting branches of rural antiquities and
folk-lore than that of Campanology. Ringing-customs and

bell-lore throw a flood of light upon the manners and doings

of our ancestors. Bells rang to commemorate the great events

of history, news of which was thereby conveyed to the whole

of the village. They echoed forth the joys and sorrows of the

parishioners in their generations, pealing merrily at their mar-
riages, mourning for them at their funerals. As the bell

" Roland " of Ghent seemed endowed with human voice, and

was forever silenced by Charles V, lest it should again rouse

the citizens to arms, so the bells in the village steeples seem
to speak with ^living tongues, and to tell the story of rustic

life and annals.

The old churchwardens' accounts record the frequent ring-

ing of church bells. The great festivals, church feasts and
church ales, royal visits, episcopal visitations, national vic-

tories, and numerous other events were always announced and

honored by the ringing of the church bells. Indeed, it was this

fondness of the English for ringing their church bells that,

in the Middle Ages, earned for England the title of the " Ring-

ing Island ". " Peal-ringing " was peculiar to England, and

it was not until the seventeenth century that " change-ringing
"

became general.

It may be that one of the bulwarks of the Church of England

has been its merry, inspiring, peal of bells. One of the results

of the Disestablishment of the Church in France is (as it has

been said!) the upsetting of the bell-ringing. The cure goes,

and some lay substitute tries to do the work, and fails. In a

village in the Ain, the place of the departed cure was taken

by the mayor, a retired gendarme; and he, good man, awak-

ened one night by a bright light in his room, and not stopping

to inquire whether it was the moon or the sun, assumed it was

the latter, and forthwith hurried out and rang the Angelus,

much to the consternation of the devout but sleepy villagers.
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The Earliest English Bells.

They are the Celtic bells of hammered bronze, in shape like

sheep-bells, and riveted on one side. The earliest Saxon bells

were not cast, but were made of plates of iron riveted together,

and were probably used as hand-bells.

When the early Celtic bells were first introduced, they caused

much astonishment, and innumerable legends grew up around

them. Thus, in the church of Kelly, Devon, an old stained-glass

window represents St. Ondoc (Bishop of Llandaff) with a

golden bell at his side. The story is told of him that he was

one day very thirsty, and passing some women who were

washing clothes, he begged a draught of water. They an-

swered laughingly that they had no vessel from which he could

drink. He took a pat of butter, moulded it into the shape of

a cup or bell, filled it with water, and drank out of it. In

commemoration of the event a golden bell was made, and it

remained in the cathedral of Llandaff until it was melted down

by the appropriating commissioners of Henry VHI. A still

more wonderful story is related of St. Keneth (of Gower)

who, as a babe, was exposed in an osier coracle to the dangers

of the waves. The seagulls hovered over him, and bore him

to a ledge of rock, where they made a downy bed for him of

the feathers they plucked from their breasts. They then

brought him a brazen bell to serve as a baby's bottle, and

every day the bell was filled with milk by a forest doe.

Bells which bear a date prior to the year 1600 are called

" ancients ". To find one of these in an old church-tower

is a very pleasant discovery, which is the more gratifying if it

happen to be a pre-Reformation bell. Unfortunately, pre-

Reformation bells are very seldom dated. And, what is still

more unfortunate, a large number of " ancients " have been

recast, owing chiefly to the craze for " change-ringing " which

flourished in England between 1750 and 1830. The oldest

bell in England is said to be St. Chad's, Claughton, which bears

the date 1296. ,
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Influence of Bells.

Who has not experienced the sweet and sanctifying influence

of the church bells as they come sounding over land or sea, hill

and dale, upland and lea, moor and mead? Who has failed

to be sensitive of a silent prayer of joyous wish at the merry

carolling of the wedding bells? Or not felt the inspirations

of renewed hope at the happy peal that boisterously heralds in

the birth of a New Year? Who does not remember with feel-

ings of hallowed gratitude the Sabbath chimes of the village of

their childhood?

There is nothing that falls more sweetly upon the ear than

the evening bells. Go out into the country and hear them as

they send their note over the hills and valleys. There is no

heart so hardened as not to feel their influence. Associations

will crowd upon the mind, and memories that long have slum-

bered will flood the brain.

The hoary sexton rings the evening hour,

And far away the music has been flung;

O, what a preacher in that time-worn tower

Reading great sermons with its iron tongue.

One day, when religion was under earnest discussion in the

Council of State, Napoleon said :
" Last evening I was walk-

ing alone in the woods, amid the solitude of nature. The

tones of a distant church bell fell upon my ear. Involuntarily

I felt deep emotions—so powerful is the influence of early

habits and associations. I said to myself, * If I feel thus, what

must be the influence of such impressions upon the popular

mind ?' Let your philosophers answer that if they can. It is

absolutely indispensable to have a religion for the people."

Says Bourrienne, " I have twenty times been witness to the

singular effect which the sound of a bell had on Napoleon." ^

Baring-Gould tells a strange story of a queer little village

with the still queerer name of Corpsnuds, in the French

Landes. When visiting the place many years ago his atten-

tion was arrested by a most extraordinary clatter of bells

—

1 Abbot's Napoleon Bonaparte, Vol. I, Ch. 22.
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withcJut sequence and harmony—which sounded from the

quaint church tower. Moreover, the strangest flag imagin-

able was fluttering on the top of the tower. Closer observa-

tion revealed the fact that the flag was a pair of dowdy black

trousers split at the seam and reseated with a dingy navy-blue

patch. Having made this observation, he entered the belfry

to ascertain what produced the clatter among the bells. There

he discovered the sexton, in his blouse, very red and hot,

profusely perspiring (it was Midsummer-day!) and racing

about the belfry swinging the end of a single bell-rope. On
being asked how it was that he was able alone to ring a peal

of bells, he answered, " C'est bien possible ! I have tied a

broomstick in a knot of the rope, among the bells, and as I

whisk the rope about, the stick rattles the bells—first this, then

that; in fact all of them, Voila tout!" Baring-Gould then

further inquired about the strange banner that was waving

augustly above the tower. " Bien simpler was the reply.

"An old pair of my patched pantaloons! My wife slit them

for the purpose. We have no parish-flag, so I said, 'Allans!

mes pantalons! ' There they are : aloft ! One must do what

one can in honor of the bon Saint Jean!"

Bell-Ringing an Art.

There are more mysteries in a peal of bells than is apparent

to the uninitiated. There are ." Plain Bob-triples," " Bob-

majors," " Bob-majors reversed," " Double Bob-majors,"
" Grandsire Bob-cators," and a " Bob-maximus." Who Bob

was, or whether he were Bob Major or Major Bob— i. e.

whether Major was his name or his rank; and, if his rank, to

what service he belonged—are questions which inexorable Ob-

livion refuses to answer, however earnestly adjured: and there

is no Witch of Endor who will call up Bob from the grave to

answer them himself.

But there are facts in the history of bell-ringing which

Oblivion has not yet made her own. The year 1796 was re-

markable for the performance of great exploits in this manly

and English art ; for to England this art is said to be peculiar,
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the cheerful " Carillons " of the Continent being played by keys.

In the August of 1796 the " Westmoreland Youths " rang

a complete peal of 5,040 " Grandsire-triples " in St. Mary's

Church, Kendal ; being the whole number of " changes " on

seven bells. The peal was divided into ten parts, or courses of

five hundred and four each. The Bobs were called by the

" sixth "
; a " lead-single " was made in the middle of the peal,

and another at the conclusion, which brought the bells " home."

Distinct " leads " and exact divisions were observed through-

out the whole, and the performance was completed in three

hours and twenty minutes. A like performance took place in

the same month at Kidderminster, in three hours and fourteen

minutes, Stephen Hill composed and " called " the peal. It

was conducted through with one " single ", which was brought

to the 4,984th "change", viz., 1,267,453. This was allowed

by those conversant in the art to have exceeded any peal hither-

to rung in England by that method.

The " Society of Cambridge Youths " rang, that same year,

in the Church of St. Mary-the-Great, a true and complete peal

of " Bob-maximus " in five hours and five minutes. This con-

sisted of 6,600 " changes "
; and for regularity of striking and

harmony throughout the peal was considered by competent

judges to have been a very masterly performance. The strik-

ing was to such a nicety, in point of time, that in each thousand

changes the time did not vary one-sixteenth of a minute; and

the compass of the last thousand was exactly equal to the first.

Curious Computations.

It has been calculated that it would take ninety-one years to

ring the changes upon twelve bells, at the rate of two strokes

to one second. The changes upon fourteen bells could not be

rung through, at the same rate, in less than 16,575 years.

Upon twenty-four bells they would require more than 11,700

billions of years.

Great then are the mysteries of bell-ringing ! And this may
be said in its praise: Of all devices which men have sought
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out for obtaining distinction by making a noise in the world,

bell-ringing is the most harmless and laudable.

Tintinnabulum sonat!

Laudo Deum verum, plebem voco, congrego clerum;

Defunctos ploro, pestem fugo, festa decoro

!

Yes, bells serve manifold purposes. They have been rung to

voice victories, to celebrate conquests, to proclaim peace, to an-

nounce royal accessions, births, and marriages. They tolled

the knell of the old style and heralded the advent of the new.

But they do more. Bells can convey articulate sounds to

those who have the gift of interpreting their language. That

famous Lord Mayor of London, Dick Whittington, proved

this by fortunate experience. So did a certain Father Con-

fessor, in the Netherlands, when a buxom widow consulted him
upon the perilous question whether she should marry again,

or remain in widowed blessedness. The prudent priest deemed

it too delicate a point for him to decide, so he directed her to

attend to the bells of her church next time they chimed and

bring him word what she thought they said ; exhorting her to

pray the while earnestly for grace to understand them aright

and in the sense that might be the best for her welfare here and

hereafter, as he on his part would pray for her. She was
all ears the first time the bells struck up (they were but three

in number!) ; and the more she listened, the more plainly they

seemed to say, " Nempt een man, Nempt een man!—Take a

spouse! Take a spouse!" When she returned to the priest

with her report, "Aye, daughter," said the confessor, " if the

bells say so, so say I; and not I alone, but the Apostle also,

and the Spirit who through the Apostle hath told us when it

is best for us to marry."

Oldest Bell-Ringers.

There is at Horsham, Sussex, an old man who for sixty-

six years has never been absent from his rope. For six-and-

sixty years he has helped to charm the ears of his neighbor-

hood with " Grandsires," " Court Bobs ", etc. But even this

brilliant record is eclipsed by the venerable old John Needham,
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of Barwell, Leicestershire, who is the oldest bell-ringer and

sexton in the world and by whom the writer had, a few years

ago, the honor of being shown over the village church. " Old

John " has rung the bells on eighty-five successive Christmas

Days. He is in his ninety-seventh year and had the honor in

the fall of 1907 of receiving a congratulatory letter from

King Edward VII.

t Obsequies of Bell-Ringers.

Mr. Patrick, the celebrated composer of church-bell music,

died in 1796. He was the senior of the " Society of Cumber-

land Youths "—an Hibernian sort of distinction for one in

midde or later life. He was well known in the scientific

world as a maker of barometers ; and he it was who composed

the whole peal of " Stedman's Triples," 5,040 changes; which

(his obituarist says) had till then been deemed impracticable;

and for the discovery of which he received a premium of £50,

offered for that purpose by the Norwich amateurs of the art.

His productions of real "Double" and "Treble Bob-royal"

were a standing monument of his unparalleled and superlative

merits. He was interred in St. Leonard's, Shoreditch; and

the corpse was followed to the grave by all the ringing so-

cieties in London and its environs, each sounding hand-bells

with muffled clappers, the church bells at the same time ring-

ing a dead peal

:

Qf oiy' afK^ienov TiaTpiKoq BofS^oddfioio

James Ogden was interred with similar honors at Ashton-

under-Lyne in 1827. His mortal remains were borne to the

grave by the ringers of St. Michael's in that town, with

whom he had rung the tenor-bell for more than fifty years and

with whom he performed " the unprecedented feat " of ring-

ing 5,000 on that bell (which weighed twenty-eight hundred

weight) in his sixty-seventh year. After the funeral his old

companions rang a " dead-peal " for him of eight hundred

and twenty-eight changes, that being the number of the months

of his life.
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Ghostly Bells.

A curious story of the supernatural in which neglected

prayers lead to mysterious ringing was recently told by the

Rev. A. B. Sharpe, at Manchester. Some fifteen years ago,

Capuchin monks took a house in Lewes and were surprised to

find the door-bells ringing almost continuously. Severing the

wires had no effect on the ringing. The monks' investiga-

tions showed that in pre-Reformation days the owner of the

house had left a bequest for prayers for the dead. His in-

structions were ignored, and it is supposed that when the

Capuchins took the house the bells rang to draw their atten-

tion to the impious omission. Strangely enough, when the

Capuchins resumed the prayers the bell-ringing ceased. The

Rev. A. B. Shrape says that he had the story from one whose

experience was first-hand.

Bells reveal Simulated Death.

The Lancet recently addressed itself to those who fear pre-

mature burial. The following is an extract from an article

on the subject :
" We can say without hesitation that cases of

simulated death are few and that those in which the likeness

cannot be effaced do not exist. Of the recorded instances of

premature burial the vast majority are wholly devoid of foun-

dation in fact, and the doubtful remainder are wanting in sub-

stantiation by the only evidence \vorthy of credence—that of a

qualified medical man. In some parts of Germany what are

termed * funeral chambers ' are provided for the purpose of

watching the bodies in order to verify the fact of death. In

some of these a bell-rope is placed in the hands of the corpse,

but as a distinguished authority has pithily remarked :
* Since

the institution of these chambers no one has ever heard the

bell ring '."

Bells Sold.

Many old bells have, unfortunately, been sold. In some

cases it was to obtain money with which to repair the churches

;

in others, there is reason to fear, the money merely went into
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the pockets of the incumbent, or those of the churchwardens.

A writer in the Gentleman's Magazine in 1849 declares there

is reason to believe that, since the death of Edward VI, not

less than four hundred bells have, from one cause or another,

been lost in Lincolnshire alone.

A scurrilous jeu d'esprit was scribbled on the wall of New-

ington church, London, in 1793, after its re-erection without

the steeple, and refers to the selling of the bells to provide for

a steeple:

Pious parson, pious people,

Sold the bells to buy a steeple;

A very fine trick for the Newington people,

To sell the bells to buy a steeple;

Surely the devil will have the Newingfton people,

The rector and churchwardens without any steeple I

Great Toms.

There are but two bells in England which are known by the

Christian name of " Tom." As both are famous, an incident

about each will probably interest the reader. " Great Tom of

Oxford " tolls one hundred and one times every night at five

minutes past nine, at Christ Church. The number was chosen

in accordance with the number of students on the foundation

of the college. The other bell of this name is " Great Tom of

Lincoln." But " Great Tom of Oxford," which happens to

be the smaller of the two, was christened in the feminine gen-

der, being called " Mary " in the spirit of Catholic and courtly

compliment to the said Queen at the commencement of her

reign.

The following anecdote is recorded of " Great Tom " of

Oxford." It occurred Thursday, 13 May, 1806, and was thus

described in a letter, written two hours after the event, by

Barrie Roberts—a youth of great natural endowments, rare

acquirements, playful temper, and affectionate heart : "An odd

thing happened to-day about 4.30 P. M. Tom suddenly went

mad ; he began striking as fast as he could about twenty times.

Everybody went out doubting whether there was an earth-

quake, or whether the Dean was dead, or the college on fire.
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However, nothing was the matter but that Tom was taken ill

in his bowels : in other words, something had happened to the

works, but it was not of any serious consequence, for he has

struck Six as well as ever, and bids fair to toll one hundred

and one to-night as well as he did before the attack."

" Great Tom of Lincoln " has a curious tradition attached

to it, to the effect that, at its recasting in the minster-yard,

sometime during the January of 1610-11, certain of the pious

citizens determined to do all that lay in their power to make the

tone of the bell as pure as possible, and therefore threw into

the molten mass of metal much treasure in the form of silver

tankards, spoons, and sundry other objects formed of that

precious metal. That the story has not the slightest founda-

tion in fact was conclusively proved when the bell was once

more recast in 1834; for, upon a piece of the metal of which

it was composed being assayed, it was found to contain a very

small portion of silver indeed.

St. Martin's-in-the-Fields, London, possesses bells which

are wonderfully sweet and clear in tone. The superb quality

of their sound is due (so it is said) to the fact that Nell Gwynn,

who gave them to the church, insisted upon having a quantity

of silver thrown into the metal when it was fusing. Poor,

pretty, sinning Nell! she was religious after a manner; and

she has lain in St. Martin's Church upward of two hundred

years, whilst the bells she gave have sounded and still sound

above her grave. She also left a bequest to the ringers, the in-

terest of which was to be devoted to purchasing a leg of mut-

ton for them to supper upon every Monday evening.

It is strange that the belief in the power of silver to add

sweetness to the tone of a bell is so general. The idea exists

in almost every country in Europe, in spite of the fact that

experiments have proved that an undue proportion of silver

always impairs the sound of a bell.

Inscriptions on Bells.

Inscriptions on bells are very common. Sometimes tHey

are in English, but more often (especially on the older bells)

in Latin.
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Bells bore at first only strictly religious inscriptions; later,

the rule became relaxed and irrelevant matters often found

expression. After the year 1600, the claims of Religion, to

be alone regarded on bells, almost entirely disappeared and

secular matters were introduced.

There is a bell at Alkborough, which is believed to belong

to the early part of the fourteenth century, bearing this in-

scription :

Jesu For Yi Moder Sake Save All

Ye Souls That Me Gart Make.

Amen.

There is a curious inscription on a bell at Pucknowle, Dorset,

dated 1629. It reads without stop or space:

Hethatwillpurchashonoursgaynemustancientlatherstilmayntayne.2

2 He that will purchase Honor's gain,

Must ancient lather still maintain.
" Lather " is an old English term meaning to make a noise.

Many bells bear inscriptions alluding to their pitch. A bell

at Churchill, Somerset, has the following

:

Although my waiste is small

I will be heard amainst you all

—

Sing on my jolly sisters.

The inscription on a bell at Berrow, Somerset, is briefer :

My treble voice

Makes hearts rejoice.

Bruton, Somerest, has a recast bell which bears this in-

scription:

Once I'd a note that none could beare

But Bilbie made me sweet and clear.

Similarly, at Compton Martin:

My sound is good that once was bad,

Lett's sing my sisters and be glad.

A bell at Badgworth, Gloucestershire, has an inscription,

also similar:
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Badgworth ringers they were mad
Because Rigbie made me bad,

But Abel Rudhall you may see

Hath made me better than Rigbie.

The tenor bell at Blakesley, Northamptonshire, declares:

I ring to sermon with a lusty bome
That all may come and none may stay at home.

There is at Coventry a peal of ten bells cast in 1774. Num-
bers I, 2, 3, 4, bear the following inscriptions respectively:

1. Though I am but light and small,

I will be heard above you all.

2. If you have a judicious ear.

You will own my voice both sweet and clear.

3. Such wondrous power to Music given

It elevates the soul to heaven.

4. Whilst thus we join in cheerful sound,

May love and loyalty abound.

A bell in Rutland bears, in Latin, this beautiful inscription,

which is well worthy of being laid to heart in this noisy, ob-

trusive, advertising age

:

Non Clamor Sed Amor Cantat in An re Dei !

John R. Fryar.

Canterbury, England.

THE NEW APOSTOLIC CONSTITUTION ON THE ROMAN CTIEIA.

{Second article.)

IN the December number of the Ecclesiastical Review *

it was pointed out that the changes brought about by the

Apostolic Constitution Sapienti Consilio were of such prac-

tical importance for priests and clerics in general, that the pro-

fessors in our seminaries would have to take cognizance of

them in their course of Canon Law, and that certain changes

1 See " The New Apostolic Constitution on the Roman Curia ", first

article, pp. 627-41.
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would be required in our text-books for seminarists. This

applies in particular to the chapters dealing with the sphere

of operations and jurisdiction assigned to each of the Roman
Congregations and Tribunals; likewise to the mode of pro-

cedure when business is to be transacted with one or other of

the various departments of the Holy See. It would not only

cause considerable delay in disposing of difficult questions and

contentions if the matter were addressed to a Tribunal not

competent to deal with it, but the acta might in some cases be

altogether ignored or lost sight of, to the great detriment of

the appellants. We have been so long accustomed to deal

with only one Congregation, that of the Propaganda, that

there is a special difficulty for us and for those countries like

the United States, which have now been removed from the

authority of that Congregation,

We have already considered two of the Roman Congrega-

tions and now proceed to treat of the others, following the

order set down in the Constitution, Sapienti Consilio. It is

deserving of notice that the Congregation of the Holy Office

and the Consistorial Congregation differ from the remaining

nine not only in the kind of business entrusted to them, but

also in other respects, viz., that the latter have each a Cardinal

appointed as Prefect, while the two Congregations just named
have for Prefect the Roman Pontiff himself. This fact does

not, however, imply that the Pope is always present at the de-

liberations of these two Congregations ; nor does it imply that

the other Congregations are not competent to make enact-

ments, particular or general, which are strictly binding in con-

science upon those to whom they refer.

The Congregation on the Discipline of the
Sacraments.

This Is a new Congregation instituted by the present Sover-

eign Pontiff under the Constitution, Sapienti Consilio. As
the name indicates, it deals with questions relating to the dis-

cipline of the Sacraments. Questions of doctrine regarding

the Sacraments are to be decided by the Congregation of the
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Holy Office, while questions concerning the ceremonies to be

observed in the confection, administration, and reception of

the Sacraments are to be settled by the Sacred Congregation

of Rites. There remains, however, an extensive field of work

for the new Congregation. Whatever dispensations in the

forum externum are to be granted in the impediments of ma-

trimony come within the province of this Congregation. We
say forum exterum, because matrimonial dispensations in the

forum internum belong to another branch of the Roman Curia,

viz., the Tribunal of the Penitentiaria. It may be noticed that

heretofore recourse was had from countries not subject to the

Propaganda, to the Dataria for matrimonial dispensations in

foro externo, whilst under the new regime this work falls not

to the Dataria, but to the Congregation on the Sacraments.

Hitherto the Penitentiaria was empowered to give dispensa-

tions in foro externo for pauperes in the technical sense of

the term, but it does not any longer possess this faculty, since

it is altogether confined to the forum internum, as will be

afterwards seen.

When it is said that the Congregation on the Sacraments is

competent to grant dispensations in matrimonial impediments,

it is not intended to imply that our Bishops will not continue

to possess the same faculties for matrimonial dispensations

hitherto possessed by them, although they will not receive them

through the channel of the Propa'ganda, but through the Con-

gregation on the Sacraments. It is to be hoped that their

powers will be equally extensive as before, since the same

reason will continue to exist in favor of a similar communi-

cation of faculties. Thus, whilst it belongs to the Congrega-

tion on the Sacraments to grant dispensations in radice for

matrimony, the Bishops through the favor of the Apostolic

See will be authorized, it is hoped, to grant dispensations in

radice as hitherto. It may be worth while here to notice that

this faculty, sanandi in radice, as possessed by our Bishops was

not until a few years ago definitely determined. Credit; is

due to the present Bishop of Covington for having obtained

answers from the Holy Office regarding the extent as well as
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the limitations of the faculty given to the Bishops of the

United States in the formula
—

" Sanandi in radice matrimonia

contracta, quando comperitur adfuisse impedimentum diri-

mens, super quo ex Apostolicae Sedis indulto dispensare ipse

possit, magnumque fore incommodum requirendi a parte in-

noxia renovationem consensus, monita tamen parte conscia

impedimenti de effectu hujus sanationis." Anyone who re-

fers to the Ecclesiastical Review for 1906 (Vol. 35,

p. 627) will find the quaesita and the responses relative to this

faculty; and it may be observed in passing that in order to

grasp their full tenor something more than a cursory glance is

required. At least the present writer has so found for himself.

If need should arise for the exercise of a more extensive

faculty than is possessed by the Bishops, it will be necessary

to refer to the Congregation on the Sacraments to procure the

requisite power. Thus if two parties were invalidly married

on account of the existence of some ecclesiastical impediment,

-and neither of them could be informed of the impediment, the

present faculty of the Bishops would not suffice. Then this

case should be forwarded to the Congregation on the Sacra-

ments, so that a special faculty might be obtained. Similarly,

when a dispensation in matrimonio rato non consummato is to

be obtained, application must be made to the same Congrega-

tion. In modern times the Holy See dispenses not infre-

quently in this impediment, as may be seen from the Roman
documents. When grave reason exists and when incontestable

proofs are presented to show that the marriage was not con-

summated, the Sovereign Pontiff may grant a dissolution of the

bond of marriage. This power is not communicated to our

Bishops in the United States; so that if a case should arise

for its exercise, application must be made to the Congregation

on the Sacraments, which is the only Congregation competent

to grant it. The same Congregation can grant a dispensation

for the separation of married couples and for the legitimation

of children, but it will very rarely happen that for either of

these purposes it will be necessary to refer to the Congrega-

tion on the Sacraments, since the Bishops already possess

\ very ample faculties to deal with these cases.
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The Congregation on the Sacraments is likewise competent

to issue decrees and grant dispensations in the other Sacra-

ments. Hence if a dispensation is to be obtained for the

ordination of some person who has a canonical impediment, it

is to be sought for from the Holy See through this Congre-

gation. Again it is to be noted that so long as our Bishops

retain their powers in matters of this kind it will be rarely

necessary to refer to Rome. It should be observed that

there is a limitation placed to the authority of this Congrega-

tion on the Sacraments, viz., when there is question of con-

ferring orders on religious of simple or solemn vows, this

Congregation is not competent to grant a dispensation: the

case must be referred to the Congregation for the Affairs of

Religious, unless the Bishops with their present faculties have

power to deal with it. Those Bishops who have received

Formula T (as many of the Bishops of the United States

have) possess the faculty of dispensing both seculars and re-

ligious from the canonical age for priesthood, as follows:

" Dispensandi cum quindecim utriusque Cleri Diaconis suae

jurisdictioni subjectis super defectu aetatis octodecim mensium,

ut eo non obstante ad sacrum Presbyteratus ordinem pro-

moveri possit, dummodo idonei sint et nullum aliud eis obstet

canonicum impedimentum."

There is another Sacrament in regard to which the author-

ity of this Congregation is likely to be exercised, viz., the most

Holy Eucharist. Dispensations regarding the time, place,

and condition for receiving Holy Communion are committed

to this Congregation. Questions of this kind were hereto-

fore settled by the Congregation of the Council of Trent

(S.C.C.). It is well known to the readers of the Ecclesias-

tical Review that the celebrated Decree on Daily Commun-

ion (29 December, 1905) was issued by the Congregation of

the Council, which had been commissioned for this purpose

by the Sovereign Pontiff. It was the same Congregation

which more recently (7 December, 1906) issued a decree in

favor of sick persons who, although not in danger of death,

might under certain conditions be admitted to Holy Com-
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munion without observing the fast usually required. It was
likewise that Congregation which obtained an extension of the

decree just referred to in favor of those who were not con-

fined to bed. All questions of this sort will be settled hence-

forward, not by the Congregation of the Council, but by the

Congregation on the Sacraments. Similarly the faculty " De-

ferendi SSum. Sacramentum ad infirmos sine lumine " etc.,

which we have had from the Propaganda, will belong to the

Congregation on the Sacraments to communicate to this coun-

try. The Bishops of the United States possess the faculty

more or less extensive, by which they can permit the Blessed

Sacrament to be reserved in public or semi-public oratories.

Thus in the Archdiocese of St. Louis permission is given to

each Community of Sisters of four members to reserve the

Blessed Sacrament in their chapel. Dispensations enabling

the priests to binate on Sundays and holidays of obligation,

to celebrate Mass " una hora ante aurorem et una post meri-

diem," will be communicated through this Congregation:

permission for a private oratory and any other permissions re-

lating to the celebration of Mass are to be obtained through

the Congregation on the Sacraments.

Whenever questions arise regarding the validity of Matri-

mony or of Holy Orders, it belongs to the Congregation on

the Sacraments to settle them, without prejudice, however, to

the Congregation of the Holy Office. It has been seen that

this latter Congregation is competent to decide questions con-

cerning the Pauline Privilege, the impediments of disparitas

cultus and mixta religio, as also all questions of a doctrinal

character; hence these questions do not belong to the province

of the Congregation on the Sacraments. It should also be

noticed that questions relating to the Sacraments will some-

times require to be treated judicially, including the examin-

ation of witnesses, employment of advocates, etc. The judi-

cial process will often occur in matrimonial cases. The Con-

gregation on the Sacraments is not empowered to treat such

questions; but under the new Constitution Sapienti Consilio

they are to be transmitted to the Tribunal of the Rota.
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PERSONNEL OF THE CONGREGATION.

One of the Cardinals is chosen by the Sovereign Pontiff to

preside over this Congregation as Prefect: other Cardinals

are likewise appointed by him as members. Besides, it has a

Secretary along with some Officials and Consultors. What
is here said concerning the personnel of the Congregation

on the Sacraments is to be applied to each of the re-

maining Congregations of the Curia. There is a Car-

dinal Prefect appointed for each Congregation and a number

of the Sacred College along with him as members ; a Secretary

as well as other Officials and Consultors. What are the duties

devolving upon the Prefect, Secretary, and other Officers con-

nected with each Congregation, as well as the method of

procedure, will be seen in a subsequent article.

Congregation of the Council.

This Congregation was instituted on the 2 August, 1564,

by Pius IV, and in the order of time was the second of the

Roman Congregations, the first, that of the Holy Office, hav-

ing been established in 1542.

FORMER COMPETENCE.

Its original purpose, as may be surmised from its title, was

to urge the execution and observance of the decrees of the

Council of Trent ; subsequently jt obtained from Pius V au-

thority to interpret these decrees, so that it received the title of

Congregation of the Cardinals, Interpreters of the Council of

Trent. Its authority was confirmed in the constitution Im-

mensa, by Sixtus V, who determined its province more par-

ticularly, declaring that the interpretation of the Tridentine

decrees relating to dogmas of Faith was to be reserved to

himself, while the disciplinary decrees were left to the inter-

pretation of this Congregation, with the condition that in is-

suing decrees the Roman Pontiff should be consulted. It

did not possess authority to make new laws for the entire

Church, unless it received a previous mandate from the Sover-

eign Pontiff, or unless its decrees were specially confirmed by
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him. To its province belonged various causes which were

explicitly or implicitly contained in the Tridentine decrees,

such as the rights and obligations of bishops, chapters, parish

priests, benefices, the validity of ordination and of solemn

profession, sponsalia and matrimony. It also possessed the

authority of judging in contentious cases; for which purpose

it might proceed according to law and the strict forms of trial,

or according to equity. It has likewise possessed power to

grant dispensations and favors in many matters falling with-

in its jurisdiction, while in others it only recommended that

the Holy Father should be asked to grant the petition. As has

been already noticed, it was this Congregation which dealt

with various questions relating to the Holy Eucharist, which

now belong to the Congregation on the Sacraments. The
Congregation of the Council was competent to examine the

relatio status which bishops made to the Holy See regarding

the condition of their respective dioceses; also to revise the

Acts and Decrees of particular councils. Its jurisdiction ex-

tended throughout the Church, except in those countries sub-

ject to the Propaganda and in the Orient. The work of this

Congregation was so heavy that Benedict XIV in 1740 in-

stituted a special Congregation, subsidiary, however, to the

Congregation of the Council, for the purpose of examining

the reports of bishops on the state of their dioceses ; and Pius

IX in 1849 established another, also subsidiary to the Con-

gregation of the Council, for the purpose of examining and re-

cognizing the Acts and Decrees of provincial councils. From
what has been said regarding the ecclesiastical business hither-

to belonging to the Congregation of the Council, the reader

will be better able to understand the present field of work as-

signed to it.

ITS COMPETENCE UNDER THE NEW LEGISLATION.

When one compares the large province hitherto appertain-

ing to the Congregation of the Council with that assigned to

it under the legislation of the Sapiefiti Consilio, the difference

is very notable. It has no longer any authority to legislate
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or to render judgment upon questions relating to the Sacra-

ments. It will issue no more decrees regarding the validity

of marriage, or of ordination; nor will it in future issue de-

crees on daily Communion, or on the fast required for receiv-

ing this divine Sacrament. All these matters pass to the juris-

diction of the Congregation on the Sacraments. It will no

longer be concerned with the obligation of bishops or with the

relatio status rendered by them, because these questions are

now assigned to the Consistorial Congregation. Similarly,

this Congregation will not pronounce upon the validity or in-

validity of religious Profession, since questions of this kind

are placed under the jurisdiction of the Congregation for the

Affairs of Religious. It would, however, be erroneous to sup-

pose that the Congregation of the Council does not possess

authority to make enactments regarding certain Tridentine de-

crees, or that it has no longer an extensive field of operation.

The new Constitution sets down that the universal discipline

of the secular clergy and of the Christian people is committed

to this Congregation. It belongs to it to watch over the

observance of the precepts of the Church, fast, abstinence,

feasts, etc., and to grant for sufficient reasons dispensations in

ecclesiastical precepts. But in the fast required for Holy

Communion it is no longer competent to make regulations,

this matter being now assigned to the new Congregation on

the Sacraments. Although the -Congregation of the Council

be no longer competent either in a legislative or judicial

capacity to deal with questions concerning the Holy Sacrifice

of the Mass, it continues to have authority over questions re-

lating to stipends for Masses. Hence while there have been

various enactments on this subject made even in modern times,

such as the decree De ohservandis et evitandis in Missarum

manualium satisfactione, ii May, 1904, and the Decree of

22 May, 1907, De satisfactione Missarum, we may in the

future have other decrees on this subject from the same Con-

gregation, since this matter is included within the present

scope of its functions. Again, questions that relate to sodali-

ties, pious legacies, benefices, diocesan tributes, and ecclesias-
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tical property will be solved by this Congregation. As hereto-

fore in the United States occasion will often arise for the alien-

ation of ecclesiastical property, so that when our Bishops with

their present faculties for granting such alienation cannot

grant permission for a required transfer, recourse must be

had to the Congregation of the Council for permission. This

Congregation has also received authority to direct the celebra-

tion of Councils, examine their Acts and Decrees and finally

grant the recognition necessary for their validity. This au-

thority applies to all particular councils, whether plenary or

provincial, outside the countries subject to the Propaganda;

the enactments of diocesan synods do not require any examin-

ation or recognition from the Holy See. When the bishops

of an ecclesiastical province or of a nation meet together to

deliberate upon any important question, it belongs to this

Congregation to give directions concerning such meeting or

conference.

The Congregation formerly instituted for the revision of

councils is now suppressed, its functions being assigned to the

Congregation of the Council. There is a special Congrega-

tion called Lauretana or Congregation of Loreto which is

now united to the Congregation of the Council. Toward the

close of the fifteenth century the Sovereign Pontiff withdrew

the celebrated sanctuary of Loreto from the jurisdiction of

the Bishop of Reconati, in whose diocese it was situated, and
placed it immediately under the Apostolic See. So it re-

mained until 1698, when Innocent XII instituted a Congrega-

tion of Cardinals and prelates to take charge of it. This

Congregation exercised civil authority over it until i860 when
the Piedmontese annexed the province of Picenum. Although

this Congregation has retained the fiscal management as well

as spiritual supervision of it since that time, the Italian Gov-

ernment declared it a national monument. There is another

point of difference to be noticed between the Congregation of

the Council as now established under the new Constitution, and

the Congregation of the same name as hitherto existing. The
former has no jurisdiction to try cases by judicial process;
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cases requiring such process are to be handed over to the

Tribunal of the Rota; heretofore the Congregation frequently

proceeded judicially with the assistance of advocates.

The Congregation for the Affairs of Religious.

More than three hundred years ago there was instituted a

Congregation which resembled in name and purpose the one

which has just been set down. On the 22 May, 1586, Sixtus

V established a Congregation, " Super consultationibus Regu-

larium," whose chief object was to answer questions and solve

difficulties proposed by Religious Orders. Somewhat earlier

another Congregation had been instituted, which was called

by Gregory XII " Episcoporum Congregatio." This latter

Congregation was confirmed on 22 January, 1588, by Sixtus

under the title, " Super consultationibus Episcoporum et

aliorum Praelatorum." Both of these Congregations were

united in 1601 under the name, " Congregatio Episcoporum

et Reguiarium," with the purpose of effecting for Bishops and

Regulars what had been done by the two Congregations just

named. Under this title it remained until 3 November, 1908.

competence of the congregation of bishops and
regulars.

The scope of its functions may to some extent be gathered

from its title. It was concerned with the obligations of

bishops and other prelates, with the obligations of regulars,

and with the relations between bishops and regulars. It did

not treat of matters of doctrine, since questions of this kind

belonged exclusively to the Holy Office; nor was it com-

petent to give formal interpretation of the Tridentine decrees-

or to conduct marriage processes, both of which belonged to

the province of the Congregation of the Council; it did not

occupy itself with the rites and ceremonies, because this duty

belonged to the Congregation of Rites. But in all other ec-

clesiastical affairs it possessed jurisdiction and was called by

Urban VIII and many others after him a universal Congre-

gation. It did not, however, possess the power of making-
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laws or of interpreting laws for the entire Church, its author-

ity being chiefly administrative and judicial. Canonists and

others who have written on the Roman Congregations refer

to this one as the busiest of all the Congregations
—

" occupa-

tissima." No doubt it was the overwhelming amount of busi-

ness which was transacted by this Congregation which led to

the important change to be indicated piresently. Its principal

functions related to bishops and to religious orders. Appeals

of priests or members of the laity against the ordinances and

decisions of bishops came before this Congregation for judg-

ment. Controversies arising between different religious or-

ders, appeals of religious from their own superiors, dispensa-

tions from religious vows, the approbation of newly-founded

communities with simple vows, etc., were some of the

questions which were presented to this Congregation for

settlement.

Under the new Constitution Sapienti Consilio the Congre-

gation of Bishops and Regulars as such ceased to exist on

3 November, 1908. The portion of its functions relating to

bishops and the administration of dioceses has been assigned

to the Consistorial Congregation; the remaining portion is

placed in charge of a new Congregation whose title is " The

Congregation for the Affairs of Religious."

COMPETENCE OF THE CONGREGATION FOR THE AFFAIRS OF

RELIGIOUS.

Matters relating to religious orders and congregations of

either sex, having solemn or simple vows, are under the juris-

diction of this Congregation. Not only religious themselves,

but also all those who lead a community life, like religious,

without having the vows of religion, are subject to the same

Congregation. Among these may be mentioned Sulpicians,

Oratorians, and Paulists. Besides, what are called secular

Third Orders are under the authority of this Congregation.

It may be here noted that the members of these third orders

are not religious, even in the less strict sense of the term,

since they do not take the three vows of religion. They have.
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however, an approved rule and are placed under the govern-

ment of a religious order and should strive after Christian

perfection so far as their secular condition of life permits.

Besides the Third Order of St. Francis, there are many other

secular third orders, such as that of the Dominicans, the Pre-

monstratensians, the Carmelites, Hermits of St. Augustine,

and the Servites. All questions relating to any of the third

orders belong to the province of the Congregation for the Af-

fairs of Religious.

All questions of controversy between religious themselves,

and all questions between a religious and anyone else, whether

the religious be plaintiff or defendant, belong to this Con-

gregation for adjustment. There is, however, a certain limita-

tion to be made. If the cause be such as to require treatment

according to regular process of law with the examination of

witnesses, employment of advocates, etc., this Congregation

cannot give a decision but must refer it to the Tribunal of

the Rota.

The Congregation for the Affairs of Religious is endowed

with authority to grant dispensations to -religious. The Sov-

ereign Pontiff setting forth the matters in which it is com-

petent says in the Constitution " Huic denique Congregation!

reservatur concessio dispensationum a jure communi pro

sodalibus religiosis." The reader may here notice a feature

which distinguishes the Roman Curia now reorganized, from

the Curia hitherto existing. There are some kinds of eccles-

iastical business which did not belong exclusively to one de-

partment of the Curia, so that they might be performed by

any one of several departments : in other words, there were

some matters in which the Congregations and Tribunals pos-

sessed cumulative, not privative or exclusive jurisdiction. In

the new Curia there is no cumulative jurisdiction; each

department has a certain well-defined province for the

exercise of its authority, outside of which it posseses no

power. Accordingly no other Congregation can grant i:;eli-

gious a dispensation from the common law except the Con-

gregation for the Affairs of Religious, such authority being
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declared reserved to this Congregation. It does not follow,

however, that individual religious cannot be dispensed by local

superiors from precepts of the Church, such as fast and ab-

stinence; or that regulars are deprived of the use of indults

in abstinence granted to a diocese within whose limits the

monastery is situated. Then, concerning the institutes of

simple vows the Constitution of Leo XIII, Conditae (8

December, 1900) is still in force. The bishops have authority

to grant dispensations to those religious who belong to an

institute recognized or approved by the Holy See, just as they

are empowered to dispense the faithful of their respective

dioceses.^ A fortiori the bishop can dispense the members

of a diocesan institute, since these are under his authority to

a greater degree than the members of an institute approved by

the Holy See. Nor is there any doubt about the application

of diocesan indults to the institutes of simple vows, since even

regulars who are exempt from episcopal jurisdiction may use

these Indults.^ Whether the Sovereign Pontiff grants the

foregoing faculties for dispensing religious through the Con-

gregation for the Affairs of Religious, or through some other

channel, is not a question of much practical importance; but it

is to be presumed that these faculties continue until the Sov-

ereign Pontiff himself immediately, or through this Congre-

gation, indicates their cessation.

It is proper here to observe that this Congregation has

authority to dispense religious not only from precepts of the

Church, but also from their religious vows. This power is

not expressed in so many words under the section of the

Constitution Sapienti Consilio, dealing with this Congrega-

tion : but it is distinctly set forth in. another section of the same

Constitution, where the Sovereign Pontiff is treating of the

competence of the Congregation of the Holy Office
—

" relaxa-

tionem vero votorum in religione seu in religiosis institutis

emissorum Congregatio negotiis sodalium religiosorum prae-

2 Cf. Conditae, n. 5, V.

8 Cf. rescript of H. Office, 20 December, 1871.
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posita." Hence questions of dispensing religious from their

vows belong to this Congregation and indeed exclusively, ac-

cording to the sense already indicated, viz., that no other Con-

gregation or Tribunal possesses authority in this matter. But,

just as in the case of dispensing religious from the common

law, the authority is not to be considered withdrawn from the

superiors of regulars toward their subjects or from bishops

toward members of an approved or diocesan institute. Ac-

cordingly, whatever faculty has been possessed heretofore by

superiors-general of dispensing from vows of religion or by

bishops in dispensing members of a diocesan institute, the

same should be considered as still in force, so long as there is

no notification of its discontinuance or curtailment. Hence

the Bishops of the United States have still the power of dis-

pensing even from the vow of chastity for members of an

institute not approved by the Holy See. Heretofore when

the faculty of dispensing from the vow of chastity was exer-

cised by the Holy See in behalf of a female religious, it was

usually exercised with a limitation, i. e. for one matrimony

and by way of commutation : and bishops followed the same

practice in granting a dispensation from the vow of chastity

for Sisters belonging to a diocesan institute. It seems that

quite recently this faculty has been exercised in behalf of

Sisters, just as it was and is for male religious, viz. absolutely,

without any limitation or commutation.* It is scarcely neces-

sary to observe that a dispensation from vows requires a just

cause, even for the validity. The reason is evident. The ob-

ligation of a vow exists by divine law; and the Divine Legis-

lator cannot be supposed to confer upon any human being au-

thority to relax the obligation except for a just cause. Hence

even if the Holy Father were to dispense in a vow without

just cause, the dispensation would be invalid; while if he

dispensed in a law of the Church without cause, the dispen-

sation, although illicit, would still be valid.

M. Martin, S.J.

'

St. Louis University.
[to be continued.]

4 Cf. Vermeersch, De Religiosis Institutis, edit. 1907, n. 221, nota I.
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PEEACHING AND FREAGHEBS ACGOEDINO TO SAVONAROLA.

IN the late Professor Luotto's vindication of Savonarola ^

four chapters are devoted to the teachings of the Friar of

San Marco on the Office of Preaching and the Duties of

Preachers. The chapters in question are good reading, inter-

esting and instructive, and we believe it will not be out of

place to give a wider publicity to the views of one who was so

unmistakably a preacher, than they already possess in the work

of the learned Florentine professor,

I.

At the outset Luotto draws attention to the fact that the

teachings of Savonarola upon this subject might readily be

taken for a commentary upon the Letter on Preaching which

was published at the command of the late Pope Leo XIII by

the Sacred Congregation of Bishops and Regulars, in July,

1894.

The Sacred Congregation lays stress upon the high dignity

of the preaching office. Savonarola's words are as follows:

*' The office and ministry of preaching is so high that in this

world there is not a more exalted position. And this for

many reasons. First, man's dignity is in his being an intellec-

tual being, and the supremest excellence of the intelligence is

wisdom. . . Wherefore that office is most exalted which min-

isters the most excellent things, and this is what preaching

does, for it teaches wisdom than which there is nothing greater

;

not the wisdom of the philosophers indeed, but the Wisdom of

God which is an infinite treasure." ^ Savonarola proceeds to

g-ive other reasons in proof of the excellence of the preaching

office, such as the purpose of preaching, namely to cleanse, to

enlighten, and to stir up fervor; the effect of preaching, which

is to bring about a change of heart.

The Letter on Preaching insists upon solid virtue as an in-

dispensable quality in the preacher, together with a sincere love

^ // Vero Savonarola e il Savonarola di Pastor. Ila edizione. Fierenze.

1900. All the references in this paper are taken direct from Luotto.

2 XIV. Sopra Ezechiele.
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of Jesus Christ. These qualities must be the motive power of

him who would win souls by the ministry of preaching. The
Friar of San Marco likewise insists upon them. Let men say

what they will,—Savonarola was a living example of the vir-

tues which he taught as essential to the preacher :
" Thou, O

Lord, art beautiful above the children of men," he exclaims,
" and Thou hast made me enamored of Thy loveliness . . ,

My Lord, to Thee do I turn; Thou art primal Truth, and

for the sake of Truth Thou hast died, and in dying Thou hast

conquered. I too am ready through Thy truth to die." ^ We
know what little value he placed upon the things of this life

and of what small account were the opinions of men in his eyes.

His Dispreszo del Hondo is the mirror of his soul. What is

his advice to preachers concerning this spirit of detachment?
" Preachers must be firm and persevering, pure and detached

from the world. If they desire to instruct others and to

preach with fruit, and to be really children of Christ, let them

not cut themselves adrift from Holy Mother Church, but in

all things let them copy her. It was thus the Apostles

acted . . . they troubled little about worldly things, but

naked they followed the naked Christ. Thus were they free to

rise upward in contemplation of divine things." * " How did

it come to pass that the pagan heart, long accustomed to

sacrifices to idols, was subdued into belief in an Incarnate God,

a crucified Christ, the Sacrament of the Altar, Baptism, and

all the other teachings of the faith, if not by the good odor of

Christian virtue which was made manifest by the good deeds

they performed? Do you say that it was miracles which

wrought the change ? I say to you that miracles without good

deeds will never convert men ; rather is it that good deeds con-

vert more than miracles." ° " The true Christian . . . pos-

sesses a power which is all his own, which penetrates deeply,

which convinces and refutes his adversary: and that energy

which he possesses interiorly makes itself felt by those who

' XXI. Sopra Amos e Zaccaria. •

* Quam bonus, VII. ^ Predica XX.
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hear him, in such wise that they seem to be unable to resist it.

Whence comes this energy if it be not from God who abides

within him, and who works His will upon those who hear?

. . . The nearer a man comes to God by grace, the more effi-

cacious will his preaching he . . . Live well, then, live in all

simplicity, live as a good Christian, that the strength of God
may always be with thee. Holiness of life always brings con-

viction. If thou wilt but live holily, thou needest not be

afraid of any man," *

The Letter insists upon learning or knowledge in the

preacher, for we shall look in vain for solid doctrine from

those who neglect study and particularly the study of the

Scriptures and of theology. To such as these the words of

Osee are applicable :
" Because thou hast rejected knowledge,

I will reject thee, that thou shall not do the office of priesthood

to me." '' Savonarola is persistent in inculcating the very

same lesson. His own writings are proof that he practised

what he taught, and his Triumph of the Cross and Compen-

dium of all Philosophy are acknowledged to be veritable wells

of learning. English readers can discover for themselves

what Savonarola's knowledge was, in the beautiful translation

of the Trionfo della Cruce by the present learned Provincial

of the English Dominicans ; and, as Luotto tells us, the Vene-

tian editors of the Compendio inscribed upon the title-page the

following eulogy:

Qui cupit alta ao<^uv abstrusaque dogmata nosse

Hunc legat: hoc uno codice doctus erit.

" Teachers and preachers," says Savonarola, " must be filled

with the true wisdom of Christ and His Church." * "Philosophy

is good in itself, and useful to the Church, and it is necessary

moreover for the strengthening of the faith and for the over-

throwing of whatever uplifts itself against divine science.

Wherefore, whilst the Christian philosopher shows that true

« Predica XXXIX. Sopra Giobbe.

7 Cap. IV, 6.

8 Predica VII, Sul Salmo " Quam bonus."
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philosophy not only is not opposed to Holy Scripture, but

rather that it comes to its assistance, he tramples underfoot

the proud ones of this world, and the haughty, and the shallow-

minded, against whom he directs their own weapons to make

their imprudence appear all the greater : he silences them, and

valiantly defends the flock of Christ, the lambs, and the little

ones against their fury. Natural science has been of great

help to the Christian faith in combating the errors, and in

humbling the pride of the age and of the wise ones of the

time." '

But the man who would save souls by preaching must be

something better than a student of philosophy, who has learnt

the art of word-fencing. His work is sacred, consequently

Sacred Science, or Theology, and the Scriptures must be the

armory whence he takes his best-tempered weapons, the quarry

from which he hews his strongest stones. This is the teach-

ing of the Letter on Preaching : it is Savonarola's teaching too.

Theology is to be preferred to all other knowledge : therein was

that peace in which he would sleep and take his rest. " It ought

to be the constant study of the man who would be truly wise."

It is the study of theology " which uplifts man above earthly

things, which makes him appreciate things not according to the

natural light of reason, but in the divine light which strength-

ens natural reason and purifies the mind in such a manner that

man comes to contemplate the gDodness of God which he sees

reflected in creatures as in a mirror." ^" Theology alone merits

the title of wisdom, " since the study of theology makes for

man's perfection and brings about a state that is almost that

of the blessed . . . Hence, it is as far above all other knowl-

edge as God is above His creatures, and so the Scripture says

:

She is an infinite treasure to men, which they that use, become

the friends of God." (Wisdom, 7: 14)."

The Master at whose feet Savonarola knelt was the Angeli-

cal Doctor :
" I do not know much," he tells us, " but the

little I do know I am sure of, for I have always adhered to the

» Apologetico, Lib. III. *** Apologetico, Lib. I.

" Ibid, Lib. II.
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teachings of St. Thomas." ^^ It is the same Saint who has

been pointed out to all Catholic priests by Leo XIII, as the

theologian of the Church.

II.

The Letter on Preaching reminds those who have been called

to such an important office that they are to show forth " Evan-

gelical and Scriptural truth according to the interpretation of

the Fathers and Doctors of the Church." In his thirtieth ser-

mon on the Psalms Savonarola defines preaching as the " ex-

position of the Sacred Scriptures," and elsewhere he shows

what that exposition must be :
" It must not be contrary to,

but must be consonant with, faith: it must follow the teach-

ings of the Church, and must not be antagonistic to the

doctrine of the Fathers."

Again, he compares preachers to the Ark of setin wood
with its four golden rings at the corners, through which the

bars of setin wood were to pass for the carrying of the Ark.

The bars " shall always be in the rings, neither shall they at

any time be drawn out of them." ^^ " The rings," says Savon-

arola, " are the four Evangelists, and therein must preachers

always remain; to them must they be always true, that they

may study the Gospels and preach the life of Jesus Christ

and of His Apostles . . . God has commanded the preaching

of the Gospel :
' Go ye into the whole world, and preach the

Gospel to every creature.' ^* They cannot preach the Gospel

who will not study it."
^'

Leo XIII in his Encyclical on the Study of Holy Scripture

emphasizes St. Jerome's words, that " ignorance of the Scrip-

ture means ignorance of Jesus Christ," and the Friar tells us

how " St. Thomas calls the Scripture the Heart of Christ, in

that His Heart is opened to us in the Scripture." ^" " The end

of the Law is Christ " ; he says again :
" all the Prophets

12 Predica XI. Sopra I'Esodo.

i« Exodus 25: 12, 15. 1* St. Mark 16: 15.

I'' Predica VII. Sul Salmo, Quam bonus.

i« Quodlib., 12, 27. J
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Spoke of Him, all of them pointed to Him." ^^ It is Christ

and Christ crucified toward whom the eyes of the Patriarchs

turned in longing: "They prefigured Him in Sacrifice; they

yearned for Him with all their heart; they beheld Him with

eyes of faith ... by that faith in Jesus Christ crucified were

the prophets saved . . . Holy Scripture brings the Christian

in a wonderful manner to contemplate Christ, for all Sacred

Scripture is directed toward Christ crucified. Hence the

Apostle said: ' The end of the law is Christ.' ^^ If a Chris-

tian, possessing supernatural life and clean of heart, will read

with all humility the writings of the Apostles and the Prophets,

and from reading will come to meditation, and by meditation

will turn to God in prayer ... he will come to the knowledge

of the supernatural in a most marvelous way, and shall experi-

ence those eternal delights which far surpass all the pleasures

of this world." ^® "A preacher ought to know Christ alone,

and Christ crucified."
^°

In his exposition of Amos and Zachary, Savonarola reminds

preachers that it is their duty " first of all to enlighten men
in the mysteries of faith, in the things of God, of the Blessed

Trinity, the Incarnation of the Word of God ; to let men know
that their end is eternal life ; and to point out clearly the means

which will lead them to that life."
^'^ Now St. Thomas com-

menting upon the words, ' You are the light of the world ' says

there are three things necessary" in a preacher who wishes to

enlighten others. First, stability, which will prevent him from

falling away from truth ; secondly, clearness, that he may make

himself understood ; thirdly, utility, since it must be God's glory

he seeks and not his own. " It seems to me," says Savon-

arola, " that the preachers of our day are not fashioned of

setin wood; rather do some appear to be reeds, for they are

IT Predica VIII. Sopra I'Esodo.

^8 Ep. to the Romans 10 : 4.

1^ Sopra il Salmo. Quant bonus. XXVI : Semplicita delta Vita Chris-

tiana, Lib. V. concl. XVI, XVII.

2° Discorso nella Commemorazione de Defunti.

21 Predica XXV.
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empty of good, and bend before every wind . . . Such as they

are not worthy Ark-bearers. What is required is strong wood,

wood that will bear the brunt of storm and rain." ^^ We
know full well that the Friar was made of such material.

Never did he bend before the storm which his denunciation of

the vices of the time raised around him. He was no court-

preacher to salve the consciences of his hearers with well-

turned phrases and evenly-balanced sentences. He felt deeply,

and he spoke from his soul ; he aimed at begetting a like earn-

estness in those whom he instructed.

His discourses were admirable too for their clearness. Like

another great preacher of our own day, Savonarola possessed

in full measure the gift of what Cardinal Manning called

" popularizing theology." His sermons were simple, clear, and

to the point, and what he aimed at in his own instructions,

he inculcated and impressed upon others. This power of

making the deepest truths intelligible to ordinary people, Savon-

arola learned, as Luotto tells us, from his continual study of

the Scriptures. He acted upon the principle that " whosoever

desires to speak naturally must speak as others do in ordin-

ary conversation, and not try to be eloquent or artificial . . .

Simplicity is more pleasing than artificiality." ^® Wherefore

the Holy Scriptures, " written by God who reveals His mys-

teries through them in a manner altogether admirable,"
^*

were loved by him, studied, commented upon, and absorbed in

such a way that his language and tone of thought were wholly

Scriptural. " The Scripture," he tells us, " strengthens the

soul in humility and inflames the heart with charity . . . And

though the writers inspired by the Holy Ghost lived in different

ages and some are more eloquent than others, nevertheless

each and all have a style of speech which no other writers

possess or could possess, strive as they will."
^°

22 Predica VII. Sul Salmo. Quam bonus.

2 8 Semplicita della Vita Christiana, Lib. Ill, concl. i, 2.

»* Apologetico, Lib. IV; Trionfo, Lib. II, C VIII.

2 8 Ibid. Sopra Amos, XXXIX.
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The preacher who is alive to the responsibilities of his office

" must ever look to what will be of service to his hearers and

will eschew all useless topics." ^' " Let not preachers speak

on subtle questions," he says, " or of curious things which may-

tickle the ears, but are of no help to souls that are weak.

Such things do not stir up contrition, nor give knowledge of

the things necessary for salvation, do not make sin to decrease,

nor call the dead to life. Methinks the preachers of to-day are

like the singers and flute-players that were in the house of the

ruler of the synagogue when his daughter was dead : they sang

and piped their mournful songs, which brought tears but did

not raise the dead . . . But when Christ entered the house

of the ruler and saw the players and the crowd, He immediately

sent them forth and then He brought the dead to life. It

needs others than Virgil and Aristotle to awaken souls and

compel them to attend to what is necessary for salvation."
^'^

" Oh ! of a truth it is a great benefit to souls to please the

people's ears! to turn the praise of Christ to oneself, to have

one's mouth full of philosophy, to recite with studied modula-

tion the verses of poets, to leave aside or to put forward in a

hesitating way the Gospel of Christ, and to teach the people the

proud and foolish wisdom of the pagans which has condemned

its very authors to perdition !" ^®

We know from history the style of preaching which obtained

amongst many who were imb'ued with the spirit of the

Renaissance, and which Savonarola combated with all his

power. We have none of it in our day ; but the lesson taught

by Savonarola still holds good, a lesson insisted upon in our

own day by the present sovereign Pontiff—that preachers

should preach the Ciospel, in season and out of season, and

leave other topics severely alone.

Stanislaus M. Hogan, O.P.

North Adelaide, Australia.

2« Sopra Salmo, Quam bonus. Predica VII.

2T Ibid.

^^ Apologetico, Lib. IV.
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THE DIPLOMATIC AGENTS OF THE HOLY SEE.

THE discussions regarding the relations of Church and

State, and the changes recently made in the Roman

Curia by the provisions of the Apostolic Constitution Sapienti

consilio, suggest a brief historical review of some of the vari-

ous classes of officials who, at different epochs, constituted the

great agency of the Church for communicating with the world

(outside Rome) whose interests were closely bound up

with those of the spiritual power, instituted to maintain the

religious rights of Catholics on every hand. I propose to be-

gin with a sketch of those agents who as ecclesiastics rep-

resented the Sovereign Pontiffs at the courts of foreign princes

for the special purpose of protecting the spiritual and tem-

poral prerogatives of the Holy See. The first in this order is

The Apocrisiary or Responsal.

The earliest papal diplomatic agent whose tenure of office

- was somewhat permanent, was termed an apocrisiary, i. e. an

envoy or delegate. Although the title was given to the rep-

resentatives of lesser dignitaries, as we learn from the Novellae

of Justinian (N. VI, c. 2), it was chiefly employed to designate

the papal envoy to the court of the emperor at Constantinople,

where a special palace had been assigned as his residence since

the days of the first Christian emperor.

The duty of the apocrisiary was to foster peace and amity

between the papacy and the empire, to convey the papal re-

scripts to the emperor, and, in turn, to transmit the replies of

the latter to the pope. On account of this last-named function

the apocrisiary received from the Romans the title of Re-

sponsal. This highly important and delicate mission was

generally confided to one of the ablest officials of the papal

court, usually a deacon or sub-deacon. More than one of

them, as, for instance, Gregory the Great, finished his career

on the Fisherman's throne.

The first appearance of a papal apocrisiary at the Byzantine

court is a matter of dispute. Some place it as early as 330,

the date when Constantine removed the seat of government
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to the city which bears his name. Others refer it to the time

of the Council of Chalcedon (451). It is probable that tem-

porary envoys were appointed as early as the first-mentioned

year; but it is certain that, with several short interruptions,

there were permanent representatives of the papacy at the im-

perial court from 453 until 743.^

The oldest extant document in this connexion is a letter of

Pope St. Leo I constituting Julian, Bishop of Cos, apocrisiary

at the emperor's court. At that time (453) the Nestorian and

Eutychian heresies were creating great havoc in the Eastern

Church, and several bishops who were infected with these

errors were striving, through the representative of the Alex-

andrine Patriarch, to obtain the imperial sympathy and sup-

port. The Pontiff in his letter says to Julian :
" See, then,

that you watch prudently and loyally over the apostolic in-

terests, which with maternal instinct will inspire in you, as one

nourished in the Church's bosom, proper Catholic action

against the Nestorian and Eutychian heresies : so that, sup-

ported by the Divine assistance, you shall not cease to guard

from the vantage-ground of the city of Constantinople against

the whirlwind of the aforesaid doctrines. And since the good

will of the princes is so manifest, you can with confidence

suggest to them what should be made known, and direct

their devotion for the utility of the universal Church." ^

From other papal enactments we learn that the scope of the

apocrisiary's activity was by no means limited to the prevention

of the spread of heresy. He brought to the notice of the

emperor the complaints of private individuals who were op-

pressed by powerful adversaries. At various times he pre-

sented the remonstrances of the popes against the injuries

wrought in the Italian provinces by the incursions of the Lom-

bards and the illegal exaction of tribute on the part of the im-

perial prefects. Again, in any controversy concerning mat-

ters of ecclesiastical discipline he was to advise the princes and

1 Wernz, Jus Decret., t. 2, n. 797.

2 Ep. XX.
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magistrates in order that they might not be deceived into giv-

ing a decision contrary to the canons of the Church. An-

other important duty was to maintain the spiritual supremacy

of the Roman Pontiff against the pretensions of the Eastern

patriarchs, and also to safeguard the temporal possessions of

the pope. At that epoch the papal patrimony was not a poli-

tical institution, but was simply economic in its scope, con-

sisting of houses, farms, and other property situated in various

provinces of the empire. The apocrisiary was to see that the

income of these properties was not sequestrated by the officials

of the state, but transmitted to the pontifical treasury.

These officials continued to be sent to the imperial court un-

til the period of the Iconoclastic schism, but their power and

prestige had long been on the wane in proportion as the inter-

ests of the Church had drifted from the East toward the North

and West. The last apocrisiary was accredited to Constantine

Capronymus in 743. Half a century later the title was re-

vived for the papal envoys to the emperor Charlemagne; but

the division of the empire under his successors, together with

the frequency of special legations, soon rendered the permanent

residence of an apocrisiary impossible and useless at that court.

The title alone was retained by the grand almoner of the

French monarchs.

The Apostolic Vicars of the Popes.

A second class of papal representatives, the apostolic vicars,

reaches back to an even more remote antiquity than the apo-

crisiary. It is true that they do not properly fall under the

classification of diplomatic agents, as their functions were al-

most exclusively of a spiritual character. Still a brief consid-

eration of their history and duties will not be wholly out of

place, since they form a link between the past and the present

and help us to grasp the various stages of the evolution of the

existing diplomatic service of the Holy See. For the apostolic

vicars of the early days became, mutato nomine, the legates-

born (legati nati) of the ninth and succeeding centuries, and

these, in turn, gave way in the fifteenth century to the specially
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commissioned legates (legati missi), the nuncios of the present

day.

The presence of an apostolic vicar in Thessalonica, prior to

the year 347, is shown by an enactment of the Council of

Sardica forbidding clerics of other dioceses to reside in that

city :
" For since the vicar of the pope dwells there, clerics

from all Greece flock thither, and often remain longer than is

fitting." In 380, Acolio, Bishop of Thessalonica, was ap-

pointed vicar for eastern Illyria by Pope St. Damasus. In

ancient Gaul there were apostolic vicars as early as the ponti-

ficate of St. Sosimus (417). Likewise we read that Pope

St. Simplicius in 482 constituted the Bishop of Seville vicar for

Spain, which office was transferred in 514 to the Bishop of

Tarragona, while the Bishop of Seville was given charge of

Andalusia and Portugal in the same capacity. Under Pope

Vigilius (545) the Bishop of Aries was named vicar for the

territory subject to Childebert I. Pisa and Salsburg were

vicariates from an early date. " To them the Roman Pontiffs

entrusted their offices in certain definite provinces and their

metropolitan cities. Their duty was both to watch that the

canons were observed by all, and to administer justice in

those provinces and metropolitan cities, and to give final sen-

tence there in nearly all cases, leaving, however, whole and

entire the rights of the metropolitans." '

The object, then, of their appointment was to conserve the

integrity of faith and discipline, to remove the causes of dis-

cord from amongst the clergy, and decide all cases save those

reserved by custom to the Holy See. In order to attain these

ends they were vested with most ample power and authority

both in judicial and non-judicial matters. They could make

a visitation of the churches of their vicariate, examine the

fitness of those nominated to the episcopal office, consecrate

the metropolitans, receive information concerning the activity

of the bishops and clergy, convoke councils, examine appeals

directed to the Holy See, and judge, in the first instance, !he

3 Pius VI, Resp. super Nuntiaturis, c. 8, s. 3.
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cases reserved to the pope. In a word, they exercised over

the metropolitans of their district the same jurisdiction as the

metropolitans have over their suffragan bishops.*

Legati Nati, or Legates ex Officio.

In the ninth century the vicariates began to decline in num-

bers and influence. Some few continued to exist, notably that

of Sicily which lasted until the closing years of the pontificate

of Pius IX. Others were restored to power, as, for example,

Aries, which after four centuries of inactivity was revived in

1056 when Victor II appointed Rambaldus as his representa-

tive at the Council of Toulouse. Such instances were, how-

ever, exceptional, and in their stead arose the legati nati, the

legates-born, of the Holy See. Apart from some limitation

of their powers they differed only in name from the apostolic

vicars.

The most ancient of these legations is probably that of Ger-

many, which dates from the year 967, when John XIII ap-

pointed Frederick, Bishop of Treves, primate of Germany.

Several pontiffs in succession entrusted the same office to the

incumbents of that see, and finally Adrian IV (1157) made it

a permanent legation. At later dates the same dignity was

attached to the Sees of Toledo, Seville, Salzburg, Magdeburg,

Mayence, Rheims, Vienna, Lyons, Bourges, Bordeaux, Aries,

Pisa, Sicily, Canterbury, York, St. Andrew (Edinburgh),

Thessalonica, Carthage, Gnesen-Posen, and Strigonia.

The institution of legates-born, or legates ex oificio, was

the result of the practice of the Roman Pontiffs in designating

several consecutive incumbents of the same see to act as their

representatives. Since, as a matter of fact, certain bishoprics

usually possessed this office to the practical exclusion of the

others, it came to be regarded in the course of time that they

had the right to be the official legations of the Holy See.

Hence at the death of one of these bishops his successor ac-

quired not only the ordinary jurisdiction over the spiritual and

* Sebastianelli, De Personis, p, 108.
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temporal affairs of the diocese, but also became ipso facto the

legate of the pope in that territory. In other words, the lega-

tion ceased to be personal, and, in the terminology of canonists,

became real, that is, affixed to the see, and was exercised by

whomsoever happened to be chosen bishop of that diocese.

Hence, in contradistinction to the personal and specially de-

puted character of the legati missi, the rulers of these sees

were styled legati nati, legates by right of birth or office.

Their authority was, as we have said, practically the same

as that of the apostolic vicars. As representatives of the pope

they were at first regarded as appellate judges, but later they

acted as judges in the first instance for the greater cases, and

from their decision there was no appeal, save to the Roman
Pontiff. They were obliged to send an annual report by pro-

curator to the Holy See, and every third year they were bound

to make it in person to the Supreme Pontiff. The popes re-

served the right, which was occasionally exercised, of trans-

ferring the legation from one bishopric to another when cir-

cumstances rendered it advisable.

In the long run the institution of legates-born did not

prove an unqualified success. Often the jealousy of the suf-

fragan bishops made the office so burdensome that the pope

was obliged to impose it on unwilling shoulders. More than

one legate besought the pope to release him from the duty,

and welcomed with open arms the advent of a legate a latere.

Again, it seems that at times the legates-born were devoid of

the tact and learning which the position demanded. Others

were negligent in the discharge of their duties, or were in-

fected with the very evils which their office called upon them

to repress, and used this hereditary dignity more for their own
aggrandizement than for the good of religion.

It was for these reasons that the popes were forced to re-

vert to the former custom of sending to those countries special

legates who depended entirely on the Holy See and were

strangers to the dissensions and ambitions of the native clergy.

These specially commissioned envoys {legati missi), like the

ancient apocrisiaries, were usually chosen from the officials of
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the Roman court, and their authority in the legatine territory-

superseded the power of the legates-born. The frequency of

these missions in the fourteenth century foreshadowed the

coming change, and in the following century the legate-born

was shorn of all his power and authority, and the dignity has

remained ever since titulus sine re, nomen sine potestate.^

g
Legati Missi.

I'he legates-born were replaced by the specially commis-

sioned representatives of the Holy See, the legati missi. They

differ from their predecessors, not only because they are al-

most exclusively prelates of the papal court and not native

bishops of the legatine territory, but chiefly in the fact that

they receive their office and authority from the special and

direct delegation of the pope, whereas the legates-born neither

sought nor received such personal delegation, since it was at-

tached to the hierarchical position to which they had been

raised.

The term legatus missus is rather comprehensive in its

scope, including, as it does, any official despatched by the

Roman Pontiff on a specific mission or office. Hence under

this category would be grouped many papal emissaries whose

duties are not of an exclusively diplomatic character. Thus

the title is correctly given to the deputies sent by the pope to

preside over a general council held outside the Eternal City;

to the former rulers of the various provinces of the Papal

States; to the messengers who bore the greetings of the pope

to some exalted personage who was passing through the pon-

tifical dominions; to the prelates commissioned to represent

the pope at the baptism, marriage, coronation, or jubilee of a

member of the reigning families of Europe. In the present

paper we will consider only those commissioned envoys who
are employed in the diplomatic service, namely, legates a latere,

^ The Archbishop of Strigonia is one of the very few legates-born who
retain a semblance of their ancient power. He has jurisdiction over all

the exempt Benedictines, Cistercians, and Premonstratensians, in the

kingdom of Hungary.—Achner, Comp. Jur. Eccl., p. 382.
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and the ordinary representatives of the papacy, the nuncios, in-

ternuncios, etc.

Legates a Latere.

At one time the title of legate a latere was borne by many
envoys of the Holy See irrespective of their hierarchical rank;

but for centuries it has been restricted to members of the

College of Cardinals sent on important temporary missions by
the Supreme Pontiff. Their peculiar designation, legati a

latere, is derived from the nature of the cardinalitial office.

The fundamental duty of the cardinals, during the life-time of

the pope, is to assist him in the government of the universal

Church. They are his cabinet officers, the members of his

senate, his counselors and advisers, and properly to fulfill their

functions they should be constantly at his side. Hence the

cardinals are bound to reside in Rome, and so strict is this

obligation that the six cardinal bishops who preside over the

suburban sees of the Roman district are forbidden to live irk

their dioceses, but must dwell in the city of Rome proper.

Consequently, when a cardinal is despatched on an important

mission outside the papal dominions he is said to be sent

a latere PontiUcis, that is, he is removed temporarily from his

normal place beside the pope.*

The office of the legate a latere is always temporary in its

duration, as they are sent to negotiate some affair of great and

pressing importance, at the conclusion of which they return

to the papal court and are relieved of their charge. Among-

the historic legates a latere we may instance Cardinal Pole,

who was sent to England during the reign of Queen Mary ; and

Cardinal Caprarra, who carried out the provisions of the

French Concordat of 1801.

On account of the high dignity of the envoy and the import-

ance of his mission, the departure of a legate a latere was at-

tended with considerable ceremonial. Two consistories were

« Another explanation of the term is sought from the fact that ,thfe

legate receives his commission and insignia whilst standing at the Pon-

tiff's side. Among the Greeks they are known as legates o facie.
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usually held, in the first of which the legate was given his brief

of appointment, and in the second he was presented with the

legatine cross. He then took his leave, accompanied by a

suitable retinue of officials who formed a miniature papal court.

Outside the walls of Rome the legatine cross was raised and

the legate blessed the people. From the moment he entered

the territory of his legation the power and jurisdiction of all

other papal representatives lapsed into abeyance and remained

so until he took his departure.

Chapter after chapter of the Corpus Juris is taken up with

enactments concerning the extraordinary powers confided to

a legate a latere. So ample was his jurisdiction that it is far

easier to indicate its extent by noting the restrictions than to

give a catalogue of what he was empowered to do. Thus, he

was forbidden to depose bishops, to unite or dismember a dio-

cese, to confer the primacy on any see, or to examine matters

which the pope had specially delegated to another. With

-these and a few additional exceptions, the legate had almost

unlimited jurisdiction, not only over all in his district, but also

over those who submitted their cases to him on his journey.

Their person and mission were protected by a special censure,

which still remains in force, directed against all who maltreated

or expelled him, or cooperated in his expulsion from the lega-

tine territory.

In the course of time their powers were more and more

curtailed, for it seemed unbecoming that a subject should wield

an authority which was practically coextensive with that of his

superior. Besides, many bishops complained that the extra-

ordinary powers of the legates rendered their own ordinary

jurisdiction almost vain and useless. Hence the Council of

Trent (c. 20, sess. 24, de Ref.) restrained the authority of

papal legates in favor of the bishops, declaring that hence-

forth all cases should be heard and decided in the first in-

stance by the Ordinary of the place, and that a legate should

not interfere in those cases except when the bishop had ne-

glected to render a decision within two years from the com-

mencement of the trial.
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With the curtailment of their powers the practice of com-
missioning this class of envoys fell into gradual decline, and

for a long time they have been sent only on most extraordinary

occasions. At the recent Eucharistic Congress held in London,

Cardinal Vincent Vannutelli was present in the capacity of

legate a latere, the first envoy of that title since the days of

Cardinal Pole.

The Royal Legation of Sicily.

The almost unvaried practice of the Roman court has been

that its legates should be clerics dependent entirely on the will

of the pope, who can revoke or restrict their powers and re-

view their decisions. The pope also reserves the right to

send a special envoy into the legatine territory during the

tenure of ofifice of a permanent legate. Likewise he may in-

terfere directly in any matter, and permit immediate recourse

to his own tribunal.

The Sicilian legation claimed to be an institution sui generis^

for the legate, the king or viceroy, was a layman, who con-

tended that his legatine powers were irrevocable, and who for-

bade the entrance of other papal representatives into the realm,

and insisted on the royal permission for an appeal to Rome
and for the execution of papal rescripts. These pretensions

were so many schismatical propositions, for the pope could not

so limit his authority as to be unable to recall concessions

when they militated against the good of the Church.

The king asserted his right to act as the born-legate a latere

of the pope in the kingdom of Sicily. He also made claim of

the most extraordinary powers, as, for instance, the right to

grant matrimonial dispensations and indulgences, to confer

benefices, and act as judge in ecclesiastical trials. On account

of the association of the legatine power with the royal author-

ity, this legation is known in history as the Sicilian Monarchy,

and was considered the finest jewel of the crown, since it con-

stituted the king supreme ruler over Church and State in his

dominions.

In the early days a special judge, lay or cleric, was appointed
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by the king or viceroy for each trial, but in 1570 a permanent

tribunal was erected in Palermo. The presiding judge, al-

though chosen by the king, was styled apostolic vice-delegate.

A second court was established in Messina toward the end of

the eighteenth century.

The origin of these claims is found in a bull said to have

been given to Roger I of Sicily by Pope Urban II in 1095, ^^

1099. Its very existence seems to have been unknown for

more than four hundred years, and its alleged discoverer, John

Barberius, never showed it to any one. The emperor Charles

V made strenuous but futile efforts to discover a copy of

the bull. Fifty years after the pretended discovery by Bar-

berius a copy was unearthed in the chronicles of Godfrey

Malaterra where it had reposed in oblivion for four centuries.

Authorities differ in regard to the authenticity of this docu-

ment, but, even though it should be proved genuine, the text

clearly shows that at most it was a personal concession made
to Roger and his immediate successor, and by no means a

hereditary privilege of the rulers of the kingdom of the Two
Sicilies. It was a fertile germ of discord for more than three

centuries, and was finally abolished by the Italian Parliament,

13 May, 1871, after Pius IX had conferred on the bishops of

the kingdom the major part of the faculties claimed by the

legate.^

Joseph J. Murphy.
Philadelphia^ Pa.

[to be continued.]

' Cardinal Cavignis, who regards the bull as fictitious, gi^es an ex-

haustive treatment of the entire question in his Inst. Jur. Pub. EccL, Vol.

2, pp. 168-186. His arguments are summarized by Rossi, Jui Pub. Eccl.y

PP- 51-58. The opposite opinion is defended by Wernz, Jus Deer., t. 2,

n. 688.
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THE BLINDNESS OF THE EEVEEEND DE. GEAY i*

OS

THE FINAL LAW.

CHAPTER XIII.

Unexpected Visits.

WHEN Kerins and his protectors woke on St. Stephen's

morning, they soon realized that they had been visited

the previous night with sad results. Kerins was savage with

them; and they with Kerins. The whole trio were very wroth

with the one thing amongst them which had been decent—the

dog, Snap.
" What could have that—dog been doing ?" said one of the

men. " He's savage enough, sometimes. Come here, you brute

!

What came over you last night, that you allowed a midnight thief

to come in and steal and rob everything before him? Come
here!"

And the great patient animal came over in his own slow, dig-

nified way, and looked up in the face of his interrogator.

" Do you hear me ?" said the fellow. " You are fed and housed

to protect us. You weren't drunk. We were, as we had a perfect

right to be; and we depended on you, you lazy brute. You can

bark and bite at sheep and lambs. What were you doing?"

And Snap put his nose in the air, -and emitted a low, long, mel-

ancholy howl. It meant clearly

:

" True. I'm an unfaithful dog. I saw the evil thing done

;

and the evil man who did it. I saw him sneak in, and prowl

around, and search your pockets, and take your revolvers. And
I was silent. He said * Snap ! Snap ! Good old dog !' and I

couldn't bite him. Besides, what am I, but a poor dog ; and how

can I, with my canine intelligence, understand the ways of you,

great and god-like beings ? That man, that thief, was a friend of

yours. He came in here; and eat your bread and salt. I saw

him smoking and drinking with you there by the fire. How am I

This novel is copyrighted exclusively for the Ecclesiastical Review,

and will not appear in any other magazine in America, Great Britain or

Australia.
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to distinguish a friend from an enemy? And how was I, a poor

dog, to know whether it was a friend that was borrowing your

money and your weapons, or a thief that was steahng them ?"

But this howl of argument, this canine apology, was not ac-

cepted by the superior being, who kicked the poor brute into a

corner, and left him, sore and whimpering there.

" Let Snap alone," said Kerins, angrily. " He's not your dog.

He's mine. And it was not his fault. 'Twas your own. How
often have you been warned to keep yourselves right in these

dangerous times, and with such dangerous neighbors?"

" Well, master," said the fellow, " I guess you are as much to

blame as us, though you were cute enough to keep yourself all

right. But it seems quare that Snap, who will bite a hot iron

when he's roused, never gave tongue last night."

" You were too dead drunk to hear him," said Kerins. " When
I came home at midnight, all the artillery of England couldn't

wake ye."

" Then you went out and left us here unprotected ?" said the

fellow.

" Yes ! I ran down to the old castle for an hour," said Kerins,

" an' whin I came back, there ye were, as dead drunk as logs, and

Snap between you."
" Well, there's no good wastin' words over it now," said his

protector. " It was a frind," he laid much stress on the word,
" not an inimy, that cleaned our pockets, and took our barkers.

But we'll find him out. By G— we will ; and thin it will be a bad

night's work for him."

The fellow was savage from his losses; and still more from

the insult offered. These men terrorized the country, and to look

crossly at them was a legal offence. And now, some rascal had

the courage, the absolute courage, to steal into a prohibited place,

defy the law of the land, and actually lay sacrilegious hands of

theft on its lawful representatives and defenders. It was too bad.

And they were determined to resent and revenge it.

Hence, a few days afterwards, as old Mrs. Duggan was throw-

ing out some refuse into the fragrant pit before the door, she was

startled at seeing the local sergeant of police and a constable en-

tering the yard. They came slowly along; and then courteously

knocked on the half-door. Being bidden to enter, they politely

showed a warrant for the search of the premises.
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".Yerra," said the old woman, " an' what are ye searchin' fur?"
" Well, that's our business, ma'am," said the constable, " which

we'll tell you if we finds anythin',"

The men were out; and only the old woman and her daughter

were present; but the two officers were very gentle and respect-

ful; and, although they made a thorough search, and overhauled

everything in the place, they discovered nothing but an old, dis-

used gun, which, although it was held without a license, was so

utterly worthless that they disdained to take it away with them.
" Now, I can tell you what we came for," said the man.

" There was a robbery committed next door on Christmas Night

—a double robbery of money and arms; and suspicion naturally

fell upon your house, as your people are at variance with Kerins."

" Well, thin," said the old woman, flaring up in defence of the

honor of her household, " whoever sot ye upon us, knew nothin'

of us an' ours. 'Tis thrue that we have a variance with this

Yankee man ; but none of our seed, breed, or generation wor ever

guilty of robbing and stalin'. I expect 'twas thim blagards their-

selves, when in their dhrink, lost their money and their guns;

for, begor, they're never sober, night or day; an' whin they're

dhrunk, faix we're afraid to go outside the dure, for fear we'd

have the heads blown aflf of us."

" Well," said the sergeant, " at least, we can say we have found

nothing to incriminate any of your family. But, as a friend, I'd

advise the boys to be careful of themselves. They're saying

things, that, if anything happens, .will tell with a jury, against

them."
" Thank you kindly," said the old woman, gratefully. " But

I'm afeard we'll never know pace agin here."

The same afternoon (it was early in the New Year), one of

the leading members of the Defence Union, whose representatives

were lodged with Kerins for his defence, called on the parish

priest. It was the first time a landlord had ever crossed the

threshold of his door ; for, although he was known to be a strenu-

ous and bigoted supporter of law, whether civil or ecclesiastical,

and knew no cause for dispensation, and no excuse for revolt,

meeting every objection with the iron formula: It is the Lqw!
nevertheless it was also known that he was, in every sense, the

father of his people, and their stem defender against oppression

of any kind. It is a position which, in Ireland, is scarcely under-
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Stood by those who have landed interests in the country, or by

the people. If a priest utters a word in defense of his people,

he is at once reputed an agitator and revolutionary; if he op-

poses the popular will from reasons of conscience, he is set down
by the people as a friend of their oppressors, and by the govern-

ing classes of the country as a conservative ally. The character

of Dr. William Gray seems unintelligible—a protector of his

people and keenly alive to their interests, yet a strenuous sup-

porter of law, and an equally strenuous opponent of lawlessness.

And yet, this is what he was during life, and consistently to the

end.

He treated his visitor with all the courtesy due to his rank,

bade him be seated, and waited. The latter, with some embar-

rassment, made apologies for his intrusion, spoke on a few indif-

ferent topics, and then came to the object of his unusual visit.

He was somewhat awed by the appearance of this grave man,

who, silent and motionless as a statue, gazed steadily through

the window, a look of stern expectation in his great grey eyes.

" I do not know if you consider my visit inopportune or unex-

pected," he said at length, " but I came to say, on behalf of my-
self and my colleagues, how grateful we have reason to be to

you for the stand you have taken against disorder and lawless-

ness in your parish."

There was an awkward pause, his listener remaining still mo-
tionless staring through the window.

The gentleman continued

:

" It seems to us, that if all the ministers of religion in the

country had adopted the same attitude, things would not have

come to the present pass."

" That is," said his host, " things would have remained as they

were ?"

" Well, I mean," said the other, " that whilst the relations of

the people toward the governing authorities might have been im-

proved by slow and constitutional methods, we would not have

been plunged into a violent revolution."

" I am quite with you there," said Dr. Gray, now leaning back

in his chair, and spreading out his handkerchief, and taking up
his snuff-box ;

" but would you inform me, what slow and con-

stitutional methods were being taken by the landlord class, or by

the government, to better the awful condition of our poor

people ?"
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" Well, I thought," said the other, somewhat embarrassed,
" that things were improving ; large reductions in rent were being

given; and the country appeared to be prospering, until the agi-

tator and the professional politician came on the stage."

" I want to make a small diversion from this pleasant sub-

ject," said Dr. Gray. " Would you mind telling me where you

were graduated ; for I think you have had a university training."

" In Cambridge," he replied. " I am an M. A. of Cambridge."
" That clears matters a little," said Dr. Gray. " I was afraid

you had never been outside of Ireland, like so many of the gentry

of the country, and argument there is hopeless. Now, would you

mind telling me, what country, and what age, was ever free from

agitators and professional politicians?"

Then he added, holding up his fingers

:

"Utopia!"
*' 'Tis true," said the other, reflectively. " But there is some-

thing especially rabid and sinister about Irish agitation."

" That's because you are personally concerned," said Dr.

Gray. " So far as my limited reading goes, this land revolution in

Ireland has been effected with infinitely less violence than any

revolution in history."

" You really surprise me. Dr. Gray," said the landlord. " I

have been under the impression that it has been the most trucu-

lent and unjust agitation ever recorded."

" Then I'm sorry to say that you have read history to little

effect," said Dr. Gray. " You, the gentry and nobility of Ireland,

have been in exactly the same position toward the people as the

aristocracy of France during the reigns of Louis XIV and Louis

XV, with this difference, that the oppression of the people, the

grinding-out of all the best elements of human life, and the ab-

sorption of these elements by one class, selfish and unprincipled,

lasted for the space of two reigns in France; in Ireland, it has

lasted for centuries."

" Pardon me," said the other. " But was not your Church on

the side of the Government then—and on the side of ' law and

order'?"
" Yes !" said the other bitterly, his stern face assuminjf a

sterner aspect. " And so much the worse for our Church ! It

forgot its place as the protector of the poor; and it has suffered

a fearful retribution to this day!"
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He was silent for a while with emotion ; because it was one of

the subjects on which he felt deeply. But recollecting himself,

he said:

" You remember what a revenge the French took
!"

The other nodded.
" Compared to the Irish, it was the revenge of wolves to the

harmless complaints of sheep."

" They have beggared us !" said the landlord, gloomily.

" It is not they," said the priest, " it is the economics of the

age that have reduced your income. The steamship and the tele-

graph have beggared you. You have no more reason to complain

than if you lost your money from a fall in stocks, or any other

daily change in the money-market."
" Well," said the landlord, rising, " Whatever be the value of

your arguments, there is one consequence, which, as an Irishman,

and I am an Irishman, I deplore. I used to hear my father talk

of his people, how loyal, how honorable, how scrupulously exact

they were in matters of honesty. I am afraid that, too, has

changed. I am afraid that fine sense of honor has been expelled

from the hearts of the people; and that, having succeeded in

political dishonesty, they are now becoming personally dishonest

in their dealings."

The face of the priest flushed with anger; but, in a moment,

the terrible truth flashed in upon him. Could he contradict this

man ? The latter went on

:

" In fact, sir, what has brought me here to-day is, to take

cognisance of an act of vulgar robbery committed here on Christ-

mas Night."

" What?" said the priest. " I have not heard of it."

" Probably not," said the other. " But it occurred."

" Sit down," said the priest gloomily. " Yes, things are looking

bad there."

" On Christmas Night," repeated the landlord, " some fellow,

or fellows, broke into Kerins's house, in his absence, stole my
men's revolvers, and then—their watches; and then—their

money."

It was bad news ; but a thought occurred to the priest.

" Could your men be making a case ?" he asked. " For you

know that is quite possible."

" I cannot say that I like the insinuation, sir !" he said, feeling
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that to have a grievance is to stand on firm ground. " But, al-

lowing it to be possible, do you think these men would like to go

unarmed in the midst of a hostile population; and be supplied

with new revolvers at their own expense?"
" No !" said Dr. Gray. " I am sure they wouldn't like to be

compelled to pay anything, from all that I have heard. But,

whom do you suspect ?"

" Naturally, suspicion falls in one quarter," said the landlord.

" We have obtained a search-warrant for the Duggans ; and I'm

sure that they are the robbers."

" I think you are mistaken," replied the priest. " The Dug-

gans are a rough, passionate lot; but I doubt if any of them

would descend so low as to steal."

" Well, we shall see," said the other. " I must now bid you

Gkx)d-day! and allow me to thank you for your courtesy in ac-

cording me this interesting interview, and also for your firmness

in dealing with disorder in your parish, though you may depre-

cate it."

And then he added, in an undertone, as if speaking to himself

:

" What a pity we cannot understand each other better
!"

" Yes !" said the priest. " 'Tis a pity ! And when men like

you, cultivated and well read, and with all the advantages of a

university education, fail to understand us, where's the hope."

He had led his visitor to the door. The latter paused there

for a moment. He was thinking, in a half-conscious manner, of

how pleasant it would be, if he could repeat that visit, and see

more of this man, whose courage and intelligence seemed to fas-

cinate him. Every emotion seemed to press toward a renewal

and continuance of such happy relations. But, education, preju-

dice, human respect, dread of criticism, rose up at once, and said

:

" Nay ! this must not be ! The thing is quite impossible
!"

He hastily said. Good-bye ! and strode along the graveled walk

toward the gate.

Something similar, too, was agitating the sensitive and emo-

tional nature of the priest.

" What a pity," he thought, " that we can never understand

each other! Now, here's a man who thinks on a hundred sub-

jects even as I. We could meet, and discuss the classics, science,

human history, even theology ; and it would be a mutual pleasure.

Again, he thinks as I do on the subject of Law,—great and
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mighty conservator of the Universe and of men,—and we might

cooperate and ally our forces on the side of righteousness and

morality. And yet 'tis impossible—as impossible as to transfer

yonder ocean to yonder hills, or bring down her satellite to the

earth."

And then the subject struck him of the odious charge he had
himself brought against the people of the parish. Could it be

true ? Had the people gone down so low as to have become mere

vulgar thieves and pickpockets? He saw clearly the terrific

change that was coming over the people—the people, so dear to

the heart of every Irish priest. He saw the old spirit of loyalty

to each other disappear ; and a new hateful spirit of distrust and

suspicion arising. He saw how the " ould dacency " was gone

—

that manly, honorable feeling that existed beforetimes in the

hearts of the people, and would make them rather suffer death

than dishonor. He knew that men now shirked their lawful

obligations, and defied shopkeepers to attempt to recover their

debts by decrees. In a word, the terrible truth came back, enun-

ciated by this landlord, that having succeeded in their political

struggles, they had lost, or were losing, the sense of personal

obligations; and he groaned in spirit. He knew well that the

canker of modern greed had eaten into the hearts of the people

;

and that the soul was nearly dead. And yet—thieves, midnight

thieves, pickpockets ? No ! he refused to believe that.

CHAPTER XIV.

A Great—Artist.

NOTWITHSTANDING his sarcastic remarks on Henry
Liston's projected improvements, the good pastor was de-

termined to make his young curate happy ; and, as one of the ele-

ments of happiness is a comfortable house, he deputed a certain

contractor in the neighboring town of M— to send up painters

and paperhangers to the curate's house at Athboy, with definite

instructions, however, that things should be done on a more mod-
est scale than the ambition of his young confrere desired. And
as the contractor just then was short of hands, he was obliged

to send a combination of painter and paper-hanger in one person,
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named Delaney, or rather Delane. This person, however, was
quite equal, both in dignity and efficiency, to the double role.

He had been in London, serving his time to some master-painter,

and he had had marvelous experiences which seemed to change

and develop according to the nature of the place in which he

happened to be at work. He had an impressive manner, rather

superciHous, until he brought his subjects to his feet, when he

relaxed a little ; and he had a face that would not be considered

remarkable in Italy, but which should have made his fortune

anywhere outside that favored land.

It was a handsome face—the real, artist face, inherited from

his Irish mother ; but, from one cause or another, the pale cheeks

looked a little puffed, and slightly pitted; and the thick, black

hair, that fell artist-like on his neck, was streaked with prema-

ture grey.

But his was an impressive and attractive face; and when, the

first morning of his arrival, he made the house resound to some

choice pieces from La Traviata and Somnambula, the little ser-

vant, Katie, whom Henry Liston had brought hither from his.

native town, was prepared, like the Count in the song, " hei*

heart and her fortune [that is, the entire contents of her master's

larder] to lay at his feet." There were some reasons, however,

why he was unable to resist the dual temptation. It appears, as

he afterwards in confidence told the young priest, that he was a.

blighted being, that he had already had an aflfair of the heart,,

which had brought the silver into his hair ; and (but this was not

a confidence, only an after-revelation) he had a decided predi-

lection for liquid over solid refreshments.

This soon became apparent, although the young priest was
anxious to close his eyes against the fact. Because, as he read

his Office this first morning in the little parlor, which he intended

to make his library and study, he became suddenly aware that the

singing in the room at the other side of the hall had ceased.

Yielding to a slight feeling of curiosity, he crossed the hall. The
artist had vanished. A pile of paint-boxes was on the floor, and

a few brushes. A painter's apron was flung over an arm-chair,

and a ladder leaned against the wall.

Henry Liston pulled the bell, and Katie appeared.
" Where's the painter gone ?" he said.

" I don't know, sir 1" she replied. " I thought he was here."
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Henry went back to read his Office.

About noon, the artist strolled leisurely in, and commenced an

aria, just where he had left off at ten o'clock; and when the

young curate entered the room, he was leisurely sorting paint-

cans and brushes.
'' I thought you'd be half way through your work by this

time," said Henry, not without some trepidation, as the artist

calrply went on doing nothing. " And do you know, Delane," he

continued, " I fear you have been drinking."

The artist looked calmly down on the young priest, and said:

" No, sir, not drinking, oh, no ! Trying to get up an artificial

stimulation of the blood in the brain for this important work?

well, yes ! I may admit that."

" Do you mean that you cannot work without stimulants ?"

said Henry.
" No, sir," said the artist. " I don't mean that. I can do ordi-

nary work in an ordinary manner. But, where there is a severe

mental strain, I need the help of stimulants,—in a moderate

manner, in a moderate manner."
" But where's the severe mental strain here ?" said the bewil-

dered Henry. " You have got to hang some paper and paint

some wood-work, that's all!"

The artist laughed loud and long, and somewhat sardonically.

" Well, sir," said he, recovering himself with an effort, " as

the poet says

:

Where ignorance is bliss,

'Tis folly to be wise

!

There's no use arguing that question. Here are the cans; here

is the oil; here are the brushes; and here is my palette. Now,

here also is the exact tint in which the architraves and panels

are to be painted. Would you be pleased, sir, to mix them for

me?"
" I'd rather not," said Henry, drawing back. " 'Tis a trade I

haven't learned."

" Not a trade, sir !" said the artist gravely, and with a slightly

offended tone. " Not a trade—an Art if you please!"

" All right!" said Henry. " But if it is an Art, I presume you

have been initiated in it, and that now it comes as easy as walk-

ing."
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The artist again laughed loud and long. Henry was slightly

disconcerted. He began to feel his inferiority.

" Did you ever hear of an artist named Tintoretto ?" said the

great man, pouring out a little dust on his palette, and moistening

it.

" Oh, yes !" said Henry. " Often !"

" Do you know why he was called Tintoretto ?" queried the

artist.

" No !" said Henry. " I suppose from the place in which he

was born!"
" No, sir ! but because of his marvelous power of distinguish-

ing color in all its beautiful shades. I belong to the school of

Tintoretto
!"

" Do you really ?" said the curate, with open eyes.

" Yes, sir!" he said, as if he would like to speak modestly, but

circumstances were compelling him to be boastful. " I have

studied in that school. Titian for color—crude, raw color. Raf-

faelle for design— !"

" Ah, Raffaello," broke in Henry, with enthusiasm. " The

master-mind of all!"

The artist grew suddenly silent and even solemn. He wasn't

exactly offended. He only felt as if a youngster had blundered

badly; and he was called upon, as a matter of conscience, and

against his will, to whip him.
" I don't think much of Raffaelle !" he said sadly.

" What ?" said Henry Liston. " Raffaello of the Cartoons—

Raffaello of the Sistine Madonna^ Raffaello of the—^the—why,

next to Michael Angelo, he is reputed the master-artist of the

world !"

"Ah!" said the artist sadly, "there's the amachure again!"

And a deep silence followed,—the curate extinguished; the

artist sadly mixing colors on his palette. Suddenly, an idea

seemed to strike him, as he felt there was no use in carrying on a

conversation in Art with the " amachure."
" The walls have not been prepared, sir !" he said, pointing to

the walls of the room.
" Prepared ?" said Henry. " How ? by whom ?"

" These walls should have been prepared by some laboring

person," said the artist. " The old paper torn down, the walls

smoothed, etc."
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" Why, that's your work !" said Henry dubiously.

" My work ?" said the artist. " My God, sir," he continued,

" this is too bad. I never work except where the place is pre-

pared by one of these laboring persons. Have you a laboring

person around the premises? It's an awful waste of time."

And he looked at his watch.

In despair, Henry ran out to fetch in his man-of-all-work,

Jem. The artist vanished.

Jem came in reluctantly. He had been smoking leisurely in

the stables, and contemplating space.

" This painter," said the curate, " expects this place to be pre-

pared for him. We must pull down all that paper and clean up

the place. Where is he? Where's Delane?"
" Where is he ?" said Jem, sulkily. " Where is he, but where

he always is, his head stuck half-way into a pint down at the

'Cross'?"
" Oh, no, no !" said Henry Liston. " Don't say that ! I found

him a most intelligent man. He has read a good deal."

" He's the biggest blaggard in Munster," said Jem. " He'd

drink the say dry!"
" Well," said the curate, taking off his coat. " Here goes

!

As no one else will do it, I must do it myself."

And Jem got ashamed of himself, when he saw his master in

his shirt-sleeves ; and both set to, and had the whole place in fair

order when the artist returned.

" Ha !" said the latter, carefully scrutinizing the work, and

passing his hand over the wall to find any roughness or stub-

born shreds of wall-paper. " Very good, very good, indeed

!

Very good for a laboring person
!"

" That question of laboring persons, sir !" he said, when Henry

returned, clothed and washed and in his right mind, " is the ques-

tion of the future. It is looming up like a thunder doud on the

horizon and some day it will break, and shed fire and brimstone

on the land."

" I think if you commenced here !" said Henry, pointing to the

wall near the fireplace.

The artist shook his head ; took his brush and made a dab of

paint near the door; and then retired to the window to see the

effect. It was not quite satisfactory.

" As I was saying to you about Raffaelle," he said, rubbing out
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the paint, and shedding some fresh powder on his palette, " he
is very much overrated. Michael is not so bad. But Sanzio is

overrated."

Here he made another dab, retreated to the window and
shook his head, and took up his palette again. Henry sat down
in despair.

" When I was in London, the master-painter said to me one
day, ' Delane,' he said, ' you have no business here. You are an
artist, not a tradesman. I see it in your eye. I see it in the con-

toor of your face. Now, you are to go every day to the National

Gallery; and sit down. You are to do nothing, but rest your
weary brain, and study the works of the masters. Look at no
inferior picture,' he said. ' It will ruin your genius and your

taste. Keep a steady eye on the masters. Your wages will be
paid as usual '

—

"

" By Jove ! that was generous !" said Henry Liston, forgetting

himself, and carried on by the gracious humbug that was ad-

dressing him.

" Well," said the artist coolly, " it was, and it wasn't. He ex-

pected a reward. He expected to turn out the greatest mind of
the century."

" 'Twas a pity he was disappointed," said Henry.
" He was," said the artist, " but the fault was not mine. I

was blighted in the bud."

The "memory of the past" struck him silent, and Henry
noticed, with much sympathy, that he took out a particularly

dirty handkerchief, and stealthily wiped away a tear. It was too

pathetic; and Henry to relieve the tension of sympathy asked

him to continue his narrative. He sniffed a little, gave a little

cough, and went on

:

" As I was saying, sir, I went every day to the Gallery ; and,

as I had been ordered, I sat down and studied. Round about

me, a crowd of amachures, ladies and gentlemen, were looking^

watching, daubing, and spoiling acres of canvas, in front of the

Cartoons. I watched, studied, and—^was silent. One day, as I

was about drawing my final conclusions about these Cartoons,

a gentleman paused, and stood by me. ' I notice,' he said, ' that

you have been here every day for some weeks, studying the Cai»-

toons ; and I also noticed, if you will pardon the observation, that

you have the artist face—I see it in your nose, in your eye, in
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the contoor of your head, in the back o£ your poll, in the short

upper lip that betokens genius and high breeding. Now, I am
anxious to get an impartial and honest opinion about these

pictures. There's no use in asking these,' he said, pointing to

the rabble around, ' but what is your candid opinion ? Fear not.

I am your friend.' Thus encouraged, I stood up, and, after some

deliberation, I said :
' I don't think much of them !'

"

"What?" said Henry Liston. "In the face of the whole

world?"
" In the face of the whole world," said the artist calmly, " and

in the face of the stars, and in the face of the firmament, and

the waters above the heavens, and the waters beneath, I said:

'* 1 don't think much of them!'
"

" That was a bold thing to say," replied Henry. "Of course,

you gave the gentleman your reasons."

" Certainly," said the artist. " I never give an opinion with-

out reasons. I said, * You see those Cartoons, their coloring,

their lights and shades ?' * Yes,' he said. * Do you think,' I

said, ' that these are the tints of the East, the East with all its

vivid colors, strong whites, burning reds, etc. ?' ' No !' he said,

* they are not. These are all pale drabs, and greens, and sickly

yellows.' * Don't you see,' I said, ' that the whole thing wants

Orientalization ?' * Yes,' he said. * You're right.' I had him

now on the hip. * Now, look at those figures,' I said :
* Are these

the figures of Jewish fishermen, or Roman coal-heavers or ste-

vedores ?' * By Jove, you're right again,' he said. I saw I had

now the victory, and I pressed it home. ' Did any one ever see

a Jew with these gladiatorial muscles, those firm-set, square

jaws, those curly pates? Is not the strength of the Jew in his

trains, not in his rriuscles? Are these rough, coarse, muscular

laborers the men who are to change the face of the world?'
"* What is your name ?' he said. * Delane,' I said. * Anything

to Delane of The Times?' * Well,' I said, not caring much to

pursue the connexion, * I believe there is some consanguinity, but

I prefer to stand on my own legs.' * This is my card,' he said,

handing me his card. ' Any time you call at my house, I shall be

happy to see you.' He went away, and I looked at the card."

" Well ?" said Henry, breathless with excitement.

" 'Twas the card of the first financier in Europe," said the

artist. " I said to myself, * Delane, your fortune is made !'
"
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" And why wasn't it ?" said Henry Liston.

"Why? Oh, why?" echoed the artist in a passionate tone.

" Why was Troy taken and burned to the ground, and old Father

Anchises put to death ? Why did Antony—Mark Antony throw

up his kingdom ? Why was Ireland lost ?"

He stopped dramatically; and Henry Liston thought that as

these were rhetorical questions, they needed no answer. But,

suddenly, the artist passed into a paroxysm of despair. He
struck his forehead violently with his left hand, then covering"

his eyes with his right hand, he allowed palette and brushes to

fall rattling to the ground, whilst he exclaimed

:

" Oh, Nina, Nina, thou peerless one, why didst thou come
between me and my Art?"

And flinging off his apron with a gesture of despair, he rushed

violently from the room.

When Henry Liston had recovered from his fright, he ven-

tured to look. The artist was moving at the rate of ten miles

an hour toward " The Cross."

That evening Henry Liston was tormented by the doubt,

whether this artist was a consummate blackguard, as Jem de-

clared ; or a genius, but one of that unfortunate tribe, who could

never come to any good in this world, nor probably in the next.

There was no doubt that he had a strong predilection for bottled

porter, and an equally strong desire to shirk his work ; but Henry
Liston was a sympathetic soul, and he had been lately reading a

very pathetic book called Men of Genius, in which all the trage

dies of life seemed to hang on the footsteps of every poor fellow

who had the unhappy dower of brains. Now, Henry Liston

did not sympathize with the attitude which the world assumed

toward men of genius. It kicked them from its doors when

alive, and bade them go down and get their sores licked by the

dogs ; but the moment they were dead, this " world " flung

itself into a paroxysm of remorse, and insisted on raising mar-

bles and other heavy materials to their deified memory. It oc-

curred to Henry that one kind word spoken during life might be

worth more to these poor tramps from Heaven than a column of

adulation in the morning newspapers, when they lay stark and

stiff in their shrouds; and that a morsel of bread or a stoup of

wine might have been better bestowed on these poor mortal
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waifs when alive, than a bust of bronze in the market-place when

dead.

Then he had also read how humble people, like himself, were

handed down to immortality amongst men, because they had

linked arms with genius even once; and how after ages, with

tears in their stony eyes, blessed the memory of those who had

been kind to the immortals. Hence, he had made up his mind,

that as Fate had thrown him across the pathway of genius, no

future generations should blaspheme him for coldness or un-

kindness to a gifted child of the gods. But work had to be done.

The pastor, who was quite insensible to such lofty emotions,

might come in at any moment, and demand in a hurtful manner,

why his work was not carried forward. So Henry Liston, who
had been reading in the Life of Sidney Smith, how that wit and

philosopher had cheated his horse into working by tying a peck

of oats around his neck, which he pursued all day long and never

overtook, conceived a brilliant idea of decoying the artist into

something like a day's decent labor. He allowed time for the

experiment, however ; and the following day he did not interfere

at all, but left the artist to himself. He found that, at the low-

est calculation, the latter had visited " The Cross " at least six

times during the day; and he found the sum-total of his day's

work was one wall faintly tinted.

When six o'clock struck, and the artist promptly obeyed its

summons to rest, Henry accosted him.
" I quite agree, Delane," he said, " with what you stated yes-

terday as to the necessity of stimulating the brain, when engaged

in delicate and fancy work ; but I noticed that you had to—ahem,

rest six times to-day, and as each interval occupied half an hour,

there were three hours lost out of your day's work."
" Lost ? No, sir ! Not lost," said the artist compassionately.

" The energies newly granted on each occasion to the fagged and

weary brain more than made up for lost time."

"And this is the sum-total of to-day's work?" said Henry,

pointing to the wall.

" Quite so, sir !" said the artist. " I consider that that ap-

proaches as near perfection as it is possible for the human mind

to accomplish."

" Perhaps so !" said Henry Liston. " But I should Hke to see

a little more done. At this rate, it will take to Easter to finish."
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" Ha ! there's the Celtic impetuosity again," said the artist.

" The fatal flaw in the Irish character—the desire to get things

done, no matter how. The total repugnance to the pains that

spell perfection."

Henry Liston was abashed in the sight of such genius. Never-

theless, he made his little proposal.

" Well, now," he said, " I am making a proposal that I think

you'll accept. To-morrow at noon, Katie will have dinner ready

for you. I shall allow you a bottle of porter at your dinner ; and

then, when you close your work at six o'clock, you can have as

much as you please!"

" You mean, of course, sir," said the artist, with consummate
politeness, "at your expense?"

" Well, that's an after detail," said Henry, diplomatically.

" What do you say to the general programme ?"

" Impossible, sir ! Utterly impossible !" said the artist with

an emphasis that swept the young curate off his feet.

"Where's the objection?" said Henry faintly.

" One o'clock to six p. m.,"said the artist. " Five hours of the

severest mental strain! No, sir! Impossible! Reason would
totter on its throne ; and you would have an artist maniac in your

house
!"

" Well, make your own terms, then !" said Henry impatiently.

" You must keep at your work now. What do you require ?"

" Must ! Must ! Must !" said the artist musingly. " Do you

know, sir, that it is the first time in my long and chequered career

that opprobious epithet has been leveled at me !"

" Well, you know what I mean," said the curate. " I don't

want to hurt your feelings
—

"

" And you have hurt them, sir ! You have racked and

wrenched the sensitive chords of my soul
!"

Here the dirty pocket handkerchief was requisitioned again;

and Henry Liston was in despair.

" Look here, Delane," he said at length, " I'll put six bottles

of stout there on the sideboard to-morrow, if you give me your

word of honor that you won't touch them until your work is

done!"
" I accept the treaty !" said the artist. " But you should 1)6

careful of your language. You never know when you may drive

a blighted being to despair
!"
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CHAPTER XV.

A Peace-Offering.

GRADUALLY, and as it were tentatively, the people of the

parishes at Doonvarragh and Athboy came back to their

senses after the fevered feeling at Christmastide ; and when the

schools reopened after the holidays, they were speedily filled.

A few hung back, waiting to see how the tide would turn, for

that terrible taint of moral cowardice, and total lack of individ-

uality, is almost universal in the Ireland of to-day. Then, when
after the first few days' filtering, the crowds of children began

to flock to the schools, the remnant thronged after; and Car-

mody, the assistant, took his place every day, and assumed his

rightful command over the pupils committed to his care.

Nevertheless, and although in other ways victory remained

with the pastor, he still kept his house open to the young Wy-
cherlys for their daily tuition in Latin. It was terribly irksome

to a solitary man; and many a time, when bending over his

Suarez or St. Thomas, he felt his attention engaged and called

away by the necessary supervision of the studies of these boys,

he repented that he had been so hasty ; and would gladly welcome

the time when their matriculation studies would end. And now
there came in the fresh complication of his niece? How was he

to combine the education of those Protestant lads and his niece?

Was he running risks? Again, he felt that the more he fled

from Fate, the more relentlessly did Fate pursue him. Clearly,

his old age was not to be, what he so often dreamed it would be,

a period of unruffled serenity preluding the eternal calm.

The first evening that these home-classes opened after the

Christmas holidays. Dr. William Gray said to his niece after

dinner

:

" Those boys will be coming down this evening, Annie. They
are nice, well-conducted lads, although they have not had the

guidance of a mother's hand ; and you must be kind with them."

These words, " the guidance of a mother's hand," touched the

heart of the young girl, who had just learned the pang of a be-

reavement similar to theirs. It softened her toward them, al-

though her prejudices were very great.

" I'll do my best, Uncle," she said.
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" You see," .said her uncle, " you are very much advanced in

your studies; so much so indeed, that you have surprised me.

And you will be able to superintend their studies for a while, and

direct them. I am so busy about other things."

" But, Uncle, you must let them know that I'll not stand

any nonsense. If I am to direct their studies, they must be pre-

pared to obey."

" I think you'll find that all right," said her uncle. " Get your

books down, and I'll show you how to commence."

The first evening's experiment was not a success. The two

boys were actually alarmed when they found that they were to

be guided and taught by a particularly beautiful young girl, not

older than themselves. Jack's face flushed with nervous excite-

ment, as he took his seat opposite Annie O'Farrell. Dion stared,

and stared, as if he saw an apparition.

" Now," she said, " get your books. You," she said, look-

ing at Jack Wycherly, whose eyes fell under her glance, " must

commence Caesar at once simultaneously with your Latin Gram-
mar. And you—what are you staring at?"

" I can't help it !" said Dion.
" Can't help what ?" said Annie severely.

" Can't help looking at you !" said Dion candidly.

"If you can't find your books more attractive than me, I guess

the sooner you leave here the better."

And Dion pretended to be very much engrossed in Henry's

First Latin Book.

Jack was toiling slowly at his exercise :
" Balbus murum aedi-

ficat!" the dreaded Caesar lying before him. Occasionally, and

very timidly, he stole a glance at the fair face that was bent over

her own studies ; but instantly dropped his eyes again. And for

some time there was silence in the room.

The girl's thoughts were so engrossed with her novel position

of teacher in classics, that she never noticed how the boys looked,

or whether there was anything attractive about them. But once

or twice, as she pointed in a dictatorial manner to some error in

his primitive Latin composition, she noticed that Jack had silky

flaxen hair, a very broad white brow, and very pale hectic

cheeks. Then, she thought she would see what color were his

eyes; and she questioned him. He looked up. They were deep^

blue, and, in the lamp-light, dark and lustrous. Her eyes fell

before his. And she wondered at herself.
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After a quarter of an hour, Dion became restless. He was

struggling with a difficult declension, and a new word

—

navis.

It was a horrible declension, but the meaning of the word lit up

the whole place, because it revealed the shining seas, and the

stately vessel, full-bosomed and straining to the wind; and he

saw the white foam curling around her prow and in her wake;

and he smelled the tar of the ropes and the odor of the bitter

brine together.

" I say. Miss O'Farrell," he said, looking up, " is navis the

Latin for ship?"

" Yes !" she said curtly. " How do you decline it?"

" Navis, navis, navi, navem," said Dion, and stopped there.

" Go on," she said.

" It has no vocative," said Dion.

"Why?" said Annie.
" Because you can't call a ship !" said Dion. " It's neither man

or woman. It's a thing!"

" Then why do the sailors always speak of a ship as * she '
?"

said Annie. " She tosses, she heaves, she tacks, she goes before

the wind? Is that so?"
" By Jove, Miss O'Farrell," said Dion enthusiastically, " you're

a born sailor. Where did you pick up all that? And you're

right. Then I am to call navis in the vocative case ?"

" Yes !" said Annie curtly.

" Is there any other Latin name for a ship, besides navis, Miss

O'Farrell ?" said Jack, somewhat shyly.

"Yes!" she said promptly, " puppis!"

The boy flushed crimson with anger; and a deep frown came
down on his forehead. He closed his book, put it aside, and

rose up.

" Come, Dion," he said, " we have been trespassing here, I per-

ceive, and are not expected to remain any longer."

Then turning to the bewildered girl, he said

:

" Would you kindly thank your Uncle for his courtesy toward

us—"
" What—what's the matter ?" said Annie, now quite fright-

ened. " I have said nothing—done nothing
—

"

She was now standing, and was nearly as tall as the elder boy.

Whilst a deep flush of anger covered his pale face, she was now
pale and concerned. She did not know what had happened; or
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given occasion to such feeling. Then, in a moment recovering

herself, and remembering the fatal word, she said hastily:

" One moment, please, and I shall explain."

And going over to the bookcase she took down a ponderous

Latin dictionary; and, opening it, she showed the two lads the

word " puppis " ; and its meaning—" the stern of a ship ; hence

the ship itself."

The boy murmured an apology, pleaded ignorance, asked par-

don. All in vain. The girl's vanity and temper were touched;

and she remained silent during the remainder of the lesson.

When the boys were departing, they held out their hands

shyly. She touched Dion's hand gently; but put down her

hands by her side, when Jack offered his. And, looking him

straight in the face, she said:

" I wish you to remember that, whatever be the custom

amongst rude boys, it is not usual for ladies to use offensive ex-

pressions, especially when there was no provocation."

And she did not accompany them to the door. So the first

lesson was not a great success.

When she narrated the little circumstance to her uncle at tea,

he smiled, that is, he said, " H'm !" twice, and then said

:

" It was a most awkward expression. And really, Annie, you

cannot be surprised that the lad resented it. Remember, that

he has hardly any knowledge of Latin ; and the similarity of the

words is certainly very striking."

" But," she said, " he should have known that I—that no

young Catholic girl, would use an offensive word like that."

" They know nothing of Catholics, except what they have seen

of us through stable boys and rough servants," said her uncle.

" But, do you know, I rather like the lad's spirit. It's just what

I'd have done, had I been in his place."

" Really, Uncle," she said, " is that so?"

" Quite so. I only hope that your explanation will be ac-

cepted, and that the lads won't stay away."
" But, if these misunderstandings arise too often," said his

niece, " it will be rather awkward."
" No danger," said her uncle. " You'll always find that when

a mistake has been made, it is generally a security against a sfec-

ond. And then," he added, " after all, it will brighten life a

little for you ; and a presbytery in Ireland is not the most cheer-

ful place in the world for a young girl."
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As the two young lads wended their way homeward, the elder

got an unmerciful chaffing from his brother.

" Well, Jack, you did put your foot in it, this time, and no

mistake. By Jove, but wasn't she grand though for a little

Yankee girl."

" I don't think I'll go there again," said Jack, sulkily. " That

girl would want to boss us out and out."

" You're right," said Dion, with a smile. " We won't go there

again. I'll tell Pap what she said; and we won't say a word
about the Latin for * ships '."

" But would that be fair ?" said Jack. " After all, it was I

who made the mistake."

" Well, you see, the whole thing is this," replied Dion. " If

you say you don't want to go again, there's an easy way out of

the trouble. Just let me tell Pap, that a Yankee lass called us
" Puppies " ; and there's an end of it."

" Yes ! But would that be true ?" said Jack.
" Of course it is," said Dion. " You asked her another name

for a ship, besides navis, and she called us * Puppies '."

" But she didn't," said Jack.
" Now, look here, Jack," said Dion, " where's the use in hum-

bugging? You want to go, so do I. I think I'm first in the

running too. She shook hands with me, and she refused to touch

your hand. My! But, but wasn't she grand?"
" In any case, we must tell Pap," said Jack. " I'll keep noth-

ing back from him."

The result was that, when Miss Annie O'Farrell entered the

room of studies the following evening, she found the two young

gentlemen before her; and, as she took her seat, she was aware

that a huge bouquet of the most delicious white and purple

violets, daintily placed in a pretty vase of crimson glass, was

neatly arranged between her books. This time she flushed with

pleasure, until her face was as crimson as the glass ; and a glad

smile of delight crept over her features. For she, too, had had

her anxious thoughts after the events of the previous night.

Had she been precipitate? Was there any cause for her curt-

ness and stiffness toward these lads, who were so well-con-

ducted, although motherless? She recalled with a pang the

flushed face of the angry boy—then his tone of remorse and
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penitence for a very natural mistake—then his downcast eyes,

and the shy advance toward reconciliation that he made, and
that she had rudely repulsed. She was angry with herself for

having been angry with them ; and finally, she thought, that, sup-

posing they would not come again, would it mean a certain deso-

lation in her life? The boys were good-looking. Jack positively

handsome. They were nicely-mannered; and it would be a rare

pleasure, although she did not deem it such at first, to train their

young minds even as hers had been trained. How would it be

now, if shyness or some other feeling kept them away forever?

She passed that day in a kind of fevered anxiety, wondering,

wondering, whether, when six o'clock struck, she should hear

their knock. At last the hour came. Six o'clock struck. Five

minutes after six. No knock. Her heart sank. Then at a quar-

ter past six the familiar knock was heard; and she watched

eagerly as Anne marshaled the boys into the room. Then,

after some vigorous efforts to control her emotions, she came in

softly, and it was then that the peace-oifering and scented sym-

bol of humility caught her senses, and her face flushed with

delight. She took up the beautiful flowers, and gazed at them
admiringly. Then, burying her face in them, she said gently:

" To which of you am I indebted for these ?"

" Jack, of course," said Dion grinning. And Jack kicked Dion

under the table.

" To neither of us. Miss O'Farrell," said Jack, " but to Papa."
" To Dr. Wycherly ?" said Annie, not too well pleased. She

had been hoping that it was a penitential offering from himself.

" Yes !" said Jack. " The fact is, I told Papa all that hap-

pened. He said I was an awfully stupid fellow; but that I

should apologize and make amends. He then gathered these,

and ordered me to bring them and to say how sorry I am for

what occurred last night!"

" They are very beautiful," said Annie, still not too well

pleased with Dr. Wycherly. " These must be costly, and hard to

get just now!"
" Oh, not at all," said Dion. " Why, we have a whole acre

under them."

"An acre!" said Annie. " How much is that?" •

" Oh, as much as all these grounds put together. But, I say,

Miss O'Farrell, you must come up and see them yourself, and

let us show you Rohira, and the old castle, and the gypsies."
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She looked at Jack, as if asking if he would second the request.

" Father said," he replied in answer to her look, " that it

would be a great pleasure if you could come see us. I mean

some fine day."
" And if you can pull a boat, you know," said Dion, " we can

let you have one, and it is great fun."

" But girls don't row," said Annie, who was an inland-bred

young lady, and had never seen the sea, until she put her foot on

the steamer.

" Oh, dear, yes," said Dion. " Why, Cora can turn Jack or

me.
" And who is Cora ?" asked the girl whose curiosity was much

piqued.

" Why, she's the gypsy girl down at the Castle on our

grounds. She's awfully ugly, but she can do everything almost.

If you saw her fighting with her old grandmother, Jude the

Witch, and giving her jaw, you'd kill yourself laughing."

" 'Sh !" said his brother warningly, dreading another explo-

sion. " Better not speak of these things, Dion. Miss O'Far-

rell doesn't care to hear of them."

But Miss O'Farrell did ; and was dying to know all about the

gypsies and their ways, and whether they told fortunes as she

had read in books, and whether they were as handsome as they

were said to be. But her sense of dignity would not allow her

to ask questions, until the happy Dion came to her aid, although

his vocabulary and method of expression were not too choice.

" Some day you must tell me all about them," she said, open-

ing her Virgil. " Do you know that at one time people used to

read their fortunes in opening this book."

The boys stared at her with open eyes.

" Yes !" she said, with professional pride. " In the Middle

Ages Virgil was supposed to be a sorcerer, or magician, you

know ; and people used to open these pages and guess their

futures from the page that first opened to them."
" Jude searches your hands," said Dion eagerly. " Of course

it is all rot—humbug, I mean ; although she knew all about you.

Miss O'Farrell."

Here Jack nudged his talkative brother.

" About me ?" said Annie.

" Yes !" said Dion. "Of course, 'tis nothing. She only knew
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that you had been in America, and had come over to your uncle,

and—"
A pretty violent kick from Jack shut him up.

" You'll come up some day, Miss O'Farrell," said Jack, in-

terfering, " and see all our wonders. I know Pap would be

awfully pleased; and you can take away as many violets as you

please."

" And we have lilies-of-the-valley, too," put in the irrepress-

ible Dion, " and primulas, and snow-drops. You know father

is a botanist, and he sends packets of these early flowers to

Covent Garden, London, and everywhere."
" It must be a delightful place," said Annie, musingly. " How

do you call it ?"

" Rohira. It is an Indian name. Father was in India, you

know, and he has all manner of snake-skins, cobras, constrictors,

rattlers, ugh! the ugly things. And he has Indian knives, and
swords, and funny old guns ; but some 'are mounted in gold and
silver, and queer old heathen gods, the ugliest devils

—

"

" 'Sh !" said Jack. " You're forgetting yourself, Dion. Do
you know where you are?"

And Jack's remark conjured up a very unusual blush on the

brazen cheek of his brother, who, however, speedily recovered

himself and asked Miss O'Farrell's pardon very nicely. And
that young lady seemed to have fallen into a reverie; and al-

together, there was not much serious work done that night. But
at parting, Annie was very gracious; and this time she did not

put her hands stiffly by her side. .

[to be continued.]

P. A. Sheehan.
Doneraile, Ireland,
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S. CONGREGATIO CONSISTORIALIS.

I.

DUBIA DE COMPETENTIA.

Beatissime Pater,

Cardinalis Praefectus S. Congregationis de Propaganda

Fide ut rite, sicuti debet, exsequi valeat praescripta Constitu-

tionis Apostolicae Sapienti consilio et adjectae Ordinationis a

Sanctitate Vestra confirmatae, quae fuerunt edita diebus 29

Junii et 29 Septembris labentis anni 1908, eorum quae sequ-

untur dubiorum solutionem postulat.

I. Utrum Vicariatus ApostoHci, qui tanquam suffraganei

pertinent ad provincias ecclesiasticas a jurisdictione Congrega-

tionis de Propaganda, vi memoratae Constitutionis exemptas,

jugiter subsint eidem Congregationi de Propaganda.

II. Utrum Congregatio de Propaganda, ob peculiaria

adiuncta Moderatorum dioecesum et missionum in longinquis

regionibus Indiarum, Tonkini, Sinarum, Japoniae, Australiae,

Oceaniae aliisque huiusmodi, etiam in posterum concedere pos-

sit Episcopis, Vicariis Apostolicis, Praefectis vel Moderatori-

bus missionum formulas facultatum, quarum plures matri-

monium respiciunt,

III. Utrum eadem Congregatio adhuc tribuere valeat titu-

lum Missionarii ApostoHci ad honorem, addita solita facul-

tatum formula.

IV. Cum S. Congregatio de Propaganda teneatur deferre

ad S. Congregationem Rituum " quaecumque attingunt sacro-

rum rituum disciplinam," quaeritur, utrum hoc praescriptum

respiciat rituum disciplinam prout ipsa determinatur ac cir-

cumscribitur a Constitutione Sapienti consilio, an extendatur

quoque ad facultates Missam, divinum Officium aliaque spec-

tantes, quas ante largiri consueverant sive Congregatio Rituum

sive etiam Congregatio de Propaganda.

V. Utrum Congregatio de Propaganda deferre debeat ad

Congregationem de Religiosis etiam quidquid attingat congre-

gationes missionarias tum virorum quum mulierum, quarum
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constitutiones a Congregatione de Propaganda approbatae

fuerunt.

VL Utrum Congregatio pro Negotiis rituum orientalium

valeat etiam in posterum concedere dispensationes matrimo-

niales mixtae religionis ac disparitatis cultus.

VII. Utrum acta Conciliorum, quae celebrari contigerint in

territorio Congregationi de Propaganda relicto, remittenda

sint ad Congregationem Concilii.

' VIII. Utrum etiam Officiales, qui in officio aderant ante

diem 4 Novembris 1908, teneantur iusiurandum emittere per

Legem generalem diei 29 lunii 1908 praescriptum.

IX. Utrum Collegia Americae Septentrionalis, Hyberniae

et Scotiae dependere pergant a Congregatione de Propaganda,

et utrum eorumdem alumni praestare teneantur iusiurandum

praescriptum ab Urbano VIII, die 24 Novembris 1625.

X. Utrum etiam alumni Americae Septentrionalis, Cana-

denses, Hyberni etc., qui ex iure fundationis instituuntur in

Collegio Urbano de Propaganda, emittere obstringantur post-

hac memoratum iuramentum ab Urbano VIII praescriptum

atque in forma et terminis deinceps statutis ab Alexandro VII

per Bullam diei 20 lulii 1660 pro cunctis Collegii Urbani

alumnis.

XL Utrum Cardinalis Praefectus Congregationis de Pro-

paganda poterit adhuc concedere litteras dimissoriales ad sacros

Ordines alumnis Collegiorum Americae Septentrionalis, Hy-
berniae et Scotiae; et an ac quomodo mutare oporteat titulum

missionis.

XII. Utrum et qua ratione immutandus sit titulus missionis

quoad alumnos Collegii Urbani de Propaganda, qtii pertinent

ad provincias ecclesiasticas et dioeceses a Congregatione de

Propaganda avulsas.

Sacra Congregatio Consistorialis superius relatis dubiis circa

praescripta' Constitutionis Apostolicae Sapienti consilio et

adiectae Ordinationis, iuxta mentem a SSmo Domino declara-

tam, die 12 Novembris 1908 respondendum censuit:

Ad L Affirmative, dum ita permanent. Expedit tamen ut

S. Congregatio de Propaganda, quamprimum fieri possit, me-
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moratos Vicariatus erigat in dioeceses, eosque proinde deducat

ad ius commune.

Ad II. Affirmative, re tamen agitata et composita cum S.

Congregatione de Sacramentis.

Ad III. Affirmative quoad sibi subditos.

Ad IV. Affirmative ad primam partem, negative ad se-

cundam.

Ad V. Etiam quoad congregationes religiosas, quarum re-

gulae seu constitutiones approbatae sunt a Congregatione de

Propaganda, standum praescriptis Constitutionis Sapienti con-

silio.

Ad VI. Affirmative, excepto tantummodo privilegio Paul-

ino, quod pertinet ad Congregationem S. Officii.

Ad VII. Negative.

Ad VIII. Negative, verum congruit ut omnes illud emittant.

Ad IX. Collegia Americae Septentrionalis, Hyberniae et

Scotiae posthac pendebunt a S. Congregatione Consistoriali.

luramentum autem ab alumnis praestandum servetur, refor-

mandum tamen erit iuxta novam statuendam formulam.

Ad X. Affirmative, formula vero reformanda consiliis initis

cum Emo Cardinali Praefecto Congregationis de Propaganda.

Ad XL Concessio literarum dimissorialium ad sacros Or-

dines pertinebit ad banc S. Congregationem, quae, cum neces-

sarium fuerit, immutabit titulum missionis in titulum servitii

ecclesiae.

Ad XII. Emus Cardinalis Praefectus Congregationis de

Propaganda mutabit pro memoratis alumnis titulum missionis

in titulum servitii ecclesiae.

G. Card, de Lai^ Secret.

L. * S.

SciPio Tecchi, Adsessor.

II.

Proposito dubio, ad quam S. Congregationem spectet dis-

pensare a iureiurando, emisso ab antiquis Collegii Urbani de

Propaganda Fide aliorumve Collegiorum alumnis, qui subsunt

dioecesibus ad ius commune nuper deductis, quique facultatem'

petunt de dioecesi cui iuramento obstringuntur in aliam trans-
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eundi ; S. Congregatio Consistorialis, re mature perpensa, iuxta

Constitutionem Sapienti consilio respondit : spectare ad S. Con-

gregationem Concilii.

Datum Romae, ex aedibus eiusdem S. Congregationis, die

7 lanuarii 1909.

SciPio Tecchi, Adsessor.

L. * S.

S. CONGEEGATIO INDICIS.

Decretum de Prohibitione quorumdam Librorum.

Feria II, die 4 lanuarii ipop.

Sacra Congregatio Emorum ac Rmorum S. R. E. Cardinal-

ium a SSmo Domino Nostro Pio PP. X Sanctaque Sede Apos-

tolica Indici librorum pravae doctrinae, eorumdemque pro-

scriptioni, expurgationi ac permissioni in universa Christiana

republica praepositorum et delegatorum, habita in palatio

Apostolico Vaticano die 4 lanuarii 1909, damnavit et damnat,

proscripsit proscribitque, atque in Indicem librorum prohibi-

torum referri mandavit et mandat quae sequuntur opera:

Jehan de Bonnefoy^ Les legons de la defaite, ou la fin d'un

catholicisme. Paris, Librairie critique E. Nourry, ipoy.

— Vers I'unite de croyance. Ibid., ipo/.

— Le catholicisme de demain. Ibid., ipo8.

Henri Loriaux, L'autorite des Evangiles. Question fon-

damentale. Paris, Emile Nourry, ipoy.

Jean Vrai^ Ephemerides de la Papaute. Paris, FiscJv-

bacher, ipo/j..

T. Smyth-Vaudry, C. Pr., The Christ-founded Order of

the Secular Priesthood.—Montreal, Lorell and Son, ipo6.

RoMOLO Murri_, / problemi dell'Italia contemporanea. Vol.

I. La politica clericale e la democrasia. Ascoli Piceno, Gius.

Cesari; Roma, Societd naz. di Cultura, ipo8.

Melchior Canal^ Elements de psychologie concrete et de

metaphysique. Toulouse, Edouard Privat. Paris, Henri

Didier, ipoy.
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Itaque nemo cuiuscumque gradus et conditionis praedicta

opera damnata atque proscripta, quocumque loco et quocum-

que idiomate, aut in posterum edere, aut edita legere vel re-

tinere audeat, sub poenis in Indice librorum vetitorum indictis.

Emmanuel Barbier, decreto S. Congregationis, edito die

25 Maii 1908, quo quidam libri ab eo conscripti notati et in

Indicem librorum prohibitorum inserti sunt, laudabiliter se

subiecit.

Quibus SSmo Domino Nostro Pio Papae X per me in-

frascriptum Secretarium relatis, Sanctitas Sua decretum pro-

bavit, et promulgari praecepit. In quorum fidem etc.

Datum Romae, die 5 lanuarii 1909.

F. Card. Segna, Praefectus.

L. * S.

Thomas Esser, O. P., a secretis.

VICARIATUS URBIS.

Decretum de Prohibitione " Rivista di Cultura."

Cum libellum periodicum nuperrime editum, qui inscribitur

Rivista di Cultura— Direzione e Amministrasione: Roma
Piazza S. Eustachio, 8^—Giialdo di Macerata, christifidelibus.

detrimento esse putemus et scandalo; eumdem, auctoritate

nostra ordinaria, prohibemus et proscribimus, atque prohibi-

tum et proscriptum declaramus.

Nemo ideo eum legat vel eidem se consociet, sub poena pec-

cati gravis. Praeterea si quis e clero saecularis vel regularis id

fecerit, noverit se suspensionem a divinis ipso facto incurrisse.

Obiter admonemus facultatem generalem legendi libros pro-

hibitos contra decretum hoc nostrum minime valere.

Datum Romae, die 28 Decembris 1908.

Petrus RespighIj Card. Vicarius.

L. * S.

F. Can. Faberi_, Secretarius.
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S. CONGREGATIO EITUUM.

I.

De Modo se gerendi in Canendis Hymnis coram SSmo
Sacramento exposito.

Rmus Dnus Dominicus Pozzoni, Episcopus titularis Tavian.

et Vicarius Apostolicus missionis Hong-Kong, a sacrorum.

Rituum Congregatione sequentis dubii, ob maiorem perspicui-

tatem aliquantulum reformat!, authenticam solutionem re-

verenter expostulavit, nimirum: utrum in functione quae

coram sanctissimo Eucharistiae sacramento publice exposito-

peragitur, dum, ante hymnum Tantum ergo, cantantur alii

hymni, vel antiphona Regina coeli tempore paschali, vel canti-

cum Magnificat per anni decursum, sacerdos celebrans et min-

istri stare debeant aut manere genuflexi.

Et sacra Rituum Congregatio, ad relationem subscripti Se-

cretarii, exquisita Commissionis liturgicae sententia, re sedulo

perpensa rescribendum censuit: Affirmative ad primam par-

tem, negative ad secundam.

Atque ita rescripsit, die 6 Novembris 1908.

S. Card. Cretoni, Praefectus.

L. * S.

^ p. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secretarius.

11.

De Consecratione Altaris per se stantis et cum Mensa
A quatuor columellis sustentata.

R. D. Sebastianus Giorgio, caeremoniarius Rmi Dni Epis-

copi dioeceseos Andriensis, de eiusdem consensu, sacrorun>

Rituum Congregationi sequentia dubia, pro opportuna solu-

tione, humiliter exposuit, nimirum: in ecclesia matrice S.

Sabini, civitatis Canosae, dioeceseos Andrien., nuper erectum

est altare quod undequaque per se stat, ad formam altaris

papalis, et cuius mensa marmorea sustentatur a quatuor colu-

mellis item marmoreis; subtus vero est omnino vacuum, nee

destinatur, prout in casu decreti n. 3741 Tridentina 20 Decern-
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bris 1890, ad recipiendam arcam ligneam paramentis asser-

vandis. Hinc quaeritur:

I. An supradescriptum altare consecrari possit.

II. Et quatenus affirmative ad I, ubi facienda sit unctio

chrismatis praescripta in fronte altaris.

Et sacra Rituum Congregatio, ad relationem subscripti Se-

cretarii, audito Commissionis liturgicae suffragio omnibusque

sedulo perpensis, ita respondendum censuit:

Ad I. Affirmative iuxta plura decreta.

Ad 11. Unctio chrismatis, in modum crucis, fiat in fronte,

seu in medio spissitudinis anterioris mensae.

Atque ita rescripsit, die 6 Novembris 1908.

S. Card. Cretoni^ Praefectus.

L. *S.

^ D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secretarius.

III.

De nutriendis Lampadibus SSmi Sacramenti in defectu

Olei.

Nuper expostulatum est a sacra Rituum Congregatione : an

lampades, quae ardere debent ante altare et tabernaculum in

quo asservatur sanctissimum Eucharistiae sacramentum, nutriri

possint ex cera apum, saltem in maxima parte, quae adhibetur

in candelis praescriptis ad Missae celebrationem, iuxta mentem
decreti S. R. C. Plurium dioecesium diei 14 Decembris 1904.

Et sacra eadem Congregatio, ad relationem subscripti Secre-

tarii, exquisita Commissionis liturgicae sententia, omnibus ac-

curate perpensis proposito dubio ita respondendum censuit : In

defectu olei tolerari posse, et remittendum esse prudentiae Epis-

copi, iuxta decretum n. 3121 Plurium dioecesium 14 lulii 1864.

Atque ita rescripsit, die 2y Novembris 1908.

S. Card. Cretoni^ Praefectus.

L. * S.

^ D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secretarius.
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IV.

Instructio pro Editoribus Librorum Liturgicorum cum
Cantu Gregoriano.

Quo tutius pleniusque possit obtineri in sacra liturgia etiam

quoad cantum optanda uniformitas, merito statutum est, ut, in

iis etiam quae ad singula ecclesiarum Propria pertinent, eidem

Officio vel Missae eadem regulariter adoptetur melodia, ac

ptoinde ut ante approbationem a sacra Rituum Congregatione

rite petendain, iisdem revisoribus cuncta subiiciantur, quatenus

illi testari possint non tantum de servatis artis gregorianae re-

gulis, sed etiam de constante melodiarum ea, quae requiritur

unitate. Die 27 Novembris 1908.

S. Card. Cretoni, Praefectus.

L. *S.
•^^ D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secretariiis.

V.

Nova instituenda Congregatio Particularis pro Causis

TRACTANDIS AD RiTUM QUAE PERTINENT CaNONIZATIONIS

S.D.

Instaurato, ad pristina gerenda munera, tribunali sacrae

Rotae Romanae per Constitutionem Apostolicam Sapienti

consilio die 29 lunii huius labentis anni 1908, ac proinde revo-

catis, iuxta decretum seu declarationem sacrae Congregationis

Consistorialis diei 27 Novembris nuper elapsi, peculiaribus dis-

positionibus dd. 23 Octobris 1878 et 19 Decembris 1905, quibus

demandatum fuerat Rmis Praelatis Auditoribus officium dis-

cutiendi ac iudicandi, in comitiis sacrorum Rituum Congrega-

tionis ordinariis Rotalibus, causas minoris momenti Servorum

Dei, nempe de fama sanctitatis in genere, de non cultu, de

validitate ac relevantia processuum aliasque similes, Sanctis-

simus Dominus Noster Pius Papa X, referente infrascripto

Cardinali sacrae Rituum Congregationi Praefecto, ad easdem

causas pertractandas Congregationem particularem constituere

dignatus est, quam constare voluit ex aliquot Emis ac Rmis

Patribus sacris tuendis Ritibus praepositis, nempe Praefecto,
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Ponente aliisque quinque a sacra Rituum Congregatione desig-

nandis, nee non ex Rmis Praelatis officialibus ipsius sacrae

Congregationis, nempe Protonotario Apostolico, Secretario,

Promotore fidei ac Subpromotore. Contrariis non obstanti-

bus quibuscumque, etiam special! mentione dignis.

Die 9 Decembris 1908.

S. Card. Cretoni^ Praefectus.

L. * S.

•J* D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen,, Secretarius.

VL

Anniversarium celebrari debet pro ultimo Episcopo

defuncto^ non autem pro administrators lam ad aliam
sedem translato.

In Relatione status ecclesiae Fuldensis Sacrae Congrega-

tioni Concilii die 8 Maii 1908 exhibita sequens invenitur pos-

tulatum ad Sacrorum Rituum Congregationem pro opportuna

declaratione seu sanatione transmissum ; nimirum:

Hodiernus Episcopus Fuldensis exponit, post mortem
Georgii Ignatii Homp, qui a sede Fuldensi ad sedem archie-

piscopalem Friburgensem, anno 1898, translatus fuerat, re-

tenta administratione tantum dioecesis Fuldensis, anniver-

sarium, quod iuxta Caeremoniale Episcoporum pro ultimo

defuncto Episcopo celebrandum" est, celebratum fuisse pro

dicto Episcopo Georgio Ignatio, quamvis administrator tantum

erat dum in ipso ad suam novam sedem itinere moreretur.

Pro Episcopo vero, qui ultimus in sede Fuldensi mortuus

erat, sc. losepho Weyland anniversarium fundatum perso-

lutum quidem fuit, non tamen illud quod Caeremoniale Epi-

scoporum postulat. Unde petit, ut Sacra Congregatio, si quid

in hac re praestandum adhuc sit, declarare vel sanare beni-

gne velit.

Sacra porro Rituum Congregatio, exquisitis tum Com-

missionis Liturgicae tum alterius ex Consultoribus suffragiis,

attentis expositis una cum specialibus informationibus ex

officio assumptis, reque accurate examine perpensa, ita re-
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scribendum censuit: Pro declaratione seu sanatione in casu,

facto verbo cum SancHssimo et prout Ipsi placuerit.

Quibus omnibus Sanctissimo Domino Nostro Pio Papae X
per infrascriptum Cardinalem Sacrae Rituum Congregationi

Praefectum relatis, Sanctitas Sua petitam declarationem seu

sanationem indulgere dignata est, supplendo de thesauro Ec-

clesiae et imposito tamen onere hodierno Episcopo Fuldensi

applicandi unam Missam lectam pro anima Episcopi losephi

Weyland. Die 22 lulii 1908.

S. Card. Cretoni^ Praef.

L. * S.

^ D. Panici, Arch. Laodicen., Secret.

VII.

Addenda in Martyrologio Romano.

Quinto Idus Octobris (11 Oct.)

Ad calcem post verba Veronae sanctae Placidiae Virginis:

*' Calotii, in dioecesi Astensi, olim Papiensi, Sancti Alexandri

Sauli, Episcopi confessoris e congregatione Clericorum Regu-

larium Sancti Pauli, genere, virtutibus, doctrina et miraculis

clari."

Decimoseptimo Kalendas Novembris (16 Oct.)

Ad calcem post verba Ratum habuit et coniirmavit: " Muri

in Lucania, Sancti Gerardi Maiella Confessoris laici professi

congregationis Sanctissimi Redemptoris, quem miraculis

clarum Pius decimus Pontifex Maximus Sanctorum albo ac-

censuit."

Sanctissimus Dominus Noster Pius Papa X, referente in-

frascripto sacrorum Rituum Congregationis Secretario, su-

prascripta Ellogia de S. Alexandro Sauli Episcopo Confessore,

et S. Gerardo Maiella Confessore, approbare dignatus est, ac

Martyrologio Romano respective inserenda benigne indulsit.

Die 9 Septembris 1908.

S. Card. Cretoni, Praef.

L. * S.

*J* D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secretarius.
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S. CONGREGATIO
FSO NEGOTIIS ECCLESIASTICIS EXTRAOEDINAEIIS.

Declaratio authentica de conditione filiorum qui parentes

habent mixtos seu mestitios, quoad privilegia Americae Latinae

concessa per Litteras Apostolicas Trans Oceanum diei i8

Aprilis i8py.

Ex AUDIENTIA SaNCTISSIMI.

Die 75 Septemhris ipo8.

PropositQ dubio, an filii mixtorum seu mestitiorum gaudeant

privilegiis Americae Latinae a f. r. Leone PP. XIII per Lit-

teras Apostolicas Trans Oceanum diei 18 Aprilis 1897 ^on-

cessis ; SSmus Dnus N. Pius Papa X, referente me infrascripto

sacrae Congregationis Negotiis ecclesiasticis extraordinariis

praepositae Secretario, haec quae sequuntur declaranda censuit

:

Filii mixtorum seu mestitiorum praefatis privilegiis uti

valent, dummodo ambo parentes vere mixti seu mestitii sint,

idest uterque eorum seiunctim absolutam medietatem sanguinis

indici vel nigritici habeat.

Et ita Sanctitas Sua publicari et servari mandavit, con-

trariis quibuscumque minime obfuturis.

Datum Romae, ex Secretaria eiusdem sacrae Congrega-

tionis, die, mense et anno praedictis.

R. ScAPiNELLi, Secretarius.

L. * S.

ROMAN CURIA.

American Appointments.

Official announcement is made of the following Consistorial

nominations

:

2 December, ipo8: Mons. Joseph Mora, Bishop of Leon,

Mexico, promoted by pontifical bull to Metropolitan See of

Mexico.

24 December, ipo8: Mons. Denis O'Connell, Titular-Bishop

of Sebaste and Rector of the Catholic University of America,

is appointed Auxiliary of Mons. Patrick William Riordan,

Archbishop of San Francisco.
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Pontifical Honors.

2p December, ipo8: The Rev. P. Leopold Fonck, Professor

of Scripture at the Pontifical Gregorian University, and the

Rev. M. Eugene Pannier, Professor of Scripture in the Catho-

lic University of Lille, appointed Consultors of the Commis-

sion of Bible Studies.

12 November, ipo8: Mr. Henry Wakefield, Captain in the

British Army, made a Private Chamberlain of Sword and

Cape.

4 December, ipo8. Mr. Eugene O'Keeffe, of the Arch-

diocese of Toronto, received the same dignity.

Papal Audiences.

5 January: Mons. ^neas Chisholm, Bishop of Aberdeen,

Scotland.

7 January: Mons. Alexander MacDonald, Bishop of Vic-

toria, British Columbia.

p January: Mons. John Ireland, Archbishop of St. Paul;

also Mons. John Farrelly.



Stubfee anb Conferences*

OUR ANALEGTA.

The Roman documents for the month are:

The Apostolic Delegate communicates important change,

by order of the Holy Father (Secretary of State), in the title

of Ordination for American clerics.

CoNsiSTORiAL CONGREGATION answers several questions

concerning competence of S. Congregations under the recent

reorganization of the Roman Curia.

S. Congregation of the Index censures T. Smith-Vau-

dry's The Christ-founded Order of the Secular' Priesthood,

and other works.

M. Emanuel Barbier withdraws the books censured by

the Congregation last May.

Vicariate of Rome proscribes the periodical entitled

Rivista di Cultura.

S. Congregation of Rites:

1. During exposition of the Blessed Sacrament the cele-

brant and ministers stand during certain hymns sung before

the Tantuni ergo.

2. Altar standing in the clear, whose marble mensa is sup-

ported merely by four marble posts, without anything else

underneath it, may be consecrated. The anointing with

chrism, in the form of a cross, is made on the frontal thick-

ness of the mensa.

3. Allows that in default of oil, beeswax, in at least the same

proportion as the rubrics prescribe for the candles at Mass,

may be used for the sanctuary lamp. The sanction of the

Ordinary is required.

4. Instructs publishers of liturgical books which contain

the Gregorian chant for the proper offices of churches.

5. A special commission is appointed, from the members

of the S. Congregation of Rites, to prepare the minor details

occurring in the process of the beatification and the canoni-

zation of the Saints.
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6. The anniversary Mass prescribed for the late bishop of

a diocese each year is to be celebrated for the last Ordinary

who died as actual occupant of the see, and not for one who
merely acted as administrator of the same whilst holding the

title of Ordinary of another diocese.

7. Prescribes certain additions to the Roman Martyrology

(11 October— St. Alexander Saul; and 16 October— St.

Gerard Majella).

S. CoNGR. FOR Extraordinary Eccl. Affairs makes the

authentic announcement that the children of parents of mixed

blood, i. e. mulatto or half-breed, may avail themselves of the

privileges granted by the Apostolic Letter Trans Oceanum

(18 April, 1897), provided both the father and the mother

are of mixed blood, i. e. each parent individually has an ab-

solute half of Indian or of Negro blood.

Roman Curia: Under this head will be found each month

the authentic appointments to bishoprics, nomination to various

diginities, papal audiences, and the Vatican transactions that

are of special interest to the readers of the Review.

IMPORTANT CHANGE IN THE TITLE OF ORDINATION FOR
CLERICS IN THE UNITED STATES.

One of the first effects of the changed status of the American

clergy as a result of the transfer from the jurisdiction of the

Propaganda to the general disciplinary tribunals of the Roman
Curia, is the alteration hereafter of the title of ordination un-

der which candidates for the priesthood are to be promoted

to the subdiaconate. This title is no longer the titulus mis-

sionis under which most priests in the United States have been

ordained, but a titulus servitii ecclesiae, as the following

document of the Secretary of State, transmitted to The
Ecclesiastical Review through the Apostolic Delegate at

Washington, makes clear. This implies that the oath by

which every applicant for Holy Orders was hitherto pledged

to missionary service within prescribed limits, even if he

changed his status from the secular to the religious profession,

will be set aside in future.
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Vatican, 2 January, 1909.

Your Excellency,

In answer to your letter of Dec. the 14th ult., N. 420-d.^

I hasten to inform Your Excellency that the Holy Father has-

decided that for the future, in the United States of North

America, Clerics who are to be promoted to the Subdiacon-

ate shall be ordained " titulo servitii ecclesiae " instead of

" titulo missionis " as heretofore.

With sentiments of sincere esteem, I have the pleasure to be

Your Excellency's

Most devoted

(Signed) Raphael Card. Merry Del Val.

THE NEW ORGAN OF ECCLESIASTICAL LEGISLATION.

The first number of the Acta Apostolicae Sedis notifies

bishops that they will no longer receive the documents of new

legislation, as heretofore, by direct communication from the

office of the Propaganda. All the laws and decrees of the

Roman Curia will hereafter be made public through the Com-

mentarium Officiale which the Acta Apostolicae Sedis repre-

sents. The following is the text of the notification

:

Illmis AC Rmis Episcopis Aliisque Locorum Ordinariis.

Illme ac Revme Domine,

Uti iam A. T, optime novit, SSmus D. N. Pius PP. X Con-

stitutione Promulgandi, die 29 Septembris 1908 data, Commen-
tarium OfUciale de Apostolicae Sedis actis instituit ad leges ec-

clesiasticas authentice promulgandas atque ad acta S. Sedis rite

evulganda. Cum itaque posthac acta S. Sedis nonnisi per huius-

modi Commentarium OMciale promulgentur et in vulgus edantur,

" nullum in posterum peculiare eorundem actorum exemplar ad

Revmos Ordinaries directe mittetur," ut a Secretaria Status, die

31 Decembris proxime lapsi, declaratum est. (Cfr. Acta, vol. I,

n. I, pag. 136).

Haec dum Tibi, Illme ac Revme Domine, significamus, primum
huius Commentarii OtHcialis fasciculum, speciminis gratia, op-

portunum ad Te mittere ducimus, ut de eiusdem natura ac neces-

sitate rite edocearis. Interim monemus, pretium subnotationis
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annuae esse Lib. 12 in Italia, et Lib. 15 in aliis regionibus; litteras

autem et postulationes subnotationis mittendas esse ad Adnti-

nistrationem Commentarii OfUcialis S. Sedis: Tipografia Poli-

GLOTTA VaTICANA, RoMA.

Et reverentiae nostrae sensus A. T. ex animo profitemur

Addictissimi in Christ

MODERATORES

Commentarii Officialis Acta Apostolicae Sedis.

\
(Palazzo della Cancellaria, Roma).

Romae, die i lanuarii 1909.

The purpose and advantage of this method of publishing

the disciplinary enactments of the legislative authority of the

Church are obvious. The old objection, frequently used in

cases of accident, that the bishop did not receive official notice

of new legislation, and that therefore it was not to be regarded

as binding, because not properly promulgated under his juris-

diction, is made void by the new method. By it a law is

' deemed sufficiently promulgated if published in the Acta, which

are accessible to all ecclesiastics.

The text of the enactments is uniformly stated, simultan-

eously made known, without preference, in any part of the

world. This prevents misunderstandings that may arise from

errors in copying and from comments in unofficial organs.

Every priest is enabled practically to inform himself of the

current canon law, without depending upon the industry or

care of the Ordinary to communicate the same to his clergy.

It is to be presumed that a law enacted and promulgated by the

Holy See is to be enforced, unless the bishop expressly sus-

pends its application for reasons which he must make known

to the Holy See. Thus the efficiency of Pontifical legislation

is furthered, and the permitting of the written law to stand

merely as a dead letter in the statute-book will be, to some

extent, done away with.

The first number of the Acta contained the Constitution and

Rules of the new Congregations, together with the personnel

of the different tribunals which regulate the disciplinary action

of the Universal Church.
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The second number contains several items of legislation

and interpretation grouped under separate heads. We shall

make it our duty to select from these documents such as have

direct application to the conditions of the countries in which

The Ecclesiastical Review circulates, with proper comment

whenever the need of such appears to call for it.

A CATHOLIC MISSIONARY AID SOCIETY.

In the February number we printed a communication from

the Rev. C. W. Currier urging the establishment of a central

Missionary Aid Society to take the place of the numerous ap-

peals for collections under various heads by which the faithful

are being importuned without adequate results in behalf of

the objects to be benefited. The writer referred to the recent

establishment of such a society in the Diocese of Pittsburgh.

For the benefit of those who may desire further information on

the subject, we print the Letter of Bishop Canevin which he

addresses to his clergy on the subject, together with a leaflet

giving the object, method of organization and government of

the Catholic Missionary Aid Society as established by him for

the Diocese of Pittsburgh.

Letter of the Bishop.

January 14th, igog.

Rev. and Dear Father:

The Missionary Aid Society is fully explained in the leaflet

which accompanies this letter.

Although our diocese is large in numbers, we must all admit

that many of our people have seldom been taught or given an

opportunity to contribute regularly to the propagation of the faith

in countries still heathen or in places without priests or churches.

The Missionary Aid Society is intended to assist in extending

the Kingdom of Christ in the most needy missions of foreign

lands as well as- of our own country.

No part of the funds of the Society is to be used within the

limits of the Diocese of Pittsburgh. The work is to be altogether

unselfish, so that it may arouse and increase the spirit of Catholic

zeal and missionary effort in the hearts of priests and people,
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and make us sharers in the blessings and rewards of those who
labor for Christ and with Christ in teaching all nations and sav-

ing souls.

Pastors are requested to establish this Society in their parishes

without delay.

Rev. Peter C. Banner^ 165 Steuben Street, Pittsburgh, West
End, Pa., has been appointed Diocesan Director. All communi-

cations in regard to the Society should be addressed to him.

Leaflets and certificates will be furnished by him to parish

directors.

Wishing you every blessing,

Yours sincerely,

i* Regis Canevin,

Bishop of Pittsburgh.

CATHOLIC MISSIONARY AID SOCIETY OF THE DIOCESE OF

PITTSBURGH.

Object.

The object of this Society is to organize and unite all parishes

and individuals of this Diocese in contributing regularly and gen-

erously to the work of the Catholic Church in the poorest Mis-

sions of the United States and other countries. One strong,

systematic, and permanent Diocesan organization is better than

ten weak societies and spasmodic efforts to collect for Missions.

No portion of the funds of this Society shall be used to support

Missions in this Diocese.

Note.—Pastors who wish, may unite the work and meetings

of this Society with the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine,

as both are Missionary Societies.

A dministration.

The Bishop of the Diocese, who shall be President, ex-oiUcio,

and an Executive Committee of seven members appointed by

him to serve three years, and thereafter, until their successors

are appointed by the Bishop, shall have the full administration of

the Association ; and shall distribute its funds among the Society

for the Propagation of the Faith, the Church Extension Society,

the Indian and Negro Missions, the Missionary Union, and
other Catholic Missionary Works, according to their discretion.
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Executive Committee:

Rt. Rev. Regis Canevin, Rev. Anthony Smelsz,

Rev. Louis M. Woelfel, Rev. Methodius C. Slatinski,

Rev. Wm. Graham, Rev. James L. Quinn,

Rev. Bernard P. Kenna, Rev. Peter C. Banner.

Organization.

(i) The Society will be organized and conducted in the Dio-

cese under the management of a Diocesan Director appointed by

the Bishop. The Diocesan Director will be Treasurer and Sec-

retary of the Society, and will, on the invitation of pastors, visit

parishes to preach and work in the interests of the Society.

(2) The Society will be established in parishes with the

pastor, or some priest appointed by him, as parish director. The

parish director shall have power to appoint and remove pro-

moters, and direct their work and meetings.

(3) Parish directors will report the names and addresses of

promoters, with their Hsts of members, and forward money col-

lected to the Diocesan Director quarterly. The quarters end

March 31st, June 30th, September 30th, and December 31st.

Promoters.

The usual method for gathering contributions is by means of

trusty and zealous persons called promoters, who will be author-

ized by the parish director to collect offerings and turn them over

to him at the time appointed, with the name and address of each

contributor, that he may forward them to the Diocesan Director.

Promoters will be provided by the parish director with certifi-

cates to be given to members when they have paid their annual

dues in full. These certificates will be issued by the Diocesan

Director. On the faithful diligence of the parish director and

the promoters rests the success of the work.

In parishes where the Society is not yet thoroughly organized^

tne Diocesan Director may appoint promoters and receive con-

tributions through them.

Persons may become members by sending their contributions

directly to the Diocesan Director.

Membership.
^

(i) Every ordinary member will contribute to the Society at

least twenty-five cents a year.
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(2) Children under eighteen years of age may become mem-
bers by contributing at least twelve cents a year, which may be

paid in monthly installments of one cent, or semi-annually in

installments of six cents.

(3) Special members will contribute the sum of one dollar a

year or more, according to their means.

(4) Perpetual members will contribute twenty-five dollars or

more, according to their means. One such contribution enrolls

the giver in perpetuity.

(5) Deceased persons may be enrolled by their friends as

ordinary, special, or perpetual members.

Living and dead associates share in the merits of the Apostolic

labors, prayers, and Masses of the missionaries aided by this

Society, and also in the indulgences and other spiritual favors

granted to benefactors of missions. Members are requested to

say one Our Father and one Hail Mary every day for the spread

of the Gospel and Missionary success.

SHOULD WE PLEAD FOE A VEENACULAR LITURGY ?

A number of comments on Dr. Campbell's article in the

January number have reached us. From among them we
select the following as in a measure representative of the views

held by the readers of the Review to whom Dr. Campbell's

arguments are chiefly addressed. With the exception of one

writer, who gives a practical confirmation from personal ex-

perience of the plea that the language signifies less to the

Catholic than the rite, the criticisms are all more or less ad-

verse to the view taken by Dr. Campbell. The latter did not,

of course, question the wisdom, much less the authority of the

Tridentine Council, which formally expressed its decision of

the inexpediency of introducing the vernacular as a substitute

for the Latin in the celebration of Mass. He simply argued

that the changed conditions of international communication

made it possible to substitute certain languages, extensively

used in civilized countries, for the Latin, and thereby make the

treasures of the beautiful Catholic liturgy accessible to count-

less persons who are at present debarred from their apprecia-
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tion by the use, apparently, of a tongue with which they are

technically unfamiliar. The appeal has a sound motive in

view of the tendency on the part of a large section of English-

speaking Christians who practically accept the doctrines of the

Apostolic Church, and who are anxious for external union

with the Roman See, but who are debarred from actual incor-

poration and communion by what is properly a question of

discipline. The reasons which induced the Sovereign Pontiffs

in the past to yield, so far as the demands of a common liturgi-

cal language are concerned, to the missionary necessities of a.

people, like the Slavs in the days of St. Methodius, are not un-

like those now urged by evidently sincere converts from Angli-

canism in behalf of the congregations and the brethren whom
they have left behind them, in the shadow of a church which is

without the security of valid Orders. The sound of an un-

familiar tongue robs them of the confidence which they would

feel in the acquisition of truth.

We print here, as stated above, the impressions and views

of a number of readers, fairly representative, not so much of

the academic aspects of the subject under discussion as rather

of the practical side, which appeals to the pastor of souls whose
experience is best calculated to reflect the true feeling of the

Catholic people. Father Robert Hugh Benson's view is inter-

esting, inasmuch as it speaks the mind of a recent convert whc>

has not had those associations from early childhood with the

Latin, by which the ordinary Catholic, reared in the fold, may
be supposed to have become enamored of the traditional forms

of our liturgy. His familiarity with the " magnificent English

of the Anglican Bible and Prayer-Book " gives to his opinion

a special value, when contrasted with that of the other converts,

whose natural preference for the vernacular in which they

have learned to know the essential truths of the Catholic faith,,,

seems to obscure for them the approach to union with Christ

through any other less familiar avenue.
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A CONFIRMATION AND A QUERY TOUCHING DR. CAMPBELL'S
ARTICLE.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

The argument made by Father Campbell, page 42 of the Janu-

ary number, that unity of rite, rather than unity of tongue,

makes for the sense of unity of communion, I have been able

to test for myself not very long ago. I was present at a Solemn

High Mass of which the celebrant and ministers were Domi-

nicans and the rite Dominican accordingly. Being a priest, of

course i could not but experience the full value of the use of the

Latin language; and yet, strange to say, I found myself scarce

able to follow the progress of the Mass at first, in virtue of the

fact that the ceremonial seemed to be so alien to all my exper-

ience. I felt " like a fish out of water." If a Syrian were to use

the Roman rite and the Syriac language, I could follow each step

of the Mass perfectly; but I was not able thus to follow the

Dominican rite, although the Latin language was used through-

out!

Apropos of the " Syrian "—I admired the moderation with

which Father Campbell treated the rhetoric of Cardinal Cape-

celatro, who thought that no other tongue but the Latin could

succeed in transporting him " into the land sanctified by the life,

the miracles, and the teaching of Christ." Query : Did our Lord

and the Apostles use the Latin language ? What is the real value

of the Cardinal's argument in this particular? Or have I quite

missed its point ?

Studiosus.

SOME THOUGHTS ANENT A VERNACULAR LITURGY.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

Every clerical reader is well acquainted with the usual argu-

ments in favor of the use of the Latin tongue in our holy liturgy.

The points in favor of a vernacular Liturgy seem scarcely strong

enough to induce the Church to give up the language sanctioned

by centuries of use. A desultory review of some factors of the

subject is calculated to make it evident that it is better to retain

the Latin tongue in our Liturgy.

A dead language was not introduced at the foundation of the

Church for the very good reason that there was no suitable Ian-
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guage that had fallen into disuse. The so-called dead languages

of that time were inadequate in vocabulary, deficient in alpha-

betic signs, and certainly known only to a few scholars. More-

over, their use would likely have met with governmental objec-

tion. To this must be added that the training of the clergy of

that time for their ministry was necessarily very brief.

The necessity of preaching the Gospel everywhere demanded

the use of a language as nearly universal as possible. Every

person with ordinary learning had a knowledge of Greek, there-'

fore this was adopted. When Latin gained the ascendency,

Greek was dropped. National prejudice sometimes led the

Church to admit the use of other tongues, but she usually ordered

that the Latin or Greek be used first and then the translation.

It would seem to be clear that the Church wanted a universal

language. Why did she not, then, retain the Greek? She did in

the East, but Western antipathies compelled her to drop it in

what we know as the Latin Church. From the time of the adop-

tion of Latin no language has been found as nearly universal as

that tongue. Every one with any pretension to an education

knows Latin sufficiently well to understand the liturgy of the

Church. This is particularly true of Europeans. His own lan-

guage (I speak from experience) enables the Italian to grasp

the Latin. The same may be said of the Spaniard. And let us

not forget that Spanish is spoken not only in Spain but also in

the West Indies, Mexico, Central and South America, and the

Philippine Islands. The Latin is a dead language, and yet, as

found in the liturgy, it is more universally understood than any

living language.

We must learn from our separated brethren, we are told.

Protestant Liturgies, being in the vernacular, help the different

denominations to retain the affections of their members. As far

as their needs are concerned Protestant Churches have respec-

tively a universal language. Episcopalians unable to speak Eng-

lish are few and far between. I have never met a strict Lutheran

(I know hundreds of strict Lutherans and as many Reformed

Lutherans) who did not speak German. The Presbyterians, the

Baptists, the Methodists, etc., find one modern language well

able to embrace their number.

Some assert that the introduction of the vernacular will enable

us to reduce the size of our churches. If all the congregation is
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to hear the words of the Hturgy, it will naturally be necessary to

have smaller parishes. The need will be there, but the possibility

of satisfying that need will not be at hand. Language has noth-

ing to do with the size of the parish, for, no matter what the

language, every pastor will prefer a small parish where he can

know the exact spiritual condition of all his parishioners. The
want of small parishes is just as keen now as it will be if the

vernacular be introduced. Large churches exist because we must

be ready for unexpected influxes as well as numerous removals

of parishioners, because we have not priests enough to take

charge of proposed small parishes, because it is only a large par-

ish that can support a school equal to the large State schools

with which we must compete. Furthermore, European countries

have more churches than they really need, and most of these are

large. Other countries of the Latin rite have thousands of very

largfe churches. What are we to do with these great buildings?

The only answer is that, be the language what it may, our congre-

gations can not be changed from what they are at present.

Some, a very few, think that the Latin causes many priests to

perform the Sacred Rites with an unholy precipitancy. Person-

ally I have yet to see the priest against whom such a charge could

be made with justice. In fact I have found that Latin tends

to prevent that very fault of unseemly haste. The Latin is a

poor language for a man who wants to hurry. You have only to

try yourself on the recitation of the Mass in Latin and then in

English. The saying of the Latin will require nearly twice as

long a time. Rest assured that the priest who rushes in Latin

will not go less rapidly in English. Precipitancy in Latin will

not cause the scandal that will arise from a hurried recitation in

a modern tongue.

One fails to see any great difficulty in giving instruction about

our liturgy. Its words and actions are so closely bound together

that one using a translation can tell from the actions of the cele-

brant just exactly what is being recited. If the children of our

schools be taught to recite the translation, absolutely no trouble

about explaining the Liturgy can be apprehended.

Of course one could follow the Mass, though it were said in a

language utterly unknown to any one save the celebrant. We
could follow the Mass very well if the language of its celebra-

tion were Russian. Our piety, however, would be greater if a
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language were used of which we understood at least a few words.

Here you have the reason why a foreigner will prefer the Latin.

Thousands of persons yearly visit foreign lands. They travel

through countries whose people speak gibberish as far as the

traveler can make out. When the stranger enters a Catholic

church in these foreign zones he feels at home, for there the gib-

berish ceases. The priest uses Latin! The traveler may not be

a scholar, but years of faithful use of his translation have made
him able to understand not only the actions but many of the

words of the celebrant. Do you think this stranger will prefer

the Latin to the vernacular when the choir answers the prayers?

Indeed he will ! Suppose your traveler to be a priest who wishes

to say Mass. He is ignorant of the local vernacular. If such a

priest wants to use his own language he must always carry his

own missal. Or else one must have permission to use the Latin

in such a case. Then it will be necessary for every church ta

have a missal in the vernacular and another in Latin.

We must also bear in mind that the change from the Latin to

the vernacular will, at least for most modern languages, demand
a complete transformation of our liturgical music. The English

of the Gloria, the Credo, the Preface, and the Pater Noster does

not readily adapt itself to the Plain Chant of the Latin version of

the same prayers.

A final question arises concerning what is meant by the ver^

nacular. In Chicago there are churches for English-speaking^

people, Germans, Poles, Bohemians, Lithuanians, Italians,

Frenchmen, Croatians, Slovenians, Syrians, Belgians, and Ruthe-

nians. You can not require these foreigners to use the English

language. The difficulty becomes all the more pronounced when
it is remembered that thousands of priests are compelled to

speak in at least two languages to their people. Hence a priest

in charge of a mixed congregation would find it necessary to offi-

ciate in more than one language.

In the provinces taken from France by Germany, which lan-

guage shall prevail? The Government will certainly demand

German, but the people will not attend when German is used.

Germany, Russia, and Austria have dismembered Poland. These

countries will not permit the use of the Polish tongue. A Pole

would die rather than attend a Mass in which the German or the

Russian language was used.
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Arguments can be multiplied in favor of our present liturgical

language. They may all be summed up, however, by the state-

ment that the Latin language is as nearly a universal language as

has ever existed.

A. J. Rawlinson.

Evansville, Indiana.

DR. CAMPBELL'S ARGUMENT NEEDS TO BE QUALIFIED.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

It does not seem to me that Dr. Campbell's article in the Re-
view should go unqualified. I want to say as a matter of exper-

ience

—

1. That the same benefits which Dr. Campbell believes would

be derived by the faithful from a vernacular liturgy may be ob-

tained by familiarizing them with the translation by taking the

trouble to teach.

2. That if we admit Dr. Campbell's arguments in toto the

whole Gregorian system (of chanting the liturgy) would have to

be abolished.

3. That in probably ninety-nine out of a hundred of our

churches the English prayers prescribed at the end of low Mass
are said in the same way as in the Gloria and Credo,—which

means that the latter would be no more intelligible in English than

in Latin.

4. That, as a matter of fact, very illiterate people can follow

the Mass thoughtfully and reverently celebrated with good enun-

ciation. I have heard it remarked of an old Irishwoman that

" she could not say her prayers because the priest read the Latin

so nicely," and on the other hand of a New York man, that he

never knew for years what was being said by the priest after

Mass.

5. That the congregation in these backwoods (Nova Scotia)

can sing Gloria and Credo quite intelligently and devoutly.

6. That what we might expect, if the liturgy of the Mass were

recited in English, may be guessed at from the way in which the

Rosary is often said in public.

7. That all (as I think) will not agree about the Judica being

as effective in English as it is in Latin. Who will say that Ave
Maria, gratia plena, is not more pleasing to the devout, intelli-

gent ear than the English equivalent?

8. That English has such sounds as ing which all vocal music
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teachers wish to avoid and which are positively ugly if uttered

by any but artists.

I also find that

—

1. I do not understand my Office.

2. But that I would if a little attention had been given to it

in the seminary.

3. And, finally, that the individual celebrant or pastor has

much more to do with the laity understanding the liturgy than

has any language.

Private Offices in English might be beneficial, but public

Offices, as far as my experience leads me to form a judgment,

are much better rendered in Latin, and that for some reasons

not referred to in the authorities quoted by Dr. Campbell.

T. O'SULLIVAN.

Caledonia, N. S., Canada.

A CONVERT'S VIEW.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

It seems to me that Dr. Campbell argues as well and as forcibly

as it is possible to do in defence of the position that the liturgy

in the vernacular would be a gain. But I must confess that he

does not convince me in the least. I am not one of those who
have had associations from early childhood with the Latin of the

Church, but am a comparatively recent convert, accustomed to the

magnificent English of the Anglican Bible and Prayerbook.

Yet in spite of this and in spite of. all the other arguments which

Dr. Campbell states so ably, it seems to me that the arguments

on the other side are overwhelming.

1. The convenience of a common language of the Church. In

these days of extensive travel both priests and laity would suffer

immeasurable inconveniences should the vernacular be substi-

tuted. They would lose that sense of external unity, too, that is

such a support to devotion and such an evidence of power.

2. The suggestiveness of an " unknown " language. In these

days of irreverence, positiveness, and familiarity with regard to

spiritual things, we need every suggestion of the mystery and

transcendence of God that can be given. The modern tendency

is to degrade spiritual things, to forget that what we know is but

a fraction compared to what we do not know. Now it is possible

to state these truths to the educated, but to the comparatively un-
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educated we need imaginative rather than reasoned arguments.

One of the statements made by the western " rebels " in the

famous British revolt against Protestantism was that the new

Service-book (Edward VI's first prayerbook), was "like a

Christmas game." They demanded the restoration of the old

Latin. They felt, and rightly, that to make religion " easy " was

not always to render it a service.

As regards the " unknownness " of the language there is no

real difficulty, since any Catholic can obtain translations of the

services ; and the appeal, I believe, of the mysteriousness and

dignity of the Latin sounds more than compensates for the lack of

immediate intellectual apprehension of the words.

3. I think Dr. Campbell unduly hard about the argument

drawn from Pentecost. Babel represents the City of the World

—the inevitable confusion following upon any attempt to build

upon a purely natural basis. Pentecost represents the coming

down of the City of God, and the significance of this super-

natural unity is surely preserved both by the miracle of tongues

and the common language of the Church.

4. Lastly, imagine the Mass in French

!

These are three or four arguments that seem to me to stand

out. There are of course innumerable others.

Robert Hugh Benson.

WE SHOULD NOT PLEAD FOR A VERNACULAR LITURGY,

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

Dr. Campbell's plea for a vernacular liturgy in the January

Review is an interesting communication. What seems to be his

strongest point is :
" That the faithful would draw large profits

from immediate contact with the riches of our liturgy is beyond

all reasonable doubt." As an illustration of this he mentions

the influence wielded over non-Catholics, especially those of the

Church of England and her offsprings, by a liturgy in the mother

tongue ; and again :
" Who can reflect without a feeling of regret,

that, whereas Protestants carry about in memory the psalms and

hymns of their service. Catholics on the contrary ... go out

into the world possessed of scarcely a fragment of their liturgy."

I believe most Protestants of candor and experience will admit

that Catholics with their Latin liturgy have a greater power of

spiritual resistance and recuperation ; and most of them affect

to be afflicted with an extra degree of scandal when even a nomi-
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nal Catholic falls into the snares of iniquity. In view of the con-

tentions between High Church and Low Church, and of the

further fact that statistics show that there are four times more

divorces amongst Protestants than amongst Catholics in this

country, and the percentage of race suicide is probably still

greater, the " large profit " derived from the vernacular liturgy

in those particular instances seems to be a vanishing quantity.

Included in the large profit spoken of, Dr. Campbell thinks the

congregation, " restored in some measure to their original place

in the liturgy, would give it a clearer meaning and fuller har-

mony." But is it so desirable or feasible that the congregation

should be restored to their original place in the liturgy?

Their original place in the liturgy was controlled considerably

by the fact that they had no prayer-books to follow the service

;

and if they had, comparatively few could use them. Many now
prefer to follow the service according to the even tenor of their

way, and indulge in pious reflections as the spirit moves them;

and since individuals are so differently affected, especially in re-

ligious matters, the large profit spoken of may be best reaped by

leaving them to such reflections.

As for that part of the large profit derived by the priest him-

self from the necessity of increased caution in the vernacular, it

has been my observation that those who would recite " the Con-

fiteor, the Gloria, the Credo with a precipitancy that withdraws

them not merely from the category of prayer, but even of ra-

tional utterance," are no more courteous toward the King's

English than the Church's Latin, and I suspect what is true of

the King's English is also true of the President's French and

the Kaiser's German. This argument seems to postulate that the

sacred functions be exercised with more dignity, solemnity, and

exactness, rather than that the language be changed. As for the

benefits derived from Holy Week services in the vernacular, it

remains to be said that Holy Week books in Latin with ver-

nacular translations are published now at moderate cost, that

they are liberally interspersed with explanations of the various

services, and the congregation enjoys the benefit of having the

whole subject oculis subjecta fidelibus.

In his criticism of Cardinal Capecelatro's reasons for retain-

ing the Latin, the Doctor thinks that " the prayers employed in

the administration of the Sacraments and in the Mass explain

the ceremonies very well." Many will find it difficult to find a
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prayer in the Mass that explains why the priest stands at the

foot of the altar, or why he goes from the Epistle to the Gospel

side, or why he lays his hands on the book during the Epistle,

or why his bow is sometimes slight, sometimes medium, some-

times profound, or why he sometimes makes two and sometimes

five crosses over the oblata, or why the Pater Noster should be

said aloud in the Mass and in silence on all other occasions. In

fact it is to be feared that the ceremonies of the Mass would

leave most people in the dark.

As to the importance of maintaining an official language. Dr.

Campbell thinks that " our churches are schools of Latin only

in the slightest measure." Hallam, however, thought in his day

that the sole hope of literature in these times depended princi-

pally on the Catholic Church, for wherever it existed the Latin

language was preserved.

It may be idle to philosophize on the influence of a liturgical

language not employed to express the common needs of the peo-

ple, but we find it amongst the Mahomedans, the Hindoos, the

ancient and often the modern Hebrews. It seems too much to

assume that they adopted such a uniform policy, while differing

so much in other points, without forceful reasons.

Dr. Campbell thinks that a common language of worship which

creates a feeling of universal brotherhood among Catholics, so

that they feel at home when worshiping in strange lands, works

only to the " advantage of the few who move abroad, not the

many who stay at home." But, besides the few who move

abroad, it is reported that quite a few, amounting perhaps to

hundreds of thousands, move from abroad to this continent every

year. In fact the commercial intercourse of nations has grown

to such proportions that a common language in business life is

almost a necessity, and many futile attempts have been made to

supply one. It would seem that for once at least the children

of this world were not wiser than the children of light. Dr.

Campbell tries to show how the feehng of brotherhood is pro-

moted more by uniformity of rite than by uniformity of lan-

guage, by asking us to consider two Americans in Paris on Sun-

day morning. One attends Mass in the Latin rite and French

language, another in the Armenian rite and the Latin language.

" Need anyone be told," he asks, " which of the two would feel

the more at home ?" Presumably much would depend on how
the services were carried out. If the inspired strains of the
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Adeste fideles, or the Gloria in excelsis, to which he was accus-

tomed all his life, and which would likely go to the Armenians

with the Latin tongue, flooded the soul of the worshiper at the

Armenian rite, would Dr. Campbell still insist that the dictum

of Horace

—

segnius irritant animos demissa per aures, quam quae

sunt oculis suhjecta fidelibus—would still prevail over Virgil's

placid picture

—

Conticuere omnes: intentique ora tenebant?

The Reverend Doctor also concludes that one reading certain

authors would not be led to think " that Latin was first taken up
in the worship of the Church precisely because it was the speech

of the people." But was this precisely the reason ? When Latin

superseded Greek, and those who ruled the Church could not
" peep through the blanket of the night " and see the multiplica-

tion of tongues and peoples that time was to bring forth, they

might well be pardoned if they concluded that Latin would be

the universal language and that such was the proper language

for a Universal Church. If it were chosen because it was the

language of the people, we should naturally have a liturgy in all

its derivatives of the Romance languages. We should expect

to find the Armenians, the Ethiopians, the Copts, and others who
have a different language from their liturgy using the language

of the people, not an archaic form which the people ho more
understand than the average Englishman of to-day understands

the language of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, or a Frenchman

the oath of Charles the Bald or the ancient hymn in honor of

St. Eulalia.

Cardinal Capecelatro, with his grasp of world-wide problems,

might justly ask Dr. Campbell what language he would sug-

gest for the liturgy of the disconsolate sons and daughters of

dismembered Poland, or would he think the Gael and his ban-

ished children complimented to see the most sacred functions of

his Church officially wedded to a language that spelled persecu-

tion and oppression to his ancestors for centuries? He might

also ask what language he would suggest for the Mass of an

American priest who found himself in Rome, Berlin, Quebec, or

Mexico ?

While the advantages spoken of by Dr. Campbell, to be derived

from a vernacular liturgy, are largely problematical, they would

seem to be overbalanced by the difficulties to be surmounted.

John T. Nicholson.

Houston, Texas.
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RECENT BIBLE STUDY.

The Life of Christ. The life of Christ is a subject which is al-

ways of paramount interest. If a proof were needed for this

statement, it might be found in the long list of recent publica-

tions which deal with our Lord either in a general way or in

the form of special studies.

I. General Treatises. The general treatises concerning

our Lord are of a bibliographical, or a biographical, or again

a doctrinal character. Not that these three classes of works

are of equal importance; but all of them are of sufficient in-

terest to demand a mention in the following paragraphs.

A. BIBLIOGRAPHICAL STUDIES, The BihUographischc Notizen

which are found in each of the quarterly issues of the Biblische

Zeitschrift ^ offer the handiest bibliographical references to

recent publications not only concerning the life of Christ, but

concerning all Biblical literature. The views expressed in the

Notisen may sympathize with the progressive school rather

than with the purely conservative ; but there should be no mis-

giving as to the orthodoxy of the writers, at least when they

express their own opinions. G. Pfannmiiller has published

a summary of the views concerning Jesus Christ which have

prevailed up to the present time in theology, philosophy,

literature, and art.^ The writer premises a sketch of the life

of Christ which agrees with the views of modern criticism ; the

concept of Jesus which the author assigns to the primitive

Christian community, to St. Paul, and St. John, is also bor-

rowed from the advanced school of theology. But the col-

lection of dicta concerning Christ, beginning with quotations

from the earliest Christian apologists and ending with the

words of the most modern poets and theological writers, is

fairly satisfactory. It is to be regretted that Schell is the only

recent Catholic theologian who is mentioned. The selection

1 Freiburg, Herder.

2 Jesus im Urteil der Jahrhunderte. Leipzig, 1908 : Teubner.
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of the Christolog-ical poems is beautiful. Prof. W. Sanday

has pubhshed a work entitled The Life of Christ in Recent

Research; ' it contains seven lectures on the literature of the

life of Christ, a chapter on His miracles, a sermon on the

angels, and an introductory study on the symbolism of the

Bible. The theological views of the author are too well known
to need further description. P. Mehlhorn has given us a

fairly adequate study of seven recent critical works concern-

ing Jesus Christ ;
* he entitles his article "Aus der modernen

Jesusliteratur." A few years ago appeared a similar study,

in which L. C. Fillion reviewed two Christological novels

published respectively by the two well-known writers Rosegger

and Frenssen."* N. Bonwetsch has contributed a series of

articles on Schweitzer's interesting Christological work."

But the Catholic reader will be more interested in I. Rohr's

two monographs on modern Christology.^' The first mono-

graph gives a short survey of the development of gospel-

criticism, beginning with Reimarus and leading up to the fol-

lowers of Bruno Bauer; each theory is briefly stated and re-

futed. The second pamphlet deals with the constructive at-

tempts of modern writers: Rohr considers first, the liberal

view of Christ as represented by Renan and his disciples, by

D. Fr. Strauss, Hermann, Frenssen, Rosegger; secondly, he

studies the eschatological picture of Christ as drawn by John

Weiss and his predecessors; thirdly, he reviews the theories

about Christ which appear in various forms of modern thought,

represented by the Socialists, Leo Tolstoi, modern Pessimism,

the advocates of temperance, of vegetarianism, etc. Certain

portions of Rohr's study have been developed separately ; thus,

Suretov has written on Renan and his life of Christ ;
*

J. Well-

hausen reviews Strauss's Life of Christ, believing that our

8 London, 1907 : Clarendon Press.

* Protestantische Monatshefte, XL 372-385-

•* Rev. prat, d'apol, 1901, Sept. i, 15 ; Oct. 15. •

^ Allgem. evangelisch-lutherische Kirchenzeitung, XLL 242-245, 266-270,

190-292. '' Bibl. Zeitfr. i. F., 3 & 4 H., Miinster, 1908: Aschendorff.

* Petersburg, 1908 : Strannik.
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modern method of dealing with Christological problems

rather than with the life of Christ is the result of Strauss's

publication ;
^ Schonfeld has published a Program in which

he compares the historic Jesus with His representation in the

writings of modern poets/"

B. BIOGRAPHICAL STUDIES. Several of the best known
works on the life of Jesus Christ have appeared in new edi-

tions. Among these we may mention Seeley's Ecce homo,^^

Kenan's Life of Jesus,^^ and Fouard's The Christ, the Son of

God.^^ Besides, G. Parkin has published a popular work of

instruction entitled The New Testament Portrait of Jesus; ^^

the Bishop of Derry has contributed to the Irish Church

Quarterly, 1908, a study on " Jesus in History and in the

Gospels," in which he shows how Jesus manifested His Divin-

ity even in His ordinary words and works; F. Spemann has

published a so-called meditation on Jesus of Galilee; ^°
J. F.

Lawis has arranged chronologically The Life of our Lord; ^'

J, I. Landsmann has written a continuous narrative of The

Life of Christ in the words of the four Gospels according to

the Hebrew translation of Professor Delitzsch, with refer-

ences and a systematic index." H. Rix has published a pic-

ture of the story of Jesus, entitled Rabbi, Messiah, Martyr,

viewing the subject in the full light of modern research.^*

R. Des Chesnais endeavors in his Life of our Lord Jesus

Christ to counteract the perverse tendencies of modern

exegesis by a scrupulous orthodoxy;^" the work comprises

two volumes, and its tenets contrast favorably with the cor-

responding views of the progressive school. In 1898 S. Bang

» Beil. zur Allg. Zeitung, 1908, n. 45. 1° Strehlen, 1907.

^^A Survey of the Life and Work of Jesus Christ. London, 1908:

Macmillan.

^^ Das Leben Jesu. Volksausgabe, mit Einleitung etc. von Fr. Liidtke.

Berlin, 1908: Weichert.

18 London, 1908: Longmans. 1* London, 1908: CuUey.

16 Stuttgart, 1908: Steinkopf. lo London, 1907: Dent.
1'^ London, 1907: Hebrew Christian Testimony to Israel.

18 London, 1907: Green.

^^ Vie de Notre-Seigneur JSsus-Christ. Paris, 1907: Retaux.
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published the first part of a pragmatico-historical sketch of the

life of Jesus; the second and final part of the work followed

nearly ten years later. ^" The author writes for teachers, from

the standpoint of an orthodox Protestant. The present work
well elucidates the writer's harmony of the Gospels, entitled

Das Lehen unseres Heilandes; its first edition was published

in 1896, the second in 1905. Finally, we must mention here

a work dealing with the life and times of Christ, written by

M. H. Leroy ;
^^ the subtitle Legons d'£criture Sainte gives the

best and shortest description of this work.

c. THEOLOGICAL STUDIES. Most of our readers are ac-

quainted with H. P. Liddon's Divinity of our Lord and

Saviour Jesus Christ, which will remain a classic on the pres-

ent subject for many a year to come.^^ A. Cellini deserves

great credit for his work on the value of the title " Son of

God " as it is applied to Jesus Christ in the synoptic Gospels.^*

After explaining the views on this question held by the

Socinians, by Strauss, Renan, Harnack, and Loisy, by Franze-

lin. Billot, and Rose, the writer analyzes six passages in which

the phrase " Son of God " occurs ; he then adds the testimony

of Christ concerning himself, and arrives at the conclusion

that the title " Son of God " implies the Divinity of our

Lord. R. Morris asks the question, " Was Jesus a Divine

Man, and nothing more;"^* he argues that a Divine man
would be superfluous, if the sinful human race could save

itself; that he would be useless and tend to discourage men, if

the race could not help itself. C. Nash has contributed an

article to the Bible Student and Teacher (VII. 364-367), in

which he explains the nature of Christ and his inspiring in-

fluence on the writings of the New Testament. J. Heyn

studies Jesus Christ in the light of modern theology ;
^^ he

makes a practical clergyman draw a sketch of the religion and

^^ Das Lehen Jesu in historisch-pragmatischer Darstellung. Leipzig^

1907: Wunderlich.
21 Jisus-Christ. Sa vie, son temps. Paris, 1907 : Beauchesne.

22 London, 1908: Longmans. 23 Rome, 1907: Pustet.

24 The Hibbert Journal, VL 623-631.

^'^ Jesus itn Lichte moderner Theologie. Greifswald, 1907: Bamberg.
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the morality of Jesus Christ, reconstructing the text of the

Urevangelien on the basis of the double-source theory; the

result agrees with the views of H. Holtzmann who eulogizes

the work in the Protestantische Monatshefte.^^ F. Daab de-

scribes Jesus of Nazareth in the light of modern research, re-

translating, at the same time, and rearranging the sources of

his life, i. e. the four Gospels.^^ The work is probably more

biographical than theological. The same must be said of

Mehlhorn's brochure entitled Truth and Fiction in the Life

of Jesus.^^ The author writes for the lay-reader, from the

standpoint of modern criticism, presupposing the acceptation

of the double-source theory. Probably the saddest study on

this subject has been contributed to the Umschau (XII. 21-24)

by Fr. Delitzsch under the title, " Whose Son is Christ?" He
concludes that Christ is a mere man, the son of Joseph.

2. Special Studies. There is room for as many special

studies concerning Jesus Christ as there are questions con-

nected with His life and His work. Perhaps it may be well

to reduce them to the following headings:

A. THE EXISTENCE OF JESUS CHRIST. L. Fillion investi-

gates the historical existence of Jesus Christ in the light of

our contemporary rationalism ;
*^ we need not assure the reader

that the author maintains the orthodox Christian point of

view. F. A. Lacey has published a monograph on the His-

torical Christ ;
"^ the work may, at the same time, serve as a

sketch of .the life of Jesus.

B. CHRONOLOGY. No need of reminding the reader that

the chronology of the life of Christ is a fertile field of theories

and opinions. It is, therefore, rather amusing to meet with

a title like that of X. Levrier's article " The True Chronology

of the Life of our Lord Jesus Christ." " W. M. Ramsay has

2« XI. 475-478.
^'^ Jesus von Nazareth, wie wir ihn heute sehen. Diissddorf, 1907:

Langewiesche.

^^ Aus Natur und Geisteswelt, 137. Bd., Leipzig, 1907: Teubner.

^^ Revue des questions historiques, 1908, 5-32. so Turin, 1907: Bocca.

^^ Revue des sciences ecclesiastiques et de la science catholique, 1907,

July.
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contributed to the Expositor '^ an article entitled " The Morn-
ing Star and the Chronology of the Life of Christ " which

reviews Mackinlay's work, The Magi: How they recognized

Christ's Star. This latter writer proposes a chronological

system of the life of Jesus, which Ramsay considers as rest-

ing on a solid basis, though not as certain beyond all doubt.

J. Chapman has written for the Journal of Theological Studies

(VIII. 590-606) a thesis maintaining that Christ was bap-

tized A. D. 46, and crucified under Nero; this would place

the birth of Christ in A. D. 9, his death in A. D. 58. The
writer bases his view on Epiphanius, Georgios Synkellos, Hip-

polytus, Tertullian, the consular dates, and the exemplaria

apostolorum. The same writer *' traces back to Papias a

passage in the Fabrica mundi of Victorinus, according to

which our Lord passed through several periods: birth, in-

fancy, boyhood, youth, early manhood, perfect age, death.

The connexion of this tradition with Papias rests on its com-

parison with Irenaeus.'* The opinion of Irenaeus as to the

age of Jesus Christ has been discussed by J. Marx in the

Pastor Bonus (1908, 303-309). W. Homanner has pub-

lished a monograph on the duration of the public life of our

Lord.®" Two years ago, Fendt published a monograph in

the same serial, in which he maintained the view that the pub-

lic life of Jesus Christ lasted one year; last year, Zellinger

issued his monograph on the same subject,®" in which he con-

tended that Christ's public life lasted two years; now, Ho-
manner defends the theory of a three years' duration of the

public life. He tells us that the one-year theory has no solid

basis either in the Gospels or the Fathers; that the three-year

theory is preferable to that of two years on account of the

data found in the Gospels. He fixes the date of our Lord's

death on 3 April, 786 A. U. C, or A. D. 33. Though these

studies give no certainty as to the true chronology, it is an

encouraging sign to see so many eminent writers interested in

this question.

«2 Seventh Series, V. 1-21. 88 ij,id., IX. 42-61. 34 jy^^^ jj^ xxii, 4-5.

^'^Biblische Studien, XIII. 3. Freiburg, 1908: Herder. *^ Ibid.
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c. Birth of Jesus Christ. C. Victor has revised the
' proofs favoring the credibility of the history of the birth of

our Lord.^^ J. R. Harris gives " The Present State of the

Controversy over the Place and Time of the Birth of

Christ ;
" ^® he establishes the fact that St. Luke has given his

Gospel a correct historical background, even in the Quirinus

question. The virgin birth of our Lord still occupies the

modern writers to a considerable extent. J. Orr defends it

in a popular style.'" G. Herzog treats the virgin birth as an

historically developed legend : Is. VII. 14 and the title " Son

of God " occasioned the dogma of the virginal birth ; next, the

ascetical bent of the early Church and her attitude toward

virginity caused the dogma of Mary's virginity after the birth

of Jesus, and the denial of the existence of any carnal brothers

of our Lord; in the third place, the writer describes the de-

velopment of the doctrine concerning the sanctity, the immacu-

late conception, etc., of the Blessed Virgin.*" H. J. Bardsley

considers the silence of St. Paul, St. Mark, and St. John as to

the virgin birth, and investigates the question whether this

doctrine has been settled dogmatically by the early creeds of

the Church.*^ Ch. A. Briggs believes it is impossible, ac-

cording to the principles of historical criticism, to regard the

virgin birth as a myth or a legend.*^ L. M. Sweet contrasts

the virgin birth of our Lord with the extraordinary births re-

corded in the traditions of paganism, and finds that no human
being excepting Jesus Christ has been born apart from physi-

cal generation.** E. Mangenot too has contributed an able

article on the question of the virgin birth.** R. de Manresa

defends the virgin birth of our Lord against the theories of

Loisy.*" P. Camuset shows, against Herzog, that the virgin

'^ Glauhen und Wissen, 1907, 10. Hft.

88 Expositor, Seventh Series, V. 208-223.

^^ The Virgin Birth of Christ. London, 1907: Hodder.
^'^ Revue d'histoire et de littSrature religieuses, XII. 1 18-133, 320-34D>

483-607. *i Interpreter, IV. 409-425.

*^ American Journal of Theology, XII. 189-210.

*8 The Princeton Theological Review, VI. 83-117.

** Revue de I'Institut cath. de Paris, 1907, May-June.

*6 Revista de estudios franciscanos, 1907, Oct., Nov.
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birth is not merely an idealization, but a simple presentation

of a historical fact/* R. J. Cooke urges that the incarnation

is an absolutely unique event in the history of the world.
'*'^

If G. Bladon ** represents the virgin birth as the creation of

St. Luke, who intended it as a supplement of Mark, not even

found in the Aramaic Matthew, he has few sympathizers

among recent Biblical students.

D. THE CHARACTER OF JESUS CHRIST. Space will not al-

low us to complete the list of recent publications which deal

with special Christological questions. We add only a few

more references to treatises concerning the character of Jesus.

C. H. Robinson points out that the character of Christ is an

argument for the truth of Christianity;** J. G. Skemp con-

siders Jesus as a humanist, dilating upon his gentleness toward

men ;
^^ Kneib describes the meekness of Jesus which did not

however exclude the possibility of irritation;''^ Pasig repre-

sents Jesus as a friend of nature who teaches us to contemplate

God's creation; °^ W. G. Moorehead believes that the moral

glory of Jesus Christ, as portrayed in the Gospels, is a proof

of their inspiration, since only inspired writers could have

described such a sinless character. The sinlessness of Jesus

has also been studied by K. Exter,*^' and K. F. Nosgen;''*

this latter writer points out several traits in the character of

our Lord, e. g. His complete surrender to His vocation. His

fidelity in the service of His Heavenly Father, His love for

men. His humility; but the author arrives at the conclusion

that love was the fundamental note of our Lord's character.

Nosgen is of opinion that Christ's knowledge concerning

earthly things was subject to certain limits, but not to error.

The true Scholastic view concerning the knowledge of our

Lord has been explained by L. Maupreaux in the Revue

Augustinienne (XH. 81-87). In connexion with this subject

*« Rev. prat. d'apoL, 1907, 701-709.

*'f London, 1907: Hodder. *^ Interpreter, IV. 70-76.

*» London, 1907 : Longmans. "<> Expository Times, XVIII. 500 f.

'^^ Liter. Beilage zur Augsburger Postzeitung, 1908, 217 f,

^^ Die Studierstuhe, VI. 147-152. <^^ Beweis des Glaubens, 1908, May.

f^^Der einzig Reine unter den Unreinen. Gutersloh, 1908: Bertelsmann.
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then elaborated on separate pages under their respective head-

ings. How this is done is shown by practical illustration in the

eleven sections of the book that follow.

The concluding chapter is headed " The Revision." It con-

tains practical hints for correct writing and speaking, such as:

avoid too frequent paradox—it seems to suggest the speaker's

cleverness; vary the cadences of the sentences, but place longer

words and phrases after the shorter, generally; avoid the close

repetition of " to ", " that " and other such words ; do not begin

a sentence with " also "
; avoid double genitives, double negatives,

and split infinitives, as " to greatly hope " ; do not omit relative

pronouns; do not employ superlatives overmuch, etc. As to the

acquisition of style the author recalls the words of Matthew

Arnold :
" People think that I can teach them style. What stuff

it all is! Have something to say, and say it as clearly as you

can. That is the only secret of style."

THEORIE DER GEISTLIGHEN BEREDSAMKEIT. Akademische
Vorlesungen von Joseph Jungmann, S. J., Prof. Univers. Innsbmck.
Neu herausgegeben von Michael Gatterer, S. J., Dr. theol. tind Prof.

Univers. Innsbruck. Vierte Auflage. St. Louis, Mo.; Freibnrg,

Brisg.: B. Herder. 1908. Pp. 700.

It is thirty years since P. Jungmann gave us the first edition

of this work. In 1883 the second edition appeared, considerably

enlarged. Two years later the author died, and the work was

subsequently reprinted a third time. Clerics who have the edi-

tion of 1895, in two volumes covering nearly 1200 pages, may
have found that the rich treasures of scientific and practical

exposition of the theory of preaching contained in the work of

Father Jungmann, who excelled alike in the power of philosoph-

ical analysis and in the ready use, for illustration, of a wide

range of knowledge, proved a hindrance occasionally to that

easy survey of didactic matter which is a necessity for the aver-

age learner of the art of Sacred Eloquence. Whilst it offered

abundant material for instructive reading by which the lessons

of the class-room are confirmed, it furnished in truth a good ex-

ample of the abbe d'Allainval's embarras de richesse. This de-

fect, if defect it may be called, has been removed in the present

edition. Not only has the work been reduced by four hundred

and some pages, but the whole has been brought within the com-
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SEEMON COMPOSITION. A Method for Students. By the Eev. Geo.

S. Hitchcock, S.J. With an Introduction by the Rev. Bernard

Vaughan, S.J. New York, Cincinnati, Chicago: Benziger Brothers;

London: Bums & Oates. 1908. Pp. 91.

What Father Bernard Vaughan says in his preface to this

Httle manual of the art of Sermon Composition will be recog-

nized as quite true by those who take the trouble to look into the

book. Young preachers will find in it a means of giving their

sermons that intellectual framework without which their dis-

courses will be shapeless ; that imaginative glow which will save

them from dullness; those appeals to heart and feelings which

will make them effective. The learned Jesuit's suggestions are

very simply and clearly set forth, and can therefore be readily

applied in practice, although they will not dispense the student

of the word of God from a certain amount of labor. He will

know, however, what he has to do, and where he is to get his

material for good preaching, which means that it is his own com-

position as well as his personal appeal to the soul of his hearers.

Father Hitchcock appears to have taken Massillon for his

model, to whom he devotes an introductory apostrophe. He
assumes five divisions as constituting the natural framework of

sermon composition : the exhortation or opening remarks, the

narrative or evidence (facts), the meaning of the facts (proof or

arguments), the motives to action (appeal), and the conclusion

or summing up. The author would have us, after having chosen

our subject, reflect upon it in its relations under the different

sections, as follows: i. Introduction; 2. Matter, to instruct the

memory— (a) picture; (b) detail; (c) scope, that is, the ten-

dency of the detail, its issue
; 3. Meaning, to convince the intel-

lect— (a) suggestion, unfolding some particular relation in which

the detail stands to ourselves at present, the " lesson for us
;"

suggestion will be helped by illustration and anecdote
;
(b) refu-

tation, of objections, difficulties; (c) proof; 4. Motives, to per-

suade the will— (a) glad; (b) sad; (c) grand. 5. Conclusion.

The thoughts which are produced by reflection upon the above

aspects of the theme, are noted briefly on a copy of the form, and
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then elaborated on separate pages under their respective head-

ings. How this is done is shown by practical illustration in the

eleven sections of the book that follow.

The concluding chapter is headed " The Revision." It con-

tains practical hints for correct writing and speaking, such as:

avoid too frequent paradox—it seems to suggest the speaker's

cleverness; vary the cadences of the sentences, but place longer

words and phrases after the shorter, generally; avoid the close

repetition of " to ", " that " and other such words ; do not begin

a sentence with " also "
; avoid double genitives, double negatives,

and split infinitives, as " to greatly hope " ; do not omit relative

pronouns; do not employ superlatives overmuch, etc. As to the

acquisition of style the author recalls the words of Matthew

Arnold :
" People think that I can teach them style. What stuff

it all is ! Have something to say, and say it as clearly as you

can. That is the only secret of style."

THEORIE DER GEISTLICHEN BEREDSAMKEIT. Akademische
Vorlesnngen yon Joseph Jungmann, S. J., Prof. TJnivers. Innsbruck.

Neu herausgegeben von Michael Gatterer, S. J., Dr. theol. und Prof.

TJnivers. Innsbruck. Vierte Auflage. St. Louis, Mo.; Freiburg,

Brisg.: B. Herder. 1908. Pp.700.

It is thirty years since P. Jungmann gave us the first edition

of this work. In 1883 the second edition appeared, considerably

enlarged. Two years later the author died, and the work was

subsequently reprinted a third time. Clerics who have the edi-

tion of 1895, in two volumes covering nearly 1200 pages, may
have found that the rich treasures of scientific and practical

exposition of the theory of preaching contained in the work of

Father Jungmann, who excelled alike in the power of philosoph-

ical analysis and in the ready use, for illustration, of a wide

range of knowledge, proved a hindrance occasionally to that

easy survey of didactic matter which is a necessity for the aver-

age learner of the art of Sacred Eloquence. Whilst it offered

abundant material for instructive reading by which the lessons

of the class-room are confirmed, it furnished in truth a good ex-

ample of the abbe d'Allainval's embarras de richesse. This de-

fect, if defect it may be called, has been removed in the present

edition. Not only has the work been reduced by four hundred

and some pages, but the whole has been brought within the com-
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pass of a single volume such as might serve as a text-book in a

class of sacred rhetoric. The portions that have been omitted

are such as relate mainly to catechetics, and are therefore likely

to be found in works dealing separately with that topic. Some
space has also been gained by the omission of examples where

these did not serve so much the strict purpose of illustration as

rather that of object-lessons. Here and there a smaller size of

letterpress has helped to reduce the volume's bulk. In every

other respect, the advantages of the original work have been

retained, whilst the matter has been made far easier to survey.

Certain references too, such as those to the Encyclical of Leo

XIII on Preaching, have been added. We understand that the

" Catechetics " of P. Jungmann are to be edited as a separate

volume, to furnish a complement of the Theological Library pub-

lished by the Herder house at Freiburg.

DISCOURSES AND SERMONS ''or every Sunday and the Principal

Festivals of the Year. By James Cardinal Gibbons, Archbishop of

Baltimore. Baltimore, New York : John Mnrphy Co. ; London : R. &
T. Washbonme. 1908. Pp.531.

There is nothing remarkable about these sermons, unless it

be their unusual simplicity and the fact that a Cardinal, in these

days of intellectual culture and fastidious criticism, should have

confined himself to the straightforward exposition of the Gospel

of Christ. They are models of what parish priests should

preach, that is to say, Christ crucified and Christ's doctrine,

appealing to men and women of our own age without minimiz-

ing and without exaggeration. There is matter here for instruct-

ing the faithful on every day of the year on which the Catholic

pastor is expected to speak to his people from altar or pulpit;

and the lesson fits every congregation, large or small, throughout

the length and breadth of our land. Ten pages, taking fifteen

minutes perhaps on the average to deliver, of comment and ex-

hortation, on some text taken from the day's Epistle or Gospel,

furnish material for a healthy, practical, and uplifting discourse.

An Index at the end of the volume helps to locate the topics.

The type is large and the letterpress clear, but the paper is

heavy and poor, as seems to be the rule with the Murphy Com-
pany publications when the price is not exorbitant.
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DIE JUGEND. Drei Vortrage von Dr. C. F. Eriilil. Society of th«

Divine Word, Techny, Ills. Pp.78.

The writer of these sermons has a singular command of

forcible and withal poetic language. The hearer will, we are

sure, be easily convinced and persuaded by the cogent appeal to

natural and religious truth couched in brief, ornate sentences,

which on the one hand awaken the imagination, and on the other

hand, help the memory to treasure the aphorisms employed to

convey the eternal truths in rhythmic forms, that betray the

poet in the prophet of the Gospel. The three sermons deal with
" The Value of Youth," " The Dangers that beset our Youth,"

^d " The Safe Way of Youth." The Society of the Divine

Word prints at the end of this neatly-made pamphlet a list of

good books for young men and women, adding Kind Words of

lAdvice to Young Men, Kind Words of Advice to Young
Women, and Preserve the Lily of Innocence, each sold in leaflet

form in quantities of a hundred.

MEDITATIONS FOR THE USE OF SEMINARISTS AND PRIEST&
By the Very Rev. L. Brancherean, S. S. Translated and adapted by
N. T. Vol. II.—Christian Virtues. New York, Cincinnati, Chicago

:

Benzager Brothers. 1908. Pp. 352.

The French know how to make good meditation books. It

may be one reason why piety and pastoral zeal of the practical

and robust kind is lagging in many parts of France where the

clergy are absorbed in the pursuit of exclusively personal sanc-

tification by reading and writing ascetical books. But we Amer-
icans, whose habits rather go to the worship of the external, can

improve our pastoral condition probably by a little more absorp-

tion of the spiritual such as is suggested in French meditation

books ; and many of us would gladly do so, seeing our sore need

of more introspection, if the process were made easy, palatable.

This is rarely done in translations. The label is changed, but the

cooking remains the same—too delicately flavored, but no " Wor-
cestershire," and consequently nothing for a Yankee palate to

relish, nothing to make our tongues burn.

Now whoever N. T. is, he knows us; and when he serves up

Fr. Branchereau's Sulpician soul-food, he knows that he has to

add the " varieties " if he wants us to taste the provender and

profit by it. We have tried these meditations for a while before
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saying this word about their worth for our climate. They are

good ; very good, and adapted as they are meant for use, not for

purchase only. The method too is practical, without constraining

the intellect too much in the pursuit of schemes and divisions to

which religious and recluses only can accustom themselves.

Every meditation is preceded by a summary, to be read in the

evening, with the view of directing the thoughts over-night to

the theme of the morning meditation. The latter consists of ( i

)

Adoration, which places us in a proper attitude for the (2)

^
Considerations, with suitable subdivision, based on reason and

dogma, and provocative of motives for the (3) Acts and Reso-

lutions which follow. These appeal to the cleric and priest as

missionary among Protestants and infidels, no less than among
the faithful.

Try the two little volumes. They are easy to carry in the

pocket, well printed, and altogether a good investment for semi-

narists and parish clergy.

THE LOKD'S PRAYER AND THE HAIL MARY. Points for Medi-
tation. By Stephen Beissel. S.J. St. Lonis, Mo. : B. Herder; London
and Edinburgh: Sands & Co. 1908. Pp. 227.

The thirty-one sketches of meditations here given, seventeen

of which are based on the petitions of the " Our Father ", four-

teen on the " Hail Mary ", are preceded by an introduction

which sets forth the necessity, nature, and accompanying circum-

stances of meditation. They follow out in brief the Ignation

method of two preludes, clearly defined points, and petition,

and are calculated each to occupy one for about a quarter of an

hour. Priests will find them available for exhortations at re-

treats and short addresses, as well as for meditation.

M]^DITATIONS DXJ SOIR. Tiroes de nos Saints Livres, pouvant

servir ponr la Meditation, la Lecture Spirituelle, etc. Par le R. P
Andre Pr^vot. S. G.J., Docteur en Theologie. Paris et Toumai:
Casterman. 1908. Pp.748.

We are accustomed to have morning meditations and books to

help us therein; but a manual distinctly intended for evening

meditation is somewhat of a novelty. The volume has its uses,

however, independent of the time of day for which it may most

conveniently serve the devout regular. In the first place, it pro-
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poses special helps for entering into the spirit of the Church, by-

guiding souls in what may be called the liturgical way who wish

to follow the order of lessons of Holy Scripture as found in the

Canonical Office, Furthermore, the meditations are written

with a particular design of stimulating the spirit of reparation,

and hence are dedicated " Aux Enfants de Marie Reparatrice

—

a nos Associes de I'Apostolat de la Reparation—aux associes

de toutes les ceuvres de Reparation et Immolation."

In respect of method, the author suggests several plans to

which it is worth while directing attention. The first is some-

what akin to that of St. Ignatius. It has two preludes, one for

fixing the imagination by a " composition of locality," the other

an* elevation of the heart in petition for some special grace.

Then follow the chief considerations, the awakening of the

affections, and the resolutions. The latter constitute the chief

action of the will, which is rendered effective and practical by

a brief survey of the

rCod;
1. motives directed toward J oneself;

I one's neighbor ;

—

( what we have done in the past

;

2. examines J where we stand at present

;

I what we are disposed to do in future ;

—

r our faults ;

3. measures the obstacles in the way J our difficulties

;

1^
our temptations ;

—

energetic will;

J. ^ ; on certain foreseen occasions

;

4. means of reform { , . ^ , , ,. .

1 by the use of such or such application

(^
or work.

The second method proposed is likewise one which St. Igna-

tius suggests. It consists mainly in going over slowly some
prayer or sentences of the meditation, and pondering the

thoughts which strike our attention or devotion. This process

is preceded by some effort at recollection; next the soul ad-

dresses itself to God or to the person to whom the words of

the prayer are directed, exciting sentiments of desire, regret,

gratitude, in accordance with the thoughts suggested by the slow

pondering of the prayer or meditation. This keeps on indefi-

nitely, until the mind is surfeited with one thought and goes on

f
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to the next. In summing up, we recite the entire prayer, em-
phasizing some particular grace which we desire as the fruit of

the exercise.

The third method simply takes the subject-matter and revolves

it in mind whilst applying to it the well-known questions of the

hexameter

Quis, quid, ubi, quibus auxiliis,

Cur, quomodo, quando.

Finally, there is the simple plan of reflecting upon certain

motives of what is

Decens, utile, jucundum.

Facile, necessarium.

THE CATECHISM IN EXAMPLES. By the Rev.D. Chisholm, Priest

of the Diocese of Aberdeen. Five volumes. Vol. I, Faith: the

Creed, pp. xxiv-438; Vol. II, Hope: Prayer, pp. xv-439. New
York, Cincinnati. Chicago: Benziger Srothers. 1908.

Any one whose duty or privilege it is to instruct children, espec-

ially on religious subjects, knows the value of illustration and

story. The technical answers to catechetical questions the child

may memorize, and with the aid of reiterated explanation may
eventually come more or less intellectually to visualize. The work

of memory and understanding is facilitated by apposite illustra-

tion, whilst the abstract truth is driven home with a concrete and

personal sense to the inner life of the little one, when the formula

is clad in the living colors of a pleasing anecdote. To find, how-

ever, apposite illustrative material for children's needs is by no

means an easy task; so that to have at hand a treasury of such

examples whereon the religious instructor may draw at need,^

is certainly a great boon. Some such treasury is provided in the

volumes here introduced. The work was first published in 1886.

The fact that, as the author says, " it found its way literally into

every part of the world," and that there has been a demand for

its reissue, may be considered evidence of its having answered

its purpose. The present edition will consist of five volumes

—

of which the two indicated above have thus far appeared—cor-

responding to the five parts of the Catechism ; each volume con-

tains about four hundred examples, interspersed with moral re-

flections. This abundance of story and suggestion is not the
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least valuable feature of the work; for by no means all the ex-

'amples will appeal either to all instructors or to all children. In

nothing must there be more allowance made for the proverbial

variations of taste than in the selection and telling of anecdotes.

It will therefore be expected that some of the present examples

will not suit especially the American temperament, whether in

priest or child. There is, however, so much here from which to

select that no taste need go away unsatisfied.

THE ENGLISH RITUAL EXPLAINED. Sy the Rev. W. Onmie.
B. A., Prof. St. Cuthbert's College, Ushaw. London, Glasgow: R. &
T. Washboume; New York, Cincinnati, Chicago: Benziger Bros.

' 1908. Pp.164.

Priests and more especially ecclesiastical students will find this

manual of use in informing themselves concerning the manner

of administering the sacramental rites, blessings, and devotional

forms immediately connected with the pastoral ministry. To the

laity, especially those whose interest and education allow them

to enter into the more intimate spirit of the Catholic ceremonial^

the simple explanations of the sacramental action of the priest

in his parochial relations with them become such nourishment of

faith and piety as no other kind of devotional exercise can pos-

sibly supply. It is of practical value then to have at hand an

orderly and not too diffuse exposition of the Ritual for reference

in giving instruction or for putting at the disposal of a thoughtful

inquirer. The explanations are intended not so much for the

student of the symbolical or mystic meaning as for the simple ob-

server of the action or rites of the Church, which rites when
reverently performed carry with them their manifest meaning.

This sort of literature largely supplies the need to which Dr.

Campbell refers in his recent suggestive inquiry as to the use

of a vernacular liturgy. The faithful will value the sacred be-

quest of the sacramental gifts, handed down to them in the mys-

terious terms of the ancient Latin, all the more when they have

translations and explanations which enable them to realize that

the ancient treasure is not the less a perpetual blessing to them,

because it comes to them in the ancient form that bears witness-

to its apostolic inheritance.
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IE C^LEBRE MIRACLE DE SAINT JANVIER a Naples et a

Fouzzoles, examine au double point de vue historique et scientifique,

avec nne Introdaction sur le miracle in general. Far Leon Cavene,

Prof, an College de Cette. Onvrage honors d'un lettre d'approba-

tion de S. 0. Mgr. de Cabrieres, eveque de Montpellier. Illustre

de 35 gravures. Paris: Gabriel Beauchesne et Cie. 1909. Pp. 353.

The question whether the oft-repeated liquefaction of the

blood of St. Januarius is a supernatural phenomenon attesting the

sanctity of the martyr-bishop who died at Puzzeoli in A. D. 305,

or simply the eflfect of physical causes not yet fully explained

by the known principles of science, has long agitated intelligent

believers in the fact that God does manifest His power at times

and for good reasons through the extraordinary agency of

miracles. To the unbeliever the incident may be an optical de-

lusion which acts upon human credulity, or a bit of jugglery, as

it was to Alexander Dumas, who used it to point an anecdote.

But the fact of the ever-recurring liquefaction, witnessed by

thousands of the faithful and of infidels, year after year, remains

and challenges explanation.

Prof. Cavene, who had for years wandered away from the

faith of his ancestors, but was converted by the wonderful evi-

dence at Lourdes of divine intervention in the case of the hope-

less sick, felt a strong desire to test for himself the reality of

the claims made for the Neapolitan martyr, St. Januarius, Ac-

cordingly he went to Naples and there witnessed the lique-

faction repeatedly, so that there remained no doubt in his mind

as to the fact. The question remained, however, whether it could

be explained on scientific or other natural grounds. To arrive at

a sound conclusion he gave himself up to the work of investiga-

tion. He went back again and again to Naples, inquired into,

tested, and recorded every fact and phenomenon with the severe

logic of a conscientious and scientific investigator, and after seven

years of painstaking research in this field has published his con-

viction, together with the reasons, documents, and observations,

to the effect that the liquefaction of the blood of St. Januarius is

a fact that can be explained only on the ground of supernatural

intervention.

Part of the work is, of course, purely historical, recording the

data of the Saint's life, his martyrdom, and the manifestation of

his miraculous intervention. Then follow the doubts, examina-
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tions, and proofs of the miracle ; the testimony of scientific men,
of unquestionably honest witnesses, belonging to wholly different

categories of prepossessions, and all in agreement as to the ex-

clusion of deceit or delusion in the matter. The result is summed
up in the author's unreserved conviction that we have in the

liquefaction of the blood of St. Januarius an unquestionable

miracle.

Xfterar^ Cbat

An exhaustive, and what promises to be a most interesting, treatise on
the history of St. Januarius, Patron of Naples, the miraculous liquefaction

of whose blood has been the topic of controversy for four or more cen-

turies, is appearing from the pen of the Rev. E. P. Graham, of Sandusky,
Ohio. The subject is of particular interest not only to the hagiographer

but to the historian, and a writer who deals with the matter in that true

spirit of faith which takes due account of historical criticism is likely to

get the wide hearing he deserves. In another part of this issue we give

an extended review of the recent work of Prof. Cavene on this same
subject.

The Rev. Joseph Seitz, a priest of the diocese of Eichstatt (Germany),
has written a unique book on the Veneration of St. Joseph, in which he

traces the historical development of Catholic devotion toward the chaste

spouse of Our Lady and foster-father of Christ, from patristic times to

the Council of Trent. The author throws much light upon the inter-

pretation of the character of St. Joseph in the early Middle Ages, as

gleaned from the literature and art of Eastern, Byzantine, and Western
ecclesiastical traditions. The work has numerous illustrations and fur-

nishes a new chapter for a heretofore scarcely explored region in esthetic

and devotional literature. (B. Herder.)

A Jesuit writer, P. Muckermann, has a paper in the current Stimmen
aus Maria Laach, in which he tests the prevalent theory of an ascending

species leading by some morphological process to the ultimate develop-

ment of man. He examines not only the archives of paleontology, whence

the geologist, botanist, and zoologist take their specimens for analysis,

but he devotes a very practical paragraph to a brief but pertinent examin-

ation of the methods of interpretation pursued by representative e students

of paleontological codices written in rock, flora, and fauna. He exposes

the modern " science " which takes for granted and treats as axiomatic

truths the hypotheses concerning the origin and genetic sequence of cer-

tain groups of organisms, and he pleads for a stricter adherence to that

scientific and historical method of investigation by which facts are dis-

tinctly separated from the mere assumptions of individual delvers into
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paleontology. Fr. Muckermann shows a wide familiarity with the liter-

ature of his subject.

Pierre Nicole, who belongs to the Jansenist camp of Port Royal, has
written some things that are reprehensible, but, as in the case of Pascal,

one finds many things in his essays which are admirable. Of these latter

Henri Bremond gives several specimens in a small volume of the series

entitled Chefs d'CEuvre de la Litterature Religieuse. Among them are an
essay on " The Faults of Good People," and another on " The Profit to

be derived from Bad Sermons ". Nicole was fond of paradoxes, and they

are good in so far as they make the reader think. (Bloud et Cie.)

A new edition of M. De Lescure's life of Joseph de Maistre {Le Cotnte

loseph de Maistre et sa Famille) has recently been published by Douniol-

Tequi, Paris. The strength of faith and the virile Catholicity that char-

acterized the great champion of the Papacy in the critical days when
the Concordat was effected, seem to be sadly lacking at these times when-

the Concordat has been abolished. It is to be hoped that the sympathetic

and stimulating story of De Maistre's career may stir up the sleeping

energies of his present-day countrymen.

How deeply asleep those energies seem to be one may glean from the

recent book by the Count de Mun: La Conquete du Peuple (P. Lethiel-

leux, Paris). The author describes the sad condition of things in France,

and then proceeds to point out the necessity of Catholic organization, and

especially the sociological preparation of the clergy that should be given

in the seminaries. His suggestions are as practical as they are re-

spectful to the teaching faculty. What above all, he goes on to say,

should be given to the young priests is the love of works with the feeling

of their necessity. " I would that, without holding excessively the minds

of the young levites to theoretical speculation, without encouraging them

to vague discussions on the merits or perils of democracy, they were set

well in face with the reality; in face with that people whence they spring

and which almost everywhere brushes past them indifferent to the priest's

apostolic mission, ignorant of his soul and cloaking their own, often

hostile and determined to mistrust, sometimes to hate; in face with their

church—its doors opened wide, yet cold and empty, where a few women
still come, but from which men, except perhaps on certain solemn occa-

sions, keep afar as from a place that is strange or suspected; in face

with those peasants who pass by without recognizing them and wha
suffer not only from poverty but from the torment with which the

uncertainty of the morrow oppresses them; in face with the down-

trodden who bear within them hidden sorrows, domestic sorrows, financial

troubles, men whose just interests are often disdained by those who
might help them, whose rights are disregarded, and whose lawful needs

exploited by the politicians." And so on; the illustrious champion of the

people and of the Church continues to paint with burning words the

picture of his country's spiritual and material distress.
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,
The picture is indeed a sad one. Nevertheless, there are motifs

d'espirer so long as there are men like the Count de Mun working on
the side of faith as well as of social reformation. The brochure,

of less than a hundred pages, contains the author's articles from the

Figaro (15 October-23 December, 1907). It is as encouragingly sugges-

tive of remedies as it is vivid in its description of disorders. The key-

note is

—

des ceuvres, encore des oeuvres, et toujours des ceuvres. That
the author is not simply a theoretical expounder of good works, but one

who practises what he preaches, is abundantly proved—if such proof

were needed—by his recent book Ma Vocation Sociale. The volume gives

an account of the foundation of the associations of Catholic workingmen
(1871-1875)—a social movement of which the author might justly say

cujus magna pars fui. The story is most interestingly told, and reveals

the enlightened zeal and large-hearted generosity of the other great

Frenchmen—cleric and lay—who cooperated with the Count de Mun in

the movement that has at least saved a large number of the French

working-class from infidelity and anarchism.

Whatever may be the cause—or causes, for they are many—of the

present obscuration of faith, dearth of great examples of splendid virtue

is not amongst them : and it is not the least encouraging sign that those

examples are not allowed to be hidden. It ought to be a confirmation

of faith and an impulse to virile activity for any Catholic, especially

any Catholic Frenchmen of to-day, to read the life of Louis Veuillot
—

" the

soul of a great Christian," as the title of the recent biography puts it

(L'Ame d'un grand Chretien: Esprit de Foi de Louis Veuillot, d'aprds

sa correspondance. Paris : P. Lethielleux.)

One should perhaps call it an autobiography rather than a biography,

ior the author (M. G.' Cerceau) has let Veuillot's own letters tell the

story of his life. And the life is the true life, the inner life, I'homme

intime as the subtitle qualifies the esprit de foi of its subject. The in-

most soul of the hero is laid bare in these letters—his conversion, his

•deep, tender piety, his most intimate communings with his family and

friends, and not least his Christian fortitude under the cross; all these

are revealed with a simplicity and transparency that make the reader

relive the life of the writer.

Amongst the recent publications of the London Catholic Truth Society

which the priest will find especially useful, is a little threepenny pamphlet,

Our Faith, by Cecil Lylburn. Part I appeared some time since; Part II

is now at hand. Its chapters on " Indulgences " and " Exclusive Sal-

vation " are particularly good and sensible. Another of the Society's

pamphlets (a penny in price), entitled Holy Mass, is a little treasure of

•doctrine and devotion. To say that it is from the pen of Mother Loyola

means that it is solid, sane, bright, and practical.

Apropos of this subject it may be well to note here that the Byzantine
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Liturgy—sometimes, though wrongly, called the Greek Mass—has been
translated into English by Mr. Adrian Fortescue, the scholarly author of
the volume on The Orthodox Church recently published by the C. T. S.

The translation appears in a sixpenny pamphlet that bears the title The
Divine Liturgy of our Father amongst the Saints lohn Chrysostom. It

gives the entire liturgy— the rubrics as well as the prayers. Not the

least advantage of becoming thus acquainted with the Greek rite is that

it increases one's admiration for the dignity and simple majesty of the

liturgy of Rome.

The C. T. S. publishes also another pamphlet by Mr. Fortescue, Rome
and Constantinople. Probably nowhere else can one find within the

space of twenty-three pages so clear and satisfactory a statement of the

origin and growth of the Greek Schism.

The penny pamphlet. Our Lady of Lourdes, published recently by the

same Society, is useful not only for its succinct history of the wonderful

grotto, but likewise for the appendix, which gives a full account of one of

the most remarkable cures effected at the shrine, that of Marie Bore!

(August, 1907). The account was prepared from the medical docu-

ments by Mrs. Bellamy Storer and appeared originally in the London
Tablet (18 April, 1908), and subsequently in the Catholic press in this

country. Appreciation of the apologetical value of the account—as those

may remember who read it elsewhere—must be obtained, however, at the

price of swallowing some rather unsavory anatomical descriptions.

The Studies in History, Economics, and Public Law, issued periodi-

cally by the Faculty of Political Science of Columbia University and

published by Longmans & Green, are valuable as collections of data and

suggestions toward theories leading not improbably to certain principles

on the pertinent lines of inquiry. So much has been more than once

emphasized in these pages. Amongst the recent additions to the series

is a brochure of some ninety pages entitled Consanguineous Marriages in

the American Population, by Mr. George Arner, Ph. D. While the writer

does not claim to treat exhaustively or to offer a final solution of all the

problems connected with marriage of kin, he brings together much
statistical information that throws light upon the disputed points of the

matter

The subject statistics suggests the mention of another number in the

same volume of the general series (Vol. XXXI-1908) entitled Adolphe

Quetelet, by Frank Hankins, Ph. D. Quetelet, an eminent Belgian scien-

tist, was born at Ghent in 1796, and died at Brussels in 1874. His works,

which are very numerous, deal mostly with physics, mathematics, and'

statistics. One of them, a popular treatise on astronomy (Traite popu-

laire d'Astronomic . Paris, 1827), was translated into several languages,,

and Houzeau writes of it as " of almost epoch-making importance for

the spread of the knowledge of astronomy." To this high praise Mr..
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Hankins adds the interesting bit of information that " the book at-

tained the distinction of being placed on the Index librorum prohibitorum

by the Catholic Church," a fact, he animadverts, " which hastened and

augmented its wide influence". It would be hard to tell just where Mr.

Hankins got this interesting item—not the animadversion, the origin of

which is patent enough; but the Church's placing on the Index Quetelet's

Popular Astronomy. The present writer has before him the Index pub-

lished by the Propaganda press (Rome), jussu Leonis XIII in quo omnes

libri ab Apostolica Sede usque ad an. 1880 proscripti recensentur; and cer-

tainly Quetelet's name does not appear therein. Neither is it mentioned

in any subsequent or antecedent edition of the Index which the re-

viewer has been able to find. Possibly Mr. Hankins quotes from some

special edition of his own. Apart from this not very important item,

hpwever, the author gives a most engaging sketch of Quetelet's life and

his work and influence as a statistician.
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THE TIME OF THE CRTJCIFIXION.

I.

ON entering upon the consideration of this much vexed

problem, I make no pretension whatever of stating any-

thing new; far less of suggesting any final solution. My in-

tention is merely to propose a possible solution: in fact, the

only one which appears to me probable (until fuller informa-

tion comes to light). The scope of my paper is to aim at

emotions of piety, rather than historical chronology or exegesis

more or less profound.

I take for granted two ideas or principles as above and be-

yond discussion, (i) The truth, the authenticity, and there-

fore the harmony of the different accounts of the sacred writ-

ers: and (2) the fidelity, exactness, and freedom from any

historical error, as also from all chronological interpolation

(especially as far as the present question is concerned) of the

Latin Vulgate version.

II.

Before taking up in detail the discussion of our problem

(viz. the precise moment of our Divine Saviour's Crucifixion),

and before beginning to explain the different texts which offer

to give us the solution of it, let us refresh our memories by

calling to mind the method of computation of time prevalent

among the Hebrews in the time of Christ, as far as the hours

of the day are concerned. These preliminary ideas are essen-
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tial to the examination of the question, and to arriving at the

solution of it.

III.

Various texts in the New Testament show us that the

Hebrews employed two methods of computing the hours of the

day; at all events, of the day-time, properly so-called, which

began at sum ise, and ended at sunset ; whereas the night hours

began at sunset, and ended at sunrise.

The hours of the day (horae diei) were twelve in number,

and were distinguished from those of prayer {horae orationis),

which numbered four.

The total number of hours, reckoning from midday to mid-

day, amounted to twenty-four.

In ordinary parlance both appellations or reckonings were

employed—either when the exact distinction might prove use-

ful, or when it was indicated in the context through circum-

stances sufficiently clear to the understanding of the reader

or hearer.

IV.

The length of the day from sunrise to sunset was greater in

summer than in winter. The longest days of the summer

solstice (21 June) at 32° N. Lat. (at Jerusalem) contain, in

round numbers, fourteen modern hours of sixty minutes. The

shortest days of the winter solstice (21 December) comprise

about ten hours, (Inversely for the night hours.)

Parallel to the variable length of the day, the length of the

day-hours were subject to analogous variations.

The hour of the day (civil) oscillated between seventy

minutes in June and fifty minutes in December.

The hour of prayer (liturgical) comprised, at all seasons of

the year, three civil or common hours.

At the equinoxes, day and night were of equal duration;

each of the twenty-four hours was of the same duration, that

is, contained sixty minutes; just as each of the four liturgical

hours and the four night watches contained one hundred and

eighty modern minutes.
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Sunrise and the commencement of the day, as also the first

civil or liturgical hour, varied between 5 a. m. at the summer
solstice, and 7 a. m. at the winter solstice. In like manner

the close of the day at sunset varied between 7 p. m. in summer,

and 5 p. m. in winter. At the equinoxes 6 a. m. and 6 p. m.

marked respectively the beginning and the close of the day.

Consequently the third hour of the day (for example), fixed

midway between sunrise and noon, oscillated between 8.30

a. m. in summer and 9.30 a. m. in winter, so as to coincide

with our modern 9 a. m. at the time of the equinoxes.

- The sixth hour was always fixed at the solar midday; that

is, at the precise moment when the centre of the sun is in the

plane of the meridian; since the Hebrews of those days were

ignorant of, or did not take into account, the equation of time,

and the mean time, given by our modern chronometers, in

which midday coincides with the solar midday only four times

a year, as everybody knows.

V.

Let us now come to the double division, or we should

rather say the double denomination, evaluation, or extension of

the hours during thei day. (III.)

The division of the hours of the day into twelve is evidently

indicated or supposed in the following passages of the New
Testament

:

St. John 11:9— Respondit Jesus: Nonne duodecim sunt

horae dieif These hours are clearly distinguished from those

of the night :
" Si quis ambulaverit in die, non offendit . . .

si autem ambulaverit in nocte, offendit, quia lux non est in eo."

St. John 1 : 39

—

Hora erat quasi decima, when the two dis-

ciples of St. John the Baptist came to Jesus, " et apud euni

manserunt die ilia."

St. John 4:52

—

Et dixerunt ei [regulo]: Quia heri hora

septima reliquit eum febris.

St. Matthew 20: 1-16, in the parable of the householder

who hires laborers, and sends them to work in his vineyard,

speaks of the first hour of the day (primo mane) ; of the third
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hour {circa horam tertiam) ; of the sixth and ninth {circa

sextam et nonam horam) ; of the eleventh hour {circa unde-

cimam) ; and of the evening or sunset, the twelfth hour {cum

sero autem factum esset, i. e. one hour after the eleventh:

" Hi novissimi una hora fecerunt ").

In the Acts of the Apostles 2: 15, St. Peter takes occasion

from the fact of its being the third hour of the day (sixty-five

minutes in the middle of May; in modern computation from

8.45 to 9.50) to convince the Jews that the supposed intoxica-

tion of the Apostles (whose language was understood by all)

could not be the result of drunkenness, but rather the effect

of quite another cause—the inspiration of the Holy Ghost.

VI.

Let us here remark, once for all, that among the Jews, as

among the Romans, the night was divided into four watches

or guards; as we should say nowadays in military or naval

parlance sentries or watches.

The first began at sunset, the third at midnight, the second

midway between the first and third; the fourth midway be-

tween the third and sunrise. Longer in winter, shorter in

summer, in inverse proportion to the day, each watch com-

prised at the equinoxes three hours of sixty minutes, com-

mencing respectively at 6 p. m., 9 p. m., midnight, and 3 a. m.

The exact moments of sunset and sunrise, especially in the

clear atmosphere of Palestine, being, as they always are, easy

to ascertain, the immediate points were fixed with a relative

precision, but with sufficient exactness, from the movement
and position of the moon and stars, the cockcrow, and other

signs or indications, general or local.

VII.

The division of the day into four hours of Prayer, was the

liturgical division, and consequently official and national

among the people of God. It was exclusively used in the

Temple, among the clergy, priests, levites, temple officials, and
the public generally, among whom the Liturgy was of pre-
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dominant importance, like everything else that had to do with

the Temple, with public prayer, worship, and ceremonies

—

in a word, with the Law of Moses and of the Synagogue re-

garding worship or ritual.

This division of the day into four hours of Prayer coin-

cided with that of the night with its four watches; and was

often so employed with or without specification (§ III).^

The First Hour of Prayer or Prime, when the morning

Sacrifice was offered,^ coincided with sunrise, no matter at

what time of year, and was announced to the City and its

suburbs, from the top of the pinnacle of the Temple, by the

trumpets sounded by Levites appointed to that office : and so on

for the other hours. Prime oscillated, as we have said (IV),

between 5 and 7 a. m., according to the time of sunrise. The

Third Hour or Terce, varied between 8.30 and 9.30 a. m.,

according to the season; that is, midway between Prime and

Sext. The Sixth Hour or Sext was always fixed exactly at

midday. The Ninth Hour or None began midway between

Sext and the evening Sacrifice, from 2.30 to 3.30 p. m.

Each of these four divisions or Hours of Prayer varied in

length, from two hundred and ten minutes or three hours of

seventy minutes in summer, to one hundred and fifty minutes

or three hours of fifty minutes in winter.

The evening prayer and Sacrifice ® were offered at sunset,

varying from 5 p. m. in winter to 7 p. m. in summer, and at

6 p. m. at the equinoxes.

vni.

The intermediate hours of the day (civil or common),

second, fourth, fifth, etc., in liturgical parlance, were included

in the corresponding liturgical hour so that each liturgical hour

(hora orationis) comprised three hours of the day {horas

diei), and was considered as lasting till the liturgical hour

^ See Acts 3 : i. Petrus et Joannes ascendebant in Templum, ad Horam
Orationis nonam, which, in the middle of May, a few days after Pente-

cost, would be about 3.15 P. M.

2 Numbers 28 : 4. » Num. 28
:
4. Exod. 29 : 39.
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next following—precisely like each of the four watches of

the night.

IX.

Hence, for example, at the times of the equinoxes, Prime

began at 6 a. m. and ended at 9 a. m., when the trumpet form-

ally announced Terce, which in its turn lasted till the signal

for Sext, at noon, and so on for the rest; so that the moment
which preceded Sext belonged to Terce; and thus until the

trumpet sounded for Sext it was perfectly correct to say, " It

is the third hour." In other words, in our own liturgical way
of speaking, " It is the hour for Terce," means that Sext has

not yet begun.

X.

Let us, however, keep well in mind that in an age when

clocks, timekeepers of precision, and even seconds and minutes

were unknown; when a man was content with such accuracy

as habit and experience could afford, not to mention the in-

habitants of Jerusalem, who, thanks to the trumpets of the

Temple, knew the exact hour four times a day, and might on

that score think themselves favored, and also cleverer than

their country neighbors in the matter of time-keeping: that

(I say) a poor boatman of Genesareth or Tiberias, trans-

ported to Jerusalem, while feeling himself somewhat out of

his element, troubled, upset by unforeseen events, terrible as

were those of Good Friday, would have other matters to

think of than to fix scientifically the exact times of the

various incidents in the awful drama which he was witnessing,

which he would fain have hindered, and which he little thought

then of recording; and that, desiring forty or fifty years later,

to recall and fix a time such as that of the condemnation of

Jesus by Pontius Pilate, a solemn moment forsooth, as were

all the others of the Passion, he would have been content, like

everybody else then, to write with a little elasticity in point of

time and say : Hora erat quasi sexta.* The time is true, be-

* St. John 19 : 14.
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icause inspired by the Holy Ghost; still, for all that, a little

vague. Indeed one could scarcely expect more; a greater

exactness would have been impossible to verify or even ex-

press : hora quasi sexta was all that could be clearly said to

show that, on the one hand the Third Hour had sounded some-

time before, and that the Sixth had not yet arrived; and on

the other hand, that the time was farther from Terce than

from Sext.

Let us not forget that it is a question of an interval of one

liturgical hour, which, at the equinox, comprised one hundred

and eighty modern minutes, from one sound of the trumpet to

the next, that is from 9 a. m. to 12 noon.

At Jerusalem especially, in the neighborhood of the Temple,

and when the actors in the Passion were all connected with it,

it is but natural that the Evangelist should employ the liturgical

reckoning, being the most ordinarily used both on account of

its religious importance and simplicity, as also of its being the

least liable to error.

In any case it is clear enough that, save for the punctuality

of the four or five official trumpet blasts sounded by the

Levites, and the few succeeding minutes, the remainder of the

time between them could be reckoned and expressed but

vaguely, whether speaking of the trumpet sound preceding

or following.

XL
We know, moreover, that beside St. John, the other Apostles

and Disciples saw little or nothing of the events of the Passion

:

" Tunc discipuli omnes, relicto eo, fugerunt." ^

As for Peter who, thanks to his friend John, had managed

to insinuate himself among the guard of the High Priest's

Court, we can easily understand that after such an event as his

threefold denial, brought home to him by the sorrowing glance

of Jesus, he hastened to go forth so as to weep without inter-

ruption, and kept himself out of the way at a prudent distance."

» St. Mat. 26: 56. St. Mark 14: 50.

«St. Mat. 26:75.
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He and the others, overwhelmed with fear in some hidden

corner of the city or suburbs, and at last either by instinct or

from necessity reunited in the Supper Room or some friendly

abode, yet not venturing to make inquiries as to what was

going on, for fear of compromising themselves, were the most

imperfectly informed as to the chronology of the passing

events, which they only get to know of by more or less accur-

ate and naturally divergent reports of eye-witnesses, and es-

pecially of the Apostle John.

After all, however, the facts are incomparably more im-

portant than the dates ; and hence the conclusion that we must

not be surprised at some inaccuracy on the part of the Gospel

accounts in the matter of dates; and that these should be in-

terpreted and understood as they are written, with all such

elasticity as the truth of the text can allow, in conformity

with the customs of those days; and also making allowance

for the modern methods of measuring time with precision.

XII.

If now we come to expound and place the texts one against

another, we shall see that not only is there no contradiction,

but that they are easily reconcilable and mutually explanatory.

We know already that the principal difficulty lies in the ap-

parently hopeless disagreement between the texts in St. John

19: 14 and St. Mark 15:25. St. John is describing the dif-

ferent events going on in Pilate's pretorium, such as the ex-

amination of Jesus, the appeal to the mob, the scourging, the

crowning with thorns, the Ecce Homo, the renewed examina-

tion of the Accused, the fresh efforts of the judge to quiet the

shouting and seditious mob, in a word his arguments and con-

cessions made in his endeavors by means of irony toward

them, and of pity toward Jesus, to calm His obstinate accusers.

The Governor takes his seat on his tribunal in the place called

Lithostrotos or Gabbatha. It is the eve of the Pasch: Hora

erat quasi sexta. He said to the Jews :
" Behold your King."

A last and supreme effort on the part of the infuriated mob,

and the sentence of condemnation is gained by force.
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" It was about the sixth hour," an expression which in the

writing of St. John merely means that it was nearer the sixth

than the third hour—nearer 12 than 9 (VII and IX).

According to our own computation we may say it was

eleven o'clock. Allowing some minutes for marshaling the

procession, all was then ready to start at 11. 15, perhaps even

earlier. " Tunc ergo tradidit eis Ilium ut crucifigeretur . . .

Susceperunt autem Jesum et eduxerunt." ' The proceeding

was not long, rather was it extremely hurried.

The distance from the Pretorium to Golgotha was barely

four hundred metres, hardly a quarter of an hour's walk.

But let us suppose it took half an hour, in view of the Divine

Victim's exhaustion, who with difficulty dragged Himself

along beneath the heavy burden of the Cross, stumbling, fall-

ing from weakness and weariness, and yet goaded on, and

made to quicken His steps. His meeting His Blessed Mother,

Veronica, the women of Jerusalem, and His repeated falls on

the irregular road, somewhat hindered His progress; while

the aid of the Cyrenean quickened it. Calvary was reached

soon after 11.30; let us say 11.45. The stripping of the

Victim, laying Him on the Cross, and nailing Him thereto,

would take scarcely five minutes.

The Temple trumpet had not yet announced the Sixth Hour
of Prayer; it was only 11.50, and therefore still the Third

Hour, according to the text of St. Mark, whose account times

the exact moment of the Crucifixion : Erat autem hora tertia,

et crucifixerunt Eum.^

This twenty-fifth verse of St. Mark continues and completes

the twenty-fourth, and should be rendered :
" It was the third

hour when they crucified Him." That is, the trumpet of the

Sixth Hour had not yet sounded when they crucified Him, and

hence it was still the Third Hour.

The raising of the Cross would require some minutes more,

demanding as it did considerable skill in order to place the foot

of the Cross in the hole prepared to receive it. That being

' St. John 19 : 16. « 15 : 25.
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done, the trumpet of the Sixth Hour sounds its funereal blast

in the midst of the gathering gloom. It is midday, but a

midday of darkness : Et facta hora sexta, tenebrae factae sunt

per totam terrain usque in horam nonam.^

It would appear that those who were absent from the scene

were struck by the sudden and mysterious darkness, more than

those who were eye-witnesses of it; for the three Synoptists

mention it, while St. John says nothing about it. His in-

tense love and sorrow, entirely directed toward Jesus and

Mary, account for his not noticing minor details. This very

fact is an evidence of the authenticity, independence, sincerity,

and truth of his witness to the events which he records.

XIII.

Behold the Divine Victim raised upon the Cross at noon

—

the Hour of Sext ! There He hangs in agony for three hours

(i. e. civil or common hours), and at length breathes His last

at three o'clock in the afternoon, the Hour of None. Et hora

nona exclamavit Jesus voce magna . . . Jesus autem emissa

voce magna expiravit.^'^ It is then that the Veil of the Temple

is rent from top to bottom, and the hearts of those assembled

for the prayer of the ninth hour are struck with terror (Mark

15:38; Matthew 27:51). It is then that the earth quakes,

the rocks are rent, the sepulchres are opened, and the dead arise

to enter into the city, on the morning of His Resurrection, and

announce the truth (Mat. 27: 53) which had stirred the heart

of the centurion (who, with his men, was guarding the Cruci-

fied), and made him declare aloud his belief in the Divinity

of Christ.

No doubt, after this, these men made a full report of what

had happened to Pontius Pilate the Governor, and so paved

an easy way for Joseph of Arimathea, when he came to beg

for permission to take the Body of Jesus.
^^

Probably, after all was over, they became the best informers

9 St. Mark 15 : 33. St. Mat. 27 : 45. St. Luke 23 : 44.

i<> Mark 15 : 34-37 ; Mat. 27 : 46-50 ; Luke 23 : 44-46.

11 Mat. 27:45-55; Mark 15:33-39; Luke 23:44-48; John 19:30.
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of the Apostles and Disciples of the course of events on that

memorable day.

The two thieves crucified on either side of Jesus, having

suffered for less time than He, and being- less exhausted, died

after Him, when their legs had been broken, as was often

necessary in order to terminate the victims' sufferings: the

more so, too, on that particular day, when it was not desirable

that the bodies should be left on the crosses during the

Paschal Sabbath. But when the soldiers came to Jesus, who
had already died at the Hour of None, they thought it useless

to T^reak His legs. However, in order to make sure, and per-

haps moved by sentiments of humanity, one of them (unus

militum) pierced His side with a spear, as St. John tells us,

being present at the time, et continuo exivit sanguinis et aqua}^

XIV.

Meanwhile Joseph, the councillor, having already arranged

with Nicodemus, goes in company with his colleague, the cen-

turion (who had to make his report to the governor), to see

Pilate and ask him for the Body of Jesus.

When once criminals were dead, their relatives and friends

could claim their bodies, provided that their death had been

duly and officially certified. Pilate, worried, nervous, a prey

to remorse, and influenced by his wife, is astonished and al-

most regrets to hear of the death of Jesus, the Just One.

Hence he gladly gives the requisite authorization, on hearing

the centurion's evidence.^'

XV.

Since the death of Jesus at the ninth hour, the darkness had

somewhat dispersed; but the day remained gloomy, and the

evening closed in apace. It might have been five o'clock when

Joseph and Nicodemus, assisted by their friends, detached

and reverently took down the Holy Body from the Cross."

After a preliminary washing and hurried embalmment of the

12 John 19:34.

"Mat. 27:58; Mark 15:44; Luke 23:50-53; John 19:38.

"Mat. 27:59; Mark 15:46; Luke 23:53; John 19:38-42.
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Sacred Body, soon after 5.30, it was laid close to where the

Cross had stood, in the tomb of the rich councillor, who was

happy and honored by being able to give a resting-place to

the Sacred Body of the Redeemer in the sepulchre which he

had made for himself in the rock/"*

All these operations and the closing of the Holy Sepulchre

being accomplished, the little band, consisting of the Mother

and friends of Jesus, silently made their way back to the city.

At this moment was heard the Temple trumpet announcing

the evening Prayer and Sacrifice, heralding the beginning of

the solemn Paschal Sabbath. It was the liturgical Hour of

Vespers, and the moment of the setting of the sun. Coin-

cidence truly mysterious

!

XVI.

—

Summary and Conclusion.

11 a. m. Jesus condemned to death and delivered to the

Jews by Pontius Pilate, the Governor.

11.45 ^' ^- Jesus is fastened to the Cross.

12 noon. Jesus is raised on the Cross.

3 p. m. Jesus dies on the Cross.

5 p. m. Jesus is taken down from the Cross.

5.30 p. m. Jesus is laid in the sepulchre, whence He will

rise again the third day, at the rising of the sun.

Athanasius Avignon, O.S.B.

St. Augustine's, Ramsgate, England.

THE PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY OF SCRUPLES.

IN the chapters on Mental Diseases and Spiritual Direction,

and Paranoia, a Study in Cranks, of the volume of Es-

says in Pastoral Medicine by Dr. Austin O'Malley and my-
self ^ considerable attention is devoted to certain phases of

advance in our knowledge of mental and nervous diseases in

recent times, an acquaintance with which appears likely to be

of advantage to the confessor and of benefit to his penitents.

^^ Mat. 27:60; cf. loc. sup. cit.

1 Essays in Pastoral Medicine, Longmans, Green & Co., New York, 1907.
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The subject of scruples is touched on to a certain extent, but

it has seemed that much more might be said on this matter,

and that the relative influence of the physical and psychical

elements in the production of scrupulosity is important as

showing how at times this bothersome feature of the spiritual

life may be due entirely to causes that have little or nothing to

do with spiritual things. Indeed, scruples apparently prove

on investigation to be very often nothing more than manifesta-

tions of certain conditions of the mind and of the nervous sys-

tem which can be better understood by the physician than

by* the clergyman, and better appreciated by those who are

familiar with certain principles in the recognition and treat-

ment of nervous and mental diseases than by others.

A scruple would, I suppose, be best defined in scientific

language as an inhibitory impulse not founded on any suffi-

cient reason. It is a motive that prevents the accomplishment

of something, or occupies the individual's mind to the ex-

clusion of other thoughts without any entirely reasonable cause

or justification therefore. The etymological signification of

the word gives from the figurative standpoint an excellent

idea of its literal meaning. Scrupulum, the Latin word
from which it is derived, is a small rough or sharp stone, bear-

ing some relation to the Greek aKvpog, which denotes a stone

chip. A scruple then is something that comes in our path

and does not cause us to fall, yet may be the source of such

a slip or bruise as to make it impossible for us to walk

further or at least render progress very difficult. It may
cause a turn of the ankle with confinement to bed, though

then it is something more than the scrupulum or little stone,

while usually it simply gives rise in us to such a dread of

further hurting ourselves that we fear to go on. It is the fear

rather than the actual hurt that is the compelling motive. A
scruple is indeed so trivial a thing, as a rule, that it is often

extremely difficult to understand just how it has been able to

bring about the stoppage of action, the state of inhibition or

moral impossibility to go on, which is so frequently associated

with it and so characteristic of its influence.
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Scruples in the spiritual life are usually referred to dreads

lest something has happened, or more often may happen, that

would put the spiritual life in danger. The intention of the

individual in the matter is the best in the world—of that there

is no question—yet the dread overhangs and paralyzes effort.

Reason clears it up for the moment, yet it insists on coming

back and bothering once more. Good counsel which inspires

confidence may put it away for a good while, but it will re-

assert itself almost inevitably. After one scruple has dis-

appeared, another somewhat different, though usually along

related lines, comes to replace it. It is evidently the individ-

ual rather than the scruple that is at fault ; and ordinary people

fail to understand why men who seem to be quite rational

should be so inhibited by " one poor scruple " even in some

good that they are doing.

Sometimes there comes the forbidding thought that possibly

there is such a lack of will power or of judgment as may set

the individual, if not among the distinctly irrational, at least

among those who are not well balanced in mind. The dis-

cussion of these problems then, with only the spiritual life in

view, is, as can readily be understood, quite incomplete be-

cause they relate intimately to many phases of the psychic con-

dition of the individual and his physical life. The study

of the physical condition that underlies these psychic states

throws much light on many difficulties, and affords as a rule

not a little consolation to those bothered by scrupulosity, as

well as to the persons who have their spiritual direction at

heart.

Nothing is commoner for the physician who has much to

do with nervous patients than to have them tell him about

the dreads which frequently oppress them, that something un-

toward—they cannot tell what—is about to happen to them.

At least once a week I have to tell patients to remember the

expression attributed to St. Anthony the hermit in reply to the

young man seeking a precious heritage of advice from the

old saint that would serve to lighten his path in the spiritual

life : "I am an old man and I have had many troubles, but most
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of them never happened." It is not alone nervous patients,

meaning by that those who come to physicians, who have

dreads of things happening to them, but nearly everyone who
lives much indoors and especially those who have not an ab-

sorbing and varied occupation. Even with an absorbing oc-

cupation, if there is not that physical exercise in the open air

which burns up certain products of nutrition, these seem to

prove irritant for nerve centres and people suffer from dreads.

Often these are vague and quite without definite significance.

Patients wake in the morning wondering what it is that is

overhanging them, and it requires no little effort to shake off

the feeling of some sort of incubus. It is surprising how
often physical pain or fatigue will dispel these states of mind,

for the time being at least.

It must not be forgotten that it is usually after sleep, during

which for a considerable period the inhibitory power of the

will over these dreads has been in abeyance, that they are

likely to assert themselves most. The doctor finds as a rule

that people who are suffering from functional nervous dis-

ease, and who have no lesion of any organ to account for their

symptoms, are usually worst in the morning, that is they have

many more sources of complaint; while toward evening most

of their dreads and fears drop from them and they become

quite bright and cheerful. In organic disease just exactly

the opposite is true. Patients feel best after the long rest of

the night, and become tired and complain more toward even-

ing. People are much more troubled by scruples in the morn-

ing as a rule than in the evening. This has been attributed

to the fact that spiritual exercises of many kinds are more

commonly performed in the morning. While of course this

is true, it does not tell the whole story, since it may be safely

asserted that all the dreads are worst in the morning. Ac-

cordingly relief is often experienced from certain forms of

scruples if the religious exercises are transferred to the even-

ing hours.

It is curious to note how many cases involving nervous

symptoms of various kinds illustrate, from the physical side,
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conditions that are commonplaces in the spiritual life. When
they occur in the course of spiritual exercises of various kinds,

these symptoms often take on an apparent significance which

really does not belong to them, and which they lose when

viewed in the light thrown on them by a study of mere physi-

cal symptoms. Nothing is commoner than to have penitents

fear that they have omitted something in their confession.

No amount of attention is sufficient to enable them to over-

come this dread of an incomplete confession. They have the

best of intention in the world, and there is no question of their

wishing to conceal anything, but in their excitement they for-

get to tell something. Usually it is not very important, but

they worry about it. If allowed to repeat their confession

they are not always relieved, for there is often something else

that they have to worry about. The second time the sense

of relief at having told everything will cause them to forget

their act of contrition, or to repeat it so hurriedly that they

are not sure about it, and so there is something else to bother

about. ^

Compare for a moment a case like this with the cases of the

dread of having failed to do something that is important in

2 Not a few of these cases in which confession is a source of worry
for patients eventually come into the hands of physicians. Some of them
at least become so worried over their confessions that they work them-

selves up into quite a nervous state. Not infrequently a patient who will

have been getting along very well in that condition of nervous weakness

which has been dignified by the name of neurasthenia (George Eliot once

said we map out our ignorance in long Greek names), will make up her

mind to go to confession, and the result will be quite a relapse into ner-

vousness from which she was gradually convalescing. It is from such

cases that physicians sometimes derive a prejudice against the effect of

confession generally and will say that it disturbs rather than alleviates

patients' minds. Occasionally even physicians may under such circum-

stances discourage patients from going to confession, though as a rule

this is a mistake even from the medical standpoint. The fear of con-

fession for no good reason continues to grow, and as the patient will

not be satisfied without going, what is needed is discipline, only a single

confession ever being allowed at a time and scruples being discouraged

by reasoning, and not by permissions to make confessions good which

were quite good enough before. (With apologies to Directors.)
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their occupations in life with which specialists in nervous

diseases are often brought into contact. A broker or lawyer

gets out to the elevator in the office building or a merchant

reaches the sidewalk and wonders whether he has locked the

safe. He persuades himself that he has and goes on

homeward ; but by the time he gets to the elevated station his

apprehension of possibly not having locked it becomes so

strong that he goes back to determine the matter. He finds

as a rule almost without exception that it was locked as he

thought it was, though this fact will not help him much the

next time such a dread comes over him. Sometimes by the

time he has reached his home station on the elevated he is

overtaken with the dread that when he came out of the office,

after having gone back to see whether the safe was locked,

he may in the sense of relief that had come over him in

finding all in order, have failed to lock the door of the office

properly. He will not be at peace unless he goes back to see

about this. But even then he will still have some doubts

that harass him: the window has been left open, or he failed

to shut the transom properly or something may be wrong.

Just as this point is of service when transferred from the

physical to the spiritual life, so there are many other analogies,

though always analogies, that are of value in dealing with

scruples.

Many people have the idea and are rendered extremely

worried by it, that they cannot keep in a state of grace. Some
of them, apparently with the best intention in the world, can-

not go to confession at night with the idea of going to Com-

munion next morning, lest in the meantime they should com-

mit some sin. For this class of people the reception of the

sacraments is always unsatisfactory unless Confession and

Communion are rather close together and without their leaving

the Church. It is not that they are especially weak, nor that

they actually give way to sin, for if, having gone to confession

the night before, they get the opportunity to go again in the

morning before Communion, there is usually nothing worth

while for them to tell. They are simply over-anxious and
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fearful lest there should be anything. If they allow the

thought that they are to go to Communion in the morning to

get out of their mind at all they are fearful lest some

other thought should have come in and been entertained, if

but for a moment, that would make them unworthy of ap-

proaching the Sacrament in the morning. Reasoning is of

little avail, and they continue to worry themselves and their

confessors.

Doctors often see cases that resemble this very much where

the worry has nothing at all to do with spiritual things or

delicacy of conscience or any fear of the commission of sin.

Some of our patients are very much afraid of dirt. There are

many more of this kind of people than would ordinarily be

imagined. They are usually extremely sensitive as to clean-

liness of all kinds, but they are always afraid lest they

should get their fingers or face soiled. Since in recent years

so much has been written and talked of microbes, they refer

their anxiety about cleanliness to the fear of bacteria; but

these cases had been seen before bacteriology attracted so much
popular attention, and this is only one of the excuses that are

so commonly given for these unreasoning dreads. These

people who fear dirt beyond measure wash themselves over

and over again, ten, twenty even thirty times a day. When-
ever they touch anything they must go wash their hands.

They frequently so rub the skin off them that they become sore

and develop various forms of artificial dermatitis because of

the mechanical removal of the epidermis and the irritation of

soap and water. No amount of reasoning will keep them

from doing this. It may be pointed out to them that most

people enjoy quite good health without any such solicitude

about cleanliness, but that makes no difference to them.

They go on with their eternal washings in spite of the

medical advice, and often become an intolerable nuisance to

their friends. I was asked to see in consultation some years

ago a young fellow of twenty who could do nothing for a living

for himself and his mother though they needed his wages, be-

cause he lost position after position from his insistence on
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having to wash his hands so frequently during business hours.

When he got a new position he would for a while succeed in

keeping himself from the severer manifestations of his affliction

(for such it really was), but after a time it came back.

Needless to say, he could not take many kinds of work; he

did not care to handle books that had been handled by others

before him and so, though he was a good bookkeeper, the

very sight of an old set of books was enough to deter him

from taking the position. I convinced myself that he was

not at all what is popularly called a faker or more scientifically

a malingerer. He was not trying to avoid work; he was a

good worker so long as he could keep his position, but in

spite of his good will there was great difficulty for him to get

along. Milder cases of this kind one sees so often in a prac-

tice where nervous patients are frequent that after a while they

cease to impress one.

The curious things that some of these people will do shows

how deep-seated is their dread of dirt. Some of the women
who are afflicted with the affection would not think for a mo-

ment of touching a door-knob; they make all sorts of ex-

cuses to wait for somebody else to open the door. Often they

will not confess their unwillingness to touch an object that is

handled by so many people. At the door of a store they will

find some excuse to pause a moment until someone else opens

the door. They would not think for a moment of handling a

library book that had been used by others. They sometimes

put themselves to considerable discomfort and inconvenience

by refusing to touch the railing of a boat or railway station

or the balustrade of a porch or even a house stairway. These

patients are amusing when they come to visit the physician.

Of course they are particularly careful about touching the

doorknob in his house, and they avoid with diligent watchful-

ness the backs of chairs or the books or magazines that may be

in his waiting-room, because patients have touched them. As
a rule they are very reluctant to shake hands with a physician,

and have many devices for avoiding this unpleasant courtesy.

I have one patient who is extremely polite and used to allow
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me to touch just the tips of his fingers. Finally when he got

to know me better he said one day :
" Please do not ask me

to shake hands, Doctor; you know that you doctors have to

handle so many unclean things that I would rather not have to

shake hands each time."

We would rather naturally expect that a clergyman would
not have scruples with regard to the possibility of inadvertent

sin, and would have confidence enough in himself to know
that with his will firmly fixed toward good he could not com-

mit a fault, yet occasionally they are found (at least I am told

so) almost as bad as the most scrupulous of their penitents

in this matter. In the same way we might reasonably expect

that physicians would not have this fear of dirt or mysophobia

as it is called from the Greek word /"wo? for dirt. Physicians

do not escape however this physical scrupulosity, any more

than clergymen the excessive spiritual scruples. I know one

distinguished physician, a dear old professor, who has most

of the symptoms of this curious affiiction and who has as

many devices as he has patients almost for avoiding having

to shake their hands. The fact that he is a specialist in skin

diseases makes it all the harder for him to follow his pro-

fession yet keep from possible contamination.

With regard to one of these cases, a young man who was

rubbing the skin off his hands with his interminable washing,

I was once asked by his over-worried mother whether I did

not think that marriage might be good for him or might

even prove curative. I do not know just on what principle

friends had been suggesting the possibility that marriage might

be helpful, but I suppose with something of the same idea that

possessed people who used to advise marriage for the hysteri-

cal. Apparently on this same principle scrupulous people are

supposed sometimes to be better off in convents or in the re-

ligious life. I do not think that either of these advices is

justified by the known results. For both marriage and the

religious life a firm basis of strong, sane, thorough-going com-

mon sense is the best guarantee of happiness for themselves,

and above all happiness for others who are associate^, with
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fhem. There is in both classes of cases, the over-scrupulous

and the mysophobists, a certain lack of mental stability, and

above all an absence of the *' sweet reasonableness " that

makes for personal happiness and that of others. Their own
happiness seems out of the question unless they can discipline

themselves into a rational attitude of mind toward their fail-

ings. The happiness of others can be best secured by their

assuming as few obligations as are possible. Neither marri-

age nor the taking of vows changes the nature of the individ-

uals, and these people have the source of their unhappiness

within themselves.

There is only one panacea for these ills, physical and spirit-

ual, and that is such discipline of mind as will lead to the for-

mation of habits opposed to their unfortunate tendencies.

These states are not actual insanities, though the French speak

of them as follies, and use the same word for certain forms

of insanity. Many of these curious indecisive states of mind

in which people cannot make up their minds as to whethe^

things are so or not, are grouped under what the French call

la folie du doute—the doubting mania. They are of course

looked at from another standpoint as forms of paranoia. This

is the word that the old Greeks invented to express that a

man is beside himself, or beside his own mind, and so unable

to make it up rationally. Looked at from this standpoint the

necessity for discipline becomes more manifest, and individ-

uals thus afflicted, instead of nursing the delusion at the be-

ginning of such troubles that possibly these are manifesta-

tions of some special tendency toward spirituality, will realize

their danger from the ordinary physical and psychical stand-

point.

A very interesting set of dreads are those associated with

looking down from high places. Everybody experiences them

to some degree. No one can look over the edge of a high

building without a shudder. Even the workmen on high

buildings must gradually accustom themselves to working at

a height. Everyone who goes close to the edge of the Falls

at Niagara has a sense of wanting to start back, and unless
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a strong railing is just in front of them of good height, they

are likely to be so uncomfortable while standing there that it

quite takes away their sense of pleasure in the beauty and sub-

limity of the scene. This is known by the Greek name of

akrophobia or the fear of a high place, and the condition

illustrates very well the way in which dreads affect people.

Practically everyone has the fear of great heights. Some
people have a dread of even small heights, and a few get nerv-

ous at even a slight elevation above their surroundings if there

is not something in front of them. Some people even cannot

sit on the front row of a balcony in a hall or theatre, nor

kneel in the front of a gallery or organ loft without experienc-

ing an extreme feeling of discomfort that becomes almost

painful, if for some reason they are required to continue in

this position.

Some of them explain that the reason why they cannot be

comfortable under such circumstances as require their looking

down from a height is that it makes them dizzy and they fear

that they may fall over; others say that they fear that they

may be tempted to throw themselves over, and the constant

necessity for resisting the impulse makes them miserable.

How much there may be in these explanations is hard to say.

These people are prone to find reasons for what they do,

though their actions are usually without reason. The reasons

found are often the result of after-thought—an attempt to

explain to themselves as well as to others why they are

bothered in this way. What is sure is that they have an in-

tense sense of discomfort, a feeling of tightness round the

chest that becomes almost a sense of suffocation if they per-

sist in looking down from a precipitous height of any kind and

a mental excitement rather poignant in character which lasts

for a good while afterward. This is due to the effort to re-

press the dread and may result in loss of appetite and fre-

quently causes disturbance of sleep during the night after-

ward, if the effort is persisted in.

These symptoms would seem to be purely physical and to

have very little relation with anything that would interest the
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•spiritual director, yet there is a corresponding set of dis-

comforts that sometimes prove very annoying in the spiritual

life. I think I can say without any breach of confidence

that there are more than half a dozen priests who have told

me in the course of professional visits of the difficulty they

experience in saying Mass at a High Altar. They have no

difficulty at all in saying Mass on the level of the floor in a

convent. Even being up a single step disturbs them but

slightly. To be up the five or six steps of a high altar, how-

ever, completely unnerves some of them. They have the feel-

ing that they may fall and so they have to cling to the altar at

times. When they go to the side of the altar for the Gospel

or for the ablutions they have to be careful not to approach

anywhere near the edge of the step because their feelings al-

most overcome them. The effort to sustain themselves is so

great that they become quite fatigued and often come down
from the altar almost exhausted. With nearly all of these

dreads there is a sense of suffocation. This sometimes gives

these priests the feeling that they may faint and the difficulty

about the finishing of their Mass adds to their anxiety. It is

a species of akrophobia for a special condition.

The value of discipline in overcoming such dreads will per-

haps best be realized from what happens with regard to the

disturbing effect of looking down from a height when deliber-

ate training to overcome it is instituted. All the workmen
who now can be employed at heights without any difficulty,

originally had at least some feeling of discomfort when they

began to work in high places. This is in reality a physical

and not a psychic manifestation. Ordinarily our eyes are

fixed on objects near us, and a portion of our sense of equili-

brium is dependent on this fixation of vision on steady objects

not far from us. Anyone who has sat in a railroad train and

had the curious feeling that his own train was moving when

a neighboring car was passing will realize this. Whenever

the nearest objects to us are not fixed, or when our immediate

surroundings are so far from us that it requires a special effort

of vision to fixate them, then a sense of insecurity invades the
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body that requires a special effort to overcome it. This is the

physical portion of the dread of heights, and the keeping-up

of this effort tires and eventually exhausts the individual.

Workmen gradually learn, however, to overcome the neces-

sity that existed previously for having some object of vision

close up to them. After a time then, it does not make much
difference whether they are ten feet or a hundred feet or even

a thousand feet from the ground, they walk with as much
confidence as if they were on terra iirma. A board a foot

wide on the ground makes a wide bridge over a muddy place.

Up a hundred feet in the air it produces on the unaccustomed

the feeling that there is almost nothing to walk on. The
workmen overcome this by gradual habituation. Practically

all the dreads can be overcome in this way. With regard to

the dread of saying Mass at a high altar I have found that

it could be overcome to a noteworthy extent by having the

priest say his office while walking up and down on a high

altar. At first he will stand or even have to lean against

the altar with some tremor. After a time his movements-

will become freer and then he will become habituated as does-

the workman to the height. There are very few who cannot

overcome their dread under proper discipline. As I finish

this subject I feel sure that there are many priests who have

suffered somewhat from this affliction who have not quite real-

ized the cause of it and to whom some of this will be a

revelation.

Since, as may be seen from what has been said, the dreads

that are brought to the doctor's notice resemble in a striking

way the scruples that are submitted to the spiritual director,

some idea of the treatment that the physician finds of service-

will be interesting and probably valuable to the clergyman. It

may be said at once that the most important form of treat-

ment is by suggestion. We have heard much in recent years

of psycho-therapeutics, and it is in ailments of the kind we have

been describing, and in the breaking-up of habits of various

kinds that psycho-therapeutics plays the largest role. Patients

must be made to realize that their condition, whether it refers
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to over-solicitude with regard to duties in ordinary life or

duties in the spiritual life, is really morbid and due to func-

tional disturbances in their mode of action. They must be

made to see that their doubts are unreasonable, and that de-

cided effort of their own will is needed in order to overcome

the tendency to revert to doubts about everything that they

do. Above all, for those who are bothered spiritually it must

be made clear that there are many similarities between their

condition and ordinary nervous patients, and that they are

enjoying no special favor of spiritual trial nor on the other

hand suffering any special persecution from unseen powers.

This putting of many phases of the subject of scrupulosity on

the plane of the merely physical and psychic at once simplifies

the matter and encourages scrupulous individuals to over-

come their troubles.

Of course this cannot be done all at once. Doubts come

back in other forms. New explanations are needed. En-

couragement must be given in many ways. In recent years

there is a new term in medicine that has become a favorite.

New terms are prone to be abused and made to cover much
more ground than they ought to. This one, however, deserves

to be considered with regard to these conditions. It is

psychasthenia or weakness of psyche. The reason for the

Greek word is that these people are not usually of a low order

of intelligence, but they do lack a certain faculty of soul, the

power to apply their intelligent conclusions practically to life

and its problems. Psychasthenia now assumes most of the

role that used to be assigned to neurasthenia. It is recog-

nized that it is not a question of nervous system but of the

force behind the nervous system or the way it is applied in

action. Fortunately these people are much helped by sug-

gestion, and by mental discipline their condition may be much
improved.

There are many physical methods of treatment, however,

that may be successfully applied in these cases. It is not an

unusual thing to find that sufferers from dreads and scruples

are run down in weight and are getting less sleep than they
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ought to. For at least three-fourths of them an added hour

or two of sleep at night and a gain of one tenth of their body

weight in avoirdupois will be of decided benefit. It is almost

a rule that such nervous persons do not eat much breakfast.

They feel worse in the morning, and they have a decided dis-

inclination to food at this time. Their appetite for their mid-

day meal is pretty good and for the evening meal quite normal,

but the average man and woman of the present day, living

under ordinary circumstances, needs three meals a day. One
of the first things then to be done is to dictate that they shall

eat a heartier breakfast than before. If this seems difficult at

the beginning, then certain tonic drugs should be prescribed

to stimulate appetite. Needless to say, the appetite is not

likely to improve unless the bodily functions generally are in

good order, and this must be seen to at once, or the success of

any other remedial measures is doubtful.

Not infrequently it will be found that such people have de-

veloped what may be called a scrupulosity with regard to

their food as well as other things. They read here and there

in the newspapers and in books, that this or that form of food

is liable to produce indigestion or is difficult of digestion, and

they eliminate it from their diet. One article follows another

in this elimination until they are able to take only a very

limited number of food varieties. This is practically always a

mistake. Most of the popular articles on dietetics are non-

sense. Much more of the so-called indigestion is above the

neck than below it. Nearly everyone who stays much in-

doors and tries to lead the intellectual life has some dis-

comfort during digestion. This is not increased by the quan-

tity of food taken within certain limits nor by the quantity of

liquid takenwith the food, provided unreasonably large amounts

are not taken. Indigestion is especially likely to be trouble-

some if patients think much about this subject. At every

moment every portion of our bodies is producing a sensation

which we can appreciate, if we let our minds dwell on that

particular portion of our body sufficiently to allow the sen-

sation to become manifest. It has been well said that a regu-
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lar boiler factory of sensations is streaming up to our central

nervous system at all times. We have learned to neglect our

sensations except when they assume a certain intensity or

when for some purpose we deliberately pay attention to lesser

degrees of sensation. We can render ourselves very miserable,

however, by keeping our attention fixed on particular portions

of the body, for we are sure to find sensations present in them

and these persistent sensations become extremely discomfort-

ing if dwelt on.

The usual advice then for these patients is to forget their

supposed digestive discomfort, eat a rather large variety

of food and in general build themselves up. Sources of worry

that prevent this must be removed. At times of emotional

stress their symptoms are much more notable. One of my
patients who doubts whether he locks his safe and his office

door, knows now when these doubts begin to assail him be-

yond a certain degree, that he needs to have his physical

condition seen to. Three times in half a dozen years he

found that he has come to neglect his eating and has lost

in weight, and then these symptoms have become more marked

than before. This same thing is true of scruples, and indeed

the two conditions are so like one another that nothing else

could be expected.

There are certain drugs that seem to make people less

sensitive, less likely to be disturbed by their emotions. Es-

pecially when there is disturbance of sleep one class of drugs,

the bromides, often acts like a charm in lessening the mental

disturbance and diminishing the doubts that have come to

exist with regard to nearly every form of activity in life.

There are certain drugs that seem to make people much less

sensitive to the annoyances that give rise to doubts and scruples

in the physical and psychic life, and that would doubtless act

the same way with regard to the offeitdicula of the spiritual

life. Needless to say these people must never be given opium

in any form, nor indeed any of the habit-forming drugs, be-

cause they are especially liable to form habits of all kinds.

Between regulation of diet and sleep, however, and the ad-
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ministration of certain stimulant and soothing remedies prob-

ably as much could be done for scruples as the physician is

able to accomplish for their physical analogues, the dreads

and worries of the physical life, and this is not a little.

James J. Walsh.
New York.

MEMBERS OF RELIGIOUS ORDERS COLLECTING FUNDS.

BY a decree of 27 March, 1896, the S. Congregation of

Bishops and Regulars sought to check some of the

abuses arising from indiscriminate appeals for charity by per-

sons claiming to be professed religious and wearing the garb

of some recognized Order. The lack of uniform modes of

authorization had not only enabled impostors to collect money

under false pretenses from the charitably disposed, but also

had induced some members of religious Orders to make mendi-

cancy their business, and thereby caused a gradual departure

in certain communities from the religious spirit, and not infre-

quently drew discredit upon the Orders whose superiors ap-

peared to sanction the abuse. This decree applied directly

to religious Orders of women, whose conduct in such matters

would naturally be more open to criticism.

A recent act, dated 8 May, 1908, issues similar restrictions

and regulations affecting the religious communities of men,

whose members are sent out of their houses to collect for

charitable purposes.

As the latter decree makes no distinction in regard to the

particular countries or the local conditions for which it is

chiefly intended, it will not be judged amiss if we direct at-

tention to certain features of the legislation which, as they

deal with privileges and exemptions, seem to call for some
discrimination in their practical application.

The first paragraph of the regulation deals with the mendi-

cant Orders. It allows them the privilege of collecting in

any diocese in which they have a convent, without the special

permission of the Ordinary. They require only the authoriza-
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tion of their own religious superior, since the fact that the

convent was estabhshed in the diocese by the permission of

the Ordinary is supposed to be sufficient approval on the part

of the diocesan authorities of the methods by which the

mendicant community gains its support. Outside the diocese

in which these religious have a convent, they must, of course,

obtain the leave of the Ordinary for collecting in his diocese.

Once granted this permit is good, however, until expressly

revoked by the bishop of the diocese where the collections are

made. The term for making collection is limited in such a

way that no member of the Order can continue the quest longer

than one month at a time in his own diocese, or for longer than

two months outside the diocese. But this limitation is in-

tended to conserve the religious interests of the individual who
collects, rather than to limit the quest for alms, since appar-

ently another member of the community may take the place

of the previous collector, and so on for an indefinite period

of time.

Regarding religious institutes which are not classed as men-

dicant, the privilege of collecting for charitable purposes, out-

side the territory or sphere legitimately assigned them by the

terms of their foundation, is much more restricted. The de-

cree prohibits religious who are not mendicants from collecting

without previously having obtained the permission of the Holy

See. After this the bishop of the diocese is to give his written

consent, which is to be secured by the superior of the religious

who is sent to collect. No exemption from the rules is to be

recognized unless it can be supported by written authorization

from the Holy See.

Religious who wish to collect for foreign missions must

present letters of authorization from the respective apostolic

vicars or prefects of their territory, and also from their own
religious superiors. The Holy See wishes that they have,

moreover, an authorization from the S. Congregation of Pro-

paganda, in due form and of a date which is recent.

Ordinaries who allow religious to collect in their dioceses

under the above-mentioned conditions are to certify their con-
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sent in writing, which is to be done on the face of the original

document of authorization, with due details as to name, time,

and place, in order to prevent misunderstanding or misuse.

If any religious, whether mendicant or otherwise, misapply

his privilege or give scandal, the bishop is empowered, as

special delegate of the Holy See, to order him back to his con-

vent, and to notify the superior of the inordinate conduct of

such religious. If the superior fails to coerce his subject prop-

erly, the Ordinary is to report the matter forthwith to the Holy

See. The foregoing are some of the chief provisions of the

document in question; the full text is given in the Analecta

(pp. 455-9)- •

Two questions present themselves to the American reader

of the decree.

1. Who are the mendicant Orders here referred to as enjoy-

ing the special privilege of collecting funds within their own
territory, independently of the customary control which the

Ordinary has been hitherto supposed to exercise in such cases ?

2. Does the privilege extend to the members of recognized

mendicant Orders in the United States? And, if not, do the

restrictions which, according to the terms of the decree, apply

to the other religious Orders—namely, that they obtain per-

mission from the Holy See for collections taken up by their

members within or outside the diocese in which they reside

—do these restrictions bind the members of the mendicant

Orders in the United States or wherever they enjoy the same

missionary and pastoral privileges which are universally ac-

corded to them in English-speaking countries?

The first question is answered by canonists in a way which

leaves it somewhat doubtful whether the common application

of the term mendicant may be extended beyond the Dominican

and Franciscan Orders, which include the Minor Conventuals,

the Capuchins, and Tertiaries who follow the rule of St

Francis. In general, the name is applied to Orders which by

the terms of their original Constitution are prevented from

possessing property (bona immohilia), whether personally or

in common, that would yield them a regular income or ^up-
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port. In other words, they were intended by their founders

to Hve solely by alms. Some canonists include in this category

the Hermits of St. Augustine, the Carmelites, the Minims,

the Jesuits, the Servites, and the Passionists.^ But the present

Roman Canon Law groups under the head of mendicants the

Dominicans, the Franciscans (Friars Minor), Minor Con-

ventuals, Minor Capuchins, Regular Tertiaries of St. Francis,

Augustinians (Hermits, Calced and Discalced), Carmelites

(Caked and Discalced), Fathers of Mercy (St. Peter Nolasco

and- St. Raymond, reformed by P. Alfonso di Monreale),

Trinitarians (Discalced), Servites, Minims (St. Francis of

Paula), Hospitallers of St. John of God, and two orders not

much known in America—the Romitani of St. Jerome, and the

Institute of Penance, founded by Blessed John Varella in

1752. These Orders, leading a community life, are pledged

not only by the three vows of chastity, obedience, and renun-

ciation of personal property, but are moreover debarred from

common ownership or income by which a community may
ordinarily secure itself against the necessity of appealing to

charity for its sustenance.

How far this requirement of absolute poverty has in course

of time and by authorized means been altered in respect of the

different Orders known as mendicants, need not concern us

here, at least in so far as it illustrates the understanding and

application of the decree.^

1 Taunton, Law of the Church, p. 428.

2 In England where the missionary conditions were much the same as

in many parts of the United States and of other English-speaking coun-

tries, the privileges of the mendicant Orders have been in a measure recog-

nized by the diocesan authorities. Thus the Fourth Council of West-

minster decrees with reference to the Orders of men collecting in the dio-

ceses of England:
" Quoad Fratres Ordinum Mendicantium, qui juxta privilegia a Sancta

Sede concessa ad colligendas in sustentationem conventus eleemosynas

exire solent, omnes eorundem Superiores monendos arbitramur, privi-

legium quo gaudent intra dioecesim ubi conventum habent, nullatenus

extra dioeceseos limites, nisi ab Ordinariis locorum praevia in scriptis

accepta mendicandi licentia, sese extendere." {Decret. XVI.)

The Council makes it plain, however, that where the members of re-
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Assuming that the term applies to the Orders here men-

tioned, the question arises: Does the above-mentioned privi-

lege permitting the members of mendicant Orders to collect

without leave o£ the Ordinary extend to the religious as they

are commonly found in the United States of America? The
decree itself makes a distinction which, although easily passed

over, must be taken to have decided weight in this connexion.

The opening words read :
" Regulares, qui mendicantes vocanr-

tur et sunt ex institutione Sedis Apostolicae cum sola licentia

Superiorum suorum eleemosynas quaerere valeant in dioecesi,

ubi erectus est conventus. Ordinariorum licentia necessario

censenda est data in ipso actu quo conventus fundationi con-

sensum praebuerunt." The words " qui mendicantes vocan-

tur et sunt " would answer the doubt whether the religious

who, as is commonly the case with us, enjoy the ordinary pas-

toral prerogatives of our secular clergy—missionaries in real-

ity if no longer in name—must be classed as mendicants.

Even where these religious do not exercise the actual jurisdic-

tion of parish priests they can hardly be called mendicants,

since they derive an income from schools and colleges or simi-

lar institutions which places them in the condition of persons

who earn a professional livelihood, and are not supposed to

live merely by alms collected under the plea of Christian

charity.

But if there is really no distinction which practically war-

rants a different application of the above decree to the religious

in America, commonly classed as mendicants by reason of their

Constitution and Rules, the further question arises, whether

the bishop is empowered to enforce the restriction which de-

Hgious communities exercise pastoral care or manage diocesan institu-

tions, the bishop has full right to direct and control their methods of

obtaining and disbursing funds, as prescribed in the order of episcopal

visitation. (Cf. Council. Prov. IVesttn. IV App. XI. " De Bonis Mis-

sionariorum Regularium.")

The Third Plenary Council of Baltimore does not enter into the matter,

but merely prohibits the collecting of funds for lay brothers (and sisters)

outside the diocese without permission of the Ordinary. (Cf. Tit. II n.

95.)
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fnands from other religious that they obtain the sanction of

the Holy See for any extended quest in the way of collecting

alms. Nominally the bishop has no such right. Yet the dis-

crimination is one that bears hard upon the non-mendicant re-

ligious communities where members are to all intents and pur-

poses under the same obligation of occasionally appealing for

alms in support of their institutions and the carrying-on of

their missionary work as devolves on the mendicant Orders.

There is no difference, we fancy, whatever in the status of our

religious, whether they are regulars or mendicants.

It is a question that seems to require some definition, unless

legislation is to remain a dead letter; for in this case it is not

a matter which the principle of necessity dispensing from law

would settle, without causing some confusion.

THE BLINDNESS OF THE REVEEEND DE. GEAY :*

OR

THE FINAL LAW.

CHAPTER XVI.

RosLEiN Roth.

WITH something very like fear and trembling, Henry Listen

watched and waited the result of the next day's experi-

ment. He had little hopes that Delane would keep his engage-

ment. And these hopes almost faded away, when, at half-past

twelve, the little maid came in and asked that the artist might

have a second bottle of porter at his dinner.

" He does not eat as much as a child," said Katie, with tears

in her eyes, " and he says he fears he'll never get through the

day."

Henry Listen paused. It was a crisis in his life. Would he

be equal to it?

" Yes ! you may give him another bottle," he said at last, con-

This novel is copyrighted exclusively for the Ecclesiastical Review,

and will not appear in any other magazine in America, Great Britain, or

Australia.
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scious of great weakness. But then, to make up for it, he added

with the most invincible determination:

" But only one, mind !"

" Very well, sir !" she said.

He remained inside doors all day, although he had some busi-

ness at the schools and elsewhere; but he carefully kept away
from the dining room where Delane was working, although his

ears were alert to catch every sound. At first, that is, imme-

diately after dinner, Delane was gay, and musical. He sang
" My Pretty Jane ", probably out of gratitude to Katie, and evi-

dently intended for her ears, for Katie seemed to hear more
knocks at the front door that day, and to linger on more various

duties in the hall, than ever before. But at two o'clock there was

silence; and Henry knew the tragedy had begun. There were

four hours yet to the time of release and refreshment, and it

was difficult to say whether the artist or the priest suffered more

during that time. For the latter's senses were on the rack the

whole time, he had been so penetrated by the reasoning of the

artist; and his imagination, like that of all sensitive and kindly

people, ran far ahead of reason, and conjured up all kinds of

doleful possibilities. Would Delane collapse? Would he break

down physically, and fall off the ladder? Or would the fagged

and jaded brain give way, without the accustomed stimulant,

and the fellow become delirious? And then, what would the

public say ? They'd say, that for the sake of the price of a bottle

of porter, the life of that poor tradesman had been sacrificed.

It was a melancholy reflection, or rather anticipation; and when

four o'clock struck, and his own dinner was placed on the table,,

he asked in a tone of pretended ease, concealing some real agita-

tion, whether Delane was working steadily in the dining-room.

Katie seemed unable to reply. He repeated the question. And
Katie said:

" I think he is, sir ! But—^but—he may be dying," and burst

into tears, and fled from the room.

Then, deeply agitated, the young curate rose up from his un-

tasted dinner, and going over to the dining-room, he knocked.

There was no reply. He opened the door trembling, and found

the artist in a heap on the floor, which was splashed all around

with paint. He rang the bell violently, and Katie came in, and

flew at once into hysterics. Then he flung a pail of co|d water
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on the prostrate artist. It had no effect beyond a convulsive'

shudder which at least showed that he was alive. Bewildered

and terrified, the young priest looked around, and his eye caught

the stately row of porter-bottles that were ranged on the side-

board. A happy, but sacrilegious thought struck him. He
rushed into the room, brought back a corkscrew and a long, deep,

crystalline tumbler, drew the cork, and filled the glass with the

foaming liquor to the brim. Holding it to the artist's lips, he

held up his head with the other arm. A convulsive shudder

passed through the frame of the prostrate man. The next

moment, he had flung the whole of the liquor down his parched

throat ; and holding up the tumbler, he said, in a sepulchral voice

:

"Quick! Again!"

Henry drew another cork, and filled the tumbler. The artist

flung the contents down his throat again, and held out the empty

glass, murmuring:
" Once more !"

Once more the glass was filled and emptied; and then the

artist rose, and said, in a dramatic undertone

:

" Richard is himself again ! But," he continued, regarding

the young priest with a severe look, " 'twas touch and go ! Never,

never, never, attempt such an experiment again!"
" Are you better ?" said Henry Liston, in lieu of something

more appropriate.

"Better? Yes. If you mean, am I snatched from an early

and premature grave? Yes, I am. But I shall carry the marks

of this experiment to my tomb."
" You must be an awfully delicate fellow," said the young

priest, " that you cannot go for a couple of hours without drink
!"

" Delicate ? Physically ? No. I am as strong a man as there's

in Ireland. Mentally? Yes. 'Tis the fagged and weary brain."

And, as if to support the fagged and weary brain, he leaned

his head on his hands, and seemed to weep.
" At three o'clock," he said, " I knew I was near the fatal

collapse ; but I'm an honorable man. I had given my word ; and

I meant to keep it, if it cost me my life. At half-past three,

I became delirious. My senses swam. My brain reeled. My
intellect tottered to its foundation. I was out on a lonely desert.

I saw nothing but glistening sands all around, and a pitiless

—

pitiless—sky overhead. I watched my camel's eye. I knew the
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instinct of the beast would scent water from afar. In vain!

Nothing but sand, sand, pitiless sand everywhere. At last, my
beast raised his head and sniffed the air. ' Ha,' said I. * At last

!

At last!' I looked! Alas! 'twas only the desert mirage—the

mockery of Nature over its dying child
!"

The artist paused for a moment, and then continued

:

" Four o'clock struck ! The scene was changed. I was out on

the desert ocean ! It was ' water, water, everywhere, but not

a drop to drink.' * And slimy things did crawl with legs over a

slimy sea.' It was awful. Again, the pitiless sea, the brackish

water, the sun looking down and laughing with his pitiless stare.

The albatross ! I shot it ! It hung around my neck ! I stroked

its plumage ! The Ancient Mariner ! The ribbed sea-sands

!

The wedding guest ! Why dost thou hold me with thy glistening

eye! My God! my mind is wandering again! Quick! Quick!

Quick! Your reverence! Or you'll have a hopeless maniac on

your hands!"

Henry opened a new bottle, which went the way of its prede-

cessors. He wished this child of genius was far away.
" Ha !" said the child of genius, " There ! The mental equi-

librium is restored again. But what a dream !"

He was plunged in a deep reverie. A faint knock was heard,

and Katie put in her head.

" Is he—be—better ?" she blubbered.
" My pretty one," said the artist. " Yes ! He is better. Weep

no more!"
" If you come into the kitchen, and rest yourself," said Katie,

quite unheeding her master, or his dinner, " maybe you'd be able

to go home all right
!"

" Thanks, my angel !" said the artist, rising up wearily, and

stumbling a little. " Let me lean on thee ! There ! Now, I

shall be able to recuperate."

Henry Liston sat down to a cold dinner, heated only by JC

mental debate : Is this fellow a consummate humbug and black-

guard, or a fallen angel?

He decided to submit the matter to the superior judgment of

his pastor, as all good and inexperienced curates should do ; and

he wrote a short note to the effect that things were not progress-

ing rapidly, and that if the contractor could take back the child

of genius and send an ordinary worker, it would be better for

the progress of the work and eventually for the pastor's purse.
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The result was a pastoral visit next morning. About ten

o'clock, Dr. William Gray drove up, and entered the curate's

house.
" Well! This fellow is doing nothing? Just what I expected.

Where is he?"

Henry pointed to the door of the dining-room. The pastor

strode over, walked in unceremoniously and glanced around.
" How long have you been here ?" he said to the artist.

" Par'n ?" said the artist, pretending to be very busy.

" I say how long have you been here ? When did your master

stnd you here?"

The artist ran his fingers through his hair, and said, medita-

tively :

" I think this is the third—nay the fourth day of my labors on

these premises."

" And the last !" said the pastor. " Put on your coat, and leave

the house at once!"
" What ? This is an outrage !" said the artist grandly. " It's

a libel on my profession—it's an— "

" Put—on—your—coat !" said the pastor more impressively,

" and be quick about it
!"

The artist put on his coat.

" Are these your paints and brushes, or your master's ?"

" I have no master," said the artist grandly. " That day is

gone !"

" Well, your employer ? Are these your paints, or your em-

ployer's ?"

"If you mean the person who pays me stipulated wages for

my Art—yes, they're his!"

" Then, leave them here, and quit at once
!"

And because the pastor looked threatening, and was, more-

over, a stalwart man, the artist obeyed: muttering:
" I shall consult my lawyer about this outrage on myself, and

the profession I represent!"

The pastor slammed the door behind the expelled artist. There

was a sound of weeping afar off from the depths of the kitchen.

" A most consummate blackguard !" said the pastor, entering

Henry's room. " I'll send down a message to C— this evening,

that will make his ears tingle. It seems impossible to get a de-

cent or honest tradesman to-day. Rights of labor! The down-
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trodden laboring man ! We are coming to a strange pass in the

history of things."

From which Henry Liston, with some perturbation of spirit

conjectured that his pastor was now in one of his angry and sar-

castic moods. He was hoping, silently hoping, that the great man
would speedily depart. He almost regretted having sent that

letter.

The pastor turned around, and surveyed the room.
" He did nothing here, I suppose ?"

" Nothing !" said Henry.
" What's that ?" pointing to a piano.

" A piano," said Henry. " A Collard and Collard!"

"A what?"
" A Collard and Collard," shouted Henry. " The best

makers."
" And what do you want it for ? Surely, you can't play

!"

" Oh, dear, yes," said Henry Liston, who thought it well to

use a little bluff. He went over and sat down, and ran his fingers

up and down the keys. Then he stopped.

"What do you call that?"

" The first part of a prelude by Bach ?"

"Bach? Who was he?"
" A great composer. You often heard of Bach, I suppose

!"

" Never, thank God. And how long now were you learning

that rubbish?"
" Oh, it took years upon years," said Henry. " That art is not

acquired in a day."

" I should say not ! That leaves you without a notion of your

Moral Theology, I suppose!"

He had gone over to the bookcase; and with his dim, gray

eyes close to the glass, he was peering along the rows of books.

Henry's heart was beating rather wildly.

" H'm ! Goethe ! Is that the German infidel and profligate ?"

" Well," said Henry, " he wasn't exactly a saint."

" I should say not. What is Sammtlichte Werke?"
" His entire works

—

Opera Omnia!" said Henry.
" Let me see one of them !" said the old man.

And Henry was reluctantly obliged to find the key, and he

handed down a volume of Goethe at random.
" Can you read this ? Or, is it all the usual humbug and'pre-

tence of young men nowadays?"
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' " I know a little German," said his curate, modestly. " I can

read it although I cannot speak it!"

" H'm," said the incredulous pastor. " I'll bet you can't read

a line of it. Here ! Read this ! It looks like verse
!"

And Henry took the book, and read in his best Westphalian

accent the " Heidenroslein ".

" H'm!" said the pastor. " Can you translate it?"

"Of course," said Henry, giving the verse a free translation.

" How is that the chorus runs ?" said his pastor, holding his

head down in an air of listening attention.

iRoslein, Roslein, Roslein roth,

Roskin auf der Heiden.

repeated Henry.
" And it means ?"

Little Rose, Little Rose, Little Rose so red.

Little Rose upon the heath!

The pastor poised a pinch of snuff between his fingers, and

looked sadly through the window.
" Good God!" he said at length, " and is the Irish Church come

to this? And what in the name of heaven are the superiors of

colleges doing to tolerate this outrageous nonsense ?"

" It wasn't in college I studied Goethe," said Henry. " They
knew nothing about Goethe there. It was in England."

" Of course ! There's what I'm telling the bishop this many
a day. ' You're sending our young priests over there,' I said,

' to become half-heretics. In the name of God keep them at

home ; and let them learn their Moral Theology !'
"

" It's never any harm to become an educated man !" said his

curate, stung by his sarcasm.

" No ! But what is education ? Do you call that rubbish—and

I suspect there's some double meaning beneath that fellow's

verses—education

—

Roslein, Roslein, Roslein roth

Roslein auf der Heiden.

Have you any more of that German rubbish here? Here!

Who's this fellow? Richter. Who's he? What did he write?"
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" Oh ! He's the great author of Titan, and Hesperus, and

Fruit, Flower and Thorn Pieces, etc., etc." said Henry.
" Anything Uke

iRoslein, Roslein, Roslein roth

Roslein auf der Heiden?"

" No !" said Henry, going over and taking down a volume.
" Jean Paul wrote only prose ; or rather poetry in the form of

prose
!"

"Who's Jean Paul?"
" Why, Richter ! It is a pet name for the favorite of all Ger-

man scholars."

" Very good ! Let's hear what that fellow has to say for him-

self."

And the poor curate had to roll out the seven-footed words of

the mighty dreamer to a most unsympathetic listener.

" Very good !" said the latter. " Now, what does it all mean ?"

And Henry read falteringly:

Ottomar asked, " Who annihilates them, then ?" " I," said the Form,
and it drove him among the armies of corpses into the masked world

of annihilated men; and as the Form passed before a mask with a soul,

there spurted a bloody drop from its dull eye, such as a corpse sheds

when the murderer approaches it. And he was led on unceasingly, by

the mute funeral procession of the past, by the rotten chains of existence,

and by the conflicts of the spirits. There saw he first of all the ashy

brethren of his heart pass by, and in their countenances there still stood

the blighted hope of reward : he saw thousands of poor children with

smooth, rosy cheeks, and with their first smile stiffened, and thousands

of mothers with their uncoffined babes in their arms, and there he saw
the dumb sages of all nations with extinguished souls, and with the

extinguished light of Truth, and they were dumb under the great pall,

like singing birds whose cage is darkened with a covering, and there he

saw the strong endurers of life, the numberless, who had suffered till they

died, and the others who were lacerated by horror, and there he saw the

countenances of those who had died of joy, and the deathly tear of Joy

was still hanging in their eyes; and there he saw all the lives of the

earth standing with stifled hearts, in which no Heaven, no God, no Con-

science, dwelt any more ; and there he saw again a world fall, and its wail

passed by him. " Oh ! how vain, how nothingly is the groaning and strug-

gling, and the Truth and the Virtue of the world !" And there at last ap-

peared his father with the iron ball-globe which sinks the corpses of that

ocean, and then as he pressed a tear of blood out of the white eyelid, his

heart, which ran cold with horror, exclaimed, " Form of Hell, crush me
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speedily; annihilation is eternal, there live none but mortals and thou.

Am I alive, Form?"
The Form led him gently to the edge of the ever-freezing field of ice;

in the abyss he saw the fragments of the stifled souls of animals, and on

high were numberless tracts of ice, with the annihilated of higher worlds,

and the bodies of the dead angels were for the most part of Sun's light, or

of long sounds, or of motionless fragrancy. But there over the chasm,

near to the realm of the dead of the Earth, stood a veiled Being on a

clod of ice; and as the white Form passed, the Being raised its veil; it

was the dead Christ, without resurrection, with His crucifixion wounds,

which all flowed afresh on the approach of the white Form.

" Horrible !" said the old man. " And almost blasphemous.

Did that fellow believe in anything?"
" He was the greatest apologist for the existence of God and

the immortality of the soul that ever existed," said Henry. " I

am afraid, sir, you think there have been no defenders of the

common faith outside the ranks of Theologians."
" And I think rightly," said his pastor, emphatically. " What

right have these fellows to be tampering with such questions at

all?"

" Yet, St. Paul said in the Areopagus :
' Hath not one of your

own poets said— ?'
"

" That's a different thing altogether," said Dr. Gray. " I must

be going. But, just a moment—how does that fellow treat the

question of immortality?"

And Henry looked up and down across the page, and hither

and over, and turned off many barren and unintelligible rhapso-

dies, and looked confused, so that his pastor said

:

" Never mind ! 'Tis not worth looking for ! The fellow is

bad enough ; but not as bad as

:

Roslein, Roslein, Roslein roth,

Roslein auf der Heiden!

"Just wait a moment," said Henry. And then he said vic-

iously :

" See, is there anything like this in the Salmanticenses and Em-
manuel Sa."

And he went on reading:

The sunny mist was floating downwards far away in the ether like a

brilliant snow-cloud, but the mortal was retained in that blue Heaven by
a long sound of music coming over the waves ; the sound re-echoed sud-
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denly through the whole boundless ether, as if the Almighty Hand was
running over the clouds of Creation. And in all the orbs there was an

echo as of jubilee; invisible springs floated by in streams of fragrancy;

blessed worlds passed by unseen with the whispering of ineffable joy;

fresh flames gleamed in the Suns. The sea of life swelled as if its

unfathomable bottom was rising, and a warm blast came to shake the

sun-rays and rainbows, and strains of joy and light clouds out of the

cups of roses. All at once there was a stillness in the whole of im-

measurable space, as if Nature were dying of ecstacy—a broad gleam,

as if The Endless One was going through Creation, spread over the

suns, and over the abysses, and over the pale rainbow of the milky way
—and all nature thrilled in delicious transport, as a man's heart thrills

when it is about to forgive. And thereupon his innermost soul opened

itself before the mortal, as if it were a lofty temple, and in the temple

was a Heaven, and in the Heaven was a man's form which looked down
on him, with an eye like a sun full of immeasurable love. The Form
appeared to him, and said, " I am Eternal Love ; thou canst not pass

away." And the Form strengthened the trembling child who thought to

die of wonder, and then the mortal saw through the hot tears of his

joy, darkly, the nameless Form—and a warm thrill dissolved his heart,

which overflowed in pure, in boundless love, the creation pressed lan-

guishingly, but close against his breast, and his existence, and all existences

were one love, and through the tears of his love Nature glistened like

a blooming meadow-ground, and the seas lay there like dark-green rains,

and the suns like fiery dew, and before the sunfire of the Almighty there

stood the world of spirits as a rainbow, and the spirit broke its light

into all colors, as from century to century, they dropped, and the rain-

bow did not change ; the drops only changed, not the colors.

The All-loving Father looked forth on His full creation, and said, " I

love you all from Eternity—I love the worm in the sea, the child upon

the earth, and the angel on the sun. Why hast thou trembled? Did I

not give thee the first Life, and Love, and Joy, and Truth? Am I not

in thy heart?" And then the worlds passed with their death-bells, but it

was as the church-ringing of harmonical bells for a higher temple; and

all chasms were filled with strength, and all Death with bliss.

He wound up triumphantly, and with a brave, rhetorical

flourish.

" Is that all ?" said his pastor grimly.

" Oh, no !" said Henry airily. " There are hundreds of pages

equal to this."

" 'Tis enough !" said the grim man. " But, Father Liston,"

he said gravely, " I'd advise you now, as your pastor, and as one

that has the care of souls, to take all that rubbish out into your

yard, and burn every bit of it to ashes. And then, take up the

Penny Catechism and study it. It will be better for you, and
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better for the poor people in the long run than your rhapsodies

and rubbish, and your:

Roslein, Roslein, Roslein roth,

Roslein auf der Heiden.

And with these words he vanished, leaving a sad heart behind

him.

CHAPTER XVII.

A Lowly Saint.

WHEN Dr. William Gray reached his home that afternoon,

he was in one of those moods of agitated thought that

were so frequent with him, and in which he had to walk up and

down his room to regain composure. He was one of those ser-

ious and lofty thinkers that looked down upon literature and art

as only fit for children dancing around a Maypole. He could

not conceive how any priest could find an interest in such things,

which he regarded as belonging so exclusively to a godless world

that he regarded it as high treason for any of the captains of the

Great Army to be attracted or drawn to them. He felt exactly

towards the literary or accomplished priest, as a grim and

wrinkled old field-marshal would feel if he had heard that a

young subaltern had stolen out of camp at midnight and gone

over to the enemy's lines to listen to the strains of some Wald-

teufel waltz. He would accept no hint or suggestion of compro-

mise with that mysterious " world ", which, with all its wiles and

magic, has been to the imagination of such ruthless logicians

something like the vampire witches of medieval romance, from

whose diabolic charms there was no escape but in instant flight.

The meditation of " The Two Standards," and its terrific signifi-

cance was always before his eyes. Here was the Church, stretch-

ing back in apparently limitless cycles and illimitable, if variable

power, to the very dawn of civilization. Here was the mighty

fabric of theology, unshakable and unassailable, and founded

on the metaphysic of the subtlest mind that had ever pondered

over the vast abysses of human thought. Here were its churches,

built not to music, but to the sound of prayer—great poems and

orisons that had welled out of the heart of Faith, and grown con-

gealed in eternal forms. Here was its music, solemn, grave.
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majestic, as if it fell from the viols of seraphs into the hearts of

saints. Here was its mighty hierarchy of doctors and confessors,

—pale, slight figures in dark robes, but more powerful and more
aggressive than if they carried the knightly sword, or moved in

the ranks of armored conquerors. Here was its Art breathing of

Heaven and the celestial forms that peopled the dreams of saints.

Its literature was one poem and only one; but it lighted up
Heaven, Earth, and Hell.

And there in the opposite camp was the " world ",—that

strange, mysterious, undefinable enemy, taking its Protean forms

from climate, race, and language. There were its theatres, coli-

seums, forums, opera-houses with all their pinchbeck and mere-

tricious splendor, where all the vicious propensities of the human
heart towards lust and cruelty were fanned and fostered by sug-

gestive pictures or erotic verses or voluptuous music. There,

too, were its philosophic systems, vaporous, fantastic, unreal as

the smoke that wreathes itself above a witch's caldron, or the

ashes that lie entombed in the urns of dead gods. There again

is its Art, fascinating, beautiful, but picturing only the dead com-

monplaces of a sordid existence, or the fatal and fated loveliness

of a Lais or a Phryne. And there is its main prop and support,

—

this literature, aping a wisdom which it does not understand, or

dealing with subjects that reveal the deformities and baseness,

instead of the sacredness and nobility, of the race.

" And here is this curate of mine dabbling with this infernal

business; wasting his hours in subjects that would make a statue

blush for modesty, or an idiot smile at their puerility. I'll stop

that. He is here to do God's work and to save souls; and he

must do it, or—^go!"

He took up his Breviary to read ; and the splendor and beauty

and tenderness of its imagery made the world's literature look

more tawdry and thoughtless than ever. When he came to the

Te Deum in the office of Matins, he found that instead of saying

:

Sanctus, sanctus, sanctus Dominus Deus Sabaoth!

the words of Goethe's song

:

Roslein, Roslein, Roslein roth,

would come to his lips. He put down the well-thumbed volume

in disgust.
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• " Serves me right!" he said. " When the devil gets his rimes

into your brain, the Spirit will depart. There is no room for

Him!"
And lo! as he considered these things, the Spirit breathed

upon him—a gentle and almost imperceptible breath; and his

conscience woke up beneath it. The thought occurred to him for

the first time that he had also undertaken the immediate charge

of an immortal soul in the person of his niece. And what had he

done hitherto for her? Nothing. He had amused her; put her

in the way of pursuing her studies. But her soul

!

He touched the bell ; and bade the housekeeper send Annie to

him'.

" The day is fine, Annie," he said, when she appeared. " Had
you luncheon? Well, then, put on your hat, and we'll have a

stroll."

The day was fine and bracing; a pallid sun shed some lustre

on the landscape; and there was a healthy sting of cold in the

clear air, for the light frost lay in the furrows of the fields, and

the ground was steeled near the ditches where the shadows fell.

Annie in her tight warm jacket, with a little sealskin cap, decor-

ated by one solitary bird, and the red flame of one feather, looked

bright and beautiful, as she strove with the spring of youth to

keep pace with the long, firm strides of her uncle. He strode

along, buried in thought, rather heedless, as old men are, of the

efforts his niece was making to keep abreast with him, until

they came in view of the sea, that looked cold and joyless in its

vast expanses, sailless and shadowless in its gray and lonely

solitude.

When they touched the loose sand, which lay piled up near

the road, he relaxed a little, and then he said abruptly

:

" Can you play? Do you know anything of music?"
" Oh, yes !" she said, panting and gasping a little. " I know

something of music. But I am not an experienced player. I

hadn't time."
" You won't have many opportunities of improving here," he

said. " There's only one piano, that I know of, in the parish."

" Indeed ? And who owns that ? The Wycherlys ?"

" No ! They wouldn't be so absurd. It's this new curate of

mine, 11 you please
!"
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" Father Liston ? Oh, I'm so glad," she said with enthusiasm.
" I hope 'tis a good one

!"

" I beUeve so," he said grimly. " He gave as much for the

thing as would buy a whole set of the Benedictine edition of the

Fathers."

" That's delightful," said Annie. " Won't we have little con-

certs—but can Father Liston play?"

" I believe so. He played off something for me that he called

a prelude. And it was—a prelude to as good a sermon on his

outrageous nonsense as he ever heard. I've often seen a monkey
on a barrel-organ; but it wasn't half so ridiculous as a priest

sitting at a piano
!"

" But, uncle dear," said Annie, " isn't it a nice accomplishment

for a young priest. I can't imagine you now sitting on a piano-

stool, and playing symphonies from Bach or Beethoven

—

" Yes, Bach ! That's the fellow that got him into the prelude

and—the sequence. But, go on! You can't imagine me sitting

on a piano-stool. Why?"
" Because you are old, and venerable, and solemn. But I can

imagine you sitting at an organ, like that lovely picture of the

Franciscan monk, his bare feet touching the pedals, his sandals

hanging loose, and the two angels with their music-sheets in the

air floating above his head."

" H'm ! That's intelligible enough, although I think, that monk
would be better employed praying or studying in his cell. But

an organ is not a piano."

" No ! But still I think 'tis lovely to see a young priest ac-

quainted with all the masters in music and literature."

" You do ? Wouldn't it be better for them to be acquainted

with their Breviaries, and their Moral Theologies and the Imi-

tation of Christ?"
" Well, the two can go together," said Annie, boldly.

" No !" he said, with an emphasis that startled the girl. " The
two can't go together by any means. A priest is a fighter, not a

play-actor. Do you suppose the devil and his legion of angels

are strumming pianos—or snaring souls ?"

" That's true !" said his niece musingly. " I suppose not. And
I suppose the devil is very busy, uncle

!"

" He is," said her uncle
—

" very busy, in particular, in trying

to get people to forget him."
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' They had crossed a long stretch of firm sand, and now emerged

again into the high road, that ran under fern-laden cliffs, whence

little rills of water ran down to swell the small dimensions of a

stream that was ever Hastening, hastening towards the great sea.

Here and there, little ash-trees projected between the rocks that

lined the cliff-side, their withered fronds hanging loosely in the

air, pushed out by the tiny black buds that, with all the insolence

of youth, were urgent for development. And far up in the air,

tne sharp ledges of the cliff were fledged with pines and infant

elms; and heavy fronds of bracken, that had escaped the winter

frosts, hung down and festooned the black, wet stones that

seemed detached from the soft earth, and were only caught by

the roots that stretched from the trees above. The road here

was firm and hard, for the wintry sun never touched it ; but the

rime lay near the edges of the rivulet that sang and sparkled to

the sea.

After a walk of about half a mile along this shaded road, they

suddenly came in front of a cottage, whose gabled roof and

diamond-paned windows marked it as something quite different

from the ordinary white-walled cabins that form such a dis-

tinctive, if unpicturesque, characteristic of an Irish landscape.

Here the pastor stopped, and opening a little, rickety gate,

crossed a narrow, graveled path ; and, without ceremony, entered

the kitchen of the cottage. His niece followed ; and their senses

were greeted by a pungent odor of soap-suds and wet linen,

whilst the air was so thick with steam that for a long time Annie

O'Farrell could see nothing but the vast array of white sheets

and other linen that hung in a line across the room.
" Here, Nancy," said the priest, " I have brought my niece.

Miss O'Farrell, to see all your shrines and altars."

The girl rose from her bent position over her washtub; and

rubbing her wet hands in her apron, she held them out, pale, and

flabby and moist from her work.
" She's very welcome," she said. " But you must give me time,

your reverence, to light up the statues."

"Of course, of course," he replied. " Run upstairs, and we'll

look around here."

There was nothing very sightly to be seen. Great baskets of

soiled clothes awaited their turn to be renovated
;
great tubs held

the heavy masses that were undergoing renovation; and a great
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boiler hissed and steamed above the range. But yet, it was a

pretty thing to see the white dainty tablecloths, napkins, hand-

kerchiefs, cuffs, collars, lingerie of every kind, spotless and

folded, and ready for human use again. It was in reality a

triumph of human skill, the daily and hourly conquering of dif-

ficulties, the beautiful and fragrant ablution of all the sordidness

that humanity will contract through all its daily necessities.

Annie took up a handkerchief and a collar; and with feminine

instinct—for it appears to be an instinct of woman's nature to

cleanse and to heal—she turned them round and round in her

dainty fingers, and said to her uncle:

" They are beautifully finished. I have seen nothing like that

in the steam-laundries of America."
" It is a noble life," he said, " if we could understand its sig-

nificance. It is typical of the sacramental power of cleansing

and purifying. And, when I add that all that work is consecrated

by daily and constant prayer, for all day long that poor girl is

singing hymns or praying to the Sacred Heart, and to the Blessed

Virgin, whilst she is scrubbing, and wringing and ironing and

folding, you can imagine what a perfect life it is
!"

" But she's paid well for all this ?" queried Annie.
" H'm," he said, grimly, " there's the commercial spirit of

America again. The great god, Mammon, sole ruler and final

end of all mankind."
" No ! I didn't mean that," she said, somewhat nettled. " But

I can't imagine her giving her time and labor without being well

paid!"
" Well, and what do you think she charges now, say for that

collar and cuff?"

" I should say three or fourpence each at least."

" One half-penny !" he replied, " and she is very glad when she

can get it."

Here Nancy came downstairs, and announced that her spiritual

grottoes and shrines were now fit for inspection. They mounted

the narrow stairs, and entered a small bed-room with a coped

ceiling, and Annie had to put her hands over her eyes to shade

them from the blaze of light that now shone around statue and

picture, and every holy emblem and insignia of the great Unseen,

that revealed itself by faith every hour of the day to this humble

and pious girl. The old man knelt down humbly, great ^heo-
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logian and powerful disquisitionist as he was on all the arcana

which it pleases the Eternal Mind to keep veiled from the eyes

of Humanity. Here, in the presence of Divine Faith so keen

that it had become daily vision, all these terrible abstract ques-

tions about the secrets of Godhead, or the intervention of the

Deity with human beings, seemed to fade away, as morning

mists before the face of the rising sun; and he saw the stately

landscape of Faith, each article clearly outlined and defined, by

the light of those wax tapers purchased by the sweat and toil

of that humble woman.
Refreshed in spirit, and strengthened in faith, he rose up, and

after a few murmurs of admiration for the beautiful things they

had seen, they descended the stairs again into the workroom;
and, when Annie had praised and duly honored the dainty work-

manship of the tub and mangle, they passed out into the sweet

air of Heaven again.

They had gone down the road towards home a good distance,

and the westering sun was casting his dying radiance across the

winter landscape, and western windows were gleaming in the

yellow splendor, and the tree tops were pale with color, when,

noticing the silence of his niece, her uncle said

:

" Why, Annie, what's this—crying?"

She wiped her eyes, and said with a little sob

:

" It's the holy Ireland of which I so often heard my mother

speak!"

CHAPTER XVIII.

Rejected by the " Powers.''

THE same interview that had plunged his pastor into a reverie

of passion and piety drove Henry Liston down into the

depths of despondency. The bitter words which he had heard

about his favorite pursuits and studies affected him not by reason

of their sarcasm, but by the suspicion they created in his young

mind that perhaps, after all, he had conceived wrong notions of

the purposes of education, and of his own vocation amongst the

people. Was this old man, of whom his predecessor had spoken

with such singular reverence, and who bore the reputation of

being the ablest theologian in the diocese—was he right? That
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is, was his idea of a priestly education the proper one ; and should

he himself be obliged to retrace his steps, and reconsider, in

these the dawning days of his life, his estimate of what the cir-

cumstances of the age demanded from the members of the sacred

profession? Regarding the scholastic philosophy, and the the-

ology founded upon it as the citadel and bulwark of the Truth

and Safety of the Ark of God upon earth, he had always thought

that an acquaintance with art and literature was an indispensable

requisite for that liberal education which everyone nowadays

was receiving, and which was expected also from the ministers

of a faith that always held high on its standard the motto of

enlightenment. The whole world was moving onward in a cer-

tain track bordered with the flowers of imagination and fancy,

and demanding at every step what was beautiful even more than

what was exalted and useful. Nowadays, men had little time

available, and less intellect capable of dealing with the tre-

mendous abstractions that underlie the whole of the Church's

metaphysic. It wearied of such things; and sought guidance in

other ways along the paths which offered least resistance to

human thought and endeavor. Is it wise to leave these world-

lings pursue their own way without a guide? And how can one

offer himself as a guide, unless he has walked that way alone?

Forth from primary, secondary, and higher schools, were com-

ing, day by day, hundreds of gifted youths, who had been taught

that the masters of all human mental endeavor were the poets,

scientists, novelists, metaphysicians of the world. These golden

youth have never heard of Suarez or Vasquez ; had dimly heard

of the " dumb ox of Sicily ", whose bellowings were to fill the

whole world. They had the world's shibboleths on their lips;

the world's idols were theirs. They would regard, apart from

his spiritual ministrations, such a gifted man as his pastor, as

" a horned owl, sitting in the ivied recesses of some medieval

ruin, and blinking at the sunlight." They will only follow an

educated man in these days. And to be regarded as an educated

man, clearly one must needs follow that curriculum of studies

that is prescribed in the great University of the world, where

everyone, priest as well as layman, has to graduate. And is not

this universally admitted ? Whilst the " great theologians " as a

class, holding themselves aloft and aloof from the affairs of

men, had little practical influence on the age, except so ^far as
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tliey mould the thoughts and principles of the working apostles

in the Church, one hears everywhere of priestly architects,

priestly writers, priestly historians, priests in social science,

priests in educational controversies, priests in politics, priests

even in the marts of commerce ; and, so far as we can see, their

influence seems to be a paramount factor in every department

of modern progress in which they, unwillingly perhaps, but yet

by common suffrage, take the lead. " The Penny Catechism ",

indeed ! It is very good ; but the advancing and progressive spirit

of the age requires more. For while envious politicians cry,

" Back to the sanctuary !" the voice of humanity seems to say,

" Come out into the forum and the mart ! Come down from

your high place in the empyrean, and be a brother to your

brethren
!"

It was all as clear as noonday to the perturbed brain of the

young priest, as he sat, his head buried in his hands in a reverie

of troubled thought after his pastor's visit. It was all clear as

noonday; and yet he had to admit that that Heidenroslcin of

Goethe on which he had unfortunately stumbled was slightly ab-

surd; and that there was something not quite reverent in that

rhapsody of Richter's, although his conclusions told directly in

favor of that doctrine of immortality to which the human mind,

amidst all its aberrations, seems almost despairingly to cling.

In such a mood of mind, a little thing turns over the balance

of thought; and it came in the shape of a few words spoken

lightly by his little servant. She said to him with that tone of

easy familiarity that seems almost disrespectful, but is not in-

tended to be so

:

" Is he going to send another painter here, your reverence ?"

" Yes !" said her master, " you may expect him to-morrow
!"

" I hope he'll plaze him," she said, going round and setting

many things to rights that were not very much astray ;
" an' 'tis

might hard to plaze him, if all we hears is thrue."

" I'd advise you, Kate," said her master, " to be careful about

what you hear and more careful about what you say in this place.

You'll always find more lies than truth floating around !"

" They won't hear much from me," she said ;
" but what every-

body says must be thrue. He's a hard man; and we've seen it

ourselves."

" Now, now, now !" said her master, interrupting, " that won't
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do, Kate. I know the parish priest to be a most benevolent and

kindly man, doing good to everybody in his parish."

" Faix, it wasn't much good he was doing when he evicted

thim poor Duggans over on the hill ; and sint away the poor

schoolmaster in the village with his wife and children, and thrun

them on the road."

" Where did you hear that nonsense ?" said Henry Liston

angrily. " There's not a word of truth in what you're saying

;

and beware ! Let me hear no more of it
!"

" All right, your reverence !" she said, somewhat abashed. "Of
course I don't know but what everybody is saying. There's not

wan in the whole parish has a kind word to say for him. 'Tis

all law ! law ! law ! Whin he wants to drive a poor girl away to

America, 'tis the law!. When he wants to come down upon a

poor schoolmaster, 'tis the law agin ! But, faith, the people now
are taking the law into their own hands, an' they'll teach him a

sore lesson. They're sorry for you, your reverence, an' they say

they'll make it up to you. But I'm sorry we ever came here,

under such a masther as him !"

It was a disturbing element; and yet it had a soothing effect

on the irritated nerves of Henry Liston. It was quite clear that

the pastor's ways were not approved of by the people; and some-

how, we all grow into the absurd belief that Vox populi est vox

Dei! May it not be, that, as he was erring sadly in his admin-

istration, he might also be erring sadly in his dogmatic opinions

about a priest's tastes and studies? Was he not, in a word, an

extremist; and is not that epithet sufficient to condemn him, and

to prove his lack of judgment in everything?

He rose up, and went over and examined his beloved books.

For a young man he had put together a goodly number of them.

There they shone, in all their new and resplendent bindings, row

after row, the masterpieces of every age and race of mankind.

Was he going to take these out, and destroy them in one sacri-

legious holocaust? And then fall back, for the resources that

every priest needs against the necessary solitude of his life and

calling, on the " Penny Catechism " ? The last word that was

said to him by his confessor when leaving college, was to have

some " hobby ", some " fad ", which would save him from the

ennui of lonely hours. And, now that he had acquired, a taste
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for literature, and had already experienced its value even as an

anodyne against the pain of the gristless mill of the brain, was

he going to throw himself back on the vacuity of idle hours, and

the torture of solitary thought?

He made up his mind, then and there, that this was one of

those occasions where a man must lean upon himself, and set

aside both tradition and authority.

He looked out; and, seeing that the afternoon was fine, he

took up a heavy walking-stick, and started for a long walk. His

way led down by the sea-marshes, where he startled into a lazy

flight one or two lonely herons or gulls that were fishing amongst

the* sedges, and then he mounted the steep declivity that led to

the cliiT that overhung the sea. In a few moments he had

rounded the corner, and struck into a narrow path, that was

beaten by the feet of men across the brow of the fields that

sloped down to the shore; and in an instant the whole superb

scene, yellow in the wintry radiance, broke into view. He saw

how the shore bent in and out in deep bays for miles, sometimes

receding far inland, sometimes projecting in bold promontories,

that pushed their feet into the sea. Far away, far, far away, the

coast-guard station glittered white and beautiful, its masts

faintly discernible in the evening light; and very much nearer,

a gray tower or castle, stood darkly against the blue, or rather

slate-colored, waters, that lay in the calmness of the quiet after-

noon, as still as the waters of an inland lake. He stood for a

moment, drinking in all the beauty of the scene ; and whispering

to himself silently that whatever trials or distractions awaited

him behind in those fenny and marshy places, at least he had a

place of refuge and solitude here above the eternal sea.

"If ever," he said aloud, " I am fretted or annoyed by—^by

—

circumstances, I'll just bring out some pocket-edition of my
poets ; bury myself down there in some nook, where only the eye

of God can see me ; and bid worry and trouble go to the d— !"

He moved along briskly under the exhilaration of the pure sea

air and the beauty of the landscape, when, suddenly turning a

corner, where the sea had torn down vast masses of cliflf and sur-

face, and deeply cut into the land, he came almost face to face

with a young girl, who was sitting on a ditch, her limbs crouched

and gathered in, and her head resting on her hands. She was

by no means a beautiful picture, not one that would arrest the
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steps of a hasty wayfarer. Her face, dark of complexion,

seemed also begrimed with dirt, and her long, lank hair fell down
on either side in that manner we are accustomed to in the pictures

of the Prairie Indians. She neither moved, nor spoke, as the

young priest came close to where she sat; and in his usual cheery

way he said

:

" Hello ! and who are you ?"

She stared him straight between the eyes, and said, without

changing her posture, or moving a muscle

:

" Hallo ! and who are you?"

He then took her to be one of those simpletons that formerly

were an unpleasant sight in the streets and thoroughfares of Ire-

land, but who are now mostly gathered into the workhouses ; and

with some compassion, he said:

" Never mind, my good girl ; but what's your name ?"

" Never mind, my good boy ; but what's your name ?" she re-

plied.

He laughed at the absurdity of the thing; but she stirred not,

but kept her black eyes fixed full upon him, searching him all

over.

" You cannot be a Catholic, my good girl," he said at length,

putting on an aspect of seriousness, " or you wouldn't speak

that way to a priest."

" So you're the new priest that has come here," she said, nod-

ding her head in a significant manner. " Let me tell your fortune

and your future."

" Oh ! I see," he cried, as a light broke in upon him, " you're

one of the gang of gypsies down at the old castle. Thank you,

my future and fortune will reveal themselves."

He was moving away, when she arrested him with a gesture.

He stood still, and waited, but with a little disgust. The pity

that was springing in his heart for a poor simpleton had given

way to a strong feeling of aversion for an impostor.

" You wouldn't be in such a hurry if you knew all," she said,

in a manner that suggested profound indifference on her part,

although she now stood up, descended lightly from the ditch, and

confronted the priest. " There are many crosses in your path

here. There are those watching you, who will hurt you if they

can. And there will be treacherous friends, who will go into

your mouth to pick out your secrets, and get you into their

power."
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• " Tell me something new," said Henry Listen, " and not that

foolish drivel. What you have foretold of me is true of every

man. My books have confided so much to me without the aid

of a fortune-teller."

" Give me a shilling," she said, " and I'll tell the truth."

" Then you have been telling lies," he cried. " No, I'll give you

nothing. You are a cheat and a liar."

The girl's eyes flashed fire on the instant, and she clenched

her hand as if to strike him. But in an instant, a soft film, as of

a tear, seemed to steal over her eyes, and she said in a piteous

manner

:

^ You are right. But I'm not lying when I tell you, that I'm

hungry. I haven't broken fast to-day."

Touched with compassion, he fumbled in his pockets, and

drawing out some silver, he proffered a shilling. She seized the

coin, and his hand at the same time, and bending down her face

until it almost touched the palm, she examined minutely every

line and wrinkle and muscle.

Then raising herself erect, she flung the hand of the priest

aside with a contemptuous gesture, and said

:

" Pah ! There's nothing there ! The Powers are not con-

cerned with such as you !"

And she strode down across the fields to where the old pirate-

keep and stronghold held watch and ward above the sea.

[to be continued.]

P. A. Sheehan.
Doneraile, Ireland.

EASTER.

EASTER is, with Christmas and Pentecost, one of the three

great festivals of the Christian year. From the earliest

period of Christianity it has ever been celebrated with the

greatest joy and regarded as the " Queen of Festivals ".

There is some doubt as to the derivation of the word

"Easter". Some have thought that it comes from "Eostre",

an old Saxon deity, whose feast was celebrated every year, in

the spring ; the name being retained when the character of the

feast was changed. According to the Edda, it was " Eostra ",
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the goddess of the Dawn, who opened the rosy portals of

Valhalla to receive Baldur—called the " White-God ", be-

cause of his purity ; also the " Sun-god " because his brow

supplied mankind with light. It was Baldur who (after his

death at the murderous hand of Utgard Loki, the enemy of

Goodness and Truth) spent half the year in Valhalla, and the

other half with the pale Goddess of the Lower Regions.

Others suppose the word "Easter" to be derived from "Oster",.

signifying rising. In the earlier days of the Christian Church,

it was the regular custom for Christians to greet one another

on Easter morn with the Easter salutation :
" Christ is risen

indeed !" to which the person addressed responded, " Christ

is risen indeed!" or "And hath appeared unto Simon!"—

a

custom still retained in the Greek Church.

According to the Kennett MS. the solemnity of Easter

was anciently observed in Ireland with so great veneration and

superstition that some of the Irish thought it lawful to steal

all the year in order to hoard up provisions against this^

festive season.

The lion is a symbol of the Resurrection. It was believed

that the lioness brought forth her young dead; and that, after

three days, the lion by howling over the cubs woke them to

life. This led representations of the incident to be taken as

a fitting symbol of Christ and the Resurrection. The lion,

in ecclesiastical architecture and symbolism, is generally to be

taken as the emblem of the resurrection; and it is the symbol

of St. Mark, because his chief object (in his Gospel) was to-

render an account of Christ's Resurrection.

Easter Eve.

Paschal Taper. It is an ancient custom to have a great,

ornamental wax-light at Easter called the " Paschal Candle ",

in honor of the Resurrection of our Lord. In the Catholic

Church, the Paschal Candle is still blessed on Easter Eve, and

kept in the church until Ascension Day. On Easter Eve the

" perpetual light " that had been removed to the front of the

sepulchre—and all other lights there, or that might perchance
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happen to be anywhere else in the church—were solemnly ex-

tinguished. The hallowed or " holy fire " was then kindled

in the church porch by means of a crystal or burning-glass, if

the sun was sufficiently bright; and if not, by means of a

new steel and flint. This fire was blessed by the priest, and

from it was first kindled the great " Paschal Candle "
; and

afterwards the perpetual lamp, and other lamps and candles

in the church, according as light was required. The devout

had let their hearth-fires die out at home and hastened to the

chyrch to obtain fresh light from the " hallowed fire " for

their renewal. The Paschal Candle was usually very large.

In some of the cathedral and abbey churches of England it

was simply colossal. In 1557 the paschal taper for the abbey

church of Westminster weighed three hundred pounds. For

the smaller English country-parish churches, fifteen pounds

was the usual weight. This " great taper ", which was placed

close to the altar, was always burnt in English churches

throughout the octave of Easter, at Matins, Mass, and Ves-

pers; and sometimes it appears to have been kept alight con-

tinuously down to Ascension Thursday. The paschal candle

is symbolical of the rising of the " Sun of Righteousness
"

from the tomb; and is also a type of the Pillar of Fire which

lights the spiritual Israel through the wilderness of the

world. There are many ceremonies connected with it, especi-

ally at Rome; and it was known in England so early as the

days of the Norman Conquest.

The item " paschal money at Easter " frequently occurs in

the old English churchwardens' and parish accounts. This

was originally a collection for the paschal taper, which burned

before the high altar at Eastertide. When, in the reign of

Queen Elizabeth, the paschal taper was no longer used, the

money was devoted to buying the bread and wine for the

Easter Communion.

Holy Fire. Long before the tinder-box and lucifer-match

came in, there was a stage in civilization when the fire had

to be kept burning; and if it went out, borrowed from a neigh-

bor. Therefore the greatest possible care was taken of the
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household fire, lest it should become extinguished. This

originated the worship of Vesta. The name Vesta is believed

to be derived from the same root as the Sanscrit Vas, signify-

ing "to dwell, to inhabit"; and shows that she was the

goddess of home, and home had the hearth as its focus. A
town, a state, is but a large family, and what the domestic

hearth was to the house, that the temple of the perpetual fire

became to the city. Every town had its Vesta or common
hearth.

Among the legends of the early Celtic saints, nothing is

more common than the story of the saint being sent to borrow

fire and carrying it in his lap without the fire injuring his

garment.

In Ireland, before St. Patrick introduced Christianity, there

was a temple at Tara where fire burned ever and was on no

account suffered to go out.

When Christianity became dominant, it was necessary to

dissociate the ideas of the people from the central-fire as con-

nected with their old pagan gods; at the same time some cen-

tral fire was an absolute need. Accordingly the church was

converted into the sacred depository of the perpetual fire, and

a lamp was kept in it continually burning, not only that the

church candles might be ignited from it for the services, but

also that the parish, the village, the town, might obtain thence

their fire. There still exist a few—indeed, very few—of

the old contrivances for this perpetual fire in the old English

churches. There is a very early example in the " atrium
"

outside the church of St. Ambrogio at Milan; one at Stock-

holm; another at York, Wool Church (Dorset), Lewannick

(Cornwall), Furness Abbey, and Calder Abbey—all in Eng-

land. They go by the name of " cresset-stones ". Although

these " cresset-stones " had their religious significance, this

was an afterthought. Their origin lay in the necessity of their

being in every locality a central light, from which light could

at any time be obtained. And the reason why this central

light was put in the church was to dissociate it from the

heathen ideas formerly attached to it. But the good people
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of the Middle Ages had, in times of emergency, recourse to

other fires (called "need-fires") which the Church regarded

as unholy fires. When a plague or murrain appeared among
the cattle, they lighted " need-fires ", by friction from two

pieces of dry wood, and drove the cattle between the flames,

believing that this new flame was wholesome to the purging

away of the disease. For kindling these " need-fires ", the

employment of the steel and flint was forbidden. The fire was
only efficacious when obtained in prehistoric fashion by fric-

tion with wood. The lighting of these " need-fires " was for-

bidden by the Church in the eighth century. And what shows

that the " need-fire " was distinctly heathen is the fact that

in the church the new or " holy fire " was obtained annually

at Easter by the ignition caused by employing the steel and

flint.

The curious festival of the " Car of Fire ", observed every

Easter Eve at Florence, carries us back to a remote period,

when fire was a mysterious and sacred thing. In the Catholic

Church all fires are extinguished before Easter; and in the

cathedral on Easter morn the bishop strikes a new fire, blesses

it, and all the hearths of the devout faithful in the city re-

ceive their re-kindling from this blessed spark. There can be

little doubt that this idea and custom go back to remote and

pagan times; and, that the Church accepted what was a com-

mon custom, and gave it a new and Christian idea, connecting

it with the Resurrection of Him who is the " Light of the

world." In the distant past, fire was one of the most difficult

things to be reacquired when once lost, and the preservation and

striking of it were matters of extreme importance; hence,

after a while this privilege and duty was reserved to a sacred

class.

Font-Hallowing. This was, in pre-Reformation days, one

of the very many ceremonies connected with Easter Eve and

Whitsunday (Pentecost) Eve, observed in England. The
writer of a MS. volume of homilies in the Harleian Library,

No. 2371, says: "In the begynning of Holy Church, all the

children weren kept to be chrystened on thys Even, at the
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Font-hallowyng ; but now, for enchesone that in so long

abydynge they might dye without Chrystendome, therefore

Holi Chirch ordeyneth to chrysten in all tymes of the yeare,

save eyght dayes before these Evenys the chylde shalle abyde

till the Font-hallowing, if it may safely for perill of death,

and ells not."

At the same time that the Paschal Candle was made, the

Font Taper was usually constructed. It was solemnly con-

veyed down the church at Easter, and seems to have been

placed in a locker by the font to be ready for ceremonial use

at Baptism throughout the year. In Coates's History of

Reading ^ is the following extract from the old church-

wardens' accounts :
" Paid for makynge of the Paschall and

the Funte Taper, 5s. 8d."

Easter Sepulchre. In the old English churches there was

—in the north wall of the sanctuary, and opposite the sedilia-

—

a large arch, or sculptured recess, known as the Easter Sepul-

chre. In it the crucifix was placed with great solemnity on

the evening of Good Friday, and watched continually till

Easter day, when it was taken out and replaced on the altar

with special ceremony. This was the custom only in Anglo-

Saxon times; but, so early as the Norman period, the host

was buried with the cross. The Holy Sepulchre which was

set up at Easter within the arched recess, was often a wooden

structure, made for the deposition of the consecrated elements

of the Eucharist from Good Friday to Easter Morn; during

which time it was watched by a quasi-guard, after the manner

of our Lord's sepulchre.

The Easter sepulchre cannot always be distinguished from a

tomb. Sometimes, indeed, it was a tomb, provision being thus

made by the " defunct " for the good of his soul. But it is

always to be found on the north side of the sanctuary.

Sepulchre Lights. In the fifty-first year of Edward III,

1377, a guild was founded in St. Botolph's Church, Alders-

gate, London, in honor of the Body of Christ and of Saints

Fabian and Sebastian. At its inception there were fifty-three

11802. P. 131.
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'" bretheren " and twenty-nine " susteren." In the twenty-

fourth year of Henry VI's reign, Dame Joan Astley (sometime

nurse to that King) and others obtained a license to refound

it in honor of the Holy Trinity ; and under that appellation it

remained till the twenty-first year of Edward VI, when it

was suppressed and its endowments (then valued of £30 a

year) granted to William Harris, alias Somers. The priest

to this fraternity had, on the Sunday succeeding All Souls'

Day, to read openly, " stondynge in the pulpyte ", all the

names of the brethren and sisters, ** that ben on lyne "

;

co'mmencing with this address :
" Gode bretheren and susteren

:

it is foreto weten and knowen, that the begynnynge of this

Bretherode of grete devocion, ev'y ma' pay'nge a peny, forto

fynde xiij tapers, about the Sepulchre of C'ste at Estre " etc.

These thirteen tapers are an allegory of Christ and His twelve

Apostles. In one of her ceremonies, the Church extinguishes

at intervals the twelve denoting the Apostles, during succes-

sive parts of the service, until only one taper remains burning,

which represents Christ deserted by His Apostles; and in the

end that too is extinguished to signify His death.

Easter Day.

The old English customs connected with Easter Day may
be considered under the headings of dishes, decorations, dona-

tions (or presents), diversions, and a few other usages which

do not readily fall into any of these classes.

DISHES.

Gammon. The custom of eating a gammon at Easter was,

says Aubrey, founded on this, viz. to show abhorrence of

Judaism—pork and ham being forbidden to the Jews—at the

solemn commemoration of our Lord's Resurrection. This

custom is, I believe, still kept up in some parts of England,

though doubtless its original meaning has been forgotten.

Lamb. How appropriate to this season is the custom, ob-

served probably more rigidly in Wales than England, of con-

sidering lamb as the proper dish for Easter Day.

Hare-pie. In some places (and especially at Hallaton, in
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Leicestershire) hare-pie is the recognized Easter viand. At
a remote period a piece of land was bequeathed to the rector

of Hallaton, as an endowment, conditionally that he and his

successors should distribute (they are scrambled for!) two

hare-pies, a quantity of ale, and two dozen penny-loaves. Mr.

C. J. Billson, in his Country Folk-lore: Leicestershire and

Rutland, has shown a connexion between the Christian festival

of Easter and the worship or sacrifice of hares. Certain evi-

dence of this exists in England. At Coleshill in Warwick-

shire it was customary for the young men of the parish to

try to catch a hare by lo a. m. on Easter Monday, and bring it

to the rector. If they were successful, he was bound to give

them a calf's head and one hundred eggs for their breakfast

and a groat in money. The custom of hunting the hare at

Leicester on Easter Monday also supports the theory. Mr.

Billson brings forward much evidence to prove that the hare

was originally a " totem " (or divine animal) among the local

aborigines, and that the customs at Leicester and Hallaton

are relics of the religious procession and annual sacrifice of the

god. He also sees in the " bottle-kicking " custom (which

was held simultaneously with the hare-pie scramble at Hal-

laton) a relic of the " Carrying-out-Death ", which is prac-

tised in some form in many European countries. Something

is taken to represent Death {e. g. a log of wood, or a figure

made of straw) ; this is carried out of the village and de-

stroyed in some way. This ceremony usually takes place in

the spring, signifying the destruction of winter, the emblem

of Death.

Easter Pudding. In Kent the natives still eat pudding-pies

at Easter. They are a kind of fiat " tart " with a raised crust

to hold a small quantity of custard with currants sprinkled

over its surface. Bands of young folk used to roam the coun-

tryside provided with this form of refreshment on the Monday
and Tuesday in Easter week. A universal custom with the

natives of Huntingdonshire is that of making an extra pudding

at Christmas, which is carefully preserved and solemnly eaten

at Easter. •-
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Easter Cakes. In some parts of Ireland, at Easter a cake

(with a garland of meadow flowers) was elevated upon a cir-

cular board at the end of a pike, apples being stuck on pegs

around the garland. Both men and women danced round the

cake, and they who held out longest won a prize. Plutarch

mentions a trial for dancing, the prize being a cake. The

Easter (or Paschal) Cake, called Tansy Cake, is of pagan

origin. Accompanying the dancing, which formed so promi-

nent a feature in the festival of old time, were small cakes

made for the refreshment of the dancers, which were generally

seasoned with herbs; and so at Eastertide, in memory of the

bitter herbs eaten with the Paschal Lamb, the custom arose of

eating "Tansy Cakes" (German: tanse—a dance). There

is some truth in Macaulay's remark, in his essay on Milton,

when he says :
" The multitude is more easily interested for

the unmeaning badge, or the most insignificant name, than for

the most important principle." Hence he infers the tendency

of Christianity to assume much that was pagan, and give the

stamp of Christian consecration. " Patron Saints assumed

the offices of Household gods. St. George took the place of

Mars; St. Elmo consoled the mariner for the loss of Castor

and Pollux." For the self-same reason the clergy, no doubt,

considered it more politic to Christianize a custom and make it

an instructive object-lesson than to abolish it with much diffi-

culty and much wounding of their people's feelings. So

Eostre's cakes came to be marked with a cross.

Easter Loves (or Masspane). In medieval England,

Fancy-bread (such as " Panye-puff " and "March-pane")

was prepared for visitors. The latter was in olden times a

favorite delicacy, and was made of flour, sugar, and almonds.

Originally it was used especially at Easter, and was called

" Mass-pane ", or " Mass-bread ", and sometimes " Payne-

mayne ".

Easter Egg. The Feast of the Resurrection, the " Queen

of Festivals," is remarkable for the almost universal practice

of giving " Pace Eggs." As an Easter dish, Easter eggs are

in point of antiquity deserving of first mention. Some anti-
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quaries see in the Paschal egg a symbol of the Resurrection,

and have constantly pronounced the custom to be of Christian

origin ; but it is far older than Christianity. Eggs were eaten

(after having been colored) in the very remotest antiquity

during the festival of the spring. To this day they are a

prominent feature in the Feast of Noruz (or New Year), held

throughout Central Asia about 25 March. The custom is also

common to Norse nations. In the old " Sagas " the earth

was symbolized by an tgg. The zgg was the emblem of the

world, and ancient temples in consequence sometimes received

an oval form. This typification is found in almost every

Oriental cosmogony. The tgg is still a sacred symbol in the

rites of the Beltein and plays a prominent part in the worship

of Baal. Egyptians, Persians, Greeks, and Romans, all shared

in the symbolical use of eggs; and the Parsees even now dis-

tribute red eggs at their Festival of Spring. The word pays,

pas, pace, pasche, passhe, etc., still used in the north of Eng-

land, come from the Hebrew, through the Greek ndaKa, The

Danish Paaske-egg, and the Swedish Paskegg, both likewise

signify colored eggs. In England the old " Pace eggs " were

hard-boiled, and dyed with various colors. In fact " Paste-

egg Day " was one of the names in England for Easter Day

:

" paste " being a natural enough corruption of " pasch." It

is curious to note that, though the word Easter is itself derived

from the name of the Saxon deity " Eostre," this title has

been preferred and preserved rather than the Biblical one of

Pascha, or Passover, for this greatest of all Christian festivals.

In medieval English times Easter eggs were blessed by the

priest, and this form of benediction was authorized by Pope

Paul V :
" Bless, Lord, we beseech Thee, this Thy creature

of eggs, that it may become a wholesome sustenance to Thy
faithful servants, eating it in thankfulness to Thee, on account

of the Resurrection of our Lord." The red dye used to color

the egg was supposed to allude to the Blood of the Redemption.

J. R. Fryar.

Canterbury, England.



Hnalecta*

ACTA PII PP. X.

Litterae Apostolicae.

I.
I

DioECEsis Neo-westmonasteriensis in Archidioecesim

Erigitur Vancouveriensem Denominandam.

PIUS pp. X.

Ad futuram rei memoriam.— In sublimi Principis Apos-

tolorum cathedra, nullis quidem meritis Nostris divinitus col-

locati, in omnes catholici orbis partes vigili studio oculos mentis

nostrae convertimus, et quae rei sacrae procurationi melius

gerendae faciant, quae catholico nomini aeternaeque fidelium

saluti, bene, prospere feliciterque eveniant, ea quidem, Apos-

tolica auctoritate interposita, propensa voluntate praestare ma-

turamus. lamvero cum dioecesis Neo-Westmonasteriensis in

Columbia britannica dominii Canadensis, provinciae ecclesias-

ticae Victoriae in insula Vancouver, novis aucta fuerit feliciter

incrementis, ac tum catholicorum numero, cum viarum facili-

tate, ita ceteris eiusdem provinciae ecclesiasticae territoriis

praemineat, ut opportunum consilium visum sit, vacante in
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praesens metropolltana sede Victoriensi, novo ordine eandem
ecclesiasticam provinciam disponere; Nos omnibus rei momen-
tis attento ac sedulo studio perpensis cum Venerabilibus Fratri-

bus Nostris S. R. E. Cardinalibus negotiis Propagandae Fidei

praepositis, de Fratrum eorundem consilio quae infrascripta

sunt decernenda existimavimus, Nimirum omnes et singulos,

quibus Nostrae hae litterae favent, a quibusvis excommunica-

tionis et interdict! aliisque ecclesiasticis sententiis, censuris et

poenis, si quas forte incurrerint, huius tantum rei gratia ab-

solventes et absolutos fore censentes, motu proprio atque ex

certa scientia et matura deliberatione Nostris deque Apostolicae

potestatis plenitudine, praesentium vi, dioecesim Neo-West-

monasteriensem praefatam ad dignitatem metropolitanam eve-

himus, eiusque sedem transferendam edicimus e civitate Neo-

Westmonasteriensi ad civitatem Vancouver, a qua posthac de-

nominetur archidioecesis Vancouveriensis. Praeterea eadem

Nostra auctoritate pariterque per praesentes volumus ac man-

damus, ut actualis archidioecesis Victoriae in insula Vancouver,

quae nunc vacat, exinde habeatur tamquam dioecesis suffra-

ganea praedictae metropolitanae sedis Vancouveriensis sic per

nos erectae, una cum praefectura Apostolica de Yukon, singulis

cuiusque territoriis actuali extensione servata. Decernentes

praesentes litteras firmas, validas et efficaces existere et fore,

suosque plenarios et integros effectus sortiri et obtinere, illis-

que ad quos spectat et spectare poterit in omnibus et per omnia

plenissime suffragari, sicque in praemissis per quoscumque

indices ordinarios et delegatos iudicari et definiri debere, atque

irritum et inane, si secus super his a quoquam, quavis aucto-

ritate, scienter vel ignoranter contigerit attentari. Non ob-

stantibus Nostra et Cancellariae Apostolicae regula de iure

quaesito non tollendo, aliisque Constitutionibus et ordinationi-

bus Apostolicis ceterisque, speciali licet atque individua men-

tione et derogatione dignis, in contrarium facientibus qui-

buscumque.

Datum Romae apud S. Petrum sub annulo Piscatoris die

XIX Septembris mdccccviii, Pontificatus Nostri anno sexto.

L. * S. R. Card. Merry Del Yal.
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1

II.

NOVUS ViCARIATUS ApOSTOLICUS ERIGITUR " DE TEMIS-

KAMINGUE " NUNCUPANDUS.

PIUS PP. X.

Ad futuram rei memoriam.—Romanorum Pontificum De-

cessorum Nostrorum vestigiis insistentes, dioeceses nimis am-

plas, cum gravis momenti rationes id suadere videantur, Apos-

tolica Nostra auctoritate dividimus, ut aucto Pastorum numero,

dominici gregis incolumitati et bono, potiori diligentia ac

studio consulamus. lamvero cum dioecesis Pembrokiensis,

provinciae ecclesiasticae Octaviensis in Canada, amplissimo ter-

ritorio extendatur, ita ut in septentrionali praesertim tractu

nova paranda sint catholicae fidei subsidia, quibus immigran-

tium colonorum recentibus necessitatibus provideatur ; Nos col-

latis consiliis cum Venerabilibus Fratribus Nostris S. R. E.

Cardinalibus negotiis Propagandae Fidei praepositis, in Boreali

plaga memoratae dioecesis Pembrokiensis ex ea distracta no-

vum Apostolicum vicariaturh erigendum esse censuimus.

Quare omnes et singulos, quibus Nostrae hae litterae favent, a

quibusvis excommunicationis et interdicti aliisque ecclesiasticis

sententiis, censuris et poenis, si quas forte incurrerint, huius

tantum rei gratia absolventes et absolutos fore censentes, motu

proprio atque ex certa scientia et matura deliberatione Nostris

deque Apostolicae potestatis plenitudine, praesentium vi, ab

ipsa dioecesi Pembrokiensi sequentibus limitibus definitum ter-

ritorium dismembramus. Ad septentrionem mari cui nomen

sinus de Hudson, inde a limite orientali districtus de Keewatin

usque ad promontorium Henriette, exinde vero linea quae, a

dicto promontorio ducta et per maris sinum James transiens,

ad Oram fluminis porrigitur quod dicitur Magni ceti; dein

vero hoc ipso flumine usque ad extremam oram orientalem

lacus de Apiokumish. Ad orientem arcu meridiano 72°, qui

e dicto puncto descendit usque ad Altitudinem terrarum, unde

limitatur pars septentrionalis provinciae Quebecensis. Ad
meridiem territorium dictum, e dioecesi Pembrokiensi seiun-

gendum, definiatur hac ipsa Altitudine terrarum, quae occiden-
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tern versus graditur usque ad limitem occidentalem comitatus

de Chicoutimi, ad austrum exinde declinans; postea hoc occi-

dentali limite ipsius comitatus de Chicoutimi, exinde occiden-

tali limite comitatus de Quebec, usquedum perveniatur ad cir-

culum latitudinis, qui ad occidentem vergens transit per ex-

tremitatem septentrionalem comitatus de Ottawa; postea tali

circulo latitudinis usque ad dictam extremitatem, exinde linea

quae separat comitatum de Ottawa a comitatu de Pontive,

usque ad circulum latitudinis 47°, deinceps eodem latitudinis

circulo occidentem versus, usque ad limites seiungentes dioe-

cesim Pembrokiensem a dioecesi S. Mariae Ormensi ; inde

vero, septentrionem versus, eadem divisionis linea inter duas

praedictas dioeceses usque ad Altitudinem terrarum, quae sep-

arat cursus aquarum adfluentium ad sinum de James ab aquis

adfluentibus ad magnos lacus sitos inter provinciam de Ontario

et Status foederatos; postea occidentem versus, eadem^/^i7wrfm^

terrarum usque ad boream lacus Nipigon, et exinde circulo

parallelo huius latitudinis usque ad limitem orientalem dis-

trictus de Keewatin. Ad occidentem autem territorium ipsum

definiatur arcu meridiano, qui districtum de Keewatin ad

orientem limitat, usque ad sinum de Hudson. Hoc autem

territorium, quod hisce finibus circumscriptum e dioecesi Pem-

brokiensi sic tenore praesentium separamus, eadem Nostra auc-

toritate in novum distinctum vicariatum Apostolicum erigimus

de Temiskamingue denominandum, ipsumque adsignamus pro-

vinciae ecclesiasticae Octaviensi. Decernentes praesentes litteras

iirmas, validas et efficaces existere et fore, suosque plenarios et

integros effectus sortiri et obtinere, illisque ad quos spectat et

spectare poterit in omnibus et per omnia plenissime suffragari,

sicque in praemissis per quoscumque indices ordinarios et dele-

gatos iudicari et definiri debere, atque irritum et inane, si

secus super his a quoquam, quavis auctoritate, scienter vel

ignoranter contigerit attentari. Non obstantibus Nostra et

Cancellariae Apostolicae regula de iure quaesito non tollendo,

aliisque Constitutionibus et ordinationibus Apostolicis caeteris-

que, speciali licet atque individua mentione et derogatione

dignis, in contrarium facientibus quibuscumque.
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Datum Romae apud S. Petrum sub annulo Piscatoris die

XXII Septembris mdccccviii, Pontificatus Nostri anno sexto.

L. * S. R. Card. Merry Del Val.

III.

DiOECESIS ROCKFORDIENSIS IN StATIBUS FoEDERATIS

Americae Septentrionalis conditur.

PIUS PP. X.

Ad futuram rei memoriam.—Quae rei sacrae procuration!

melius gerendae faciant, atque catholico nomini provehendo

aeternaeque fidelium saluti curandae, bene, prospere, feliciter-

que eveniant, ea ut sedulo studio praestemus, Nos admonet su-

premi Apostolatus munus, quo in terris, licet immeriti, divini-

tus fungimur. lamvero cum Venerabilis Frater lacobus E.

Quigley Archiepiscopus Chicagiensis in Statibus foederatis

Americae septentrionalis Nos enixe flagitaverit ut ad incre-

mentum religionis et ad maius christiani populi spirituale

bonum nova dioecesis in provincia ecclesiastica Chicagiensi

erigeretur, per divisionem suae nimis extensae archidioecesis,

cumque Venerabiles Fratres Episcopi comprovinciales eius-

dem petitioni unanimi consensu adhaeserint; Nos de hac pro-

posita divisione ac de novae huius dioeceseos erectione agentes

cum Venerabilibus Fratribus Nostris S. R. E. Cardinalibus ne-

gotiis Propagandae Fidei praepositis, perpensis omnibus rerum

adiunctis, nee non attento voto Venerabilis Fratris Diomedis

Falconio Delegati Apostolici in praefata regione, oblatis hisce

precibus annuendum libenti quidem animo existimavimus.

Quae cum ita sint, omnes et singulos, quibus Nostrae hae lit-

terae favent, a quibusvis excommunicationis et interdicti aliis-

que ecclesiasticis sententiis, censuris et poenis, si quas forte

incurrerint, huius tantum rei gratia absolventes et absolutos

fore censentes, motu proprio atque ex certa scientia et matura

deliberatione Nostris deque Apostolicae potestatis plenitudine,

praesentium tenore, distractis ex archidioecesi Chicagiensi duo-

decim sequentibus civitatibus, nempe MacHenry, Kane, Ken-

dall, Boone, De Kalb, Lee, Whiteside, Ogle, Carroll, Winne-
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bago, Joe Daviess et Stephenson, ex his novam dioecesim erigi-

mus cum episcopal! residentia in civitate Rockford appellata,

a qua ipsa nomen Rockfordiensis habebit, et cum cathedratico

pro sua episcopali mensa, discrete arbitrio Episcopi imponendo.

Decernentes praesentes litteras firmas, validas et efficaces exis-

tere et fore, suosque plenarios et integros effectus sortiri et

obtinere, illisque ad quos spectat et spectare poterit in omnibus

et per omnia plenissime suffragari, sicque in praemissis per

quoscumque indices ordinarios et delegates iudicari et definiri

debere, atque irritum et inane, si secus super his a quoquam,

quavis auctoritate, scienter vel ignoranter contigerit attentari.

Non obstantibus Nostra et Cancellariae Apostolicae regula de

iure quaesito non tollendo, aliisque Constitutionibus et ordina-

tionibus Apostolicis ceterisque, speciali licet atque individua

mentione et derogatione dignis, in contrarium facientibus

quibuscumque.

Datum Romae apud S. Petrum sub annulo Piscatoris die

XXVII Septembris mdccccviii, Pontificatus Nostri anno sexto.

L. * S. R. Card. Merry Del Val.

S. C0N6EEOATI0 S. OFFICII.

COMMUTATUR ViSITATIO ECCLESIAE PRO VlTAM COMMUNEM
AGENTIBUS.

SSmus Dominus Noster Pius divina providentia PP. X, in

audientia R. P. D. Adsessori S. Officii impertita, benigne in-

dulsit, ut fideles utriusque sexus, qui perfectionis studio vel

institutionis seu educationis, aut etiam valetudinis causa in

domibus ecclesia vel publico sacello carentibus, de consensu

vero Ordinariorum constitutis, vitam communem agunt, nee

non personae omnes ad illis ministrandum ibidem commorantes,

quoties ad lucrandas indulgentias praescribatur visitatio

alicuius ecclesiae in genere, id est non determinatae, vel in-

determinati alicuius publici oratorii, visitare valeant propriae

domus sacellum, in quo obligationi audiendi Sacrum iure satis-

facere possunt, dummodo cetera opera iniuncta rite praesti-
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terint. Praesenti in perpetuum valituro. Contrariis quibus-

cumque non obstantibus.

L. * S.

Aloisius Can. Giambene^ Substitutus pro Indulgentiis.

Die 14 lanuarii ipop.

S. CONGBEGATIO D£ BELIGIOSIS.

Decretum.

X)e eleemosynis colligendis gravis quaestio, quae iam ante-

actis saeculis non semel agitata fuit, hodie praesertim, ob pecu-

liaria rerum ac temporum adiuncta, in praxi maiores ac fre-

quentiores praesefert difficultates. Quibus ut occurreret, S.

Congregatio Episcoporum et Regularium, omnibus mature

perpensis, die 27 Martii 1896 promulgavit decretum Singulari

quidem, quo colligendarum eleemosynarum ministerium op-

portunis pro hodierna humanae societatis conditione communie-

batur cautelis. Attamen mulierum dumtaxat respiciebat So-

dalitates. Quo autem et virorum Institutis religiosis melius

provideretur, eidem sacrae Congregationi, in plenario con-

sessu die 8 Maii anni 1908 habito, visum est pro his quoque

nonnullas apponere quaestuationum normas; quas, ex Secre-

taria supradictae Congregationis Episcoporum et Regularium

acceptas, sacra Congregatio Negotiis Religiosorum sodalium

praeposita, de mandato SSmi Dni Nostri Pii divina providentia

PP. X, publici iuris facit.

I.

—

Quoad ordines mendicantes.

i.° Regulares, qui Mendicantes vocantur et sunt, ex institu-

tione Sedis Apostolicae cum sola licentia Superiorum suorum

eleemosynas quaerere valeant in dioecesi, ubi erectus est con-

ventus. Ordinariorum licentia necessario censenda est data in

ipso actu quo conventus fundationi consensum praebuerunt.

2° Si vero iidem Regulares extra dioecesim, ubi conventus

habent, stipem quaeritare velint, Ordinarii illius dioeceseos li-

centia, per suos Superiores in scriptis obtenta, indigent.

3.° Ordinarii praecipue limitrophes, banc licentiam absque
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gravioribus urgentioribusque causis ne denegent, si aliquis con-

ventus ex quaestuatione in sola dioecesi, ubi erectus est, vivere

nullimode possit, ut in parvis dioecesibus contingere solet.

4.° Quae licentia intelligitur habitualis, usque nempe ad ex-

pressam revocationem
;
quae quidem revocatio, ut par est, non-

nisi legitimis de causis, iisque tantum perdurantibus, facienda

est.

5.° Ut Mendicantes praefato iure gaudeant, per seipsos, non

autem per personas Ordini extraneas, eleemosynas colligere

debent.

6° Regulares quaestuantes semper secum habere debent lit-

teras authenticas, quibus constet de debita facultate deque offi-

cio quaestuationis sibi commisso. Quas litteras parochis ultro

exhibere tenentur; necnon Ordinariis, quoties ab ipsis re-

quirantur.

y° Non licet Superioribus regularibus ad hoc opus mittere

nisi Religiosos aetate et animo maturos; numquam eos qui

studiis adhuc incumbunt.

8.° Religiosi eleemosynas collecturi ne pergant soli sed bini,

praesertim extra urbem seu locum ubi habent conventum, se-

clusa gravis necessitatis causa; quo in casu quaestuarius pub-

lice notus sit oportet atque aetate, virtute ac fidelium existi-

matione omnino commendatus.

9.° Porro extra locum conventuum quaestuantes, apud

parochos vel apud alios clericos saeculares vel regulares, aut,

iis deficientibus, apud aliquem pium benefactorem, Christiana

honestate et virtute conspicuum, divertant.

io.° Extra propriam domum ne maneant ultra mensem, si

in propria dioecesi; non ultra duos, si in alia eleemosynas

quaerant; neque iidem denuo mittantur, nisi postquam per

unum, vel respective per duos menses, vitam communem iuxta

regulam et constitutiones in conventu exegerint, prout uno vel

duobus mensibus extra claustra degere debuerunt.

ii.° Qui in ipso loco, ubi situs est conventus, stipem corro-

gant, noctu extra propriam domum nequaquam manebunt,

12.° Religiosi quaestuantes semper ilia, qua decet, humili-

tate, modestia, munditie eniteant; saecularium, praesertim
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niulierum cuiuscumque sint conditionis, familiaritatem caveant

;

loca suae professioni minime congrua omnino devitent
;
pieta-

tem sincere foveant atque spiritualia exercitia in religione ipso-

rum solita pro viribus fideliter adimpleant.

13.° Superiores regulares, graviter onerata eorum con-

scientia, ne omittant quaestuariis suis normas agendi, quas

prudentia suadet, opportunas praescribere.

14.° Si vero, quod absit, Regulares quaestuantes notorie de-

liquerint, fidelibus scandalum praebuerint, vel etiam contra

legitimam prohibitionem eleemosynas colligere ausi fuerint,

Ordinarius loci iubeat eos in propriam domum redire atque

etiam tamquam Sedis Apostolicae Delegatus Superiores

moneat, ut illos corrigant et pro gravitate scandali puniant;

quod si secus fecerint, quam primum ad Sanctam Sedem
recurrat.

II.

—

Quoad ordines vel instituta religiosa non men-

DICANTIUM.

i.° Religiosi sive Ordinum sive congregationum iuris pon-

tiiicii, qui privilegium quaeritandi eleemosynas neque vi pro-

priarum constitutionum a S. Sede approbatarum, neque vi

Apostolicae concessionis gaudent, veniam Apostolicae Sedis

impetrare debent, ut quaestuationes instituere valeant; prae-

terea licentiam per suos Superiores ab Ordinario loci obtinere

tenentur, nisi forte S. Sedes in hoc expresse et specialiter iuri

Episcopi derogaverit, quod numquam praesumi potest, sed

indubitatis documentis probari debet.

2.° Religiosi vero qui sunt iuris dioecesani, opus colligendi

eleemosynas nequaquam aggredi poterunt, nisi licentiam ob-

tinuerint tum ab Ordinario loci in quo resident, tum etiam, si

extra dioecesim propriae residentiae abituri sint, ab Ordinario

loci in quo stipem quaerere desiderant.

3.° Ordinarii autem locorum, si opportunum visum fuerit,

pro unaquaque domo cuiusque religiosi suae dioeceseos In-

stituti, sive iuris pontificii sive iuris dioecesani, emendicato

viventis, limites quaestuationis constituere possunt et respec-

tive servandos curare, praesertim ubi sunt conventus Regu-
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larium nomine et re mendicantium ; nee huiusmodi Religiosis

non mendicantibus quaeritandi licentiam concedant, nisi sibi

constet de vera domus vel pii operis necessitate, cui alio modo
occurri nequeat ; et si necessitatibus provideri potest per quaes-

tuationem in loco vel districtu, in quo Religiosi resident, aut

intra dioecesim, instituendam, ampliorem licentiam nequaquam
concedant.

4.° Ordinarius porro illius dioeceseos, ad quam isti Reli-

giosi aliarum dioeceseon eleemosynas quaesituri accedent, col-

lectas eis minime permittat, nisi prius per se vel per suos ad hoc

delegatos, praeter litteras obedientiales proprii Superioris,

facultatem, vel Apostolicae Sedis si sunt iuris pontificii, vel

proprii Ordinarii si sunt iuris dioecesani, recognoverit et

huius decreti praescriptis conformem invenerit.

5.° Insuper Ordinarius sedulo advertat, utrum qui pro mis-

sionibus exteris subsidia quaerunt, praeter litteras commen-

datitias Vicarii vel Praefecti Apostolici respectivae missionis

et litteras obedientiales Moderatoris generalis proprii Instituti,

habeant quoque facultatem a S. Congregatione de Propaganda

Fide in forma authentica recenter datam.

6.° Licentiam colligendi eleemosynas Ordinarii concedant

gratis et in scriptis, notatis semper (sive ad calcem litterarum

obedientialium sive in documento separato) turn nominibus

Religiosorum, qui ad colligendas eleemosynas designati sunt,

turn nomine Ordinis vel Instituti ad quod pertinent, tum loco

et tempore pro quibus licentia valitura sit.

7.° Licentias loco et tempore generales Religiosis huius-

modi nequaquam concedent Ordinarii, sed potius invigilabunt,

ne sive quaestuantes, sive praetextu quaestuationis, extra pro-

priam domum maneant ultra mensem, si in propria dioecesi;

aut ultra duos menses, si in aliena eleemosynas quaerant ; neve

iidem denuo mittantur, nisi postquam per unum, respective

duos menses, in suo conventu degerint, prout uno vel duobus

mensibus foris manserant.

8.° Ut Religiosi Ordinariorum facultate colligendi eleemo-

synas uti valeant, id per se, non per alios, facere debent.

9.° Ad haec et ipsi fideliter observent, quae supra prjo Reli-
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giosis Ordinum mendicantium sancita sunt, parte I, art. 6, 7,

8,9, II, 12, 13.

10. ° In casu tandem, quo hi Religiosi quaestuantes contra

legitimam prohibitionem eleemosynas collegerint, vel, quod

Deus avertat, male se gesserint scandalove fidelibus fuerint,

Ordinarius loci, etiam tamquam Sedis Apostolicae Delegatus,

eos pro gravitate delicti et scandali opportunis remediis co-

erceat et in propriam domum a suis Superioribus puniendos

remittat.

Datum Romae, ex Secretaria supradictae sacrae Congrega-

tionis Negotiis Religiosorum sodalium praepositae, in festo

Praesentationis B. M. V., die 21 Novembris 1908.

Fr. I. C. Card. Vives, Praefectus.

L. * S.

D. Laurentius Janssens, O. S. B., Secreta/rius.

S. GONGEEGATIO CONSISTOEIALIS.

I.

LiTTERAE AD ArCHIEPISCOPOS, EpISCOPOS AlIOSQUE

LocoRUM Ordinarios.

lUme ac Rme Domine,

Hand raro accidit ut Ordinarii aliquid habeant ad Sanctam

Sedem deferendum vel cum ipsa tractandum, quod aut ratione

officii, aut vi ecclesiasticae alicuius legis, aut prudentiae causa

secreto silentii tegendum sit.

Ubi haec occurrant, Ordinariis curae sit scripta committere

occlusa diligenter, etiamsi per suos rerum agentes vel procura-

tores ea transmittere velint. Quamvis enim dubitare non li-

ceat de fide ac prudentia illius, in quo Episcopus fiduciam col-

locaverit et qui fuerit Sanctae Sedi probatus; tuenda nihilo-

minus lex ilia est quae prohibet secreti participes fieri plures

quam necessitas postulet.

Illud praeterea commendatur Ordinariis vehementer, ut in

delectu procuratorum vel agentium rationem habeant eorum,

qui hoc in genere officii honeste hactenus et cum utilitate clien-
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turn versati sunt. Idcirco, nisi quid graviter obstet, eosdem
praeferant aliis. lustum enim est et in Apostolicae Sedis votis,

ut concessa ob altiores fines libertas in detrimentum non cedat

bene meritorum hominum, qui hue usque operam suam in

Ecclesiae servitium contulerunt.

Hisce tibi significatis, omnia fausta tibi a Domino deprecor.

Romae, die 25 Novembris 1908.

C. Card. De Lai, Secretarius.

L. * S.

SciPio Tecchi, Adsessor.

S. CONGREOATIO D£ SACBAHENTIS.

Declaratio circa Concessionem Dispensationum Matri-

MONIALIUM ex CAUSIS INHONESTIS.

Sacrae Congregationi de disciplina Sacramentorum sequens

dubium propositum fuit : an, iuxta tenorem formularum sacrae

Congregationis de disciplina Sacramentorum, in concessione

dispensationum ab impedimentis matrimonialibus ex causis in-

honestis intelligi debeat tacite concessa Ordinario etiam facul-

tas declarandi legitimam prolem susceptam ante executionem

dispensationis et celebrationem matrimonii.

Eadem S. Congregatio, re mature perpensa, respondere cen-

suit: Negative, sed requiri ut prolis legitimatio ab oratoribus.

petatur eaque in rescript© concedatur.

Datum Romae ex aedibus eiusdem S. Congr., die 29 lanu-

arii 1909.

D. Card. Ferrata, Praefectus.

L. * S.

Ph. Giustini^ Secretarius.

S. CONGEEGATIO EITUUM.

Sanctimonialium Ordinis S. Benedicti.

Moniales Ordinis S. Benedicti apud Princethorpe, dioecesis

Birmingamiensis in Anglia, vigore privilegii olim sibi concessi,

Officium B. M. V. ut in Communi Sanctorum, omnibus sab-
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batis non aliter impeditis, sub ritu semiduplici recitare solent.

Quibusdam autem temporibus, scilicet ab Adventu usque ad

Nativitatem Domini, a Nativitate Domini usque ad Purifica-

tionem, et a Pascha usque ad Pentecosten, Evangelium eius-

dem Officii minime cum Evangelic Missae B, M. V. eisdem

temporibus assignatae concordat. De facto Officium tale, ab

Adventu usque ad Nativitatem Domini, et a Nativitate Domini

usque ad Purificationem nondum usque hue recitandum oc-

currit, saepius vero tempore paschali. Ut ergo hoc tempore

paschali Officium Missae concordet, dictae moniales Evange-

lium Stabant cum Homilia S. Augustini, ut in festo VII

Dolorum B. M. V. (feria VI post Dom. Passionis) et Respon-

soria de Communi B. M. V. legunt. Orto iam dubio de hac

ratione agendi, eaedem moniales a sacrorum Rituum Congre-

gatione humiliter petunt ut dubia sequentia solvere dignetur,

nimirum

:

L An in sabbatina recitatione Officii B. M. V. Evangelium

Loquente cum Homilia de Communi semper recitandum sit.

II. Si vero negative, quaenam sint Evangelia, Homilia et

Responsoria iis variis temporibus recitanda, nempe: (a) ab

Adventu usque ad Nativitatem Domini; (b) a Nativitate

Domini usque ad Purificationem; (c) a Pascha usque ad Pen-

tecosten.

Sacra porro Rituum Congregatio, ad relationem subscripti

Secretarii, exquisito voto Commissionis liturgicae, re sedulo

perpensa ita respondendum censuit

:

Ad I. Providebitur in II.

Ad II. Responsoria sint semper ut in festis B. Mariae Vir-

ginis per annum, cum Evangeliis et Homiliis; (a) e feria IV

Quatuor Temporum Adventus; (b) e die infra Octavam Nati-

vitatis Domini Vides festinare pastores (30 Decembsis) ; et

(c) e priori festo Septem Dolorum B. M. V.

Atque ita rescripsit, die 22 lanuarii 1909.

S. Card. Cretoni, Praefectus.

L. * S.

+ D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secretarius.
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ROMAN CUBIA.

American Appointments.

Official announcement is made of the following Consistorial

nominations

:

28 January, ipop : Cardinal Francis Satolli, Bishop of Fras-

cati, is appointed Protector of the Order of Sisters of St.

Joseph (Carondolet). The order, founded in 1650, has four

Provinces in the United States ( St. Louis, St. Paul, Troy, and

Los Angeles, Calif.), with 115 establishments.

2p January, ipop: Mons. Augustin Dontenville, Bishop of

New Westminster (newly created archdiocese under the title

of Vancouver), recently elected Superior General of the Ob-

lates of Mary Immaculate, is made titular archbishop of Ptole-

mais in Syria. (Ptolemais St. John d'Acri) has a resident

bishop of the Greek Melchite rite.

Pontifical Honors.

14 January, ipop : The Rev. H. Bernard Sandmeyer, parish

priest of New Ulm in the archdiocese of St. Paul, is elevated

to the rank of Domestic Prelate.

jp January, ipop : Mr. John Craigen of the diocese of Aber-

deen (Scotland) is appointed Private Chamberlain of Sword

and Cape.

Papal Audiences.

14 January, ipop: The Very Rev. Augustin Ausini, S. J.,

Rector of the Collegia Pio of Latin America.

2^ January, ipop : Mons. Edward Patrick Allen, Bishop of

Mobile, Alabama.
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The Roman documents of the month are:

Letters Apostolic : I. Erecting the diocese of New West-
minster in British Columbia into an archdiocese, with the

metropolitan see at Vancouver. The former archdiocese of

Victoria is reduced to a suffragan diocese of Vancouver, like

the Prefecture Apostolic of the Yukon.

II. Erecting the Vicariate Apostolic of Temiskaming, suf-

fragan of the archbishopric of Ottawa.

III. Erecting the diocese of Rockford in the United States,

suffragan of the archbishopric of Chicago.

S. Congregation of the Holy Office permits members
of religious institutes approved by the Ordinary, together with

their charges and household, to fulfill the obligation of visit-

ing some indeterminate church or public oratory for the pur-

pose of gaining certain indulgences, by visiting the chapels of

their own institutes in which Mass is ordinarily said for the

members of the same.

S. Congregation for Religious issues a decree determin-

ing the conditions under which members of religious institutes

may collect funds in or out of their dioceses. (See article on

this subject, pp. 412-17.)

S. Congregation of Consistory commends care in the

selection of agents whom the bishops commission to transact

ecclesiastical business for them in Rome.

S. Congregation of the Sacraments decides that the

granting of dispensations from matrimonial impediments (ex

causis inhonestis) does not tacitly include the faculty of legi-

timizing children born before the application for dispensation

and the celebration of marriage. Such faculty must be separ-

ately applied for.

S. Congregation of Rites determines certain rubrics for

the recitation of the canonical office of the B. V. M. (privi-
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leged) on Saturdays, in the Convent of the Benedictine nuns

at Princethorpe, in the diocese of Birmingham, England.

Roman Curia : Appointments and nominations.

THE DISCUSSION OF THE DESIRABILITY OF A VEENACULAR
LITURGY.

Readers who have carefully followed the discussion sug-

gested by Dr. Campbell's plea for a vernacular liturgy, no doubt

recognize the fact that a good deal is to be said on both sides.

Naturally the predominant expression of opinion on a question

of this kind will be on the side of tradition; and tradition is

indeed a chief conserver of that discipline which in turn safe-

guards the apostolic doctrine for which the Church in its in-

stitutional character stands. And we may always assume a

certain delicacy, if not timidity, which prevents open utterance

on the part of those who may have definite and reasonable

convictions, in behalf of a plea which is either unpopular or

which seems to forestall the judgment of authority.

Several readers who have written to us on the subject, point-

ing our certain inconsistencies in what was said by those

whose criticisms of Dr. Campbell appeared in the last number

of the Review, stipulated that their names be withheld in case

we should publish their communications. As Dr. Campbell

speaks for himself in this number, and sufficiently answers the

main points of the opposition to his plea, there is no need of

printing the criticisms referred to. There is one writer, how-

ever, who over his signature frankly states that the opponents

of Dr. Campbell seem to lose sight of the real issue for which

he pleads, namely that whatever is to be said in behalf of the

Latin liturgy as a bond of unity, the chief necessity for mak-

ing this unity effective is an intelligent appreciation of what

religious worship means. Even a general understanding of

the liturgical act of the Holy Sacrifice does not cover the

ground contended for. "A priest can do much to explain the

unchangeable parts of the Mass, but he has not the opportun-

ity ordinarily to bring home to the people the beauties hidden

in the ever-changing Introit, Gradual, Tract, Collect, Com-
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munion." The question is, however, not one of advocating the

abrogation of the Latin liturgy; it is rather a plea for mak-
ing that liturgy intelligible to the mass of our people who
do not at present either understand or appreciate it. The dis-

cussion need have no other effect than to make us as pastors

and priests conscious of the necessity of placing within the

reach of our people means of informing themselves regarding

the untold treasures of the Catholic liturgy, which will prove

more effective than those hitherto adopted or prescribed.

And to bring about such an effect we must have discussion,

within the limits of respectful treatment of the venerable

traditions of the Church, loyalty to the disciplinary ordinances

of the ecclesiastical authorities, and above all conservation of

orthodoxy in matters of Catholic doctrine. With these prin-

ciples fixed there need be no reserve in frankly expressing

what facts and reason clearly demonstrate to the observant

and logical mind. In this connexion we may quote from a

communication by a priest who realizes the practical value of

the issue here discussed. Commenting on the criticisms which

appeared in the March number, he writes

:

It is to be regretted that there has not been a fuller discussion

on the side of Dr. Campbell. A canvass of the clerical readers

of the Review would doubtless show a surprisingly large number

in sympathy with the Reverend Doctor's views. However, the

subject is a delicate one and many will hesitate to discuss the

matter in print lest their endeavors should be regarded by the

over-critical as encroaching upon the domain of authority. But

those who plead for a modification of the present discipline, do

so with the knowledge that they are merely presenting the rea-

sons why the proper authorities in the Church may decide on a

change. As priests their duties bring them into close contact

with the faithful, and therefore they are in a position to suggest

what the wants and needs of the faithful are. Of course, the

final word is to be said by the Church herself on the matter.

Hers is the wisdom as hers is the power to make the change.

James Aherne.

South Omaha, Nebraska.
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We hope to sum up the results of the discussion in our next

number, in such a way as to present our readers with the

practical aspect of what the clergy should and could do in the

matter of making the Catholic (Latin) liturgy better appre-

ciated by the great body of our people, for whom at present it

is actually a sealed book, to the loss of faith and devotion.

DK. CAMPBELL'S PLEA FOR A VERNACULAR LITURGY.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

There is, I think, little doubt that a considerable number of

priests who have experience of work among English-speaking

people would be glad to be allowed at least an alternative use

of the vernacular in certain rites of the Church, notably in the

administration of Baptism, Confirmation, Extreme Unction,

and the burial of the dead; and had Dr. Campbell confined

his arguments to the question of pleading for the necessary

authorization for this modification in the customs of holy

Church, many would have answered " yes ! we should plead

for a vernacular administration of certain parochial func-

tions." But it is a very different question when it comes to

changing the public offices of the church, and above all the

celebration of the Divine Mysteries.

Would the reasons put forward by Dr. Campbell be any-

thing like sufficient to make up for the loss of the liturgical

language, which helps us to realize the consoling and soul-

uniting fact that, whatever our nationality may be, whatever

language we may speak, we are all members of one great

family in Jesus Christ? Could this unity be in any other

way brought before us so strikingly as it is by the use of the

liturgical language when we meet in our churches throughout

the world to offer the holy sacrifice of the Mass ?

For an example of what I mean, let us go to St. Peter's

church, Hatton Garden, London, between the hours of five

and eight on a week-day morning during the Eucharistic

Congress of last September. In the sacristy stands a row of

boys vested in cassock and cotta. Some of these boys pay be
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of Italian origin, some of Irish, but practically speaking they

are all English boys, and their language is English as spoken

by the working-class in London. Now they are waiting to

serve Mass for the ever-increasing crowd of priests of various

nationalities who have come from all parts of the world to

attend the Congress. Ever and anon the sacristy bell rings

out as one of the boys leads to a side altar a priest vested for

Mass. A moment before there was a gulf between this priest

and this London boy, for neither understands a word of the

language which the other deems the easiest and most natural

in the world. But now, as they meet at the foot of God's

altar, the gulf is bridged over; and all through the sacred

Rite, until they return to the sacristy, there is perfect under-

standing between them. Together they confess their sins

in Latin, together they cry for mercy in Greek, and the boy

answers in Hebrew to some of the prayers which the priest

says in Latin. A strange mixture it might seem to one to

whom it is not given to know the mysteries of the Kingdom of

Heaven; but to the priest and the boy in question it is the

language of the Church which renders perfect inter-communion

possible. The same thing is going on at all the altars in this

church, and in all the other large churches of London.

Whatever may be said of the history of our Church Latin

and the origin of its employment in the sacred rites, can we
help seeing a mystical connexion between it and the inscription

on the Cross, which was written in Hebrew, in Greek, and in

Latin, that all might read it ? Can we doubt that it is the will

of God to unite us thus as the olive branches round about the

table of the Lord ?

And how would it be if we were to plead for a vernacular

Liturgy, and obtain it? Utter confusion where before there

were unity and order. Each priest would require his own
missal and a native server; and when we consider that " given

a Liturgy in the vernacular, parts of the Mass would naturally

be recited in a louder tone of voice," the effect in a large

church with Masses going on in various tongues would, to say

the least, not be conducive to devotion. The unity of Rite
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might indeed make it possible for a fairly instructed Catholic

to follow any of these Masses, and even for one to receive

Holy Communion from a foreign priest; but with what dis-

traction and confusion where all was peace and unity before!

For another example let us go to a small country Mission in

the Midlands, where there is only a small church and one

priest. On a Saturday evening a Spanish priest, who does

not know English, calls at the Presbytery. He is taking his

holiday in the shape of a walking tour across England,

hoping to obtain " copy " for a magazine for which he

writes in his own country. He wishes to say Mass in the

morning, and decides that half-past ten will not be too late.

After the Gospel, the celebrant sits down, and the Rector of

the Mission gives out the notices, reads the translation of the

Epistle and Gospel as usual, and then, in his sermon, tells the

people that the priest whose Mass they are hearing does not

know a word of their language, and takes the occasion to

explain to his congregation the unity which is brought about

by the use of Latin as the liturgical tongue. This helps the

people to realize that, although in the place where they live

they appear to be a small and insignificant sect, they are mem-
bers of a mighty Church, not confined to one country or

nation, but spread throughout the world.

Now suppose the same thing were to happen after say

twenty years of vernacular Liturgy. The parish priest, hav-

ing no practical use for Latin, as he says his Office in English

and finds quite enough theology in the many books and maga-

zines for the clergy written in his own language, has been

forgetting the ci-devant liturgical tongue ever since he left

the Seminary, and now he knows it about as well as he does

Greek—about as well as an average Protestant country Rector

knows both Latin and Greek—i. e. practically not at all. With

the greatest difficulty he might make the Spanish priest un-

derstand, that as the Church in England is in communion

with the Church in Spain, he might have the use of the altar

to say Mass, provided he brings with him his Spanish missal

and his native server; provided moreover that he dpes not
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celebrate in the presence of the English congregation; for

after twenty years of vernacular Liturgy, the people, having

been taught to follow the words of the prayers, would be as

distracted by the foreign priest as would a Protestant congre-

gation under similar circumstances at the present day.

One more example from personal experience. I always

find that both Catholics and non-Catholics are pleased and edi-

fied when, on returning from a short holiday in France, I tell

them how I was invited, for instance, to say one of the parish

Masses in a great cathedral on Sunday morning in the presence

of a large congregation, or how, on the first Friday of the

month, I was asked to give Holy Communion to some two

hundred French people at the altar of the Sacred Heart, in

order to enable the celebrant to finish his Mass for the benefit

of those who were not going to Communion. How different

it would all be if a vernacular Liturgy obtained in England

and in France!

It seems passing strange to me that a priest who lives in

Canada should not see, in his own country, a very great in-

convenience that would follow his proposed reform of the

Liturgfy. A stranger, instead of asking as now for the Catho-

lic church, and being shown it without difficulty, would have

to seek the English Catholic church or the French Catholic

church. I think this would be no small inconvenience and

no insignificant step towards the introduction of greater and

still more important differences. The English-speaking

Catholic would perhaps even have to ask for the English

Roman Catholic church, for I think there is a section of a

non-Catholic sect which calls itself " English Catholic " as dis-

tinguished from Roman Catholic.

Though I have not attempted to reason, but simply to draw

attention to some, it seems to me, inevitable results of such an

innovation as that proposed by Dr. Campbell, I hope I have

said, or rather hinted, enough to show that all the reasons

given for such a change would pale before what could be

said against it.

The last of the reasons in favor of the Latin Liturgy
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quoted by Dr. Campbell from Cardinal Capecelatro, and
which he dismisses with a very few lines, is, I think, particu-

larly practical in English-speaking countries at the present

day :
" There is," says the Cardinal, " something mysterious

and solemn about a Liturgy that speaks a language not used

for the common needs of life, and not fully understood, which

cannot fail to produce good results in well-disposed minds."

If we except a modern section of the Church of England,

and also the Irvingites, we may say that in all the sects we
meet with in our countries, the highest idea of public worship

is a meeting together to pray, sing hymns, read the Bible and

hear it explained according to the tenets of the particular sect.

The minister is there to help and lead the congregation, and

it would be rightly deemed absurd for him to hold a service

without a congregation. It is not so with us. An important

part of the priest's duty is to minister to the people; but this

is not the chief office of his priesthood. A reason for which

our people should go to church is to pray together and be in-

structed in their religion; but it is not the chief reason. The

highest office of the priest is to offer sacrifice to God, and the

highest duty of the faithful is to join with him, not necessarily

in following the prayers he says, though that is good, but in

the act of offering the Sacrifice of the Mass. The vestments,

the ceremonies, and in no small degree the liturgical language

should help the people, if they are properly instructed, to ap-

preciate this, and to realize that their object in going to Mass

is quite different from and of a much higher order than the

motives for going to evening devotions or to hear sermons,

and altogether beyond the understanding of their " separated

brethren."

A liturgical devotion should certainly be inculcated. All

the faithful should, as far as possible, have missals with trans-

lations of all the prayers and portions of Scripture used in the

Mass; and they should be persuaded, at least sometimes, to

follow the Mass throughout in their books. Those who are

devout enough to attend long services should also be pro-

vided with Holy Week books. Complete Vesper books should
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be cheaper than they are at present, and should be recom-

mended. Translations of the prayers for the blessing of

palms, ashes, and candles should be easier to find. Books of

private devotion might contain more about the Church's sea-

sons than they generally do, and more extracts from the

Divine Office. Instructions on the public Offices of the

Church, and the meaning of the ceremonies, might well be

more frequent. But as we value our precious heritage as

members of the true Church, let us not imitate those who
have left us by wishing to introduce a vernacular Liturgy,

lest it be said of us as of Israel of old : Et commisti sunt inter

gentes; et didicerunt opera eorum.

G. W. L. Hendriks.
Eastwell, Leicestershire, England.

THE AROUMENTS AGAINST THE USE OF A YEBNACULAB
LITURGY.

A Rejoinder.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

In my article on a vernacular Liturgy I wrote :
" Those

who are disposed to be frightened by the difficulties to which

an innovation may lend occasion, rather than to be encouraged

by the substantial good it is expected to produce, will always

find arguments in support of the status quo." The truth

of this is well illustrated by three of my critics whose letters

appeared in your March issue, and of course it is all the more

evident when the arguments need not conform to any fixed

standard of value. And indeed who could hope to see an end

of the arguments against a vernacular Liturgy while he finds

one critic objecting, in the name of vocal music, that the English

has such sounds as ing, which can be properly uttered only by
" artists," and a second, that the change would probably neces-

sitate every church having a Missal in the vernacular and

one in Latin; and a third demanding what language an

American priest would use who found himself in Rome,

Berlin, Quebec, or Mexico.

Supposing some private person like myself, before the
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Pope issued his Motu Propria on Church Music, had advo-

cated in the Review the changes which His HoHness has

prescribed in that document, can we doubt that an army of

opponents, armed with arguments quite as cogent as those of

my critics, would have leaped to the front to crush the dan-

gerous innovator? We might even have heard some one tri-

umphantly demanding what the parishes would do with their

old music books. There is good ground for this presumption,,

seeing that, though the Pope's reasoning was backed by Apos-

tolic authority, enough " arguments " are still forthcoming to-

prevent, in many places, compliance with his law. Yet no-

body can suppose that the Pope thought the change could be

effected without considerable trouble and inconvenience; but

he knew that, as St. Gregory so often tells us, " ad magna,

praemia perveniri non potest nisi per magnos labores," and

the fact that many would prefer to escape the trouble incident

on the reform, did not seem to him sufficient reason why the-

Church should be debarred from the benefits of a music which

is in harmony with our religious needs and feelings.

In my article I claimed as beyond reasonable doubt " that

the faithful would draw large profit from immediate contact

with the riches of our Liturgy." My reasoning was governed

by the assumption that that policy was best which secured the

greatest good to the greatest number. I was aware that a few
" educated " persons here might think that to satisfy their

classic taste ought to be the Church's first care, or that a few
" refined " ears there might reject everything but the delicacies-

of soft sounds, but I had no doubt that all judicious readers,

would be with me in thinking, that after all what the rank and

file of mankind, to whom the Church's mission is, most needed,

was the word of Divine life, the light of Christian knowledge,

communicated to them with the greatest possible fulness-

and directness.

I tried, on the other hand, to show that the reasons ordin-

arily put forward in support of the present discipline were not

of a kind to block the way to the greater good which a verna-

cular Liturgy seemed to promise. In other words, the bene-
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fits of public worship in the mother tongue would, it seemed

to me, far outweigh the advantages we derive from the reten-

tion of Latin. Now I do not see how anyone can think he

is meeting the issue while he ignores my fundamental con-

tention. Surely men who have read my article with a view

to criticizing it, need not be told that, as my words are there

to show, I did not ground my plea for the vernacular on the

tendency which it would produce toward congregational wor-

ship, or the dividing-up of large parishes, or the correction of

careless priests, or the like, but on its salutary influence on the

faithful by keeping them, from childhood to old age, in im-

mediate contact with the treasures of our Liturgy, in all its

various departments, enlightening their minds, educating their

hearts, and filling their memories with sacred lore. But my
critics have missed this point entirely, and have made those

incidental effects, which I threw in by way of good measure,

the sole object of their attack. They do not even tell us what

measure of profit, if any, would accrue to the faithful from

a full understanding of our Liturgy, though they surely must

think it not inconsiderable, since they would be at some

pains to compensate for its loss through the round-about and

for the most part inefficacious means of translations.

It is not, therefore, merely on account of the space it would

require that I decline to take up their reflections in detail;

but rather because by so doing I should be giving undue pro-

minence to considerations of no definitive value, while the

substantial part of my thesis remained untouched by criticism.

Not even the tempting question as to the relationship between

dead languages and liturgies, or the reason for the place which

Latin has obtained in the Western Church, must turn me aside,

especially as I did not question the wisdom of the policy that

governed Western Christendom in its formative period, but

only expressed the belief that in view of the changed condi-

tions of the world the Church would " enlarge her services to

mankind by modifying her discipline so far as to give to, at

least, the more widespread and permanent tongues the place

which Latin now occupies in the Liturgy." I would, how-
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ever, remark in a general way, that my critics do not seem to

have decided exactly what ground they would take. Two of

them at least, if not all three, make it tolerably clear that

they think a dead language preferable for its own sake as the

language of Liturgy ; nevertheless, they would seem well satis-

fied to resuscitate it in our own case by increasing the number
of those who know Latin, Indeed, one of them says plainly

that the Church would have taken up a dead language in the

beginning if she could have got a suitable one that was really

dead (and not, I suppose, like Kipling's dead Fuzzy-Wuzzy,
only " shammin' "), yet he sums up all the arguments in favor

of the retention of Latin in a statement equivalent to this, that

Latin is as live a language as ever existed

!

One thing at least we may put out of our heads, viz. that a

dead language was ever chosen for the formation of a liturgy.

Besides being historically without foundation, this assumption

reveals a strange conception of the origin of liturgies,—a con-

ception according to which they were formed at one stroke

and imposed on the people from without, instead of being, as

they really were, gradual growths, in the language of the

people, resulting from popular influence on the one side and

the directing hand of the Church on the other.

Father Nicholson alone of all my critics takes special notice

of my fundamental claim, but he views it so hurriedly that

when he comes to remark upon it, the best he can do is to

misrepresent me. The " large profits " which I contended

would accrue " to the faithful " from a Liturgy in the mother

tongue, he represents me as claiming for Protestants, and then

amusingly sets about beating down the creation of his own
misreading by recourse to statistics on divorce and " race

suicide." After that one is not surprised to find him calling

in Hallam to prove something I never denied, not even when

I wrote that " our Churches are schools of Latin only in the

slightest measure."

Father Rawlinson has rendered comment easy by summing

up all the arguments in favor of our present usage in the

statement that " the Latin language is as nearly a universal
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Janguage as has ever existed." As it was for a Liturgy in

the mother tongue I pleaded, not for a Liturgy in the most

universal language, this statement does not concern me, and

I leave it to statisticians " to stare and gape " over.

Father O'Sullivan's remarks may interest some readers as

showing the variety of things it is possible to know by ex-

perience.

I would add a word here as to the value of translations.

My critics are all in favor of them as a means of learning

something about our Liturgy, that is, though they think it

unwise to let the faithful gaze on its varied beauties through

the open door, they would go to some trouble to secure for

them a peep through the key-hole. Your readers need not be

told that there is an essential difference between the immedi-

ate perception of the spoken word and the acquisition of its

meaning through a translation. The Italian may read at

home his version of Shakespeare's Julius Caesar, then put

it in his pocket and go out to see it played in English. But

what influence will it have over those elements of his nature

which go to mould character and deepen thought compared

with what it has on the Englishman beside him, who is

worked upon through the living medium of his mother tongue ?

The difference is greater still in the cas.e of poetical composi-

tions that are set to music. Here the words and music are

so blended that to separate them is to destroy half the effect.

Further (to come back to our specific subject) what we learn

of our Liturgy through translations we learn in the spirit

of a student rather than of a worshiper; and, at any rate,

such knowledge as we get is limited, until we are grown up,

to a very small portion of the whole field of Liturgy. All

through the formative period of childhood and boyhood, while

the mind is most susceptible to impressions, and the memory

most active in laying by treasures for future use, this vast

storehouse of sacred literature remains almost entirely closed

to us.

Again, what percentage of our people know the Liturgy

through translations beyond what those who use books may
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find in the prayers for Mass? How many of them, for in-

stance, really know the services of Holy Week, which are

published in book form? We are not now treating of meta-

physical possibilities, but of actual conditions; and priests

of experience well know that for every one who has studied

the Holy Week book, there are hundreds who never read a

page of it. What priest has ever looked down from a pulpit,

of an evening in Holy Week, on the mass of upturned faces

of all conditions and ages, expressive of keen anxiety to grasp

the meaning of what is doing, without being convinced of the

actual inefficacy of translations as a means of uniting the

faithful with the public services of the Church; or without a

feeling of regret that those eager ears and needy souls could

not receive directly and .immediately from the sanctuary the

purifying words of the Divine tragedy in which they strove

to share?

The next best pleasure, after reading a solitary supporter

like " Studiosus," is that of encountering an opponent who-

comes to the point with clearness and brevity. Whoever has

had the good fortune of knowing something of Father Ben-

son's fine imagination and charmingly mystic temperament

through the various writings with which he continues to en-

lighten and edify us, will not be surprised to find him, in the

present discussion, swayed by the same poetic influences that

were so powerful with Cardinal Capecelatro. His second

reason, which I consider the only argument that gives any

species of plausibility to the case for the defence, is essentially

the same as I have put as the Italian Prelate's fourth. But

he develops it in so clear and striking a way that we are all

the more disposed to overlook certain extravagances of langu-

age that appear in his letter. He says, for instance, that

were the vernacular substituted for Latin, traveling priests

and laity would be put to " immeasurable inconvenience." In

the case of our English layman traveling in France it would

mean that he would be obliged to hear Mass in French; and

of a priest, that if he was not sufficiently familiar with the

Missal in French, he would have to celebrate in Latin or
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English as the law provided in such cases. Whence the im-

measurability of this inconvenience does not readily appear,

though his fourth argument may partly explain it.

Again, he thinks the arguments for the Latin " overwhelm-

ing." His letter contains the pick of them.

The sense of external unity which clerical and lay travelers

would lose in the event of a change, does not, I think, count

for much at the present day. There was a time, as I indi-

cated in my article, when such external aid to unity, and the

recognition of it, had more value. But the world, Protestant

and Catholic, has fortunately been taught to attend more to

Catholic unity in its essence, viz. communion with the See

of Peter, than in conformity to any universal discipline. And
I should presume that such travelers would, on the whole, be

edified by the lesson of so many peoples differing in race,

color, and habits of life, each using their own language, as

if to fulfil in public, as well as in private worship, the words

:

cmnis lingua confitebitur Domino, yet all " believing the same

truths, having the same Sacraments and Sacrifice, and being

under one visible head on earth," thus again verifying that

other picture of the Church as a regina in vestitu deaurato

circumdata varietate.

The suggestiveness of an unknown tongue is an argument

with which it is not so easy to deal, not on account of its

strength,. but of its ethereal and subjective nature. It fascin-

ates one, as do the Northern Lights, by its delicacy and evan-

•escence. In this quality is the source of all its strength, but

also of all its weakness. We may all of us be touched at

times by its influence, but when it comes before us in a prac-

tical issue, we should hardly care to rest our hope of a reli-

gious increment on so airy a basis. Yet there it remains, like

the poet's Italy, dowered with the fatal gift of beauty, but with-

out corresponding strength.

But let us look into this argument. Father Benson writes

:

^* The appeal, I believe, of the mysteriousness and dignity of

the Latin sounds more than compensates for the lack of

immediate intellectual apprehension of the words." He would
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not, therefore, we may presume, if forced to choose, sacrifice

the basic value of the Liturgy, that is, the sense, to the Latin

sounds; he would only sacrifice its immediate intellectual ap-

prehension, on the understanding that its meaning would be

reached through a translation. This at once brings up the

old question: What percentage of the faithful know, or are

likely ever to know, the Liturgy, except through the immediate

apprehension of the language?

In as far as the irreverence and other ills, against which he

thinks the mysteriousness of an unknown tongue would be a

barrier, are peculiar to these days, they would seem to be the

fruit of the abandonment of Dogma by the sects, and the sub-

stitution of vain human devices for the plain preaching of the

Gospel truths. We must not lose faith in the power of

Christ's word, when rightly delivered through His appointed

representatives. So long as the teaching body of the Church

do their duty in reverently and assiduously instructing the

faithful in the articles of Faith, as well as in their moral ob-

ligations, there is no danger that the people thus enlightened

will be more disposed to profane holy things than those who
are left in ignorance; rather will they be disposed to gratitude

and humility, and awed by the r^a/" mysteries that everywhere

encircle us. History, I think, will bear out this view. If, on

the contrary, the leaders should fail in their duty, the " myster-

ious " power of an unknown tongue will not, especially in the

present temper of the world, long enforce reverence or avert

calamity.

I must not be understood as insinuating that Father Benson

would encourage ignorance as a means of teaching reverence.

He only thinks that the " comparatively uneducated "—the

masses, I suppose—are influenced by " imaginative rather than

reasoned arguments "
; and that the transcendence of God, for

instance, and our own littleness could best be brought home ta

them by placing before their eyes the " mystery " of a liturgi-

cal language that they did not understand. I, however, have

gone on the assumption that even the masses could be edified

more by instruction suitably given, than by any device -that
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ignored it. I may add that one of the advantages which I

claimed for a vernacular Liturgy was, that it would train the

will, and enlighten the mind, in an informal way, and render

less necessary formal teaching, and, I suppose, " reasoned

arguments."

Father Benson does not, I am sure, wish us to take the re-

mainder of his letter too seriously. We all admire the west-

ern " rebels," who preferred orthodoxy in a Latin dress to

heresy in the English of Edward VFs first prayer-book; and

as long as the life of man on earth is a " warfare," we are

not likely to make the campaign dangerously easy by putting

on our fullest armor. For the rest, if he had been in my
place, and had seen Rohrbacher's mysticism rising up against

him in the form of the argument that Extreme Unction should

not be administered to the sick man in his own tongue, be-

cause the Pentecost sermons of the Apostles were understood

by people of various languages, he would, I think, with all his

good nature, have remarked that he did not see the inference,

as evidently the sick man did not understand the Latin, But

if we are to call in mysticism to regulate Church discipline, let

us be just with it. Let us preach in Latin, and catechise in

Latin, and let pastors excoriate in their best Ciceronian those

who are behindhand in their dues. They could place cheap

translations of their philippics with the booksellers. This

would answer more fully the demands of mysticism and would

have the warm approval of the " bad-pays."

I take this occasion to say that in my article in the January

Review, page 40, line 16, the word "user" should read "use."

C. A. Campbell.
Halifax, N. S., Canada.

D£. BYAH AND THE MORAL ASPECT OF STOCKWATEBING.

A Bejoinder.

The Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

I read with much interest the article by Dr. Ryan on the

subject of Stockwatering from the moral point of view which

appeared in the February number of the Ecclesiastical Re-
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VIEW. With Dr. Ryan's high estimate of the importance of

moral theology and with much that he says in his article I am
glad to agree most cordially. There are however two or three

points of importance on which the views expressed by the

writer seem to me more questionable, and I venture with all

due courtesy to make some remarks on them with a view to

helping on the study of the science, in which we are all inter-

ested, to the best of my ability.^

To justify my criticism of Dr. Ryan's statements I must

recall here that in answer to the question of a correspondent

of the Review I had said that, " If the principles which are

to be found in all the textbooks are completely understood,

there should not be much difficulty in solving such questions

as our correspondent proposes . . . Only," I added, " and

this is the chief point, the doctrine of the textbooks must be

known and inwardly digested." In a subsequent number of

the Review I applied this to Stockwatering, and gave it as

my opinion that the chief difficulty about the subject was to

obtain a clear idea of the nature of the operation en which an

ethical judgment has to be passed. In proof of this view I

may here refer to Frenzied Finance by T. W. Lawson. The

operations described in that book are to a large extent con-

nected with Stockwatering, and the author shows a very

sound moral judgment on questions of just or unjust trans-

1 1 must confess that the quotation (page i6o) which Dr. Ryan makes

from Dr. Bouquillon grated a little on my feeling of gratitude and

reverence for those from whom I had received, my first training in moral

theology, " Compendiums made and fashioned with a somnolency almost

senile, without a trace of profound study or exact criticism," this "in

the opinion of a writer in the Civiltd Cattolica was the net result of

the labors of those who wrote on moral theology between 1850 and

and 1890." It does not much matter who is responsible for that judg-

ment, it is apparently ratified by Dr. Ryan, but it seems to me to be harsh

and unjust. Not to mention such authors as Lehmkuhl, D'Annibale, and

E. Miiller, whose works would do credit to any age of the Church, but

all of whom fall under the condemnation, it is harsh and unjust even to

good, old Gury, against whom it seems to be specially leveled. His

compendium first appeared in 1850, it went through seventeen editions in

less than as many years, and it forms the groundwork of many of the

manuals which are still in use throughout the Church.
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actions, though as I suppose he is not a trained moralist. A
priest who has learned and inwardly digested the treatises on

Justice and Charity should be better qualified than Mr. Lawson
to pass judgment on the ethical quality of transactions, pro-

vided that he has a clear idea of the nature of the transaction

in question. Dr. Ryan disagrees with this view. He says

that the chief difficulty in these questions is not the complexity

of the operation, but its dissimilarity to all the recognized

classes of activity to which the principles of morality have

already been applied. This

compels the priest to enter an unexplored field, to take a step

in advance of the existing state of development of moral science.

In a word, he is called upon to give to the recognized moral prin-

ciples a new and wider extension. The work before him is not

of the nature of an exercise in logic or geometry; it is develop-

mental and constructive. He must go back to the remote and

more general juridical principles and formulate for himself a

proximate principle which will serve as the major term of his

decisive syllogism. This was the situation at the close of the

medieval system of industry, when money first became almost

universally capital. Money-lending took on a character which

was not quite like any of the well-known transactions that had

long before been appraised by the moralists. Hence the cen-

turies-long discussion of the lawfulness of interest, during which

there occurred a true development of doctrine, the chief stages

of which are marked by the damnum emergens, the lucrum

cessans, and the now prevailing theory that money is virtually

productive. A similar situation confronts the priest to-day when

he attempts to estimate the moral quality of such business insti-

tutions as monopoly, the wage-contract, and stockwatering.

Now to be quite honest and straightforward, all this seems to

me to be unreal, academic, and even doctrinally inadmissible.

Let us test it by taking the typical case of stockwatering.

Titius buys a mining property for $1,000,000. He sells it to

a corporation of which he is the chief director for $5,000,000.

The corporation issues stock to the public for $20,000,000, and

the public in reliance on the glowing descriptions of the pros-
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pectus eagerly subscribes the whole amount, paying twenty

times its value for the property. The property was capable

of yielding a fair return on the purchase price of $i,cx)0,ooo;

it cannot yield a fair return on twenty times that amount. Un-
trained common sense is quite sufficient to tell us that such a

transaction is dishonest and unjust. Where is the necessity

of " going back to the remote and more general juridical prin-

ciples and formulating for oneself a proximate principle which

will serve as the major term of the decisive syllogism?" Ail-

that is necessary is to know that one who by fraud and mis-

representation gets possession of what belongs to another com-

mits a sin against justice and is bound to make restitution.

This, the typical case of stockwatering, may of course be-

varied indefinitely; and herein, as I have admitted throughout,

difficulties may arise for the moralist, but not in the mere

application of common principles of justice to the transaction,

when its nature is laid bare.

But Dr. Ryan's theory of the development of moral science

is, I think, of most consequence in this discussion. Of course,

I admit that there is such a thing as development in moral-

science, but not on the lines indicated by Dr. Ryan. He
thinks that on questions such as monopoly, the wage-contract,

and stockwatering, the priest of to-day is confronted with a.

situation similar to that which confronted him at the end

of the Middle Ages on the question of usury. During cen-

turies of discussion on that subject there was. Dr. Ryan says,

a true development of doctrine. The chief stages in that

development are marked by the damnum emergens, the lucrum

cessans, and the now prevailing theory that money is virtually

productive.

I am aware that many non-Catholic economists use lang-

uage like this; they are on the lookout for evolution every-

where, and they delight to apply the evolutionary hypothesis to

morals as well as to everything else. According to this view

the Church at first prohibited usury absolutely; she said that

it was always sinful, and condemned the contrary opinion as-

heresy. Economic progress however was too strong for the
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Church, and so she was slowly compelled to change her posi-

tion. She first of all admitted exceptions: interest might be

taken for a loan when it entailed loss to the lender ; then it was
admitted that it might be taken if gain was hindered; finally

we come to the modern doctrine that money is virtually

productive.

If this be the explanation of the difficulty about usury, the

man in the street will say, as Mivart did say, that by such pro-

cesses of development any doctrine whatever may develop into

its, opposite. If by a process of development of doctrine the

sin of usury may become the perfectly lawful transaction of

taking interest on a loan, then we may confidently expect that,

if only sufficient pressure is brought to bear on the Church,

murder and fornication may in certain circumstances become

perfectly lawful. Mivart contemplated still worse crimes be-

coming lawful.

It seems to me that theologically and historically the doc-

trine to-day on this subject is precisely what it was in the

thirteenth century. Now as then and always it is against

justice to charge for a commodity which is consumed in the

first use of it more than that use is worth, if that is the only

use the commodity can be put to. Now as then and always

one may charge another for loss which he has suffered by

doing the other a service; and damnum emergens and lucrum

cessans meant no more than this. Then as now and always

rent may be charged for the use of a commodity which is not

consumed in the first use of it. St. Thomas teaches that inter-

est may be charged for wealth loaned for the purpose of os-

tentation. There has been no change or development in doc-

trine ; circumstances and facts have changed, and these changes

have made money a commodity which as capital is equivalent

to innumerable productive agencies; and as such it is not

consumed in the first use of it, but it serves for the production

of other wealth.

Dr. Ryan applies his theory of development to stockwatering.

" Presenting a new form of activity," he says, " it compels the

moralist to carry his general principles into a new field, and to
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give them a new specific formulation." He criticizes my
article on the subject because in his opinion it failed to touch

on this, the main difficulty of the subject. That difficulty

is the effect of stockwatering on the consumer. " It is pre-

cisely this question of the injury done to the consumer by stock-

watering that takes the moralist into a new field, and compels

him to give to principles a more specific formulation." The
main part of Dr. Ryan's article is taken up with trying to

prove that stockwatering is morally unjust because it compels

or tends to compel the consumer to pay higher rates for goods

or services, and it " aims to get an unjust rate of interest on

the money actually invested. And the unjust interest is ex-

torted from the consumer in the form of exorbitant prices.

The rate of interest sought and frequently obtained by the de-

vice of watering the stock is exorbitant and unjust because it

exceeds the prevailing or competitive rate on investments of

the same kind." I shall quote the conclusion of Dr. Ryan's

paper just as it stands :

The assertion made in the early part of this paper, that the chief

difficulty in attempting to apply the principles of justice to the

practice of stockwatering centres about the consumer, must now
seem to be evident. At any rate, it would seem to be clear that

the task of morally evaluating business operations of this kind

from an average study of our manuals of moral theology is

neither easy nor simple. Again, it would seem to be not im-

probable that the adequate discharge of this task involves a more

concrete development, a more specific formulation of the prin-

ciples of justice than is now available. One such statement or

formulation has been laid down in these pages, namely, that gen-

erally speaking investors have no right to more than the com-

petitive rate of interest. The principle may be unsound, but is

is favored by all the analogies and presumptions of moral science,

and its unsoundness is at least incapable of demonstration. And
it will contribute not a little toward the solution of many other

ethico-industrial problems.

I must confess that I for one still remain unconvinced. It

is not evident to me that the chief difficulty in attempting to
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apply the principles of justice to stockwatering centres about

the consumer. Indeed the consumer, in spite of what Dr. Ryan
says to the contrary, does not enter into questions concerned

with the morality of stockwatering as such. Stockwatering

has to do with the formation of companies or corporations and

the rights of investors; the consumer is only interested in the

quality and price of the goods which the corporation supplies.

He is not affected per se by the fact that the stock of the com-

pany which supplies the goods has been watered. Dr. Ryan

admits this :
" Undoubtedly," he says, " the capitalization of

competitive concerns does not affect their charges, for com-

petition keeps the latter down to the level of a fair return on

the actual investment. With concerns possessing some ad-

vantage of monopoly the case is quite otherwise." Therefore,

since the consumer is not affected by stockwatering when there

is competition, but only when there is some sort of monopoly,

surely the conclusion must be that it is monopoly that injures

the consumer and not stockwatering.

Of course I admit that those who by unjust means obtain

a monopoly of commodities or services necessary to the public,

and then raise the price above competitive rates, do an injury

to the consumer and sin against justice. The common text-

books teach that. But we must not ascribe to stockwatering

effects which are due to monopoly. This is what Dr. Ryan

does, and he seems to confound the two quite different things,

for in one passage of his article he talks of
—

" stockwatering

and other monopolistic practices "—as if monopoly were of

the essence of stockwatering. In America the two are fre-

quently found together ; but in England, though we have plenty

of stockwatering, the consumer at least makes no complaint

on that head, because his interests are protected by free trade

and the strong arm of the law. Free trade brings competition

to bear on prices, and the law keeps railway and other rates

down at a reasonable level. Dr. Ryan admits that stock-

watering may not directly affect charges and prices to the con-

sumer, but he holds that it has been shown that it exerts power-

ful indirect influence toward raising prices. This it does be-
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cause directors who are anxious to pay a dividend on watered

stock know that they can do so only by raising prices to the

consumer. So that stockwatering tends to produce this effect.

Yes, but to be able to raise prices the corporation with watered

stock must have a virtual monopoly; without that, it can do

nothing but sell its produce and services at the current rate, or

in the case of railways, in England at least, at the rate fixed

by law.

Besides, a tendency toward evil is not necessarily evil, luckily

for human nature; we may admit the tendency without being

on that account compelled to condemn stockwatering in itself

as an injustice done to the consumer. So that we come back

again to the fact that if the public has to pay corporations un-

just prices for their goods and services, the injury which the

consumer thereby suffers is due to monopoly not to stock-

watering.

Dr. Ryan in the course of his article gave a new concrete

development to the ordinary principles of justice. He tried

to show that generally speaking investors have no right to

more than the competitive rate of interest. However, he does

not seem to have any very firm faith in his own principle:

" it may be unsound," he says, " but it is favored by all the

analogies and presumptions of moral science, and its unsound-

ness is at least incapable of demonstration."

When a new and hitherto unheard-of principle of morals is

enunciated, it is for him who discovered it to prove that it is

sound; it will have no claim to our acceptance merely on the

ground that it cannot be proved to be unsound. But let us

see what can be said for and against this new development of

the principles of justice.

The new pririciple is that profits on investments which ex-

ceed the competitive rate of interest are unjust. The public

and theologians are agreed that there is a fair rate of interest

on money loaned, and that to exact more than this is unjust.

Dr. Ryan asks:

Why should a different standard of justice be permissible in
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regard to money investedf Why should the man who buys the

stock of a railroad, thus becoming an owner and investor, be

justified in getting a higher return (barring a percentage to

cover the difference in risk) than the man who buys the bonds of

the road, thus becoming a creditor and lender? The theologians

do not indeed discuss this question of the just rate of interest on

investments, and this is one of the valid grounds of complaint

against them ; but the same principles, the same reasoning, and

the same standard ought to apply here, as in the case of loans.

Dr. Ryan confounds two very different things in this pass-

age. The shareholders in a company are the owners of the

company's property, and whatever that property produces be-

longs to the owners of it, whether the product be great or small.

A field may produce thirtyfold, sixtyfold, or a hundredfold;

but whether it produce thirtyfold, sixtyfold, or a hundredfold,

all the produce belongs to the owner of the field

—

Res fructi-

iicat domino. The case is not altered if for a field we substi-

tute a coal-mine, and for an individual owner we substitute

a company; whatever the mine brings in, its produce, all be-

longs to the owner, who here is the company.

On the other hand when money is loaned there is a just price

for the accommodation as there is in other transactions. What
is the just price is settled by the common, social estimate. To

two such entirely different things as profits and interest " the

same principles, the same reasoning, and the same standard
"

do not apply, if our conclusions are to have any validity. All

Dr. Ryan's argument is vitiated by this confusion between two

things which are essentially different. Owners of capital do

indeed demand the loan rate on investments together with

something to cover the risk, as Dr. Ryan says, but that is

only to satisfy themselves that they are getting a fair return

for their money; they would transfer their capital elsewhere

unless they got that. This demand on the part of capitalists

does not show that any excess from investments over and

above the ordinary loan rate is unjust.

The only reason advanced by Dr. Ryan to prove his pro-
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position which in my opinion has any weight is the last. " The
nearest approach," he says, " to a satisfactory justification of

the receipt of interest whether on loans or investments is to

be found in considerations of social utility. . . . According to

the Industrial Commission the principle is generally accepted

at the present time that capital is not entitled to more than a

certain fair rate of profits. Both the general public and the

courts interpret a certain fair rate as the rate obtained from

competitive investments."

Here too there is the confusion between profits and interest

;

but passing over that, there is something to be said for this

contention. To illustrate the point and to see what force there

is in the argument, let us suppose that a company owns a coal-

mine. The coal is very near the surface and other valuable

minerals are found with the coal, so that the working ex-

penses are small and the profits large. In consequence the

company easily pays 20 per cent on the investments. The pro-

duce is sold at the market rates ; the workmen are well treated

and get fair wages. Who will say that the profits are unjust?

Res fructiiicat domino. Yet there remains a feeling that in

equity, when they are helping to produce so much wealth, the

workmen should have some share in the good fortune. This

is only fair and right, but such an indefinite claim might be

satisfied by an occasional bonus to the workmen. It might be

conceded too that if all coal-owners were getting 20 per cent

profit on their investments they should lower the price of coal,

and allow the public to share in their good fortune. This re-

sult, however, would soon be brought about by the action of

ordinary economic laws. These admissions we may make, but

they do not help Dr. Ryan's argument. His new development

of the principles of justice is in my opinion unsound, and I

think it has been proved to be unsound.

T. Slater, S. J.

St. Beuno's College, North Wales.
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THE RIGHTS OF BUBIAL-ONCE MOBE.

To the Editor of The Ecclesiastical Review.

I should like to take up Father Martin's reply, contained in the

February issue of The Ecclesiastical Review, paragraphically,

but you might justly consider such rebuttal too long. Permit

me, however, simply to refer to evident and many abuses to

which the violation of the jus sepeliendi most manifestly led.

This we can readily infer from the severe measures taken by

Pope Boniface VIII and others, threatening even excommunica-

tion, against " religious and clerics " who in any unlawful way
induced the dying to select a place of burial outside of their

parish church or cemetery.

The decision of the Sacred Congregation of the Council of

Trent leaves, of course, the jus sepeliendi where it was and is

by common law, with the parocho propria, unless the funeral

come under the one or the other exception, to this law, so often

quoted. If a public cemetery be chosen—one, of course, that is

blessed and wherein burial to Catholics is permissible—then the

right to burial has not been changed, as the Sacred Congregation

has so often declared, but belongs to him who had it before such

public cemeteries were established—to the parocho propria.

These public cemeteries have, for weighty reasons approved of

by Church and State, been substituted for the formerly usual

burial in the church or the cemetery around the church, and they

are considered, therefore, really parochial cemeteries, and each

pastor of a city which has such a cemetery in common (as is the

case generally among us here in this country, and most probably

everywhere now) retains the same right that he possessed before

these public cemeteries were established.

" Avarice ", as Father Martin says, may possibly have had

something to do with the repeated decisions of the Sacred Con-

gregation upon this head. But whether it influenced the parochi

proprii more than others would be an interesting question for

some expert psychologist to investigate. In glancing, hurriedly,

over many decisions and decrees concerning the question of

burial, I find that many favors and privileges had been granted

to the religious, and it would seem that, at times and in certain

quarters, they monopolized to a considerable extent things in this

regard and drew pretty much the bulk of the emoluments. This

may possibly have excited others to remonstrate, who were de-
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pending for a meagre existence upon a scanty income and had
considerable difficulty in protecting their rights against some who
construed the right of selecting a burial as does our good friend,

Father Martin. Possibly some of this class, who considered

their rights encroached upon, annoyed the officials of the Sacred

Congregation and thereby provoked the answer centies, and

saepius, etc. However that may be, I am profoundly grate-

ful to Father Martin for excluding from his charitable mind
the mere thought that any " such motives " as " avarice " pos-

sibly actuated me in my defense of the rights of the parochi pro-

prii, etc.

I confess frankly that too much space, in my rejoinder, was
taken up with the " Motu Proprio ", but Father Martin had

called for a statement of some probable abuses to which I had

alluded in my first restrictions on his article. I gave what I con-

ceived might easily become such abuse and a little digression on

the violation of the laws of Church music and funeral rites was

brought into requisition, without injury to any one, I hope! I

had not the slightest intention of showing thereby " what the

ecclesiastical law regarding the choice of burial " is. I do hope

that I am not quite so stupid ! Still, I do believe that I did show

what such a law as Father Martin would have us accept, might

easily lead to, and that, if it really existed, it ought to he revoked

as soon as possible.

The question is not of the frequency of the law, or vice versa

;

but: Is there such a law? And if people are not free to select

whom they wish to administer the sacraments of the dying,

much less should they exercise this right to satisfy whims and

caprices in regard to the funeral rites. This is of considerable

consequence to the pastor individually and to his usefulness in a

parish officially. On account of the absence of such a law as

Father Martin contends for, and not " on account of the rarity

of such cases," have bishops abstained " from referring in dio-

cesan statutes to the exercise of this choice;" and whenever there

is any legislation on the subject of the rights of burial it is

mostly to protect the rights and privileges of the proper pastor.

Father Martin would have us admit two general laws : ( i ) that

each person be buried from his own church; and (2) " that each

person has a canonical right to be buried from whatever church

he may freely select. ..." •
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When Father Martin quoted from Zitelli on page 348, he might

have added what the same author states a few lines farther on:
" Relate vero ad jus funerandi, hoc integrum ad parochum

pertinet, si defunctus in paroecia vel publico coemeterio tumu-

landus sit."
^

Father Wemz states in Vol. III. n. 787 :
" Cum Ecclesia per-

miserit, ut fideles etiam extra parochiam in loco libere electo v. g.

in ecclesia regularium exemptorum vel in sepulchro majorum
sepelirentur, reditus Episcoporum et parochorum ex taxis funer-

ariis amissis haud levem potuerunt subire imminutionem."

Almost important confirmation of my interpretation is that

found in De Angelis, Praelectiones, Lib. Ill, Tit. XXVIII, 3° :

" Ex quo factum est, ut sepultura ecclesiastica esset—vel i
°

sepultura electa,—2° sepulchrum gentilitium, aut majorum,—
vel 3° sepultura parochialis. ... At vero in casu electae

sepulturae, vel si ea non facta, si quis conderetur in sepulchro

majorum, Parocho proprio quarta funeraria emolumentorum dari

debebat, prout statuitur cap. 1° cit°. h. t°., de qua inferius dis-

seremus Antiqui expositores juris canonici haec

omnia fuse declarant, quique proinde ad eruditionem consuli pos-

sunt. . . . Verum hodie tumulatio in Ecclesiis generali modo
vetita est, in hac re connivente potestate ecclesiastica cum civili,

€t proinde, non habente amplius locum sepulturae elec-

TIONE, INUTILIA REDDITA SUNT ILLA PRIVILEGIA TUMULANDI CON-

CESSA Ecclesiis non parochialibus ; sepulchra quoque pecu-

liarium familiarum generaliter derelicta manserunt, et apud

^UAMQUE crviTATEM unum sepulchrum ecclesiasticum com-

mune extitit, nempe coemeterium, salvis rarissimis, imo singu-

laribus exceptionibus. Hoc tamen sepulchrum in coemeteriis

uti parochiale habetur, seu illi correspondens, quod ex sua con-

ditione quisque sortitus fuisset."

Icard, in his Praelect. Juris Canonici, Vol II, p. 568 (Editio

60, 1886), gives the following, which is undoubtedly a strong con-

firmation of my position

:

Fideles sepeliuntur, vel in coemeterio parochiali, vel in sepulchro ma-

jorum seu Gentilitio, vel in loco quem ipsi elegerint; unde triplex est

locus sepulturae.

I. Quod fideles jus habeant sibi eligendi locum sepulturae, et quibus

servatis conditionibus, jura declarant. Leo Papa III.

1 Apparatus Juris Eccl., Editio 3a, p. 184.
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II. Haec igitur notanda in praxi

:

1° Jure communi defunctus sepeliendus est, non in loco ubi decessit,

sed in sua parochia, ubi scilicet habebat domicilium, vel in ea ubi existit

majorum suorum sepulchrum, nisi elegerit alibi locum suae sepulturae. . . .

2° Inde sequitur familiam defuncti, si corpus transtulerit in locum
domicilii, non posse aliam Ecclesiam eligere ad funera exequenda, praeter

Ecclesiam parochialem ubi defunctus domicilium habebat. Quaestio autem
moveri potest, an defunctus, dum viveret, potuerit ipse eligere sibi aliam

Ecclesiam ejusdem civitatis pro suis funeribus. Haec quaestio ad illud

recidit, an jus eligendi sibi locum sepulturae, singulis fidelibus assertum

lege canonica, complectatur jus eligendi pro ofHciis exequiarum Ecclesiam

QUAE NEC SEPULCHRA HABET UBI CORPORA CONDANTUR, NEC PROPRIUM COE-

METERiUM, praetermissa Ecclesia parochiali defuncti, in eadem civitate.

S. Congregatio Cone. Trid. baud semel declaravit, non ablata fuisse

jura proprii sepulchri per leges civiles quae inducendo coemeteria pub-

lica interdixerunt ne deinceps cadavera conderentur in Ecclesiis, seu regu-

laribus, seu parochialibus
; quamobrem reliqua quae consociari possunt

cum proprietate sepulchri et sunt hujus juris consectaria, v. g., delatio

cadaveris in Ecclesiam sepulchri, sufFragia et aliae functiones funerales,

illaesa manserunt. Verum quaestio proposita modo resolvi non potest

iisdem S. Cong, definitionibus ; siquidem perpendimus, an jus sibi eligendi

sepulturam concedatur Udelibus etiam pro Ecclesiis quae nec actu

HABENT, NEC UNQUAM HABUERE SEPULCHRA PROPRIA, ad sensum canonum.

NEGATIVE respondendum censemus, salvo doctiorum judicio, quia

nativo sensu textuum juris canonici, verba eligere sepulturam indicant

directe electionem loci ubi tumulandum sit cadaver; caetera sunt consec-

taria, quae scilicet praecedunt, comitantur, seu sequuntur tumulationem,

nempe sepulturam ; unde sequi putamus jura allata non posse intelligi de

Ecclesiis de quibus ortum est dubium propositum.^

1 again insist that the whole difficulty hinges upon the proper

interpretation of the word sepultura. Father Martin uses it in

more restricted sense, as referring mainly to the funeral rites,

whereas I maintain that, in its canonical sense, as used here

it means the place of burial. To select this is the right of

all who are not excluded by law from this privilege. To perform

the funeral services may follow such a selection if clergy are

attached to the place selected, and these are entitled to the major

part, at least, of the emoluments, secus non.

The persistency, or stubbornness, if you will, with which I

insist upon this interpretation of the law in question, is based

upon what I was taught by my dear old text-book at Louvain,

many years ago, which sums up this difficulty as follows :
" Cum

igitur modo fideles in quavis ecclesia sepulturam eligere, vel sepul-

2 Vol. II., pp. 474-476.
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crum habere possint, ordo postulat: i. Ut defunctus sepeliatur

IN ECCLESiA quam elegit" The author—Joannes Cardinalis

Soglia—then quotes the decree of Boniface VIII, cap. Animarum
de sepult. in 6, which threatens every one with excommunication,

especially religious and clerics, who induce persons to be buried

in the churches or the cemeteries of these religious, etc., if they

be not the churches of the deceased. He declares that two classes

of persons are excluded from the right of selecting a burial place

:

(i)'" impuberes—ob consilii inopiam, (2) Religiosi, qui propriae

voluntati renuntiarunt. Et religiosi quidem in monasterii ecclesia,

vel ,coemeterio sepeliendi sunt . . . impuberes autem . . .

sunt cum suis majoribus vel in parochiali ecclesia tumulandi. At

puberibus . . . licet sibi eligere ecclesiam vel coemeterium in

quo sepeliantur, nam electio sepulturae, veluti jus spirituale

censetur."

2. Ut si absque sepulturae electione quis decedat, in sepulcro suorum

majorum humandus sit.

3. Ut quicumque sibi sepulturam nee vivens elegerit, nee gentilitium seu

familiare sepulcrum habeat in quo tumuletur, in sua parochia sepeliendus

est, exceptis tamen, (a) Cardinalibus et Praelatis. (b) Canonicis Bene-

ficiariis, imo sacerdotibus et clericis omnibus, quoties in ecclesia beneficii,

aut in ecclesia matrici sepulcrum adsit iisdem tumulandis distinctum. (c)

Oblatis. (d) Demum uxoribus viduis quae in sepulcro viri sepeliuntur

. . . et si qua mulier pluribus nupserit, in sepulcro ultimi mariti humanda
est.

All of which proves clearly that in all these cases and exceptions

the first consideration is always the electio sepulturae as a burial

place and not simply the selection of the church wherein the

funeral rites are to be performed.

The learned canonist and Franciscan, Reiffenstuel, puts the

whole difficulty in a very clear light. He says

:

Notandum prius sepulturam tripliciter accipi. l. Pro jure sepeliendi cor-

pora seu cadavera mortuorum. 2. Pro ipso loco, in quo cadavera sepe-

liuntur. 3. Pro actu, ritu seu officio, quod in humandis et sepeliendis

corporibus impenditur. Then he goes on to say :
" In praesenti praecipue

erit sermo de sepultura in secundo sensu, quatenus nempe significat locum,

in quo cadavera mortuorurh sepeliuntur. Et de hoc quaeritur: i. Quid

sit SEPULTURA? Resp. Est locus auctoritate episcopi benedictus, in quo

cadavera Catholicorum pie decedentium sepeliuntur." Again :
" Locus

sepulturae ordinarie est coemeterium"—extraordinarie Ecclesia. Thea
he puts the question: Ubinam quivis seu in quo coemeterio, vel ecclesia
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sepeliri debeat ? Resp. Qui sibi digit sepulturam IN EA sepeliri debet, etsi

sit aliena (cap. i. h. t. ibi :
" Nulli tamen negamus propriam eligere sepul-

turam, et etiam alienam: Dominus enim et magister elegit alienam ut
propriam"), dummodo non eligat locum profanum sed religiosum, cut

vel a jure communi vel ex privilegio jus sepulturae competit.

Resp. II. Qui sibi sepulturam non eligit, sepeliri debet in sepulcro ma-
jorum suorum.

Resp. III. Qui non habet sepulturam majorum, nee aliquam sibi eligit,

sepelitur in sua parochia.

Could anything possibly be clearer to define the word sepultura

as the place of burial when there is question of selection? See
Reiffenstuel, IV, p. 568 ff. With the clear declaration of Reif-

fenstuel I may safely rest the case and shall say no more upon it.

However, Father Martin will most probably claim that I am—un-

intentionally, however, " misrepresenting " the authors quoted,

and will insist upon his interpretation of the law. Now, to whom
shall we go for an authoritative decision?

Ferdinand Brossart.

Covington, Ky.

THE FACULTIES OF AMERICAN BISHOPS "AD
QUINaUENNIUM."

Qu. When I was ordained, the bishop sent me to do mission-

ary work with an old pastor, who, owing to bodily infirmity,

could not do much more himself than say Mass on Sundays

and holidays of obligation. I received no special document

specifying that I had the right of absolving from certain cen-

sures, or to grant dispensations ordinarily reserved; but I knew

from the list of Facultates quae episcopis nostris concedi solent,

at the end of my text-book (Sabetti) of theology that priests

usually received these faculties. Later on I learned from a

priest who is familiar with chancery practice, that the faculties

granted to our Bishops ad quinquennium were recently changed,

and that the list given in Sabetti under the titles Facultates or-

dinariae {form. I) and extraordinariae {form. C, D, and E) is

no longer the one which actually represents the faculties granted

at present. I asked the chancellor of my diocese what was the

actual state of things in this matter. He assured me that there

had been no change. Is there any foundation for doubt?

Resp. There has been a change. Within the last two,years
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the Facultates extraordinariae granted under formulae C, D, E,

have given place to a series of Facultates extraordinariae un-

der formula T. Since, however, the latter contain all the

faculties comprised in the old formulae C. D, E, with the

addition of some others, the list in Father Sabetti's volume

needs only to be amended by some additions. Moreover, the

bishops, whose Concessio Facultatum extraordinariarum, given

for the term of five years, has not yet expired, could not make
use of the extra faculties except by special indult. It is safe

to say that on renewal of the quinquennial faculties the

formula, T will be adhered to in the main until the proposed

new Code establishes further changes.

THE OBSEEVANGE OF FAST AND ABSTINENCE IN THE
UNITED STATES.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.
In your estimable and useful Year Book, page 149, occurs a

statement that is somewhat misleading to your admirers in the

West. You say that the Fridays in Advent are days of fast

and abstinence (excepting in the States of Illinois, Iowa, Texas,,

and the Province of St. Paul).

In certain parts of the old Spanish grant, as in New Mexico

and the south of Colorado, neither priest nor people observe the

Friday abstinence the year round. Moreover, from investigations

which I made two years ago, I infer that the Friday fast is not

observed in the Provinces of Chicago, Dubuque, St. Paul, San

Francisco, Santa Fe, and, I think, Cincinnati. In lower Canada,

however, the law prescribes fast and abstinence on both Wed-
nesdays and Fridays of Advent. Thus far I have failed to find

whether the exceptions in regard to the Advent fast were intrcn

duced into the western Provinces by custom, by dispensation, or

by diversity of legislation. P. Geiermann, C. SS. R.

IMFEDIMENTTJM MATBIMONII EX METU GBAVI OBIENS.

Qu. A lady came to me with the following difficulty: Caia, a

baptized Catholic, forced Caius, a baptized Presbyterian, to marry

her, bringing against him the charge of seduction. He was

arrested and compelled to choose between prison and marriage.
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He chose marriage, at which the judge assisted; but the mar-

riage was never consummated. As so6n as released from custody,

Caius went away, and has not been seen since that time by her.

Now she wishes to marry a Catholic. What is to be thought of

the marriage before the judge? It took place before the publica-

tion of the recent Papal Decree, Ne temere. Parochus.

Resp. If Caia's sworn statement of seduction be true, her

subsequent marriage contract with Caius in presence of the

civil judge would seem to have been valid. The threat of a

sentence of imprisonment may indeed be regarded as a source

of grave fear, such as would ordinarily interfere with the

freedom of consent required for the validity of a contract.

Such fear being used to force Caius to consent to the marriage

would constitute a diriment impediment to the marriage, if it

were clear that the judge had acted unjustly in threatening

Caius with the sentence of imprisonment. The injustice of

the sentence might arise from two sources : either from the

fact that the judge who employs the threat has not the proper

authority to force Caius to accept the alternative; or else be-

cause the penalty is unduly severe and out of proportion (in

the common estimation) to the crime; or what is practically

the same, because the alternative mentioned is unfair to the

culprit, who might atone for his wrong by compensating, in

some way less ruinous to his reputation, for the injury done to

Caia.

As to the right of the judge in the case to impose the sen-

tence there can be no doubt. The common law gives him au-

thority to do so. As to the juridical verdict concerning such

penalty for seduction, whatever may be the common estimate

of its justice in other communities, it is generally understood

and admitted in the United States that imprisonment is a most

adequate penalty for the crime of seduction, and particularly

in cases where the woman has proof of the implied or ex-

pressed promise of marriage. The penal law in this case is

based upon the public necessity of protecting the moral inte-

grity of the community from criminal adventurers who can-

not be reached and controlled by the vigilance of ordinary
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police forces such as are employed in European countries,

where the territory is more circumscribed and the opportuni-

ties of escape from crimes of this nature are less open than

in America. Nor does any evident injustice appear in the fact

that imprisonment is made the sole alternative of atoning for

ihe crime of seduction, if the law so states it or the judge deems

it wise for the common good to so limit the penalty. Every

citizen is aware of the risk to which he exposes himself by the

transgression, and the custom of our courts has stamped the

law with the fixed penalty as a proper restraining medium
of lawlessness and cruelty,

D'Annibale, who is a good authority on this subject of

modern civil law in its relation to Catholic morals, in dis-

cussing practically the same case mentioned by St. Alphonsus,

asks :
" Quid si judex laicus, eum qui mulierem defloravit vi,

aut spe (non promissione) matrimonii detrudat in carcerem,

non antequam eam duxerit dimittendus, ut in foederatis

Americae Septentrionalis provinciis, an, si hoc metu inductus

eam ducit, matrimonium irritum sit ? Videtur enim metus in-

justus, et quoad modum, quia laicus cogit; et quoad substan-

tiam, quia adempta optione ducere cogit." He answers:

" Non puto: nam nee injustitia quoad modum subest (si forte

obesset), quia et Reipublicae interest coerceri hujusmodi cri-

minal nee quoad substantiam, quia optio ex consuetudine pro-

fluit, cujus, ubi non obtinet, nulla vis est. Sane olim spon-

salium proditores cogebantur, vel adhibita excommunicatione

ad nuptias coeundas." (Lib. Ill, Tract. VI, De Matrim., n.

443; not. 19 ultim. edit.)

THE "ALLELUIA" DURING LENT.

Qu. According to the rubric preceding the office of Septu-

agesima Sunday, Alleluia is to be omitted after the Gradual at

Mass and in the Canonical Hours until Holy Saturday. Does

that rule apply also to those passages in which Alleluia occurs

as a regular part of the text—for example in some of the anti-

phons, such as the fourth at Lauds in the office of Confessors,

or of Virgins, or in the third nocturn of the votive office of the
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Apostles ? Should not the antiphon be read in full, e. g. " Lux
orta est justo, alleluia, rectis corde laetitia, alleluia," since the

office is expressly designed for extra tempus Paschale? Or is

the alleluia to be omitted wherever it may occur?

Resp. The termination Alleluia is omitted during the

penitential season from Septuagesima to Easter, wherever it

occurs. The Rubrics are explicit (Rubricae Generales, Tit.

XXI, n. 6). Moreover, the S. Congregation of Rites, an-

swering the question, whether antiphons which contain Alle-

luia are to be recited throughout the year with Alleluia, re-

plied: Yes, except during the time from Septuagesima to

Holy Saturday. (Decret. auth., 12 July, 1892.)

THE BLESSING FOB THE EIGHTH LESSON IN THE OFFICE OF
ST. MICHAEL.

Qu. I have been frequently puzzled by the form of the bless-

ing which precedes the eighth lesson in the office of St. Michael

for whom the liturgy assigns two feasts (8 May and 29 Septem-

ber). In both, the rubric for the blessing reads, " Quorum
festum colimus, ipsi intercedant, etc." Why is the plural re-

quired here, whereas in the office of St. Gabriel the singular

form is retained?

Resp. The feast of St. Michael in the Roman office has,

strictly speaking, the title of Festum S. Michaelis et SS.

Angelorum. Hence churches dedicated to the " Holy Angels "

properly celebrate their titular or patronal feast on that of

St. Michael. The prayers and other forms of the liturgy

connected with the two feast days mentioned justify this title

and render the form quorum festum colimus perfectly ap-

plicable.

THE RECITATION OF THE ROSARY INSTEAD OF THE
CANONICAL HOURS.

Qu. What authority is there for the opinion that to have heard

confessions for five hours on Saturday evening excuses from

Matins and Lauds on the following Sunday? I have not been

able to find any decree on the matter. Sace^os.
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Resp. According to the ordinary " faculties " granted to

Bishops of the United States ad quinquennium, priests receive

the privilege " recitandi rosarium . . . si divinum oMcium ob

aliquod legitimum impedimentum recitare non valeant."

(Form. I, art. 26.) In order to give definite interpretation to

this faculty, and to specify the circumstances under which it

may be used by priests who are detained in the confessional

for a considerable portion of the afternoon and evening on

Saturdays and the vigils of great feasts, some of the Bishops

regularly dispensed from the obligation of reciting Matins and

Lauds of the following day all priests who heard confessions

for five hours (continuously or with interruptions), provided

they recited the Rosary, which meant ordinarily the fifteen de-

cades, as the S. Congregation of the Office had declared.^

The bishop might reduce the obligation for good reasons to

five decades. This concession of the Rosary as a regular

commutation for Matins and Lauds obtained the force of

local legislation by receiving the sanction of the Holy See in

form of pontifical indults granted to particular dioceses. Sub-

sequently it became the custom to apply the interpretation as

the measure which the faculty allowed to priests at large, or

which bishops were free to grant by way of exemption in

special cases.

THE "CONFITEOE" IN THE ASSENCE OF A SEEVEE AT MASS.

Qu. When a priest celebrates Mass without a server, does he

repeat the Confiteor and the Misereatur; or does he say them

only once, as in the recitation of the Office?

Resp. In 1875 the Right Rev. Tobias Mullen, Bishop of

Erie, put the following similar question to the S. Congrega-

tion of Rites :
" Si sacerdos celebrat sine ministro, debetne

bis dicere ConHteor ante Introitum?" The answer was sim-

ply Negative. (S. R. C., 4 September, 1875, n. 3368.)

1 See Putzer Commentarium, n. 168, ad. i.
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PEACE AND HAPPINESS. By the Right Hon. Lord Avebury, P.O.,

LL.D., M.D. New York, London, Bombay: The Macmillan Co.

1909. Pp. x-368.

A Catholic reviewer has seldom the pleasant experience of

agreeing so fully with an author differing from him in religious

belief, as is the case with the one whose good fortune it is to

introduce the book at hand. This consentience is the more
gratifying, though not the less singular, when it is noted that

the book in question deals with a subject that affects the deepest

and fullest nature of man, one therefore in which religion would
seem to demand much consideration and hence be likely to

occasion divergence of judgment. Perhaps indeed the conso-

nance indicated is due to the fact that the author has not chosen

to enter very deeply into the philosophy of his subject. This he

might indeed have done had he so pleased, since his scholarly

attainments are unmistakable, attested as they are by the un-

usually large number of academic distinctions and affiliations

attached to his name—the mere abbreviated signs of which

honors occupy some six square inches of the title-page. More-

over, the intrinsic evidence for the author's learning—broad and

polite, if not profoundly philosophical—appears in every one of

the eighteen chapters that make up the book. Each of them is

bright with gems of thought drawn from the master minds of

sage and poet of many tongues and climes and times. And to

these gems the author has contributed from his own mental store

most appropriate interlacings and settings. There have recently

appeared not a few books treating of the same general subject,

and the names of Lubbock, Hilty, Peabody, Pastor Wagner, and

amongst Catholic writers Fr. Kelly, are well known to those

familiar with the late corresponding literature; but without

wishing to detract in any degree from the merits of the authors

just mentioned, one may venture the judgment that Lord Ave-

bury's book deserves, if not the first, at least a prominent place

of honor in its class. It is a temperate, healthy, beautiful book,

one that every intelligent man or woman will be the better and

the happier for having read. There are two chapters on religion
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and theology respectively in which one meets with a few state-

ments from which a Catholic would dissent—those for instance

which deny the will-element in faith (pp. 319 and 326), and the

following :
" St. Onofrius was canonized because he went into

the desert and did not see anyone or do anything for sixty years

;

St. Etheldreda because she never washed—except, perhaps, we
are told, before some great festival of the Church" (p. 321).

Lord Avebury knows better than this. Why did he write it?

DIEU ET SCIENCE. Par J. de la Perriere. Tome I, pp. xii-344;
' Tome II, pp. 369. Paris, Lyons: Emmanuel Yitte. 1909.

WHAT IS LIEE? A Study of Vitalism and Neo-Yitalism. By Ber-

tram C. A. Windle, H.A., M.D, Sc.D., LL.D., F.B.S., F.S.A. St.

Louis, Mo.: B. Herder; London: Sands & Co. 1909. Pp. xii-147.

THE CATHOLIC CHU£CH AND SCIENCE. London CathoUc Truth
Society. 1908.

Of the making of many books on the harmony between faith

and science there would seem to be no end. Nor should there

be an end so long as the charge of discord continues to be main-

tained by the enemies of religion. Only, let us have books made
by those who have familiarized themselves thoroughly with the

facts and theories of science as well as with the truths of faith,

and who possess the art of expression as well as of debate

—

qualities not always associated in the same head. Such books, it

is a pleasure to note, are those here introduced. They are

written by men of science who know how to defend the faith.

Dieu et Science is a work in which physical science is shown

to be the ally of philosophy in demonstrating the existence of a

necessary Being, the Creator and Sovereign of the Universe,

God. Regarding matter, the world, life, intelligence, reason,

society, the author asks the three questions—what, whence, why

;

and philosophy aided by science furnishes the answer that the

existence, origin, and end of all things inevitably postulate God.

The learning and strength of the author's argument are seen at

their best in his treatment of the origin of vital forms and of

man. A large part of the second volume is devoted to the thau-

maturgical argument for the divine existence : ( i ) our Lord, His

existence and divinity; (2) belief in Him; (3) His indwelling in

the Church ; (4) the great historical miracles (the destruction of
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Nineveh and Jerusalem, the life and work of B. Jeanne d'Arc),

Chiefly on these lines is the argument built. The work, it will

thus be seen, is on the whole valuable as a positive exposition

of the Catholic philosophy of Theism, whilst at the same time it

has a distinctly apologetical power. Although not beyond the

capacity of the average intelligent reader, it will be best appre-

ciated by the advanced student.

Professor Windle's What is Life? is likely to be already known
to the present reader, as it has been before the public for a year or

more. It is introduced here for its philosophico-apologetical im-

portance, though the author probably had no such relationship in

view when writing it. The book has a place amongst the well-

known series of " Expository Essays in Christian Philosophy,"

and is an expansion of the lecture entitled " The Secret of the

Cell " which appeared in the " Westminster Series " (1906). The
author's expressly avowed aim has been to prove that the phe-

nomena of living matter "cannot be adequately explained in terms

of chemistry and physics" (p. 138), that there is "something

over " in living matter which does not exist in non-living. This

residue the scholastics, new and old, call substantial form, a root-

principle of life, etc., and would define it as "a simple, incomplete

substantial principle immersed in matter." The non-scholastic

neo-vitalist would call it " vital force or vital energy," and would

define it as the force that controls and directs the physical and

chemical activities of living matter. Both terminologies express

the same thing essentially, and Dr. Windle abundantly shows that

the tendency of recent biology is toward neo-vitalism and con-

sequently toward the scholastic theory of vital forms. In sup-

port of this vitalistic theory he brings together a large amount

of scientific—biological—evidence, as interesting as it is demon-

strative. While disclaiming to deal with the question of the

human soul and its relation to the activities of the body—

a

matter, he thinks, for theologians, but which, some others think,

belongs to philosophers ; while moreover desiring not " to wander

in the paths of the philosophers and debate the nature of the

vital force" (p. 143), nevertheless, by proving that vital phe-

nomena manifest the transcendency of " life " over mere matter,

he lays firmly the foundations for the arguments that prove a

fortiori the transcendency of the principle of life, the soul, in
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man, and thus prepares the way for the demonstration of the

spirituaHty and consequently for the createdness and also the im-

mortality of the human soul. The work has thus an indirect

apologetical value, though directly it is the scientific groundwork

of a philosophical theory.

Under the title of the third book named above

—

The Catholic

Church and Science—are gathered several lectures and short

papers treating mostly of subjects on the borderland of faith.

These are four essays by Father Gerard, S.J., on Agnosticism,

Modern Science and Ancient Faith, Science and its Counter-

feits, Scientific Inexactitudes, respectively. Father Northcote

contributes three chapters: Reason and Instinct, The Powers
and Origin of the Soul, The Use of Reason. Professor Windle,

author of the book just noticed, has two papers, the one on Sci-

entific Facts and Hypotheses, and the other on Some Debts

which Science owes to Catholics. There is also a chapter on

Pantheism by Mr. William Matthews, and another on the De-
cline of Darwinism by Mr. Walter Sweetman. The names of

the eminent authors are sufficient guarantee for the solidity and

literary finish of the volume, which cannot fail to strengthen the

faith of intelligent Catholics and to help inquiring non-Catholics

on the way.

THE BANKING AND CURRENCY PROBLEM IN THE UNITED
STATES. By Victor Morawetz. New York: North American
Review Publishing Co. 1909. Pp.119.

Why is money " tight " ? In sober earnest, why ? Do not

jingle your coin and say " It isn't." If it isn't, it was and will

be; or, if not with you, with other folk at least. Why then at

any time and anywhere is money tight? The question is not

easy to answer. Hence the many and discordant guesses at the

riddle. The author of the above little book goes right to the

banks for a solution. Tight money or stringency of the money-

market means that the banks are not in a condition to grant

further credits or are compelled to reduce the amounts of their

credits. This inability may be due to several causes : ( i ) be-

cause the bank reserves have been reduced by unusual with-

drawals of lawful money (for instance, to meet Government

duties or taxes; to provide circulating medium for moving the
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crops in the West and South; to be hoarded up by the panic-

stricken, etc.) ; (2) because through unusual business activity

the aggregate amount of credit desired has been increased ta

the limit permitted by the bank reserves of lawful money (p.

11). Other causes, of course, there are; but these are the prin-

cipal ones. In order to meet them, the problem, as stated by the

book at hand, is obviously to find a way : ( i ) to avoid a depletion

of bank reserves, and the consequent large reduction of bank

credits, at times when for one reason or another lawful money
is withdrawn by bank depositors; (2) to enable the banks in

times of great business activity to expend their deposit liabilities,,

loans, and discounts, and also adequately to increase their re-

serves of lawful money (p. 12).

Now there have been many solutions offered to meet this two-

fold problem, a number of which our author discusses and re-

jects. His own proposal is the estabHshment of " some central

agency, having power to control the volume of uncovered bank-

note currency of the United States, without creating a central

bank vested with a monopoly of power to issue bank-notes and

able to dominate all the banks in the country." For reasons

fairly obvious the author rejects any monopolistic centralization

of banking power. However, his plan would " authorize the

National Banks to issue notes upon their joint credit, and to

control the uncovered amount of these notes by the joint action

of the Secretary of the Treasury and of a managing board or

committee elected by the banks " (p. 87).

The plan would therefore seem to be a bank federation to

regulate the financial world, analogous to our governmental fed-

eration which regulates the political and civil life of the nation

—

a plan in which a central banking agency should be jointly

established by the banks of the country to regulate and supple-

ment their powers without cramping their limited autonomy.

Mr. Morawetz discusses at some length the various features of

his proposal. Into these we cannot follow him here, but we can

recommend his book to the readers who take an intelligent inter-

est in the present financial situation and its betterment. They

will find in it a clear and an eminently sane discussion of certain

economic principles which, if elementary, are for that very

reason far-reaching in their application and importance. The
book does not deal with the philosophy or with the morals of

finance, but with its central mechanism and its chief laws of
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working—agencies which reflect and in turn react upon the

whole life of the people. From the latter point of view as well

as from its generally informing influence it should interest the

clergy.

SUPPLEMENTUM THEOLOOIAE MOEALIS P. JOANinS PETEI
GURT, S.J. Acta et Decreta S. Sedis. St. Louis, Mo., Borne: B.

Herder- 1908.

ADDITAMENTA AD STNOFSIM THEOLOOIAE. Pro Anno 1908.
Auctore Ad. Tanquerey. Bomae, Tomaci, Parisiis: Descl^e &
Socii. 1908.

There is hardly any particular reason why the above Sup-

plementum should be accredited to Gury's volume of moral

theology rather than to any other textbook on the same subject,

unless it be the fact that it contains a table of " Errata Corrige
"

referring to the fifteenth edition of the theological manual by the

veteran author. For the rest, we have here simply a dozen im-

portant documents issued by Pius X during the years 1906 and

1907; these include the new Syllabus, the Encyclical Pascendi,

and the Decree Ne temere, but without comment or any reference

to Gury's text. As a collection of certain official decrees it is,

of course, useful to the student.

Father Tanquerey's Additamenta have a more definite purpose.

He discusses in the first place the value of Immanence as a

method in modem apologetics, with reference to the decree

Lamentabiii. The second part of the pamphlet is a detailed

examination of the nature, sources, and merits of the Modernist

theories, as represented by Loisy, LeRoy, Tyrrell, and the re-

actionary parties in Italy and Germany. His suggestions for re-

futing Modernism as a systematic defence of religious belief are

practical and well-defined. A third part of the brochure is de-

voted to an exposition of the decree Ne temere, and to a survey

of the literature on the subject.

Xiterari2 Cbat.

It should not be ascribed to any unappreciativeness of good poetry that

the Review has delayed its reference to the collection of verses entitled

The Bells of Atchison and Other Poems, by the Rev. Andrew Green,

O.S.B. (St. Benedict's College, Atchison, Kansas). Even the muse must

at times submit to the spatial limitations of a periodical. Father Green

has wrought not a few gems of poesy, and the bookmaker's art has
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given them a beautiful and appropriate setting. If here and there the
" Bells of Atchison " do not peal with the same rhythmical precision as
" the Bells of Shandon that sound so grand on the waters of the river

Lee," the occasional lack of accord may be easily condoned in favor of the

thought and the truly poetic and religious sentiment reflected by not a

few of the pieces. The following stanzas, taken from " A March Verse ",

are appropriate to the season, and may serve as a fair illustration of the

author's muse:

" The virgin snows are fled

They have resolved them to repenting tears,

To mourn the joys that yield to sterner fears

When youth is sped.

" Now do the March winds moan

:

They sing the Lenten lamentations low

And weep the bitter drops, that yet must flow f\

Sin to atone."

Then the joyous aspects of March are presented when

" the clouds unveil anon to visions fair

of better climes "

—

and a glimpse is suggested of the scene •

" When heaven's portals seem to stand ajar."

The festivals of March are here happily connected:

" There Blessed Joseph stands, '

Keeps loving watch, thro' all these blustery days

;

There Thomas, Angel Doctor, pens the lays

For Seraph bands.

" Loved Erin's saint is there.

And Benedict with all his children blest.

Sweet Mary, humbly bowed to heaven's behest,

Ah, vision fair!"

Another " wreath of song " that has been allowed to gather a little dust

on the reviewer's table is Dr. O'Mahony's Harmonies " De Deo" (Dub-

lin: M. H. Gill & Son). It is a slender booklet of some thirty pages of

verse, with a somewhat longer appendix in prose on the etymology and

theology of the divine names. The collection adds to the study of the-

ology a fresh suggestiveness which is none the less—or rather all the

more—^thoughtful and devotional, because it is conveyed through a poetical

medium. The verse is not always as smooth as it might be, but the spirit

of poesy is not wanting and the muse claims to sing spontaneously—^to

sing
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" As men at work will sing,

As birds at time of nest-building,

As Nature everywhere through Spring

Labor-lightening sings."

Or to complete the " apologia "

—

" I only claimed the poet's word
As who time-thought's harmonies heard,

Through his own spirit self-averred

Truths of eternity:

So sang as of its life's accord
*' To Time's truth sings Spring's gladdened bird,

Or sounds the breeze-swept tree."

507

" From the known to the unknown "—the phrase might stand for

a canon of scientific method or as a line from the Spencerian philosophy.

In its latest usage, however, it is the title of " a simple catechism " (Du
Connu d I'Inconnu. Paris: P. Lethielleux), by a French priest who
reserves his name under the caption " Auteur du Catechisme explique

sans Maitre ". His present purpose is to set forth the elements of religion

in their logical interrelation and in a form adapted to the child's mind
and interest. That he has perfectly succeeded in so difficult an under-

taking one may hesitate to assert. That the effect, however, has been so

far successful as to deserve the recognition of those whose duty it is to

instruct the little ones may be confidently declared.

If the cause of justice and truth does not triumph in France, it will

not be because the pen is not enlisted in its service; but only because the

sword has again proved itself mightier. Among the more recent instru-

ments of defense and attack are the Etudes Contemporaines which form

the first part of a Nouvelle Collection Apologetique, issued under the

patronage of Mgr. Gibier, Bishop of Versailles. They appear in neat

little brochures of 128 pages each (60 centimes), and are ably written.

The latest additions to the series are I'Eglise de France devant le Gouv-

ernment et la Dimocratie and la Crise intime de l'£glise en France; both

by M. Paul Barbier (Lethielleux, Paris).

The Redemptorist Fathers of Boston have added to their missionary

methods of reaching the people by the publication of a series cf booklets

under the title of Angel Library. The purpose is to spread instruction

and practical devotion in conjunction with the missions given by the

Fathers, and thus insure a certain permanency in the results of their

preaching. We have before us Booklet No. 3, containing the devotion

of the Way of the Cross by St. Alphonsus, in thirty pages, neatly printed

and well illustrated. The enterprise of the " Mission Church Press, St.

Alphonsus Street, Boston " is, we understand, under the direction of the

Rev. Henry Borgmann, whose studies in medieval religfious litera:ture will

be remembered by some of our readers.
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Doubleday, Page & Co. (New York) have published an important vol-

ume dealing with the Single Tax Theory, which, in view of the wide-

spread study given to the subject as a serious offer toward the solution

of the great social problems now under discussion, needs to be well under-

stood by priests who would be equipped for an intelligent participation in

the vital issues of public life and the things that concern the economic

welfare of our people. The book is by C. B. Fillebrown, late President

of the Massachusetts Single Tax League, and is entitled The A, B, C of

Taxation. Perhaps most priests would differ from an author who appears

to reassert the principles of Henry George, on the ground that the appli-

cation of them in practice is necessarily limited, and this very limitation

is calculated to cause misunderstanding of them. But none of us can

afford to ignore the ethical value of the principles which the theory ad-

vocates, and for a good study of this Mr. Fillebrown's volume presents

a model object-lesson, whether we agree with his conclusions or not.

The question of the attitude of the Greek and Russian (schismatic)

churches toward reunion with Rome has been agitated with a certain

amount of sanguine interest by the influential leaders of Panslavist type,

not only in Europe but in America, ever since Leo XIII showed a favor-

able disposition to come to terms with the patriarchal hierarchy. The
Rev. Adrian Fortescue's studies have thrown some light on the attitude

of the " Orthodox Church " and seem to show that the schismatic chiefs

are not disposed to put themselves in touch with Catholic authority.

There is, however, a large element of the clergy in the Russian Church

who are discontented with the drift which the old theology is allowed

to take toward the scepticism which its Greek schismatic sister is steadily

importing from Germany.

On this subject Dr. George Matulewicz has thrown some light in the

preface of his book Doctrina Russorum de Statu Justitiae originalis.

Another useful contribution to the literature of the subject comes to us

in the form of a series of " Etudes de Theologie Orientale ", the first

instalment of which is a Histoire du Canon de I'Ancien Testament dans

I'Eglise Grecque et l'£glise Russe, by the Abbe M. Jugie. It demonstrates

the view expressed above, that the Greek and Russian churches are drift-

ing apart in the matter of doctrine and discipline. Of the Russian Church

which goes in the direction of Catholicism as professed by the Uniates,

there are nearly ninety million communicants. Of the Greek schismatics,

fostering Protestant principles there are only about ten million. What
an accession to the true Church, could the Russian clergy be brought to

understand that the nearest accomplishment of their aim to return to-

full Apostolic orthodoxy lies in union with Rome

!

The Dominican School of Biblical Studies at Jerusalem is doing mag-

nificent work under the leadership of the scholarly members of the com-

munity at St. Etienne, as is shown by the reports of original research
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I work given in the regular organ of the school. Pere Lagrange, O.P., the

president of the school, has recently made a journey into Egypt, which

led to important discoveries by him regarding the monotheistic traditions

of the early inhabitants of that country, whence Israel is supposed to have

derived much of its religious customs, although adapted and consecrated

to the true worship of Jahwe. We shall have an original article on the

subject in an early number of the Review from the pen of Fere Lagrange.

To the " Sixpenny Editions of Standard Works by Catholic Authors "

(Longmans, Green & Co.)—a series which already includes Newman's
Apologia, Fouard's Life of Our Lord, and Gerard's The Old Riddle and

the Newest Answer—has recently been added the late Mr. Devas's The
Key to the World's Progress. It comes in a clearly, though closely

printed, pamphlet of eighty-five pages. A good book to spread amongst

the educated—non-Catholic as well as Catholic.

There have recently appeared in France several Catholic books dealing

with matters and persons in England. And first in importance and merit

is Le Catholicisme en Angleterre au XIX^ Siecle, by the eminent Aca-

demician Paul Thureau-Dangin (Paris: Bloud et Cie.). The author had

previously written a work in three volumes on the Catholic Renaissance

in England (same publishers). The present book is in a measure an epi-

tome of the larger work, whilst at the same time it embodies the author's

course of lectures delivered last spring at the Catholic Institute, Paris.

Quelques pages sur le mouvement Catholique chez les Fetnmes en

Angleterre par L. de Beaurriez (Paris: Perrin et Cie.) is the title, suffi-

ciently suggestive of its leading subject, of another recent book within

the same group. It may be said to supplement M. Thureau-Dangin's

Renaissance du Catholicisme, and so indeed does the author intend it

—

to place, as he says, " quelques feuillets a cote du magistral ouvrage de

M, Thureau-Dangin comme on ajoute un fleuron a un monument" (p. 68).

Canon Mougney records the impressions of his visits to London dur-

ing the recent Eucharistic Congress in a book entitled Une Semaine d

Londres (Paris: Emmanuel Vitte). It makes entertaining reading.

Two charming biographies have recently appeared of two English con-

verts—ladies whose lives were models of fortitude and devotedness to

Christian ideals and womanly duty—Madame d'Arras

—

Une Amjlaise Con-

vertie (Paris: Beauchesne et Cie.) and Mrs. Pittar

—

Mrs. Pittar et ses

Enfants (2 vols. Paris: Douniol-Tequi). Both are in part autobiog-

raphies, supplemented and annotated, the former by Pere d'Arras, the

lady's son; the other by Pere Charruau, S.J., the well-known author of

Brother and Sister, a story which in translation appeared first in the
" Dolphin." The Countess de Courson contributes an interesting introduc-

tion to the life of Madame d'Arras. The autobiography of Mrs. Pittar
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(Vol. I) is translated from the English (Dublin: A Protestant converted

to Catholicity by her Bible and Prayer-book and the Struggles of a Soul

in Search of Truth). Pere Charruau has supplemented it by a second

volume which carries the story of Mrs. Pittar's life to the end.

The Paris firm of Beauchesne et Cie. has recently published M. Auguste
Hamon's Life of Blessed Margaret Mary (Vie de B. Marguerite-Marie)

in a smaller and less expensive form. It contains the same text, omitting

the erudite notes of the larger volume, and should thus help to spread

more widely a biography that is both historically reliable—based as it is

on authentic sources—and as captivating as it is instructive and edifying.

One often feels the desire, at times the need, for some source of

reliable information concerning the present status of the Catholic mission

field. Who are laboring in China, Japan, East Indies, and so on? What
progress has been made here and there? How do Catholic efforts and

results compare with those of the Protestant missions? These and
kindred questions often arise, but where shall one look for answers?

The very excellent periodical Catholic Missions is instructive and in-

teresting in this connexion. Those who read German have now at their

command an excellent source of information in the Jesuit Father Krose's

Katholische Missionsiatistik (St. Louis, Mo., Freiburg: B. Herder). In

a pamphlet of one hundred and thirty pages a very good survey is pre-

sented of the whole field, together with a comparative table of Catholic

and Protestant missions. An English translation would doubtless be wel-

comed by many. Perhaps Catholic Missions could supply it in monthly

installments ?
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THE BLESSED MOTHEB OF GOD

In the Literature of the Anglo-Saxon Period.

IN the days which Carlyle has termed those " old rude,

veracious ages " ; when " the difference between a

good man and a bad man was felt to be what it forever is,

an immeasurable one;" when the world beyond, and the

mysteries of our holy faith, seemed very much more real than

they do now ; when the " splendor of God did inform more

and more with a heavenly nobleness " all departments of

human life and work; I think perhaps that the fact which

strikes us almost more than any other, is the simple fervent

piety to be found in the writings, sermons, and homilies of

the most learned. Especially is this the case whenever there

is question of Our Lady, her honor, or her praise. The
bravest men " who, it is ever to be repeated and remembered,

are also on the whole the wisest, strongest, every way best,"

were her most devout clients.

If a collection of the sayings and sentiments of the Fath-

ers of the Church, and medieval authors and poets, both

religious and secular, were gathered together in one gigantic

volume, it would be seen at once, that gifted minds were

unanimous in their homage and love of " Christ's meek

Mother, Sainte Marie, their life's light and beloved Lady."

The words of the greatest doctors and of the simplest sing-

ers blend in one sweet harmonious chorus ; and the heartiness

of affection, and emphasis of speech practised by our fore-
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fathers, and by the descendants of those who accompanied

William the Conqueror into England, abundantly prove that

an enthusiastic veneration for Our Lady is not, as some would
have us believe, " a plant matured under more sunny skies and

little suited to our temperate zone."

To mention Anglo-Saxon churchmen alone, the writings

of St. Aldhelm, Eddi, the Venerable Bede, Alcuin, ^Ifric,

the author of the Blickling Homilies, and numerous others,

breathe forth on practically every page that deep love of Our
Lady which once glowed so brightly in this land. Their burn-

ing words give fitting expression to the universal feeling which

welled up from all hearts, and filled all sanctuaries like a cloud

of fragrant incense ever ascending in perpetual prayer and

praise.

During the earlier ages of our history, we find literature

springing up and flourishing in the ecclesiastical schools at-

tached to our great monasteries, those noble buildings, many
of which—indeed by far the larger number—were dedicated

to God " in honor of His Blessed Mother." We know that

Our Lady's venerable abbey of Glastonbury was founded even

prior to that ancient church of Santa Maria in Trastevere, in

Rome; and it was in these schools directly under the patronage

of the Immaculate Virgin that, like St. Dunstan, who was sent

by his parents to Glastonbury, " to devote himself to the ser-

vice of God and of Blessed Mary, Mother of God," students

worked and literature developed, safeguarded against the ig-

norance and violence of the period by the privileges extended

to the monastic houses.

It is worthy of remark that with but two exceptions—^those,

namely, of Alfred and Ethelweard—all our writers, from Bede

the Venerable to the days of the Angevins, are either secular

clergy or monks.

It was the noble-hearted Irish missionary monks of Nor-

thumbria who not only won England from heathendom to the

Christian Faith, but gave her a new poetic literature. Their

monasteries were already the center from which radiated what-

ever intellectual light the country possessed. We see the old
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.Celtic poetry breaking out in the beautiful story of the death

of St. Chad, or Ceadda, as he was then called—that humble,

holy prelate-monk, who accomplished his long missionary jour-

neys on foot, " till Archbishop Theodore with his own hands

lifted him on horseback."

When St. Chad lay dying in the monastery " beside Saint

Marye's church," the sweet singing of celestial voices was

heard by one of the Brethren, who noticed that the melodies

of the unseen choir seemed to descend upon the little cell of

the saintly Bishop. " The same song ascended from the roof

again," we are told in words full of Celtic faith and piety,

" and returned heavenward by the way that it came." It was

the soul of St. Ced come with a company of angels to solace

the last hours of his brother Chad.

Never must it be forgotten, that it was to the teaching of

such men as these—Irish for the most part—that the English

people became accustomed to the idea of a political unity,

formed originally on the Celtic model of the family, or clan,

and developing as time went on, into a national life, " out of

which," says a modern writer, " England, as we have it now,

was to spring."

We must next consider the life and writings of one who,

while owing much to these same Irish teachers, was at once

the founder of medieval history and the first English historian

—the Venerable Bede—rightly styled by Burke, " the father

of English learning," and a notably devout client of the Blessed

Mother of God. No need indeed, to state this latter fact, for

who, contemplating the grand simplicity, and tranquil, holy

joy of that long quiet life, consecrated to the acquiring and

imparting of knowledge, could doubt for one moment, that the

humble monk of Jarrow and first great English scholar had

sought help and inspiration from the Queen of Doctors

—

"J^t

Virgin," as he himself calls her, " beyond compare."

Bede never left Jarrow, which he entered in very early

youth. "I spent my whole life in the monastery," he tells

us ;
" and while attentive to the rule of my order and the ser-

vices of the Church, my constant pleasure lay in learning, or
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teaching, or writing." The amount of literary work he man-

aged to accomplish is almost incredible; whilst the extent of

his culture is a continual surprise. In Greek he was pro-

ficient ; a skilled musician ; a deep theologian ; a master learned

in physics, philosophy, grammar, rhetoric, arithmetic, medi-

cine, and astronomy. In addition to this, he revived the older

classics in his quotations from Plato, Aristotle, Seneca, Cicero,

Ovid, and Virgil. It is a proof of his untiring energy and

industry that he received little or no help from others. " I

am my own secretary," he says ;
" I make my own notes ; I

am my own librarian."

His graciousness, gay good-humor, and unfailing cheer-

fulness remained with him till the hour of his beautiful death

;

and whilst it has been truly said of him that, " first among
English scholars, first among English theologians, first among

English historians, it is in the monk of Jarrow that English

literature strikes its roots," it may be asserted with equal

truth that he was one of the most devout clients of Mary who
has lived and taught and labored in this land once called

her Dower.

There is an ancient manuscript now in the University of

Cambridge, called the Book of Cerne. This book formerly

belonged to Ethelwald, Bishop of Sherbourne (760), and con-

tains a prayer to the " Holy Mother of God, Virgin ever blest,

glorious and noble, chaste and inviolate," which expresses

exactly the belief and devotion of Anglo-Saxons in the time

of the Venerable Bede ; but it is too long to quote here. Space,

too, forbids any lengthy extracts from his homilies, from

which so many appropriate quotations might be taken. A
couple, however, must suffice. " Therefore," he says, in con-

trasting Eve and Mary, with reference to the latter's Im-

maculate Conception, " since death entered by means of a

woman, life also fitly came back by means of a woman. The

one was seduced by the serpent, and offered man the fruit of

death; the other was taught by God through the Angel, and

brought to the world the Author of Salvation." Again, speak-

ing of the Purification of Our Lady, he writes :
" The Gospel
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'read on the Feast of the Purification shows us that it is prin-

cipally remarkable for the humility of our Lord and Saviour,

as well as of His most pure Mother; since they who owed
nothing to the law, yet subjected themselves to the law's

decrees."

Another client of the Blessed Virgin, who gave " lasting

impulse to the literature of England," was the good King

Alfred, the moral grandeur of whose life shows itself in the

novelties of his legislation, and in the absolute selflessness with

which, at thirty-one, he set aside all dreams of worldly am-

bition, and even the cherished hope of extending his dominions,

in order to devote himself wholly to the welfare of his people.

It is interesting to find that the Ten Commandments, as well as

a portion of the Law of Moses, were prefixed to his code, and

thus became part of the law of the land. Labor on Sundays

and holidays was made criminal; and he was careful that

freemen should be exempt from servile work for days together,

at great feasts, such as Christmas, Easter, and notably dur-

ing the whole week before St. Mary Mass in harvest (the

Assumption). Heavy punishments were exacted for sacrilege,

perjury, and the like; and in all things he may be said to have

fulfilled his own passionately expressed desire, " to leave to the

men that came after a remembrance of him in good works."
** So long as I have lived," he cries, toward the close of his

reign, " I have striven to live worthily."

Few rulers have so faithfully and strenuously labored, solely

for the betterment of those whom they governed; and fewer

still have reached such a high ideal of justice, temperance, self-

sacrifice, and religious devotedness. Indeed he has been truly

called " the noblest of English rulers." The education of his

people was one of his most cherished aims. Wessex, it must

be remembered, was, in respect of learning, the last of the

English kingdoms. Ignorance was rife, as Alfred himself

tells us. " When I began to reign," he says, " I cannot re-

member one south of the Thames who could explain his ser-

vice-book in English." This sentence alone is sufficient to

show the trend of the King's desires; and if, as some have
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held, " his end was practical rather than literary," he neverthe-

less influenced the literature of this land to an almost incalcu-

lable extent. He established a school under his own immedi-

ate supervision for the young nobles of the Court; and or-

dained that every free-born youth who had sufficient means

at his disposal, should " abide at his book till he can well under-

stand English writing." He took the books of his age and

translated them into the mother' tongue; he invited scholars

from France, notably one, Grimbald, to aid him in his beloved

work of education. Grimbald came from St. Omer, to rule

over the new Abbey at Winchester; and from the Abbey of

Corby we learn, that " John, the old Saxon," was sent for, in

order that he might govern the monastery and school which

had been erected by the king in the marshes of Athelmy, as a

thank-offering for his deliverance from the Danish hosts.

At home, Alfred found scarcely any to second his efforts^

none in fact, save Bishop Asser, and a few Mercian prelates

and priests. He comments upon this with deep regret, remark-

ing that whereas " formerly men came hither from foreign

lands to seek for instruction, now, when we desire it, we can

only obtain it from abroad." Undaunted, however, he pur-

sued his task. Translating, editing, throwing into West-

Saxon form that immortal work. The Ecclesiastical History

of the English People by Venerable Bede. It has been truly

said, that he " created English literature ;" and that the

" mighty rolls of the books which fill England's libraries, be-

gin with the translations of Alfred, and above all with the

chronicle of his reign." In this connexion, reliable authorities

consider it by no means improbable that the form and style of

the King's translation of Venerable Bede's History constituted

a basis on which that great monument of English prose, gener-

ally known as the English, or Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, was ulti-

mately raised. Certain it is that this famous work assumed

its present form during Alfred's reign, and widened ** into the

vigorous narrative, full of life and originality, that marks the

gift of a new power to the English tongue."

Passing along the centuries, and carefully studying the bis-
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•^ory of the times, we note that the educational movement, so

dear to King Alfred, had practically ceased with his death.

War, the lawless spirit of the age, together with various other

causes, had brought the work to a standstill ; and it is interest-

ing to note that it was recommenced and carried on by one

not only famous in the annals of his country as a great eccles-

iastical statesmen, but famous also as a devout client of Our
Lady, whose very birth, tradition tells us, was heralded by a

miracle. Saint Dunstan, with his sunny, gracious, versatile

temperament, his strong affection and singular gift for inspir-

ing affection in others, was first and foremost a scholar. In

his early youth, we are told, he "plunged into the study of

sacred and profane letters " with such impulsive ardor that

" his brain broke down in delirium." He was an indefati-

gable worker; pupils gathered swiftly round him; he became

engrossed in literature, till the accession of Edmund called him

unexpectedly to wider fields of labor. He was made Abbot

of Glastonbury, that renowned and ancient sanctuary of Our
Lady, to which, as we have seen, he had been sent as a boy.

Later on, when raised to the See of Canterbury, we are told

that " he wielded for sixteen years as the minister of Edgar,

the secular and ecclesiastical powers of the realm;" and that

** never had England seemed so strong or so peaceful."

St. Dunstan gave practical proof of his love for Our Lady

by restoring the ancient chapel built in her honor at the east

end of the glorious Abbey Church of Canterbury, by Ethel-

bald, the son of King Ethelbert, who, with St. Augustine,

founded the monastery. It was to this Lady Chapel that St.

Dunstan was wont to repair at night, in order to pray and

meditate. We are told that he " used to frequent it with great

devotion," and that he therein beheld heavenly visions, and

heard celestial voices. There St. Adrian is said to have ap-

peared to him among the choirs of the Blessed; and his own
biographer tells us that " one night he visited the church of

St. Augustine (Canterbury Cathedral), and then went on to

the church of the Mother of God, at the east end, to pray

there." The narrative goes on to state that, " when he came
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near to it, singing psalms, he heard voices inside, and did see

with his very eyes, and hear with his ears, the Blessed Mother

of Christ, singing with her virgins, the verses of Sedulius

:

Cantemus, sociae, Domino, cantemus honorem:

Dulcis amor Christ! personet ore pio.

These verses are particularly interesting because their author,

an Irishman, whose fame was widespread at a very early

period, must evidently have been a most devout client of Our
Lady. His name still lives after the long lapse of centuries,

proving his right to a place amongst the poets and hymnolo-

gists of that land where, it has been truly said, " devotion to

Our Lady was coeval with Christianity."

After Sedulius, about the end of the sixth century, another

Irishman, St. Cuchumneus, a contemporary of Adamnan, com-

posed a long Latin hymn in honor of the Blessed Virgin. This

hymn rapidly achieved popularity, and took its place amongst

the hymns of the Irish Church ; to which, as we have seen, the

Anglo-Saxon church was so deeply indebted.

St. Dunstan, to whom we must return, owed much to the

same source, for had not " the wandering scholars of Ire-

land " left their books in the monastery of Glastonbury, as

they left them along the Rhine and the Danube? And was

it not from these same books that Dunstan drew his wealth of

learning and his keen sense of the importance of knowledge?

We know that, whilst abbot of Glastonbury, he himself was

famous as a teacher; and that he dealt with the educational

problem in the spirit of a great administrator. " He had long

sympathized with the stricter monasticism which had begun

in the Abbey of Cluny," says an able modern writer, " and he

now devoted himself to its introduction into the English clois-

ters." With the assistance of Oswald and Ethelwald, whom
he had raised to the sees of York and Winchester, he suc-

ceeded in founding forty new abbeys. These monasteries, it

need scarcely be added, were schools as well as important re-

ligious houses, great centres of learning.

"Abbo, the most notable scholar in Gaul, came from Fiery,"
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at St. Dunstan's urgent desire. Abingdon, that ancient mon-

astery founded in 675, in honor of Our Lady, rose under the

exertions of Ethelwald "into a school second only to Glaston-

bury." It was to the Church of Our Lady of Abingdon, old

records tell us, that St. Dunstan decreed that it should be law-

ful for the people to make devotional pilgrimages.

But having considered briefly some of the famous Anglo-

Saxon schools and scholars, a few words must be said con-

cerning some of the memorials they have left us in their works.

The unanimity of both poets and prose writers regarding the

perpetual virginity of Our Lady, and her divine maternity,

strikes us very forcibly, proving, as it does, that in respect of

of doctrine and sentiment their belief was identical with our

own. We have quoted Venerable Bede in the eighth century.

St. ^Ifric, the Anglo-Saxon homilist (tenth century) is not

less definite. " Let us also be mindful," he says, " of how
great dignity is the holy maiden Mary, the Mother of Christ.

She is blessed above all women; she is the heavenly Queen,

and the comfort and support of all Christian men. Our old

mother Eve shut to*us the gate of heaven's kingdom; and the

holy Mary opened it again to us, if we ourselves by evil works

shut it not against . us. Much may she obtain of her Child,

if she be fervently thereof reminded." ^ Again, writing of

Our Lady's perpetual virginity, he remarks: "Also Ezechiel

the prophet saw in his prophecy a closed gate in the house of

God, and an angel said to him, * This gate shall be opened to

no man, for the Lord only will go in by that gate, and again

go out, and it shall be shut forever.' That closed gate in the

house of Gk)d betokened the holy maidenhood of the Blessed

Mary. . . . Mary was a virgin before the birth, and a virgin

at the birth, and a virgin after the birth." *

Out of what has been justly termed "the vast array of poems

in honor and in praise of Our Lady," only a few examples can

be given. " The Blessed Maiden, ever of triumplj full," was,

for our Anglo-Saxon poets, an unending source of inspira-

ijClfric, Horn., vol. ii, p. 23, ed. Thorpe.

* Thorpe's translation, vol. i, p. 195.
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tion. Some, like St. ^Idhelm, and " the grave Alcuin," wrote

in Latin; others, in their own tongue. The former, who was

Bishop of the West Saxons, and died A. D. 709, in his De
Laudibus Virginitatis calls Our Lady, " Beata Maria," " Virgo

perpetua," " Hortus conclusus," " Fons signatus," and so forth.

Some of St. Alcuin's verses begin thus, " In mihi dulcis amor;"

and he goes on to invoke her under such charming titles as

campi Hos, lUia mundi, etc. ' '^

A very interesting, as well as ancient collection of Anglo-

Saxon poems is that known as the Codex Exoniensis. It was

one of the numerous MSS. given to the library of his cathe-

dral by Leofric, the first Bishop of Exeter ( 1046). It contains

much in praise of Our Lady, and the poetry is the work of

anonymous writers, probably of the ninth or tenth centuries.

Some verses run thus:

O Delight of women,
Throughout the host of glory-

Damsel most noble

Over all earth's region.

And again, in another poem on the Nativity of Christ

—

O thou Marye
Of this midworld

the purest

woman upon earth.

The MS. is a moderate-sized folio, in a fair and rather fine

hand of the tenth century. There is one peculiarity of Anglo-

Saxon poetry, which cannot fail to strike even the most cursory

reader, and that is the strange intermingling of Latin and even

Greek words with the vernacular. Sharon Turner, in his

History of the Anglo-Saxons (vol. iii, p. 201), gives an ex-

ample where five Greek words occur.

It would seem that the "Ave, Maris Stella," though usually

attributed to St. Bernard, must, as a matter of fact, have been

composed considerably earlier, for we find it amongst the

hymns of the Anglo-Saxon Church, accompanied by an inter-
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linear Anglo-Saxon glossary, in a Hymnale, which in all prob-

ability dates from the period iriimediately succeeding the in-

vasion of England by the Normans; thus proving that the

familiar Vesper hymn was known to our Anglo-Saxon fore-

fathers.

Again, with regard to that popular hymn to Our Lady,

which usually goes by the name of St. Casimir's hymn, and be-

g^ins

—

Omne die die Mariae, " Daily, daily, song to Mary," the

authorship is now attributed to an Anglo-Saxon, owing to

the fact that in the 'British Museum there is a late eleventh-

century Psalter, the work of an Anglo-Saxon scribe, who
wrote, it would appear, somewhere in the diocese of York, soon

after the reign of King Edward the Confessor. This Psalter,

in which the hymn is placed after the Psalm Domine, ne in

furore tuo, formerly belonged to Dr. Rock, who, with other

authorities, held the opinion that its author was undoubtedly

an Anglo-Saxon. The fact that the whole Codex is in the

same hand-writing leaves no reasonable grounds for suppos-

ing that the hymn might have been inserted at a later date;

and this being sp, we are compelled to admit that it must have

l)een known in England several centuries prior to the time of

St. Casimir. That he, however, recited it daily is unques-

tionable; also that a copy of it was found in his tomb, when
it was opened for repairs in the year 1604. " His body," we
are told, " was incorrupt, and the hymn was found lying un-

•der his right-hand." This circumstance doubtless gave rise

to the generally accepted fact that he was the author. It is

interesting to note that the wording of the hymn in the York
Psalter, A. D. 1070, and that found in St. Casimir's tomb is

identical.

Old authors delighted to address Our Lady, and to implore

lier blessing on their literary labors. Take, for example, the

following

:

Wherefor, Good Lady, I pray it may please thee

At my beginning my penne so to lede

That by thine aid my works may have good spede.
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Or this aspiration, which was very common during the Ages of

Faith: " Ne scribam vanum, due pia Virgo manum." '

At the end of the poems of Sedulius, we find these lines

:

Finem carmen habet, nee lauri serta requiro;

Tu studii merces esto, Maria, mei.

Enough, however, has been said to show what a deep and last-

ing impress devotion to the Immaculate Mother of God has

left upon our great poets and writers from the earliest ages of

the Church in England.
M. Nesbitt,

THE CONGREGATION OF THE PBOFAGANDA

According to the New Apostolic Constitution on the Roman Cnria.

{Third Article).

IN the March issue of the Review we briefly discussed three

Congregations of the Roman Curia, viz. the Congregation

on the Discipline of the Sacraments, the Congregation of the

Council, and the Congregation for the Affairs of Religious.

It is proposed in the present paper to consider the Congrega-

tion of the Propaganda, following the order laid down in the

new Constitution, Sapienti consilio.

The Congregation de Propaganda Fide.

ITS origin.

This Congregation was instituted by Gregory XV in his

Constitution Inscrutabili (22 June, 1622). There had been

a Commission of Cardinals appointed by one of his prede-

cessors, Gregory the thirteenth, for the purpose of preserving

Catholics of the Greek rite from falling into heresy and of

bringing back schismatics into the Church; and this Commis-

sion was raised even to the dignity of a Congregation. How-
ever, it was reserved for Gregory XV to erect the Congre-

gation bearing the title of the Propagation of the Faith, to as-

sign to it its sphere of work, and to confer upon it the re-

• See Gautier, Prices d la S. Viirge, d'apres les Manuscrits, p. 504.
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quisite faculties. In the Constitution just referred to, In-

scrutabili, the Sovereign Pontiff sets forth the duties and au-

thority of the members of the Congregation, as follows:

" Omniaque et singula negotia ad fidem in universo mundo
propagandam pertinentia cognoscant, et tractent, et graviora

quae in praedicta domo congregati tractaverint, ad Nos re-

ferant ; alia vero per se ipsos decidant, et expedient pro eorum

prudentia. Missionibus omnibus ad praedicandum et docen-

dum evangelium, et Catholicam doctrinam superintendant, min-

istros necessarios constituant, et mutent. Nos enim eis, tarn

praemissa, quam omnia et singula alia desuper necessaria et

opportuna, etiamsi talia fuerint, quae specialem, specificam,

et expressam requirant mentionem, faciendi, gerendi, tractandi,

agendi et exequendi, plenam, liberam, et amplam facultatem,

auctoritatem, et potestatem, Apostolica auctoritate, earundem

tenore praesentium concedimus et impartimur." It is evi-

dent from these words of the Roman Pontiff that the mem-
bers of this Congregation were entrusted with a very extensive

field. They were to take cognizance and to treat of all busi-

ness pertaining to the propagation of the faith throughout the

world. While the more serious questions were to be referred

to the Pope, they were to decide and expedite everything else

according to their prudence. They were to have a supervision

over all Missions for teaching Catholic doctrine, appointing

ministers for this purpose and changing them according to

their discretion; for all of which they were to»receive ample

authority from the Apostolic See.

Regarding the Congregation de Propaganda Fide there

are two questions which readily occur to the mind, and which

need to be answered in order to understand the work assigned

to it. The first is

—

where does it exercise its jurisdiction;

the second, what is the matter of its jurisdiction.

TERRITORY OF ITS JURISDICTION.

It is well to observe that all the countries to which the

Catholic Church extends, or where it has any existence, are

divided into two classes. One is known as Provinciae Sedis
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Apostolicae; the other, Terrae Missionum. In the former

class the Congregation de Propaganda Fide possesses no juris-

diction, while in the latter it does.

MISSIONARY COUNTRIES.

Terrae Missionum or missionary countries are of several

kinds. There are some districts over which the Sovereign

Pontiff appoints Prefects Apostolic—districts in which, the

Gospel having been preached by missionaries, he appoints

some priest as superior of the mission with some other priests

to carry on the work of teaching the Catholic doctrine and

administering the Sacraments. This prefect receives special

faculties, some of which he can communicate to those priests

who are laboring in the sacred ministry under him. There

are other places where the Catholic Church has made greater

progress and over which the Sovereign Pontiff has appointed

yicars recommended by the Congregation of Propaganda

—

vicars who rule the respective districts assigned to them in the

name and by the authority of the Pope himself, and hence are

called vicars apostolic. These are usually bishops; but they

differ from ordinary bishops, since the latter exercise jurisdic-

tion in their own name, because they receive it attached to the

office conferred upon them by the Pope; the former exercise

the jurisdiction immediately delegated to them by the Pope.

Hence vicars apostolic perform their functions with delegated

jurisdiction; the other bishops with ordinary jurisdiction, al-

though in some ecclesiastical matters they may have only dele-

gated jurisdiction. Besides, there is a third class of places in

which bishops possess ordinary jurisdiction, and still have not

been appointed to govern their dioceses according to the com-

mon law of the Church. Such was the greater part of the

United States until last November when the new Constitution

came into force.

It is interesting to note that, while countries in which the

bishops had ordinary jurisdiction and the common law did not

prevail, were under the authority of the Propaganda Congre-

gation, a considerable diversity of method existed regarding
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the manner of appointing bishops. This statement may be

easily illustrated from countries which have hitherto been un-

der the Propaganda. Thus in the United States the mode of

appointing bishops is somewhat different from that which

existed in Canada. In the latter the bishops of the province

alone select the names of three candidates to be sent to the

Propaganda; whilst in the United States the irremovable rec-

tors and consultors of the vacant diocese choose three names

;

and afterward the bishops of the province deliberate upon the

names thus chosen, and either recommend these to the Pro-

paganda or select three other names. In this latter supposition

they should give their reason for rejecting the names of those

selected by the rectors and consultors. In England the mem-
bers of the diocesan chapter select three names, the rectors

having no share in the selection. Afterward the bishops of

the province meet to consider these names and send forward

their report on each candidate to Rome without choosing a list

of new candidates. In Ireland each parish priest and canon

of a diocese has a vote in the selection of three names; the

bishops of the province meet and discuss the merit of the names

chosen, but, like the bishops of England, and unlike those of the

United States, cannot send a new list of candidates. Notwith-

standing the foregoing diversity of practice in missionary coun-

tries, it is to be remembered that the selection of names for

bishoprics is nothing more than a commendation, since the real

appointment is made by the Sovereign Pontiff himself, who
however is usually guided by the advice of the Propaganda

Congregation.

When one examines the section of the new Constitution,

Sapienti consilio, regarding the Congregation de Propaganda

Fide, two features are seen to be more prominent than the rest.

One is the change effected in its territorial jurisdiction; the

other is the change in the subject-matter of this jurisdiction.

CHANGE IN TERRITORIAL JURISDICTION OF THE CONGREGATION.

In reference to this question it will be useful to quote from

the Constitution itself. " From the jurisdiction of the Con-
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gregation de Propaganda Fide we decree the transference un-

der the common law : in Europe, of the ecclesiastical provinces

of England, Scotland, Ireland, and Holland, and of the diocese

of Luxembourg; in America, of the ecclesiastical provinces of

the Dominion of Canada, Newfoundland, and the United

States. Hence, affairs relating to these places shall not in

future be treated by the Congregation of Propaganda, but

by the other Congregations, according to the nature of the

business." Here then we have a list of those countries which

have been heretofore under the jurisdiction of the Propaganda

Congregation, and which are now by the new Constitution

withdrawn from it, being placed, as they are, under the juris-

diction of other Congregations according to the character

of the business to be transacted. By this act of the Sovereign

Pontiff some 30,000,000 of Catholics, about 25,000 priests and

over 200 bishops have been brought under the common law of

the Church, although this decree is not yet carried into effect

except so far as the transaction of business formerly referred

to the Propaganda is now performed by the proper Congrega-

tions. There is, nevertheless, a certain modification to be

noticed. While the countries just named have been withdrawn

from the authority of the Propaganda, it would appear that

certain portions of some of them still remain subject to it.

That this is the proper interpretation of the Constitution is

evident from the terms employed to express the alteration.

After enumerating those countries now removed from the

Propaganda, the Sovereign Pontiff sets down in the Constitu-

tion that all other ecclesiastical provinces and dioceses hitherto

subject to the Congregation of Propaganda are to remain sub-

ject to it, immediately subjoining the following words, " so

too we decree that to it (the Congregation of Propaganda)

shall belong all vicariates apostolic, prefectures, and missions

whatsoever, including those which are at present in a special

manner under the Congregation for Extraordinary Affairs."

It is, therefore, manifest that all those districts which are

called vicariates apostolic and prefectures are still subject to

the Congregation of Propaganda, wherever they may happen
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to be. In the United States there are two such vicariates, the

vicariate apostoHc of North CaroHna and that of Brownsville,

Texas : there is the territory of Alaska which has an apostolic

prefect and which, along with those two vicariates, remains

subject to the jurisdiction of the Propaganda. Similarly in

Canada there are four vicariates, viz.. Gulf of St. Lawrence,

in the Province of Quebec, Athabaska and Saskatchewan in

the Province of St. Boniface, and MacKenzie in that of Vic-

toria ; so that while the dioceses of Canada have become exempt

from the authority of Propaganda, these four vicariates re-

main subject to it.^

Attention should be directed to those prefectures and mis-

sions which have been in a special manner under the authority

of the Congregation for Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs.

It is decreed under the new Constitution that all these are now
subject to the Congregation of Propaganda. All the missions

in the Russian Empire, as also the missions of South America,

are of this kind.^ Hence it may be seen that the Congrega-

tion of Propaganda, while it has lost territorial jurisdiction in

North America and elsewhere, has acquired jurisdiction in

other countries to which its authority did not heretofore ex-

tend. It was owing to the vast territory subject to the Con-

gregation of Propaganda which made its Cardinal Prefect be

popularly known as the Red Pope; and it is not unlikely that

for the same reason he may continue to receive this title.

SUBJECT-MATTER OF THE PROPAGANDA'S JURISDICTION.

It has been seen that the authority conferred by the Sover-

1 This interpretation is confirmed by a recent* response of the S. Con-

sistorial Congregation (Acta Apostolicae Sedis, 15 Jan., 1909) in reply to

certain duhia proposed by the S. Congregation of Propaganda regarding

the competence of the latter. One of these duhia was :
" Utrum Vicariatus

Apostolici, qui tanquam suffraganei pertinent ad provincias ecclesiasticas

a jurisdictione Congregationis de Propaganda, vi memoratae Constitu-

tionis exemptas, jugiter subsint eidem Congregationi de Propaganda?"

The answer was :
" Affirmative, dum ita permanent. Expedit tameii ut

S. Congregatio de Propaganda, quamprimum fieri possit, memoratos Vic-

ariatus erigat in dioeceses, eosque proinde deducat ad jus commune."

* Cf. Laurentius, Institutiones Juris Can., n. 157.
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eign Pontiff, Gregory XV, upon the Congregation of Pro-

paganda was very extensive in character. It regarded all

ecclesiastical affairs whatever, with the exception that in the

more important questions which might arise, the Congregation

should consult the Roman Pontiff. Hence what the various

Congregations were accustomed to do for those countries sub-

ject to the common law of the Church, the same the Pro-

paganda Congregation has done for those countries placed

under its jurisdiction. It has been therefore a common say-

ing regarding the Propaganda, that " ceteras Congregationes

habet in ventre ". In other words, this Congregation takes

cognizance within the territory assigned to it of all the eccles-

iastical affairs of which the other Congregations take cogniz-

ance in regard to the rest of the Church. All business re-

lating to the supreme government of missionary countries has

been transacted by the Propaganda; hence it has possessed

legislative authority empowering it to make obligatory enact-

ments for any country subject to it. When questions of doc-

trine were proposed to the Propaganda for solution, it was

the general practice of this Congregation to refer them to the

Holy Office. There was not, however, any obligation of this

kind imposed upon the Propaganda Congregation, since no

prohibition was issued to prevent it from giving a decision on

doctrinal matters. Here it is opportune to observe the differ-

ence between the subject-matter of this Congregation as here-

tofore existing and its subject-matter as determined by the

new Constitution.

SCOPE OF PROPAGANDA HENCEFORTH.

In this Constitution it is set forth that the Congregation de

Propaganda Fide is not, even within its own territory, to trans-

act business which relates to faith, or matrimony, or to the dis-

cipline of the sacred rites. Whenever such questions are pro-

posed by anyone subject to the Propaganda, this Congregation

must hand them over for settlement to the proper Congrega-

tion. Matters concerning doctrine are to be transmitted to

the Holy Office; matters regarding matrimony are to be re-
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ferred to the Congregation on the Sacraments; and questions

relating to the sacred rites are to be answered by the Congre-

gation of Rites according to its competence.

There is another department of business in which the Con-

gregation of Propaganda receives some restriction under the

new Constitution, viz., regarding Religious. When these are

employed in missionary countries, they are under one respect

subject to the Propaganda, while under another respect they

are exempt from its jurisdiction. Everything relating to Re-

ligious, whether considered individually or collectively, so far

as' these are missionaries, is to be regulated by the Congrega-

tion of Propaganda. On the other hand, whatever relates to

them as Religious, their state, discipline, studies, promotion to

Sacred Orders, etc., is under the jurisdiction of the Congrega-

tion for the Affairs of Religious. From this distinction it

would follow that the Congregation of Propaganda could re-

move a Religious or even the entire body of Religious living

in a missionary country: but it could make no change for

Religious as Religious, e. g. in their spiritual training, since

functions of this latter kind would appertain to the Congrega-

tion for the Affairs of Religious.

ANOTHER CONGREGATION UNITED TO PROPAGANDA.

According to the Constitution, Sapienti consilio, the Congre-

gation for the Affairs of the Oriental Rites is now united to

the Congregation de Propaganda Fide. It was Pius IX who

(6 January, 1862) instituted the former Congregation, As

suggested by the name, its chief duty was to attend to the

ecclesiastical affairs of those who followed • the Oriental rites;

or in the words of Pius IX,' " pro omnibus Orientalium Ec-

clesiarum negotiis unice tractandis ac dirigendis." The busi-

ness which had belonged to the Propaganda Congregation from

the time of its founder, Gregory XV, was divided into two

classes, one for the Latin rite and the other for the Oriental

rites. The new Congregation instituted by Pius IX was to

superintend the affairs of the Oriental rites, as also those

8 Constitution : Romani PontiUces.
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which were called mixed, viz, those relating to the Oriental

and Latin rites together, unless in this latter case the Congre-

gation for Oriental Affairs might deem it expedient to refer

questions to a general meeting of the Propaganda Congrega-

tion. The Prefect of the Congregation of Propaganda was to

be also the Prefect of the new Congregation, while the latter

was to have its own special Secretary and Secretariate with

officials, as well as special Consultors. This Congregation

still exists under the new Constitution, not as a separate Con-

gregation, but as united with the Congregation of Propaganda,

and managing Oriental affairs as hitherto.

TEMPORALITIES OF THE CONGREGATION DE PROPAGANDA FIDE.

Another point of the new Constitution regarding the Pro-

paganda should be noticed, viz. the temporalities. Hitherto

there existed a Praefectus oeconomiae whose duty it was to

supervise the temporal affairs of the Congregation, such as

funds, endowments, etc. Thus there were two Prefects of this

Congregation, each a Cardinal : one being Prefect General, the

other Prefect of Economy. Under the new Constitution this

latter office ceases and the entire administration of property is

assigned to the Congregation itself. One of the sources of

revenue to the Propaganda has been called the Reverenda

Camera Spoliorum. It may be of interest to recall the fact

that Pius VII was at one time obliged to draw upon some

funds of the Propaganda for an urgent necessity of the Church,

Afterwards, by way of compensation he decreed that funds

arising from vacant benefices should be given to the Pro-

paganda, so that this Congregation received authority to ad-

minister those funds for the purpose of defraying the expenses

of missions in various parts of the world. Such funds were

called Camera Spoliorum.

One other particular set down in the Constitution, Sapienti

consilio, regarding the Congregation of Propaganda remains to

be mentioned. It is that the Commission for the union of dis-

sident Churches is annexed to it. The establishment of this

Commission was due to the energetic zeal of the late Sovereign
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Pontiff Leo XIII, who on 19 March, 1895, shortly after the

publication of his famous constitution " Orientalium dignitas

Ecclesiarum," instituted a permanent Council or Commission

whose proper function was to further the reconciliation of

dissidents. Its labors were not to be confined to the Orientals,

but to extend to all who fell away from the Catholic Church

through heresy or schism, whether in the Eastern or Western

hemisphere. The presidency of this Commission was reserved

to the Pope himself, who appointed a nimiber of Cardinals as

members, and some other ecclesiastics as consultors. Under

the new Constitution the scope of its labors and general per-

sonnel remain the same.

M. Martin, S.J.

St. Louis University.

HOW THE ENGLISH MABTYRS SAVED THE MASS FOE
ENGLAND

THE fight for the Mass began in earnest at the accession of

Elizabeth and lasted over two centuries. The persecu-

tion divides readily into two periods, each of about one hun-

dred years' duration. The first, which is the subject of this

sketch, is the golden age of the Martyrs, rich in records, and

of enthralling interest for its swaying political fortunes, the

splendid names and achievements of its chief actors, and their

romantic adventures The second dates from William of

Orange, and is only now emerging from undeserved oblivion.

It too was an age of martyrdom, but without its glory. No
blood was shed; but lives pined away, sometimes in prison,

always in the gloom of waning hope and gathering despair.

It was the darkest hour, when the wreck of English Catholi-

cism seemed drifting swiftly and surely to inevitable submer-

sion. Then One appeared walking upon the water, and the

first shaft of light heralded a new day.

Our particular theme carries us back to the " spacious
"

days of "the Virgin Queen." After years of wavering, the

nation had definitely accepted the policy of Apostasy, and had

come into possession of its reward. It appeared to have

bartered its heavenly heritage for a full and overflowing meas-
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ure of earthly prosperity. There were giants in those days !

—

giants in poHtics, giants in war, giants in literature and art,

giants in commerce and adventure. Our concern, however,

is not with them, but with the persecuted remnant who, for

the sake of the Faith, drifted aside from the full tide of

national life, and allowed its joyousness and glory to flow

away unheeded. For they knew that they had here no last-

ing city, but were seeking one that is to come. Small con-

gregations they were, scattered up and down the country,

never numbering more than two hundred or three hundred

souls, and often no more than a single household. Yet it

was for them that Allan and his friends founded the Colleges

at Douai, and Valladolid, and Lisbon, and in the Eternal City,

It was to bring the consolations of religion to them, and es-

pecially the supreme consolation of the Adorable Sacrifice, that

those gallant bands of seminary priests and religious, those

" buds of martyrdom," as St. Philip called them, poured into

the country despite the " terrible thundering statutes " which

set a price upon their heads, and deluged the ungrateful soil of

England with their blood.

When a seminary priest, educated abroad, landed on his

native shore, he passed at once from a highly organized eccles-

iastical system to chaos. Bishops, parishes, sources of income,

—all were gone. During this first century of persecution only

the merest makeshift of Church government existed for the

secular clergy; and for maintenance, they were wholly de-

pendent upon the nobility and country gentry. The laity did

their duty well, though rapidly growing impoverished by con-

stant fines for recusancy. Lists were kept of families willing

to support one or more priests. Living in disguise under

their roof, the seminarists passed themselves off as guests,

tutors, or even menial servants. Yet so little did their hosts

forget their sacred character that several instances are recorded

of unintentional betrayal by display of extraordinary reverence.

Of public churches there was none. The principle of toler-

ation had already gained a footing on the Continent. But to
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the Emperor Ferdinand's suggestion that Elizabeth should con-

cede at least one church in each town for the use of her

Catholic subjects, the Queen returned a curt refusal. In

London, however, the ambassadors of the Catholic powers

were allowed a chaplain and Mass in their private chapels;

and in a very few rare cases of the greatest nobles, a similar

privilege was winked at by the authorities. Such an instance

is found in the life of Magdalen, Viscountess of Montague.

Dr. Richard Smith, her chaplain and biographer, afterwards

Bishop of Chalcedon, tells us that this lady's house at Battle,

near Hastings, was called " Little Rome ". He continues

:

Three priests administered the Word of God and the Sacraments,

not only to Lady Margaret and her family, but to the Catholics

from all parts. She built a chapel in her house (a wonderful

thing in such a persecution), and in it she placed a fair altar of

stone with steps to go up to it, and a screen about it, and she

also made a choir for the singers and even a pulpit for the priest.

Here generally every week a sermon was preached to the people,

and, on solemn feasts. Mass was celebrated with singing and

instruments of music, sometimes with deacon and subdeacon.

And so great was the concourse of Catholics that sometimes two

hundred were present, and sixty at the same time would go

to Holy Communion.

Such boldness was altogether exceptional. The ordinary

place for the celebration of the Divine Mysteries was one of

those hidden chapels, with secret stair and convenient hiding-

holes, which are still to be seen in so many ancient mansions

up and down the country. From a multitude of examples one

of the most interesting and characteristic is the second of a

series of three secret chapels at Harvington Hall, in Wor-

cestershire, where Lady Mary Yates sheltered the Franciscan

Martyr, Ven. John Wall. It is thus described by Dom
Bede Camm

:

A winding staircase is still known as the Chapel stair. As you

mount it, you come to a small closet, opening from a landing,

within which a panel communicates with one of the hiding-places.
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It is very interesting to note the ecclesiastical designs roughly

stencilled in red and black on the open rafters of the staircase.

They were no doubt intended as a guide to the faithful to the

place where Mass was celebrated, and would pass unnoticed by

the uninitiated. At the top of the staircase is a large room known
as Lady Yates's Nursery. It has windows in every direction so

that those on the watch could see if anyone were approaching

the house. Three steps lead up from this ante-room into the

little Sanctuary where the Martyr was wont to offer up the

Adorable Sacrifice. The door is latticed, and beside it is a
" squint " or opening of lattice-work, so that the watchers kneel-

ing in Lady Yates's Nursery could yet assist at the Holy

Mysteries within.

Not far away, at Purshall Hall, another of Father Wall's

chapels was accidentally discovered a few years ago. It is

hidden away in the roof, with no window or aperture to ad-

mit light. There, surrounded on three sides by mouldering"

rails, was found the ruined altar, with the remains of its

tattered altar-cloth falling into dust. No place could tell

the story of persecution more pathetically than this dark shrine,,

where a handful of broken men and women assembled at the

peril of their lives " to show forth the death of the Lord until

He come."

Having contrived a chapel, provision had next to be made
for an altar and other requisites. Such a cumbrous and tell-

tale object as an altar had to be constructed so as to be as

easily disguised as possible. The usual artifice was to make it

in the form of a chest, so that when closed it would not attract

attention, and might also serve as a convenient receptacle for

vestments and other contraband articles. The altar at Harv-

ington is of this description. Father Kemble's altar, preserved

at Monmouth together with his chalice, missal, and bookstand,

is still simpler in design. It consists of two wide oak benches

placed one on the top of the other so that, when not in use,

they stood inconspicuously along the walls. Elsewhere, other

most interesting altars are treasured as relics, on which various

martyrs are known to have celebrated.
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Many portable altars, or altar-stones, have likewise been

handed down from penal times. Usually they are of slate,

very small, with the five crosses merely scratched upon them.

A fine collection is to be seen at Harvington. That which

Ven. Nicholas Postgate constantly carried with him in his long

missionary career is in actual use. These stones seldom con-

tain relics, although permission was given to use the reHcs of

our own martyred heroes for this purpose. Leave was also

freely granted to missionaries to consecrate altar-stones, no

bishops being left in the country. A letter of Ven. Robert

Southwell, S. J., petitioning for this faculty contains the fol-

lowing beautiful passage :
" Of a truth the one remaining

solace of the Catholics amid all this trouble and turmoil is to

refresh themselves with the Bread of Heaven, which, if it be

taken away, it cannot be but that many will faint and grow

feeble whose piety and constancy was heretofore nourished

and increased at this holy table."
^

Chalices and missals, as well as altar-stones, formed part of

the traveling " kit " of the missionaries. A few " Martyrs'

chalices " remain in Catholic hands. Father Postgate's is at

Ugthorpe, and is a good example of its type. It unscrews

readily into three pieces, and is most convenient for conceal-

ment and for carrying about. An excellent specimen of a

missal is a small quarto dated 1615, preserved at Oscott Col-

lege. The title-page reads :
" Missae aliquot pro sacerdotibus

itinerantibus in Anglia ex Missali Romano reformato." It

contains the Proper of .the Mass, the masses for the greater

festivals such as Christmas, Easter, Ascension, Pentecost, and

Corpus Christi ; the Sundays of Advent and the Sundays from

Septuagesima to Palm Sunday; the Blessing of Ashes and

Palms ; the Common of the Saints, the proper Masses of Our

Lady, the Apostles, St. Gregory, St. Anne, St. Lawrence,

St. Michael, and All Saints. At Olney, Bucks., is a

manuscript Rituale of unique interest. It is a tiny volume.

The bulk of it is beautifully transcribed in black and red,

1 Documents relating to the English Martyrs. Catholic Record Society,

1908, p. 314.
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but being left incomplete, it has been finished off hurriedly

by a less skilful hand. The text followed is the Sarum
use. On the first page is the following note (in Latin)

signed R. C. :
" This Manual was written by the hand of

the Rev. Christopher Burton, an English priest, and was sent

by him to R. C, a priest, as a last pledge in this world of his

friendship, on the day before he was taken from the Marshal-

sea prison, in London, to suffer martyrdom in Kent A. D.

1588."

Among the minor difficulties that beset the itinerant mission-

ary. Father Weston mentions the occasional annoyance of be-

ing unable to say Mass at a station for want of altar-breads.

To avoid such mischance it was his habit always to carry a

supply. Once, however, he was near paying dear for his

prudence. To his dismay he found that he had shed his whole

supply, by threes and fours, like a trail along the public high-

way through a village. By good fortune most of the inhabi-

tants were in the harvest-field, and he was able to recover

his loss unobserved, actually gathering some twenty altar-

breads at the doorstep of the Protestant minister! He com-

ments on the peril such an accident exposed him to. Let us

therefore record the name and service of one of the humbler

heroes of those days :—one Peter Lester, an apothecary, dwell-

ing near Fleet Bridge, who was denounced by an informer

for " making the hosts for the Jesuits and massing-priests that

are in England. His irons, which he useth for that purpose,

he keepeth in a barrel or vessel of beer in his cellar." ^

Such were some of the straits and shifts to which our fore-

fathers were reduced by the stringency of the laws. The impera-

tive necessity of secrecy allowed them only garrets for chapels,

boxes for altars, and such chalices and other requisites as they

could conceal on their person. Yet in the ways that were

open to them, the impoverished recusants lavished splendor on

the Blessed Sacrament. No greater contrast can be imagined

with those dark and hidden sanctuaries than the costliness and

2 Troubles of our Catholic Forefathers. Second series, pp. 135-136.
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splendor that shimmered in the gloom. Silver crucifixes, sil-

ver candlesticks, silver lamps, silver censers, of artistic work-

manship and often loaded with jewels, are constantly recorded.

The vestments especially were astonishingly beautiful. Super-

abundant evidence is to be found in the inventories of spies

describing the various treasures they had seized or hoped to

seize. The poor remainder that has survived their rapacity

more than bears out their testimony. It would be a long task

to resume the catalogue of all that is to be found in our col-

leges and convents and private houses. Magnificent beyond

all are the Wintour vestments now at Stonyhurst, but once

worn in that secret chapel at Purshall, already described. It

was at Badge Court, close to Purshall, that these masterpieces

of the needle were patiently worked by the pious fingers of

Mistress Helen Wintour. A chasuble and cope of Pentecostal

red are profusely embroidered with cloven tongues of gold;

while in the adornment of these and the corresponding set of

white vestments no less than 471 large pearls have been em-

ployed. Hardly less splendid are the two chasubles lent to the

Bar Convent, York, by Mr. Herbert of Helmsley Hall for

the annual procession in honor of the English Martyrs. It is

noteworthy that the chief subject embroidered on one of the

chalice veils is the Sacred Heart with the monogram of the

Holy Name.

Reliquaries were prominent ornaments on the improvised

altars. Nowadays a passion for flowers has almost banished

holy relics from their post of honor. As might be antici-

pated, this form of devotion was much dearer to our perse-

cuted ancestors. Martyrdom was familiar to their eyes as

well as in their thoughts. For many of them it was the goal

of their desires. Hence it was natural for them to value

whatever recalled the triumphs of those who had bled for

Christ, as a stimulus to their own courage. The relics of

our own Martyrs were, however, as a rule sent out of England

for safe keeping. But a beautiful custom obtained of satur-

ating in their blood the corporals they had used at their last

Mass. Many of these are known. Several are found at the
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Franciscan Convent at Taunton. The palla used by Father

Woodcock is at Erdington Abbey. At Stonyhurst is a cor-

poral used by five blessed martyrs in the Tower before their

triumph at Tyburn. Their names are embroidered in red

silk. By a beautiful and significant grace, the consecrated

index finger and thumb of martyred priests, in several in-

stances, have been preserved incorrupt, as though to glorify

those who had so faithfully administered the Divine Gift at

the cost of their life. The incorrupt thumb of Ven. Robert

Sutton, the Stafford Martyr, is venerated at Stonyhurst in a

beautiful little reliquary which the famous confessor. Father

John Gerard, had made for it. But most touching of all re-

lics, for their specially pathetic association, are the objects

which lie in the old oak chest at Chaighley farm, and which

constitute " the treasure " of the Holden family. Until the

evil days were past, the secret of " the treasure " was confided

only to the eldest son of each generation. For in Cromwell's

time a priest was slain at the altar, before the eyes of his own
mother, by a band of soldiers. In spite of her entreaties they

hacked off his head and set it on a pike; then, as they were

departing, flung it, in brutal derision, into the lap of the

agonized woman. Everything used at that Mass was rever-

ently put back into the chest in which the priest himself used

to store them :—chalice, missal, cruets, even the candles of un-

bleached wax, the amice, girdle, and alb all red with blood,

the sacred vestments, and the martyr's head. A German in-

scription in the missal records that these were the possession

of Philip Holden, " our Martyr." And this is " the treasure
"

of Chaighley farm.

Mention occurs very rarely, and only at a late date, of taber-

nacles or other provision for reserving the Blessed Sacrament.

This, and the prima facie impossibility of doing so during such

a fierce persecution, have usually satisfied modern Catholic

writers that reservation was not practised. The following

evidence from the Life of Donna Luisa de Carvajal throws

some light on the subject. When she came to England in

1606 she found that the Blessed Sacrament was not reserved
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anywhere in London, not even in the Spanish Ambassador's

Chapel. This grieved her fervent soul. " It seemed to her,"

says her biographer, " that there could be no reasonable ob-

jection to the reservation of the Adorable Sacrament in the

Ambassador's Chapel, and to His Divine Majesty enjoying

the immunity of the Catholic King's own residence in a city

where, for so many centuries, innumerable temples had been

honored by His presence." Her remonstrances met with suc-

cess, and the example was soon followed by the Embassies of

France, Venice, and the Low Countries. Before long. Donna

Luisa ventured on reservation in her own house. Writing to

her cousin the Marquesa de Caracena in 161 1, she says: " The

Ambassador has had in his chapel this year a beautiful

sepulchre, and we have had one more remarkable for its de-

vout appearance than its size, but very pretty and nicely ar-

ranged. This must not be mentioned on any account, not

even to Spaniards, for it would cause us a hundred new diffi-

culties. The houses of Catholics are the Catholic Churches

in England, but scarcely anyone ventures to keep the Blessed

Sacrament except for a short time, and in places which happen

to be for some reason or other more secure than the rest."

'

These passages go to show that reservation was rare but not

tmkpown. This gives weight to the traditions that exist of an

imextinguished sanctuary lamp in out-of-the-way parts of

Lancashire and Yorkshire. Ven. Nicholas Postgate certainly

reserved in the secret loft-chapel at Egton Bridge, for he had

a tabernacle made in the wall. The receptacle can still be seen,

though the door of the tabernacle, which bears a representation

of the Crucifixion, was dishonestly abstracted by a former

Protestant vicar of those parts and remains in Protestant

hands. At Claughton-on-Brock, too, is a small oak box,

elaborately carved, in which the Ven. Thomas Whittaker, who
served this district, used to reserve. Ancient monstrances also

are to be heard of, e. g. at Everingham, and in the inventory of

goods seized at the house of Thomas Higgins in London on

17 September 1716, clear evidence of the same practice. But,

» Life, p. 197.
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as a rule, priests seem to have reserved the Blessed Sacrament

on their own person, as missionaries still do in some countries,

and as the Irish Clergy did till recent years. The Ven. George

Napper was carrying the Blessed Sacrament in this way when
he was seized at Kidlington in 1610. He was most strictly

searched. Even his shoes were pulled off in the presence of

the Justice, and the constable put his hands on the pyx several

times without discovering it, to the martyr's intense joy.

Indeed, in no instance do we read of an actual profanation of

the Blessed Sacrament.

It is unnecessary to dwell at any length on the devotion of

the English recusants to a rite for which they ran such con-

stant risk. The Holy Eucharist in Mass and Communion was

the cause for which they suffered, the secret of their strength,,

and their sole comfort. For the rare Communions two or

three times a year, which had formerly satisfied even pious

people, the missionaries substituted the rule of weekly or even

more frequent Communion. The effect was immediate and

startling. All the fervor, and even some of the extraordinary

phenomena of the Early Church suddenly reappeared. Father

Parsons describes, in a well-known passage, what his own eyes

had witnessed during his two years' pastorate in England.
" It fills me with amazement," he writes, " when I behold and

reflect upon the devotion which Catholics in England show

by their gestures and behavior during Mass; for they are

overpowered by such a sense of awe and reverence that . . .

when the Lord's Body is elevated they weep so abundantly

as to draw tears, even involuntarily, from my dry and parched

eyes." * Father Weston relates the conversion of a Pro-

testant gentleman who was " overcome with terror and great

awe " during one of these celebrations, and became " pale and

rigid," so deeply was he impressed " by the beauty of the

ceremony and the devotion of those who were present."

Stories too are told of wonderful apparitions during Mass,,

bringing increase of faith and courage to those much-tried

souls.

* Douai Diary, p. 171,
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• To complete our sketch, a few words might be added about

religious observances in prisons where English Catholics of

those days spent no inconsiderable portion of their lives. So

overflowing was the Catholic prison population in Elizabeth's

reign that the magistrates were at their wits* end where to

place them, and the local ratepayers groaned under the burden

of having to support so many of the poorer sort. At one

assize in Hampshire no less than 400 Catholics were convicted,

and in Lancashire 600. Needless to say, Elizabethan prisons

were very different from the highly sanitary buildings, with

their strict regulations and supervision, of our own day. This

had its advantages to counterbalance its disadvantages. When
for some reason a prisoner of importance like Father Gerard

was specially committed to close confinement, or when the

malice of a Topcliff was given free rein, the condition of the

victim was horrible indeed. Then spiritual and bodily star-

vation combined to break his courage, and a " dry Mass " or

" spiritual communion " was the only resource. But such

conditions were far from being universal or even common. It

is astonishing what freedom could be bought by judicious and

constant bribery. Father Worthington, S.J., was confined in

the Gatehouse prison from 161 5 to 16 18. He describes the

system in vogue there. " For a more convenient locality in

the prison you give so much; for taking fresh air within the

bounds so much ; to go out into the suburbs for an hour or two

so much. I therefore purchase each week at a great price

suburban circuits of this kind, under the pretext of preserving

health, but in fact that I may visit the houses of Catholics, and

of Protestants also, if there is any hope of spiritual gain." '

Similar laxity prevailed within the prison walls. The con-

fessors were in constant communication with their friends.

Altars were fitted up. Mass regularly said, confessions heard,

converts instructed and reconciled, sermons preached, even

retreats given with such impunity that the prisons might al-

most be regarded as the first post-Reformation public churches

in the cities. No doubt many a hunted priest re-echoed Father

6 Foley, vol. ii, p. 99.
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Gerard's expression of thankfulness for the peace and religious

freedom of prison after months or years of hide-and-seek with

spies and informers outside. With that love for " the full

service of God " which was so marked in them, the Catholic

prisoners were greatly daring in availing themselves of their

opportunities. Father Worthington fitted up a little per-

manent chapel with a Lady Altar hung with silk. There two

or three Masses were said daily; sometimes even six or seven

according to the number of priests incarcerated. Fifty to

sixty persons attended the monthly sermons; and from time

to time, though seldom, " for fear of the Jews," he ventured
" to expose the Blessed Sacrament in a crystal box or case

shining with rays," for the purchase-money of which he prays

God to bless his good friends in Spain.' It is the first re-

corded instance in England of Exposition with a Monstrance.

Special solemnity, as was natural, surrounded a priest's Last

Mass previous to execution. Ven. Ralph Corby, S.J., and

Ven. John Duckett said Mass in Newgate and gave Holy Com-
munion to crowds of Catholics including the Duchess of Guise,

the Catholic Ambassadors, and many other notabilities. Ven.

Stephen Ronsham had an intense devotion to the Blessed

Sacrament, and had risked his life on one occasion to avoid an

involuntary irreverence to It. He was saying Mass in prison

when the sheriff's officers came to summon him to martyrdom.

They consented to wait. The martyr finished his Mass, " read

his evensong, blessed, kissed and embraced those present and

went down cheerfully to the hurdle." Very touching is the

story of another secular priest, Ven. Wm. Davies, executed at

Beaumaris, 27 July, 1593. He had been seized two years

earlier whilst arranging for the passage to Valladolid of three

young students whom he loves to call his " children." Harried

from prison to prison, each viler than the former, he was separ-

ated from his " children " for many months. But the last

half-year they spent re-united in bonds in the Castle of Beau-

maris. There, to their intense joy they were allowed to live

together and occupy themselves as they liked. As usual the

• Ibid., p. 98.
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prison became a sort of religious house, regular hours being

devoted to prayer, study, and spiritual exercises. Father

Davies said his daily Mass on a table in his cell. Immediately

after his execution the hangman brought his clothing, all

dripping with warm blood, and flung it on the table, thus

seeming to mingle the blood of the martyr with those Precious

and Life-giving Streams which his priestly word had so often

caused to flow there. The clothing was divided among Catho-

lics and " the cassock stained with blood was kept in a certain

part of the kingdom, that priests might with much devotion

wear it under their priestly vestments when they said Mass." '

Ah, happy who
That sequestered secret knew,

How sweeter than bee-haunted dells

The bloomy blood of martyrs smells

!

Who did upon the scaffold's bed,

The ceremonial steel between you, wed
With God's grave proxy, high and reverend Death;

Or felt about your neck, sweetly,

(While the dull horde saw but the unrelenting cord).

The Bridegroom's arm, and that long kiss

That kissed away your breath, and claimed you His !
'

•f* Frederick W. Keating,

Bishop of Northampton.

THE DANGEB OF STATE LEGISLATION INTEBFERINO WITH
OUB BIGHTS OF EDUCATION.

I.

IN a paper prepared for the meeting of the Association of

Catholic Colleges, held in Chicago in 1901,^ the late

Father James P. Fagan, S.J., after giving some account of the

forces that are moulding and influencing educational interests

in the United States, points out how the principles and methods

advocated by these forces can and do affect Catholic interests

of great value. His argument constitutes a serious warning

T Pollen, Acts., p. 142. * Francis Thompson.

1 Reprinted by the Catholic Educational Association in its August Bul-

letin, 1908.
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for Catholic educators to be on guard lest by silence and in-

activity, or by indiscreet, however well-meant, cooperation in

furthering State legislation which ostensibly makes for a broad

and liberal promotion of popular education or philanthropy,

they unwittingly furnish to legitimate political authority the

means of placing our Parish School system in the false light

of a separatist institution, the exercise of whose educational

functions is not to be considered as a factor in the public

welfare, or, if considered at all, to be treated as subordinate,

and in some respects antagonistic, to the purely secular system.

The ultimate effect of such a policy is to place Catholic citi-

zens in the position of being disloyal and hostile to the com-

mon interest whenever they make claim to maintain the free-

dom of exercising equal rights of religious education.

Father Fagan demonstrates the reasonableness of his warn-

ing by instancing the attempts made in late years to obtain

the sanction of Catholic citizens for the establishment of legally

recognized " Educational Commissions," whose members, ap-

pointed by the Governor of the State and confirmed by the

Senate, should have power to issue certificates qualifying

pupils of public schools and of State institutions of higher

education, for obtaining certain academic distinctions, scholar-

ships, and civil-service privileges. As all proposed commis-

sions of this kind are assumed to consider and act for only

such educational institutions as are supported by State taxa-

tion, there is forthwith created a standard of efficiency which

rests not on individual ability or representative citizenship,

but on the fact alone that the candidate has attended a public

school or college which conscientious Catholics are prevented

from patronizing, since it fails to give their children that fair

opportunity of obtaining a moral training without which their

education becomes not only one-sided but a vital misfortune,

if not also a serious danger to the peace and moral order of

good government.

There are other methods proposed and discussed with refer-

ence to legislation, involving the proper adjustment of the

relation between the school and the State, the professional and
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Qocial status of our teachers, certain scholastic qualifications

for citizenship, and some problems which lie at the ethical

foundations of republican life, which have been clamoring

in these days for adjustment and settlement by State

definition. These measures are likely to affect the position

of our Parish School system. It is our common in-

terest to make acquaintance with and study, not only the pro-

posed legislation, but also the forces that are active in the

effort to bring about its ratification upon our statute books.

Success in effecting legislation on this score is sometimes due

to. the energy and prestige of individual leaders, but more

often to the activity of organized associations or of the repre-

sentatives of some great vested interest. These latter need to

be studied in their views and stated principles, their avowed

and their hidden aims, if we would understand the import or

anticipate the results of a zeal often directed by the spirit of the

world and the pride of life,which are elements essentially, though

not always meant to be, antagonistic to the Church of Christ.

And it must not be forgotten that it is easier to prevent noxious

legislation by a well-defined and reasonably-grounded protest

in advance of its enactment than to repeal it by noisy agitation

when once it has been made the law. In a country where

popular government obtains, it is assumed by the great mass

that the elected legislators are really representatives of the peo-

ple, expressing their will, and hence that a law duly enacted

has been fairly discussed and well understood by men presum-

ably representing the mind and will of the constituents who
thus give to it their implied consent. Catholics are not, as

already stated, disposed to complain when once they realize

that a law is on the statute book; but this does not exonerate

those who are responsible in the first place for the hardships

imposed upon our people by reason of inattention and ineffi-

cient leadership.

If we examine the methods adopted for developing and

accrediting educational ideas in this country, we shall find that

they consist mainly in organized effort. It is the work of

associations, which in their meetings and by their publications
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and through the influence of the popular press " have put their

ideas before the people, have sedulously, in time and out of

time, insisted on the soundness and timeliness of their schemes

and devices, and, when the moment was ripe for action, were
found prompt and ready to grasp and use their opportunity.

To learn this one lesson and to apply it is the need of the hour

for Catholics." This is sound advice. It is by organized

effort as well as by thoughtful alertness that we must endeavor

to get before the public the true notion of our claims in mat-

ters of education.

II.

Nor are we without the ready means for instituting such

activity by united and well-directed effort. The Federation

of Catholic Societies, the numerically and socially strong bodies

of distinctly American citizenship, such as the Knights of

Columbus, bring together the best and most active conserva-

tive elements of our Catholic manhood. These are powerful

organs of propaganda and protection.

In matters of distinctly religious interest, such as the safe-

guarding of our rights as Catholics in the sphere of elementary

education, these bodies very naturally wait for the initiative

from the clergy. Bishops and pastors themselves are anxious

that no popular movement should be organized in the defense

of questions of an avowedly religious character, such as affect

the body corporate of the Church, without signal from the

appointed guardians on the watchtowers of our common cit-

adel. And whilst it may happen that the chief watchmen on

whom we must rely for the trumpet-call to action are ignorant

or heedless of the danger besetting us, it would be equally dis-

astrous to have the laity move without such call, because it is

almost sure to cause disorder and factions among the self-

appointed leaders. Where the laity are compelled, through

lack of proper direction by ecclesiastical authority, to take the

initiative, the end is, as history teaches, invariably anarchy,

and a quality of anarchy which, as it must feed on resentment

against neglect by the clergy, is sure to turn against the priest-
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bood. France and Italy furnish an object-lesson of this kind

of development of national spirit. Anti-Christian legislation

in these two countries is not the result of Protestant propa-

ganda, but of Catholic neglect. And, as a matter of fact, we
find a fairer sense of law and public equity in England and

Germany, where governments are distinctly Protestant, than

in any so-called Catholic country of Europe or America.

Happily we are conscious of the necessity of an active Catho-

licity in the United States. Non verba sed facta is a commonly
recognized motto among us; and though we do often enough

make considerable noise about our doings, we do not let words

stand for the fulfilment of duty. Nevertheless the duty here

contemplated is not of that patent kind which arouses our sus-

picions and energies by the obviousness of its necessity or the

danger involved in neglect. The apparently philanthropic and

purely humanitarian motives which are put forward to elicit

public interest in the promotion of educational schemes, and

educational . legislation, are apt to blind us to the disastrous

results of giving our assent without carefully scanning the

provisions and conditions which we are invited to support.

That there are laws on our statute books which are the out-

come of merely party agitation and cannot be regarded as

either just in their application or as the expression of the

majority will of American citizens, is admitted by all unbiased

students of our legislative code. Apropos of this subject,

there appears an article by Senator George Sutherland in the

current number of The Independent ^ on the " Necessity of

Greater Care in Making Laws." In introducing this subject

the writer says :
" The Congress of the United States is per-

haps the greatest legislative body in the world ; nevertheless a

vast deal of work is found, in the retrospect, to be of an ex-

ceedingly haphazard character. Laws not only of doubtful

validity, but occasionally laws which are clearly ' opposed to

the plainest constitutional principles, have found their way
into the body of the statute law." Again, " Congress has

2 25 March. " Italics are the author's emphasis.
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passed some invalid laws, and the reasons against their validity-

have so clearly preponderated that it is difficult to find any
excuse virhatever for their enactment. It is not unfair to say

that sometimes such laws have been passed in response to an

apparently overwhelming public sentiment." The conclusion

which Senator Sutherland draws from his study of our law

digest is that " * an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of

cure ' in legislation as well as in medicine. Revision is a cure,

not a preventive."

This is precisely what is wanted on our part. It would not

be difficult to show that the Catholic community has in some

cases given its expressed consent and support to legislative

enactments that eventually proved injurious to their liberties

and rights under the Constitution, which guarantees to all

citizens equal rights and full freedom in the exercise of their

religious convictions, so long as such exercise does not disturb

the public peace or interfere with the just interests of the

commonwealth.

III.

Nor need we assume that the promoters of legislation which

is apt to be prejudicial to the rights of Catholic citizens of the

Republic, act from any pronounced or conscious motive of

opposing our claims. Their point of view is simply one which,

whilst aiming at the common benefit, leads them to ignore or

lose sight of individual or partial rights. Instances of this

kind—and they are the very ones which affect our vital inter-

ests—are to be found especially in the organization work of

public charity and correction. The resolution adopted at the re-

cent National Convention held at the whole-souled and broad-

minded instigation of ex-President Roosevelt, offer a pertinent

illustration, as do also the proposals of the various Child Labor

Associations to ameliorate the condition of the children of the

poor. These resolutions, among other things, propose to place

the control of the education of the children who are in orphan

asylums and other similar institutions for the derelict, in the

hands of a Board of Public Education and Charity, whose
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members are not in any way constrained or apt to take cog-

nizance of the rights of parents or the religious convictions of

the natural guardians of such children.

In discussing this subject recently with a priest, a promi-

nent schoolman, keenly alive to the welfare of our Parish

School system, we elicited from him an expression of opinion

which is alike interesting and valuable as elucidating the main

point of our contention. Referring to the Report, already

mentioned and contained in the Congressional Record, 15 Feb-

ruary, 1909, of the message from the President of the United

States which deals with the subject of the State's " Care of

Dependent Children," this priest pointed out the following

clauses given in the summary of the conclusions reached by

the National Conference held in Washington on 25 and 26

January last

:

1. Homeless and neglected children, if normal, should be cared for in

families when practicable.

2. The State should inspect the work of all agencies which care for de-

pendent children.

3. Educational work of institutions and agencies caring for dependent

children should be supervised by State educational authorities.

The foregoing propositions at first sight seem not only

harmless but quite beneficial, as contributing to good order

and the advance of public prosperity. Moreover, no one need

doubt but that they were inspired by a genuine philanthropic

desire to promote the common welfare; and the Catholic rep-

resentatives who were present at the National Conference

might have found it difficult to lodge any objection against

these propositions. To the reflecting mind, however, it cannot

but become evident that such legislation affords to a narrow-

minded, hostile State official whose whole purpose is to see

shortcomings and who is blind to essentials, ample opportu-

nities to interfere with and paralyze the legitimate activity of

some Catholic institutions which would have no seemingly

legitimate defense against the power conferred upon the State's

appointee.

What some of the leading authorities whose opinions are

likely to influence, if not to direct, the action of the State Edu-
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cational Department, to whose functionaries the supervision

of our institutions is to be confided, might tolerate or do in the

way of rendering the path of CathoHc education hard and

inequitable, may be gleaned from the expressed opinions of

men like Dr. M. G. Brumbaugh, Superintendent of Public

Schools in the city of Philadelphia. In an address on " The
Function of Education in Democracy " before the Convention

of the National Education Association last year at Cleveland

he gave utterance, among other similar expressions, to the fol-

lowing policy which he deemed should be the guiding principle

of our State legislation on educational matters

:

The initiation into democracy should always be contingent upon the

possession or this common knowledge [of our republican institutions].

For that reason the stranger from without should serve an apprenticeship

in the American Public School before he is invested with the toga of
American citizenship. Likewise, anyone in our midst, native or foreign

bom, that has neglected to fit himself for that participation in our de-

mocracy, should be denied what his own neglect prevents him from com-

prehending.

No one will object to the demand of the State that those

who claim the benefits of its citizenship should be fitted therefor

by an adequate education and the possession of the knowledge

which is essential for the proper exercise of its functions in

the Republic. But that this knowledge should be acquired in

no other way than by sending our children to the Public

Schools is to exclude Catholics from the rights of citizenship

purely and solely on the ground of religious discrimination.

We are not only content, but likewise deeply anxious, that our

Parish Schools should attain and maintain as high a standard

intellectually and ethically as any Public School in the land;

but if we add to these qualifications, for which the State may
hold us accountable by a system of examination, those of a

religious training according to the dictates of our conscience,

we demand both recognition of our citizenship and immunity

from arbitrary molestation under the plea of official super-

vision. Dr. Brumbaugh is not here credited with being espe-

cially narrow-minded or bigoted, though he has made no secret

of his opinion that " the child belongs to the State, and the first

duty of a child is to the State; his second duty is to his
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parents,"—a doctrine to which we as Catholics by no means

subscribe. But the ideal which he claims as that of American

citizenship is simply what Paganism has claimed; and it is

essential that Catholic educators keep this fact before the citi-

zens who feel it their duty to maintain the Parish Schools

while they help to support by their taxes the Public School

system.

As a matter of fact the Parish School system is simply

ignored by the State; and considering its scope and purpose,

and the numbers of loyal citizens who stand for that system,

thjls might be claimed as being a distinct injury to a large sec-

tion of the body public. But the danger is that our work of

contributing to the moral upbuilding of the Republic will not

only be ignored, but also seriously interfered with, and that in

a way which pretends no violent opposition to our prerogatives

as citizens, but rather the contrary. Thus the State by advo-

cating the policy of subsidizing, in addition to the common
schools, certain institutions such as some of our great uni-

versities and colleges, on condition that the candidates ad-

mitted to these institutions have spent some years in the public

schools, is opening the way to discrimination in which Catholic

citizens are made to bear an additional burden of taxation

without representation. And though many priests and lay-

men among us may deem it wiser to renounce the idea of State

support pro rata, for such of our Parish Schools as are pre-

pared to stand the test of State school competition, the alter-

native of a State control which may cripple our schools by

such discrimination and by oppressive legislation does not enter

their minds. Withal it is stated on excellent authority that

the statute books of New York already contain laws which,

if logically enforced, would render the condition of New York

Catholic institutions as bad as that of France to-day.

Now the practical question which forces itself upon the stu-

dent of Catholic and American educational interests is: Can

we anticipate the insidious effects of the process indicated ? and

how? To answer the question it is not necessary to go into

lengfthy propositions of methods. What we must do is to
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heed the men who are the proper judges in these matters, the

men interested in the preservation of the Catholic faith and a

high standard of American citizenship, which cares not only

for the intellectual and physical, but also the moral develop-

ment of the child and future citizen. These men are to be

found in the first place among the bishops and clergy, the

superintendents and conservers of the Parish Schools. Their

opinions and their vigilance can be made effective by the work

of societies already established. This has been done to a great

extent by the Catholic Educational Association. That Asso-

ciation might, however, be perfected by a committee and

department of correspondence, to deal expressly with the leg-

islative features of education, and to study and report on the

proposed measures, and to foster interest in them by furnish-

ing encouraging suggestions for action by our public conven-

tions or special commissions.

In harmony with this branch of the Association a system-

atized propaganda may be effected through lectures (a) for

Catholic teachers, {h) for our societies of laymen, such as the

local branches of fraternities, charitable organizations, and

social unions like the Knights of Columbus, already referred

to and composed for the most part of intelligent, active, and

public-spirited Catholic men. Our various Truth Societies,

if thoroughly directed in this special department, could be

rendered highly serviceable by furnishing definite and perti-

nent reading-matter for the general and local propaganda.

All this work, if it is to be effective, must, as we said, re-

ceive its impulse from the clergy. In order that it may be

done with consistency and in a harmonious way, and to the

end that our efforts be at once peaceful in method and strong

in results, the managers of Catholic schools must be not only

well informed but also of one mind. By earnest discussion

in frequent conferences—if our Bishops were to give the

initiative, the direction, and their authoritative sanction and

perhaps personal cooperation—^we will be assured that the

rights which conscience bids us assert and preserve for our-

selves and for posterity, will be properly estimated and recog-

nized bv our American fellow-citizens.
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THE DIPLOMATIC AGENTS OF THE HOLl SEE.

(Second Article.)

Papal Nuncios.

AT the present day the title of legate is reserved to the

highest grade of papal envoys, namely, legates a latere.

The regulation issued in 1889 provides that all other diplo-

matic agents of the Holy See shall bear one of the following

designations: nuncio, internuncio, apostolic delegate, extra-

ordinary envoy, or charge d'affaires.

A nuncio is an envoy representing the Pope in one of the

more important nations and exercising there the papal author-

ity in the measure assigned in his brief of appointment. He
is usually a bishop or archbishop, and rarely, if ever, a sub-

ject of the government to which he is accredited.

Vienna, Madrid, and Lisbon are styled nunciatures of the

first class, for the reason that their incumbents have the right

to receive the cardinal's hat at the close of their term of office.

Should they remain at their post for any time after their ele-

vation to the purple, the nuncios assume the title of pro-nuncios,

as it is considered unbecoming for a cardinal to hold an office

-which is usually administered by a prelate of inferior rank.

The recently suppressed nunciature of Paris was also of the

first class. Brussels, Munich, and Brazil are known as nun-

ciatures of the second class, as the heads- of these legations

have not the right to the preferment accorded to the other

nuncios. It has been reported several times lately that the

present Pope intends to abolish this distinction, and a color

of truth was given to these rumors by the fact that the last

nuncio to Paris, Cardinal Lorenzelli, did not receive the car-

dinal's hat for nearly three years after the suppression of

the legation.

The increased facility of communication with the Holy See

in modem times has effected a corresponding diminution in

'the former powers of the nuncios. At the present time the

extent of their authority is determined by the terms of their

brief of appointment, and consequently some have more ample
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faculties than others. The former nuncio to Paris, for ex-

ample, exercised no act of jurisdiction except when canonical

information was to be sent to Rome concerning those nomin-

ated to the episcopal office. As a rule, however, the nuncio,

in addition to his strictly diplomatic functions, has true and

ordinary jurisdiction, within the limits indicated in his letter

of appointment, over the bishops and faithful of the legatine

territory.^ Thus he can grant dispensations, receive appeals,

publish decrees and permanent regulations for the entire dis-

trict, unless explicitly forbidden to do so by his instructions

and credential letters. Occasionally he is sent with the power

of a legate a latere, but this clause does not give him the

rights and privileges of a legate of that grade, but simply de-

notes that he has plenipotentiary powers to decide certain

specified cases.

HISTORICAL NOTES ON THE PAPAL NUNCIATURES.

1. Austria-Hungary.—The nunciature of Austria-Hungary

was established, according to Pius VI,'' in the year 15 13, and

the first incumbent of the office was Laurence Campeggi.

Other authorities give the date of the foundation as 1573, or

1 58 1. It was originally known as the nunciature of Germany,

or Vienna, but after the dissolution of the Holy Roman Em-
pire in 1804 it received the title which it bears to-day.

2. France.—The recently suppressed French legation dated

from the second 'half of the sixteenth century. The first

nuncio was Michael Turriani, who was sent to Charles IX
by Pope St. Pius V with special instructions to urge the king

to defend the Catholic religion against the attacks of the

Calvinists.

There were many stormy epochs during the life of his em-

bassy. We may instance the trouble occasioned by the pub-

lication of the Bull of Gregory XIII, In Coena Domini, for-

bidding the secular rulers to burden the clergfy with taxes;

* Letter of Secretary of State, Cardinal Jacobini, to the Spanish

Nuncio, 13 April, 1885.

2Resp. super Nuntiaturis.
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the excommunication and deposition of the heretical king of

•Navarre; the Bull, Ad Sanctam, of Alexander VII against

the Jansenists. During the French Revolution of 1790 the

legation was suppressed, and permanent relations were not

resumed until the arrival of Cardinal Caprarra for the promul-

gation of the Concordat of 1801. New disputes arose irt a

short while, and the legate was recalled, and the nunciature

remained vacant till 1820.

In 1904 Pius X sent a note to the Catholic governments of

Europe in which he protested against the offensive action of

the French Government as manifested in the official visit of

President Loubet to Rome, 24 April, 1904. In some of these

communications it was stated that the retention of the papal

nuncio at Paris, after the open and premeditated insult to

the person and rights of the Holy Father, was due to motives

of order of a very special nature. This clause did not appear

in the protest sent to the French government. On 20 May
of the same year the French minister demanded to know offi-

cially if such was the case. The Secretary of State Cardinal

Merry del Val requested the Ambassador to make his demand

in writing, promising, in that event, to have an answer ready

within a half hour. The ambassador consented, but did not

comply with the request, and a few days later announced that

the French government regarded the action of the Secretary

of State as a refusal to reply, and that he had been ordered

away from Rome on furlough. He did not return to his post,

and the embassy was suppressed, 30 July, 1904.'

« The following note taken from the annals of American diplomacy, as

described in John W. Foster's The Practice of Diplomacy, pp. 1I2-113,

furnishes an interesting parallel which illustrates the attitude of a foreign

minister under similar circumstances

:

" It is also held that the chief of the department for foreign affairs

of the government to which an envoy is accredited may direct that cer-

tain specified questions shall be made the subject of written communica-

tions, and may decline to hear verbal presentation of the same. This

course was adopted by Mr. Canning, Secretary for Foreign Affairs of

Great Britain, toward the American minister, Mr. Pinkney, in 1808; and

by the Secretary of State of the United States toward the British min-

ister, Mr. Jackson, in 1806. It was also indicated by Secretary Adams to
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3. Spain.—Temporary nuncios were sent to Spain a cen-

tury previous to the foundation of the French embassy, but

the institution of permanent nunciatures was almost simul-

taneous in both countries. The Spanish nuncio exercises

direct jurisdiction over the faithful of the realm through the

" Tribunal of the Rota " of which he is president. The mem-
bers of this court are chosen by the government with the con-

sent and approval of the Holy See. They pass judgment on

all ecclesiastical cases of the kingdom, but an appeal may be

made to Rome from their decisions.

Five times during the past century the embassy was closed

and the nuncio forced to leave the country. The last re-

storation of relations took place in 1875.

4. Portugal.—The first resident nuncio was appointed to

Portugal in 1669 after that country had demonstrated its abil-

ity to maintain its independence of the Spanish crown.

In order to put an end to a dispute which had lasted for

more than thirty years Lisbon was raised to the rank of a

nunciature of the first class in 1731. The cause of the trouble

was as follows. Vincent Bichi was appointed to Lisbon in

Sir Stratford Canning, in the fiery interview from which an extract has

already been made. From the body of this interview, as recorded in Mr.

Adams's Diary, is taken the following :
' Without replying to this remark,

having found the book, I resumed my seat, and, after reading audibly

the article of the convention respecting the boundary, said, " Now, sir,

if you have any charge to make against the American government for a

violation of this article, you will please to make the communication in

writing."

'

" He then said, with great vehemence, ' And do you suppose, sir, that

I am to be dictated to in the manner in which I think proper to commu-

nicate with the American government?'
" I answered, ' No, sir, we know very well what are the privileges of

foreign ministers, and mean to respect them. But you will give us leave

to determine what communications we will receive, and how we will

receive them; and, you may be assured, we are as little disposed to sub-

mit to dictation as to exercise it.'

" He then, in a louder and more passionate tone of voice, said, * And
am I to understand that I am to be refused henceforth any conference

with you on the business of my mission?'

"'Not at all, sir,' said I; 'my request is that if you have anything

further to say to me upon this subject, you would say it in writing.'

"
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1709, but, at the king's request, was recalled the following

year. He did not obey the papal summons, and succeeded in

inducing the king to petition for his retention at the Portuguese

capital. The Pontiff, displeased at the disobedience of his

legate, refused the request of the monarch and designated

Joseph Firrao to replace Bichi in the nunciature. Firrao was
not allowed to enter the country, and the king contended that

Bichi should not be removed unless he were raised to the

purple, as was customary with the nuncios at Vienna, Paris

and Lisbon. The king, angered by the refusal of his demands,

recalled his ambassador from the Eternal City and forbade

his subjects to have recourse to the Pope under any pretext.

For the sake of re-establishing friendly relations, Clement XII

(1731) bestowed the Cardinal's hat on both Bichi and Firrao,

and decreed that all future nuncios to Portugal should receive

the same reward at the expiration of their term of office at

that court.

5. Belgium.—Previous to the year 1592 Belgium formed

part of the territory of the former nunciature of Cologne.

In that year Clement VII erected the Low Countries into

Missions, and this act is looked upon as the beginning of the

Belgian legation. Others, v. g. Santi, give 1597 as the date

of the foundation.

The nuncio was expelled in 1782 because the government

charged him with favoring the rebellion of the seminarists of

Louvain against the establishment of general seminaries by

Joseph II. The legation remained closed for forty-seven

years, and when it was reopened in 1829 it was ranked as an

internunciature. In the early part of the reign of Gregory

XVI the papal envoy bore the title of charge d'affaires, and

at the same time acted as Superior of the Missions of Hol-

land. In 1832 both Belgium and Holland were made inter-

nunciatures, and, finally, in 1841 Belgium was restored to its

former dignity of a nunciature. Pope Leo XIII acted as

nuncio at this court from 1843 t*^ 1846. A temporary sus-

pension of relations occurred from 1880 to 1885 on account of

disputes over certain laws regarding education.
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6. Bavaria.—This legation, which was established in 1783

by Pius VI, embraces part of the territory formerly subject

to the nuncios of Vienna, Cologne, and Lucerne. Its institu-

tion was vigorously opposed by the Archbishop of Salzburg,

and the Elector Bishops of Mayence, Cologne and Treves.

Their recriminations were ably answered by Pius VI in his

famous Responsio super Nuntiaturis.

7. Brazil.—Lisbon fell into the hands of the French troops

in 1807, and the king, John VI, was forced to take refuge in

Brazil which was then a dependency of the Portugese crown.

The papal nuncio accompanied the court into exile. When
the royal family returned to Portugal in 1821 the Crown
Prince remained behind, and in the following year, when
Brazil declared its independence of the mother country, was

chosen emperor. Eight years later a nuncio was sent to the

emperor. The successors of the first envoy took the title of

internuncio until 20 December, 1902, when they were raised

to the dignity of nuncio.

Suppressed Nunciatures.—The Holy See in former times

had resident nuncios at Naples, Florence, Venice, Savoy,

Cologne, Lucerne, Poland, and Mexico. Mgr. Rinuccini la-

bored as legate in Ireland, 1645-1649. During the pontificate

of Pius VII a papal nuncio was stationed at the court of the

Czar for several years.

Papal Internuncios.

The nuncio occupies the first place among the resident papal

diplomatic agents, and is ranked with the ambassadors of the

secular powers. Next in dignity comes the internuncio who
represents the Pope at the capitals of the less important na-

tions. He is classed with the civil envoys and ministers pleni-

potentiary. The title of internuncio is of comparatively re-

cent origin, dating only from the early years of the past cen-

tury, and hence is not mentioned in the Regulation of Vienna

(19 March, 181 5) which decided the relative rank and pre-

cedence of diplomatists.

At the present time there is but one internuncio in the pon-
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tifical service, namely, at Buenos Aires. The territory com-

prised in this legation consists of the Argentine Republic,

Uruguay and Parag^y. The first representative of the

papacy was Mgr. Besi, who assumed office in 1850 as apostolic

delegate. Political disturbances soon forced his retirement to

Brazil and the embassy was without a head for seven years.

The envoy was again expelled in October, 1884, in conse-

quence of his public protest against the employment of non-

Catholic teachers in the schools. Harmony was restored in

1900 by the appointment of a resident minister at the Holy See

and the elevation of the legation to the rank of an inter-

nunciature. During the interregnum the politico-ecclesiastical

affairs of the country were in charge of the Argentine min-

ister at Paris.

Although Holland was made an internunciature by Gregory

XVI in 1832 the incumbent of this embassy has always borne

the title of charge d'affaires. Until recently Luxemburg,

which is regarded as a vestige of the former nunciature of

Cologne, was classed as an internunciature, but the latest

issue of the Gerarchia Cattolica places it in the same cate-

gory as Holland. The two countries, in fact, form a single

legation and are administered by the same official, who re-

sides at the Hague.

Apostolic Delegates and Envoys Extraordinary.

Among the papal diplomatists of the second grade must

also be placed the apostolic delegates stationed at the capitals

of the South American republics. In order to distinguish

them from the apostolic delegates appointed by the Congrega-

tion de Propaganda Fide, whose functions are of an entirely

spiritual character, these legates receive the additional title of

envoy extraordinary, which indicates that their office is to rep-

resent the Holy See not only in spiritual affairs but also in

civil matters which have a bearing on religion.

This title, like that of internuncio, came into use in this sense

in very modern times, and its historical origin is to be found

in the revolutionary uprisings in South America during the
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first half of the past century. At that time the Spanish
'

colonies, one after the other, declared their independence of

the mother country. The Holy See was an interested specta-

tor of these events, for the Spanish government enjoyed the

right to present candidates for the bishoprics of the colonies.

Several bishops died during the wars for independence, and

the Holy See was in a quandary as to the way to provide new

rulers for the vacant Sees. Prelates appointed at the nomin-

ation of the Spanish crown would not be received by the new

republics, while to appoint others without the concurrence of

Spain would be to deprive her of a vested right or privilege,

and tantamount to a premature recognition of the rebellious

colonists as separate and independent states.

The Pope avoided a rupture of relations with Spain by re-

fusing to receive the numerous embassies sent by the new

states during the years 18 19- 1830. At the same time he pro-

vided for the spiritual needs of the Catholics of those regions

by sending an apostolic delegate to Chili with authority to con-

secrate titular bishops for the vacant Sees.

The independence of Colombia was recognized by the Holy

See in 1835 and a delegate sent to Bogota, who was charged

at the same time with the administration of ecclesiastical affairs

in Venezuela, Central America, Ecuador, Bolivia and Peru.

In 185 1 Central America passed under the jurisdiction of the

Mexican delegation. Colombia received a separate legate in

1882 with the title of envoy extraordinary.

Chili was erected into a delegation in 1847, ^^^ soon lost

its separate existence and was at various times attached to

different legations. It received an envoy in 188 1, but the

following year he was given his passports by the government,

and relations were not resumed till 1890.

An envoy was sent to Ecuador, i June, 1862, with juris-

diction over Colombia, Peru and Venezuela. Costa Rica was

recognized, 16 July, 1869, but several years elapsed before it

received a separate minister, 26 June, 1876. Hayti, San

Domingo and Venezuela were formed into a permanent lega-

tion, 23 March, 1871. It is interesting to recall in this con-
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nexion that two American bishops undertook special missions

to Hayti for the Holy See, namely, Bishop England (1834-

1838), and Bishop Rosati (1842). On 6 August, 1877, an

apostoilc delegate took charge of the four republics of Peru,

Ecuador, Chili and Bolivia.

A delegate was appointed to Mexico in 1847, ^"^ during

the brief reign of the Emperor Maximilian the papal envoy

was ranked as a nuncio. Since 1896 there has been no

diplomatic representative of the papacy in that country. An
apostolic visitor, who has no relations with the government,

looks after the welfare of religion.

- At the present day the Holy See maintains legations in

the following places in South America: Brazil, Buenos Aires

(for Argentine, Uruguay and Paraguay), Chili, Colombia,

Costa Rica, Lima (for Peru, Ecuador, and Bolivia). Porto

Principe (for San Domingo, Hayti, and Venezuela) is tem-

porarily without a resident minister.

Other Extraordinary Envoys of the Holy See.

Although the term extraordinary envoy has now acquired

the meaning of a permanent or resident minister, still it is at

times employed in its original sense to denote a messenger

sent on some special and temporary errand. The present

Archbishop of Boston bore this title while on a mission to the

Emperor of Japan in 1905.

In this class of envoys is included the ablegate who carries

the red beretta, and, in rare cases, the red hat, to a newly

created Cardinal who resides outside the Roman Curia. The

same title was also given in former days to those who conveyed

papal presents to distant lands, as, for instance, the Golden

Rose, the blessed sword and hat, or the layette, or infant's

clothes. The present Pontiff sent this last-named gift to the

king of Spain in 1907 on the occasion of the birth of an heir

to the throne. Needless to say, these messengers are not con-

sidered diplomatic agents.

Papal Charges d'affaires.

Charges d'affaires constitute the lowest grade of papal
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diplomatists. At the present time there is but one such offi-

cial in the pontifical service, namely, Mgr. Rodolfo, who has

charge of the united legations of Holland and Luxemburg.

The title is given ad interim to the auditors of the nunciatures

when for any reason they assume the temporary direction of

the embassy.

The Subaltern Personnel of the Papal Legations.

In 1889 Pope Leo XIII issued a Regulation, or code, or

rules, for the government and conduct of the pontifical em-

bassies. In it he provided that the subordinate officials should

be grouped into five classes, ranking in the following order:

auditors of the first class ; auditors of the second class ; secre-

taries of the first class; secretaries of the second class; at-

taches. He also established the rules to be followed in the

appointment and promotion of these officials and the respec-

tive qualifications and duties of each office.

Promotion.

Promotion among the subaltern personnel is gradual and

progressive from the lowest to the highest grade. The gen-

eral rule is that an official must have given three years' satis-

factory service in one position before he will be advanced to

the next higher post. However, the fact that an attache has

passed through all the minor stages does not confer upon him

the right to be promoted to the dignity of nuncio or delegate.

The auditors of the first class are chosen from the ranks of

the second class auditors, and also from the minutanti of the

Secretary of State. Second class auditors are selected from

the secretaries of the higher grade, and likewise from the

officials of the Secretariate for Extraordinary Ecclesiastical

Affairs. Auditors of the nunciatures are of the same rank

as the secretaries of secular legations.

The secretaries of the first class are taken from the second

class secretaries. Attaches of the Secretariate for Extraor-

dinary Ecclesiastical Affairs may be appointed to a secretary-

ship of the first class after six years' service, and to a second

grade secretaryship after three years' service as attache. The
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ordinary attache is nominated by the Pope after the candidate
• has shown his fitness for the office by passing a successful

examination.

The post of secretary of either grade may also be obtained

by means of a competitive examination, but advancement is

usually delayed beyond the three-year limit for those who are

appointed in this way. All the minor officials are liable to be

transferred from one legation to another, or from a legation to

the Secretariate of State or Congregation of Extraordinary

Ecclesiastical Affairs, and vice versa.

Qualifications.

The success of a legate's administration depends in no
small measure on the skill and ability of his assistants, for

upon them devolves the burden of the important routine work
of the embassy, the making of reports, the solution of difficul-

ties, the composition of instructions to the bishops and people,

etc. Unless they are well versed in Theology, History, Civil

and Canon Law they cannot give much aid to their chief.

Under the present regulations vacancies in the subaltern

personnel are filled by means of a concursus, or competitive

examination. Only the students, or aspirants, in the office of

the Secretary of the Congregation for Extraordinary Affairs

are allowed to enter the lists. Thirty days' notice is given

to the candidates to prepare for the concursus, which consists

of a written and oral test in subjects germane to their duties,

v. g., canon and international law, ecclesiastical history, con-

cordats, diplomatic style, French, etc. The examining board

consists of five members who select the subject matter of the

concursus and report the result to the Secretary of State.

Before permission is granted to enter the examination the

candidate, who must be a cleric of good family, must present

testimonials showing that his previous conduct has been irre-

proachable, that he is devoted to the interests of the Holy See

and adapted for a diplomatic career. He is also required to

furnish proof that he has creditably completed the ordinary

curriculum of ecclesiastical studies and received the doctorate
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in canon law. Other things being equal, preference is given

to an applicant who has gained a degree in other faculties, or

is master of a foreign tongue. The course of studies in the

Roman Academy for Noble Ecclesiastics is arranged for the

education of clerics of noble birth for diplomatic careers.

Duties.

The chief duty of the auditor of a legation is to make a

careful study of all matters confided to him by the nuncio,

and to give his opinion, when requested, on the proper course

to be pursued in the conduct of any negotiation. It is like-

wise his place to prepare the memoranda of the official cor-

respondence, as well as the annual report which the legate

makes to the Holy See concerning the state of religion in the

legatine territory. During the temporary absence of the

head of the legation the auditor acts as charge d'affaires.

The secretary, who is also chancellor of the embassy, has

charge of the archives, continues the various files and indexes,

preserves the originals of all documents received, and tran-

scribes and despatches the official communications of the

nuncio. In case of necessity he may act as substitute for the

auditor. Both auditor and secretary are obliged to learn the

language of the country where they are located.

The minor officials are strictly forbidden to act in any way
that might embarrass or compromise their chief in the exer-

cise of his ministry. Hence, they are prohibited from speak-

ing or writing about the affairs of the embassy, except with

the knowledge and permission of the legate. They may not

act as agents for any one who has business with the legation,

give letters of recommendation, receive gifts for the per-

formance of their duties, or act as correspondents for the news-

papers. Neither are they allowed to bring any of their rela-

tives into the legatine district.

During their term of office the minor officials cannot leave

the territory of the legation without the previous consent of

the Secretary of State. The legate can grant them a fort-

night's leave of absence, provided they remain within the
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limits of the district confided to his care. Transgressions

of these rules are punished, according to the gravity of the

offense, by reprimand, suspension, or removal from the service.

Couriers.

In addition to the foregoing officials, there is occasionally

attached to the legations a courier, or bearer of despatches.

In former times these messengers played an important part

in the conduct of diplomatic affairs, on account of the imper-

fect postal service and the practice, which was frequently in

vogue, of intercepting and reading the official communica-

tions of the embassies. Under international law these offi-

cials are entitled to free and unobstructed passage, and the

seals of their pouches are inviolate. The Italian Parliament

(art. 12 of the Law of Guarantees) granted the same rights

to the papal couriers as are enjoyed by those of the secular

powers.
[to be continued.]

Joseph J. Murphy.
Philadelphia, Pa.
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CHAPTER XIX.

A Lucullan Banquet.

SEVERAL evenings of those strange tuitions in the pastor's

house had passed by, and the invitation to Rohira had been

repeated again and again by the young Wycherlys, before Annie

ventured to open the subject to her uncle. He used occasionally

break away from his Suarez to look in, and give directions to the

studies both of his niece and her two companions, arranging

lessons, criticizing compositions, giving occasional readings in

This novel is copyrighted exclusively for the Ecclesiastical Review,

and will not appear in any other magazine in America, Great Britain, or

Australia.
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Virgil and Horace to stimulate their energies. Then he would

go back to his desk, and recommence somewhere far down in the

long columns of proofs and explanations with which the great

Spanish Jesuit sought to bring into harmony those terrific forces

with which the world of nature and the world of men are

agitated. Sometimes, indeed, he brought back sad distractions^

from these visits, sad misgivings as to the propriety of having

these young Protestant lads under his roof at all ; and still more

poignant doubts of the prudence of allowing his niece to accom-

pany them in their lessons. He had often a secret hope, as the

days went on, and the evenings lengthened out, and the year

was stretching itself to broader horizons and more cheerful con-

ditions, that they would suddenly leave on some pretext ; or that

something would turn up to create some diversion that would

break up these evening classes. But, no! The days went on;

and, regular as clockwork, the young lads came in the evening,

conned over their Latin and Greek lessons, were always polite

and respectful, and always went away cheerful and thankful.

There seemed to be no prospect of ending an undertaking rashly

assumed ; and the old priest felt, for the hundreth time in his

life, how difficult it is to control a set of circumstances let loose

by a single act.

Hence, when his niece first broached to him the proposal to

visit Rohira, he rather bluntly and somewhat angrily refused.

The young girl resented the tone he took ; and showed her re-

sentment as only young ladies, with a certain spirit, can. And

seeing that he was bringing into his hitherto quiet home the

spirit of unrest, he relaxed so far as to explain:

" You know, my dear Annie," he said, " that this is a matter

in which we cannot be too particular. It is not usual in Ireland

for Catholics and Protestants to mix together socially, except in

very high grades, where education is such a protection. And

then, I have to consult the prejudices of the people."

" In America," she said, " we're above such little things. Seems

to me, that you here in Ireland, are going to keep up the Kil-

kenny-cats programme to the end."

Which was rather spirited language toward such a giant as

her uncle.

" There may be reasons," he said, rather humbly, she thought.

" We are just passing out into new conditions, where, perhaps, a

better feeling should prevail."
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" It seems to me altogether narrow and queer," she repHed.

"Why, the dearest friends, and the best and truest friends we
had in Chicago were Protestants. I heard father say, more than

once, that he would trust Lawyer Plimsoll, a Baptist lawyer,

with his life and all he possessed. And I'm sure I'll never again

have a friend like Dora Plimsoll."

" Well," he said, turning the tables a little on his niece, " that

may be all quite true; and I know you feel this old place lonely

sometimes—

"

" Now, uncle," she said at once. " That's not kind. You know
I didn't mean that."

Then, after a pause, she said briskly, although there was a

little sob in her voice:

" There, uncle, let's say no more of it. I'll abandon the idea

;

and let Dr. Wycherly know."

Which, of course, meant victory for Annie. That magnificent

sacrifice of will meant prompt surrender on his part. But no

more was said about the matter then.

A few evenings later, and just before Lent commenced, her

uncle said one evening:
" The days are lengthening, Annie, and the weather is un-

usually fine. I have been thinking that there was something in

what you said about breaking down those barriers that lie be-

tween us and our Protestant friends. Some one must begin

somewhere. And after all, the people rather like Dr. Wycherly,

and they have excellent reason. Many a child he has saved;

and many a mother he has given back to her family from the

grasp of death. He's a good man, but eccentric. Perhaps, it

would be as well if you visited Rohira."

" But I have declined the invitation, uncle," she answered.

" I cannot well oflFer to go now."
" No, of course," he said, " unless it is repeated. It is not

unlikely that they may ask you again."

And they did. Because, in that occult and yet most delicate

manner with which young ladies manage to have their way in

this world, Annie contrived to let it be known that somehow

her objections had vanished, and that she would compliment

Dr. Wycherly now by appearing at Rohira, if the honor were

again solicited.

The Lenten season was very near at hand; and Lent was a
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time when good Catholics were averse from visiting. Would
Shrove Tuesday suit ? Would Miss O'Farrell come to Rohira on
Shrove Tuesday, and eat pancakes with the family, and hunt

for the ring in the cake, etc., etc. ? Precisely. The very day
would meet all her wishes. Then came an awkward invitation

elsewhere. Father Henry Liston had now got rid, once and
forever, of the tribe of artists; his house was perfect from attic

to cellar ; it was the " use and custom " to open out the long

rubric and ceremonial of life with a modest entertainment; and

would not Dr. William Gray and his niece do him the honor

to dine with him on Shrove Tuesday, before putting on the sack-

cloth and ashes of Lent?

It was awkward, this clashing of pleasant voices calling a

young life to that relaxation and amusement which are indis-

pensable. But the slow intellect of the uncle, ponderous and

comprehensive enough to deal with gigantic problems in the meta-

physic of life, was quite unable to grasp this petty difficulty.

" We cannot refuse Father Liston," he said. " It is his first

time,—^his great inaugural symposium. He is sure to have asked

the brethren. It would look ill that I should be absent. And
then, he intends to compliment you, Annie."

Annie's face fell. It would be nice of course to dine with

Father Liston, and see all the priests. But Rohira—pancakes

—

gypsies—old castles ! Who could resist that ? The position was

difficult; but what obstacle will not woman's wit cut through?

In some mysterious manner. Father Henry Liston cancelled the

engagements for Shrove Tuesday ; and issued a new set of invita-

tions for the preceding Monday. And so the double vista shone

gaily before the vision of the young girl ; and she was happy.

It was a pleasant little party over there under the shade of

the sea-cliffs, and facing the sea-marshes at Athboy. There were

few invited, because Henry Liston was somewhat fastidious;

and the barbaric hospitality of larger circles was somewhat re-

pugnant to his tastes. But the little dinner was very choice ; the

appointments were almost too fine; the silver shone a little too

brightly; somehow, everyone, but the amiable host, felt that a

little more humility and modesty would have placed them more

at ease. Only the two young ladies present, his sister and Annie

O'Farrell, were enraptured. They saw things with human eyes.
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and eyes, too, trained by mysterious Nature to understand and

appreciate beautiful things. The stern austerity with which

human things are viewed by the priestly eye, was not theirs.

Young, happy, hopeful, only the fair things of life appealed to

them; and their imaginations were not sobered by deep con-

templations on the vanity of earthly desires. They wished and

hoped and dreamed ; and were happy when the dreams came true.

Whether it was the stern, austere manner of the old pastor,

which he never laid aside, except when speaking to children or

the poor, and which he steeled into utter hardness and silence,

when dealing with his brethren; or whether there was a general

feeling that somehow Henry Liston, in his first domestic experi-

ment, had overshot the mark, there was some chill restraint

hanging around that dinner-table; and when Henry Liston, in

his sense of amiability and hospitality, opened a bottle of costly

wine toward the end of the entertainment, and the pastor, on

being offered it, said curtly and contemptuously "No!" and
" No !'* was echoed down along the table ; and the host had to

put aside the opened wine on the sideboard untasted—it needed

all the glorious hope and buoyance of youth to keep back the tears

from his eyes. But, at last, the torture ended; the two young

ladies retired to the drawing-room; and a more healthful atmos-

phere of cheerfulness and good-feeling spread over the room.

Still, the majestic presence, and the short, stern remarks of the

pastor, punctuated by sarcasm, that levelled all conversation into

its own dreary monologue, soon emptied the dining-room. On
one excuse or another, the younger priests departed; and the

pastor and curate were left alone. Henry knew he was in for

something; and he steeled his nerves to bear it.

" Was this your first clerical dinner in Ireland ?" said the old

man, after an awkward pause.

" Oh, no," said the curate gaily. " I used to have a few

priests down to dinner occasionally at M—."

" You were a chaplain, then, passing rich on eighty or ninety

pounds a year!"
" Yes ! But these little things really cost nothing worth talking

about!"
" Indeed ? Just hand me over that bottle on the side-board

!"

Henry demurely brought over the offending bottle.

The pastor read slowly the label:
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TOKAY.
SUPERIOK. REFINED.

Vintage i88—.

" How much might that be worth now ? How much a dozen V*
" About eighty-four shilHngs !" said Henry.
" Four guineas ! My God ! Enough to feed a laborer's family

for a month. Absolutely sinful and criminal extravagance. How
much more of that stuff have you—in your pantry—I beg your

pardon,—in your wine-cellar ?"

" That's the only bottle in the house !" said Henry, with a little

air of triumph.

" You said it cost four guineas a dozen ?"

" So it did. But I didn't pay it. 'Twas simply a Christmas

present from my grocer
!"

The good pastor's face fell. It was a magnificent thrust from

Henry. But the old man was used to parry and fence with dexterity.

He was one of those logicians who cannot be beaten, his mind

leaped so lightly, like a skilful picador, to avoid a frc«ital assault.

The brethren said of him that he could prove that black was
white, that night was day, that sin was virtue, and virtue sin,

with the greatest facility. He was born quite out of date! His

real natal year was 1265.

" And do you think," he continued, clearing and fortifying his

faculties with a pinch of snuff, " that you were justified before

God and man in opening and wasting seven shillings' worth of

wine—a laborer's wage for a week."
" Well, you see, sir," said Henry demurely, " I couldn't refuse

that present without offence. My grocer said, when giving it to

me :
* This is a splendid wine. Father. I can guarantee its purity

and age. Don't open it unless you have distinguished company

who can appreciate it. You're going to Athboy. Ah! there's

the man who knows what wine is—your future parish priest.

Dr. Gray.'

"

" Who was that blackguard ?" said the pastor furiously, " and

what did he know about me?"
" I'm sure I can't tell you, sir !" said Henry meekly. " But he

seemed to be very proud of your knowledge. The people really

like priests that are educated enough to distinguish the bouquet

of fine wines."
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' The bouquet of fine wines!' " cried the pastor in a rage.
• " My God ! Think what we are coming to !

' The bouquet of fine

wines!' Such language from a priest; and such indications of

forbidden knowledge. This is worse than

" Rdslein, Roslein, Roslein roth,

Roslein auf der Heidenl"

He snuffed furiously for a few minutes. Then, Henry, with a

little trepidation, pushed over a pretty, engraved wine-glass, and
said, not without a spice of mischief:

" 'Tis open now, sir, and there's no use in letting it go to

waste. Try one glass!"

And he filled the dainty glass to the brim.

The pastor tasted it, and put it down, with a grimace of disgust.

" Some chemist's mixture of quinine and bog-water," he said.

^* I think you shouldn't play such practical jokes on your guests."

" Why 'tis Tokay, real Tokay !" said Henry Liston. " He as-

sured me it was the very best of wine."
" 'Tis like everything else you have," said his pastor. " Books,

furniture, pictures—all shams. What's that?"

And he pointed his thumb and forefinger toward an en-

graving that hung on the wall.

" That's an etching of one of Watts*—Watts, you know—the

great painter, whose works are in the Tait gallery. All his works

are allegorical and symbolic."

" They may be," said his pastor grimly. " But they're totally

unfit for the walls of a priest's house. What do you call that

thing?"

"An epergne! A silver epergnel"
" How do you spell it ?"

" E-p-e-r-g-n-e !" spelled his curate.

"Silver! What did it cost ?"

" 'Tisn't all silver, you know," said Henry. " A good deal of

it is glass. It cost about ten pounds !"

"And you, a young chaplain, had the effrontery of spending

ten pounds on a gewgaw of that kind?"
" I didn't spend one halfpenny on it !" said his curate. " 'Tis

a present from the Women's Confraternity!"

" Another present ! You will soon be able to set up as a wine
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merchant, and picture dealer, and jeweler. Did you ever hear
the saying :

* This might have been sold for much and given to

the poor'?"
" I did," said Henry. " And the man was rebuked who

said it."

" Who ?" said the pastor in a moment's forgetfulness.
" Ish Kerioth !" said Henry.

"Who?"
" Ish Kerioth—Judas, the traitor

!"

" Oh, I forgot, you're right, Iscariot, Where did you get that

new-fangled pronunciation ?"

" 'Tis the Hebrew," said Henry.
" Of course. And you know no more about Hebrew than the

sole of my boot ! There is wor^ sham knowledge. Everything is

sham with young men nowadays !"

Tea was announced in the next room, where the two young
ladies were in ecstacy over all the pretty things that Father Liston

had put together, or rather been presented with. For, of a truth,

he had scarcely spent twenty pounds on his household effects;

but his friends were well-off, and his zeal and kindness and

geniality had been substantially appreciated in the town where

he had lately officiated as chaplain; and there are still left in

Ireland a few, of the dear old Irish love and faith, who thinlc

nothing too good for a priest. Now and again, too, whilst pastor

and curate were talking so grimly in the dining-room, the sounds

of a rich-toned piano, struck by one of the girls, came floating

in subdued melody across the hall. All around there was an

atmosphere of refinement, and education, a hint of progress, a

departure from old ideas, that grated harshly on the senses of

the old man, accustomed to an ascetic mode of living, and no

human pleasure but that which came from intellectual intercourse

with the exalted minds of the Church.

He stood up, and gazing down along the table, where silver

and glass and ruby lamps and rich flowers and costly fruits cast

light and fragrance all around, he nodded his head and said,,

dropping his words slowly, like corrosive acids on the quivering^;

soul of his curate

:

" Now, Father Liston, we're commencing life together. How
long we shall be together, I cannot tell. But, I am of opinion

that an old man's words, whether he be a superior or not, should
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have weight with the young. Now, I don't know how far these

hew ideas have become prevalent among the younger priests, or

whether you stand alone. But I must tell you at once, and em-

phatically, that I gravely,—yes, gravely disapprove of many
things I have been witnessing. They may not be sinful, or

wrong; but they are unpriestly; and, if you make your medita-

tion every morning, as you ought to do, your conscience should

have told you this already. There was first your order, yes,

order to your pastor to paint and paper your house in an out-

landish fashion. Here then are books that should not be seen

on a priest's shelf—^German romance, German nonsense, a poor

substitute for the Theology of the Church. If you continue feed-

ing your mind on this rubbish, you will either lose your faith,

which, probably, is. the greatest misfortune that can befall a man
in this world, or you'll become a flippant and foolish creature,

—

one of those fellows who, when they open their mouths, it would

make a dog strike his father to hear them. In God's name, do

what I told you the other day. Take out, and burn in your

stable-yard all that rubbish—prose and poetry; and if you have

still a few pounds to spare, buy some good Moral-Theology books

and Scripture Commentaries, and read them, read them—

"

" I have a fair selection here, sir !" said Henry, calling his at-

tention to a lower shelf, where to his amazement, but not to his

confusion, for he was never confused, the pastor read such names

as a Lapide, Bellarmin, Hurter, Franzelin, etc.

" H'm ! That's so far good. But, of course, you never open

them. Show me that Hurter!"

Henry handed over the book. The leaves were uncut.

" H'm— I thought so. More sham ! Wouldn't it have been

cheaper for you to get a few painted pieces of board, and label

them!"
" I haven't had time to read much yet !" said Henry almost

crying.

" No, of course, except

:

" Rdslein, Roslein, Roslein roth,

Roslein auf der Heiden!"

There's always time for that!"

He took an enormous pinch of snuff, and dusted his waistcoat

in front with his pocket handkerchief.
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" Tea is ready, sir !" said Henry. " It is waiting in the—^the

—parlor!"

"No! drawing-room!" said his pastor. "You should never

say * parlor.* * Drawing-room ' is the proper word, and the proper

thing for a priest. Now," he continued, " look at that table

to-night! It would have suited a nobleman's palace. It is

utterly and criminally unsuitable to a priest, surrounded by poor

people, as all priests are in Ireland. I don't object," he said as

if he were making a tremendous concession, " to a young priest

entertaining his friends in a modest way—in a modest way; but

just look at what we have seen to-night! Look at that table!"

" Why, there's nothing exceptional there !" said Henry, very

much nettled. " Did you expect me to dine my friends on a

pig's cheek and cabbage?"
" No ! I see now you're taking my friendly and gentle admoni-

tions in a bad spirit," said his pastor. " There's another sign

of the times! No! I do not expect you to dine your friends

in a paltry or mean manner; but there are differences between

shabbiness and Lucullan banquets
—

"

" Uncle !" said Annie, putting in her head. " Miss Liston and

I are dying for a cup of tea
—

"

" Then why don't you take it ?" said her uncle brusquely.

" Because we're waiting for you !" she replied. " Come !"

And he went.

That evening, brother and sister had a pretty ccMiference about

the dinner and their guests.

" Miss O'Farrell was in ecstacies," said Mary Liston, " about

your dinner and the table appointments. She said she had never

seen anything like it before; and, after all, there was nothing

unusual or even strange!"

" Not in civilized society, certainly," said her brother, who

was smarting under his pastor's criticisms. " I'm glad Miss

O'Farrell had a pleasant evening. Her uncle had a pleasant

evening, too."

" I thought he looked gloomy and unhappy," said Mary Liston,

" Not at all," replied her brother. " He enjoyed himself thor-

oughly, because he made every one around him unhappy. I

wonder the little he eat didn't choke him."

"Well, never mind, Henry," she said, "every one else was
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pleased. Katie is off her head from all the compliments she has

received."

" Well, I suppose we must forgive and forget," said her brother

buoyantly. " The pastor is one of that large class that must be
forgiven everything because they mean well."

" Well, I'm very glad I have known Annie," she said. " She
appears to be a sweet and accomplished girl."

" So am I glad," he answered. " That poor girl's life must
be a trying one; and she needs a friend."

" She told me she was going to Rohira to-morrow," said his

sister, " and she asked me to accompany her."

" To Wycherly's ?" said her brother, eyes open in surprise.
*' Wonders will never cease."

" Do you think I may go, even without an invitation ?"

" Certainly. Dr. Wycherly is a good man, and does not stand

on ceremony. Well, here goes for a breath of fresh air, while

Katie is clearing up the table."

He put on his overcoat, took a strong stick, and bent his steps

toward the cliffs. It was a night made lovely by the moon, whose

beams, unlike the more glaring sunbeams, which accentuate light

and shadow, seemed to shed a uniform lustre of pale silver across

sea and land. The air was very mild down there by the sea;

and when he turned the corner, where the cliff broke away at

right angles, and came suddenly, face to face, with the long

sweep of sea to the far horizon, rippling in the moonlight, and

the long sweep of coast, where the fields sloped down to the

low cliffs that broke the violence of the ocean, he thought he

had never seen a lovelier sight. Lights, looking quite red in the

moonlight, seemed to burn at Rohira, and far up the coast at the

station; and one solitary lamp lit up the dusky and picturesque

pile of Dunkerrin Castle, that seemed now almost beneath him.

It was a scene that might have shed its placid enchantment c«i a

more perturbed spirit than Henry Liston's; for, with all the

buoyancy and spring of youth, his spirit rose up hopeful from the

depths of a depression that would have embittered for weeks an

older and more inelastic disposition, that had passed through

the conflict, and found its wings maimed or broken.

Whilst he moved along rapidly, yet pausing from time to time

to permit the beauty of the scene to enter and sanctify his spirit,

and whilst he allowed the rapture of the sea beneath the moon-
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light particularly to intoxicate his senses, he thought he saw in

near the shore something like a spectre gliding over the waters.

It was pearly white, unlike the gray-white of a sail; and it was
not the shape of any sail he had ever seen, but a woman's form,

transparent, as he thought, against the moonlight. He descended

rapidly a narrow, beaten path that led down from the heights

to the high ditch that guarded the cliffs; and, passing rapidly

onward, he soon came quite close to Dunkerrin Castle. The
eerie character of the place and the dangerous character of its

inhabitants forbade him going further ; but he saw clearly beneath

him a tiny boat or punt, propelled by no human hands apparently,

and in the prow, standing upright, was the spirit-form that he
had recognized from the cliffs overhead. Utterly stupified, and

somewhat frightened, he uttered a shrill cry; and just then boat

and occupant seemed to vanish from beneath him, and to be

swallowed up beneath the rocks on which the old keep was built.

He leaned up against the damp face of the ditch in a kind of

stupor, from which he was only aroused by a voice at his side

:

" Priest Liston, thou hast wassailed and wantoned to-night.

Thy veins are inflamed with wine; and thy brain is intoxicated

with forbidden music. Dost thou consider that half the poor

of thy parish, who have gone supperless to bed to-night, and

whose little ones cry vainly for bread, might be fed with the

refuse of thy banquet?"

It was Judith. She stood over him, appearing in the mist of

moonlight much taller than she really was ; but he did not notice

this, nor take account of her apparel, which was ragged and

grimy enough: he saw only her two black, glowing eyes fixed

upon him in anger and contempt; he heard only her bitter and

untruthful charges against himself. The injustice of the thing

stung him, and he answered back in her own style

:

" Thou liest, woman ! I have neither wassailed nor wantoned t

And there is not in the whole parish a single child gone supperless

to bed to-night!"

" What do you know of the parish ?" she said. " Have you

entered a single cabin since you came hither, or knelt by a

single sick-bed?"
" No !" he said feebly. " I haven't been called. I have never

shirked duty; nor refused a call from the sick or suffering!"

" You were too busy about your own castle to heed the cabin,"
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she replied. " Whilst you were feasting, your pampered servants

drove the poor and starving from your door."

" Not the deserving poor !" he said. " At least not with my
knowledge. They have instructions to break bread to every

child of Adam, except the thief and the wastrel!"
" And how are they, or you, to know the thief and the wastrel ?"

she hissed in anger. " Do you think you can discover hypocrites,

because you are a hypocrite yourself?"

" I have had enough of this," he said. " Don't attempt to ac-

cost me again, so long as you are in this parish ! And it will be a

short time enough, if I can help it."

" I defy you." she said. " Your Mass-bell rings but once a

v^eek. My God, Ahriman, is always with me !"

He went home in a mood from which even his kind sister

could not arouse him. He had some tea in silence, and then he

took down some books, and began to read. He only said

:

" 'Tis a strange, uncanny place, Mary ! I don't know what to

think of it. They appear to be outside civilization. Did any

tramps or beggars call around the place during dinner?"

"I'll ask Kate!" she said.

And Kate was able to inform her that a girl of fourteen or

fifteen years or more was prowling around the stables and the

house all the evening, trying to peer through the windows, and

talking to the servants of the priests who had been at dinner.

She once ventured into the kitchen, from which she was sum-

marily ejected, and she cursed them all in Irish, Kate said.

" I see ; that explains something," Henry said to his sister.

" I'll have a quiet read before I go to bed."

And he took down some of his gods from their shelves; and

bade them speak to him. An unwise thing for a young man!

For he who sups with the Olympians, will find it hard to

breakfast with houlevardiers.

CHAPTER XX.

A Visit and a Prophecy.

DOWN along that moonlight drive of five or six miles with

her uncle, Annie's heart was singing joyously, with the

delight of having seen some of those fair and beautiful things in
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which the spirit of a young girl rejoices, and also in having
made a new acquaintance—^that of a friend whose tastes and
desires (so she had ascertained in their friendly colloquy after

dinner) were exactly identical with her own. And, perhaps, the

ear of this weary world, so full of sighs, and anguish, and regrets,

hears nothing half so sweet as those delightful interchanges of

ideas and sentiments that take place between two young girls,

whose dissimilarity of age, although not very great, is yet no bar-

rier to the outpouring of confidences, that seems to establish on the

moment a treaty of life-long friendship. She was so full of joy

and innocent girlish thankfulness that she should speak to the

grim old mentor at her side.

" Well, that was the most enjoyable evening I ever yet spent.

Wasn't it delightful, uncle?"
" H'm," said the uncle, holding the reins steady on the old

roadster, whose long paces and methodical steps seemed quite in

keeping with his master's ways.
" I'm beginning to understand Ireland better now, the dear old

Ireland, of which mother used to speak—so genial, so kind, so

hospitable
!"

"H'm-m-mr
" And it was all so pretty—the silver, the glass, the dinner-

ware, the lovely flowers and grapes. Why didn't you drink that

wine, uncle, that Father Liston opened?"
" Because I wanted to avoid a sudden death,'' said her uncle.

" Oh, I see," said Annie, unconsciously, " I have heard that

these wines are bad for old persons."

" Yes, and for young persons, too," said her uncle, savagely.

" Indeed ? I suppose so. But, perhaps, it is the fashion to

offer them. I'm not well made up in these things. Miss Liston

told me a lot!"

"H'm-m-ml"
" She's a most delightful girl—except Dora PlimsoU, whom

I shall never forget, she's the most attractive girl I ever knew."
" Like her brother ?" said the old man.
" Yes, indeed," said Annie, " she really resembles him a good

deal. And she adores him. She thinks there's no one in the

world like Henry, as she calls him."
" I agree with her there," said her uncle. " He is quite

exceptional in every way."
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" Oh, I'm so glad to hear you say so, uncle," she said. " Won't
Mary be pleased to hear that ! She was saying how anxious her

mother was that you and he could get on together. Did you
know her mother, uncle? She said, I think, that she knew you
at one time."

" I did, well," he replied. " A good, simple, honest Christian

woman, with no nonsense about her, none of these fandangoes

that are becoming fashionable nowadays !"

" But did you know Mary ? No, I suppose she's too young !"

" I baptized her !" said her uncle, and then he was silent. The
little remembrance softened him a good deal.

For a few miles they drove along in silence, till very near

home, when Annie said:

" Do you know, uncle, I have done a rash thing ; but I hope

it is all right
!"

" I'm not surprised," said her uncle grimly. " Well, what is it ?"

" I took the liberty of asking Mary Listen to go with me to

Rohira to-morrow. Of course, I have had no invitation for her.

Will it make any difference, do you think?"
" It might elsewhere," he replied, " but Dr. Wycherly is a sen-

sible man; and doesn't mind nonsense of that kind."

" She'll come down here, and we can go together to Rohira.

You'll give us the covered car, won't you?'*

" By all means," he said, more cheerfully. " Tell Bob, and

he'll be ready."

In fact this arrangement solved one of these new troubles that

seemed to rise, like bubbles, out of the quiet waters of life. He
had great misgivings about those evening tuitions of his niece;

and, after he had given a hasty consent to her visiting Rohira,

the grave indelicacy of the situation seemed to strike him. But

he had no choice. He could not damp the spirits of this young

and joyous being by withdrawing the permission on the ground

that the visit was unusual or irregular, and he dared not hint a^

possible complications that might arise. He had to bow his head

to destiny, and destiny came again to his aid.

And so, the following afternoon, a bright breezy spring day,

with warmth in the air, fragrance and beauty bursting from the

earth, and great fleecy clouds chasing one another across the blue

fields of heaven, the two young girls, in the happy springtime of

life, drove up along the sloping road that led to the high grounds
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above the sea. It was so warm that they gladly dispensed with
their furs, and Annie said:

" I'm sorry now we didn't bring the side-car. Do you know,
Mary, I don't like these covered cars. They shut out the view

and they are so close and stuffy."

" Yes, my dear," said the more experienced Mary, " but when
we are coming home, and there is no landscape, and Jack Frost

is nipping our faces, it will be no harm to have a little shelter.

Who lives there? It is a nice situation."

" I believe one of my countrymen—a returned Yank, like

myself," said Annie. " I believe that place has been some trouble

to my uncle."

" And look," said Mary, " what horrid-looking fellows
!"

These were the emergency-men, who, after the day's work,

were lazily leaning over the ditch, smoking their short pipes, and

making savage remarks on things in general.

" Do you know, Annie," said her friend, " I am afraid there

are some horrid people here. There was some young girl prowl-

ing around our kitchen last night; and at last Jem had to put

her out; and she used dreadful language. And now, look at

these. I shall be afraid to come back this way, when it is night."

" There's no danger," said the courageous Annie. " That's

where Kerins lives; and these are workmen sent out by some

gentlemen, for no one here would work for him. There's some-

thing against him. I don't understand it. But, you see," she

continued, airing her superior wisdom, " these men are for the

law. They're a kind of police, and therefore we're safe from

them."
" Oh, that's all right," said Mary Liston, feeling much more

comfortable for the explanation. " If they are a kind of police,

we could call them to protect us."

" Of course," said Annie. " Let me fix your veil ; it's drooping

a little."

By and by, they came to the gate that led down a winding

avenue from the upper road to Rohira; and,, as they turned into

the broader sweep that led to the door, both girls gave an in-

voluntary cry of surprise at the beauty of the scene that lay

before them. Dunkerrin Castle, a little to the right, seemed to

lie right beneath them, for the slope of the fields was precipitous

;

and they had not yet time to measure distances, nor see things in
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perspective. For the same reason, the vast expanse of ocean,

instead of appearing, as it would appear to trained and accus-

tomed senses, a great level of tranquil and gleaming waters, now
seemed to rise up before them as a grey and gleaming wall of

crystal, mounting high over their heads, and impenetrable as the

wall of a prison. And the coast-line, dark and well-defined in

the waning light of a March evening, had every rock and pin-

nacle; every bay and headland, defined as if an artist had drawn
deep, dark boundary lines across them, and defined them as a

map, and not as a picture. The girls stopped the car, and dis-

mounted, walking slowly along the well-gravelled walk that Ipd

to the front of the mansion, and pausing, now and again, little

pOets as they were, to drink in the beauty that lay so solemn on

earth and sky and sea.

Dr. Wycherly came forth to meet them, having heard the

sound of the carriage wheels on the gravel. With old-fashioned

courtesy, he had put aside his velvet jacket, and now appeared in

a close-fitting coat, such as professional men wear in cities. His

long hair curled down upon his shoulders ; his beard was neatly

trimmed; and he saluted and welcomed his girl-visitors with all

the deference he would have paid to the first lady in the land.

He manifested not the slightest surprise in seeing two visitors,

where only one was expected. He simply murmured in-

terrogatively :

" Miss — ?" bowing to Annie.
" Miss O'Farrell," said Annie, with equal simplicity. " And

I have taken the liberty of bringing my friend. Miss Liston,

to see Rohira. Uncle said you wouldn't mind !"

" Your good uncle," he said, " compliments me, by speaking the

truth. I am greatly pleased that you both have honored me with

your presence. The boys, whom you know better, are not yet

returned from school. But I shall show you all my curios, to

interest you, till they return."

He took them into the great hall, which spread aloft, heavy

with stucco, wrought in cornice and ceiling into all kinds of

fancy fruits and flowers and figures. The walls were literally

covered with all kinds of Hindu arms and ornaments—^bead-

work, entangled in all kinds of fancy devices ; heavy lacquered

ware, with strange Hindu emblems; costly Benares vases sus-

pended on moulded brackets ; and an armory of guns and pistols.
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and sabres crooked and vicious-looking, and Paythan knives with
their heavy ivory handles. On the tables of delicately-wrought or

engraved brass were valuable sets of chessmen, made from the

purest ivory; and work-boxes and writing-desks, from which the

faint aroma of rare and precious woods exhaled. On every

blank space, the hideous scaled skin of some dangerous species

of reptile stretched its dried folds, the ugly triangular head with

its naked fangs, glaring down as if in life, upon the visitors.

The girls shuddered, and drew together; and Dr. Wycherly,

noticing the gesture, conducted them, beneath the rare and costly

tapestry that half-covered an entrance, into his drawing-room.

Here again he excited their surprise and curiosity by showing

and explaining in detail many a wonderful book, or picture, or

article of virtu he had picked up in his travels; and then, when
their curiosity was sated, he bade them sit on a carved oak sofa,

until he would discover and exhibit the prize of his collection.

This he took with some precaution and not a little reverence

from the cabinet near the window; and beckoning the young

ladies forward until the long light of the westering sun fell full

upon it, he opened the box, and with some tenderness and awe,

bade them inspect it. They could see nothing but a little golden

dust, a strand or two of fine hair, and some broken paper; and

they looked at him for an explanation.

" You see there, my dear ladies," he said, " the relics, the

precious relics of my dear, dead wife. This is her hair, crumbled

away into a kind of golden dust under the alchemy of Death

and Time; for Death is not the great Destroyer. He needs

Time, as an apprentice, to perfect his work. This is the remnant

of her farewell letter to me: alas! it was illegible, or rather

so fragile that it perished in my hands. They both came to me
in a singular manner. I knew that the spirit of my dear, dead

wife haunted the old castle down there on the cliffs. She loved

the sea and that old keep in life. She used to spend her days

there, watching the sea from one window, which I shall show

you. Her spirit haunts the old ruin still. She is often seen

there on fine, moonlight nights, like this. Don't start, my dear

young ladies! The spirits of our beloved dead cannot hurt us.

Do you think that those who loved us in life, come back to harm

us in death ? No ! Impossible ! Well, I used to go down there

often, very often in past days, seeking for one, at least one.
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interview with her, who was so dear to me during Hfe. But

I failed. She has revealed, and does reveal herself to others.

She has not chosen to reveal herself to me. But, somehow, I felt

that there was some message from the dead awaiting me some-

where : and one day I discovered a heavy oaken door, that seeqied

so solid as to be part of the masonry, and I pushed it to. It

revealed a long narrow passage, at the end of which was a

sunken chamber; and in that chamber, I discovered these, the

last sad remnants of my beloved. I brought them home with

infinite care; but the moment the air caught them, it dissolved

them. This is all that remains ; but I assure you, my dear young

ladies, I would willingly part with every object in my Oriental

collection in the hall, rather than with this little box. But here

are the boys! I know their footsteps. They will be greatly

pleased I"

And folding up the sacred dust and carefully tying the box,

he laid it away in the cabinet, which he locked.

The boys rushed into the hall, rough and boisterous enough,

so greatly in contrast with the quiet, sad demeanor of their

father, Dion shouting:

" I say. Pap, did Miss O'Farrell come ? Ah, here you are

!

I was afraid you'd disappoint us
!"

And then he looked shyly at the stranger.

" Miss Liston, Dion !" said Annie O'Farrell.

"Miss Liston, Jack!" she repeated; and the two lads shook

hands with some reserve toward the stranger.

" Now, before the twilight falls," said the father, " you had

better take the ladies down and see the old castle-
—

"

" But I want some grub, Pap !" said Dion, with a grin. " I'm

as peckish as a starved crow !"

" I'm surprised at such language before ladies," said his father.

" Why, Miss O'Farrell, I can hardly congratulate you on your

pupil."

" They don't come into our Latin lessons," said Annie, with a

smile. " Perhaps they belong to some other language ?"

" They do !" said Dr. Wycherly, with some severity. " They

belong to the language of slang, which young gentlemen should

never use before ladies. Now, Dion, curb your appetite, until

you have done the honors of the place to your visitors. I promise

you a hearty tea, and plenty of pancakes at six o'clock
!"
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" Hurrah ! good old Pap !" shouted Dion. " Come, Miss O'Far-
rell, come Miss Liston; and we'll see the old castle first."

" Are you afraid ?" whispered Mary Liston. " I am. I wish
we were back for the pancakes."

They had little to fear, however, for never were fair ladies

escorted by such gallant cavaliers. Dion, although hungry,

was in boisterous spirits. Jack, more gentle, and more reserved,

seemed rather more solicitous about the young ladies' dresses, as

they toiled down the rough path, strewn with brambles, but

starred with yellow primroses, that led to the castle. Here they

paused; and, without entering the premises of the gypsy family,

they mounted a rude stone staircase, that led to the second story

of the building. From this a fine view was had of the sea in

front, that seemed to stretch inimitably forward to the southern

horizon; and to the west, where the coast was broken by all the

jagged lines of cape and promontory.
" Beneath here," said Dion, " is a cave, or rather beneath the

gypsy room; and you can hear the sea bellowing and groping

beneath the castle. And here is the narrow bight or fiord that

cuts its way far into the land. Yonder is the Coast-Guard

Station ; and I guess that many a glass is levelled at this old pile.

But mum's the word!"

They went higher to the last story, which was unroofed, and

open to the heavens, although the walls and windows were intact.

And, as they stood in pairs, gazing at the wondrous scene that

lay before them, Jack Wycherly whispered to Annie:
" You won't be alarmed. Miss O'Farrell, if I tell you that this

is the window where the reputed ghost is seen? We have no

faith in it, Dion and I. We have our own suspicions. But, poor

Papa believes that it is our dear mother's spirit that comes back

to visit a place that was dear to her. We don't care to contra-

dict him. It would anger him. But, we think it is all a fraud.

And oh ! it is so horrible to think that our dear mother's memory
should be used in so shocking a manner !"

And there were tears in the boy's eyes, as he spoke ; and Annie,

turning toward him in the waning twilight, noticed the pinkish

pallor of his face, and the glitter in too luminous eyes. Fearing

to ask what he and his brother suspected, she thought to relieve

his feelings by asking of what his mother had died.

" Of consumption !" he said. " Pulmonary phthisis is what
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father called it. She caught cold, neglected it, and it developed

into that disease. But it is very chill here, Miss O'Farrell. Let

us go down!"

As they stepped from the last stone onto the gravel, they were

met by the tall form and dark face of Judith. She was by no

means an ill-looking woman ; but there was always a sinister look

on her face, that was furrowed, as we have said.

" Let me tell your fortune, young lady I" she said, holding out

her hand.

Dion, who had gone up the hill with Miss Liston, shouted

down:
" Get away from that old hag. Miss O'Farrell. Jack what are

you doing?"

But the woman clutched the girl's arm, who shrank from her

in terror ; and Jack Wycherly, seeing her anguish, struck smartly

the hand of the old witch.

She turned on him angrily; and, then, assuming her usual

prophetic look, she pointed upward to the castle, and said:

" The spirit of your mother calleth for you—to go to her, and

in the same way."

They passed from her in silence, oppressed by her manner and

her words. When they entered Rohira, there was a tumult of

voices. The eldest brother, and heir to Rohira, had unexpectedly

come back from sea.

CHAPTER XXI.

Comments and Confidences.

ON thdr way home from Rohira, the two young girls did

not well know whether they ought to be pleased, or dis-

appointed with their visit. The weird beauty of the place, espec-

ially in the setting sun and in the after-twilight and in the moon-

light, seemed to haunt them with its melancholy splendor. The

strange, sad figure of the old doctor, so sane, so refined, so

highly trained, so fascinating, were it not for that one dark line

of the monomania that possessed him, almost moved them to

tears. And the rencontre with that wretched old woman at the

Castle, her assumed majesty of mien and carriage, her prophetic

words, her dark visage, seamed with lines of passion, would
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have made Annie shudder, but that the unpleasant recollection

seemed to have been obliterated by one still more unpleasant

—

that of the sudden and unexpected advent of the elder member
of the family, whose presence apparently was not too well de-

sired.

" It spoiled the evening on us," said Annie O'Farrell, with a

shrug. " Why didn't he come yesterday, or the day before, or

to-morrow, or the day after to-morrow? One would suppose

that he was told we were coming; and that he arrived just in

time to spoil our amusement."
" What is it, I wonder ? What brought him home ?" said

Mary Liston.

" I don't know," said Annie. " But from what the boys

hinted, from time to time, I suspect he has failed in his exami-

nation for the captaincy of a vessel, and has given up the sea."

" Well, but after all," said her friend, " that could hardly be

reason enough for the rather cold reception he got, especially

from Dr. Wycherly. You noticed that the kind old man was

struck silent for the whole evening."

" Yes," said Annie, inconsequently, " and the pancakes were

lovely."

" So they were," said Mary Liston. " And weren't the silver

and ware superb? They'd drive Henry wild with jealousy."

" But did you notice that there was a want of tidiness some-

where? I suppose we shouldn't make remarks; but I think I

see a woman's hand was wanting."
" He's very handsome ?" said Mary Liston.

"Who?"
" The prodigal son. I suppose he's tanned and browned from

the sea. But he's decidedly a handsome man."
" Something sinister, though ?"

" Well, n—no ! There's not the space of the eye between the

eyes, which is the sign of perfection ; but, otherwise, he is a type

of manly beauty."

" Oh ! but we forgot. We never saw the acres of violets and

lilies-of-the-valley and hyacinths—the very things we came to^

see!"

" I can't bear hyacinths. The perfume overpowers me."
" I love the daffodil and the narcissus for themselves ; and

because they cause no trouble."
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" Did the old witch tell your fortune ? We saw her catching

•your sleeve ; and that young lad trying to disengage your hand."
" No !" said Annie, with a faint blush, happily unseen in the

dark. " But she * assumed the god,' and prophesied for poor

Jack."
" Poor? why do you say * poor,' Annie?"
" Because, you know, the young lad looks delicate ; and—and

—

that old beast said the spirit of his mother was beckoning unto

him."
" She meant calling him away ?"

" Yes !" said Annie, with something like a sob. " Of course,

we are taught not to believe such things; and I suppose there

is a good deal of trickery and deceit about these people. But

somehow it oppresses you, doesn't it?"

" I'm afraid it does," said her friend. " I suppose 'tisn't right

;

but a dream will haunt me for days."

" I'm awfully sorry we didn't see the garden ! It will mean
another invitation, and another visit," said Annie.

" But won't that be delightful ?" said her companion.
" Delightful ? No. I shan't like it. Do you know, I fear that

I shall not sleep to-night. The whole thing has given me a shud-

der. Did you ever get that creepy feeling, when someone is

telling a ghost-story?"

" Often !" said Mary Liston. " It gets under the roots of your

hair ; and you almost feel them move !"

" Yes ! that's just what I feel about Rohira," and Annie gave

a little shudder, and drew her furs closer around her neck.

"Do you know what I think, Annie," said her friend after a

long pause. " I think still that what seemed wanting here was a

woman's hand. The ware was so lovely—antique—I'm sure it

was valuable. And the silver—those sugar-bowls and cream-

ewers were solid silver, not electro-plate—I saw the hall-mark

—

and did you notice how heavy and massive they were? And the

spoons! All solid silver. I suppose he stole them from some
Hindu prince

—

"

" 'Sh !" whispered Annie. " The doctor is a good man."
" I know," said Mary Liston. " But it is surprising what

good people will do under temptation. And out there, you know,

I heard Henry reading something about it, the West India, or

East India Company, or Society or something, though it only
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right to take away everything the natives possessed. That's

what makes England so rich at the present day."

" How horrible !" said Annie O'Farrell. " But you may be

sure the poor doctor did nothing wrong. He is so kind to the

poor, I hear uncle say, and so charitable."

" Perhaps he is making up for all the bad things he did

abroad?"
" You are a regular little infidel, Mary Liston !" said Annie.

" But here we are ? Can't you stay the night—^uncle will be so

pleased."

" No ! I promised Henry I would return, and he would be

uneasy," said Mary. " But, Annie, if the second invitation shall

come, and it will, because I know you must see those gardens,

promise me that I shall go, too."

" I take that for granted," said Annie. " And this time, I'll

secure an invitation for you. Come in and see uncle, until your

car is ready."

Such were the comments made by two innocent school-girls

on their little adventure that evening. Somewhat different in

tone and temper were the remarks on the same visit that were

made elsewhere.

The Duggans were very sore and bitter since the day when
their home and honor were both alike outraged by the visit of the

police. The charge of petty theft was intolerable to the imagina-

tion of a highly-strung people, who thought little of a hard word
or a blow, or any other act of violence. And, as usual, in their

own illogical fashion, they raged against the very man who was

defending them against the vile imputation. In these remote

and thinly-populated places reports travel fast, and very simple

incidents are noticed and reported. And hence, the evening of

the day on which the police had called, had not closed in, when
news reached these people that Mr. Reeves, chief agent and sec-

retary and organizer of the Defence Union, had been closeted

with their parish priest during the afternoon.

" I knew it," said Dick Duggan, angrily. " He has gone over,

body and bones, to the inimies of our race and religion."

" Who has gone over to the inimies of our race and religion ?"

said his mother, with equal anger, facing him with that fierce

scowl under which the bravest of her children winced and quailed.
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" The priesht ! The parish priesht !" replied Dick. " There's

the evidence 'ud convict him in anny coort in Ireland. When he

brings Reeves all the way from his home to see him, do you

think 'tis for nothin'?"

" And who told you, you blagard," said his mother, " that it

was the priesht brought him, instid of him calling on the priesht ?"

" Him callin' on the priesht ?" echoed Dick, with derision.

" He'd call on the divil sooner, an' you know that. Did any wan
ever before hear a landlord callin' on a priesht, without being

axed?"
" And what 'ud the priesht want wid him ?" asked the mother,

lowering her tone from one of fierce denial to one of anxiety.

, " What 'ud he want, but to set him on us ? Sure 'tis plain as

two and two makes four. He sinds for Reeves ; he tells him all

about us; and Reeves sends for the police. Sure annywan, wid

an eye in his head can see that."

" There's no use argyfyin' the matter, mother," said her

daughter breaking in ;
" they're gone over, body and sowl, to the

Prodestans. Sure them two fine ladies that kum to the parish

lately were over at Rohira last night till all hours, coortin' and

gallivantin' with them boys. Ned, the Captain, has come home;
and they had a big party to meet him."

" Wisha, faix thin, Ned is not so welkum a visitor to Rohira,

that they'd care to have a party to meet him. Who told you ?"

" Thim that seen thim, going and comin' " said her daughter.

It struck the poor old woman dumb. All her defences were

shattered. Some deep Catholic instinct told her that there was

a mistake somewhere, and that the priest was wronged. But she

couldn't see her way out of the difficulty. Reeves calling on the

priest, and closeted with him; the subsequent visit of the police

on their insulting errand; and the entertainment of the two

young ladies at Rohira—all seemed to her simple mind to point

in one direction, namely, to the abandonment of old ways and

customs on the part of the priests, and the implied betrayal of

their people.

She went around her work all day in a sad and angry mood.

The " black tea " of Ash-Wednesday and the total absence of

decent food hardly improved her temper ; but she could say noth-

ing. She only prayed to Grod to enlighten her, and to clear up

the mystery for her.
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In the evening they were gathered round the humble supper-

table near the square of glass that served as a window. The

men too missed the milk that accompanied the usual dinner of

potatoes. They had to eat the home-made bread dry, and the

potatoes dry except for a little " dip ", made of flour and water

;

and the " black tay " that succeeded, tasted acrid and unwhole-

some in their mouths.

These things, apparently trifling, do not much improve the

Christian temper ; and the old man and the " boys " were smoking

furiously in the inglenook near the hearth to get back their equa-

nimity, when the sheep-dog, that had been sleeping under the

table, roused himself and barked; and the next moment, a tall,

handsome figure burst into the kitchen.

" God save all here !" he said, cheerily. " How are you, Dug-

gan? and the mistress? Is this Dick? And Jerry? Why it

seems only yesterday, since I left you all behind."

The family was taken by surprise; but they soon recognized

Edward Wycherly, the eldest son of the old doctor, and the

future heir of Rohira.

" Oh ! Master Ned, is that you ?" said the master of the house.

" We hard you kum home ; and sure all the naybors are glad to

see you."
" And I'm glad to see them," said he, taking the chair that was

offered him by the young daughter of the house. " When a fel-

low is knocking around the world in all sorts of weathers, and

meeting all sorts of queer folks, he is glad to get home, and

amongst honest people again."

" I suppose you saw many quare things while you wor abroad,"

said the old man. He alone ventured to speak, the others having

sunk into that condition of observant silence which the Irish

peasant so much affects.

" ' Queer ' is no name for them," said the visitor, taking out a

silver case, and lighting a cigar. " It would take a month of

holidays to tell all. But, how are ye getting on here? What
kind of a Shrove had ye ?"

" Divil a much !" said the old man. " I didn't hear of a mar-

riage at all at this side. There wor wan or two small ones over

at Lackagh."
" I suppose the priests are too hard about the money ?" said

Wycherly, smiling.
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" That's right. Begor, your 'anner has it now," said Dick,

with a grin.

" 'Tis a He for you, you blagard," said his mother, angrily.

" You know in your heart and sowl that the priests aren't hard

on the people. But, faix," she said, turning to Wycherly, " the

divil won't plaze the young people nowadays. Nothin' but Amer-

ica for the girls; and the bhoys want as much money as would

float a ship."

" And the ould people don't want to give it," said Dick Dug-

gan.
" Thim that have it, don't," said his mother. " Sure no bhoy

now is married under forty or fifty ; and the girls are thirty-five

or forty theirselves."

" Then I have no chance," said Wycherly, in such a melan-

choly fashion that all burst out laughing.

" Begor, yer 'anner," said Dick, with unusual freedom, " we
hard you had your chice of two fine young ladies last evening.

Sure, you must be hard to be plazed, if the parish-priest's niece

and the curate's sister wouldn't plaze you."

Wycherly smoked in silence.

" Sure, we hard," said Dick Duggan, continuing his favorite

topic, " that they wor specially axed up to meet yer 'anner."

" Indeed ?" said Wycherly, drawing in and closely scrutinizing

the speaker. " That can hardly be, as I was not expected home.

I landed at Queenstown yesterday, and never sent even a wire

that I was coming. But they were both nice-mannered and bright

young ladies. The parish should be proud of them."
" They are !" said Dick drily.

" By the way, I see," continued Wycherly after a pause, " you

and ourselves have got a new neighbor. How long are the Slat-

tery's gone?"
" Oh, a year or two," replied the father.

" I wonder," said Wycherly, opening out the raw sore that was
festering in these poor peasants' minds, " they didn't leave you

the place. It would have been a neat little addition to your

farm, which is really too small. Or, one of the boys could have

taken it, and settled down there, and brought in some girl with a

piece of money."
" I suppose 'twasn't Grod's will," said the mother, anxious to

turn the conversation. " There's a man there from America.

Kerins they call him."
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"Rich?" said Wycherly.
" Rich as a Jew," was the answer. Dick Duggan went out ; he

couldn't stand this.

" I wish he had gone somewhere else," said Wycherly. " I

hear he has Emergency men minding the place. I don't like that.

The people could have done without these fellows."

But, notwithstanding his friendly tone and attitude, these re-

marks were received with silence and suspicion. Nothing will

ever again take from the peasant's heart the dread of the gentry.

He saw it, and rose up to go.

" Well, I must be off," he said, throwing the end of the cigar

into the fire. " We'll see a deal of one another, I hope."

" Then you're not going away to say agin ?" the old man
asked.

" No !" he replied. " I have given up the sea. I've come home
to stay ; and help father to manage Rohira."

" An' you'll be marryin' and getting a rich wife, plaze God 1"

said the old man.
" I haven't made much headway with the ladies as yet," he

said, laughing, " At least our two visitors of last evening seemed

to take me for a pirate, who had just hauled down the black flag

from his masthead. They ran when I came in, and that's a bad

sign, although I'm not such a bad-looking fellow. Am I now?"
he said, addressing the young girl.

She turned away her head, and said in a low voice:

" I have seen worse sometimes
!"

" There's a compliment, Mrs. Duggan. You see there's no use.

I can't get on. But good evening to you all
!"

" Banath lath !" said the old man.
[to be continued.]

P. A. Sheehan.

Doneraile, Ireland.



Hnalecta^

S. CONGBEOATIO CONSISTORIALIS.

DuBiUM DE Facultate Dispensandi Presbyteros ab Ir-

REGULARITATE VEL A TiTULO SaCRAE OrDINATIONIS.

Proposito dubio, utrum facultas concedendi clericis, iam in

sacro presbyteratus ordine constitutis, dispensationem ab ir-

regularitate, vel a titulo sacrae ordinationis, spectet ad Con-

gregationem de Sacramentis, an potius ad Congregationem

Concilii; sacra Congregatio Consistorialis, omnibus rite per-

peiisis, respondendum censuit : Spectare ad S. Congregationem

Concilii.

Datum Romae, ex aedibus Secretariae eiusdem sacrae Con-

gregationis Consistorialis, die 27 Februarii 1909.

L. * S.

SciPio Tecchi, Adsessor.

S. CONOREQATIO SITUUM.

I.

Circa Usum Quorundam Instrumentorum in Musica
Sacra.

Hodiemus Rmus Praeses Commissionis dioecesanae de

musica sacra, ab Emo et Rmo D. Cardinali losepho M. de
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Herrera y de la Iglesia, Archiepiscopo Compostellano, con-

stitutae, a sacrorum Rituum Congregatione reverenter ex-

postulavit

:

I. An in musica sacra organica admitti possint instrumenta,

oboes, clarinettes, trombones nuncupata?

II. An instrumenta, vulgo timbales seu tympanos, sint

habenda uti fragorosa et strepitantia ?

III. An eadem permitti possint in musica et orchestra re-

ligiosa ?

Et sacra eadem Congregatio, ad relationem subscripti Secre-

tarii, exquisita specialis Commissionis de musica et cantu

sacro sententia, ita respondendum censuit:

Ad. I. Possunt tolerari instrumenta musica, oboes et clari-

nettes; dummodo moderate, et obtenta pro quovis opera ab

Ordinario licentia, adhibeantur.

Ad. II. Provisum est in art. 19 Instructionis pontificiae de

musica sacra, 22 Novembris 1903 ; et omnino servetur art. 16

eiusdem Instructionis.

Ad III. Negative.

Atque ita rescripsit, die 13 Novembris 1908.

S. Card. Cretoni^ Praefectus.

L. * S.

"i* D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secretarius.

II.

De Altaribus Fixis cum Mensa ex Pluribus Lapidibus

COMPOSITA, VEL CUM MeDIO LaPIDE ReLIQUIARUM^ VEL

CUM Basi ex Muro.

Rmus Dnus Franciscus Isola, Episcopus Concordien., in

visitatione pastorali reperiit quaedam altaria consecrata uti

fixa, quorum mensa ex pluribus lapidibus simul iunctis con-

stat; aliqua vero similia cum mensa item ex pluribus partibus

composita, sed in cuius medio exstat lapis quadratus in quo

reconditae sunt sacrae reliquiae, vulgo pietra sacra; alia de-

mum consecrata uti fixa, quorum mensa in medio nititur super

basi ex muro vel ex coctis lateribus, quae in centro continet

sacras reliquias. Quare idem Rmus Episcopus a sacra Rituum
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Congregatione reverenter expostulavit, an continuari possit

jasus celebrandi super dictis altaribus?

Et sacra Rituum Congregatio, ad relationem subscripti Se-

cretarii, exquisito Commissionis liturgicae suffragio, re sedulo

perpensa, ita rescribendum censuit:

I. Quoad altaria priora, pro gratia sanationis, dummodo
sepulcrum sit integrum ex lapide.

II. Quoad altaria secundo loco descripta, orator acquiescat.

III. Quoad postrema, infra tempus iudicio ipsius Episcopi

determinandum, eadem ad normam iuris reducantur, vel per

parvum lapidem consecratum, vel (si nullum in ecclesia con-

seprata sit altare fixum) per totius mensae cum stipitibus con-

secrationem.

Atque ita rescripsit, declaravit atque indulsit, die 13 No-
vembris 1908.

S. Card. Cretoni, Praefectus.

L. *S.
+ D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secretarius.

III.

Cadavera Sacerdotum Indui Possunt Casula Violacei

VEL NiGRI COLORIS.

Emus et Rmus Dominus Cardinalis losephus M. de Herrera

y de la Iglesia a sacrorum Rituum Congregatione sequentis

dubii resolutionem reverenter expetivit, nimirum:

Quum in Rituali Romano, tit. vi de exsequiis sub num. 1 1

,

haec legantur : "Sacerdos quidem super talarem vestem, amictu,

alba, cingulo, manipulo, stola et casula seu planeta violacea sit

indutus "
;
quumque ex consuetudine generali vigente in archi-

dioecesi Compostellana, cadavera sacerdotum induantur

planeta seu casula nigri coloris, quaeritur : an vi consuetudinis

liceat cadavera sacerdotum induere casula vel planeta nigri

coloris ?

Et sacra Rituum Congregatio, ad relationem subscripti Se-

cretarii, audito Commissionis liturgicae suffragio, re sedulo

perpensa, proposito dubio ita respondendum censuit : Affirma-

tive, attenta praesertim consuetudine et Rubrica Ritualis Ro-
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mani, quae praescribens paramenta violacea in casu non ex-

cludit nigra.

Atque ita rescripsit, die 20 Novembris 1908.

S. Card. Cretoni^ Praefectus.

L. * S.

'i' D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secretarius.

IV.

De non Impertienda Benedictione Nuptiali extra

MiSSAM.

Rmus Dnus Santinus Maria de Silva Coutinho, Archiepis-

copus Belemensis de Para, sacrorum Rituum Congregationi

ea quae sequuntur reverenter exposuit

:

lam multis abhinc annis, in archidioecesi Belemensi de Para

in Brasilia, consuetude viget celebrandi matrimonia post meri-

diem vel sub nocte, quae magis invaluit post introductam legem

civilis matrimonii, quo fit ut coniuges saepissime negligant et

omittant, benedictionem nuptialem in Missa alio tempore

recipere. Hinc quaeritur: an, attentis expositis, et pro dicta

dioecesi, in matrimoniis celebrandis, benedictio nuptialis, prout

in Missa pro sponso et sponsa, etiam extra Missam in posterum

impertiri possit ?

Et sacra eadem Congregatio, ad relationem subscripti Se-

cretarii, exquisito Commissionis liturgicae suffragio, re sedulo

perpensa, proposito postulate respondendum censuit : Negative.

Atque ita rescripsit, die 12 Februarii 1909.

S. Card. Martinelli, Praefectus.

L. * S.

Hh D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secretarius.

V.

Benedictio Vehiculi Aegrotis in Locum Curationis

Traducendis.

V. Adiutorium nostrum in nomine Domini.

R. Qui fecit coelum et terram.

V. Dominus vobiscum.

R. Et cum spiritu tuo.
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Oremus.

,
Domine lesu Christe, Fili Dei vivi, qui, dum peregrina-

baris in terris, pertransibas benefaciendo et sanando omnem
langnorem et omnem infirmitatem in populis, quique homi-

nem paralyticum, jacentem in lecto, ad salutem mentis et cor-

poris restituisti; respice, quaesumus, ad fidem et ad sensus

commiserationis servorum tuorum, qui, animati spiritu verae

caritatis, qua tu eis exemplo praeivisti, et quam in praeceptum

traduxisti, vehiculum hoc ad instar lectuli artificiose exstrui

voluerunt, eo fine, ut ad locum curationis vel aptissime de-

ferri possint quicumque aut vulneribus sint affecti aut quavis

in|irmitate detineantur. Aegrotis igitur, qui hoc componuntur

vehiculo, quod nunc in tui nominis virtute benedicimus, esto,

mitissime lesu, in itinere solatium, in periculis tutamen, in

doloribus refrigerium, Praesta, ut iidem, tuis Angelis comi-

tantibus, ad curationis sedem tranquillo cursu perveniant, ibi-

que pristinam sanitatem recuperent, eaque, te miserante, per

intercessionem sanctissimae tuae Matris Mariae, percepta, abe-

untes in domos suas, honorificent et magnificent te Deum
verum: Qui cum Patre et Spiritu Sancto vivis et regnas in

saecula saeculorum.

R. Amen.

Sanctissimus Dominus noster Pius Papa decimus, supplicia

vota Emi et Rmi Dni Cardinalis Benedicti Lorenzelli, Archi-

episcopi Lucen., ab infrascripto Cardinali sacrorum Rituum

Congregationi Praefecto relata peramanter excipiens, supra-

scriptam formulam benedictionis vehiculi aegrotis in locum

curationis traducendis, ab eodem sacro Consilio revisam,

benigne approbare dignatus est; itemque potestatem fecit ipsi

Emo et Rmo Antistiti permittendi sacerdotibus, intra fines

ipsiusmet archidioeceseos, usum eiusmodi formulae pro enun-

tiata benedictione. Contrariis non obstantibus quibuscumque.

Die 8 lulii 1908.

L. * S. S. Card. Cretoni, Praefectus.

+ D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secretaries.
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VI.

Varianda et Addenda in Martyrologio Romano.

Tertio Idus Februarii (ii Feb.).

Lapurdi, in Gallia, Apparitio beatae Mariae Virginis Im-

maculatae.

In Africa, natalis sanctorum. ...

Pridie Idus Februarii (12 Feb.).

In Hetruria, apud Montem Senarium, sanctorum septem

Fundatorum Ordinis Servorum beatae Mariae Virginis, qui

post asperrimum vitae genus, meritis et prodigiis clari, pre-

tiosam in Domino mortem obierunt. Quos autem in vita

unus verae fraternitatis spiritus sociavit, et indivisa post obi-

tum populi veneratio prosecuta est, Leo decimustertius una

pariter sanctorum fastis accensuit.

Barcinone, in Hispania. ...

Quinto Idus Octobris (11 Oct.).

Post elogium: Ucetiae, in Gallia Narbonensi, S. Firmini,.

Ep. et Conf., ponatur:

Calotii, in dioecesi Astensi, olim Papiensi, sancti Alexandri

Sauli, Episcopi Confessoris, e congregatione Clericorum Re-

gularium sancti Pauli, quern genere, virtutibus, doctrina et

miraculis clarum Pius decimus sanctorum fastis adscripsit.

In Scotia, sancti Canici ....

Decimoseptimo Kalendas Novembris (16 Oct.).

Ad calcem, post verba: . . .ratum habuit et confirmavit:

Muri, in Lucania, sancti Gerard i Majella Confessoris, laici

professi congregationis sanctissimi Redemptoris, quern mira-

culis clarum Pius decimus Pontifex Maximus sanctorum alba

accensuit.

Sanctissimus Dominus noster Pius Papa X, referente in-

frascripto sacrorum Rituum Congregationis Secretario, su-

prascripta elogia ita adprobata Martyrologio Romano suis

locis respective inseri iussit, die 9 Septembris 1908.

S. Card. Cretoni, Praefectus.

L. * S.

i* D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secretarius.
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VII.

Decretum Canonizationis Beati Clementis Mariae
HoFBAUER Sacerdotis Professi Congregationis

SS. Redemptoris.

Super dubio : an et de quibus miraculis constet in casu et ad

effectum de quo agitur.

Nondum vivis excesserat Ecclesiae Doctor illustris Alfonsus

Maria Ligorius quum ad institutam ab eo Familiam aditum

petiit adolescens, qui tanti Patris opus longe lateque esset

propagaturus. Fuit is Beatus Clemens Maria Hofbauer, qui

sancti Conditoris vestigia sic est persequutus, ut redivivus

Lfgorius videretur, plane dignus illo praeconio: mortuus est

pater eius, et quasi non est mortuus; similem enim reliquit

sibi post se (Eccl. xxx, 4) ; vel eo quod olim a filiis prophe-

tarum dictum est: requievit spiritus Eliae super Eliseum (IV
Reg. II, 15).

Ortus anno mdccli in Moravia oppido Teswics, carus omni-

bus ac probatus pueritiam adolescentiamque transegit. A
pistoris arte, quam plures annos exercuit, ad longe nobiliorem

panem populis comparandum destinatus, perfections vitae

genus a tiburtino secessu, quasi a nova Thebaide, est aus-

picatus. Sex ibi menses quum delituisset, Vindobonam studi-

orum causa se contulit; mox Romae se Ligorianae Familiae

adscripsit. Sacerdotio auctus, missus est in Poloniam, qua in

regione asperrimas difficultates invicto animo superavit, ut eius

gentis aeternae saluti prospiceret. Inde iniuria temporum

amotus, Vindobonam rediit, quae urbs uberrimam sancto Viro

obtulit messem. Quamplurimos enim vitiorum daemonisve

laqueis irretitos ad christianae vitae morem convertit; inter-

mortuam fidem excitavit, sacramentorum usum frequentem

invexit. Nee eo fructu contentus, Helvetiam, Daciam, Grer-

maniam peragravit, instituti sui domicilia multa constituit,

quasi totidem fidei propugnacula contra ingruentes errores et

solitos impetus inimicorum catholici nominis; nee a laboribus

requievit, nisi quum Deus fidelem servum ac prudentem ad

sempiterna gaudia vocavit, quod contigit Vindobonae anno

MDCCCXX.
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Haec est summa rerum, quas eximius Germaniae Apostolus

Clemens Maria Hofbauer in vita gessit, quibus post obitum

meruit, in dies crescente fama sanctitatis eius et accedentibus

prodigiis, in Beatorum caelitum album referri a sa. me. Leone

XIII, anno mdccclxxxviii. Mox, instantibus plurimis ut

fastigium honoribus imponeretur, id est ut in Sanctorum album

eiusdem Beati viri nomen accenseretur, praesertim quod duo

vulgarentur eo deprecante patrata miracula, Sedis Apostolicae

venia, accurata inquisitio in ilia facta est, tabulaeque a SS.

Rituum Congregatione recognitae ac probatae sunt.

Primum ordine propositionis accidit Neapoli mense Martio

an. MDccccv.—Amalia Conte septimum iam mensem aegra

trahebat, arthritide sicca laborans; qui morbus in dies in-

gravescens in insanabilem anchylosim cesserat. Admota fer-

vidis cum precibus laevo genu Icone Beati dementis, aegrota

quae ante movendi artum erat omnino impos, proiecto sus-

tentaculo, repente vita, motu, vigore praeditum habuit.

Alterum obtigit miraculum mense februario anno

MDCCCXcvii, in Mallerdorfiensi coenobio sororum Francisca-

lium. Vigora Verzinger ex ea Familia, tuberculosi pulmonari

affecta, ob superadditam pleuritidem acutam naturae pariter

tubercularis, ad fatalem exitum properabat, eratque iam su-

premis munita sacramentis. Ecce autem sub finem noven-

dialium precum, quae ad exorandum B. Clementem fuerant

institutae, quieto somno correpta et recreata Vigora, mane sur-

rexit integre perfecteque sanata.

De binis hisce miraculis instituta est actio: nempe primum

in duplici antepraeparatorio conventu apud Cardinalem

Dominicum Ferrata, causae Relatorem, v id. iun. anno

MDCCcciii, et denuo vi id. Mart. an. mdccccviii; deinde

in praeparatorio ad Vaticanum coacto pridie id. iul. eodem

anno; denique in generali coetu coram SSmo Domino
Nostro Pio Papa X in iisdem aedibus Vaticanis habito pridie

id. ianuarias ineuntis anni, in quo memoratus Rmus Cardinalis

Dominicus Ferrata dubium proposuit: an et de quibus mirac-

ulis constet in casu et ad effectum de quo agitur. Rmi Car-

dinales sacris tuendis Ritibus praepositi et Patres Consultores
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suffragium singuli protulere. At SSmus Pater, omnium
Audita sententia, supremum iudicium distulit in alium diem

et eos qui aderant hortatus est ut in re tanti momenti fervidas

Deo funderent preces.

Hodierna vero auspicatissima die, Dominica iii post Epiph-

aniam qua festum S. Familiae percolitur, Sacro devotissime

peracto, idem Beatissimus Pater, nobiliorem aulam Vaticanam

ingressus et pontificio solio assidens, coram se sistere iussit

Rmos Cardinales Seraphinum Cretoni SS. RR. Congregationi

Praefectum et Dominicum Ferrata causae Relatorem, una cum
R. P. Alexandro Verde sanctae fidei Promotore, meque in-

frascripto a secretis, hisque adstantibus solemniter edixit, con-

stare de duohus propositis miraculis; scilicet de primo : instan-

taneae perfectaeque sanationis Amaliae Conte ah arthritide

sicca in sinistra genu; atque de altero: instantaneae perfec-

taeque sanationis Vigorae Verzinger a tuberculosi pulmonari

et pleuritide.

Hoc insuper decretum evulgari et in SS. Rituum Congrega-

tionis acta referri iussit non. calendas februarias anno

MDCCCCIX.

S. Card. Cretoni, Praefectus.

L. * S.

HH D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen,, Secretarius.

VIII.

MoNiTUM Circa Edenda et Publicanda acta Servorum
DEI VEL BeATORUM.

Acta quae respiciunt vitam, virtutes et prodigia Servorum

Dei vel Beatorum, quorum causis beatificationis et canoniza-

tionis manus apposuit sacra Rituum Congregatio, typis edi ac

publici iuris fieri nequeunt, inconsulta eadem sacra Congrega-

tione, et absque licentia nihil obstat R. P. D. Promotoris

sanctae fidei, vel Adsessoris ipsius sacri Consilii.

Datum Romae ex Secretaria SS. Rituum Congregationis,

12 Febr. 1909.

L. * S. + D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secretarius.
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S. CONOEEOATIO DE BELIGIOSIS.

Ordinis Fratrum Minorum.—De Iteranda Exploratione
Voluntatis Singularum Monialium ante Votorum
SOLEMNIUM NuNCUPATIONEM.

Beatissime Pater,

Fr. Bonaventura Marrani, Procurator generalis Ordinis

Fratrum Minorum, se ad Sanctitatis Tuae pedes provolvit et,

ut plurium tum ministrorum provincialium quum monialium

sui Ordinis dubiis occurrat, sequentia exponit:

Sacra Tridentina synodus, sess. xxv^ cap. ly de Regul. haec

quoad vestitionem monialium earumque professionem con-

stituit :
" Libertati professionis virginum Deo dicandarum

prospiciens, sancta synodus statuit atque decernit ut puella,

quae habitum regularem suscipere voluerit. . . .non ante eum
suscipiat, nee postea ipsa vel alia professionem emittat, quam
exploraverit Episcopus, vel, eo absente vel impedito, eius Vica-

rius, aut aliquis ab eis deputatus, virginis voluntatem dili-

genter, an coacta, an seducta sit, an sciat quid agat" Quum
vero Summus Pontifex Leo fel. rec. XIII, per decretum S.

Congregationis Episcoporum et Regularium die 3 Maii 1902

latum, edixerit ut, non secus quam in religionibus virorum

etiam in sanctimonialium monasteriis, in quibus solemnia nun-

cupantur vota, praemittantur solemnibus votis simplicia trien-

nium saltem duratura ; hinc sequens dubium exortum est, cuius

congruam in editis iam ipsius decreti solutionem minime re-

perit: Num ante professionem votorum solemnium sancti-

monialis voluntas, quae ante vestitionem professionemque

votorum simplicium, iuxta S. Concilii Tridentini praescripta,

fuerit legitime explorata, denuo sit exploranda?

Super quibus humillimus orator opportunam declarationem

reverenter postulat.

Et Deus, etc.

Ex audientia SSmi habita ab infrascripto Cardinali S. Con-

gregationi de Religiosis Praefecto, die 19 lanuarii 1909:

Sanctitas Sua, re mature perpensa, supra relato dubio respon-

deri mandavit prout sequitur: Attenta ratione solemnitatis
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votorum, iteranda est exploratio voluntatis singularum moni-

kdium ante votorum solemnium nuncupationem.

Datum Romae ex Secretaria eiusdem S. Congregationis

negotiis Religiosorum sodalium praepositae, die, mense et

anno ut supra.

Fr. I. C. Card. Vives, Praefectus.

L. * S.

D. Laurentius Janssens, O. S. B., Secretarius.

GOMMISSIO D£ BE BISLICA.

De Organo Officiali Commissionis Biblicae.

'Quum de expressa voluntate SS. D. N. Pii PP. X Acta

Apostolicae Sedis typis Vaticanis edita, sint unicum Commen-
iarium ofHciale ad " Constitutiones pontificias, leges, decreta,

aliaque turn Romanorum Pontificum turn sacrarum Congre-

gationum et Officiorum scita legitime promulganda et evul-

^anda " ; EEmi DD. Cardinales Commissioni pontificiae de Re
Biblica addicti, in coetu 14 Februarii huius anni in aedibus

Vaticanis habito, statuerunt ut praedicta Commissio ad actus

suos publici iuris faciendos nullo alio deinceps promulgationis

organo uteretur.

Romae, die 15 Februarii anno 1909.

L. * S.

Fulcranus Vigouroux, Pr. S. S.,

Laurentius Janssens, O. S. B.,

Consultores ab actis.

BOKAN CUBIA.

Appointments.

Official announcement is made of the following Consistorial

nominations

:

I February. Mons. John B. Pitaval, Titular Bishop of

Sora, promoted by pontifical bull to the Metropolitan See of

Santa Fe, U. S.

Mons. John Grimes, priest of the Diocese of Syracuse,

N. Y., promoted to the Titular Bishopric of Imeria, and de-

puted as Coadjutor, with the right of succession, of Mons.

Patrick Ludden, Bishop of Syracuse.
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IS February. The Right Rev. Francis Frederick Linne-

born, of the Congregation of the Holy Cross, appointed Bishop

of Dacca, India (S. C. Propaganda).

15 February. Mons. Peter Joseph Hurth, of the Con-

gregation of the Holy Cross, resigning the See of Dacca,

India, nominated to the titular See of Milopotamos.

19 February. His Holiness Pope Pius X, in view of the

approaching canonizations, appoints as a special Congregation

ad praecavendas et dirimendas controversias, the following

Cardinals and Prelates:

Sig. Card. Sebastiano Martinelli, Prefect of the S. Congre-

gation of Rites;

Sig. Card. Vincenzo Vannutelli, Bishop of Palestrina;

Sig. Card. Francesco Satolli, Bishop of Frascati;

Sig. Card. Mariano Rampolla del Tindaro

;

Sig. Card. Girolamo Maria Gotti;

Sig. Card. Domenico Ferrata;

Sig. Card. Beniamino Cavicchioni.

Mons. Diomede Panici, Secretary of the S. Congregation

of Rites

;

Mons. Pietro Piacenza;

Mons. Alessandro Verde;

Mons. Francesco Riggi

;

Mons. Angelo Mariani.

Pontifical Honors.

February. Private Chamberlains of Sword and Cape,

—

Marquis Patrick MacSwiney decorated with the order (Com-

menda) of Pius IX; Comm. Julius Christmas decorated with

the gold medal (Benemerenti).

I February. Mons. Joseph Butt, of the Archdiocese of

Westminster, promoted to the dignity of Domestic Prelate.

II February. The Right Rev. Francis Hartleib, of the

Diocese of Baker City, promoted to the dignity of Domestic

, Prelate.

28 February. The Very Rev. Anthony Niermann, V. F.,

and the Rev. Peter Ryan, of the Diocese of Davenport, ap-

pointed Protonotary Apostolic ad instar.



Stubfes anb Conferences^

OUB ANALECTA.

The Roman documents for the month are

:

CoNSiSTORiAL CONGREGATION decides that questions touch

ing the faculty of dispensing priests from irregularity or from

title of ordination are to be referred to the S. Congregation

of the Council.

'Congregation of Rites: i. Answers a number of doubts

regarding the licit use of certain musical instruments in the

divine service.

2. Settles doubts touching the consecration of composite

altar-stones.

3. Decides that either black or violet is the color of vest-

ment in which priests are to be buried.

4. Refuses to permit the nuptial benediction to be given

outside the celebration of Mass.

5. Prescribes special formula for blessing vehicles for the

sick.

6. Introduces a number of changes and additions in the

Roman Martyrology.

7. Declares the Canonization of Bl. Clement Hofbauer.

8. Gives a caution regarding what may be printed and pub-

lished about the Acta of the Ven. Servants of God and the

Blessed.

Congregation for Religious Orders ordains that reli-

gious are to be examined regarding their perfect freedom,

not only before they make their temporary vows, but again

before making perpetual vows.

The Biblical Commission announces that the Acta Apos-

tolicae Sedis is henceforth to be the only official organ for

publishing its constitutions, laws, and decrees.

Roman Curia announces a number of consistorial appoint-

ments and pontifical honors.
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THE DISCUSSION ON THE VERNACTJLAE LITTJEGY.

We have received a number of letters and articles on the

above subject, in reply to Dr. Campbell's " Rejoinder " in the

last number of the Review. Some of the writers go into

elaborate details to demonstrate the superiority of the Latin

language as a universal liturgical medium ; others point out

the proscriptive claims of the Latin as attested by history or

the synods and ecclesiastical councils and the tendency to

Modernism involved in any proposed change from the old

Roman standard. Not a few offers have been made to us,

T^y writers who believe that what they call the " orthodox
"

«ide, favoring the preservation of the Latin tongue in the

Catholic liturgy, has not been as yet fairly represented by

those who have taken part in the discussion, and declaring

themselves willing to set the matter right by an exhaustive

treatment of the subject. Several articles of this kind are

actually in our hands at the present moment.

Now to all these generous criticisms and offers we would

say that they appear to rest on a misunderstanding of our

purpose in having the matter discussed, or, indeed, of the

position originally taken by Dr. Campbell in making his plea.

The question is not, as we have already intimated in a former

note on the subject, whether the Latin language is the best

liturgical medium for maintaining Catholic unity and devo-

tion; or whether it should be retained rather than exchanged

for the vernacular. That matter has long been settled ; not as

a doctrine of faith, but, like the Roman prerogative of the

primacy, as a dogmatic fact about which no Catholic theo-

logian can have any reasonable doubt. The arguments in

favor of the Latin language as the most effective means of

preserving unity of worship in the Western world are so well

known that we need not rehearse them; least of all when

there is merely question of pleading for an exception by rea-

son of exceptional circumstances. They are found in every

manual of apologetics ; and if Dr. Campbell referred to them,

it was, we take it, only because they are apt to be exaggerated

by accumulated artificial reasons that do not stand the test of
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logical examination. An instance of this sort of pious enthu-

siasm by a theologian of such judgment and world-wide

erudition as Cardinal Capecelatro, who apparently forgets

that Christ did not use the Latin, was given in the Eccles-

iastical Review for March (p. 351). The faculty is not

uncommon among theologians of the old school who, whilst

they rightly feel that the heart may have reasons for which

the head cannot always account, sometimes confound the two
in their desire to furnish motives of credibility, even where
such devices are either unnecessary or not wisely applied.

The question discussed in the Review is not, we repeat,

whether the Latin is preferable to the vernacular as a liturgi-

cal language, but whether the Latin, despite the fact that it

has proved itself to be by all means the best common medium
for preserving unity and reverence in the Catholic worship of

the Western Church since the fourth century, may not become,

in certain cases, a hindrance rather than a help to conversion

and even to devotion. No one can reasonably doubt that

Dr. Campbell, although he put the question in a very straight-

forward and to some timid or conservative minds rather start-

ling form, is not only familiar with all the arguments cur-

rently brought to prove the superiority of the Latin, but also

was fully aware of the impression his plea would make upon

those who were accustomed to the Latin. In fact he stated

this quite plainly at the very outset of his argument.

There is no need then to discuss the merits of the Latin

liturgy historically or quasi-dog^matically in order to vindi-

cate its claims against the introduction of a vernacular liturgy

—at least so it appears to us—unless some one were to main-

tain that the Latin language is preferable for those who do

not understand it, although they might have it translated.

The plea is not made in behalf of those who, not knowing

Latin, know nevertheless the meaning of the liturgical service,

because it is being explained or translated for them; but in

behalf of those who have not only no wish but no opportunity

of having it explained or translated for them.

Whether there is a large number, especially in America, of
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such persons worthy of the conscientious consideration of

our ecclesiastical superiors, remains to be demonstrated. To
that theme and not to the excellence of the Latin liturgy we
hope to devote a final paper in the next issue of the Review.

THE "BATAVIA SYSTEM" AS A KEMEDY OF CEETAIH
DEFECTIVE EDUCATIONAL METHODS.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

In an article "An Evil in our Educational Method, and a

Remedy," which appeared in the Ecclesiastical Review,

February, 1909, the writer. Professor Dahmus, gives a glow-

ingly enthusiastic account of the so-called Batavia System, in-

troduced, about ten years ago, into the Schools of Batavia,

New York, by Superintendent John Kennedy.

The evil referred to in the title is described in the opening-

words of the article :
" Fifty per cent of our school children

finish their education with 10^ years. The parochial schools

are making a terrific struggle to overcome this feature, but

with less success than the public schools, and for obvious,

reasons."

Professor Dahmus proposes the Batavia System as an ef-

fective remedy for the evil.

Perhaps one should not presume to pass judgment upon

the proposed remedy who has not seen the Batavia System in

actual operation and under the direction of Superintendent

Kennedy. The writer of the following comments confesses that

he has not had this privilege, and that his knowledge of the

system is derived from the addresses of Superintendent

Kennedy, from certain books of method that describe the

system, and from the article of Professor Dahmus.

Withal, it may be permissible to scrutinize what Professor

Dahmus has written, and see whether the system unfolds any

new principles of teaching, to make a few disconnected com-

ments upon certain opinions expressed in the article, and

finally inquire whether the Batavia System is the real remedy

for the evil which is so well known and so much lamented by

all educators.
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" What is then the great secret of the Batavia System ?"

•asks Professor Dahmus. " It consists in the practice of

genuine Christian charity by teaching all children, by giving

them faith in the teacher and faith in themselves, by giving

them confidence and assurance that they are going to succeed."

It is systematic encouragement aiming at individual initiative.

Mental confidence steadies the nerves.

Allay the fears, remove the doubts of the backward child, do

everything to encourage, nothing to discourage it, give it ccm-

fidence, and it will no longer be backward.

Impatience with the slow child is a crime.

'Absolute fairness is the first requisite in the Batavia System,

and it is so easily attained.

It (the Batavia System) consists in real individual instruction

together with real class-work, real individual instruction for all,

real class-work for all.

It may be asked in what respect are these important truths

peculiar to the Batavia System? Before me is the seventh

edition of a text-book on methods, published in 1902. It is

one of the most widely used texts in the United Kingdom.

The following are some of the pedagogical truths which it

contains

:

An encouraging manner is effective in stimulating children

below the average in mental activity.

There can be no real encouragement when there is a want of

sympathetic appreciation of the difficulties a child has to surmount.

The teacher who encourages self-effort, by giving just sufficient

help to enable the child to overcome the difficulty, has done a

very useful piece of training.

The best teacher is the one who inspires his pupils with the

desire to teach themselves.

Get children to enter into the work with the same zeal and

earnestness that they display in their play.

Show confidence in the class.

Let the scholars fed they are trusted.

Confidence in the justness of the teacher's treatment commands
order.
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Let kindness be a conspicuous feature of the teacher's rule.

Let the children be active cooperators in the work, not passive

spectators.

Throw upon them as much as possible of active doing, so that

self-effort may be stimulated and self-reliance fostered.

The strong and weak points of the individual child should be

discovered, and the necessary steps taken to supplement de-

ficiencies.

Create interest in work and a pleasure in performing duty, then

neither rewards nor punishments as incentives to exertion and

right conduct will be necessary.

Prizes as inducements to industry or good conduct are detri-

mental to the moral well-being of the child.

Bear in mind that the purpose of education is to develop facul-

ties and not simply to impart information.

Evidently all that Professor Dahmus says has been said and

well said long before the Batavia System was made known to

educators. It may be stated further that there is not a book

on the Principles and Methods of Education in which sub-

stantially the same truths are not found.

The way in which the Batavia System is carried out is de-

scribed in the following manner:

The child is called to the teacher's desk, and there it receives

instruction and encouragement. The rest see it stand beside the

teacher, if they care to look up; they are generally too busy for

that. No one hears what difficulties the one getting individual

instruction has ; it does not feel ashamed ; the teacher speaks in a

low tone. Individual instruction is therefore not to be given

at the child's desk. The teacher is strictly forbidden to tell the

child anything. . . . While one is receiving individual in-

struction the rest are studying hard at some lesson assigned to

them. They are glad to do it because they consider it an extra

study hour. No individual instruction is ever given on a lesson

not yet taken in recitation, either oral or written. Every child

gets a chance to tackle the new lesson in private study. . . .

All individual instruction is, of course, destined to help the child

for future study by removing difficulties of the past lessons.
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As bearing upon these features of the Batavia System, the

•words may be quoted of the late Brother Azarias, one of the

foremost of Catholic Educators:

There are three recognized methods of teaching.

The first is that of hearing and explaining the lesson of each

child apart, while the others may be studying. It is called the

Individual Method.

The second is that of having the more advanced pupils in a

class to teach the less advanced ones under the general super-

vision of the master. This method was brought from India by

Bell and was popularized by Lancaster. It is known as the

Mutual Method.

The third is that of grading the children according to their

capacity, putting those of the same capacity in the same class, and

having them use the same book and follow the same lesson under

one and the same master. It is the Simultaneous Method.

Now, all teaching is done by one or other of these methods,

separately or combined. But, at the present day, the method

most in vc^e, and which has best stood the test of time and ex-

perience is that with which the Brothers of the Christian Schools

are identified and what is known as the Simultaneous Method.*

Of this Simultaneous Method, largely the creation of St.

John Baptist de La Salle, and which marked an epoch in the

history of educational methods, M. Compayre writes

:

It was also an important innovation to renounce individual in-

struction—^which was gfiven by the teacher in a low voice, in the

midst of a turbulent class, to pupils, called up one after another

—

and to substitute therefor the only method of teaching applicable

to public instruction; namely the Simultaneous Method.*

Professor Dahmus admires the Batavia System and be-

lieves in its efficacy to correct a great evil. Yet, after read-

ing the following quotation, one is tempted to ask what are

1 The Simultaneous Method of Teaching, Ecclesiastical Review,

May, 1890.

2 Quoted by Brother Azarias in M. Gabriel Compayri as an Historian

of Pedagogy. (Ecclesiastical Review, March, 1890.)
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the quality and lengfth of the experience and observation of

school work whereby Professor Dahmus has learned that cer-

tain things are found in the Batavia System and not found in

the traditional system, and by what warrant he characterizes

(quoting Superintendent Kennedy) the teachers of America

as " cruel " in their teaching and their method of carrying on

a recitation " as a wholesale butchery of individuality and

independent action " ?

In the present system you find few instances of real individual

teaching. . . . During recitation a child is found to have some

difficulty; immediately either some suggestion, some explanation,

or a scolding is administered to the poor creature. The teacher

glories in giving individual instruction, while the child is blush-

ing, fearing, doubting, exposed to the gaze of the eagerly listening

class, which often enjoys the humiliation of the hapless one with-

out profiting by the " individual " teaching of the cruel teacher.

What is understood by recitation in the Batavia System?

A recitation is a public exhibition of what pupils have learned

in private study or in individual instruction. . . . Recitation

is to be strictly class-work, and every single pupil is to be kept

intensely interested. Every question must find every pupil eager

to answer, and when one is giving the answer, all the rest must he

answering in their mind, ...
In the present systems such recitations are extremely rare;

most recitations are nothing but distressing individual work, a

wholesale butchery of individuality and independent action, as

Mr. Kennedy calls them.

Professor Dahmus says that " everyone is clamoring for

individual instruction ; but they also want small classes. Other-

wise individual instruction is impossible, they say."

In the Philadelphia Parish School Report for 1907-1908 it is

said that "
it is impossible under present conditions to reach every

child individually." . . . The Batavia System wants a large

class. ... A large class is necessary as a stimulus for the

individual.

Intelligent and efficient teachers know that instruction to
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be effective must reach the individual. They know that all

•right training, whether of soul, mind or body, means the

bringing into play the spiritual, the intellectual and physical

powers of the individual child.

To dwell upon this fundamental principle of all develop-

ment is but to emphasize the obvious. It may be asked, how-

ever. What does Professor Dahmus understand by a large

class? Does he know what kind of a class was before the

mind of the Superintendent of the Philadelphia Parish

Schools when it was stated :
" It is impossible under present

conditions to reach every child individually " ? By a large

dass does he mean one of forty or fifty children or one of

seventy, eighty, ninety or one hundred children? If the

former, then it may be asserted confidently that there are

many teachers at work both in public and parish schools who
have heard little of the Batavia System, but who, in a class

of forty or fifty children, will accomplish results that in no

respect are less complete and satisfactory than those brought

about by the teachers of the Batavia Schools. If he mean the

latter, then there is a grave and well-founded doubt that true

educational work can be done in such classes either under the

Batavia System or any other system. It is a physical im-

possibility for one teacher to do thoroughly and efficiently

in such crowded classes the work that is before her. She

must of necessity do a large part of her teaching by class

teaching with the hope that the individual child may profit by

it, though the efficient teacher always, when possible, makes

class teaching and individual teaching supplement each other.

In the conclusion of the article there is reference to the

practice of having two teachers in a room containing large

numbers of children. This practice is thought by many to be

the essence of the Batavia System. Superintendent Kennedy,

however, declares that such is not the case, and though the

practice is sometimes observed in the Batavia schools, yet the

characteristic note of the system " consists in real individual

instruction together with class work." The sympathetic re-

ference to the custom of two teachers in a room directs atten-
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tion to what is a practical and efficient remedy for some of the

evils arising from overcrowded classes. But for the sake of

true history it should be said that the practice is not of recent

origin. During ten years the writer has seen in the crowded

classes of certain schools of Philadelphia, two teachers, one

overlooking silent work and giving individual instruction,

the other, the principal teacher having in charge the class

teaching. The universal adoption of this practice with an

efficient head teacher and an intelligent, properly trained assis-

tant teacher, would eliminate much of the evil that comes from

the overcrowding in the elementary classes.

In view of all that Professor Dahmus writes in regard to

the Batavia System and the evils of the present system, his

suggestion, of the way in which the practice of having two

teachers in a room might be carried out, causes some misgiv-

ings that the real status of our present educational work is

clearly and fully understood. It would be of interest to know

what Superintendent Kennedy thinks of the suggestion, timidly

offered, it is true, of Professor Dahmus. Professor Dahmus
asks :

" Is there not in every parish some good lady, fairly

well educated, who would, sometimes gladly, sometimes after

a little persuasion, be willing to take charge of individual

teaching in such a room [containing from sixty to one hundred

children] and probably make a good teacher?
"

The only sane and permanently effective way to correct the

evil or evils which weigh upon our school systems at present is

:

1. To provide thoroughly trained and efficient teachers.

Such teachers will know the science of education and the art

of teaching—they will educate and not merely instruct. In

their whole attitude toward the child they will be kind, cour-

teous, dignified, firm, energetic, encouraging, sympathetic,

patient and resourceful. If success does not always attend

the work of such teachers, the reasons will be found in the

infirmity and limitations of human effort that in no sphere

of activity ever accomplishes perfect results.

2. To correct the evils of overcrowding, especially in the

lower grades, and allow the efficient teachers a fair and reason-

able opportunity to carry on their work.
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3. To provide adequate equipment for the work of the

school.

4. To see that the physical condition of a school building

give due consideration to light, heat, fresh air, right and suffi-

cient accommodations.

5. To pay special attention to children who fall behind in

their grade work in order to discover the cause and to apply

the best available remedy.

6. To establish schools where those who wish may obtain

an education beyond that offered in the elementary school.

There are many causes of the low percentage of children

both in the high school grades and in the upper grades of the

elementary school. Some children are unwilling to go to a

high school ; some are unable to go because of economic causes

;

some are unfit to go because of intellectual dullness. Some
are willing to go, are fit to go, and yet do not go because a

high school either is not at hand, or if at hand is restricted in

the number of its pupils. These last reasons explain, in part,

why there are not more children in the upper grades of our

parish school system. In certain schools, no upper grades are

provided, though there are children in the respective parishes

who are suitable for such grades. These children who could

and would continue at school in the parish school either turn

to work or go to the public school. An unfolding of the

reason why these upper grades are not found in all parish

schools might make known many interesting facts. A con-

crete illustration, that the small percentage in the high school

grades of the Catholic educational system is due, in some

degree, to the non-existence of a high school or the want of

accommodations in the high school already existing, is seen

in the fact that in June, 1908, there were three hundred and

fifty-eight applicants for admission into the Philadelphia Ro-

man Catholic High School for Boys. Of that number one

hundred and sixty-eight were accepted. The inference should

not be that only one hundred and sixty-eight boys of the three

hundred and fifty-eight applicants were fit for high school

studies. The fact was there was no room for more than
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one hundred and sixty-eight new students, though it was
well known that many of the remainder were well able to

enter upon high school studies. The same unfortunate state

of affairs holds in regard to the girls of the parish schools

who applied for admission into the High School Centres.

I presume to say that harm may result from an article like

that of Professor Dahmus's inasmuch as it diverts attention

from the real evils in all systems of education, namely, ineffi-

cient teaching, overcrowding, inadequate equipment, want of
attention to the mentally and physically defective, oppressive

physical conditions and neglect or indifference in building up
the higher grades of the elementary schools or in providing

high schools for boys and girls. It tends to persuade those

upon whom rests the responsibility of studying conditions and
remedying evils—that these evils are no real evils, that the un-

satisfactory work of the schools of the country and the lament-

able falling-off in attendance as the grades advance are not

due to inefficient teaching, overcrowding, wretched physical

conditions, etc., but to the failure on the part of teachers to

use a newly discovered system of teaching of but ten years

standing, but already eminently successful, in which there is

supposedly harmonious and effective combination of individual

and class teaching. This unwarranted judgment becomes con-

firmed when we read the statement that " The Batavia System
wants a large class; it cannot spare the children. A large

class is necessary as a stimulant for the individual."

Of all the factors that make for the proper education of our

children, the efficient teacher is the one absolutely essential.

When the teacher is efficient both by reason of high character

and pedagogical skill, when the conditions in regard to the

number of children in a class are just and reasonable, success-

ful work will be done, because such a teacher knows how to

teach, how and when to reach children either collectively or

individually, how and when to give individual instruction or

class instruction. Without efficient teachers no system, either

that which consists " in real individual instruction together

with real class-work " or any other system, can produce results.
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The teacher must precede all systems and without the right

kind of teacher the wisest and best system ever devised will be

doomed to utter failure. The inefficient teacher will fail

under the Batavia System as emphatically as she fails under

what is supposed to be the usual and traditional system in

the schools at present.

In all this criticism of Professor Dahmus's article there is

no intention to minimize the work of Superintendent Kennedy,

but the opinion may be expressed that, very likely, the splendid

results, if such there are, in the schools of Batavia are to be

traced to the active, energetic, earnest, zealous and efficient

Superintendent who has kindled in his teachers the enthusias-

tic spirit that stirs his own soul, rather than to the system for

which he stands sponsor. It is the power behind the so-called

system that is doing the work, and once that power ceases its

activity, the results will be no more and no less than those that

come from teachers either efficient or inefficient.

P. R. McDevitt,

Superintendent of Parish Schools.

Philadelphia, Pa.

The above comments upon the feasibility of using the

Batavia System in our schools, by the Rev. P. R. McDevitt,

Superintendent of the Philadelphia Parish Schools, were sent

to a number of priests known to be practically interested in

the advancement of our parish schools and presumed to have

experience of the teaching methods of our religious orders.

The following letter explained the request for an expression

of their opinion on the subject

:

Reverend dear Sir:

In the February number of the Ecclesiastical Review we published

an article entitled "An Evil in our Educational Method and a Remedy"
by the Rev. Professor Edward Dahmus. The purpose of the paper was
to direct the attention of priests having charge of parish schools to the

difficulty which teachers experience in dealing with large classes, and

to urge a more general adoption of the so-called Batavia System, which,

it was thought, would relieve many pastors from embarrassment in pro-

viding class-room accomodation and a proportionate number of teachers

for their schools.
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•Doubts have been expressed as to the advisability of an indiscriminate

recommendation of the system, since it presupposes qualities, not equally

given to all teachers, of being able to concentrate the attention of their

pupils. A lack of these qualities or of other conditions favorable to a

proper working of the Batavia method of teaching might, it is thought,

retard rather than advance the general interests of our parish schools.

Hence I take the liberty of asking you, as competent supervisor of the

parish schools in the diocese, to aid us in solving the doubt by a brief

answer to the enclosed questions.

Your prompt compliance with the request would enable us to be helpful

in advancing the interests of our Catholic schools. I enclose stamped

envelope, begging an early reply, which would greatly oblige

Yours faithfully in J. C.

The Editor.

P. S.—We enclose the advance sheets of a paper to appear in the May
number of the Review by the Rev. Philip R. McEtevitt, Superintendent

of the Parish Schools of the Archdiocese of Philadelphia, which will ex-

plain to you in detail the purpose of the enclosed questions.

The Batavia System of Instruction.

Questions.

1. Has the Batavia System been used in the Parish Schools of this

Diocese?

2. If so, have the effects been beneficial, and in what way?
3. Has the system proved a failure?—in what way?
4. Do teachers assign any special reason why the system might succeed

in one school or community, and not in another?

In reply we received about a dozen answers from Diocesan

Superintendents of Schools to the effect that the system as

such had not been tested in their schools and that they could

not give an opinion of its merits.

Others wrote to say that the system was nothing more
than what every sensible school principal would adopt as a

pedagogical device for helping backward children by individual

instruction. One or two Superintendents replied to the effect

that in their estimation the system was a mere " fad ", an

evidence of the tendency to develop novelties and extremes

in teaching-methods.

Several principals explained that, without following the

precise method outlined by Prof. Kennedy in his Batavia

plan, they had been in the habit of giving special attention to

backward children, under the impulse of what Dr. Shields of
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the Catholic University had written on the subject. " In our

schools here," writes one Superintendent, " there is a teacher

whose special work is to help backward children by going

from class to class and taking them in hand separately."

Among those whom we had addressed on this subject was

the Very Rev. J. A. Connolly, Vicar General of the Arch-

diocese of St. Louis. " As I am not in position," he wrote

in reply, " to know the methods used in all our schools, I gave

the February number of the Ecclesiastical Review,

together with Father McDevitt"s comments, to the Superior

of our School Sisters. The Sisters, over one hundred in

number, teaching from twelve to thirteen schools, live in a

central house, and go out to school each day. The two articles

on the Batavia System of teaching were read to them, and tlie

matter was discussed by them for three or four evenings.

They have had varied experience in all our schools here, some

have taught in the northern and eastern States, and their

opinion as expressed in these conferences is given on the

enclosed sheet."

In their report the Sisters state that:

1. The Batavia System where it had been used in their schools

had proved a practical success.

2. It had been used only in small classes.

3. In the opinion of the teachers it was not prudent to attempt

it as a rule in rooms containing larger than average class numbers

or under grade conditions allowing more than one grade. In

these cases the System had proved a failure.

4. They do not think that the System accounts sufficiently for

the time allotted for preparing lessons, on the part of backward

children who were deprived of the opportunity of "the extra

study hour " allowed to the " brighter pupils."

5. They heartily agreed with the discriminating conclusions of

the Rev. P. R. McDevitt as set forth in the accompanying article.

We should like to mention in connexion with the courteous

manner in which the Very Rev. J. A. Connolly undertook to

procure for our readers the above expression of opinion from

so large a number of sisters engaged in the practical work of
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teaching, that from personal observation during seventeen

years among the pupils of his own parish school, he is of the

opinion that the Batavia System would not be a success if

indiscriminately applied. " The methods practised by the

Christian Brothers, as explained in their Manual, and as stated

by Father McDevitt, are far more practical and much more

helpful to the pupil. In class recitation or individual work

before class, each one helps the other; emulation is aroused

among the members of a class, which effects more progress in

actual work done than can be accomplished by individual in-

struction in the average case."

Similar are the conclusions reached by other priests in

active touch with parish school work and representing thfe

views and experiences of their teachers. We wish in con-

clusion to mention the opinion of the Rev. Dr. M. A. Lambing^

of Scottdale, who says:

Teachers to whom I have spoken on the subject think, though

they favor and use the individual help to a limited degree, that

the Batavia System would not accomplish all the good claimed

for it in the Review's article. The success depends much more

on the superintendent and teachers than on the system. The

System looks well, but our teachers are not such as can be de-

pended on to make it the success it seems to have attained in

Batavia. ... If some one can devise a plan that will insure

the hearty, harmonious cooperation of pastor, teachers, and

parents, he will solve the school problem to a very great extent.

Our teachers are very much handicapped.

SOME aUESTIONABLE METHODS OF RAISING CHURCH
FUNDS.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

It is a source of regret that our churches are forced to resort to

secular affairs and commercial enterprises for the purpose of

raising funds to carry on their work. The best that can be said

of such methods is that they are a necessary evil. Even when

properly and judiciously conducted they certainly do not tend to

raise the level of Christian life and manners ; and when, in addi-

tion, we find the glaring abuses that exist in some quarters, they
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positively tend to defeat, rather than to further, the real end

which the Church has in view. And, if we must have recourse

to them, the least that can be demanded of us is the elimination

of their most objectionable features. If " Caesar's wife should

be above suspicion," with much more reason should the Spouse
of Christ be above and beyond the slightest suspicion of en-

couraging, abetting, or even conniving at anything in the nature

of reprehensible practices. Those of us who adopt these ques-

tionable methods of money-getting are simply admitting in action

what we so strenuously deny and repudiate in theory—the false

principle which our enemies try to saddle on us—the doctrine

that " the end justifies the means." On no other score or plea

can-we explain our conduct. We must have money to build and
run our schools and churches, and these means have been tried

and found most effective for that purpose. But is it wise, is it

reasonable or sensible, to risk the spiritual for the material; the

eternal for the temporal ? What is the use of having schools and

churches, if we undo at our fairs and picnics, the good that, under

God, we are able to accomplish in the class-room, the pulpit, and
the confessional?

Take the " fair " or " bazaar " for example—a method which,

even at its best, is undesirable, giving rise, as it not infrequently

does, to petty rivalries, and jealousies, and heart-burnings, which

often continue long after the fair itself has become part of

ancient history. It may be said, however, and with truth, that

these are only incidental, or accidental, results, and that fairs

are not necessarily to be condemned on that account. But at

least it cannot be denied that the amateur gambling which often

forms part and parcel of the fair itself, is certainly enough to

call forth our condemnation. With all the force at our com-

mand we denounce gambling as a vice, and warn our people

against its dread consequences ; and yet, in the fair-room, perhaps

under the very shadow of the church, and with the sanction of

her ministers, a scheme of petty gambling is carried on, and the

whole congregation, young and old, invited and even urged to

participate. By what other name can we call such games of

chance as betting on dummy horses? It might be argued that

most of those who attend our fairs have too much sense to be

scandalized at such things, or driven to evil courses by them;

and perhaps this is true enough. But, undoubtedly, there are
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many too, especially among the younger set, who will not dis-

criminate, who will take scandal, who will acquire a real liking

for the game, and play it in earnest, and on a larger scale, when
occasion offers. And how can you very well blame them, after

they have been taught their first lessons at a church-fair? It is

rather embarrassing at times to hear the question :
" Would it

be a sin for me to go to the fair-room after confession, and bet

on the horses ?" Term such questioners ill-instructed, scrupulous,

or whatever you wish; at least, their queries show how some
of the laity regard the practice.

We must have a fortune-telling booth also, in our fair-room;

and, of course, it is not taken seriously; it is all done in the

spirit of fun. But are such things meet subjects for fun? If,

as St. Paul tells us, there are certain vicious actions which should

not even be named among Christians, lest the bare mention of

their names render us too familiar with them, and prove a source

of temptation, so too there are improper practices—and this is

one of them—which for the same reason should not even be

simulated by us. It is a serious matter and no jest, and if we
persist in treating it as a joke, we need not be greatly surprised

when our ill-informed penitents tell us that they did not see much
difference between the real and the counterfeit fortune-teller.

Or, take the dances which frequently follow progressive-euchre

parties. We may try to convince ourselves that they are con-

ducted with propriety and decorum; but once we start the ball

a-rolling, it is not so easy to stop it; it may get away from us

before we are aware of it. In a dangerous matter like this, the

only safe course is to avoid beginnings.

Again, consider the coarseness, and even vulgarity, of the

entertainments or amusements to which our people are sometimes

treated, particularly as regards minstrel shows. The writer knows

personally of instances in which improper hints and insinuations

were indulged in; in fact, I might even go so far as to say,

instances in which the actions and dialogues were scandalously

suggestive. Perhaps the good pastors were not aware of it, but

their parishioners were. And, mayhap, it might not be a bad

idea for such pastors to take a few of the most judicious mem-
bers of the flock into their confidence, and have them censor these

performances, before allowing them to be produced publicly.

How, in the name of common sense, can you blame the young

people of such a parish, if they develop a taste for low comedy?
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They cannot see much difference between their church-plays and
the burlesques of the cheap variety theatre ; and, to tell the truth,

there is no reason why they should.

Take, again, the sale of intoxicants at picnics, lawn fetes, or

garden parties,—and intoxicants, sometimes, of the worst kind.

I have in mind now instances in which the so-called " claret

punch " was a veritable liquid pot-pourri, almost strong enough

—

to judge from the ingredients—to satisfy the taste of even the

seasoned tippler. Imagine young men, and worse, young women,
getting such stuff as that to drink at a church social! En-

couraged by their spiritual guides and teachers to do what their

parents condemn at home! Is there any room for wonder if

they gradually cease to dread the use of intoxicating liquors, and

acquire an appetite for them? Finally, while treating of ques-

tionable methods of money-getting, it may not be amiss to men-

tion popularity-contests, more especially among the clergy. The
custom of deciding by vote the relative popularity of a priest

may be innocent enough in itself, and harmless enough when
done by sensible people and regarded as a joke, or simply and

solely as a means of raising revenue. But as a matter of fact

it is often taken seriously, and not infrequently gives rise to real

bitterness and party, or faction, spirit.

Possibly it will be argued that the abuses mentioned are in

great part imaginary, or at least grossly exaggerated; that one

who takes the writer's view is looking at them through magfnify-

ing glasses. But we have amply sufficient evidence to assure us

that the case is not a bit too strongly put ; and I think that every

priest who has had experience in these matters, and is per-

fectly honest with himself, must admit that the danger is real

and serious. I do not mean to say that these abuses are univers-

ally prevalent, or that they are a necessary accompaniment or

essential feature of fairs, picnics, etc. ; but I do say that they are

found in many quarters ; and that where they are found they are

likely to cause spiritual havoc, by familiarizing the young folks

with practices that have an evil tendency. Our mission is not

only to the strong, and sensible, and well-instructed, but to the

weak, and scrupulous, and ignorant as well. In fact, the weaker

and the more ignorant they are, the greater should be our care

and caution in their regard. And certainly we have no right

—

least of all, we whose duty it is to guard the flock from even the

shadow or appearance of evil—to throw positive temptations in
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their way, or give them any excuse or pretext whatsoever to look

lightly on things which may have such a serious result.

Besides, most of these things are explicitly forbidden by dio-

cesan statutes ; they have been considered and condemned by the

wisdom and experience of ecclesiastical lawmakers in council

and synod; and those who presume to act in direct violation of

these laws are surely taking on themselves a tremendous re-

sponsibility.

It is well worth our while to pause and look into the morality

of these methods. And it should not be very difficult to arrive at

the right conclusion, for the principle of solution is one with

which we are quite familiar,—that of the voluntarium indirectum^

or the effect indirectly willed. It is lawful to put a cause from

which two effects follow, one good, the other evil, provided the

cause itself is a good, or at least an indifferent, act; the doer's

intention honest, i. e. that he wishes only the good effect, and,

were it in his power, would prevent the evil, which he permits

solely because he cannot help it; finally, and this is the most im-

portant for our purpose, it is required that the good should

outweigh, or at least fully compensate for, the evil.

As regards fairs, picnics, euchres, minstrels, contests, etc., con-

ducted with propriety and decorum, they are justified by this

principle; but the abuses which we have mentioned in the course

of this article are certainly not justified. On the contrary, they

are expressly condemned, for they are not good, or even in-

different, acts ; they are positively bad.

It matters little for practical purposes whether we term them

causes or occasions, per se or per accidens, the results are the

same ; they serve to initiate the young into more or less immoral

practices. And the material good obtained from them does not

at all compensate for the spiritual evil wrought through their

agency. Of course, we all know that destruction is easier than

construction; it is much easier to tear down than to build up.

If we are to abandon these time-honored ways and means, what

are we to get as substitutes? In the first place, it is not at all

necessary to give up what is lawful or harmless in them, but

only to eliminate the abuses; and this can be done generally

without any very material loss; and, even if it cannot, the old

saw :
" Fiat justitia, ruat coelum," might well be adapted to

the matter in hand.

The annual house-to-house or " block " collection, while free
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from the dangers attending upon fairs, etc., is a far more equit-

able method of taxing the parishioners for the support of the

church. As a rule, it is the same people who are invariably

found at these affairs, either working or spending, while the

vast majority do little or nothing. Thus the burden of support is

thrown on the shoulders of a comparative few. The block col-

lection obviates this to a great extent, by asking from each

family its pro-rata share, and often shaming the recreants into

doing their duty. Besides, and it is by no means an unimportant

item, the house-to-house visitation affords the clergy an oppor-

tunity to become better acquainted with the spiritual condition

and needs of their flock.

Interesting lectures, too, illustrated or otherwise, might go a

great way toward making up for the deficit. With a prudent

selection of subjects and proper delivery, they can be made to

serve the twofold purpose of raising funds and uplifting the

hearers by means of the educational and moral influence of the

entertainment.

At all events, it is not merely advisable but an imperative duty

on us to do away with such likely occasions of sin as the abuses

herein mentioned, for our Christian code of ethics teaches us

very explicitly and unhesitatingly that :
" It is never lawful to

put an act from which one foresees, even vaguely, that evil will

result, if it is in his power to refrain from putting it; and if

moreover (and especially) he is bound, by his very position or

office, to prevent such evil effects." And this applies exactly to

the case in question—the adoption of these questionable methods

of money-getting by the appointed custodians of morality.

St. Mary's Seminary, Baltimore, Md. J^^^ ^- Graham.

CHUBCH BULLETINS.

Many pastors of our city and country parishes have got

into the way of stimulating the intelligent devotion of their

people by regular methods of what might be called a practical

and live home service, instead of relying for increased fervor

in their congregations upon the periodical " missions " to

which we have become accustomed. The Lenten programme

of one of the churches in the Borough of Brooklyn is a good

example. We print the Bulletin of Lenten Services for the

current year

:
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The Course of Sermons at the High Mass, ii A. M.
BY

THE REV. JOHN P. M. DOYLE.
THE CHURCH—SUBJECT.

I.—The City of Peace. " In the days of those kingdoms the God of

Heaven will set up a Kingdom which shall never be destroyed." Dan.

2:44.

2.—^The City of Confusion. "And therefore the name thereof was
called Babel, because there the language of the whole earth was con-

founded." Gen. 11:9.

3.—The Rock of Peter. " Upon this rock will I build My Church and
the gates of hell shall not prevail against it." Matthew 16:18.

4.—New Dogmas. " The Lord called thy name, a plentiful Olive-tree,

fair, fruitful and beautiful." Jer. 11:16.

5.—The Army of Christ. " Then said He unto them : But now he that

hath a purse, let him take it and likewise a scrip; and he that hath not,

let him sell his coat and buy a sword." Luke 22:36.

6.—The Promised Reward. " I have fought the good fight. As to the

rest, there is laid up for me a crown of justice which the Lord, the just

Judge, will render to me in that day." // Tim. 4:8.

The Course of Sermons at the Vesper Service Every Sunday Evening
OF Lent at 7.30 P. M.

WILL BE BY

THE REV. JAMES KENNEDY, CM.
AND

THE REV. THOMAS GORMAN, CM.
(Professors in St. John's Theological Seminary.)

The Course of Sermons on the Thursday Evenings of Lent at

8 P. M.
WILL BE BY

THE REV. J. p. M. WALSH, S.J.

(Professor in the Jesuit College, Brooklyn.)

A Course of Lectures
i BY

PROFESSOR JAMES J. WALSH, M.D., PH.D., LL.D.

on
A Great Period of Christian Sooalism.

IN

THE CHURCH HALL, 74TH STREET AND 4TH AVENUE, AT 8 P. M.

March Sth—How a Brother "Helped by a Brother Built Gloriously.

March 12th—How They Educated the Mind.

March 19th—^The Greatest Epoch of Popular Education.

March 26th—What They Sang and Played and Read.

April 2nd—How They Gave Us Rights and Liberties.

Admission to the course of lectures by Professor Walsh will be by
ticket. Tickets may be obtained after the Masses on Sunday or by ap-

plication in the rectory. No charge for tickets.
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THE WAY OF THE CROSS.
AT 8 P. M.

Every Wednesday During Lent.

I.—Instructions for Children in preparation for Confession, Communion
and Confirmation on

TUESDAYS, WEDNESDAYS, THURSDAYS AND FRIDAYS AT 3.3O P. M.

II.—Instructions for young folks (who cannot attend the week day

session), Adults and Converts on Tuesday and Wednesday Evenings, at

8 P. M., in the Sunday School Hall.

I.—Masses on Sundays at 6.30, 8, 9 (children), 10 and ii A. M.
2.—Sunday School at 3 P. M.
3.—^Sunday Evening Service at 7.30 P. M.
4.—Masses on Week days, at 7 and 8 A. M. The First Friday of the

Moqth, Masses at 6.30 and 8 A. M.
5-—^The 8 o'clock Mass on Week days during Lent will be finished in

time for children to be present at the opening exercises in their schools.

6.—During Lent the Church will be open all day to give an opportimity

to the Faithful to say the Stations of the Cross, visit our Lord in the

Blessed Sacrament and for Prayer and Meditation.

The Rev. Matthew J. Flynn, Rector.

EXPOSITION OF THE BLESSED SACEAMENT WITHOUT
BENEDICTIOir.

Qu. In a convent chapel of which I am chaplain the Blessed

Sacrament is exposed on the first Friday of the month before

Mass. It remains exposed during Mass. Now since Benediction

may not be given twice on the same day, in the same chapel,

I have been asked to replace the Blessed Sacrament in the Taber-

nacle immediately after Mass, without the blessing, in order that

the latter may be given after a conference sometime during the

afternoon or evening. Is this allowed?

Resp. No. The Blessed Sacrament may never be pub-

licly (on throne in ostensorium) exposed without giving the

blessing with It at the end of the service. (S. R. C, 12 July,

1889, no. 3713.) If the Blessed Sacrament is privately ex-

posed (i. e. when the ciborium covered with its own veil is

moved forward to the door of the tabernacle, without being

taken out of it) the blessing may be given with It, even several

times a day ^ and without the permission of the Ordinary ; or

it may be omitted altogether, i. e. the ciborium may be reposed

without giving the blessing. (S. R. C, 30 November, 1895,

no. 3875 ad 3.)

1 Appletern, Vol. I, p. 148.
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Hence the public exposition of the Blessed Sacrament at

Mass is either to be omitted, or private exposition may be

observed, or permission must be obtained from the Ordinary

to give the blessing in the morning and afternoon, i, e. twice

on the First Friday. This permission the Ordinary can give

if after prudent consideration he thinks the circumstances

warrant it.

DOM CHAFMAITS DATES IN THE LIFE OF CHRIST.

{A Correction.)

Through the defective transcription of a passage from an

article by Father J. Chapman, which appeared in the Journal

of Theological Studies, the learned Benedictine was credited

in our March number with an opinion which he disclaims as

reflecting upon his orthodoxy and good sense. The objection-

able interpretation occurs on page 366 of the Review and

reads :
"

J. Chapman has written for the Journal of Theologi-

cal Studies (VIII. 590-606) a thesis maintaining that Christ

was baptized A. D. 46, and crucified under Nero; this would

place the birth of Christ in A. D. 9, His death in A. D. 58."

Upon which interpretation of his words Father Chapman
comments as follows :

" It is hard that a Catholic priest should

be accused in a Catholic Review of disbelieving St. Luke.

This absurd set of dates was actually considered by von

Dobschiitz to be as early and as valuable as St. Luke's chron-

ology. I wrote my article entirely with the purpose of show-

ing that the dates were invented by Hyppolitus in one of the

first years of the third century. I understand that one of

the best known non-Catholic savants in France was preparing

to prove that the connexion of Pilate and Caiphas with our

Lord's trial was a late invention; the whole case was to rest

on these dates. But I believe he has now thought better of

it. My second paper in /. T. S. (mentioned by the reviewer

in the same paragraph) was intended to show that St.

Irenaeus's idea that Christ lived almost to the age of fifty

was not based upon these dates, but upon a misunderstanding

by him of some words of Papias. My whole intention was

apologetic," •
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RECENT BIBLE STUDY.

Criticism and Gtospel History. The critical student of the Gos>

pels differs from their old-fashioned reader mainly in his at-

titude to the face-value of the inspired text. The old method

was content with the Gospels as they stand, without attempting

to go behind them ; the critical method studies the sources, al-

most the written documents, on which they depend. This at-

titude necessitates a separate study of the synoptic or first

thpee Gospels, and the Gospel of St. John.

The Synoptic Gospels. The historical character of the Gos-

pels has been considered from three different points of view:

the a priori or subjective, the chronological, and the literary.

Not that they are equally common or equally important; but

completeness demands that all should be considered.

I. The a priori or Subjective Point of View. Dr. Sanday,

of Oxford, clearly points out this attitude :

^

The difference between ancient and modern is at its greatest in

regard to the Supernatural. . . . But then comes in the modern

way of looking at things. And here we are so imbued with the

idea of science and with the scientific recognition of natural law,

that the extraordinary element . . . challenges us and rouses

a feeling of incredulity and opposition. In its more extreme

form this temper refuses to listen to the historical evidence, and

practically rejects it without examination.

We are confronted with a double problem, as to the super-

natural Person and as to the supernatural Work. As to the

Person, philosophy comes in to help us a little. There is in-

creasing willingfness to accept the philosophical as well as the

theological doctrine of Divine Immanence or Indwelling. Modern

opinion is more and more inclined to think of God as immanent

in the world and in the heart of man.

No need to state, that the " supreme manifestation of God in

human form," the possibility of which our modern critics are

inclined to admit, is far different from the mystery of the

1 Expository Times, Jan., 1909, p. 157.
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Word Incarnate, tersely expressed in the words of the fourth

Gospel, ** and the Word became flesh."

As to the supernatural Works related in the Gospels, our

modern critics do not say that miracles are impossible.

Schmiedel, for instance, states expressly that he is not going

to " start from any such postulate or axiom as that miracles

are impossible." Our modern writers profess to have a higher

conception than ever of the power of the spiritual to influence

the material. But they are reluctant to think of even this in-

fluence as exercised otherwise than by law. The supernatural

for them is not the same thing as the traditional concept of

the miraculous which latter they regard as arbitrary or un-

natural. For the modern critic miracles may not be impos-

sible, but they are incredible. "After Professor Huxley he

cannot say that they are impossible; but after Professor

Huxley he says that they are incredible. To be incredible,

therefore, is to be non-existent." Loyal to our Lord, he does

not say that Christ deceived the people; but he maintains that

the miraculous was not there when the earliest attempts were

made to write the Gospels, that it was not there at the be-

ginning, that no amount or quality of evidence will make
it credible.

How do our modern critics practically deal with the miracles

recorded in the Gospels ? Professor Percy Gardner ^ divides

the miracles into two classes, the so-called miracles of healing

and the miracles proper. The deeds of healing— and the

Professor classes the cases of exorcism under this head—
" in which a certain undefined power in the healer is met by

faith in the person healed, are in no way miraculous." In

these instances Jesus ranks " as one among a number of faith-

healers." As to the miracles proper or the deeds which " are

inconsistent with our experience of the working of law in the

material world, such as the turning of water into wine," Dr.

Gardner contends that they are not only not miracles, but that

they are nothing at all. They are pseudo-historic tales or

legends.

' A Historic View of the New Testament. A. & C. Black.
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Another class of writers is not prepared to deny all miracles,

but endeavors to restrict them to the least possible number.

Mr. W. J. Dawson in his book entitled The Man Christ Jesus

declares that what St. John describes as " the second miracle

which Jesus did, when he was come out of Judea into Galilee,"

was no miracle at all. " Jesus," he says, " in this case did

nothing more than ... a physician in the course of a wide

practice often does."

Recent criticism looks up in wonder when you ask the

question, how fares it with the gospel after recent criticism.

It does not wish to touch the gospel, but has to do only with

the Grospels. It wishes only to show that the Gospels are not

historic, but it protests vehemently that it has improved the

gospel by shearing it of its husks and hindrances. These

husks are the supernatural person and the supernatural works

recorded in the Gospels; they include the resurrection from

the dead, and the glorified person of Christ. The gospel left

by the critics is not the gospel of Christianity ; they may call it

a better gospel, but they know that it is a new gospel. We
have no fault to find with criticism, because it endeavors to

prove that the Gospels are incredible; but we protest against

their attempting to do so with a preconceived assurance of the

Gospels* incredibility. Before they begin to examine the ques-

tion, they are convinced that the miraculous is unhistorical

;

the end of their critical study of the Gospels is the elimination

of the miraculous, and the incredibility of the Gospels is a fore-

gone conclusion as a necessary means to that end.

2. The Chronological Point of View. The date and order

of origin of the synoptic Gospels have been variously given

by different writers on these questions. They have been re-

cently touched upon by A. Cellini * who maintains the view

that St. Matthew wrote before St. Mark, about 60 A. D.—

A

writer who signs himself by his initials F. S.* places the Gos-

pel of St. Mark before the death of St. Peter, but after the

Gospel of St. Matthew.—Blass ' and his English translator

• Chi prima f S. Matteo o S. Marco? Cultura religiosa, Aug., 1907.

• Appunti di critica biblica. Scuola catt. IV. S., XII. 518-526; 655-669.

• Die Entstehung und der Character unserer Evangelien, Leipzig, 1907

:

Deichert.
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M. D. Gibson • believe that St. Mark wrote first among the

Evangelists; that St. Luke wrote second, about A. D. 54-56,

utilizing St. Mark's Gospel ; that St. Matthew wrote after St.

Luke with a view of supplementing St. Mark; and that St.

John wrote his Gospel before 70 A. D., in Ephesus.—Bonac-

corsi ^ places the first Gospel between A. D. 60 and 67, the

fourth before A. D. 96, the second and third between these

two.—Robinson * places the third Gospel after A. D. 70, the

second Gospel before that year.—W. Kiippers * is of opinion

that the fourth Gospel was written soon after 44 A. D., the

third between A. D. 53 and 57, the first about 60 A. D., and

the second soon after 64 A. D.—Finally, Sanday ^° assigns

the synoptic Gospels to the period of A. D. 60-80 or 60-90.

The reader will notice that these different opinions imply also

different views as to the mutual dependence of the Gospels.

W. Kiippers, for instance, inverts the relation which is usually

believed to obtain between the four Gospels. St. Luke, he

maintains, supplements the fourth Gospel which is mainly

concerned with Christ's visits to the feasts in Jerusalem; St.

Matthew follows the chronological order, and had St. Luke

before him; St. Mark utilizes both the first and the third

Gospel.

And what connexion does modern criticism admit to exist

between the dates of the different Gospels and their historic-

ity? The date, says Dr. Schmiedel, has nothing to do with

it. " The chronological question is in this instance a very

subordinate one. Indeed, if our gospels could be shown to

have been written from 50 A. D. onward, or even earlier, we
should not be under any necessity to withdraw our conclusions

as to their contents ; we should, on the contrary, only have to

say that the indubitable transformation in the original tradi-

• " The Origin and Character of our Gospels." Expository Times,

XVIII, 345-347; 395-400; 458-459; 491-493; 558 f.

' " I Vangeli." Revista storico-critica delle scienze teologiche, II,

509-532. * The Study of the Gospels. London, 1902: Longmans.

• Neue Untersuchungen Uber den Quellenwert der vier Evangelien. Gr.-

Lichterfelde-Berlin, 1902: Runge.
1® " The Bearing of Criticism upon the Gospel History." Expository

Times, Dec, 1908, pp. 103 ff.
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tion had taken place much more rapidly than one might have

teen ready to suppose. The credibility of the gospel^ history

cannot be established by an earlier dating of the gospels." It

is true that most critics are inclined to date the Gospels pretty

late. In this way they get room for sources of the Gospels,

and for sources of the sources. But if they cannot get this

time, they do not mind. They are sure from the gospels as

they stand that an indubitable transformation in the original

tradition has taken place, for the gospels as they stand con-

tain the record of miracles.

Professor Schmiedel's nine foundation pillars for a truly

scientific life of Christ ^^ illustrate the result of an application

of the critical principles to the contents of the gospels. Dr.

Schmiedel divides the contents of the gospels into three classes

:

that which is plainly credible, that which is plainly incredible,

and that which occupies an intermediate position. The third

^oup contains almost the whole of the teaching of Jesus, much

about His various journeys, about His works of healing

known to happen even at present, about His entry into Jeru-

salem, His cleansing of the temple. His passion and death.

Plainly credible are only nine passages which are such marked

exceptions to the general tenor of the gospel tradition, that

they cannot have been produced by it ; the rest of the Gospels

constitutes what belongs to the plainly incredible. The Pro-

fessor therefore asks, " what is credible," " what is incredible,"

instead of inquiring, what is historically proven, what is

historically false. His criterion is wholly subjective. Again,

he receives certain passages as historical, because they run

counter to the general current of tradition; he ignores the

rule, and builds on the exceptions. Even the part of the Gos-

pels which bears no certain mark either of credibility or in-

credibility, is finally judged according to a wholly subjective

standard : Professor Schmiedel holds as credible all that agrees

in character with the nine plainly credible passages and is in

other respects not open to suspicion. We are tempted to ask

the Professor how he can suppose any of these neutral parts

to agree with the nine foundation pillars, if the latter are

11 Encyclopcedia Bihlica, II, 1881 ff.
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chosen simply because they disagree with the rest of the Gos-

pels ; but he is so beset with complaints both from the left and

the right, that it would be cruel to add to his difficulties. For

the left he does not go far enough, and for the right he goes

too far. He answers his critics in England in a preface con-

tributed by him to the translation of Arno Neumann's Jesiis

(London, 1906), and he replies to his opponents in Germany

in the Protestantische Monatshefte, 1906.

What has been said about the assumption of an indubitable

transformation in the early Church does not exclude the legiti-

mate development of Christian dogfma. E. Mangenot ^^ has

shown the proper limits within which we may admit primary

and secondary elements in the tradition as reported in the

synoptic Gospels. The writer expressly rejects Loisy's ex-

cesses, and upholds the authenticity of the Gospels. At the

same time, he admits a difference between the oral preaching

and the literary expression of the gospel; is there not an

equally perceptible difference between the expression of the

Gospels and the formulas of the Councils?

3. The Literary Point of View. Literary criticism finds

such a congenial field in the first three Gospels, that its object

has assumed the special name Synoptic Problem. The sub-

ject has been treated in these pages repeatedly, but in the fol-

lowing few paragraphs we may indicate some of its recent

developments.

The second Gospel has been substantially incorporated into

the first and third, all except about 50 verses out of its total

of 661; besides these 611 verses common to the three synop-

tists, the first and third Gospels have a certain amount of com-

mon material estimated by John Hawkins ^' to amount to

about 185 verses; finally, both St. Matthew and St. Luke

have a good many verses peculiar to themselves. The three

Gospels exhibit, therefore, a certain amount of likeness and

tmlikeness in their contents. In their literary expressions too

they are similar to a certain extent, and dissimilar in other

respects. How are we to explain these facts satisfactorily?

12 Revue du ClergS frangais, LIII, 717-726.

^^ Horce Synopticte, Oxiord, i8gg.
*
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We need not delay over the theory of Pfleiderer ^* who ap-

peals to the creative enthusiasm of the early Christians and the

Indian legends penetrating into western Asia; nor over the

system of Blavatsky ^'^ who regards the Gospels as a syncre-

tism of the esoteric religion of the Jewish rabbis and the mys-

teries of the Greco-Roman world. Those students who de-

serve serious consideration explain the problem by one of two

theories, either the theory of written sources or that of oral

tradition. Among the recent patrons of this latter theory we
find the names of Gieseler, the Church historian, of Bishop

Westcott, and of Dr. Arthur Wright, of Cambridge ; " it

must be confessed however that most modern scholars ad-

here to the documentary theory.

The theory of oral tradition implies that the three synoptic

gospels reproduce respectively three different catechetical for-

mulas: St. Matthew has adhered to the Palestinian form, St.

Mark to that followed by St. Peter, and St. Luke to the

Pauline. The East makes more use of oral communication,

and less of writing than the West; the early Christians

memorized, therefore, these formulas just as at present the

young Mohammedans of Cairo learn by heart long passages

of the Koran. The resemblances and the divergences of the

three gospels are thus owing to the same phenomena existing

in the oral tradition of the different parts of the early Church.

The form in which Professor Sanday ^'' proposes the docu-

mentary theory will illustrate in a general way how the

synoptic gospels may be based on written sources; nearly all

the adherents of the theory differ with regard to detail. There

are three main sources or classes of sources from which the

synoptic Gospels have been derived : First, there is St. Mark,

not an Urmarkus, but the present actual Gospel. Secondly,

the critics assume a collection consisting mainly of discourses,

which may have been the work of St. Matthew, but which

recent scholars denote by the symbol Q in order to em-

i*"Zur neuesten Evangelienkritik." Protestantische Monatshefte, XI,

1 17-139' ^^ Die Esoterik der Evangelien. Berlin. 1906: Raatz.

!• Hora Synoptica, Oxford, 1899.

1^ Expository Times, Dec, 1908, pp. 103 ff.
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phasize its difference from the so-called Logia of St. Matthew

;

both St. Matthew and St. Luke utilized this document, but not,

or in a much less degree, St. Mark. Thirdly, there is certain

special matter peculiar to the first gospel and the third, amount-

ing in the latter to nearly 5(X> verses. In order to account for

the divergences of the synoptic gospels, Dr. Sanday draws at-

tention to the following points: (i) The evangelists did not

intend to be mere coypists, but to be independent authors.

(2) Even where they intended to copy, they were apt to in-

troduce modifications, seeing that they had to consult lengthy

rolls in which they read a paragraph at a time, and then set

down the substance of it from memory. A certain amount of

unconscious brain-action would intervene between the reading

and the writing. (3) Such free methods of reproduction

may be observed in the early Church; Dr. Scrivener^* states

that " it is not less true than paradoxical in sound, that the

worst corruptions to which the New Testament has ever been

subjected, originated within a hundred years after it was com-

posed." It may be added that the bulk of these corruptions is

due to " freedom in copying."

But after the best and the worst has been said, we return

to the question whether the literary origin of the synoptic

gospels interferes with their historicity. Whether we adhere

to the documentary or the oral theory, we find that the gos-

pels are the memorabilia of the Church. St. Matthew was

an eye-witness indeed; but on either theory, he reproduced

what had been in use of the Church for some time, before he

committed it to writing. In the case of the second gospel

and the third, this is even more striking, seeing that their

authors were not eye-witnesses. Prescinding therefore from

inspiration, and viewing the question from a purely critical

point, we come to ask: Was the early Church, were the early

Christians, capable of giving us the synoptic gospels? Mr.

Burkitt ^" investigates the question and concludes that at any

rate the early Christians were not capable of inventing the

gospels. They were interested in theology and edification,

but not in biography and history.

^* Introduction, II, 264, ^* Journal of Theological Studies, April, 1904.
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LA RELIGION DES PSIMITIFS. Far Mgr. A. Le Soy, ^veqne
d'Alinda. Paris: Beaaohesne et Cie. 1909. Pp. vii-518.

Books by Catholic scholars on the Comparative History of

Religions are growing apace both in number and in quality.

Only recently several have been reviewed in these pages. The
one at hand if not the best—the odiousness of comparison for-

bids the assertion—is certainly a very good production. The au-

thor's name guarantees its reliableness. A man who has lived

more than twenty years amongst the barbarous tribes of Africa

studying their outward ways and customs, and having such con-

tact with their soul-life as none but a Catholic missionary can

enjoy, may surely be supposed to write with authority on " the

religion of primitive peoples ". If to this advantage he adds

that which comes from being the superior of a congregation of

religious men whose lives are devoted entirely to the education,

conversion, and consequently to the intimate study of such peo-

ples, the authoritativeness of what he may write on this subject

is still further confirmed. Now the volume at hand comes with

these credentials; for the author is Superior General of the

Fathers of the Holy Ghost, and has himself labored a score of

years amongst the African savages. But besides these assur-

ances of first-hand information on the subject-matter, the book

bears evidence in every page of the author's wide acquaintance

with the entire range of literature pertaining to the field. There

is scarcely a work of any importance connected with its theme

that it leaves unnoticed.

So much then for the authority of the writer—a matter of

prime importance in presence of the fact that so large a number

of books on Comparative Religions are either uncritical, super-

ficial " missionary tales ", or are compiled in libraries by men
who probably never saw a savage outside a museum. For the

rest, the book gives in the first place a description of the customs,

beliefs, cults, morals, etc., prevailing among the African peoples

with whom the author is most intimately acquainted. The narra-

tive is then widened into a survey of the corresponding concep-
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tions and customs existing throughout the human race, present

and past. Thus far the matter and the method are purely de-

scriptive, historical. The facts and proximate inferences accu-

mulated are then made the ground for wider and deeper induc-

tions concerning the religion of " primitive man "
; for the sav-

age of to-day, although in a sense " a primitive ", is far from
being the typical representative of " primitive man ". In some
cases he can be historically shown to be " a degenerate ", though

in other cases, as Mgr. Le Roy points out, the earliest monuments
of history exhibit him in his present status. At all events the

study of Comparative Religions demonstrates the universality

of " the religious phenomenon ", and its necessity as " a prop-

erty " of human nature. Mgr. Le Roy develops the proof for

this statement as well as for " the transcendency " of Chris-

tianity and its accordance with man's nature which adapts it to

be the divinely provided " world religion ". It is the establish-

ment of these conclusions that gives a special apologetical im-

portance to the volume. Beyond its interest as a narrative of

the beliefs and customs of humanity its value lies in its demon-

stration of man's essential religiousness and its testimony to the

anima humana naturaliter Christiana.

It should be added that the book embodies the author's lec-

tures delivered at the Catholic Institute (Paris), and retains the

brightness of style appropriate to such a purpose. It may also

be noted that the volume represents the first in a series of
" Studies in the History of Religions ", other volumes of the

series being in preparation.

THE EDUCATIONAL IDEAL IN THE MINISTBY. Lyman Beecher
Lectures at Tale University in the Tear 1908. By William Her-
bert Perry Faunce, President of Brown University. New Tork:
The Macmillan Co. 1908. Pp. 286.

These lectures are intended to present merely viewpoints of the

intimate relation between the spheres of the preacher and

teacher, the author having in mind the Protestant ideal of the

ministry. Apart from the limitation which this ideal imposes

upon him. Dr. Faunce presents to us aspects of religious edu-

cation which appeal to the priest no less than to the earnest stu-

dent of modern social conditions who is interested in the pre-

servation of moral and civic virtue as dependent upon educational
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leadership. The pertinent topics are discussed under the follow-

ing heads :
" The Place of the Minister in Modern Life ;"—" The

Attitude of Religious Leaders toward New Truth ;"— " Mod-
em Uses of Ancient Scripture ;"—" The Demand for Ethical

Leadership ;"—" The Service of Psychology ;"—" The Direction

of Religious Education ;"—" The Relation of the Church and

the College ;"—" The Education of the Minister by his Task."

The assumed principle upon which the author bases his sug-

gestions for elevating the ministry of the Christian Gospel to

the higher intellectual plane on which educational progress has

established modern social life, is that to the Church originally

belongs the important office of education. Now the Church is

the organized body of teachers who model their doctrine upon

the Bible, as interpreted by rational truth and experience. Its

meaning is not literal but historical. We must read it, not as a

piece of railroad schedule, but as a lesson illustrating a central

truth still recognized under new guises and demanding new ap-

plication to the art of living. How is this to be done in a coun-

try like America, where religion is divorced from public life,

and where educational efforts are concentrating their forces on

intellectual and technical development? The answer is that we
must increase our forms of activity and seek more frequent

opportunities to bring religious instruction into the midst of the

people, and into our colleges, since these are not under the direc-

tion of the State. There is much to be learnt from these con-

ferences, even when we feel convinced that the old weapons are

only being refurbished and used with partiality against one set

of foes, where there are many to be beaten off. As in its zeal

and methods the world of commerce gets ahead of the world of

missionaries, so in the matter of education the college is invari-

ably ahead of the Church, despite the fact that the latter has in

its keeping eternal truth on which the soul lives, while the world

cares but for the well-being of the animal man.

THE MAKING AND UNMAKING OF A DXTLLAED. By Thomas
Edward Shields, Ph. D., LL. D., Associate Professor of Psychology

in the Catholic University ot America. The Catholic Education

Press : Washington, D. C. Pp. 296.

Dr. Shields takes us through the labyrinth of certain domestic

and scholastic influences which frequently act upon the young
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mind in a depressing way, and so leave it in permanent darkness,

with the result that those faculties which, under proper direction

might bring light and healthy life to the soul, remain inactive, if

they do not become positively hurtful to both the individual and

to the society in which he is bound to live.

In a former volume entitled The Education of our Girls, the

author had made a searching and withal practical analysis of the

psychological development during the early processes of educa-

tion, as applied to the training of girls. He there dealt with

the normal functions of the child-mind where the faculties are

in a comparatively healthy condition. In his present book the

author gives us the picture of a seemingly abnormal child-nature,

whose development is retarded and whose faculties are maimed
by a wrong diagnosis of its capacities and needs, and by false ap-

plication of pedagogical principles. The dullard is in reality an

abnormally gifted boy, the right use of whose talents depends

upon a proper maturing under favorable influences. These in-

fluences, their nature, action, and results. Dr. Shields studies in

detail and with remarkable knowledge of their physiological as

well as psychical bearings upon body and mind during the years

of adolescence. The whole is treated in the form of a dialogue

which brings out the latent difficulties that beset a clear under-

standing of the process of educating children who are commonly

supposed to be " backward ". Every school has its " dullards "

;

they not only try the patience of their teacher, but they reflect

upon the efficiency of the school, the pedagogical training of the

instructors. Dr. Shields directs us how to overcome both of

these disadvantages, and in addition how to secure the gratitude

and useful services of those who are reputed to be hopelessly de-

fective in the qualities of mind and heart which grace domestic

and social life and make capable citizens for State and Church.

TEXT-BOOK OF SCHOOL AND CLASS MANAGEMEHT. Theory

and Practice. By Felix Arnold, A.B., Pd.D., FIlD. New York:

The Macmillan Co. 1908. Pp. 409.

Whilst there is a healthy tradition, especially in our older re-

ligious teaching communities, regarding what Dr. Arnold calls

" class management ", which rests upon a perfect understanding

and cooperation between the superior or principal of the school

and the teachers, there is still a lack of readiness in many brave
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and excellently gifted religious to recognize changed conditions

in the material and circumstances with which they must deal as

professional teachers. The repugnance of conservative minds

to accept changes in method which have the air of pedagogical
" fad ", and often turn out to be mere plausible speculations cal-

culated to aid the efficient use of novel school-supplies, is in

itself a rather good quality in a teacher, since it indicates, if it

does not always make for, consistency and steady application.

Yet this conservatism may lead into errors of a practical kind,

and multiply difficulties for the novice in the class-room, diffi-

culties which a change of method and a considerate adaptation

to new circumstances would neutralize. It is the pupils who by

reason of their predisposition and environment outside the school,

introduce the necessity of specific kinds of government. Con-

trol is the quality which comprises the whole problem of dis-

cipline, at least from the first; and the new teacher who looks

upon her duty from the higher plane of strict monarchical au-

thority " by grace divine " may find the struggle to preserve the

school furniture too much for her dignity, if she lack the demo-

cratic courage which impresses the youthful mob with the notion

of real vigor. To an understanding of this fact and of adequate

means to gain control under all circumstances in the class-room,

we are greatly helped by the analysis and practical hints fur-

nished in the above text-book for teachers.

The chief purpose of the present volume is to explain and il-

lustrate the principles of class management. This implies to

some extent the treatment of school management in general,

since the efficiency of class-room work is largely influenced by the

relations of principal and teacher. The author does not enter,

except in passing, upon questions of organization and classifica-

tion, nor on methods of instruction, or school hygiene. He con-

fines himself in the first part of the book to clearly defining the

position, individuality, rights, and duties of teachers and prin-

cipals ; their mutual relations and methods of cooperation in mat-

ters of instruction and discipline. In the second part he studies

the child, its personality, its rights, the nature of its conduct,

the motives or sanctions which contribute to the formation and

development of its conduct in general and in particular. And
here he considers the teacher throughout in relation to the child

thus constituted and developing. It is in the first place a study
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of feelings, emotions, instincts, habits, and motives. In the next

place it deals with the application of pedagogical principles to

these inward sources and laws under various concrete aspects of

discipline, training, instruction, and practice.

The work, despite an apparent disdain of what the author

styles medieval methods, seems to us to be a truly valuable con-

tribution to our pedagogical literature. If there is no room given

for special consideration of those religious motives which the

parish school teacher finds the most efficient aids to government

of self and of the child, it is because he treats as natural virtue

much which the Christian teacher duly credits to supernatural

sources. There is no dearth "of manuals dealing with the sub-

ject of school discipline from a similar point of view; and books

like Samuel Button's School Management, Taylor's Art of Class

Management and Discipline, Perry's The Management of a City

School, Levi's A New School Management, and other works of

varying merit, and not always free from modern paganism, offer

valuable suggestions of a practical sort not only to the young

teacher but to the managers of schools; but none of these au-

thors lays the same stress upon the subject of cooperation be-

tween principal and teacher. It is for this reason that priests

who are engaged in the direction of schools will find valuable

suggestions on definite lines in the book before us.

THE SUNDAY-SCHOOL DIRECTOR'S GUIDE TO SUCCESS. By
the Rev. Patrick J. Sloan. New York, Cincinnati, Chicago: Benzi-

gerBros. 1909. Pp. 271.

We expressed our appreciation of Father Sloan's work in be-

half of practical Sunday-school teaching on the appearance of a

former volume from his pen, intended for the guidance of teach-

ers. The present manual is designed for the directors of the

school, by whom the teachers are appointed and under whom
they work. Its scope covers accordingly all the various phases

of the organization of the Christian Doctrine classes. In fact

it takes in the multiform relations which arise from contact of

the managers and teachers of the Sunday School with the clergy,

the parents, and other elements in as well as outside the Church.

The practical questions of how to deal with the children of

public schools, with those who have left the parish school, with
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the children who show signs of special vocations, are well handled.

The chapters discussing the themes of First Confession, Temper-

ance, Holy Communion, etc. are apt to prove instructive for

priests as well as lay persons. We need books of this kind;

and Protestants have produced such excellent specimens in point

of system and form that we need not search far for good models,

while the purest sources of Christian doctrine and the liturgy are

ever at our command. The book is well printed.

CHILD STUDY AND EDUCATION. By C. £. Bnrke. With Preface
by Canon Hogan, D.D. New York, Cincinnati, Chicago: Benziger
Bros. 1908. Pp. 184.

One might call this a mother's book in that best and broadest

sense of the word, which includes not only the idea of caring

for the child in the home, but also protecting its highest interests

and endowments by that careful education of heart and mind
which remains with it through life. In this sense the name is

rightly applied to religious women who devote themselves to the

task of training the young, and to whom no less than to the

mother of the family capable of directing or influencing the

education of her children this little volume might be recom-

mended for careful reading. And because every true pastor of

souls must have something in his own heart of that maternal

instinct which promptly apprehends the right and wrong in the

conduct of the young, a book like this, in which the general

principles governing children's education for good are presented

in their various applications to home and school life, aflFords

reading which is not unprofitable to clerics, apart from the use

they might make of such literature to direct the mothers them-

selves. The material which the author brings together under

various reflections upon the responsibilities of motherhood in

their educational aspects, upon the character and details of home
education, on school years, and life's start, is drawn from ex-

cellent sources, such as Dupanloup, Fenelon, Froebel, Pestalozzi,

and many moderns whose work commends itself either on the

ground of perfect system or on that of high quality of moral

tone and thought.
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REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION for the year
ending 30 June, 1908. Vol 1. Washington: Oovemment Printing
Office. 1908. Pp.382.

FOTTRTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
OF PARISH SCHOOLS OF THE ARCHDIOCESE OF PHILA-
DELPHIA : 1 September, 1907, to 30 June, 1908. Pp. 142.

FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE REVEREND SUPERINTEND-
ENTS OF CATHOLIC SCHOOLS, ARCHDIOCESE OF NEW
YORK. Centennial Tear, 1908. Pp. 108.

The United States Bureau of Education furnishes our students

of scholastic matters with a report which is very satisfactory in-

asmuch as it gives not only a general survey of the educational

work done under the supervision of the State, both here and

abroad, but also summarizes the legislative enactments which

may serve as a key to an understanding of those disadvantages

under which the Catholic parish-school system labors, to which

we refer in another part of this issue of the Review. The pub-

lic funds to which Catholics contribute their full share are, at the

discretion of the commissions, used to endow institutions whose

claims to benefit the commonwealth are very doubtful when com-

pared with the advantages which schools where religious train-

ing is recognized confer on the State. We do not complain, but

merely urge upon Catholic leaders the careful study of these

manifestations of public interest in the cause of education, lest

such action be turned against us under a false plea of public

benefit, thereby limiting our freedom of conscience.

The two reports from the Superintendents of Catholic Schools

in New York and Philadelphia give excellent testimony to the

character and quality, not merely of parish-school education,

but of the splendid devotion on the part of Catholics who fur-

nish the admirable equipment in the way of school buildings and

their appointments here recorded. The Philadelphia Report is,

as usual, full of instructive and suggestive reading for clergy

and teachers, giving, besides the regular statistics of courses,

study, and attendance, papers embodying the Resolutions of the

National and the Catholic Educational Associations which met

last year. " The New Tendencies in Educational Work ", sum-

marized by United States Commissioner of Education, Mr.

Elmer E. Brown, by the Harvard Professor Paul H. Hanus,
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Dr. Stanley Hall, Presidents Hadley and Cyrus Northrop, are

in many respects enlightening. " Hygiene " and " Temperance "

as subjects of instruction in our schools are exhaustively treated

for the use of teachers and principals of schools.

The New York Superintendents' Report confines itself mainly

to statistics and an exposition of methods, courses of study, and
various practical measures for the purpose of creating popular

interest in Catholic school-work. Our parish schools are shown
to be making good progress. There is, moreover, a good his-

torical survey of the work of education accomplished in the

Archdiocese of New York during the past century.

The two Reports are very similar in make-up, and seem to

indicate harmonious action on the part of the efficient Superin-

tendents in both dioceses.

POLITICS AND SELIOION. Temporal Power of the Pope. Speech
by the Hon. Joseph R. Chandler, Member of Congress from Penn>
sylvania. With Appendix.—To be obtained from Superintendent

of Parish Schools, Board and Vine Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. 1909.
Pp.80.

THE CHURCH AND THE REPUBLIC. By Cardinal Gibbons. Re-
printed by permission from "The North American Review" for

March, 1909. International Catholic Truth Society, 407 Bei^en
St, Brooklyn, N. T. Pp. 18.

These two most timely pamphlets, which priests would do

well to scatter broadcast among the reading people of our con-

gregations, are from the pens of two eminently representative

spokesmen of the Catholic community in America. Mr. Chan-

dler was a convert to the Catholic Church, prominent in politi-

cal circles at home as member of Congress and abroad as United

States minister, an editor of national influence, a public-spirited

educator and citizen identified with every kind of philanthropic

enterprise, and at one time a leading figure in Masonic circles.

This layman delivered an address fifty years ago in the United

States Congress, in which he made plain to the American people

the attitude of Catholics toward the Republic. The address was

provoked by the anti-Catholic aspersions of several members

of Congress, by whom our creed was represented as hostile to

the interests of free American institutions. The speech was,

owing to the known integrity and high achievements of the
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speaker, listened to with deep respect and it produced an im-

mediate effect upon the popular elections at the time. Its signi-

ficance to-day lies in the fact that it answers in a direct, cogent,,

and eloquent way the calumnies and suspicions lately aroused

through the aggressive discussion by certain Protestant bodies

as to the eligibility to the Presidency of an American citizen who-

professes or endorses the Catholic faith. Owing to the efforts

of the Rev. P. R. McDevitt, Superintendent of Parish Schools

in Philadelphia, Mr. Chandler's argument has been refurbished

and is published in the admirable series of Educational Briefs

(No. 25), together with (i) a sketch of the Hfe of the Hon.

Joseph R. Chandler; (2) President Roosevelt's Letter on Poli-

tics and Religion; (3) Letters addressed to President Roosevelt

by the Synodal Conference of the Evangehcal Lutheran Church

of America, by the Pastoral Association and the German Luth-

eran Pastoral Conference of Philadelphia; and Resolutions by

the Philadelphia Conference of Baptist Ministers
; (4) President-

elect Taft's letter on the same subject. To these documents

of the day is added Cardinal Manning's Letter on the Civil

Allegiance of Catholics, as it throws light upon the whole

question of the Catholic attitude in politics.

Cardinal Gibbons, with a masterly grace which forces admir-

ation and cannot but conciliate whilst it inspires and sustains

respect, refuted a short time ago in a leading secular magazine

the attacks of the so-called American Protestant faction whose

letters we mention above as contained in Father McDevitt's

pamphlet. There is a frankness of statement and avoidance of

all apologetic circumlocution in the Cardinal's paper, which is

in other respects, too, distinctly American.

The two brochures go well together, and will help to make

American Catholics not only proud of two such characteristic

defenders of their position, but will furnish them with effective

weapons for answering current misrepresentations of CathoUc

loyalty toward the Republic. We understand that the Knights

of Columbus have used the pamphlets to make wide propaganda

through them for our honorable liberties. This is better than

a thousand sermons urging patriotism.
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What position in the world of letters posterity will assign to the late

novelist Francis Marion Crawford it were rash just now to forecast.

Whether, as a competent critic has observed, Crawford's influence on

the modem novel has been simply conservative, or whether it has been

enriching and cultural, in any case it is gratifying to note the judg-

ment of the same critic, who may be regarded as voicing the general

verdict when he says that, " few novelists of the present day have been

more widely read or have had a more salutary influence in fostering

a taste for what is clean and pure and high-minded in literature and
in life."

Mr. Crawford was a most prolific author. Since 1882, when his first

novel, Mr. Isaacs appeared, no year passed by without at least one book»

and in some years three, coming from his pen. All his permanent liter-

ary work was produced subsequent to his conversion to the faith in

1880. All of it, of course, does not possess equal literary merit, nor
was it all equally acceptable to Catholic critics. On the other hand,

Mr. Crawford professed himself " a convinced Catholic." The book above

noticed (Who's Who) is responsible for the following statement.
" Writing in 1897 to his distinguished fellow man of letters, the Hon.
Maurice F. Egan, Mr. Crawford refers to certain criticism made by
those who object to the introduction of ' bad Catholics ' in two of his

novels. Mr. Crawford said: 'The stories in both books are literally

true ... In Casa Braccio I meant to show the effect of crime in suc-

cessive generations ... I need not say that what hurt me was the ac-

cusation that I had turned against the Catholic Church, than which noth-

ing could be more impossible for a man so profoundly convinced as

I am'" (p. 112).

Those who are familiar with the writings of Sir John Morley have
probably found their admiration challenged no less by his immense wealth

of historical fact and allusion than by the easy grace with which his

style carries the burden. Nor is this the case more with his larger

continuous productions than with his shorter essays, the Miscellanies,

the fourth and last volume of which appeared some months since (New
York: Macmillan Co.). The book contains seven articles or lectures,

each of which is a finished work of literary art. Especially is this true

of the leading paper, on Machiavelli.

Needless to say, the Catholic reader finds not a few statements oflFen-

sive, for Mr. Morley has no love for the Church, and is not at pains

to hide his prejudice. Describing the moral and social condition of

Europe in the sixteenth century he goes on to say that, " if politics were
divorced from morals, so was theology. Modem conscience is shocked
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by the resort to hired crimes and stealthy assassination, especially by
poison" (p. 16). This is, of course, a commonplace. To some, how-
ever, it may be news to learn what Mr. Morley quotes from Mariana,

the famous Jesuit theologian {De Rege i. 7), that "when he [Mariana]

was teaching theology in Sicily (1567) a certain young prince asked

him whether it was lawful to slay a tyrant by poison. The theologian

did not find it easy to draw a distinction between poison and steel,

but at last fell upon a reason (and a most absurd reason it was) for his

decision that a poniard is permitted and white powder is forbidden"

(p. 16). Those who have Mariana's De Rege at hand may care to

verify this story in loco citato. It did not, of course, fall in with Mr.
Morley's purpose to note that the De Rege was condemned, not indeed

by the Index of Forbidden Books, which he tells us " crept into formal

existence (iSS7) in dread of the new art of printing" (p. 2), but by the

Sorbonne, and burnt by the public executioner. Its doctrine on tyrrani-

cide was reprobated by the General of the Jesuits, P. Aquaviva, and
severely forbidden to be taught publicly or privately by any member of

the Society. For the rest, the work has some value, as Balmes indicates,

inasmuch as it reflects ideas on the immediate origin of political power
from the people, which ideas are the more noteworthy in that the book
was not only condemned in Spain on this ground but was dedicated io

Philip III and intended for the instruction of the heir apparent (^Pro-

testantism and Catholicity, p. 312). "Never," says Balmes, "was more
freedom used in speaking to kings; never was tyranny condemned in a

louder voice; never were more popular doctrines proclaimed." And again,

Mariana's theory on civil power " was as popular and liberal as those

of modern democrats could be. He expresses his opinions without evasion

or disguise. For example, drawing a parallel between the king and the

tyrant, he says: 'The king exercises with great moderation the power
which he has received from his subjects . . . Hence he does not, like the

tyrant, oppose his subjects as slaves, but governs them as free men, and,

having received his power from the people, he takes particular care that

during his life the people shall voluntarily yield him submission '

"

(1. c. p. 318).

"Does Christ say: Go to Church—Why not pray privately at home?
Why display devotion so publicly? Why mix money with devotion?"

This sermon, printed in the form of a small tract, by the Rev. Felix J.

O'Neill, is a tersely expressed and practical answer to the questions

proposed. If we must ask people to pay pew rent and support the

church of which, as an organized society, they are inscribed members, it is

well ocasionally to explain to them the necessity; and to do this in a

way that appeals to their reason. But as those who need such reasons

frequently stay away from church in order to avoid paying their tithes

to religion, the method, here adopted, of approaching them by means

of tracts, leaflets, and books easily read, is an excellent way to help on

the sense of realizing one's personal obligation to contribute to the

public worship of God.
,
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The Caked Carmelite Fathers, who have affiliations with Dublin, Ireland,

and mission houses in Englewood, N. J., Pittsburg, and New York, re-

quest us to mention the fact of their being prepared to give missions

in any part of the United States, since, through an oversight, their name
was omitted among the " Missioner Priests in the United States and
Canada," mentioned in our Year Book for 1909.

The value of books as aids to devotion varies so much with personal

temperaments, natural habits, supernatural virtues, and other spiritual

endowments, that one is seldom sure whether a given book which one
publicly recommends will appeal to the individual into whose hands it

may fall. Devotional books may be classified according as they are meant

to be aids to vocal or to mental prayer—prayer books and meditation

books, including spiritual reading. Many souls relish most the former;

many the latter; more find help in both. Those who prefer to nourish

their piety on suggested thoughts which they can assimilate to their own
spiritual structure and conditions, and then personally utilize, will prob-

ably welcome two neat little books published by the Fathers of the

Blessed Sacrament ( 185 East 76th Street, New York City) ; one. The
Divine Eucharist; the other. The Eucharistic Heart of Jesus. The former

is made up of extracts from the writings and oral sermons of Pere

Eymard, the founder of the Congregation of the Blessed Sacrament. It

expresses the soul, the heart as well as the mind, of the saintly author,

and abounds in suggestive and sustaining reflections. The second book
consists of selections from the works of Pere Tesniere, of the same Con-
gregation, arranged to serve primarily, though not exclusively, as readings

for the month of June. The clergy as well as the laity will be likely to

value both of these books for their helpfulness in making the Eucharistic

hour.

It may be of interest to communities and associations in which the Latin

Office of the Blessed Virgin is recited in choro, to know that the Latin

Office has been arranged for such use by Fr. Viger, S.S., of St. Charles'

College, Ellicott City, Md. (St. Mary's Industrial School Press, price

$0.35). There is a second edition, revised and corrected.

Tolle, lege! The invitation once so fruitfully heeded—and who can

say how often since?—is this time held out "aux Jeunes du XX« Siecle"

by the author (the Abbe Dessiaux) of "a packet of letters, religious and

philosophical," published in a handy booklet by M. Tequi (Paris). There
is much wisdom in these little missives—sound sense, the fruits of large

experience, conveyed in a bright vivacious style that reaches the mind
through the fancy, and aglow with a sympathy that goes straight to

the heart of youth.

Though it appeals in tlie first place to young men—as a guide from
college-leaving to entrance on married life—the author has likewise

had in mind the conditions and needs of young women. For those who
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read French the book will be what Mother Loyola's Home for Good
has been to English-reading maidens—an enlightened and a kindly guide.

Observing the never-ceasing stream of religious literature emanating

from the French clergy some critics have thought, and said that, if part of

the energy thus expended were devoted to practical work among the

people, the Church in France would be the better for it. Be this as it

may, perhaps the critics are not fully aware of how zealously and

practically French priests are laboring. Some light is thrown on the

question by Canon Occre's sketch of the Abbi de Preville et les CEuvres

de Jeunesse (Paris: Emmanuel Vitte). The subject of this narrative

was an apostle among young Frenchmen during the latter part of the

nineteenth century; and the fruits of his efforts have been so far-

reaching and enduring that M. Edouard Petit, the Inspector General

of Public Instruction, devotes a considerable portion of his official re-

port (June, 1908) to an account of the " patronages," religious and
intellectual organizations (of which M. de Preville was the founder).

He speaks of them as reclaiming for Catholic education "the good
lost by the fact of laicization." Canon Occre's story of the devoted

priest is edifying and instructive, especially for those who are labor-

ing to save boys and young men.

The London Catholic Truth Society has recently published A Spiritual

Calendar, an English translation of the Calendrietto Spirituale, com-
piled by the late Right Rev. Lanzoni (Fifth General of the Institute

of Charity) from the writings of Rosmini. For each day of the year

there is " a thought," pregnant enough for a meditation, especially when
supplemented by the apposite Scriptural text which Fr. Elson, the

translator, nas added.

The International Catholic Truth Society (Brooklsm, N. Y.) has done

wisely in putting forth in a recent brochure Father Lambert's edition

of Monsignor Segur's Short Answers to Common Objections against

Religion. The fact that the author of " Notes on IngersoU " has placed

his name on the title-page guarantees the quality of the work.

That handy and useful reference book, The Catholic's Who's Who,
appears in its second year (1909) revised, brought up to date, and with

an additional six hundred names—a credit to our English Catholic

brethren, to their enlightened faith and zeal.

The first of a series of papers of educational interest by Harold Bolce

appears in the Cosmopolitan magazine for May, entitled " Blasting at the

Rock of Ages." The author gives his observations upon the moral and

religious aspect of teaching in our leading universities. For over two
years he made a study of the curricula in Harvard, Yale, Princeton,

the University of Pennsylvania, George Washington University, Wil-
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Ham and Mary College, Columbia University, Syracuse University, the

Universities of California, New York, Iowa, Wisconsin, Nebraska, Cornell,

Brown, Leland Stanford. Some of these institutions he entered as a

special student. In others he attended lectures as a visitor, or interviewed

members of the faculty, or consulted the typewritten or printed records

of what they teach. Thus he heard discussed all the multiplex issues of

morality and all the pressing problems of political econon.y—marriage,

divorce, the home, religplon, and democracy—put through merciless pro-

cesses of examination, as if these things were fossils, equations, or

chemical elements to be analyzed and catalogued in the brain chambers

of moral consciousness.

As a result Mr. Bolce finds that the youth in our universities are

systematically indoctrinated with atheism and anarchy. They are taught

that the Decalogue is no more sacred than the syllabus of the science

class; that the home as an institution is bound to be replaced by a

broader socialism; that the conceptions of right and wrong are the

outcome of environment, habit, or accidental influences, and that the

marriage bond has no basis that bids us consider it sacred. "There is

scholarly repudiation of all solemn authority." For these all^^tions the

author g^ves the authority of names as well as places.

Here comes the first issue of America, the new American Catholic

weekly review. In letterpress, arrangement of topics, tone, and contents,

it gives every promise of becoming a model presentation of Catholic truth

and opinion.

The month of May suggests literature illustrating the prerogatives

of the Virgin Mother of Christ, and devotion which teaches imitation

of her virtues. Among the recent publications of this character we have

Father Henry Opitz's Sodality of Our Lady: Under the Banner of

Mary, edited by Father Elder MuUan, S.J., whose Manual for Sodalists

of the Blessed Virgin Mary has been well received, and was reviewed

in these pages at the time of its first appearance. The present volume
is an answer to the questions: What is the Sodality of Our Lady?
How do we establish it? and, Why not join it? (P. J. Kenedy & Sons.)

In the same field the Pustets reissue their Manual of the Sodality of the

Blessed Virgin Mary, together with A Short and Practical May Devotion,

compiled by Clement Deymann, O. F. M, (sixth edition), printed in fine

large type.

The Redemptorist Fathers announce in their "Angel Library** a

Novena to the Holy Ghost, under the medieval title of Apostle's Fast.

Early in June they will issue Father Langforde's Mass Book, also a relic

from the devotions of the ages of faith. These booklets are of uniform
size and meant for wholesale distribution, and to be carried about.

They are obtained in packages of one hundred from the " Mission Church
Press" (St. Alphonsus St., Boston).
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The Revision of the Vulgate is a brochure of twenty pages just issued

from the Tipografia Pontificia dell' Istituto Pio IX, under the auspicei

of the International College of St. Anselm's, Rome, which gives some

statistics of the ntmiber of printed works and MSS, to be collated, with

photographs of the present apparatus, working-rooms, and personal ap-

pointments. There is a first list of subscribers for the work of revision

showing receipts to date of 44,903 francs, with a number of annual sub-

scriptions promised. Outside the Benedictine communities the largest

pledged contributor is Cardinal Mercier, whose progressive and loyal

methods place him apparently at the head of Catholic enterprise and

healthy reform, not only for Belgium but in every direction where good

is to be accomplished. The proportionately largest contributions are

from English-speaking Catholics in America and England. We note

among them the Archbishop of New York, the Bishops of Omaha,

Rochester, Birmingham, Salford, Ogdensburg; Bishop Leo Haid; Mon-
signori Stanley and Dennis O'Connell, the faculty of Rochester Seminary,

the Rev. George Hepperle, the Rev. Dr. Burton, the Very Rev. Canon

Wade, the Rev. G. C. O'Keeffe, the Rev. E. Dalton, the Very Rev.

V. G. Conroy, the Rev. O. Bentley, the Very Rev. Mgr. Carter, the

Very Rev. A. Davey, the Rev. P. Wray, and a number of laymen.

Most educated Catholics may be supposed to know something about

the process of beatification and canonization of the Saints ; and those who
do not, can make good their deficiency by reading the corresponding

articles in the Catholic Encyclopedia. Another way would be to read the

little pamphlet. The Making of a Saint, recently published by the C. T. S.

The process is described untechnically, yet accurately, and in a most de-

lightful style. Beautiful, it is no less thoughtful, stimulating, and not

without a judicious moral ending. The priest will make no mistake by

putting it in non-Catholic as well as Catholic hands.

3Book8 IReceiveb.
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THE NEED OF A VERNACULAR LITURGY IN THE UNITED
STATES.

L

IN four recent issues of the Review ^ there appeared a num-

ber of fairly representative expressions from readers in

America and England regarding the question: Should we
plead for a Vernacular Liturgy? The general subject of the

preference of the Latin over the vernacular liturgy is not, of

course, new; it has been frequently discussed, and once at

least authoritatively settled by the Fathers of the Council of

Trent - who, with regard to the Mass, decided that it was not

expedient to permit the indiscriminate (passim) use of the

vernacular. The Council, moreover, expressly condemned the

doctrine of certain so-called reformers who maintained that

the vernacular was the only proper medium for the celebra-

tion of the Mass, and that the Latin should be entirely ban-

ished from the liturgy.

Dr. Campbell,* in proposing anew the consideration of the

subject, directed attention to the fact that there exist in Eng-

1 January, pp. 29-47; Fehruary, pp. 231-234; March, pp. 3SI-3S9; April,

pp. 464-479-

2 Sess. XXII, De Sacrif. Missae, cap. 8.

3 We deeply regret to have to record here the death of the Rev. Dr.

C. A. Campbell, the gifted writer of the article which originated the

present controversy. He had been in declining health for some time.

On the 15th of April he took a hemorrhage, and two days later died,

fortified with the Sacraments of Holy Church.

—

R. I. P.
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lish-speaking countries, like the United States, certain condi-

tions which do not fall under the general aspect taken by the

Fathers of the Council of Trent; and that, if the Fathers of

that Council were to legislate for the United States at the pres-

ent time, they would probably reconsider their decision. Nor
is this opinion an altogether novel one. As far back as 1785

the Jesuit Father John Carroll, afterwards first Archbishop

of Baltimore, in a letter addressed to the famous Irish Capu-

chin Arthur O'Leary, stated that a similar conviction had

led him to express the wish that the English-speaking bishops

as a body request the Holy See for the privilege of a liturgy

in the vernacular.* Dr. Carroll wrote to Father O'Leary as

. follows

:

Before I had a thought of ever being in my present station, I expressed

a wish that the pastors of the Church would see cause to grant to this

extensive continent, jointly with England and Ireland, the same privilege

as is enjoyed by many churches of infinitely less extent: that of having

a liturgy in their own language; for I do indeed conceive that one of

the most popular prejudices against us is that our public prayers are

unintelligible to our hearers. Many of the poor people and the negroes

generally, not being able to read, have no technical help to confine their

attention.s^

Conditions have indeed changed since Archbishop Carroll's

time. The Church is better organized, and as a result the Latin

has a firmer hold on the body of the faithful, and our parish

schools offer better opportunities for instructing the people in

the interpretation of the liturgy. The multiform national char-

acter of the immigrants who swell the hosts of the Church in

America, too, argues rather in favor of a common language

for the liturgy as a unifying element. It requires only a little

* A priest interested in the discussion carried on in the Review kindly

called our attention to this letter, which takes the reader back to a cor-

respondence between Dr. Carroll and a certain Mr. Berington. The

latter had apparently misinterpreted the Jesuit Father's proposal, look-

ing upon it as a scheme to de-Latinize the American Church. This, of

course, had not been the purpose of Dr. Carroll's suggestion. The fact

of the misinterpretation does not, however, alter the correctness of the

actual statement by the eminent Jesuit.

6 Life of Archbishop Carroll, by John Gilmary Shea. 1888. Pp. 234-235.
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e^ort on the part of the clergy to make the people of different

nationalities realize their Catholicity when attending services

in a common tongue which they recognize as sacred amid the

diversity of their individual mother tongues; and the Latin

liturgy belongs alike to every priest, although it belongs to

none exclusively. It is, therefore, possible for a priest who
has his parish well in hand to educate his congregation to an

adequate appreciation of the Catholic ritual, which the litur-

gical Latin in so many countries has preserved intact since

the times, practically, of the Apostles. Some of the corres-

pondents to whom this discussion has strongly appealed, have

contended that this is actually being done. One of these

writes :

I can only speak for my own diocese, but I presume that my de-

claration will hold true for any thoroughly organized diocese. We do

obtain the large profit spoken of by Dr. Campbell. The only objection

that can be urged in our case is that our method imposes a great deal

of work upon the priests. But we are successful. How is it done?

I shall gladly explain. The school children are divided into classes,

each of whicl. has a certain liturgical task to learn. The boy's sodality

and the girl's sodality, the men's societies, and the women's sodalities,

all have the liturgy explained to them. The children in particular are

taught to follow the priest at Mass; and permit me to say that they can

do it for the most of the Mass verbatim. They learn to sing the Mass,

and must be r.ble to tell the meaning of every sentence that they sing.

Whenever possible they are present at baptisms, marriages, and burials.

On sick-calls we make it a point to inform the sick persons of the

meaning of the words, etc. If the neighbors be there, we invite them in

to hear the instruction. At funerals we preach about the ceremonies and

endeavor to give a general idea of what we have read in the funeral ser-

vice. In a wor'^ we miss no opportunity to help the people understand

our holy liturgy.

The writer here speaks of a " thoroughly organized dio-

cese " with well-appointed parishes like his own. The only

hindrance to a general application of his excellent method is

the fact that there are many dioceses in the United States

which of necessity are not thoroughly organized; and there

are many parishes where the most zealous efforts of a hard-

working missionary would not allow him to do more from one

end of the year to the other than to give his widely-scattered
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people an occasional Mass, enabling them to comply with the

Easter precept, or to have their children baptized and receive

the necessary sacraments after months of callous separation

from the life-giving sources of Catholic worship. This state

of affairs is spoken of by Archbishop Carroll in his corres-

pondence and notes, and in many places it has not changed

since that time.

Even if matters were everywhere in that good condition

which enables pastors and teachers to labor harmoniously

toward bringing about an intelligent appreciation of the beau-

ties of the Catholic liturgy, there is much that is lacking to us

in this New World of America, the absence of which makes

our ministry a far more difficult task than it is in the Old

World, unless we except those privileged communities

amongst us where Catholic life has had full and free sway for

some generations. In the Catholic countries of Europe people

live amid surroundings which, independently of any formal

teaching, serve to explain the Catholic liturgy. The congre-

gation's nearness to the parish church, with its popular devo-

tions ; the religious pictures and statues that make of the walls

of church and home a real Bihlia pauperum, which reverence

for tradition turns into easy means of instruction from child-

hood onward; a thousand pious customs intimately bound up

with the celebration of the great festivals, of baptisms, mar-

riages, funerals ; their pilgrimages and processions, illustrating

an interesting folklore which is for the most part of a religious

character and entwined with church functions; and, finally,

the intimate and constant relations between pastor and people

—these things, by the practical contact which they create with

the central mystery of the Holy Sacrifice and the sacramental

rites, furnish an atmosphere in which intelligent interest for

the liturgical services grows apace with the knowledge of the

fundamental truths of the Catechism.

Nor is this all. The religious environments and associa-

tions which thus foster an understanding and appreciation of

the traditional liturgical forms have elements of permanency

and concentration which are lacking in the New World. Here
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thfe immigrant finds indeed generally a church to which he

may go on Sundays, if he is so inclined. It may be a cathe-

dral in the city or a " shack " in the country, where he is

likely to find a priest to hear his confession and give him
Communion. But for the rest his relations with the clergy

are very different from that close connexion which is wrought
by constant personal and pastoral vigilance and intercourse in

the Old-World parish whence he came. There everything

that touched the parishioner's domestic and individual life

seemed to have its beginning and end in the fatherly direction

of the pastor. In this New World of ours, on the contrary,

there exist no such relations, or they are at most very rare.

Our priests are on the whole genial and helpful, as well as

zealous and experienced; but they are not quite like the old
" Soggarth Aroon " or the " Herr Pastor " whom the people,

young and old, revere as their teacher of religious duties at

all times, and whose visits in their homes make the household

as it were a part of the parish church, where everything per-

taining to the meaning of worship might be discussed by way of

familiar instruction. The family altar and the wayside shrine,

prayers or spiritual reading in common, or talks in the home
on Sundays which throw light on the meaning of the liturgy,

are replaced by occasional lessons in Sunday-school, or in the

class-room, or at Sunday Mass.

Furthermore, we meet practically nothing at present of

that aggressive spirit of Protestantism, or of the antagonistic

brand of infidelity, which makes for solidarity of Catholic life

by concentrating our zeal and heightening our spirit, and

which forces the individual members of the Church to enliven

their profession of faith and worship by informing themselves

about the meaning of its practices and liturgy. We are thus

deprived of a stimulus which ordinarily serves as an aid to the

appreciation and understanding of the details of the Latin ritual.

As a result, when one examines the Catholic who has grown up

in America and attends Mass regularly about the meaning of

the liturgy, not infrequently he is found to be less informed

than the European Catholic of equal or inferior intelligence and
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education. Our immigrant, who is often neither educated nor

fervent in matters of his religion, comes amongst Americans

who, if they do not hinder, do not much help to impress upon
him the objects of his faith. The new-comer himself is soon

absorbed in the struggle for existence under altogether new
conditions. His first aim is to improve his material prospects.

If he still goes to church, from habit or an inherent sense of

duty, it is with a feeling of strangeness. His place of em-

ployment is often changed, and he may not go to the same

church for long. This is equally true of the priest, who is

frequently transferred within the course of a few years to

wider fields of labor. In short, there is nothing quite perma-

nent, no intimate association with the Church which would

wed the American Catholic interest to the closer study of its

doings or its liturgy. The way in which the Masses follow

each other in quick succession on Sundays in large cities gives

the faithful visitor no time to make the church the home of

his heart. While he attends he reads hurriedly from his book,

or tells his beads mechanically, or is merely listlessly present

to satisfy the external obligation of hearing Mass ; this soothes

his conscience. For the rest he is deaf and blind to the deeper

meaning of the liturgy or to its beauty. Such Catholics are

not much different from the negro converts of whom Arch-

bishop Carroll speaks in his letters, who need something more

than the bare opportunities for religious instruction in order

that they might profit by the liturgy ; and they far outnumber

those who can or actually do appreciate its meaning.

There is another class worthy of our consideration, to

whom the Latin of the liturgy, being a dead letter, is a bar-

rier if not a stumbling-block. They are the great body of

Americans who profess Christian doctrines, Christian prin-

ciples, and who repudiate Protestantism alike as a profession

of faith and as a protest against Catholicism. Indeed we ex-

perience very little opposition from people who are American

born; very little indeed of the bigotry, the suspicion, and

fanatical aggressiveness which characterizes the heretical

bodies of Europe, and which make the profession of the Cath-
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olic religion a hardship and a test of courage to people in the

old countries. The faith of Catholics is respected by the

majority of our non-Catholic fellow-citizens. Our clergy, as

the Paulist Father Doyle has pointed out in these pages in an

appeal for an increased force of missionaries, have an immense

field among non-Catholics, who are willing to listen to the

preaching of Catholic doctrine. Many of these need only

that particular instruction which would render them familiar

with the beauties of the Catholic liturgy to make them feel at

home in our churches, and especially to allow them to realize

what a benefit the sacramental system confers upon the indi-

vidual member of the Church. And here we touch upon what

seems to us to be the most important phase of the subject. The
inefficiency for the time being of the Latin tongue, however

beautifully it speaks to the priest personally, comes particu-

larly home to him when he officiates at the baptisms of con-

verts or of children from mixed marriages, and at funerals of

prominent Catholics or of converts at which numerous non-

Catholics must from a sense of propriety attend. As the

minister reads the Latin services, he is conscious too often

that among those present the greater number understand not

at all nor appreciate the significant ceremony. They are the

friends of the person who is the central object of the senn'ces

and who, having perhaps only lately come into the Church, is

desirous that a proper impression of his or her act be made
upon those who have willingly set aside that mysterious dread

and prejudice which the Catholic cult ordinarily instils; they are

anxious to know what the ministrations of the priest mean;

they are ignorant, although they are sympathetic. To them

the unintelligible rites in our own beautiful Roman language

seem to indicate at least that we consciously ignore their pres-

ence; and this fact is assuredly in their minds out of keeping

with the pastoral office which bids us announce the divine

message of the Church, and to draw to it those who are anx-

ious for its saving truth. We say that they are in the shadow

of death, yet having them within reach of our voice and hand

as we shall not perhaps have them again, we speak to them in
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unintelligible language, albeit it is the family tongue which

we hold dear on other grounds.

To say that they can inform themselves by study is to mis-

represent our mission. The Jewish scribes in a like position

during the ages of the dispersion did not permit the deep and

abiding reverence which they had for the Old Law in its He-

brew tongue to prevent them from accepting the Greek ver-

sion of the Bible, which was at the time the vernacular of

many Jews and of the proselytes in Egypt and elsewhere.

The fact that our Lord and the Apostles quote from the Sep-

tuagint version seems to indicate that the use among them

of that tongue was recognized as a legitimate medium of in-

terpretation in the synagogal worship. The liturgy con-

sisted chiefly in reading from the Thora, the Prophets, Can-

ticles, Ecclesiastes, Judith, Esther, the historical books, and

the Psalter; and these illustrated the sacrifices of the old

temple service. If the latter was preserved in the Hebrew

tongue, at least in part, it is undoubtedly true that those por-

tions of the worship which by analogy may be called the sac-

ramental service of the Synagogue were translated into the

vernacular. Can we assume that our Lord and the Apostles

in their visitations among the Samaritans and the Gentile con-

verts, in theii* baptismal ministrations, their healings, anoint-

ings, their invocations of the Holy Spirit, made use exclusively

or even mainly of the Hebrew tongue, even though it was con-

secrated by the Mosaic compact on Mount Sinai? Tradition

is entirely against the assumption.

If, then, the priest in America or Australia finds himself

in a similar condition when administering Extreme Unction,

or solemn Baptism, or the rites of burial, need he have any

scruple in asking the authorities of the Church to sanction

the use of a language which not only in no way interferes

with the validity and true import of the sacred action, but

makes that action a bearer of grace to those who can be taught

only by hearing, since they are prevented from understanding

the symbol presented to their sight? Every priest who is

familiar with the popular sentiment of religion, especially in
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lafge city parishes and in districts where Catholics dwell

among Protestants, must bear witness to a conspicuous sense

of insufficiency in his ministry, when, as he goes to attend

the sick, he finds that the physician and sorrowing friends

gathered around the bed of some dying Catholic, whether he

be a convert or simply solitary in the profession of his faith,

are non-Catholics. He sees them reverently make way for

him that he may administer the last rites; there is an ex-

pectant awe in their attitude, their whispered words, and their

watchful eyes. They are most often conscious in a vague way
of the soothing influence which sacramental unction brings to

the patient, who himself feels the desire that they might un-

derstand as he understands. But neither the words nor the

action convey to them anything that answers their consid-

erate and reasonable eagerness to know, or to sympathize

with, the religion of the priest and their dying friend. Often

enough, too, the poor patient himself is in need of such inter-

pretation as the beautiful prayers and blessings of the Ritual

afford; yet they are not given him, because there is a rule,

strict and wise undoubtedly, but one meant for occasions in

which it served, and for the purpose of edification.

11.

It would appear then, from a temperate and judicious con-

sideration of such arguments as these, which, while they may
not apply to Latin or Catholic countries or to those places

where Catholic traditions have a firm hold on the faithful,

that the plea for a vernacular liturgy is not a mere speculative

proposition. There is much to be said against it; but the

point at issue is to determine on which side the real benefits

preponderate; where to strike the balance and draw the line

which defines the motives and reasons that urge the use of the

vernacular in the liturgy as distinct from those that argue for

the exclusive use of the Latin. On the one hand, the question

proposed is : Are we to sacrifice the undoubted advantages of

a unity dependent upon the use of a common sacred tongxie

in the sacramental and sacrificial ministry of the Church?
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On the other it is asked : Are we to ignore the opportunities

which a vernacular liturgy seems to offer by its being better

understood, for the attraction of our scattered Catholics, and

for the instruction of the outsider who does not meet us in

our churches, but whom we find daily sitting by the wayside,

in the shadow of death, although craving light and life at our

hand?

An answer has been suggested, we think, in the admirably

temperate and pertinent reflections presented by the Rev. G.

W. Hendricks " who, whilst he differs with Dr. Campbell's

estimate of the value of the Latin Mass as a means of bring-

ing before Catholics of all races and nationalities the magni-

ficent unity of the Church, nevertheless admits that the use of

the vernacular in certain rites of the Church would have its

advantages. He says :
" There is, I think, little doubt, that

a considerable number of priests who have experience of work

among English-speaking people would be glad to be allowed

at least an alternative use of the vernacular in certain rites of

the Church, notably in the administration of Baptism, Con-

firmation, Extreme Unction, and the Bu/rial of the Dead; and

had Dr. Campbell confined his arguments to the question of

pleading for the necessary authorization for this modification

in the customs of the holy Church, many would have answered
' Yes! we should plead for a vernacular administration of cer-

tain parochial functions '." '

These words, suggesting the alternative use of the sacra-

mental liturgy in the vernacular, seem to circumscribe within

just limits that actual need so widely felt by our American

Clergy who have to minister in communities of Catholics de-

pending on missionary service for their enlightenment and

instruction in the use and benefits of the Catholic liturgy.

Many such Catholics have no permanent and fixed residence;

many more are surrounded by proselytizing influences which

offer them attractive literature, lectures, and social or busi-

• See April number, p. 466.

'The italics are ours.
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neSs advantages with which false religious teaching is so

bound up as to offer an argument against the dead language

in Catholic worship. The argument gains strength if to these

we add the large number of persons religiously inclined, yet

not Catholics, with whom our priests come into daily contact,

and for whom the habitual sacramental ministrations of the

Church would be full of meaning and grace if given with the

vernacular interpretation sanctioned by the Church's use of

it. Thus the sacred rites of Baptism, Confirmation, Extreme

Unction, Burial, the numerous blessings and other sacramen-

tals; the instructive and touching lessons of Holy Week, the

Ember-days, Candlemas, etc., would appeal to many within

the fold and outside it, without any suspected effort at odious

proselytizing, without any necessity of especially urging Pro-

testants to attend Catholic missions, without any separate

sacrifice of time and labor, since the liturgical forms carry

their own beautiful meaning, if made accessible through the

language of the people. This advantage has been recognized,

apparently since Fr. Hendriks spoke of it, by several of the

correspondents who in the beginning had declared their de-

cided opposition to the plea proposed by Dr. Campbell. Thus

Fr. Rawlinson, in a communication intended to vindicate his

position in reply to Dr. Campbell's " Rejoinder ", writes :
" A

suggestion may not be amiss. May we not argue for the re-

tention of the Latin entirely in the Mass, and in the forms of

each sacrament, whilst we would use the vernacular for the

other parts of the liturgy ? The Burial Service, the ceremonies

of Baptism, Confirmation, and Extreme Unction, the different

blessings may be more advantageously conferred by using the

vernacular. That has long been my opinion." There is much

to be said in favor of retaining the Latin of the Mass and the

formae of the sacraments intact. They are easily understood

if the body of the prayers and the rites which accompany the

essential form of the sacraments are made plain and intelli-

gible by the use of the vernacular. As regards the Mass as

at present celebrated, especially the low Mass, it can hardly

be said that the use of the vernacular would reach the faithful
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in that direct way which is the case with the administration

of the sacraments to the individual.

III.

Let us see whether there is anything even remotely repug-

nant to Catholic orthodoxy in this proposed alternative of the

vernacular. Dr. Carroll, the first bishop in the United States,

says that the Sovereign Pontiffs have granted such privileges

to nations and communities much less in need of them than the

English-speaking people of these countries. Accordingly, it

may be well to recall some of the Apostolic letters on this

subject. In the first place there are those documents which,

like the Briefs of Clement XI and Leo XIII, recognize and

maintain the preservation of the Oriental rites. These we
may pass over, since they do not deal with the introduction

but rather with the retention of the vernacular language where

the needs of the people indicated the wisdom of such a pre-

ference. Among the recognized departures, however, from

the use of the Latin or Greek liturgies we have in the ninth

century the historical epistle of Pope John VIII, addressed to

Count Sfentopulcher, prince of the Moravians, who had sent

his ambassador in company with the saintly Archbishop Me-

thodius to Rome to make a profession of faith for himself

and his people. In that epistle the Pontiff writes:

Litteras denique Sclavonicas . . . quibus Deo laudes debite resonent,

jure laudamus; et in eadem lingua Christi Domini nostri praeconia et

opera ut enn^^rrentur, jubemus. Neque enim tribus tantum, sed omnibus

linguis Dominum laudare auctoritate sacra monemur, quae praecipit,

dicens : Laudcte Dominum omnes gentes et collaudate Eum omnes populi.

Et Apostoli, repleti Spiritu Sancto locuti sunt omnibus linguis magnalia

Dei. Hinc et Paulus, coelestis quoque tuba insonat, monens : Omnis

lingua confiteatur, quia Dominus noster Jesus Christus in gloria est Dei

Patris. De quibus etiam linguis in prima ad Corinthios epistola satis et

manifeste nos admonet (i Cor. 14.) ;
quatenus linguis loquentes ecclesiam

Dei aedificemus. Nee sane Udei vel doctrinae aliquid ohstat, sive missas

in eadem Sclavonica lingua canere, sive sacrum evangelium vel lectiones

divinas Novi et Veteris Testamenti bene translatas et interpretatas legere,

aut alia horarum officio omnia psallere: quoniam qui fecit tres linguas

principales, Hebraeam scilicet, Graecam et Latinam, ipse creavit et alias

omnes ad laudem et gloriam suam. Jubemus tamen, ut in omnibus ec-
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clpsiis terrae vestrae propter majorem honorificentiam evangelium Latine

legatur; et postmodum Sclavonica lingua translatum in auribus populi

Latina verba non intelligentis, annuntietur; sicut in quibusdam ecclesiis

fieri videtur. Et si tibi, et judicibus tuis placet Missas Latina lingua

magis audire, praecipimus ut Latine Missarum tibi solemnia celebrentur.

Data mense Junio, indictione XIIL— (Joannis Papae VIII Epistola CVII.

—Ex Actis Conciliorum et Epist. Decret. Paris. 1714.)

Nothing could better indicate the judicious temper of mind

of Pope John VIII who, in declaring the use of the ver-

nacular as officially recognized in the liturgy of the Slavonic

converts, points out the principle which renders an open dero-

gation from universally established custom not only lawful

but advisable. He repudiates expressly the idea that there

can be anything contrary to either faith or doctrine in having

the Mass or the divine offices chanted in the vernacular. And
in considering the action of this Pontiff, we must remember

that St. Methodius's proposal to introduce the lingiia vulgaris,

especially for the Mass, had met with the most strenuous op-

position from other missionaries, as well as from the clergy

at Rome. St. Cyril even earlier had encountered a like hostile

criticism. He had made his defense before Pope Adrian II

who, understanding the situation, sanctioned the action of the

missionaries in introducing a Slavonic translation of the

Roman liturgy for that of St. Basil and St. Chrysostom

which they themselves had previously used. Despite the per-

mission given by Pope Adrian, the enemies of the innovation

renewed their accusation and charges of heresy after the death

of St. Cyril. Pope John VIII, who succeeded Adrian II, was

for a time influenced by these denunciations and yielded to the

pressure brought to bear by overzealous extremists, who saw

no reason for relinquishing an ancient tradition; and he

actually forbade the use of the vernacular. In the meantime

St. Methodius was summoned to Rome to defend himself

against the charge of fostering innovations in the liturgy.

But the result was the very opposite of what had been ex-

pected, and the Sovereign Pontiff gave his unstinted approval

to the use of the vernacular. This approval extended even

to the celebration of the Mass in the vernacular, although it
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may be doubted whether this was really required for the edi-

fication of the faithful, even if the means of explanation to

the people were more limited, than they are in our day of free

access to reading helps.

Eight hundred years later (29 April, 1631) Pope Urban
VIII published his Constitution Ecclesia Catholica, which is

prefixed to the Illyric missal of the Roman rite. He ordained

the retention of the vernacular tongue as found in the authen-

tic copies of the liturgfy which had not been reprinted for over

a hundred years. Pope Innocent X in his Bull Romanum
Pontineem (22 February, 1648) reiterated the obligation of

preserving the Slavonic language in the Roman rite, and

ordered new and authentic editions of the liturgical books.

And Pius VI in his Constitution Suprema potestas (11 March,

1 791) declared that unity of faith and discipline is not nec-

essarily affected by the diversity of language employed in the

liturgy

:

Suprema potestas praescribendi ritus et ordinem ab Universo Qero
servandum in publicis precibus Deo ofEerendis ... ex vetustissima Uni-

versalis Ecclesiae consuetudine . . . Romano semper Pontifici atque huic

Apostolicae Sedi delata est: nimirum ea ratione, ut uno Pontifice rem
totam moderante Universae Christianae orbis Ecclesiae, quae in fidei

unitate cum Romana conjunctae essent, eadem externi cultus Divini lege

devinctae, etiam in hoc cnngruerent, unique redderentur formae, atque

concordi concentu et una quasi voce unoque spiritu laudarent Dominura.

Cum itaque, sicut accepimus, Breviarium ritu quidem Romano, sed idio-

mate Slavonico et charactere S. Hieronymi vulgo nuncupato conscriptum

. . . jamdiu desideretur . . . atque inde acciderit ut nonnuUi ex natione

lUyrica muneri debito satisfacere minime possint. . . Nos praedecessorum

nostrorum Sancti Pii V, et dementis VIII et Urbani etiam VIII vestigiis

insistentes, commodo et conscientiae securitati ejusdem nationis Illyricae

quantum in Domina possumus benigne consulere volentes, Breviarium

. . . servato idiomate Slavo litterali in omnibus . . . confirmamus et

approbamus etc.

It must not be forgotten that it was after the Council of

Trent, when the question of the preference of the Latin liturgy

had been officially settled, that the Roman Ritual was trans-

lated into the Slavonic tongue, and this by the express desire

of Urban. In a letter addressed to that Pontiff by the Jesuit
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Bartholomew Cassius, a Dalmatian by birth, to whom the

work of revision of the liturgy had in great part been com-
mitted, the reasons for putting the Ritual into the vernacular

are assigned. Father Cassius writes

:

Prudenti ac piissimo consilio factum est, Beatissime Pater, ut Rituale

Latinum fieret Illyricum, Te praecipiente et expetitum a tota Natione, in

lucem ederetur. PerdiflScile enim erat Illyricis sacerdotibus non paucis

sacros ritus Latino eloquio scriptos intelligere, eosque in praxi exercere,

apud quos non ea Latinae linguae viget eruditio ut possint exequi prae-

scripta rite recteque, sicut oportet. Meum itaque fuit, sacra jubente

Congregatione, quiun adhuc essem in Basilica Vaticana Poenitentiarius

lUywcus, diuturnc labore in pene infinita idiomatis lUyrici varietate

praescribere communiori dialecto Illyricis, quod sermo Latinus praescrip-

sit. Quod quidem eo libentius atque alacrius elaboravi, quo gratius et

jucundius Tuae Sanctitati futurum existimavi. Ditissimus profecto the-

saurus Ecclesiae lUyricae erit, sacrorum Rituum Rituale effectum Illy-

ricum, quo et gens universa ditabitur, et Catholica fides in latissimis

provinciis propagabitur.

This zealous and learned Jesuit Father, who also urged

a greater diffusion of the Sacred Scriptures among the clergy

and the people in the vernacular, thus gives us the key to the

motives that called for a vernacular Ritual, fully approved if

not anticipated by the Pontiff and the S. Congregation at

Rome. One of the reasons was that the clergy were not so

intimately familiar with the Latin tongue as to render easy

their use of that language in the administration of the sacra-

ments and sacramentals contained in the Roman Ritual. An-

other reason was that the translation into the vernacular

would tend to open the treasures of the Catholic liturgy to

the people at large and serve to propagate the Catholic faith

in all the provinces of the country.

Experience has rather confirmed the test made by the use

of the Slavic version of the liturgy. Within the last century,

that is since 1828, the Latin language has been introduced

into some of the Seminaries, where the Slavic use in the lit-

urgy had obtained. As a result the Latin was, with the sanc-

tion of the Ordinary, employed in the Mass for those parts

which the priest said privately, whilst the chant at solemn
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Mass was retained in the Slavic tongue. Here and there this

idiom gradually gave place to the Croatian and Serbian dia-

lects for those parts of the Mass which according to the rubrics

of the Roman Missal were to be chanted; and there are still

places where different forms of the vernacular are adopted

for the liturgy which directly appeals to the people.

The principle thus established, namely, that the salvation

of souls through the teaching of the undefiled Apostolic creed,

is the chief motive which guides the Church in her disposition

of the liturgy, is further emphasized by the reasons assigned

in the more recent Pontifical acts of Pius IX and Leo XIII

already alluded to. The latter Pontiff, in his Constitution

Grande munus (30 September, 1880), sums up what his pre-

decessors had wisely decreed in this matter; and Pius IX ex-

pressly declares that the unity of faith is not so bound up with

the unity of rites as to make one a condition for preserving

the other. " Fidei unitas cum legitimorum rituum varietate

optime consistit, ex quibus imo major in. Ecclesiam ipsam

splendor et majestas mirifice redundat." *

IV.

If we inquire into the origin of the various liturgies at pres-

ent sanctioned by the Holy See, in which Greek, Syrian, Cop-

tic, Aethiopic, and Armenian are respectively used, we shall

find that the concession was made mainly on grounds anal-

ogous to those put forth by numerous members of the Angli-

can communion who plead for the use of the vernacular liturgy

as a means of bringing their followers among professed

Christians into submission to the Holy See. Thus we find

that the Carmelite missionaries in the East petitioned the

Sacred Congregation that they might use the Arabic language

in the liturgical services for the converts in Persia. The re-

quest was granted, and the Decree of the Sacred Propaganda

sanctioning the change demonstrates that the policy of the

Church, whilst avoiding all hasty innovations, is ever to re-

* Ex Const. Apost. Romani PontiUcis, 6 January, 1862.
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cognize the needs of any large section of the faithful, even if

such recognition entails a sacrifice of the splendid prestige

attained by our uniform liturgical language. Urban VIII,

whilst endorsing the request of the missionaries, as the letter

of the Sacred Congregation shows, also directs the taking of

precautions for safeguarding the preservation of the Latin

rite as the type of the present Roman liturgy.

Petentibus fratribus Carmelitis discalceatis, ut sacerdotibus sui or-

dinis, qui in regno Persiae existunt et in futurum existent, liceat missam

in lingua Arabica celebrare, SSmus in Christo Pater et D. N. div. provid.

Urbanus Papa VIII, auditis suorum S. R. E. Card. Congr. de Pr. F.

sententiis, ad consolationem populorum qui in eo regno catholicam fidem

nuper susceperunt, sacerdotibus praedic.tis licentiam petitam concessit

cum infrascriptis conditionibus, videlicet: ut ritus Latinus in celebra-

tione missarum retineatur; ut missale Romanum in lingfua Arabica liter-

aliter translatum in Urbe prius approbetur; et denique ut semel tantum

singulis diebus in unaquaque illius regni ecclesia in praedicta lingua cele-

brare liceat; non obstantibus etc.

A few years later, a similar request to the S. Congregation

was made by the missionaries in the Georgian country. They

asked that they might use the Georgian or Armenian vernac-

ular for the celebration of the Latin rites. The reply of the

S. Congregation was, that it was not expedient, unless they

deemed it a chief means for converting the Georgian people.

Petentibus missionariis Georgiae facultatem celebrandi Missam ritu

Latino in idiomate Georgiano vel Armenio respondit: illam pro nunc

concedendam non esse, nisi esset medium ad convertendos Georgianos

potissimum."

It must be clear to any unbiased student from all the sources

which ecclesiastical history supplies, that the predominant use

of the Latin and Greek languages in the Catholic liturgy is

the result of a natural development, rather than a definite

policy on the part of the Church's authority. " There is not

the least doubt," writes Dr. Thalhofer, who, be it noted, is

a most strenuous defender of the maintenance and beauty of

• S. Congr. Pr. Fidei, 30 Apr. 1631.
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the Latin liturgy, " that from the days of the Apostles on,

the liturgy has been celebrated in different languages, and

generally in that language which was regarded as the acttia-l

vernacular in each province, and which was understood by

the people. Of any prohibition to celebrate the liturgy in the

vernacular we have not the slightest trace in Christian anti-

quity."
''

One could supply documentary evidence in abundance to

show how unwarranted is the contention of those who see in

the plea for a vernacular liturgy any tendency toward abetting

the so-called reform movement of the sixteenth or any other

century. The " reformers " had no love for liturgical uni-

formity after they had abandoned faith in the Holy Eucharist

and the principal elements of the sacramental system. Hence

there is no similarity between their plea and that advanced

here. It is difficult to argue against an opposition which

takes its bias from popular tradition and rests content with

precedent and mere externals in practice for which authority

can be quoted.

V.

We return to the question whether the reasons here

urged for translating the sacramental rites and the directly

instructive portions of our public ceremonial in the Church

apply also to the celebration of the Mass as an official act

of sacrifice. We frankly think not. The chief reasons have

already been given in the arguments of those writers who
from the first opposed the plea of Dr. Campbell. The reasons

are both negative and positive. The Mass is more a liturgical

act than an instruction ; and the manner in which it is offered,

especially as a private or low Mass, gives to the participation

of the faithful in it much more the nature of the assistance

of the Jewish people at the sacrifices in the Holy of Holies

than of a communicating prayer or popular devotion. The

people are of necessity separated from the celebrating priest,

" Handb. Kath. Liturgik, Part II, § 27, p. 401.
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ahd, except in spirit, they have no ready means of joining

him in the alternate offering which he makes on their behalf

as well as his own. In the United States as elsewhere we have

generally large churches where most of the congregation can

merely see the priest ; and what the faithful hear in the solemn

and rarer services they can easily understand. There is not

the need for the use of the vernacular in the celebration of

Mass that there is in those other offices of the Church which

appeal directly and immediately to the intelligence of the indi-

vidual, and which contain much instruction whereby the grace

ex'opere operato is made more efficacious by the grace that

comes ex opere operantis.

But there is still a more cogent reason why the use of the

vernacular for Mass would seem to be both unnecessary and

inadvisable. The Catholic body in the United States is re-

cruited from many different nations. The several languages

spoken by these peoples are not infrequently also tokens and

incentives of racial alienation and opposition which imply

mutual prejudices and hostility. It is well known that a

Magyar will not go into an assembly of Slavs, would not

worship in a church where the Slavs predominate, and sing

in their own tongue, and have the sermon by a priest of their

own nationality. So long as the service is Latin, each recog-

nizes the neutrality of the sacred ground which belongs to

Rome; but the moment the vernacular stirs up his prejudices,

that moment his devotion is mastered by his national passion.

The same is true of other peoples, in varying degrees. To
adopt a vernacular for the common service of the Mass would

thus be to exclude many who of necessity or through circum-

stances fulfill the Church's precept in a temple which they can

call their own to the extent only that it is not exclusively

national. This applies also, though probably not in equal

measure, to the English language which is accepted as the

common social and business medium. A German might easily

be turned from attending a church where the service is, as he

would say, " Irish ". The same is true of the French on the

Canadian border and of other nationalities.
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As we are writing there comes to us the Bombay Examiner.

Among its book reviews is an extended notice of Cardinal

Gibbons' Faith of our Fathers which gives the reviewer occa-

sion to speak of this very matter of the use of the vernacular

in the Mass when viewed from the practical standpoint in a

mixed national body. The writer thoroughly understands

that the vernacular is the natural expression of the liturgy.^*

What he says of his own experience in India is to a large

extent applicable to the conditions of a large section of the

United States. Let us quote the Examiner:

Look round India for instance. There are hundreds of languages in

vogue, and nearly a dozen of them are the vernaculars of millions. But

these are so irregularly distributed that there is hardly a single diocese

where the language is the same throughout; and in some there are at

least three prevalent tongues. It would certainly be possible to produce

vernacular liturgies in the chief among these languages. But at once

another difficulty occurs—in fact two difficulties. First, in most of the

churches where Mass is said, there is sure to be a mixture of different

races, each using a different language—some Canarese, some Tdegtl,

some Tamil, some Mahratti, some Concanim, and besides, some Europeans.

Hence a Mass in any one language would be unintelligible to all the rest.

Secondly, look at the case of the clergy. At present any priest can say

Mass, privately or publicly, in any church in the whole world; and it is

the same always. Given local vernaculars, he could only say Mass
privately, and must bring his own books and server with him if things are

to be done properly. Moreover, in the missions a priest is liable to be

sent to this or that station. Suppose he goes to Ahmednagar, he must

say an English mass for the soldiers. If he goes fifty miles further to

Kendal he must say it in Mahratti. If he is sent to Anand he must

say it in Gujerathi. If he goes to Gooledgood it is Mahratti again, and if

to Alnavar or Tumaricop it must be Canarese, etc., etc. Traveling

through the Madras diocese he needs Telegu in the north, Tamil in the

south, and Canarese in the west; in Travancore he must use Malayalam,

and in Ceylon Cingalese. Surely no priest could be expected to equip

himself in this cosmopolitan way.

Reference has already been made by some of the partici-

pants in this discussion to the danger of irreverent allusions

to the solemn liturgy, if the action of the Sacred Mysteries

were promiscuously placed within the hearing of all those

" We quote from this same review in another part of this issue. See

Conferences. •
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who enter our church. Occasionally some attend Mass from

motives of flippant curiosity, and these, like the professional

humorist of the secular journals, find nothing a check to un-

savory comment that exposes the holiest things to open ridi-

cule. Against such irreverence Catholics would have no de-

fence, but must suffer it in fear that it will act upon the young

as a temptation to become ashamed of their faith. But all

this does not apply to the other portions of the liturgy.

CONCLUSION.

From what has here been said, with the view to vindicate

the reasonableness of certain arguments on each side of the

question, we would draw the conclusion that there are suffi-

cient motives for requesting the Holy See to sanction the

alternative use of an authorized English version of the Roman
Ritual. Moreover, we believe that, if these reasons be pro-

perly presented under the authority of the American Bishops,

the request would meet with a response similar to that ac-

corded by the Sovereign Pontiffs in favor of the needs of the

Christian people in past ages. An ecclesiastical commission

appointed from the members of the Hierarchy, to report upon

the advantages likely to accrue to the people of their districts

from an alternative use of the vernacular in the liturgy, and

also to determine the precise scope and form of an English

text of our Latin ritual, would easily arrive at some practical

conclusions in harmony with our common needs. The official

approbation of the Holy See would safeguard the correctness

of the version and prevent any arbitrary reading of the typical

formulae. So long as the priest remains free to use either

the Latin or the popular version, according to the conditions

which surround him, there would be no danger of the vernac-

ular supplanting the original. Nor would there be any room

for abuse or misinterpretation, so long as we have the typical

Latin, just as we have the Vulgate edition of the Bible to

which all authorized translations must conform. Thus, what

Archbishop Carroll, as a result of his missionary experience

in the United States, had desired, might even now be accom-

plished to the undoubted gain of souls.
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THE CONGEEGATION OF THE "INDEX"

According to the New Apostolic Constitution on the Eoman Curia.

[•:,.. {Fourth Article.)

[
' The Congregation of the Index.

its origin.

DURING the celebration of the Council of Trent a com-
mittee of the Fathers was selected to draw up a cata-

logue of books which were dangerous to Catholic doctrine, and

which the faithful should be forbidden to read. When per-

forming this work, the Committee also drafted certain rules

to be observed in the reading of books. These rules and the

list or Index of prohibited books were carefully examined by

order of Pius IV, and were approved by him in the Constitu-

tion " Dominici Gregis " (24 March, 1564). Seven years

afterwards (1571) Pius V, subsequently a canonized saint,

instituted a Congregation of the Roman Curia whose chief

duty it was to attend to the subject of prohibiting books hurt-

ful to faith or morals. This was the Sacred Congregation of

the Index.

reasonableness of its institution.

There is no need here to demonstrate the authority of the

Church to prohibit to the faithful the reading of pernicious

literature. It follows at once from the commission of teach-

ing the Christian doctrine to mankind and of preserving that

doctrine entire and undefiled. " Predicate Evangelium omni

creaturae."* "Docete omnes gentes, docentes eos servare omnia

quaecunque mandavi vobis." ^ If the proper execution of this

Commission requires the enactment of laws by the Supreme

Pastor of the Church, he is fully invested with the requisite

authority. " Quodcunque ligaveris super terram, erit ligatum

et in coelis." ' Now anyone can see that false teaching may

be conveyed in books in regard to both what is required to

be believed and required to be done
—

" fide et moribus." The

* St. Mark 16 : 15. » St. Matt. 28 : 20. « St. Matt. 16 : 19.
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.converts of Ephesus were aware of this truth when they col-

lected bad books and publicly burned them/ Accordingly it

is not surprising to find in glancing over the history of the

Church that she has down through the centuries assiduously

exercised her authority in warding off noxious literature from

the faithful. One of the Apostolic Canons (n. 60) is directed

against the publication of impious books. Anastasius I (398-

402) condemned certain dangerous writings of Origen; In-

nocent I (402-417) condemned those of Pelagius; Leo the

Great (440-461) the writings of the Manicheans. The neces-

sity -for the exercise of this authority became greater, just as

pernicious literature became more widespread. Hence after

the invention of the art of printing, when manifold heresies of

the pseudo-reformers were scattered over Germany and other

countries of Europe, it became more and more necessary to

warn the faithful of the errors against faith and good morals

contained in various publications. When, therefore, there ap-

peared no just reason to expect that the publication of per-

nicious books would cease, the Sovereign Pontiff established a

permanent organization to superintend the prohibition of

books, viz. the Congregation of the Index.

THE OBJECT OF UNJUST ATTACK.

From the date of its establishment down to the present year

this Congregation has been over and over again the object of

bitter attack, sometimes from the bigotry and ignorance of

heretics and infidels, sometimes even from so-called Catholics.

Within the past few years we have seen how fiercely Modernists

have written against this Congregation. Some of these writers

were broaching errors of the most fatal character, declaring

at the same time that men while adhering to such errors could

remain good Catholics. Such writers in their attacks upon the

Congregation of the Index posed before the public as broad-

minded and philanthropic. Yet how senselessly! as if anyone

could have a mind broader than the mind of Christ or a heart

' Act. Apost. 19 : 19.
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larger than His. He has placed conditions that cannot be vio-

lated without detriment to faith, and His Vicar, the Sover-

eign Pontiff, is the divinely appointed interpreter of these con-

ditions. Now if this Pontiff employs the Congregation of the

Index in assisting to ward off from the faithful the dangers

to Christian doctrine, this surely affords no just cause of blame

against the Congregation. It simply does what the Supreme

Pastor of souls expects and requires it to do.

ADAPTATION TO PRESENT CONDITIONS.

After the institution of the Congregation of the Index by

St. Pius V, other Roman Pontiffs, such as Gregory XIII

(1572-1585), Sixtus V (1585-1590). Clement VIII (1592-

1605), Alexander VII (1655-1667), and Benedict XIV (1740-

1758), published various ordinances to be observed by the Con-

gregation of the Index in the censorship and prohibition of

books. Coming down to our own times, a very important

change was effected by the late Sovereign Pontiff Leo XIII

in this matter. In many places the rules of the Index had

been neglected: in others they were held to be no longer ob-

ligatory: everywhere it was found difficult to observe them

exactly. Leo XIII judged that the time had arrived when

regulations more in harmony with the age and better adapted

to present conditions should be published instead of the rules

which had previously existed. Accordingly after consulting

with the members of the S. Congregation of the Index, he

published (25 January, 1897) the celebrated Constitution

Ofdciorum ac Munerum, along with certain Decreta Generalia.

All preceding decrees relative to the prohibition of books were

annulled by the Roman Pontiff: the Decreta Generalia were

substituted and declared strictly obligatory upon all the faith-

ful. It may be of interest to note that soon after the publica-

tion of this Constitution containing the Decreta Generalia a

question was proposed to the S. C. of the Index whether the

Constitution OMciorum ac munerum was binding even in

English-speaking countries :
" Utrum dicta constitutio OfH-

ciorum ac Munerum vim obligatoriam habeat etiam pr,o re-
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1

gionibus brittanici idiomatis quas tacita' dispensatione frui qui-

dam arbitrantur." The answer of the S. C. of the Index (23

May, 1898) was "AMrmative." Since the date of this answer

there .has been no change in the ecclesiastical legislation upon

the prohibition of books, so that the General Decrees published

in 1897 ^^^ still in force throughout the Church. It may be

said in general that these Decrees contain, first, rules for deter-

mining what writings should be considered forbidden,—^books,

pamphlets, newspapers, leaflets, etc., and secondly, rules re-

garding the censorship of such publications. In the Con-

stitution OMciorum ac Munerum it is expressly stated that all

other laws regarding prohibited books are abolished, and that

the Congregation of the Index should be guided by these De-

crees only, except that in the censorship of books the Constitu-

tion of Benedict XIV, Solicita ac provida should continue

in force. The Congregation of the Index was commissioned

to revise the Index of prohibited books, and in 1900 the new

Index was published. It is hardly necessary to remark that

this Index, or any new edition of it since 1900, does not con-

tain a complete list of all books forbidden to be read. There

are many thousands of books not found in this Index, which,

nevertheless, as being pernicious, the faithful are forbidden to

read. The General Decrees, as has already been said, set down

rules for determining what is forbidden. Hence if a person

wishes to know whether it is permitted to him to read a par-

ticular book, he must, before arriving at an affirmative answer,

ascertain two things: first, that the book is not found in the

revised Index of prohibited books; secondly, that the book is

not prohibited by any of the General Decrees. If it appears

that the book is found in the Index as prohibited, this of itself

suffices to show that the book cannot be conscientiously read

without requisite permission. Even if the book be not named

in the Index, it may still be prohibited as coming under one of

the General Decrees. It does not appertain to our present

purpose to explain in detail the various Decrees relating to the

prohibition of books, periodicals, etc. Excellent commentaries

on these Decrees may be found in modern treatises of Moral
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Theology and Canon Law, while some authors have written

special volumes on the subject.

COMPETENCE OF THE CONGREGATION HERETOFORE.

From what has already been said, it may be gathered, to

some extent at least, what has been the province, or competence

of the Congregation of the Index. It was to examine all the

books that were brought before its notice for examination, and

to condemn them if they were deserving of condemnation. It

was likewise empowered to grant others faculties for just

cause to read and retain books that are placed on the Index,

or forbidden under some of the General Decrees. Permission,

too, may be obtained from this Congregation that Catholic

book-sellers be allowed under certain conditions to sell for-

bidden books. Both of these faculties are distinctly set forth

in the Decreta Generalia already referred to, n. 24 and n. 46.

In this latter number we read as follows :
" Quicunque lib-

rorum venditores, praecipue qui Catholico nomine gloriantur,

libros de obscenis ex professo tractantes neque vendant, neque

commodent, neque retineant: ceteros prohibitos venalas non

habeant, nisi a sacra Indicis Congregatione veniam per Ordi-

narium impetraverint, nee cuiquam vendant, nisi prudenter

existimari possint ab emptori legitime peti." It follows there-

fore that Catholic book-sellers are forbidden to sell, lend, or

retain books professedly treating of obscene matters. In regard

to other prohibited books, they cannot have them for sale,

unless they have got permission from the Congregation of the

Index through the Ordinary; nor can they sell them, unless

they form a prudent judgment that such books are legiti-

mately asked for. Whoever carefully reflects upon the grave

evils arising from the reading of pernicious literature will

agree with the justness of this legislation. On the other hand,

there may be under certain circumstances sufficient reason for

the Sovereign Pontiff to grant a dispensation to read and to

sell what is forbidden: and the Congregation of the Index is

appointed the judge to determine when such dispensation may

be given, and is empowered to give it. ,
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AUTHORITY OF THE CONGREGATION UNDER THE NEW CON-

STITUTION.

The authority conferred upon the Congregation of the

Index under the Constitution, Sapienti consilio, is conveyed

in two short paragraphs; or we may say with sufficient ac-

curacy that one paragraph conveys it, inasmuch as the second

paragraph does not relate to any powers possessed by the

Congregation of the Index, but contains directions to be ob-

served by it and by another Congregation, viz. the Holy
Office. The first paragraph is as follows :

" For the future it

shall be the province of this Sacred Congregation not only to

examine diligently the books delated to it, to prohibit them if

this would seem well, and to concede dispensations; but also

officially to investigate in the best way available whether writ-

ings of any kind that should be condemned are being circu-

lated; and to remind the Ordinaries how solemnly they are

bound to condemn pernicious writings and to denotmce them

to the Holy See in conformity with the Constitution, OMcp-

orum of 25 January, 1897." In the former portion of the

foregoing extract authority is conveyed to prohibit books and

also to grant dispensations for the use of prohibited books.

Here, therefore, no difference seems to exist between the

province heretofore assigned to the Congregation and that

assigned to it under the new Constitution. However, in the

latter part of the extract, there is indicated a further right as

well as duty devolving on this Congregation, viz. first, to in-

vestigate as far as possible whether writings deserving of con-

demnation are being circulated ; secondly, that the Congregation

should remind bishops of the obligation of calling attention

to such writings and of denouncing them to the Holy See.

Thus there appears to be an additional authority conferred

upon the Congregation of the Index beyond what it formerly

possessed: and it is quite evident how important and far-

reaching it is. Many books, periodicals, etc., " scripta cujus-

libet generis," which are hurtful to faith or morals may be

circulated among the faithful: concerning these publications

the Congr^^tion is to make inquiry. It may here be noted
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that according to one of the General Decrees in the Consti-

tution Officiorum (n. 29), Ordinaries are appointed delegates

of the Apostolic See for the purpose of proscribing noxious

books or other writings published or circulated in their re-

spective dioceses, as also of withdrawing such literature from

the hands of the faithful. Those publications which require a

more careful examination as well as those which in the judg-

ment of the Ordinary should receive a decision of the supreme

authority ought to be referred to the Holy See.

FACULTIES OF OUR BISHOPS REGARDING PROHIBITED BOOKS.

It will be opportune here to refer briefly to the powers

possessed by the Bishops of the United States regarding the

use of prohibited books. The new Constitution, while declar-

ing the authority of the Congregation of the Index to concede

dispensations, says nothing about the authority of bishops in

this particular. It is not, however, to be inferred that their

authority of dispensing has ceased, or has in any respect been

diminished. Under the Constitution OMciorum, all bishops

are authorized to grant leave to individual subjects to read

prohibited books in urgent cases, " pro singularibus libris atque

in casibus tantum urgentibus, licentiam concedere valeant."

It is worthy of notice that this faculty possessed by bishops

and others who have quasi-episcopal jurisdiction is jure ordp-

nario, and consequently may be delegated to others. Thus,

for example, a bishop might delegate each pastor of his dio-

cese to give leave to any laic of that diocese to read prohibited

books in casibus urgentibus. This authority of delegating

priests to grant permission to others to read prohibited books

does not appear to be frequently exercised, perhaps on account

of the danger of abuse which might sometimes accompany the

exercise of the power received from the bishops, or because

the casus urgentes justifying its exercise are considered to be

rare. However, the fact that the bishops have such powers

of delegation seems to be indubitable.*

8 Cf . Wemz, Jus Decretalium, vol. 3, n. iii, Nota 78; Vermeersch, De
Prohibitione et Censura Lib. Const., "Officiorum ac Munerum," p. 112.
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• Besides the foregoing faculty common to all bishops in rela-

tion to their subjects, the Bishops of the United States have

possessed special faculties from the Propaganda under Form
I, Art. 21, and F. C. Art. 2. By the former of these faculties

our bishops may not only read prohibited books, except those

which are professedly obscene or against religion: they may
also communicate the same faculty for a time to those priests

whom they know to be " praecipue idoneos atque honestos."

The other faculty, which is the same as given in Form T. Art.

29, empowers the bishops to communicate under certain re-

strictions even to laics permission to read prohibited books."

The faculties contained in these two formulae differ from the

faculties given to bishops generally in the Constitution, OMci-

orum. The former are more extensive, referring to all pro-

hibited books except a few, and are not limited to urgent cases

:

the latter faculty is restricted to urgent cases, but, unlike the

former, is possessed by bishops jure ordinario. The faculties

which the Bishops of the United States have hitherto received

from the Propaganda regarding prohibited books, will no

longer be obtained from that Congregation but from the Con-

gregation of the Index.

MODE OF PROCEDURE IN THE CONGREGATION.

When a book is sent, e. g. by a bishop, to the Congregation

to be examined, the Secretary of the Congregation, with the

approval of the Cardinal-Prefect, or sometimes of the Pope

himself, designates one of the Consultors of the Congrega-

tion, or occasionally some one else, to examine the book and

report upon it. The examiner takes note of whatever points

seem deserving of condemnation. Then there is held a meet-

ing of the Consultors of the Congregation, at which the views

of the writer and the observations of the examiners are con-

sidered. Afterward a report of the proceedings of this pre-

paratory meeting is brought before a general meeting of the

Congregation, when a sentence is pronounced upon the book:

» Cf. Putzer, Apost. Facult., N. 157 and N. 184.
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this sentence is conveyed to the Sovereign Pontiff for his

approval. The sentence or decision regarding the book may
be " dimittattir ", which means that the book is not condemned,

although no positive approval is thereby given to it. The
term " damnatur " or " prohibetur " is employed when the

decision is unfavorable to the book: sometimes the clause

" donee corrigatur " is added, in which case publication of the

condemnatory decree is suspended.

OBLIGATION OF SECRECY.

The Congregation of the Index is bound to strict secrecy

regarding its acts in the condemnation of books. The Cardi-

nals who compose it, as also the Consultors and Officers, are

bound by oath to observe this secrecy, so that they cannot re-

veal the name of the persons who sent a particular book to be

examined by the Congregation, or of the person employed to

examine and report upon it. Here it is proper to observe that

the Constitution Sapienti consilio lays down that the Congre-

gation of the Index may communicate with the Congregation

of the Holy Office in reference to prohibited books. " We de-

cree that in future in all things and in those alone relating to

the prohibition of books, the Fathers Cardinals, the Consultors,

and the Officers of both Congregations may communicate with

one another, and that all of them in this matter shall be bound

by the same secret."

In conclusion, it may be useful to note that the Congregation

of the Index is not bound by any territorial limits in the exer-

cise of its authority, so that whatever powers have been con-

ferred upon it to condemn pernicious literature, and for just

reasons to give permission to read prohibited books, extend

throughout the Church, both in countries subject to the com-

mon law and in those subject to the Propaganda.

M. Martin, S.J.

St. Louis University, Mo.
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WHITSXTNTIDE IN OLDEN TIMES.

SOME writers represent the lot of the Old-English villager

as having been particularly irksome and distasteful.

They have enlarged upon the scanty wages he received and

compared his position unfavorably with that of the present-

day peasant. But the small wages he received are not an ab-

solute test of his poverty, for he received so much more in

lieu of them, and money went farther in those days. More-

over, he certainly had greater opportunities of inexpensive

and innocent mirth and enjoyment at home than the present

generation of agricultural laborers. Nowadays the village

youth forsake the county and flock into the towns for their

livelihood and amusements. Formerly the cottager was happy

and contented enough as hardly ever to move out of his native

parish. Now we have scarcely any village games or sports.

Then were the days of those good old social customs which

added such diversity to the otherwise monotonous life of the

rustic, when the village green was the centre of much inno-

cent merriment. But those times are fled; so much so indeed

that, as a recent writer has observed, the ordinary existence of

agricultural laborers is so dull that in East Anglia they have

almost forgotten how to laugh ! Contrast this statement with

the sentiments of the old-time farm-hand, as expressed in the

Old-English folk-songs and you can trace no note of mur-

muring or discontent there; a distinctly jubilant chord is

struck

:

When the day's work is ended and over, he'll go

To fair or to market to buy him a bow.

And whistle as he walks, O! ..nd shrilly too will sing,

There's no life like the ploughboy's all in merry spring, etc.

This was sung from one end of the land to another, always

to the same crude melody in a Gregorian tone ; and expressed

the sentiments of the ploughboy for at least two hundred

years. The "whistling farmer's boy" is notorious. And is

whistling ever a symptom of discontent or depression?

In Old England every season of the year had its holiday
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with its customs and quaint manner of their observance.

Some of these were confined to particular districts, but many
—^particularly those connected with the Church's feasts—^were

universally observed, hailed, and honored. The greed of gold

had not as yet so enthralled the nation as to make master and

menial, served and server, so wholly oblivious to the claims

of religion and to the importance of the New Commandment
of the New Testament—" that ye love one another." The
three great festivals (Christmas, Easter, and Pentecost) were,

in an especial sense, the seasons of the greatest national re-

joicing and festivity. Easter and May-day once passed, the

villagers had not long to wait until the Whitsuntide holiday

came round.

I fancy that Shakespeare enjoyed nothing so much as tak-

ing part in the Christmas and Whitsuntide theatricals at

home; he is evidently telling us about his own boyhood, when,

in one of his earliest plays, a page-boy (who is really a young

lady in disguise) says that

:

At Pentecost,

When all our pageants of delight were play'd,

Our youth got me to play the woman's part,

And I was trimm'd in Madam Julia's gown;
Which served me as fit, by all men's judgments,

As if the garment had been made for me.

A great man once said that " religion was never meant to

make us unhappy." And, though our forefathers made merry

on the national holidays, they did not forget that they were

also holy-days. They were not only exact in their attendance

at Mass on such seasons, but the clergy also were careful to

see that, among the communicants, no one communicated un-

worthily. A curious instance of this is afforded in the life of

St. Dunstan. In the reign of Edgar, the penny having lost its

weight, St. Dunstan (himself an amateur goldsmith) refused

one Whitsunday to celebrate Mass till three of the unjust

" moneyers " had their guilty right-hands struck off. This

incident is quoted by Thornbury and Walford in their Old

and New London.
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Origin of the Term " Whitsunday ".

The origin of the term " Whitsunday " has been warmly

contested by various writers and still seems to be an un-

decided question. The most illuminating and probable solu-

tion is that put forth by Professor Skeat. Some have thought

that Whitsunday is derived from the modern German Pfings-

ten, and that the history of the word and phonetic laws ought

to be neglected, because it is an obvious fact which ought on

no account to be contradicted. But at what date (it may be

asked) did the English borrow the word from the High Grer-

mah, a language from which (as Professor Skeat's remarks)

Old English never borrowed a single word ? Nor is it easy to

understand how the wonderful feat was performed of mis-

taking a pf for a wh. It is like deriving the English while

from the German pfeil, an arrow, because the latter keeps up

in the air for a while ! Whitsunday is simply " White-Sun-

day ", just as Whitby is " White-by ". The whole matter is

explained in Vigfusson's Icelandic Dictionary (p. 303), where

quotations are given for Norse expressions equivalent to

"White days"—i. e., Whitsunweek; "White-day week",

with the same sense; " White Lord's Day," a name for Whit-

sunday, having reference to the frequent designation of Jesus

as the "White Christ"; "White-sun-day"—i. e., Whitsun-

day; " White Sunday's week "— i. e., Whitsun-week, etc. The

latter, in Icelandic spelling, is " Hvitasynnadags-vika ", which

can hardly be misunderstood. How is Hvitasunna to be got

out of Pfingstenf The alleged transformation is only the

more astounding when we note that the modern Danish name

of the festival is Pinse, actually borrowed from the Low Ger-

man Pinxte—i. e., Pentecost. The final n in the more cor-

rupt High German form is a plural suffix.

Professor Skeat gives another reference: In plate 49 of

Westwood's beautiful work, Palaeographia Sacra Pictoria, is

a facsimile of a fairly early Icelandic MS. It contains an old

hymn, with music; and the rubric (in vermilion) is: "A
Huyta Sunnu Dag skal fyrst synga Veni, Sancte Spiritus;"

i. e.,
" On Whitsunday shall (one) first sing Veni, Sancte
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Spiritus." The importance of this quotation is obvious. It

is not merely the English Whitsun, but the old Icelandic

Huyta Sunnu, which has to be screwed by a surgical operation

out of that unfortunate Middle High German PHngeste, the

form given by Schade. As to the reason for the name Whit-

sunday, reference can be made to Skeat's Etymological Dic-

tionary (p. 708).

The two most salient features of the Old-English Whitsun-

tide customs that stand out in greatest prominence are its de-

corations and diversions.

Decorations.

The decorations at Whitsuntide were of a twofold charac-

ter. They partook of the utilitarian and of the artistic ; of the

sanitary and of the sentimental. Both forms were in con-

nexion with the church. The former was the " rush-bear-

ing "
; the latter was an adorning of the church with garlands

and flowers.

RUSH-BEARING.

The origin of rush-bearing dates back to the early times

when the floors of churches and homes consisted of hard dry

earth, which was covered with rushes; and once a year—at

Pentecost—there was the great ceremony of the rush-bearing,

when the inhabitants of each village and town went in pro-

cession to the church to strew the floor with newly-cut rushes.

Although there is no longer need of the rushes to cover the

nakedness of the church aisles, rush-bearing is a beautiful old

custom and creates much interest in the Old-World places

where it still survives. The rushes, no longer needed as a

carpet, were formed into various devices to symbolize Chris-

tian truths, and still later were ornamented with flowers.

Where, in its modernized and secularized form, the rush-

bearing still exists, the rush-cart is piled up with rush-sheaves

decorated with ribbons, and the morris-dancers perform their

quaint antics around it. There was generally a May Queen

with her court and jester, also the bearing of the rush-sheet.
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This last was always an important feature in the old festival.

Arranging the sheet was exclusively the work of girls and

women; and in proportion as it was happily designed and

fitly put together was the praise or disparagement meted out

by the people. The sheet was a piece of white linen, and on it

were pretty rosettes and quaint compartments and borderings

of all colors and hues which either paper, tinsel, ribbons, or

natural flowers could supply. In these compartments were

arranged silver watches, trays, spoons, sugar-tongs, teapots,

quart-tankards, drinking-cups, and other fitting articles of

orfiament and value. There was also the rush-bearers' hymn.

The following are two verses of one version:

Our fathers to the House of God,

As yet a building rude,

Bore offerings from the flowery sod,

And fragrant rushes strewed. »

May we, their children, ne'er forget

i The pious lesson given.

But honor still, together met,

The Lord of earth and heaven.

FLOWERS AND GARLANDS.

The sources of great rivers are often lost in the mists of

far-off mountains, and it is even thus with many popular

usages. It may be reasonably supposed that in the earliest

and most distant ages man was wont to propitiate the object

of his fears or worship by offering such things as were most

pleasing to his own senses. Was he fond of flesh? the gods

would share his tastes. Did he love fruit? so would they.

Were fresh and fragrant flowers pleasing to his eye and sense?

then the deity would find a similar pleasure in their use.

Hence we find that in heathen lands the ceremonial use of

flowers is practically universal. To this day they are asso-

ciated with Buddhism, just as they were with the old-time re-

ligions of Assyria and Egypt. The lotus was formerly, as

now, constantly associated with the religious rites of the far

East; and anyone who is familiar with the temples of India

and China, Burmah and Japan, will recall the fact that the
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lotus-pool is one of their most frequent and indispensable

adjuncts. And just as the lily and pomegranate found their

way into the temple service and had their expressive sym-

bolism in the East, so in the West numerous flowers have at

different times been utilized.

The principal occasions upon which flowers have been laid

under service in the Christian Church are: (a) the three great

festivals—the seasons of special rejoicing—Christmas, Easter,

and Pentecost; (b) on dedication day, when special services

are held in honor of the saint to whom the church owes its

name; (c) other notable days, as Palm Sunday, Corpus

Christi, etc. Whitsuntide being one of these seasons of spe-

cial rejoicing, floral decorations form a part of the honor

paid to Whitsunday. The Stitchwort {stellaria holostea) has

sometimes been spoken of as the special flower of this season,

and its local names in different parts of the country seem to

indicate as much. However, there is reason to believe that it

is rather to be associated with " White Sunday "—the day on

which the candidates (those who were adorned with white

raiment, symbolic of purity) were required to appear in

church.

Numerous entries are found in church records relating to

garlands at Whitsuntide. At Heybridge Church, near Mal-

don, small twigs just budding were placed around the pews

in holes made apparently for that purpose. At Monk Sher-

borne, near Basingstoke, both the priory and parish churches

were decorated with birch at Pentecost. At King's Pion,

near Hereford, every pew corner and point of vantage was

ornamented with a sprig of birch. And the old churchwar-

dens' accounts of St. Petrock, Exeter, contain these and sim-

ilar entries :
" For bayes and flowers in the church "

; and
" for roasemary and bays to put aboute the church."

Your voiceless lips, O Flowers, are living preachers,

Each cup a pulpit, and each leaf a book,

Supplying to my fancy numerous teachers

From loneliest nook.
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Floral apostles ! that, in dewy splendor,

Weep without woe, and blush without crime,

Oh I may I deeply learn, and ne'er surrender

Your love sublime'

Were I, oh! God, in churchless lands remaining.

Far from all voice of teachers or divines,

My soul would find in flowers of Thy ordaining.

Priests, sermons, shrines!

Diversions.

St. Paul says that, " If Christ be not risen, then is our hope

in vain, and we are [of all men] the most miserable." In

other words, the doctrine of the Resurrection—the hope of

life (the yet more abundant life) beyond the grave is the best

incentive to a powerful and permanent joy—to that " peace

which passeth all understanding." Therefore should Chris-

tians be the happiest, most hopeful, and the least alarmed of

all people. And the early Christians both realized and felt

this. Hence, too, we find that dancing, which is the oldest

and most universal expression of emotions of elation, was

very general with the Jews in the Old Dispensation—that

nation which was in a very special sense the " chosen people ".

Dancing has ever been, in some form or another, universally

prevalent among all nations, whether barbaric or civilized.

For emotions of joy and sorrow have always and everywhere

been expressed among mankind in movements and gestures

of the body. With the Egyptians and Romans the dance was,

in certain circumstances, associated with religious ceremonies

and was intended to express the thankful worship of the body.

The dance is spoken of throughout the Old Testament as sym-

bolical of rejoicing; and rejoicing in the feasts is emphati-

cally and repeatedly enjoined upon the Israelites. The dances

led by Miriam, by Jephthah's daughter, by Judith, and doubt-

less, too, by Deborah, occur to the mind. David also led the

dance on the return of the Ark of God from its long exile.

Whilst from the mention in the Psalms of " damsels ", " tim-

brels ", and " dances "—as associated with elements of re-

ligious worship—we may conclude that David incorporated
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these joyous movements in the formal rites of the established

Tabernacle service. Even in later Judaism the dance survived

in the religious festivities of the Feast of Tabernacles. Hence

the early Christians, realizing the joyous character of their

Creed—expressing belief in the resurrection of the body—may
have desired, in all honesty and innocency, to associate the

dance with festival of service. The results were, however,

unfortunate. Pagan practices of a like character were gener-

ally licentious, and it is not altogether surprising, perhaps,

that the dance in Christian religious ceremonies became in

time degenerate and needed suppression. St. Augustine men-

tions with abhorrence that dancers invaded the resting-place

of St. Cyprian at night. Pope Eugenius II (824-827) pro-

hibited dancing in churches, which proves how general the

custom must then have been. The Bishop of Orleans had in

858 to condemn the dancing of women in the presbytery on

festivals. The Council of Avignon (1209) prohibited theat-

rical dances in churches, which were sometimes the accom-

paniment of vigils. The Councils of Bourges (1286) and

Bayeux (1300) condemned all dances in church or church-

yard. And in England the Synod of Exeter (1287) en-

joined parish priests to prohibit dances in churchyards, espec-

ially on the eves of the feasts of saints. This custom of danc-

ing in churchyards at feasts was almost universal in Wales,

where the people did not dance on the graves, but on the north

side, where there were no graves. This part of the church-

yard, being even ground, would be more convenient for the

dancers, and possibly the superstition, so general in Yorkshire

and Lancashire, that it is unlucky to tread on graves, may
have had some influence on the revelers.

MORRIS-DANCING.

The morris-dance was unquestionably one of the most popu-

lar of the many diversions incident to the Old-English fes-

tivities connected with the greater festivals. In later medi-

eval times it was associated with churches, and the church-

wardens often had in their possession certain properties • nee-
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essary for its due performance. The morris-dancing was

sometimes performed within the church, the mummers not

venturing on their Whitsuntide round until the first dance

had been given within the sacred edifice, for the morris-dance

was an invariable accompaniment of the " Whitsun Ale ". It

was general throughout the country, and many are the ballads

dedicated to its observance.

At Betley, Staffordshire, there is a painted window which

depicts in spirited style a company of morris-dancers. There

are eleven pictures and a May-pole. The characters are Robin

Hood, Maid Marian, Friar Tuck, five Morris-dancers, the

Hobby-horse, the May-pole, the Piper, and the Fool. All the

dancers have bells at the ankles, wrists, or knees. The win-

dow is generally considered to belong to the time of Henry IV,

and it is thought that the figures of the Friar, Hobby-horse,

and May-pole were later additions.

Vickenbroom painted a picture of Richmond Palace in

James I's reig^, in which a company of morris-dancers are

represented. It includes seven figures : the Hobby-horse, Fool,

Maid Marian, the Piper, and three dancers.

We come across many allusions to the morris-dance in the

writings of the Elizabethan authors. Shakespeare speaks in

All's Well that Ends Well of the fitness of a morris-dance on

May day. And in Henry V he says

:

And let us do it with no show of fear

—

No ! with no more than if we heard that England

Were busied with a Whitsun Morris-dance.

Herrick, in his Hesperides, describes the blessings of rural

life thus

:

Thy Wakes, thy Quintals, here thou hast;

Thy May-poles, too, with g^arlands grac'd;

Thy Morris-dance, thy Whitsun-ale;

Thy Shearing-flat, which never fail.

It was not long, however, before the English united the

morris-dance with the favorite old pageant of Robin Hood.
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He was represented by a man in a green tunic, with a bow,

quiver, and bugle-horn. By his side (and attended by her

maidens) walked Maid Marian—^who was the May Queen

when this dance was performed around the May-pole. Scarlet,

Will Stukeley, Little John, the Bavarian (Fool), and Tom-
the-Piper (with his tabor), also formed the train. Then

came the Hobby-horse, which careered about, prancing and.

curveting, at one moment rushing among the crowd, at an-

other kicking and rearing frantically at the Dragon, which

hissed and flapped its wings. (There is no mention of the

Dragon earlier than 1585.)

" CHURCH ALES " OR " WHITSUN ALES."

A notable feature in the social life of each town and country

parish was the Church Ale or Whitsun Ale. This was a spe-

cial feast Pentecost had of its own. But the Church Ales

were often held at Easter. It was an institution by which

money was raised for repairing the church, helping the poor,

and various charitable purposes. The churchwardens bought

and received as presents a large quantity of provisions and

malt, which they employed in brewing and baking, and sold

to the assembled company. These Ales were generally held

in a curious building near the church, called the church-house.

It was a large structure in which could be stored wool, lime,

timber, sand, etc., and was often let to peddlers, or wandering

merchants, to deposit their goods during the fair. On the

occasion of these Ales " the neighbors met at the church-

house, and there fed merrily on their victuals, contributing

some petty portion to the stock, which by many smalls grow-

eth to a meetly greatness: for there is entertained a kind of

emulation between these wardens, who by graciousness in

gathering and goodly husbandry in expending, can best ad-

vance the church's profit. Besides, the neighbor-parishes at

those times lovingly visit one another and this way frankly

spend their money together. The afternoons are consumed

in such exercises as old and young folk (having leisure) do

accustomly wear out the time withal. When the feast is ^nded
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the wardens yield in their account to the parishioners and such

money as exceedeth the disbursements is laid up in store to

defray any extraordinary charges arising in the parish, or im-

posed on them for the good of the country, or the prince's

service, neither of which commonly gripe so much, but that

somewhat still remaineth to cover the purse's bottom."

Aubrey thus describes the church-house, the scene of these

entertainments : "In every parish was a church-house, to which

belonged spits, crocks, and other utensils for dressing provi-

sions. Here the housekeepers met. The young-people were

there, too, and had dancing, bowling, shooting at the * butts ',

etc., the old folk sitting gravely by, and looking on; and all

things were civil and without scandal."

The Church Ales were derived, doubtless, from the iy^jrat,

or love feasts, mentioned in the New Testament. But it is

interesting to observe that so early as 1638 (i. e., Aubrey's

time) these very Church Ales—which had been at one time

so fully recognized as a regular and legitimate means of rais-

ing money for church purposes—were already beginning to

be denuded of their semi-religious character and found classed

with other articles of " profuse usages " to be inquired into.

Ale was such a favorite and universal drink with the Eng-

lish as to become part of the very name of various of their

festal gatherings. The Leet-Ales, the Lamb-Ales, the Bride-

Ales, and the Whitsun-Ales are but a few examples. And
there is no question as to the expression pointing to the fact

that ale was the national beverage.

The Leet-Ales were feasts held at the Court-Leets, or petty

Criminal Courts ; Lamb-Ales at sheep-shearing time ;
" Bride-

Ales " (i. e., Bridal-Ales) at wedding-feasts; and the Church

Ales at the churchwardens' meetings. Shakespeare classes

them all together when he says :
" Ember Eves and Holy

Ales."

As an instance of what could be accomplished at one of

these Church Ales, the following is printed from the Lichfield

Diocesan History: " In 1532 the little village of Chaddesden

spent 34.?. lorf. on an Ale for the benefit of the great tower of
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All Saints', Derby, which was then building, and earned by it

£25-8-6 "—nearly $5000 of present-day money.

The Drama of the Holy Ghost.

In an old Comptus (anno 1509) of St. Patrick's, Dublin,

we find \YS. y\\d. paid to those playing with the great and

little angel and the dragon; ms. paid for the little cords em-

ployed about the Holy Ghost; \\s. wid. for making the angel

(thurificantis) censing, and ii.y. i'ld. for cords of it—all on the

feast of Pentecost.

During the days of Catholic England it was usual to dra-

matize the Descent of the Holy Ghost, which this festival

commemorates—a custom alluded to in Barnaby Grooge's

translation of Naogeorgus:

On Whit-sunday, whyte pigeons tame in strings from heaven flie.

And one that framed is of wood still hansreth in the skic, . .

J. R. Fryar.
London, England.

A PAGE OF PONTIFICAL HISTORY AND MODERN
CATHOLIC JOURNALISM.'

IN his famous novel, The Jew of Verona, P. Antonio Bres-

ciani has a chapter entitled " The Apostolic Pilgrim," in

which he relates the story of the flight of Pius IX from Rome
to Gaeta amid the excesses of the revolution of 1848. From

the author's account in his preface to the story it has always

been understood that the details given of the journey in that

chapter are literally true, and hence of historical value. What
was less generally known until recently is the fact that the

1 Le prime pagine del PontiAcato di Papa Pio IX. Opera postuma del

P. Raffaele Ballerini, S.J. Roma: Civilta Cattolica. 1909. Pp. 252.

L'Ehreo di Verona. Racconto storico daU'anno 1846 al 1849. P. An-

tonio Bresciani de Borsa, S.J. Seconda edizione di Propaganda riveduta

e corretta dall'autore con aggiunta di nuove note intorno agli aweni-

menti del 1859. 4 voU. Roma: Tipogr. della S. C. di Propaganda.

i860. (An English translation of L'Ehreo was published in 1854, and

of Lionello, the sequel, in i860.
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venerable Pontiff who played the chief part in the drama of

those brief days of Roman republicanism, had revised and

amended this part of P. Bresciani's narrative, thus giving it

a sort of autobiographical character. This fact was brought

to light only a short time ago in conjunction with the unex-

pected publication in the Civilta Cattolica ^ of a volume

printed nearly fifty years ago, but withheld from the public

for reasons suggested by prudent censorship.

It now apears that, since 1850, the year in which the Sov-

ereign Pontiff was recalled from exile, the Jesuit Father Raf-

faele Ballerini had been engaged in collecting data for an

authentic history of the pontificate of Pius IX. This was

deemed particularly desirable, because, although that Pontiff

was still living and in possession of his rights as Roman Sov-

ereign, political agencies had been trying to undermine the

papal constituency by misrepresenting through false press re-

ports, political pamphlets, and popular literature, the acts of

the Pope during the early years of his pontificate. These for-

gers of history were at the same time bitterly hostile to the

Jesuits, to whom they ascribed motives and policies calculated

to render both the Society and the Papal Government odious

among the people. It was important that these misstate-

ments should be corrected, not only to protect the unsuspecting

public of that day but also to give to succeeding generations

a true version of the facts that had served the anti-clerical and

irreligious partisans of 1848 with a plausible pretext for their

unjust and revolutionary designs. With this purpose in view

P. Ballerini undertook the work of writing a true history of

the times.

* The chapter // Peregrino Apostolico or Da Roma a Gaeta, as it is

entitled in the appendix of the volume under consideration, gfave origin-

ally the name of " EJe Maistre " to the Belgian Secretary of the lega-

tion, one of the men who had devised measures for the safety of the

Pontiff. This name should, according to the editor of the Civiltd, be

read '* De Mcester." In like manner the statement that Count Spaur,

the Bavarian Minister of State who effected the escape of the Pope

and personally accompanied him, acted on the advice of the Catholic

powers, is to be modified to the effect that the Count himself had taken

the full responsibility of the step which he of his own accord initiated.
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When in 1867 the first volume was ready and about to be

published as a sort of Roman jubilee offering on occasion of

the eighteenth centenary of St. Peter's martyrdom, the ques-

tion was raised as to the advisability of giving to the world

the names and acts of certain diplomatists involved in the con-

flict of the revolution, for many of them were still holding

important positions in the political service of the Piedmontese

and other governments, and their resentment at finding their

work freely discussed in a book approved by the Roman cen-

sors might cause grave embarrassment to the pontifical repre-

sentatives at the courts of Europe. Many friends and asso-

ciates of the persons concerned would be disagreeably affected

by the revelations, since such acts require a fair lapse of time

and due historical perspective to be viewed without danger of

provoking misapprehension or resentment. How well founded

were these fears of the Roman press authorities soon became

manifest when in 1870 the Pontiff was made prisoner in his

own city. It would have been easy to spread discontent

against the Pontiff's administration if the inciters of the re-

bellion could have pointed to any such act as the publication

of P. Ballerini's volume at that time.

At the present day, however, the statements which would

have furnished diplomatic reasons for regarding them as an

open attack upon the hidden associates of the revolutionary

parties in 1848, have ceased to influence those who are bent

upon using such sources to color their malevolent interference

in the affairs of the Head of the Church. A closer study of

the history of the venerable figure of Pius IX is sufficiently

warranted in these days of objective criticism; and this all

the more in view of the proposed beatification of a pontiff

whose life was in truth a martyrdom. He did not shed his

blood in defense of his high and difficult mission, but the

enemies of Pius IX tortured the great heart of the Father of

Christendom who, at the time of his accession to the Papal

throne, had indulged the generous hope that he might restore

to his people and nation the ideals of an exalted patriotism,

founded on the religion of which he knew himself to b'e the
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responsible exponent and conserver on earth. Apart from any

danger, so far as the interests of the Holy See are concerned,

which could arise out of P. Ballerini's recital at the present

time, there is in his work a salutary warning, especially as to

the purpose and methods of the secret political and anti-

religious organs, whose objects are by no means completed.

Indeed, the fruits of the seed sown by the international leaders

of the secret societies, whether in the political programs pro-

posed at the congresses of statesmen, or taught by the pro-

fessors at the universities, and carried abroad by the politicians

and 'demagogues, have grown ripe, and out of their corruption

they have brought forth new seeds that continue their poison-

ous growth in the minds of the new generation.

The historical trustworthiness of P. Ballerini's account is

vouched for not only by the well-known integrity, critical

judgment, and habit of careful inquiry of the man as a writer,

but by the further evidence of the fact that the hand which

revised the pages of P. Bresciani's // Peregrino Apostolico in

1850 also revised, and in a more critical manner as the occa-

sion required, the historical work of P. Ballerini in 1867.

Both sources of the events related here constitute therefore a

species of autobiography by the great Pontiff himself, who
not only endorses but corrects and supplements the statements

of the two eminent writers in the affairs in which he himself

was the central actor.

The first document here referred to, namely P. Bresciani's

original proof copy, kept in the archives of the Jesuit library,

bears in the handwriting of its author the prefatory legend:

" L'Ebreo di Verona, colle correzioni in mano di S

Santita Papa Pio IX." The corrections in the margin con-

sist of a few alterations of the text, and also of some notes

referring to the end of the copy, where some anecdotes are

added by P. Bresciani's hand, and evidently suggested by the

Pontiff's recollections, and supplied at his dictation to the

writer.

As regards the more critical record of P. Ballerini's history

of the Pontificate of Pius IX, not only have we the proof-
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sheets, with the Pope's own marginal corrections and addi-

tions (of which phototypic reproductions are shown in the

volume before us), but among the contemporary sources is a

letter written by Mgr. Callisto Giorgi, the Pontiff's private

secretary. In this document the fact of the Pontiff's censor-

ship is spoken of as a matter of great interest in the mind of

the latter. The letter is dated 25 November, 1865, Rome.
The contents of P. Ballerini's volume are limited to the

beginning of the Pope's government in Rome. The author

describes the condition of the Curia at the time of Gregory

XVI's death. The story is told of the brief conclave in which,

on the fourth ballot, Pius IX was elected; then follow an ac-

count of the rejoicings of the Roman people at the coming

of the new Pontiff, the general amnesty which he accorded to

the political criminals in the hope of conciliating the various

factions, the first reforms in Church and State undertaken by

Pius IX, and other details which are already well known to

the reader of the general history of that time and of the

numerous biographical sketches of Pius IX. Among the facts

that are not so well known is the systematic corruption of the

popular mind effected by the secretly hostile and anti-religious

associations. The demagogues were not satisfied with conces-

sions and reforms ; they were pledged to destroy the influence

of the papacy as a political power, and of the priesthood as a

moral element that opposed their ambitions and condemned

their methods. Austria and Switzerland were at tljat time

the nurseries of political malcontents; they fostered openly

and systematically the secret societies which were active under

the plea of serving humanity at large. The animosity of the

revolutionaries was directed chiefly against the Jesuits, who
nevertheless by some strong combination seemed not only to

foil their schemes but also to evade their watchfulness and

control.

The chief means which the opponents of personal authority,

of order, and morality, employed to reach the people were, as

has already been indicated, appeals through the press. P.

Ballerini shows how, by the use of placards, tracts, news-
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papers, vulgar stories, novels, ribald verses sung in the streets

to the accompaniment of hand-organs, and popular plays ad-

vertised everywhere, hordes of idle and discontented vagrants,

men and women, were being attracted and brought from the

country round about and especially from the northern cities,

to swell the ranks of refugees and discharged soldiers, ruffians

and anarchists. These were bent on fomenting revolution,

whence they hoped to reap the spoils of anarchistic disorder.

Such ill-omening movements were fostered by certain repre-

sentatives in the higher political spheres; propaganda was
being made for anti-papal sentiment under the pretense of a
" United Italy " in the clubs and the student's quarters, in

the theatres and concert halls, until the air became foul with

the odor of revolution and immoral acclaims of political

license. These things are simply yet graphically told in one of

the final chapters of P. Ballerini's book. His recital serves in

a measure as an introduction to the sad climax of the turbu-

lent outbreak and exile of Pius IX ; and this climax has given

P. Bresciani the chief theme of his historical novel, L'Ebreo

di Verona, with its sequels, La Republica and Lionello.

However, we have not been led to direct attention to Le
Prime Pagine del Pontificato di Papa Pio IX merely out of a

desire to revive the memory of a saintly Pontiff. The publi-

cation of this volume gives us an opportunity to recall certain

phases of journalistic efficiency in Italy fifty years ago, which

teach their own lesson. The return of Pius IX from Gaeta

in 1850 coincided with the foundation of the Civiltd Cattolica

as an organ of Catholic public opinion. Its establishment

at the time was due to conditions of an incipient anti-religious

socialism which P. Ballerini interestingly describes in his

story. P. Bresciani and P. Ballerini, the latter less known,'

• P. Raffaele Ballerini, here spoken of, is not to be confounded with

P. Antonio Ballerini, the great Moral Theologian, a native of Bologna, who
died in 1881 at Rome. The two were indeed contemporary as professors

and writers in the Roman college, where Antonio held the chair of

Church history, before he became professor of moral theologjy in 1856.

The Ballerini family boasts among its great men two theologians of

early date, Pietro and Girolamo, both natives of Verona.
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were closely bound up with the work of laying the foundations

of the great Roman periodical, the Civiltd Cattolica, which

began its systematic defense of the Catholic cause, and of the

interests of the Holy See in particular, at the express request

of Pius IX. The Pontiff's proposal to the Superior General

of the Jesuits was a direct result of the revolutionary move-
ment which had succeeded in banishing both the Pope and

the Society from Rome. It was in 1850 that the Holy Father,

while still at the Villa di Portici in the Neapolitan territory,

and under the protection of Ferdinand II, king of the two

Sicilies, summoned Padre Curci and explained to him his

design of a periodical to counteract the evil influences of an

anti-religious propaganda in Italy. P. Curci, who was at this

time in the prime of life, had already won for himself a repu-

tation as a brilliant preacher and incisive writer. His dexter-

ous treatment of Gioberti, who as professor in Turin had

advocated a semi-pantheistic ontologism, and who later on

became one of the chief agitators for that political liberalism

in Italy which precipitated the revolution, had won for the

Neapolitan Jesuit the Pope's admiration and confidence. At

the outbreak of the disturbances a considerable number of the

Jesuits had been withdrawn from Rome, for it was well under-

stood that the hatred of the Italian commune centred chiefly

upon the Society as the source of all papal and Catholic influ-

ence. From Rome P. Curci had been sent first to Malta, later

to other parts of Europe. A few members of the Society

remained in Rome, however, for the purpose of ministering

to those of the faithful who might stand in need of their

assistance spiritual and temporal.

Among those who remained in Rome, under cover, was P.

Bresciani. In a letter to P. Curci he describes his experiences

during the anxious months which he spent in the midst of the

wild excesses and carnage going on in the city. He was not

suspected of being a priest, for he took care not to leave,

except when he was obliged to do so, the little garret he occu-

pied, close by the quarters of a gentleman supposed to be under

the protection of the Spanish authorities. He also took the
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precaution generally to wear the disguise of a beard and civil-

ian's clothes, with a Turkish kalbak on his head, and he

affected a poor knowledge of the Tuscan tongue. He tells

us how at nights he went to visit the Blessed Sacrament in the

Chapel of the Maddelena; how he frequently encountered the

ruffians of the city maltreating priests and religious in every

possible way. All this happened at a time when the journals

of Europe and America were reporting the news sent them by

the revolutionary agencies in the city, that the republicans

were taking every care to safeguard the sacred ministry of

the priests, and the honor of the religious communities against

the wanton conduct of the rabble. When the disturbances

had finally ceased and the Pope's return was assured, P. Bres-

ciani in company with P. Marco Rossi, vice-rector of the

House of Professed in Rome, went to Gaeta in order to pay

their respects to Pius IX, now that they were free to resume

their religious habit, and to renew their obedience to him.

It was in January of the following year, 1850, that P. Bres-

ciani received the first intimation from his Superior to repair

at once to Naples in order to become associate editor of the

new periodical to be established by request of Pius IX. P.

Bresciani in his long account of the matter recalls the feelings

which this appointment stirred in him at the time. He had

not the slightest notion of what he should have to do as asso-

ciate editor; in fact, he had never, as he tells us, read any-

thing in the way of current reviews, and he felt quite ap-

palled, and all the more so since his hair was now turning

gray, a sign to him that old age was creeping on. But, like

a true Jesuit, he brushed his fears aside, set out at once for

Naples, and presented himself to P. Curci, on whom the dis-

position and direction of the whole work devolved. The latter

told him how anxiously the Holy Father had urged the matter,

how important it was to stem the flood of malignant literature

by some powerful breakwater capable of resisting its de-

structive force, and how the Pontiff's entire confidence rested

upon the loyalty and obedience of the members of the Society

of Jesus.
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The name and program of the new organ were determined

upon after much deliberation. Among those selected as the

first staff were, besides Fathers Curci and Bresciani, such

well-known authors as Taparelli and Liberatore. P. Curci

was especially well qualified for the task by reason of his

wide experience, literary talent, and knowledge of the political

world.* Fathers Taparelli and Liberatore by their keen

power of analysis would correctly diagnose the political situa-

tion, and furnish the ethical arguments and weapons of the

scholastic sort by which the work of higher education was to

be initiated, in the hope that the sound basis of directorship

would reach down to and determine the course and feeling of

the masses. But Father Bresciani had no assignment of this

kind in the program of the Civilta. He was told that he was

expected to supply variety in the shape of stories, romance,

serious in purpose but light and attractive in form ; something

that would draw young Italy away from the insidious and

poisonous reading offered to them in the clubs and the boule-

vard bookshops. This could only be done by furnishing them

with compositions which attracted by the charm of their liter-

ary style, by the admixture of wit and humor in presenting

that which was useful and calculated to elevate the mind to

aspirations after higher ideals. In short, he was to capture

the imagination with pleasant narrative in order thereby to

instil truth and right principles. When Father Bresciani re-

plied that he doubted his ability to do what was expected of

him, not only because he was too old a man to begin writing

in a humorous and romantic way, and that he questioned the

policy of such a method since it would comport ill with the

serious nature of the review under the patronage of the

Society of Jesus, the Father Superior smilingly repeated to

him a passage from St. Peter's Chrysologus. " Et nos,"

writes the saint, " interdum nostris parvulis, petentibus noxia,

* It is well known that this talent caused him later on to bring upon

himself the censure of his superiors; but before his death he recognized

his error, and made full recantation.
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ingerimus salutaria sub specie noxiorum; fallentes insipien-

tiam, non decipientes affectum" (Serm. 23). P. Bresciani

was consequently willing to attempt what the superior judg-

ment of the directors dictated; nevertheless he felt the diffi-

culty of accomplishing it. While groping about for a theme

upon which to try his powers, P. Curci said to him :
" Why

not write your experiences during the siege of Rome? Tell

us what you yourself saw and heard ; it is a topic fresh within

everybody's recollection, of world-wide interest, and a subject

of inquiry to many of our countrymen. Surely you have got

good light to throw upon it ; and here is an opportunity of cor-

recting many misstatements of interested parties, and of dis-

spelling false notions about the aims and acts of our brethren

who have sought to defend the cause of the Holy See. The

future as well as the present generation will thank you for

clearing the truth of history from the aspersions of malice."

Detto fatto! That same evening P. Bresciani, walking

along the beautiful riznera dell'Immacolatella, within sight of

the blazing eruptions of Mt. Vesuvius, conceived the outlines

of the Jew of Verona. On reaching home that night he wrote

out the sketch and began the first pages, which flowed rapidly

under the excitement of a new sensation. He felt that he had

something to say which was alike interesting and beautiful,

whilst altogether true. For, months before, while in Rome,

he had suffered from a certain depression which had acted

upon his mental faculties as well as upon his bodily health.

Now, under the fair sky and balmy atmosphere of " bella

Napoli ", his native city, he gained strength, fervor, and en-

thusiasm for the work he had to do. And it succeeded admir-

ably. The story began in the very first issue of the new

periodical. It was finished in the autumn of 185 1, and since

then has become a sort of classic among Italian readers. Its

chief merit, however, lies in the fact that despite its poetic

and highly colored descriptions, the novel is entirely based

upon incidents that the author could recall from his own ex-

perience during the dark days of the Roman revolt.

The Civiltd soon became a recognized organ of Italian
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Catholic opinion, the two first volumes of a series which

contain more than two hundred and forty volumes, were

issued in Naples; then the Jesuits, having returned to Rome,

transferred the publication thither. For nearly thirty years

it continued under the shadow of the Vatican, when upon a

new outbreak of discontent and the occupation of the city by

the Piedmontese and Garibaldian forces, the magazine was

removed to Florence. Since 1887 ^^ has been published from

Rome, doing its valiant and enlightening work now better

than ever.

The brief outline here given of the beginning of the Civilta

shows how its origin is interwoven with the history of the

troublous times related by P. Ballerini, and now published

for the first time. It records the seed-planting whence broke

forth a new industry in the application of the forces of the

Society of Jesus toward journalistic propaganda; and for

this the Civilta has stood ever since. As its name indicates,

it stands for the defense of the true relations of Church and

State, the progress of civilization in the field of intellect and

heart. It has furnished correct exposition in science, art, his-

tory, and every department of modern apologetics. Many
standard works in letters and science have first seen the light

in its pages and have been sent on their propaganda of dis-

seminating the light of truth in book form afterwards. Its

pages constitute a well-appointed library of Catholic thought,

a monument to the Order as well as to the genius of its ablest

members. What the Civilta, under the impulse given by the

saintly and hard-tried Pontiff, did for Catholic periodical liter-

ature and belles-lettres in Italy, was soon seconded in Eng-

land by the establishment of The Month in 1864, and the

Stimmen aus Maria Laach in Germany two years later. P.

Antonio Bresciani di Borsa had set a new model which has

found numerous excellent imitators in similar organs under

the Fathers of the Society.

We cannot escape the thought that the work thus accom-

plished by the sons of St. Ignatius in Europe must have

aroused the alert attention of their brethren in America, In
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truth, within the first six months of the existence of the Civiltd,

we trace in its pages an account from America touching the

religious development of the United States. At that time

there were published—in Boston, Brownson's Quarterly,

which commanded the respect of all classes of thinking and

educated men; in Baltimore, Father White was editing the

Catholic Mirror; in Charleston, the U. S. Catholic Miscellany

was being conducted by the bishop's household; McMaster
in New York managed the vigorous Freeman's Journal;

Philadelphia had two weekly papers, the Catholic Herald, and

the Catholic Weekly Instructor; the Catholic Telegraph was

issued in Cincinnati, and the Pittsburg Catholic completed the

list of English Journals; whilst the Cincinnati Wahrheits-

freund and the Baltimore Kirchenzeitung served the German
Catholic population. But the Order did not feel called upon

to labor in this field as a body. It concentrated its efforts

upon exploring the ground and preparing it by missionary

effort for future apostolic work. That time with its condi-

tions is passing away. It is still a question, as it always has

been, how to increase God's glory through the salvation of

souls. But the rude beginnings have given place to cultivation

of a higher kind, and the methods must change with fresh

needs and newly offered opportunities. Discovery has re-

vealed new material wherewith progress bids us build up the

future civilization, and with the outlook there have arisen new

aspirations embodied in the ideals of the people. To all these

conditions the apt workman in the great spiritual factory of

St. Ignatius is called to respond. Where the Society takes

up a new work, its first effort is to view things in their actu-

ality; and whilst it is perhaps the most conservative body in

the world, never letting tradition go for a merely speculative

hypothesis however promising, it slowly takes definite position

in the new field, and having taken it, holds it.

It is plain that a periodical modeled on the lines of forty or

fifty years ago would no longer attain an influence commen-

surate with our present needs, by which both mind and heart

are informed so as to create popular sentiment, whence public
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opinion favorable to Catholic truth is to develop. The
monthly magazine as an informing medium has still its place

in the professional and in the literary world; the quarterly

serves, as of old, to record the studies made in science, letters,

or art, whence men can gather their three-monthly estimate.

But the periodical that aims to be a directly educative force

for the masses requires swifter and more frequent service.

Public opinion to-day moves more rapidly and shifts its con-

clusions more frequently and at shorter intervals than it did

formerly. It does not allow us to take as much rest and to

regulate our movements simply by the laws of weight and

will ; it watches the indications of energy by means of physical

instruments whereby man is taught to conserve energy, lessen

labor, economize material as well as time. We need daily

news service, and that in more than one edition, to shape our

views and keep us informed. Nevertheless a weekly mentor is

a visitor that fits naturally into the domestic life of our Amer-

ican population, the laboring, the professional, the dependent

classes to which by far the largest contingent of our Catholic

population belongs. A " daily " Catholic paper would, we
venture to think, if launched at the present time, fail, even if

it were secured against financial stress. Catholics in America

have not yet learnt to estimate and properly use their influence,

as have for example the Catholics of Germany and of Eng-

land. We fancy that a Catholic daily paper would not be

read, for the reason that the people to whom it would appeal

are not educated to its use. They are apt to suspect its effi-

ciency in the common race after success; and to abandon the

pursuit of earthly success for the sake of religious principle

is a virtue particularly difficult to practise in this new land

whither people come to find success. To demonstrate this

does not come within the scope of the present paper, even if

space did not limit us from entering on the subject. But there

can be no question about the weekly journal, conducted upon

a high plane of fearless truthfulness ; of respect for authority,

civil as well as religious, without servility; of freedom from

partisanship and provincialism, whether political or ecclesias-
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tical; of deference, not so much to public opinion as to all

opinions which lie within the domain of open discussion; of

readiness to acknowledge our errors when the correction of

them involves common benefit ; of willingness to accept reason

and facts even when they go counter to our cherished notions

and traditions; of urbanity without flattery, prudence without

insincerity, frankness without rudeness—these qualities in a

journal that claims religion for its motive and ultimate end,

will go far to secure success in a community where public

morality is still respected and the exercise of religious freedom

is* recognized as the inalienable right of citizenship. Such an

organ may be managed by capable and honorable men at all

times; but it is best managed, most securely directed and

maintained upon a high level by a religious Society in which

the personal element is merged in that of the common interest,

common wisdom, common means to a single end. The Civiltd,

which gave occasion to these reflections, was modeled upon

such principles. So is America, the weekly review recently

founded under the auspices of the Jesuit Fathers in New York,

to sustain these principles of high-class Catholic journalism.

It appeals indeed to a public of somewhat different type from

that of the Civilta's fifty years ago; but there are many ele-

ments which make the conditions of the two enterprises simi-

lar. Every priest who realizes what good Catholic journalism

means for the maintenance of truth, virtue, and high-minded

citizenship, will not only wish the paper God-speed but will

support it financially and morally.

Fra Arminio.
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THE BLINDNESS OF THE REVEREND DR. GRAY:*

OB

THE FINAL LAW.
i

CHAPTER XXII.

The Beast and the Man.

AFTER a whole day's solemn meditation made on an empty

stomach, which, according to the Schola Salernitana, and

old Comaro, and other reputable authorities, is the first condition

of a clear head, Henry Liston decided in a most pragmatic man-
ner that he was justified in persevering in the manner of life he

had now assumed. The solemn abjurations and remonstrances

of his pastor had disturbed his conscience not a little, especially

as they seemed to be the sharp echo of all he had heard in col-

lege. Once or twice, during the long mental struggle on that

Ash-Wcdnesday, he had almost determined to rise up and com-

mence the holy season and a new life by making the holocaust of

all these worldly books, which his pastor so warmly recom-

mended. But, when he stood before his bookcase, and saw
their beautiful bindings, and remembered the many hours of

pleasant and profitable recreation they had afforded him, his heart

sank, the tears came into his eyes, and he turned away. He
also remembered that once in England, where he had purchased

these books, a certain visitor one day, looking over them, ex-

claimed in a tone of surprise

:

" What ? Goethe, Novalis, in a priest's house ! This is the

New Era. So you have found the Secret," and then murmured
absently :

" Rome will conquer again. She has got our guns

at last!"

And finally, he thought what a comparative failure his pastor

had been in that parish, even though he was reputed to be, and

in reality was, a distinguished and deeply-read theologian.

" I'll try on the new lines," said Henry, late that night. " I'll

try modern methods. If I fail, I'll fall back on the old lines

again."

*This novel is copyrighted exclusively for the Ecclesiastical Review^

and will not appear in any other magazine in America, Great Britain, or

Australia.
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' An excellent resolution ; but one not too easily carried out. The
great central problem appeared to be, whether it was a fact that

a new spirit had come into Ireland ; and whether the priesthood

were to persevere in the old methods of dealing with their people,

or adopt new methods more in accordance with the spirit of the

age. Father Henry Liston decided for the latter, regardless of

the consequences to himself.

The first indication of his new resolution was his throwing

himself, as it were, into the hearts of the people. Whilst his

great pastor kept " aloof and aloft," administering his parish in

strictest accordance with canon law and tradition, Henry Liston

came down to their level, became one of themselves, spoke to

them familiarly, cried with their sorrows, and laughed with

their joys. His pastor immediately noticed it, and warned him.

Going home one morning from the Lenten stations, he read him

a homily on the manner in which he had addressed the people

that morning.
" It was altogether too familiar," he said. " It is right to be

plain and simple; but you mustn't degenerate into a familiarity

that makes the people smile at such sacred things. And it is all

right to use homely illustrations; but that story of the fox this

morning was simply an outrage on all religious decency. Try

and maintain some dignity. Father Liston. The people will think

more of you in the long run. And, by the way," he continued,

" you must give up the habit of addressing people by their Chris-

tian names. You have no right to call people with whom you

have had so little acquaintance, as * Mary,' or * Kate.' They

don't like it."

The allusion to the " fox " story originated thus. A few days

previous to this Station, when the pastor, after having hastily

swallowed a cup of tea and a morsel of dry bread, had departed,

and the few farmers, who had been patiently waiting at the

kitchen fire, came in to breakfast, the young curate remained,

anxious to make their acquaintance. And, under the stmny and

welcome absence of the pastor, and the cheerful greetings of the

curate, and the prospect of getting a fairly good Lenten break-

fast for nothing, the good people relaxed a little, and finally let

themselves go.

In a country-house like this, the conversation invariably

turns on one of two topics, fox-hunting and politics. The ways
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of Reynard and the ways of the politician seem to have a peculiar

fascination for the Irish peasant; and they take the keenest de-

light in narrating the tortuous methods of securing an election,

even to a county dispensary, on the one hand, or the Machia-

vellian tricks of the fox on the other. And they laugh at their

own losses from either side. This morning, the politicians were

left in peace, although it was a sore trial to some to abstain from

criticizing public men; and the conversation turned on the cool-

ness and dexterity and honesty and fidelity of the fox. For,

like most much-maligned persons, that poor animal has certain

virtues of its own, which, however, are feebly recognized by an

unjust and undiscriminating public.

" There never yet was a more belied poor crachure, yer rever-

ence, than a fox," said a stout young farmer, his mouth well

crammed with a junk of home-made bread. " I knew a poor

widda wance, that lived near a cover. She had the finest flock of

geese and turkeys in the counthry. And, although she was a

widda, and the fox knew it, he never tetched as much as a fedder

on thim fowl. There they were, crowing and cackling and

sailin' over the pond under his nose, and he never even looked

at 'em. But one winter came in very cowld, and the country

was snowed up all round. And the fox got hungry. And agin

his conscience, and though he knew, as well as you or me, that he

was committing sin, he descinded one cowld, awful night on the

widda's yard, and tuk away wid 'im wan of her finest bins. She

cried Mille murther! whin she diskivered in the morning wan of

her best bins gone ; and you may be sure she cursed that poor fox

as hot as if he wor a Christian. But he didn't mind—not a bit.

The weather cleared up a little thin. And wan fine morning,

whin the widda kem out to count her chickens, she found she

had two too manny. * Yerra who owns thim,' sez she to herself ?

* Thim aren't mine.' Just thin she looked up, and there was Mr.

Fox going away, jest like a gintleman, without waiting to be

thanked. And the quare thing was that it was just the color and

breed of the bin he ate, that he brought back agin
!"

" I hard much the same of the ould huntsman that used live

over at the White Gates," said an ancient and grizzled old

farmer. " He had a hole dug near the fire-place, and he made
a nate cover for it out of an ould millstone; and whenever the

fox was hard pressed he made for that cover; and they never
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'caught him. But he wasn't goin' to be in anny wan's debt. He
robbed and stole every hen roost around the country ; and begobs

the ould huntsman never wanted a fowl in his pot so long as

he had such a provider."

" But it wasn't honest," said Henry Liston, who was shocked

at such vulpine and human depravity.

" Which, yer reverence—the fox, or the huntsman ?" said the

historian.

" Of course, the man," said Henry. " The fox is irrespon-

sible—he doesn't know better."

^
" God help yer reverence," said the farmer. " He knows he's

doing wrong, the villain—but sure, he thinks 'tis right to recom-

pense his friend. And sure it is."

" But the man ought to stop such depredations," said Henry.
" How, yer reverence ?" was the query. And all looked up to

witness the discomfiture of the young priest. That " how " was

a poser.

" He's not always as honest as that," said another guest. " He
always has an eye on the eleventh commandment; but sure in

that he's only like the rest of the world. ' Meself first, and the

lest nowhere,' is his religion; and 'tis the religion of many be-

sides him. I wint in wan fine mornin', it might be four or five

years ago, to take a look at the barn to see how things wor
goin'. And lo! an' behold you, there wasn't a hin or a turkey

alive; and herself had the natest lot of young turkeys for the

Christmas market wor ever seen. Me eyes sprod in me head;

and I was just beginnin' to curse and blasht the thief, whin

there in the middle of thim was himself, as dead as a dure nail.

I let fly wan or two soft words at 'im ; and thin I wint over and

took the vally of the fowls out av him in kicking. After a

while I got ashamed of kicking a dead brute, so I caught him

by the brush, and flung him out into the dunghill. I wint in thin

to call out the dogs; and out they kum, yelpin' and barkin',

like mad. But there was no fox I"

" What happened ?" said Henry innocently.

" Begor, 'tis aisy to guess what happened," said the narrator.

" He was shamming death. He got in through a high winda, I

suppose, intindin' to take one fowl for his supper, and no more.

But, like ourselves, wan crime led to another, and whin he found

he could not get out, there was nothin' fur him but to massacray

thim all, an' himself into the bargain."
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" He wasn't as cute as the fellow that got into my yard a few

months ago," said a rival. " The same thing happened to my
boy-o ; he got in through a high winda, and couldn't get out. So

he killed all before him; and thin he gathered them all ondher

the high window where he kem in. We wor huntin' and scourin'

the counthry for the fowl whin it struck me that they might be

here. So I opened the dure, an' in I wint. There they wor,

as dead as Julius Saysar; but no trace of me fox. I wint over,

and stooped down to count thim; and faith, it wasn't me pray-

ers I was sayin'. I took up wan, and just thin, I felt somethin'

lep on me back ; and out wint Mr. Fox through the winda."

" There's no ind to him," was the verdict ; but Henry Liston

took away with him not only the conviction that the fox was a

highly intelligent animal, and therefore deserving of every re-

spect ; but that he had also certain homely virtues, such as fidelity

and gratitude, which do not always accompany acuteness and

cleverness in his human friends. But he noticed that these re-

deeming features were forgotten, and nothing remembered but

the baser qualifications in man and brute.

A few mornings after he had been entertained with the " fox ",

he had an instance of what the higher and nobler being can do.

The conversation had turned this morning on the prevalence of

bribery at elections; and the general conviction appeared to be

that every man had his price, and that there was no office,

no matter how great or how small, that was not sought for and

obtained by intriguing, cunning, and bribery.

" They may say what they like," said one of the guests, " about

gettin' the best man for this, that, and the other thing ; but 'tisn't

the best man, but the longest purse that wins. But I hard some

time ago a shtory that bangs Banagher. A widda, and," he

looked around to see if he was compromising himself, and then

he went on, " and sure widdas are the divil,—had a son, who

she thought would look nice in a dispensary. So she brought

the houchal home from England, and ran him. People said that

she bribed right, left, and front; but, begor, if she did, some

other fella had a longer purse, and her boy was hate."

"An' she lost all her money ?" some one exclaimed.

"Did she?" said the speaker. "Didn't I tell ye she was a

widda? Didn't I?"

" You did," was the reply.
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, "Thin, how could she be hatel She wasn't, faix. But she

bate the whole Boord of Guardians hollow. She bribed by check.

Thim that had cashed her check, and took the money, she had

thim caught; for there was her evidence agin thim, and it

meant two years' imprisonment. They were glad enough to pay

her back. Thim that held the checks, she blocked thim by

stoppin' the checks in the Bank, and they were glad enough to

give 'em back, too."

" But, sure, she was caught herself in the bribing?"

"Av coorse she was; but what did she care? They weren't

goin' to inform on a 'uman ; and faix, she'd go to gaol willingly

enough, if she could sind twenty-two Guardians before her."

All of which was received with an uproarious laugh as the

climax, apogee, and perfection of all human cuteness.

It made Henry Liston reflect a little, and preach his little

homily on vulpine and human depravity, with the result that he

elicited a broad grin from his audience, and a severe homily

from his pastor.

But it made him reflect; and, as we have said, his reflections

were helped a good deal by the abstinence of Lent. The con-

viction now began slowly to dawn on his mind that somehow

the people had got off the track. The " ould dacency " of which

he had heard so much from his mother, had gone. The people

were beginning to be ashamed of nothing but failure—that of

which they had the least reason to be ashamed. They were no

longer ashamed of foul trickery, of base dealings with one an-

other, of shady and doubtful acts, which would have kept away

whole families from Mass a few years ago. It had passed into

an article of religion now, that the whole business of life was

to succeed, no matter by what means. The nation seemed to

have put its honor in pledge, or in its pocket; and all the lofty

idealism, all the consecrated and time-honored traditions, that

had so distinguished the race in the past, were now deliberately

rejected with rude jokes and low pleasantry; and all the lower

and baser motives of self and success were adopted as an

ethic and a religion.

Henry Liston was young and the vast enthusiasm of youth

had not yet degenerated into cynicism through a sense of hope-

lessness and failure. It is a grand thing to see these young lads

come forward, hope shining in their eyes, and courage driving the
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pulse-beats of martial ardor through brain and muscle and nerve.

You dare not speak to them of degeneracy and national apostasy

and a gray and gloomy future. They admit there are faults,

and symptoms of decay, and a loosening of bonds, and the gray

ashes of a dead patriotism. But, what are they there for, these

young priests, but to eliminate those faults, and arrest that de-

cay, and tighten those bonds, and blow those gray ashes into a

flame that will warm and lighten all the land ? Yes, that is their

duty; for that the holy oils were rubbed on their palms and

fingers by consecrating prelates ; and for this they have to labor

and toil and expend themselves and die, if needs be, in the

struggle. Of what consequence to humanity, thought Henry
Liston, is it whether Ideas are innate or acquired ; why an Arch-

angel and not one of the Thrones or Dominations was sent to

announce the awful mystery of the Incarnation? There are

more pressing questions for solution now. And he made up

his mind, after the first round of stations, that his pastor, over

there in his library, blinding his eyes over the perplexities of ab-

stract problems that never would be solved, might be a pic-

turesque object as a lonely and solitary student. But the age

needed somewhat more. In fact what the age needed was

—

himself!

It was the springtime, too; and under its invigorating in-

fluence the life-blood was pouring hot into his brain; and every

faculty was kindling into a stream of fresh energies and hopes,,

and resolutions. The thrushes were tolling out their bell-peals

from every bush and thicket, and the smaller songsters were

chirping and love-making with their little lyric voices down along

vale and hollow and even in the bitter salt-marshes of the sea.

There was a warm perfumed breath from Nature's teeming

bosom on the air; and all the senses were flattered into new
pleasures by the ever-varying potencies of Nature in her new
birth. And the young priest felt the vivifying influences all

around him; and he thought he should shake off the torpor of

winter, and infuse into the sordid breasts of these poor peasants

some new principles and motives for their life-conduct. So he

sat down and wrote rapidly, for the thoughts were burning in

his brain, a sermon that was long after famous in the parish,,

and which he called " The Man behind the Gun."

The idea was taken from what had occurred in one of those
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jielicious struggles, which, notwithstanding Hague Conferences,

Angels of Peace, etc., etc., seem to be part and parcel of the

Human Drama, just as dangerous humors in the human body

break out into hot eruptions, or take the more deadly form of

low fever. And Henry drew a graphic picture of the two hostile

armaments, equal in armor-plating, size and weight and calibre

of guns, etc., approaching each other silently on Pacific or other

seas, until the first shot shrills out; and in a few hours, one

fleet is reduced to old scrap-iron on the floor of the sea, or

towed captive into some hostile harbor; and the other, uninjured

walks the waters with flags flying and captured ships in its

wake. Now, where lies the difference here, quoth Henry.

Equal in armament, equal in guns, equal in magazines—the one

is shattered, the other triumphant ? What was the magic factor ?

Clearly, the man behind the gun! And the moral of the ser-

mon, elaborately drawn out and embellished, is the well-known

and hackneyed one—that what we want in Ireland is not meas-

ures, but men! Henry Liston, youthful and enthusiastic,

thought the discovery unique and original. Alas ! has it not been

the theme of every essay, poem, political dissertation, philosophic

conjecture, for the past thousand years ? And are not we as far

away from the solution as ever ?

CHAPTER XXHI.

Reminiscences.

SO thought his venerable pastor, who read him a homily on

the subject, to which Henry listened with bowed head and

burning cheek, but with a decidedly unconvinced and uncon-

verted spirit.

" Sit down," said the grim old man, pointing to the pillory. " I

have heard of this sermon of yours, and I am not finding fault

with it, except to say that I think if you would keep steadily in-

sisting on and explaining the Ten Commandments, you would do

more good than by * beating the air ' with such foolish rhetoric.

But, rhetoric is always the bane of young men."

"Then you don't agree with me, sir!" siaid Henry, mildly,

" that the great want in Ireland, just now, is men—I mean,

manly. Christian men, strong, straightforward
—

"
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" Et cetera, et cetera, et cetera," interposed his pastor. " Yes,

I agree with you thoroughly. Only I would go further and say

:

It is the want of the world over. Why mark out Ireland? Is

it not the universal necessity?"

" I don't know," said Henry. " But I think 'tis a mistake for

us to be speculating on the universe, instead of looking to our

own needs."

" Now, that's good !" said his pastor, approvingly. " That is

well said. What remark is that you made about putty-men ?"

" I said," said Henry, somewhat annoyed to find that every

expression had been so carefully noted, " that you cannot build

a house of putty-bricks; and you cannot build a nation of

putty-men."
" That is admirable, really admirable !" said his pastor ; and

whether he spoke sarcastically, or in conviction, Henry could

not determine. " But no one contests such a plain truth, I

suppose ?"

" No !
—

" said Henry dubiously.

" What then ? " said the old man with his stern logic. " Where's

the need of repeating such a truism ?"

" Because," said Henry, argumentatively, " you must show the

want to have it supplied, I suppose."

" Quite so," was the answer. " But how do you propose to

supply it?"

" By preaching it in season, and out of season," said Henry

boldly. " By casting scorn on all that is base and despicable, and

turning the minds of the people to higher things."

It was a pretty piece of eloquence; and, as it merited, there

was great silence. Soon this became embarrassing; and Henry

said, with some hesitation and a little blush

:

" Ireland seems to me to-day like a man blindfolded in sport,

trying to make his way to the light, by catching at everything

with outstretched hands."

"A pretty simile!" said the pastor, taking a huge pinch of

snufT, and then handing the box to his curate. " Ireland seems

to me to be like a flock of sheep, rushing pellmell over a pre-

cipice into a muck-heap."
" Don't you see, my dear Henry," he continued, after a pause,

" that all the old ideals are vanished, and they can no more re-

turn than the elves and fairies that used to dance in the moon-
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•light? All the old grand ideas of love of country, love to one
another, the sense of honor, the sense of decency—all are gone

!

Up to twenty years ago, in some way those ideals were there,

broken perhaps and distorted; but they were there. Then, for

the first time, an appeal was made by public men—I won't call

them demagogues or even politicians—to the nation's cupidity.

Instead of the old passionate war-cry, Ireland for the Irish! they

sank to the Socialistic cry, The Land for the People! They've

got it now ! They have the land ; and they fling Ireland to the

devil. Each man's interest now is centred in his bounds-ditch.

He cannot, and he will not, look beyond. He has come into his

inheritance; and he sends his mother to the workhouse!"

Henry was so appalled at these words, and they bore so sternly

on all the experience he had been acquiring during the past few

weeks, that he could only say faintly:

" But surely, sir, it was a grand thing to win back from Crom-
wellians and Elizabethan foreigners the soil of Ireland? Surely

our fathers would exult if they could see such a day! There

never was such a radical, yet bloodless revolution!"

" Yes, yes," said his pastor, " if it rested there. But you see

the appeal to the nation's cupidity, and its success, have hard-

ened the hearts of the people. So long as there was a Crom-
wellian landlord to be fought and conquered, there remained be-

fore the eyes of the people some image of their country. Now,
the fight is over; and they are sinking down into the abject and

awful condition of the French peasant, who doesn't care for

king or country ; and only asks : Who is going to reduce the

rates ?"

" It would have been better then for our people to remain as

they were ?" asked Henry, " with rack-rents, tumbling houses,

the workhouse, and the emigrant-vessel?"
" There again is the illogical, capricious, fickle brain of the

young man of our generation," said his pastor. " I didn't say

that. When will you, young man, learn the value of words and

their meaning? Look at that clock!"

Henry looked up to where a plainly-mounted clock was mov-

ing its hands slowly forward under a glass shade.

" Every hour," continued his pastor, " pushes me nearer my
grave. It is not pleasant. I would rather go back a little.

But I cannot. If I were to put back the hand on the dial, would

it lengthen my life?"
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"No!" said Henry.
" In the same way," said the old man, " I know right well that

it is useless to stop, or to try to stop the progress, or evolution,

of a nation. It is part of the eternal onwardness of things.

There is no putting back the hand on the dial. But, there are

times when I yearn for the grand old people that are gone

;

for the grand old ideas they held as a religion. Perhaps it is

old age, and I am become the laudator temporis acti; but,

whilst I am not bUnd to the follies and drawbacks of the past, I

cannot help thinking that those times were greater than ours."

He seemed to sink into a reverie of memory, and Henry,

touched by the appearance of sentiment in this stern old logician,

who breathed syllogisms, was also silent.

After a long interval, during which the young curate saw a

tender light creep down over the strong features of his pastor,

the latter woke up, and said, in tones of unusual tenderness

:

" I remember, when I was a young curate (it was in your na-

tive town), I was summoned one wet wild night to a sick call.

The rain was coming down in torrents, and before I got well into

the Main Street I was wet through. As I was passing along, I

heard a fine manly voice echoing through the deserted street;

and I soon came upon a group of young lads who were gathered

round a ballad-singer, who had taken up his position in front of

a well-Hghted shop. I just glanced at him as I was passing; and

something about him struck my fancy. He was no ordinary,

ragged, impecunious ballad-singer. That was clear enough. He
was well dressed; and, as the gas-light fell on his face, I saw

that he was a Fenian emissary. The sharp, clear-cut face, the

heavy moustache, the right-hand sunk in the breast pocket of

his coat, his erect military bearing, left no room for doubt. I

slipped into a shop for a moment. The p-oprietor came down to

interview me. I said: 'Stop, Tom, a moment. Don't speak!

I want to Ustenl' And it was well worth Hstening to. It was

the famous song:

See who comes over the red-blossomed heather,

Their green banners kissing the pure mountain air.

Did you ever hear it?"

" No !" said Henry Liston. " I cannot remember having

heard it."

'* Of course not. But you know

:

• -
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Roslein, Roslein, Roslein roth,

Roslein auf der Heiden.
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Henry held down his head. Clearly, he was never to hear the

end of that unfortunate poem.
" Never mind !" said his pastor, continuing. " It is only an-

other sign of the decadence of the age. But I tell you 'twas a

grand song, and it thrilled me through and through. It was a

song for men, the men you are dreaming about now. And it was
a song for Ireland: every line breathed freedom—^the freedom

of the mountain, and the glen, of the moorland and the ocean.

There in that dingy shop, I saw it all—the troops under their

banners, debouching around the curves of the mountains, and

swelled every moment with new contingents from every hamlet

and cabin ; their captains on horseback ; their pipes playing ; and
' Freedom throned on each proud spirit there !* It was all a

dream, of course, but a glorious dream. And, not all a dream;

because the spirit that breathed from that man seemed to have

infected even the children; and the poor little beggars spread

themselves out into vedettes all along the street to warn the

* Fenian ' when the police were coming."

There never was a more surprised individual in this world

than Henry Liston, as he watched with awe and tenderness this

new revelation in his stern and sarcastic superior. The latter, as

if enchanted with the memory of things, took a pinch of snuflf

and v/ent on

:

''A few nights later, the moon was shining full upon one of the

glens in the neighborhood, flooding all the off-side with light but

leaving the wooded side in complete darkness, when, getting

home by a short-cut across the hills, I suddenly stumbled on a

detachment of Fenians, who were being drilled in the wood.

The place was so dark I would have passed by, not seeing them,

but there again was that strange thrill that one feels in the pres-

ence of something hidden and ghostly. And I could just hear

the shuffling of feet and the suppressed breathing of men. I was

passing on rapidly—for I know they would not like to be de-

tected, even by me—when I was suddenly challenged:

"'Halt! who goes there?'—'A friend,' I said.—' Halt, friend,

and give the countersign!'—This was awkward. But I braved

it out ; and I said gaily :
* Sarsfield is the word ; and Sarsfield

is the man!'
—

'Dat's not the countersign!' said the voice, which

I now recognized as that of a fellow named Jerry Kinsella, whom
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I had cuffed well at his Catechism not twelve months before.

The thing now was awkward ; but just then an American officer

came up, and challenged me. I explained. And all was right in

a moment. But, as I moved away, I heard Jerry saying, as if in

answer to a challenge :
* Begobs, if it was any wan else, I'd have

run him through.'

" Now, here is the queer part of the matter. I knew all these

fellows well,—^Jack Carthy, the butcher; Jem Clancy, the baker;

Joe Feely, the carpenter—and in ordinary life, made little of

them. But, somehow, the fact of their being Fenians threw a

glamor around them in my mind's eye; and I never after met

them in the ordinary walks of life, but I looked on them with

a kind of shy respect. It was the idea that glorified and trans-

figured these poor workmen into patriots. When I had crossed

the stream, and mounted the glen on the other side, I stood still

for a moment, strangely touched by what I had seen. Looking

back, I could discern nothing beneath the dense darkness of the

pine-wood. But just then, there pealed out from the heights

above a buggle-call. It was the cavalry call of British soldiers

—

Come, come to your stables,

My boys, when you're able,

Come, come to your stables,

My jolly dragoons

!

" It sounded for all the world to my ears as the rallying-call

of the people; and, coupled with what I had seen in the valley,

it seemed that there beneath the darkness was gathered for con-

quest and victory the embattled legion of the motherland. I

heard next day that it was only a bank clerk who was amusing

some young lady friends with a cornet; but it was a long time

before the imagination let go the fancy, and let reason reign

again."

The old man seemed so buried in the past that Henry had not

the courage to bring him back to the dolorous present. But he

well understood what was working in his mind.

" Good God !" said the old man at length, " if those fellows

were alive now, what would they be? I heard all their con-

fessions the day before they went out to the rising. Of course,

I saw it was madness ; and I did all in my power to stop them.

But I couldn't. There was the oath binding them to do im-

possibilities. But it was a glorious madness. What would -they
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be now? Porter-drinking, platform-storming politicians, mur-

dering one another for some scoundrel of a landlord on the one

hand ; or some equal scoundrel of a demagogue on the other."

" Well," the old man continued, " the rising came off; and, of

course, it was a miserable fiasco. The men had no arms, and

were practically undrilled. They fell away at once before or-

ganized force. And yet, because the whole thing was animated

by an idea, it was great and heroic. Two or three years after,

I happened to be dining at the College one evening. I forget

now, it is so long gone, what took me there. But I remember

there was a whisper around the halls that an ex-convict, a Fenian,

—one, too, who had been sentenced to be hanged, drawn, and

quartered—had been asked by the great bishop to dine that day.

I believe the poor fellow was only a few days out of prison, and

had come there to see his sister, who was a Presentation nun.

We all sat down to dinner, the priests at the head-table with the

bishop; and theie was some disappointment, as the guest was

not appearing. Then, the door opened quietly; and in there

walked a small, thin, pale, insignificant-looking man, except for

one thing—you'd never guess?"
" I give it up," said Henry much interested.

" Except for his cropped head. The grey hair was only re-

covering from the convict's clip. It was his aureole of honor;

his nimbus of sanctity. The whole assembly, bishop, priests, and

students, stood up, as if they had an electric shock; and clapped

and cheered, and clapped and thundered, until the Httle man had

gone over, received the bishop's blessing kneeling, and taken his

place at the bishop's right-hand. It was a great ovation and

a righteous one. The man was the representative of an idea;

and that idea had become an article of faith to us."

The old man paused, as if trying to recollect something. Then,

he said quietly, but with bitter emphasis

:

" I believe, some time ago, an attempt was made on the life of

that man by some of our dear fellow-countrymen at some paltry

election. What the English law couldn't do, the hands of Irish-

men tried to do. Yes, we are becoming a practical people."

The lesson was sinking deeply into the mind of the young

priest, who was exceedingly perturbed by all that he was hearing

and witnessing.

" Qearly, then," he said at length, " the matter stands thus.

Whilst we cling to a great idea, we make no progress. When
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we do progress, we lose our spirituality,—our great dreams and

ambitions. Is there no such thing as combining the two ?"

And his pastor had to answer sadly:

"No!"
" You have no faith then, sir, in the new Gaelic League?"
" Old age is not the time for faith or hope," said the old man.

"It is the time of regret for lost chances and opportunities. I

know all about this League. But just see! They are bringing

back the letter of the language; but where is the spirit of pa-

triotism? The Gaelic League has brought back Cuchullin and

Ossian, and Naomh ; it might as well have brought back Homer
and his Odyssey. But by throwing the thoughts of the young

into the far perspective of years, it has overleaped the present.

Nay, it has deliberately blotted out the whole of the nineteenth

century,—its mighty epochs, '98, '48, and '67 ; and, by the scorn

it has cast upon what it is pleased to call Anglo-Irish writers, it

has wiped out from the memory of men such names as Grattan,

Flood, Emmet, Tone, Davis, Duffy, Mitchell, Martin, Kickham,

and the rest."

" You are giving me electric shocks this morning," said Henry

Listen faintly. " You are upsetting all my beliefs and making

me a political infidel."

" Don't take all I say for granted," said the old man, with

a touching absence of that dogmatism which was an essential

element of his character when dealing with theological matters.

" I am old in years ; older in experiences. But just test what I

say ? Go into your schools, where the children are learning Irish.

Ask them to sing one of Moore's melodies—the swan-songs of

dying Ireland. Speak to them of Mitchel or Meagher. Ask

them to recite ' Fontenoy ' or * Clare's Dragoons '. They could

more easily sing a chorus from Sophocles. I said a while ago

that the people had got back their inheritance, and sent their

mother to the workhouse. They are now getting back their

language to revile all that was noble and sacred in their history.

But, you see, I am old. Don t mind me, Henry I Do your best

in your own way. I am old; and I cling to dreams of the

past. I'd rather have one strand of the rope that hanged these

poor boys over there in Manchester than all the * collars of gold
'

which the ancient Irish robbed from each other after spoiling the

proud invader."

[to be continued.] •

Doneraile, Ireland. P. A:. Sheehan.



Hnalecta*

ACTA PII PP. X.

I.

Ad D. Carolum Korz Praesidem, et ad Supremum Con-

silium CoNsociATiONis Catholicorum Teutonum
" Central Verein " in Foed. Americae Civitatibus.

Dilecti filii, salutem et apostolicam benedictionem.—Conso-

ciationem vestram in tuendis communibus religionis vitaeque

rationibus studere primum omnium, ut Vicario lesu Christi

sit coniunctissima, facile intelleximus, anno superiore, quum
delectam sodalium manum, qui ad Nos, universorum nomine,

gratulatum venerant, coram allocuti sumus. Id ipsum agno-

scimus nunc ex eis litteris, quas dilectus filius Fridericus

Hoenighausen, e decuria consociationi moderandae, curavit

ad Nos perferendas: quibus, allato conventus Brooklyniensis

exemplo, certiores Nos facitis de iis, quae in omnibus vestris

conventibus baud ita pridem, per solemnia lubilaei Nostri,

consulta sunt. Equidem istas vel gratulationes, pietatis atque

studii plenas, vel pollicitationes summi erga Nos obsequii et

fidei libenti gratoque accipimus animo; vobisque, quod Nobis,

hac mole molestiarum afflictis, ita studetis esse solatio, gratias

et agimus et habemus. Simul autem, ut constanter in ista

voluntate permanere, atque, uti instituistis, christianae officia
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vitae servare possitis, divinam vobis opem magnaeque Dei

Matris patrocinium imploramus. Ipsa enim adiuvante, quae

sapientiae sedes est et interemptrix haeresum, vobis licebit,

cum in omnibus rebus digne retinere professionem catliolicam,

tum praesertim sobolem ab illecebris errorum et corruptelis,

quibus circumfusa est, praestare immunem, atque adeo sancte

recteque educere. Auspicem vero divinorum munerum, ac

testem paternae benevolentiae Nostrae, vobis, dilecti filii, con-

sociatisque universis et singulis apostolicam benedictionem

amantissime impertimus.

Datum Romae apud S. Petrum, die vi Martii mcmix, Pon-

tificatus Nostri anno sexto.

PIUS PP. X

II.

Ad R. p. Ioannem Baptistam Ferreres S. I., de editis P.

GURY OPERIBUS, EXPOLITIS ET AUCTIS.

Dilecte fili, salutem et apostolicam benedictionem.—Accepi-

mus a dilecto filio, Eugenio Subirana, qui typis ediderat du-

plex opus Petri Gury, tuis expolitum atque auctum curis,

Compendium theologiae moralis et Casus conscientiae; pro

quo quidem munere, quum cupimus ut ei Nostris verbis gratias

agas, tum tibi de fructu doctrinae tuae gratulamur. Videmus
enim, te laudibus peritorum ornari, quod auctoris, merito cele-

brati, libros eo melius accommodaveris ad haec tempora in

usum vel disciplinae vel sacri ministerii. Etsi autem certis in

rebus proprie commodum spectasti sacerdotum ex Hispania

et America Latina, ceterum tamen videris omnium, qui rite

criminum confessiones excipiunt, utilitati servisse: idque max-
ime, novarum accessione quaestionum, in quibus saepe poeni-

tentiae administri haerere solent. Quare, et de confecto opere

te amamus, et optimis cleri studiis prodesse scribendo pergas

hortamur. Auspicem vero divinorum munerum, ac testem

benevolentiae Nostrae, tibi, dilecte fili, itemque pontificio offi-

cinatori librario, quem memoravimus, apostolicam benedicti-

onem peramanter impertimus.

Datum Romae apud S. Petrum, die vii Martii mcmix,

Pontificatus Nostri anno sexto. ,

PIUS PP. X
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S. CONGREGATIO S. OFFICII.

I.

Decretum quo Sacerdos Romulus Murri nominatim ac

personaliter excommunicatur, et declaratur vitandus.

Sacerdotem Romulum Murri e Firmana dioecesi, erronea

ac seditiosa in Ecclesia Dei scripto et verbo disseminantem,

ecclesiastica auctoritas, paternis monitis et medicinalibus etiam

poenis, ad saniores sensus iterum iterumque revocare non

omisit. Ipse vero, nihili haec omnia pendens atque in cen-

suris temerarie insordescens, pervicacis rebellionis exemplum

seipsum fidelibus praebere non destitit. Quare, ne ex longiori

mora scandala inter ipsos fideles invalescant, suprema haec

sacra Congregatio sancti Officii, de expresso SSmi D. N. Pii

Papae X mandato, in praefatum sacerdotem Romulum Murri,

novissimae peremptoriae canonicae monitioni obfirmata con-

tumacia refragantem, sententiam maioris excommunicationis

nominatim ac personaliter pronunciat, eumque omnibus plecti

poenis publice excommunicatorum, ac proinde vitandum esse,

atque ab omnibus vitari debere, solemniter declarat.

Datum Romae, ex aedibus S. Officii, die 22 Marti i 1909.

L. * S.

Aloisius Castellano, Notarius.

11.

De benedicendis Pueri Iesu Numismatibus, usque

Indulgentiis ditandis.

SSmus D. N. D. Pius divina providentia PP. X, in audi-

entia R. P. D. Adsessori S. Officii impertita, sacerdotibus uni-

versis, tum saecularibus turn regularibus, rite facultate pollen-

tibus benedicendi coronas, rosaria, cruces, crucifixos, parvas

statuas ac SS. numismata eisque adplicandi indulgentias apo-

stolicas nuncupatas, potestatem quoque fecit adnectendi SS.

numismatibus, quae imaginem infantis D. N. Iesu Christi

praeseferunt, etiam indulgentiam quinquaginta dierum, de-

functis quoque adplicabilem, toties a christifidelibus lucrandam,

quoties ipsi, corde saltem contrito ac devote aliquod ex huius-

modi numismatibus deosculantes, invocationem Sancte puer
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lesu, benedic nos recitaverint ; nee non plenariam indulgentiam

ab iis acquirendam, qui unum ex memoratis numismatibus in

mortis articulo deosculati fuerint, simulque, confessi ac sacra

communione refecti vel saltern contriti, sanctissimum lesu

nomen ore, si potuerint, sin minus corde, devote invocaverint,

et mortem tamquam peccati stipendium de manu Domini pa-

tienter susceperint. Praesenti in perpetuum valituro, absque

ulla Brevis expeditione. Contrariis quibuscumque non ob-

stantibus.

—

Die i8 Martii ipop.

L. * S.

Aloisius Can. Giambene^ Substitutus pro Indulgentiis.

III.

CoNCEDiTUR Indulgentia Anulum Cardinalium et

Episcoporum Deosculantibus.

SSmus D. N. D. Pius divina providentia PP. X, in audi-

entia R. P. D. Adsessori S. Officii impertita, universis christi-

fidelibus, corde saltern contrito ac devote, anulum EE. PP.

Cardinalium vel RR. PP. Archiepiscoporum et Episcoporum

deosculantibus, indulgentiam quinquaginta dierum, defunctis

quoque adplicabilem, benigne concessit. Praesenti in per-

petuum valituro, absque ulla Brevis expeditione. Contrariis

quibuscumque non obstantibus.

—

Die i8 Martii ipop.

L. * S.

Aloisius Can. Giambene, Substitutus pro Indulgentiis.

S. GONGBEGATIO RITUUK.

I.

Decretum quo instituitur Commissio CEconomica pro

solemni Canonizatione bb. Iosephi Oriol et

Clementis Hofbauer.

Sanctissimus Dominus noster Pius Papa X, summopere

cupiens ut canonizationis proxime adventurae solemnia cum
omni decore celebrentur, in audientia habita, subsignata die,

a subscripto sacrae Rituum Congregationis Secretario, con-

stituere dignatus est Commissionem, quae, special! munere

praestituto, oeconomica appellatur; eamque constare voluit ex

infrascripto Cardinali sacrae Rituum Congregationi Praefecto,

tamquam Praeside, et Rmis Dnis Protonotario Apostolico,
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•Promotore sanctae Fidei, Praefecto apostolicis caeremoniis,

Assessore ac Subpromotore, Substitute, ac subscripto Secre-

tario, necnon Praelato qui causarum Postulatoribus est prae-

positus. Contrariis non obstantibus quibuscumque. Die 10

Febr. 1909.

L. * S. Fr. S. Card. Martinelli, Praefectus.

+ D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secretarius.

11.

Specialis indulgeter Modus purificandae Pyxidis in

Leprosorum Hospitiis.

Mathias Raus, congregationis SS. Redemptoris superior

generalis, SS. Rituum Congregationi ea quae sequuntur hu-

millime exposuit, nimirum:

In Vicariatu Apostolico Surinamensi, quern S. Sedes pro-

vinciae nostrae HoUandicae commisit, duo exsistunt lepro-

sorum hospitia, quibus sacerdotes nostri curam spiritualem

impendunt : quo in caritatis exercitio, iam quatuor ex patribus

lepram ipsi contraxerunt, et mortui sunt. Quum igitur tantum

sit contagionis periculum, quod et medici agnoscunt, opportu-

num esse videtur, ut etiam in purificanda sacra pyxide maxi-

mae adhibeantur cautelae. Hactenus patres nostri, servatis

rubricis, purificationem illam perfecerunt, sumptus minutis

particulis, quae forte remanserant. In his vero facile est, ut

reperiantur fragmenta, quae labia et salivam leprosorum teti-

gerint. Haec quam ita sint, idem orator Sanctitati Vestrae

supplicat, ut sacerdotes nostri, turn in praedictis, tum in aliis

forte erigendis leprosorum hospitiis, abstinere possint a su-

menda sacrae pyxidis purificatione : quae reposita per octo aut

quindecim dies in tabernaculo, dein in sacrarium infundatur.

Sacra porro Rituum Congregatio, ad relationem subscripti

Secretarii, exquisito voto Commissionis liturgicae, reque ac-

curate perpensa, ita rescribendum censuit : Paretur super altari

vasculum cum aqua et suppa seu gossypio, in quod vasculum

purificatio pyxidis, modo solito peragenda, immittatur, eaque

quamprimum fieri poterit, in sacrarium iniiciatur.

Atque ita rescripsit ac indulsit, die 19 Februarii 1909.

L. * S. Fr, S. Card. Martinelli, Praefectus.

'i' D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secretarius.
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III.

INDULGETUR BREVIS QUORUNDAM AlTARIUM FIXORUM RE-

CONCILIATION QUORUM MeNSA cum SEPULCRO

RELIQUIARUM PERMANSIT.

Rmus Dnus Alfridus Williez, Episcopus Atrebaten,, sacro-

rum Rituum Congregationi reverenter exposuit, in sua dioe-

cesi nonnulla haberi altaria fixa, quae pristinam consecratio-

nem amiserunt, quia tabula separata fuit a basi. Sed quum in

casu non fuerit apertum sepulcrum reliquiarum, idcirco idem

Rmus Episcopus orator postulavit, utrum sufficiat sancto

chrismate inungere coniunctiones mensae cum basi in quatuor

angulis, recitatis duabus orationibus Maiestatem tuam et Sup-

plices te deprecamur, iuxta Pontificale Romanum?
Et sacra Rituum Congregatio, ad relationem subscripti Sec-

retarii, exquisita Commissionis liturgicae sententia, reque

sedulo expensa, rescribendum censuit : Affirmative, de spe-

ciali gratia, ad mentem decreti n. 3829 Gnesnen., 8 lunii 1894,

ad I.

Atque ita rescripsit et indulsit, die 12 Martii 1909.

L. * S. Fr. S. Card. Martinelli, Praefectus.

^ D. Panici^ Archiep. Laodicen., Secretarius.

IV.

Urbis ET Orbis.—Adprobantur Litaniae in honorem S.

losEPH Sponsi M. Mariae v.

Sanctissimus Dominus noster Pius Papa X, inclytum pa-

triarcham S. loseph, divini Redemptoris patrem putativum,

Deiparae Virginis sponsum purissimum, et catholicae Eccle-

siae potentem apud Deum patronum, cuius glorioso nomine a

nativitate decoratur, peculiari atque constante religione ac

pietate complectitur. Hinc supplicibus enixisque votis et pre-

cibus plurium sacrorum Ecclesiae x^ntistitum et Praeposi-

torum ordinum religiosorum, praeeunte Abbate generali Cis-

terciensium reformatorum, libenter obsecundans, suorum De-

cessorum fel. rec. Pii IX et Leonis XIII exempla, acta et de-

creta de cultu ipsius S. loseph edita, toto animo ac voluntate

per hoc novum decretum prosequi statuit. Eapropter, quo

omnes et singuli christifideles, cuiusvis sexus, status et condi-
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tionis, cum filiali ac religiose affectu ac firma solidaque spe

eximias Nazarenae Familiae nutritii et custodis virtutes fre-

quenter recolant ac studiose imitentur, validamque opem, prae-

senti tempore, humanae familiae ac societati congruentem, ite-

ratis invocationibus ferventer implorent, Litanias in honorem

S. loseph, sacrorum Rituum Congregationis examini ac iudicio

subiectas, atque ab ipsa dignas adprobatione recog^itas, de

eiusdem sacrae Congregationis consulto, ac referente infra-

scripto Cardinali Praefecto et Ponente, apostolica sua auctori-

tate adprobavit; easque in vulgus edi, atque in libris liturgicis,

pest alias Litanias iam adprobatas, inseri ita indulsit, ut in

universa Ecclesia tum private, tum publice, recitari et decan-

tari valeant. Insuper eadem Sanctitas Sua omnibus et singulis

christifidelibus has Litanias in honorem sancti patriarchae

loseph persoiventibus, tercentum dierum indulgentiam, semel

in die lucrandam, et animabus in expiatorio carcere detentis

etiam applicabilem, benigne concessit. Contrariis non obstan-

tibus quibuscumque. Die 18 Martii 1909.

L. * S. Fr. S. Card. Martinelli, Praefectus.

•^ D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secretarius,

LiTANIAE DE S. loSEPH.

Kyrie, eleison.

Christe, eleison.

Kyrie, eleison.

Christe, audi nos.

Christe, exaudi nos.

Pater de coelis, Deus, miserere nobis.

Fill, Redemptor mundi, Deus,
"

Spiritus sancte, Deus,
"

Sancta Trinitas, unus Deus,
"

Sancta Maria, era pro nobis.

Sancte loseph, ora pro nobis.

Proles David inclyta.

Lumen Patriarcharum,

Dei Genitricis sponse,

Custos pudice Virginis,

Filii Dei nutritie,

Christi defensor sedule,
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Almae Familiae praeses, ora pro nobis.

loseph iustissime,

Joseph castissime,

loseph prudentissime,

loseph fortissime,

loseph obedientissime,

loseph fidelissime,

Speculum patientiae,

Amator paupertatis,

Exemplar opificum,

Domesticae vitae decus,

Gustos virginum,

Familiarum columen,

Solatium miserorum,

Spes aegrotantium,

Patrone morientium,

Terror daemonum,

Protector sanctae Ecclesiae,

Agnus Dei, qui tollis peccata mundi, parce nobis Domine.

Agnus Dei, qui tollii peccata mundi, exaudi nos, Domine.

Agnus Dei, qui tollis peccata mundi, miserere nobis.

V. Constituit eum dominum domus suae.

R. Et principem omnis possessionis suae.

OREMUS

Deus, qui ineffabili providentia beatum loseph sanctissimae

Genitricis tuae sponsum eligere dignatus as : praesta, quaesumus

;

ut quem protectorem veneramur in terris, intercessorem habere

mereamur in coelis: Qui vivis et regnas in saecula saeculorum.

Amen.

Vw

Decretum seu Instructiones de Cantibus concinnandis

edendisque ad officia propria alicuius ecclesiae

VEL INSTITUTI.

Sacra Rituum Congregatio necessariimi atque opportunum

iudicavit, quasdam instructiones seu leges circa cantus con-

cinnandos atque edendos, Officia propria alicuius ecclesiae vel

instituti respicientes, statuere ac evulgare. Quae quidem in-

structiones seu leges, in audientia diei 24 vertentis mensis
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Diartii a sanctissimo Domino nostro Pio Papa X approbatae

ac sancitae, sunt quae sequuntur:

i.° Praeter cantus, qui in editione vaticana habentur, alii

exstant non pauci, qui, quum et ipsi ad usum liturgicum, licet

peculiaris tantum loci, pertineant, propterea omnino debent

(deer. II Aug. 1905, V, VI) ad formam gregorianam con-

cinnari, aut certe reduci, ut inde possint sacrorum Rituum
Congregationis approbatione muniri.

2.° Istiusmodi cantus, quamvis non universam spectant Ec-

clesiam, nihilominus in potestatem cedunt Sedis Apostolicae,

quae eos approbando facit suos, ac pleno prorsus iure potitur

de forma usuque eorum admittendis, tollendis, limitandis et

ita quidem moderandis, ut cantus etiam proprii singularum

ecclesiarum cum typicis et inter se concordent.

3.° Nee tamen ista suprema Sedis Apostolicae potestas super

liturgicas cantilenas impedit, quominus firma maneant posses-

soribus consueta proprietatis iura, scilicet:

{a) Ordinario, super ecclesiae suae Proprium, sumptum
quidem universe ; minime vero in partes, nisi omnino speciales

;

{b) auctori vel editori primo, si agatur de melodiis vel de

aliquo Proprio cuipiam ecclesiae non reservatis, ut esset v. g.

Kyrie in Ordinario Missae extra editionem typicam approba-

tum, aut Proprium regionale; quae tamen, decennio elapso,

publici iuris fiant, salvo semper Sedis Apostolicae dominio.

4.° Praedictorum autem iurium usus sic temperetur, ut nul-

lus Ordinarius, auctor vel editor obstare queat, quominus alii,

si conditiones infra notatas impleant, aliquem cantum pro-

prium, suo verborum contextu, ut par est, instructum, typis

pariter evulgent.

5,° Quivis editor, cantus huiusmodi typis mandare cupiens,

ad id admittatur a legitimo possessore, dummodo huic fidem

faciat : (a) de sufficienti ad rem perficiendam facultate et peri-

tia; (b) de praestanda eidem possessori debita remuneratione,

cuius scilicet pretium excedere nequeat duplum expensae ad

primam confectionem requisitae.

6.° De moderatoribus supremis alicuius religiosi instituti

idem valeat quod supra de Ordinariis sanctitum est, peculi-
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aribus tamen servatis privilegiis a Sancta Sede antehac con-

cessis.

Contrariis non obstantibus quibuscumque. Die 24 Martii

1909.

L. * S. Fr. S. Card. Martinelli^ Praefectus.

•^D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secretarius.

SOMAN CURIA.

Appointments.

Official announcement is made of the following Consistorial

nominations

:

2/ February: Mons. P. Julius Joseph Cenez, of the Congre-

gation of the Oblates of Mary Immaculate, nominated by-

Apostolic Brief, Titular Bishop of Nicopolis and Vicar Apo-

stolic of Basutoland.

18 March: Mons. John Farrelly, Spiritual Director in the

North American College, promoted by Pontifical Bull to the

episcopal see of Cleveland.

The Secretariate of State, with the endorsement of the Holy

Father, makes the following appointments

:

14 March: Mons. Giovanni Ferro, Assistant Prefect of

Studies in the S. Congregation of the Council.

20 March: Mons. Gabriel Colatei, Auditor of Nunciature

at the Apostolic Delegation of Colombia.

P. Benedetto Ojetti, S.J., Consultor of the S. Congregation

of Rites.

Pontifical Honors.

i^ March: The Rev. Francis Neissens, of San Antonio Dio-

cese, promoted to the dignity of Domestic Prelate.

16 March: Mons. John Joseph McCann, of the Archdiocese

of Toronto (Canada), promoted to the dignity of Domestic

Prelate.

2^ March: The Rev. Francis Xavier Feuerstein, of the Dio-

cese of Sioux City, promoted to the dignity of Domestic Pre-

late.

Mr. Stuart A. Coates received the Commenda of the Order

of St. Gregory the Great.



Stubies anb Conferences*

OUE ANALECTA.

The Roman documents for the month are:

Acts of Pope Pius X: i. Letter thanking the President of

the German Central Verein in the United States for the at-

tachment shown to the Holy See in the celebration of the

Jubilee festivals by the different branches of the association.

2. Letter of appreciation to P. John Bapt. Ferreres, S.J.,

editor and annotator of Gury's theological works.

S. Congregation of the Holy Office: i. Publishes de-

cree of excommunication of the priest Romulus Murri.

2. Attaches indulgences to medals of the Holy Child Jesus,

together with faculty of blessing them.

3. Grants indulgences for the practice of kissing the epis-

copal ring, as a mark of respect for authority,

S. Congregation of Rites: i. Appoints a commission to

superintend the solemn rites of canonization of Blessed Joseph

Oriol and Blessed Clement Hofbauer.

2. Approves a method of purifying pyxes in which the

Blessed Sacrament is carried to the lepers in their hospitals.

3. Sanctions a form of reconciliation of an altar which had

been profaned by the separation of the bases from the mensa.

4. Approves an authentic Litany of St. Joseph.

5. Instructs the publishers of the Gregorian chant books

regarding the publication of proper offices.

Roman Curia announces a number of Consistorial ap-

pointments and pontifical honors.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LITURGICAL LANGUAGE.

In connexion with the discussion concerning the use of the

vernacular in the Liturgy, it is interesting to note what the

versatile Jesuit, Father Hull, editor of the Bombay (India)

Examiner has to say. He maintains the practical necessity of

the Latin as the means of unifying the service of the Mass.

But he takes account of the question of development in the
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use of the liturgical language, and thus opens up that broader

view of the subject which it is necessary to hold in order to

judge fairly as to the need, under particular circumstances, of

an adaptation apart from the general rule. Answering the

question: Why is Mass said in Latin? the writer quotes the

answer given by Cardinal Gibbons in his TPie Faith of our

Fathers: " When Christianity was first established, the Roman
Empire ruled the destinies of the world. Pagan Rome had

dominion over nearly all Europe and large portions of Asia

and Africa. The Latin was the language of the Empire.

Wherever the Roman standard was planted, there also was

spread the Latin tongue; just as at the present time the Eng-

lish language is spoken wherever the authority of Great Bri-

tain or of the United States is established.

" The Church naturally adopted in her Liturgy, or public

worship, the language which she then found prevailing among

the people. The Fathers of the early Church generally wrote

in the Latin tongue, which thus became the depository of the

treasures of sacred literature in the Church."

Father Hull continues:

The popular view which is reflected in this passage has always

interested us, so we must be excused for a discourse somewhat

longer than the importance (or unimportance) of the matter

might demand. Let us take a rough survey of the distribution

of languages at the time of Christ and for two or three centuries

after. Latin as a vernacular was confined more or less to Cen-

tral Italy. In Northern Italy, Gaul, and Spain there was a kind

of Celtic; in Germany, Teutonic; in Marseilles, Lyons, South-

ern Italy, and Sicily, Greek; in Northern Africa, Punic and

Greek. Greek was of course the vernacular of Greece, Thessaly,

Macedonia, and Asia Minor. Aramaic prevailed in Palestine.

The conquest of Greece had brought Greek into the Roman
Empire through two channels. Among the educated it was taken

up as a language of culture; among the lower classes it was

spread by the multitudes of Greek slaves. Latin remained the

official language of religious worship, the law, the army, and

the government; but Greek became almost the lingua franca of
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the Empire—a language which every Roman was supposed to

know. In most of the distant provinces Greek was spread,

rather than Latin. The Jews of Palestine spoke Greek. The

Jews of the dispersion spoke Greek. Hence the Septuagint

translation of the Old Testament. Hence the New Testament

was written in Greek, even the Epistle to the Romans. Again,

the first Fathers of the Church all wrote in Greek—Ignatius of

/vntioch, Polycarp of Smyrna, Hermas (writing for Roman read-

ers), Pseudo-Barnabas, Justin Martyr, Aristides (addressing the

Emp ror), Irenaeus of Lyons, and Hippolytus refuting the Gnos-

tics, Clement of Rome writing to the Corinthians, Sotor of

Rome ditto. In fact all the Popes of the first two centuries seem

to have written Greek if they wrote at all. The original Roman
liturgy is supposed to have been in Greek; and the Apostles'

Creed, as it is called (apparently the Roman baptismal creed),

was also in Greek. The first of the Latin-writing Fathers is

Tertullian (circa 200 A. D.), and he was an African. In fact

Africa seems to have been the place where Latin was chiefly

kept up, at a time when it was practically neglected in Italy

itself.^ The need for a Latin Bible was first felt in Africa, where

the original of the so-called Itala is supposed to have been made
before it was carried over into Italy. As regards the West,

there is no doubt that the higher class natives of Gaul and Ger-

many and Britain cultivated Latin (and not Greek) ; and that

partly through this, and partly through the settling down of the

soldiery, Latin became an important element in the modification

of these languages. But on the whole it seems true to say that

at no time was Latin " the language of the Empire " in the

sense of a universal lingua franca. This is far more true of

Greek, but not strictly true of either.

The initial adoption of a Greek liturgy at Rome was obviously

due to that being the prevalent language there. Similarly the

introduction of a Latin liturgy in its place, perhaps in the

second or third century, was due to the revival and prevalence

of Latin in Rome. But when we inquire why the Latin liturgy

was spread over the whole Western Church, this seems to be

accounted for, not on any reflex principle of adopting the lan-

1 Even the Sibylline books were written in Greek. Many of the Roman
writers cultivated both tongues.
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guage of the people, still less because Latin was the language

of the Empire—for it was not. It came about, we think, chiefly

from a concatenation of circumstances which practically made
any other alternative impossible.

In the first place, the great centre of Western missionary enter-

prise was Rome itself ; or, at any rate, the clergy who went out

missionizing were always in the first instance men who were ac-

customed to saying Mass in Latin. Their preaching had to be

done by interpreters till they picked up the local vernaculars for

themselves. The making of a vernacular liturgy was very diffi-

cult. At first the language was not well enough known; then

when it became known, it was too crude and wanting in words

;

finally, it was too fluctuating. Some attempts were made, but

without much success; and so in the end the clergy, who had

been carrying on the offices in Latin according to their custom,

continued to do so—letting the people make the best they could

of it, and aiding them by suitable instructions as to what was go-

ing on. Latin became a lingua franca of Western Christendom

for similar reasons—because the clergy were practically the only

educated men; because the only language common to the clergy

everywhere was Latin ; because it was the only stable language in

a time of chaos ; because it was the language of the ecclesiastical

writers, and because it was the only means of communication be-

tween the bishops and Rome. The stereotyping of Latin in the

liturgy and literature thus came about, not from any purpose of

taking up the language of the people, but rather through the

practical necessity of the case, and from simple common-sense

recognizing that necessity, and conforming to it.

HAS DR. CAMPBELL'S FLEA BEEN ANSWERED?

To the Editor The Ecclesiastical Review.

I am persuaded that your readers are deeply interested in

the question of a vernacular Liturgy and that many of them

have a feeling that Dr. Campbell's plea has not been answered.

It was perhaps to be expected that an idea so much at variance

with what we have grown to regard as the inevitable course of

things could, with difficulty, at first, find lodgment, in its entirety,

in our apprehension. Besides, our early surroundings and

training and, later, certain polemical reasons for the use of Latin
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which have a perennial life in pulpit and press, and which, in

turn, taken up by ourselves, do such service in the same cause

that it would be ungenerous to question them; these have all

contributed to the formation in us of a habitual feeling, or per-

suasion, that the Faith is in some way involved. So that it is not

surprising if some, like brave soldiers aroused by a night attack,

have rushed to the front without arms or armour to second their

good will. It is to be regretted that sufficient time was not

taken to realize that the article which precipitated this discussion

gave evidence of careful research and mature deliberation; that

at the very lowest estimate, it had rescued the causes of the

vernacular from the category of forejudged issues, and had

taken notably from the prestige of certain considerations favor-

ing the Latin, any one of which hitherto would have been re-

garded by many as an unanswerable climax to an academic

in tribus. Of course each writer was free to choose his own
way of giving his own impressions; but from the reader's point

of view it would have been more satisfactory to see an exposition

of some of the really overwhelming arguments suggested or im-

plied in deprecating the purpose of formal refutation. One re-

marks, too, a certain attitude of impatience on the part of your

reviewers toward the very idea of a vernacular Liturgy, as if

it were altogether an innovation and suspect at sight, whereas it

is backed by nearly ten centuries of the Church's practice and

looks only to a restoration of the conditions in which and through

which she has worked her most notable triumphs in the cause

of civilization.

It may not be altogether superfluous to point out that there

was no question of changing the Church's ofiicial language, nor

yet the language of ecclesiastical studies ; so that the clergy, were

the liturgical language changed, would be supposed to know their

Latin as before. This, it appears to me, puts the opposition

raised on the ground of unity somewhat out of face. A lan-

guage is certainly a bond of unity among those who under-

stand it, but as between them and those who do not it is a

stumbling-block; and Dr. Campbell was concerned with the case

of the laity. What is meant probably is that an argument may
be drawn from our community of liturgical language to estab-

lish the fact that we are united—a fact which nobody denies ; and

Father Hendriks unconsciously confesses as much where he
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points out the English pastor's opportunity of explaining to his

congregation " the unity which is brought about by the use of

Latin as the liturgical tongue." If the feeling of unity sprang

spontaneously from the nature of the case, there were no need

of explaining. Does not the suggestion imply that what is said

on the score of unity, when it does not chance to belong more

properly to the note of Catholicity, is not a vital appeal to the

sentiment of the faithful at all, but a polemical survival from

conditions now no longer existent? When Latin was the lan-

guage of the orhis terrarum, the use of it proclaimed one Roman,

and, later, Christian. Were it still the language of all, or of

most Catholics, the common use of it would foster the bond of

fellowship in Faith, and be, of course, anathema to unbelievers.

But as it is a language to only an extremely small fraction of

them, and is, nevertheless, held up like a blind between them

and their dearest interests, the natural consequence (which for-

tunately among us is forestalled by considerations of more un-

equivocal tendency) would rather seem to be toward creating

an impression of caste, and cabal, and raising up a condition

of aloofness which a crisis might convert into antagonism. We
say that the French clergy did not go out to their people and

so lost them. But the same kind of social separateness is ob-

served in Syria, for instance, where the people love their clergy.

There the Liturgy is a bond. The American priest's well-known

interest in all the interests of his people, his leadership in every

social good, enable him to bear the discount which an uncom-

prehended language takes of his ministrations. There are how-

ever ideas stirring the people among whom our work lies, and

it must be confessed that they are not always of a tendency

toward fuller understanding of our aims. Our true mission to

them is expressed in the language of the Church with an ap-

peal that should check the beginnings of estrangement. What
if the appeal does not reach them? What if the ground-swell

should become a wave, the wave a billow ? What if some heated

demagogue, the malign arbiter of a fateful hour, should put into

burning words the low mutterings of many blinded hearts, and re-

ject the social leadership, which is ever on the side of law and

order, as an exoteric device to hold men under the sway of our

esoteric mummeries? The vision begins to resemble an ob-

session; but History has lessons almost as grotesque.
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' I do not think the idea of the Church's unity is a present or

an impressive one to the minds of Catholics. What does give

them a comforting reassurance, however, is to see for them-

selves that there really are brethren from all parts of the earth

and of all tongues, speaking with them the magnalia Dei.

On the feast of the Epiphany priests of every liturgical tongue

who may chance to be in Rome may be seen saying Mass in the

Church of the Holy Magi in the Urban College. I do not know
how the sight may have effected others, but, for my own part,

I am bound to confess that, as my attention ran from one to

another, Ruthenian, Greek, Copt, Malabari, Syrian, Maronite,

Armenian, the sense of the Church's Catholicity came upon me in

a tide. I did not even advert to the considerations by which,

the day before, the professor of Liturgy had enforced the claims

of Latin as a symbol, and in some degree a preservative, of that

Catholicity: I was in the presence of conditions which he who
first framed the argument did not foresee. I am afraid that

some of your readers have an impression that these things are

merely tolerated by Rome, propter duritiam. I cannot speak

with absolute certainty at present, but I was told then by many
who seemed to know, that Leo XIII was well pleased especially

with the multiplicity of tongues, that he encouraged it despite

the Latinizing zeal of some to whom the sound of an uncom-
prehended language, whatever it might be academically and for

others, was, practically and for themselves, intolerable. I as-

sume that the Holy Father was acquainted with the happenings

at Babel and on Pentecost. Here, of course, some may con-

sider it apposite to observe that Catholicism does not flourish in

the East: to me it seems a miracle that it subsists at all in face

of the persuasion that lay in the swords of Persian, Arab, Egyp-

tian. Mongol, Bulgar, and Turk.

Last Friday the choir sang the Improperia and the people

remained in obedience to a feeling of obligation, a little wearied

with the length of the *' functions ", but resolutely offering, let us

say, the sacrifice of their understanding. Later I rendered the

second part into rough English for one who had assisted in the

morning, and I was not surprised to observe that a silence fell

upon us both and that tears were in his eyes :
" I have scourged

the Egyptian and the first-born of his land for you, and you

have handed Me over to be scourged, ... I have given to you a
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royal sceptre; and you have given a crown of thorns to My
brow. My people, what have I done to you, or what hardship

have I put upon you? answer Me." I would ask your readers,

whatever their knowledge of the history of Liturgy may be, to

look once more at the Improperia and answer to themselves

whether they really believe that the Church which gave that

Liturgy intended it to be directly understood of the people or

not. It is mere petulance to endeavor to make it appear that

translations, even in ideally favorable conditions, can be any sub-

stitute for direct apprehension. But our conditions are some-

what mixed at best, and the mass of our people feel that they

are doing reasonably well when they give the services what

attention is necessary to satisfy the obligation. These we wish

to strike into reverence, to kindle unto knowledge, and to move
to penitence ; and the Church's Liturgy is directed to these ends.

If any one has had the antiquarian curiosity to read such

medieval chroniclers as William of Tyre or Raoul de Caen, he

must have been struck with the evidence everywhere recurring

that the entire army of Godfrey of Bouillon had a very con-

siderable knowledge of the Latin psalmody and of the hymns of

the Liturgy; so extensive indeed that they seemed always able,

on occasion, to select something most appropriate and swell it

in full chorus. How did that host, of all conditions, not one in

one hundred of whom could read, come by a knowledge so vital

that it seems to have been the chief disciplinary agency among
them and rushed spontaneously to expression in every crisis; a

solace in disaster, a comfort in tribulation, a voice that roused

them from temporary forgetfulness, and a trumpet-call in the

hour of battle that made them terrible as the wrath of God?

Latin was not then the language of France, but the time was not

yet far past when it had been so. Four, or five, or six cen-

turies earlier, as might be, the Church had met the half-Roman-

ized fathers of the crusaders, speaking her Latin to them to

whom it was rapidly becoming the language of social life, draw-

ing them to her worship in temple and monastery, in court and

camp, and holding them up to high thoughts by the power of

the new truth that came direct to them in the language of her

offices and her sacrifice. The majesty of Roman Law could not

restrain them, but the majesty of God as they apprehended Him
in the language of Liturgy seized upon their imagination and
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made it Christian ; so that before the period of the Crusades

the battle of European civilization had been fought and won,

while the language of the Liturgy, which was the most power-

ful agency in the struggle, was Latin and vernacular. When
we recall the frequency with which the occasions of liturgical

ceremonial recurred and the splendor with which they were

celebrated in the period of which I speak, to say nothing of the

private oratories in the homes of the rising feudal lords, and
the long liturgical readings in which these households joined

under the lead of the chaplain, we can readily grant that the

language might continue to be understood in the unchanging

'formularies and the comparatively restricted vocabulary of the

traditional worship for generations after it had ceased to be the

language of social intercourse.

The Catholic historian does not need to be reminded that we
are speaking of a glorious period of the Church's struggle, when
she showed a prudence, an energy, and a high courage propor-

tioned to the magnitude of the crisis which evoked them. It

was only after Latin ceased to be understood of the people,

and when that impression of cabal of which I have spoken was
no longer offset by unity of supplication, that satirical laymen

and renegade monks dared to parody the Church's ceremonies

to the ignorant and indifferent mob, and found the career of a

blasphemous jongleur a ladder to notoriety and a means of

livelihood.

At the very time when the Church in Gaul was speaking to

its people in a vernacular Liturgy and fast moulding them into

the leaders of civiUzation in the West, Caedmon, across the

Channel in the secluded island of Britain, where Latin was never

vernacular, was giving his people, of the same stock, what we
may call a translation of the liturgical sources, in which the

natural interest was eked out with no small measure of poetic

charm and the mnemonic devices of assonance and alliteration.

But when we call to mind that in five centuries or so from the

beginning of the struggle the Latinized and civilised Norman
was called, in charity, to conquer the islesmen in order to save

them from themselves, we shudder at the thought of what might

have been the fate of Europe had the Church gone out to meet

the " wandering nations " with the Greek Liturgy of the two
first centuries.
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I do not, however, feel prepared to go the full length with

Dr. Campbell, though at first sight the middle course seems pecu-

liarly illogical. Yet, if we consider the degrees by which mat-

ters have come to the present posture, we shall find the question

of the people's participating in the services and that of their

understanding them to be in somewhat different cases ; and that,

whereas the gradual segregation of clergy and people and the

transference to the inferior clergy of the part originally taken

by the latter was brought about under the Church's eye, within

the power of her authority to correct, and hence with more likeli-

hood of being according to her ideal, the loss of understanding

on the part of the people was contrary to her ideal, as the words

of her Liturgy make plain, was contrary to her desire, and

was brought about by the importunate insurgence of the spirit

of nationalism in the West while the leaders of Christianity

looked forward to the realization of the Holy Roman Empire.

These considerations, while they lead me to regard a vernacu-

lar Liturgy as the Church's ideal, to be realized when the time

shall appear opportune, prepare me in advance for reservation of

the disciplina arcani with regard to that portion of the Eucharistic

prayer which the Greeks call the anamnesis and epiclesis. Here

the priest does something more than resume and offer the prayers

of the people, and it seems to me that, at this point, where Faith

and reverence begin to be the deepest form of understanding,

they had better remain at the door of the tent while he enters

the Holy of Holies alone to offer for them the sacrifice to which

their action can contribute nothing.

Parroco di Campagna.

FATHER SLATER'S REJOINDER ON STOCKWATERING.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review,

I am exceedingly glad that Father Slater has written this

rejoinder in the April issue of the Review. It arouses the

hope that the question of fair returns on monopolistic invest-

ments will ultimately receive somewhat more adequate treat-

ment than it has hitherto received in English or American pub-

lications. Before taking up what he has to say on this question,

I wish to touch briefly some of his other criticisms, which are
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apparently based upon a misunderstanding of the first part of my
article in the February number.^

1. I did not deny that the morality of stockwatering as re-

gards the investor could be ascertained through accurate knowl-

edge of the practice itself and of the ordinary moral principles

concerning fraud, without the aid of any " new proximate prin-

ciple of justice." What I said in connexion with this phrase

was clearly restricted to the problem of the consumer (p. 161).

Moreover, it is very doubtful whether the very simple case of

stockwatering which Father Slater describes (pp. 481, 482) can

be accepted as typical of the institution in America. The greater

part of the " water " in our corporations seems to have been

given away to directors, promoters, existing shareholders, and

other favored persons, or sold to investors who were ac-

quainted with its commercial value and possibilities. Trans-

actions of this sort cannot be adequately solved through the ele-

mentary principle of honesty to which Father Slater appeals.

2. Regarding the history of the doctrine on usury, I accept

neither the opinions of the economists (presumably men like

Endemann and Neumann) to whom he alludes, nor the ridicul-

ous and awful consequences that he deduces from my " theory

of development " (pp. 482, 483). In all charity, let me say that I

do not understand the function of those two paragraphs in

Father Slater's article. To say the least, they are unnecessary;

to say the full truth, they seem to contradict that promise of

" due courtesy " in the first paragraph of his paper, and they

are not called for by anything in mine. I asserted that the

usury-doctrine exemplified the necessity of formulating new

and specific principles from old and general principles to fit new

concrete facts. Only this, and nothing more. Father Slater

ij willingly except from the list of "condemned authors" the names

of Lehmkuhl, D'Annibale, and Mueller, especially the first, whose

volumes were my text-book as a student. I also admit that their works
" would do credit to any age of the Church," as manuals. Yet neither

these nor any other recent writer seems to have produced a comprehen-

sive special treatise applying the principles of moral theology to con-

temporary industrial practices after the thorough fashion of some of the

older writers. What modern theologian has, for example, discussed the

moral aspect of the joint-stock corporation as adequately as Molina or

Lugo dealt with that form of business association known in their day

as societas?
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himself illustrates this necessity when he declares that, owing

to a change in " facts and circumstances," money is now equi-

valent to capital, and has a use for which rent may be charged.

He therefore asserts the new specific principle that interest is

lawful on a substance which is equivalently capital. He would

search the literature of the Middle Ages in vain for any such

principle, for the very good reason that no such substance then

existed. He would find too that the title of damnum emergens

was rather generally recognized by theologians during the later

Middle Ages, but he would find no general acceptance of the

title of lucrum cessans before the beginning of the sixteenth

century.^ The use of money as capital had become more fre-

quent by that time. The general doctrine of interest is doubt-

less the same to-day as in the thirteenth century, but the specific

formulation or application of it differs in so far as present in-

dustrial conditions are different. More than this I did not assert

in my " theory of development," and it is difficult to see how any

moral theologian could say less, and admit any degree of de-

velopment in the science. Instead of being " unreal, academic,

and doctrinally inadmissible," the " theory " seems obvious, com-

monplace, and doctrinally innocuous.*

3. Father Slater declares that on my own showing, " it is

monopoly that injures the consumer and not stockwatering

"

(p. 485). This is to some extent a matter of terminology. If

monopoly sometimes effects this injury through the particular

method of stockwatering, precision of expression as well as

logic and ethics would seem to justify us in imputing the injury

specifically to the method. I admitted, indeed, that stock-

watering does not harm the consumer per se, but I showed that it

sometimes provides the monopolist with the motive and the

means to this end. In such cases the actual extortionate prices

would not, and sometimes could not, be maintained if the stock

were not watered. The prices may, therefore, be truly described

as the effect of the stockwatering. Since a practice derives

part of its morality from its effects, the morality of stock-

2 Cf. Van Roey, De Justo auctario ex Contractu, Crediti, p. 4.

3 Perhaps it iray not be out of place to mention a series of articles on

the doctrine of interest both on money and on capital, and on the history

of that doctrine, which are at present appearing in the Catholic Fort-

nightly Review.
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watering will in these instances be in part determined by

this injurious effect upon the consumer. Stockwatering is

the specific, monopoly the general cause of the evil. My
words, " stockwatering and other monopolistic devices," led

Father Slater to say that I seem to regard monopoly as " of

the essence of stockwatering " (p. 485).* Is not this putting the

cart before the horse? If the phrase indicates any essential

connexion between the two things, its logical force is rather to

make stockwatering of the essence of monopoly. As a matter of

fact, it merely implies that stockwatering is one among the vari-

ous devices by which monopolies obtain excessive prices and

profits. So frequently does it produce this result in America

that no ethical discussion of it will be adequate to our conditions

that does not treat of its relation to the consumer. Undoubt-

edly the case is not the same in Great Britain.

4. All the matters involved in the foregoing paragraphs are

of small importance compared with the specific principle of in-

dustrial morality upon which I have based the contention that

stockwatering is sometimes unjust to the consumer, and which

Father Slater criticizes in the concluding pages of his rejoinder.

It is that, " generally speaking investors have no right to more

than the competitive rate of interest." For the sake of precision

and definiteness, let me say that the phrase, " generally speak-

ing," was and is intended to provide for exceptions ; that I did

not and do not now attempt to apply the principle universally,

but only to those monopolistic concerns whose charges are not

regulated by adequate public supervision; and that I am will-

ing to admit a few—a very few—exceptions even in this class of

investments. And Father Slater seems willing to apply the prin-

ciple practically to those monopolies that have been formed

through unjust means (p. 485). At any rate, the question at

issue is quite restricted and clear, namely, whether a monopoly

that has not obtained its power through unfair methods, and

that is not adequately regulated by public authority, may rightly

obtain more than the competitive rate of interest on its actual

investment.

The example quoted by Father Slater from my article was

* My exact words were, " through stockwr.tering, the more specific

devices of monopoly, or any other form of extortion ..."
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that of a railroad whose normal rate of dividend on the capitali-

zation is equivalent to double that rate on the cost of the property

(pp. 169, 170). We have many such railroads here. The United

States Steel Corporation, with its millions of " water " and its

exorbitant profits on some of its products, furnishes another

good illustration. Still another is seen in the Adams Express

Company which, according to one of our leading financial jour-

nals, pays dividends of ten per cent on its stock, and interest at

the rate of four per cent on its bonds, but whose stockholders

actually receive two hundred and forty per cent on their invest-

ment! In passing, this may be cited as an extreme but very

effective example of the actual influence of stockwatering to

maintain high prices and to conceal and obtain exorbitant pro-

fits. When discussing the railroad, I contended that there was

no good reason why the stockholders should obtain, apart from

the difference in risk, a higher rate of interest than the bond-

holders. Father Slater replies that the two things are very dif-

ferent (p. 487). I shall deal with the difference in a few mo-
ments. In the meantime I wish to say that they are also similar,

and to insist that their similarities are, from the viewpoint of

morals as well as of business, more important than their dif-

ferences. They are similar inasmuch as the rate of interest on

loans is determined by the general rate on investments, that is,

on competitive investments. It is a commonplace of economics

(as Father Slater himself recognizes in his quotation from Cassel

in A Manual of Moral Theology, p. 518), that interest is paid

not for the use of money but for the use of capital. Capitalists

regard loans and investments as worth precisely the same, al-

lowance being made for the difference in risk, and put their

money into either indifferently. When, therefore, the social

estimate determines the fair rate of interest on loans, the " just

price for the accommodation," it does not consider the accommo-

dation per se and in the abstract, but measures it by the pro-

ductive power of money when invested as capital. The ac-

commodation derived from loans for consumptive purposes is too

vague and varied and has too little importance in the loan-

market, to have any perceptible effect in determining the gen-

eral rate of interest on money. Father Slater's own justifica-

tion of interest on loans rests on the fact that money is to-day

an instrument of production. Why, then, should not the fair
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amount of interest on loans reflect the fair rate, as it reflects

the actual rate, of interest on capital? Interest on loans and

interest on capital would, therefore, seem to be very much alike

in cause, in actual rates, and in the opinion of lenders, investors,

and the general public.

Against this similarity Father Slater urges the fact that, un-

like the lender (the bondholder in a railway), the investor (the

stockholder of a railway) is the owner of the productive in-

struments from which his interest is obtained. The stock-

holders of the railway, or the Steel Trust, or Adams Express

Company, or any other monopoly, have a right to the extra

interest because it is the product of their property. Res fructi-

ficat domino. This venerable formula has certainly received

a generous measure of development. Originally a legal rather

than an ethical maxim, comparatively neglected in the discussion

01 rent charges, partnership, and the triple contract, during the

Middle Ages, it is to-day employed to justify almost every kind

and amount of gain from almost any kind of property. As a

general proposition it is, of course, true that a man has a right

to the concrete fruits or product of the thing that he owns and

operates. This holds good of a field, a mine, a factory, or a

common carrier. But the owner's right to the product is limited

by the claims of the other agents of production, the laborers and

all other persons who have contributed anything to the making

of the product. Until these have been paid the owner cannot

call the product his unreservedly. In order to pay them he will,

as a rule, sell the product. That part of the selling price which

remains to him after all expenses have been met is called by

the general name of profit. Economists divide it still further

into profits in the strict sense (the return to the business owner

for his labor and enterprise), and interest, that is, the earnings

on the capital. Now it is this last portion that is called the

specific fruit of capital, and to which the maxim, res fructificat

domino, is applied by way of justification.

The first thing to be noted about this interest (or " profit,"

if the looser term be preferred) is that it can be called the fruit

of artificial capital only by analogy. Such capital is not pro-

ductive in the vital sense that a man or a field is productive.

In the second place, it is impossible to know whether the relative

contribution of any kind of capital to the product, is correctly
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indicated by its earnings in the shape of interest. Neverthe-

less even artificial capital is a true partial cause of the product,

and interest is the only measure we have of its productivity.

Interest is the imputed or interpretative fruit of capital. Such

as it is, does it necessarily belong to the capitalist? Perhaps

it does, but I have never been so fortunate as to meet with a

serious attempt to prove the proposition. Since the proposi-

tion is not self-evident, it cannot be established merely through

the reassertion of a formula. It seems to me that the capitalist's

receipt of interest is no more justified by the right of private

property in capital than the right of one man to own all the land

of Great Britain, against the will of the nation, is included in

the right of private property in land. Property of every kind

must be justified by reference to the welfare and claims, in-

dividual and social, of men. Now there is nothing in the rela-

tions between the capitalist on the one hand, and the laborers

and consumers on the other, to show clearly that the imputed

fruit of capital, interest, should go to him rather than to them.

His inconveniences in saving and his services in permitting his

capital to be used, would seem, as Devas said, to be fully com-

pensated by the services of the laborers and consumers in giv-

ing his capital a concrete and continuous existence. Neither do

I think it can be proved that the capitalist has not an intrinsic

right to interest. I merely maintain that his right to interest

can neither be established nor refuted on individual grounds.

So far as i can see, the only adequate justification of interest

is the social one, namely, that if it were not paid the commun-

ity would not be provided with sufficient capital. On this basis,

then, the fair interest on capital, the fair earnings of capital, the

fair profit of capital, would seem to be the rate that actually

evokes sufficient capital, the competitive rate.

This is the argument that I applied and wish again to apply to

the case of monopoly. It admits of exceptions ; but how can the

monopolistic concerns that we are considering be justified as

exceptions? Father Slater compares them with the exception-

ally fertile field and the exceptionally rich coal-mine. There is

no strict parallel. The owners of the field and the mine sell

their products at the existing market price, while the owners

of the monopoly make their own prices, and impose them upon

th~e consumer. From the fact that the monopolistic corporations
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have a right to their products, steel rails, railway services, and

express services, it does not follow that they have a right to

fix the prices at which these things sell. According to Father

Slater's reasoning, they have a right to this " product " of their

property because they have the power to take it. At least, he

oflFers no other positive justification. On the face of it, this exer-

cise of monopolistic power looks like simple extortion, and it

does not seem to be justified by the statement that a man has a

right to the product of his property. Not only is his view

without any adequate objective basis, but it is explicitly con-

tradicted by the social estimate. If he is right, the general con-

viction of mankind from the days of Lysias to our own, that it

is immoral for a monopoly to force prices above the customary

or the competitive level, has been mistaken. If he is right, the

practically unanimous complaint of the legislators, jurists, and

people of the United States against monopolistic exactions is

without foundation. If he is right, capital forms an exception

to the general rule that the fair price of economic goods is

measured by the social estimate. If he is right, the accusation

that the doctrine of private property takes more account of

wealth than of men, and puts the welfare of the capitalist above

the welfare of the great majority of the people, has some ap-

parent justification.

Perhaps, however, I am urging Father Slater's argument be-

yond the limits to which he intended to restrict it. Perhaps his

purpose was merely to attack the controverted principle on gen-

eral grounds, but not to discuss its application to the case of

monopoly. This doubt is suggested by a sentence on the last

page of his article :
" It might be conceded too that if all coal

owners were getting 20 per cent profits on their investments

they should lower the price of coal, and allow the public to share

in their good fortune." This sentence might be interpreted

as denying that a coal-mine monopoly (we are favored with one

in control of the anthracite field) has a right to more than the

competitive rate of interest or profits, or that its receipt of 20

per cent is justified by its ownership of the monopolized property;

but the context seems to indicate that neither of these things is

meant, and that the consumers' claim to a part of these profits is

merely an " indefinite claim," a claim " in equity." Ag^in, it

may be that that these owners of the whole supply of coal are
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riot assumed by Father Slater to constitute a monopoly. In that

case the regime of 20 per cent would be so short-lived as to

deprive it of any ethical significance. At any rate, the rail-

road to which I applied the principle at issue was represented in

my former article as a monopoly. Since Father Slater cited it

in the same connexion, I have assumed in the foregoing pages

that he also understood it in this sense. If I have been mistaken

on this point I must admit that Father Slater did not discuss the

application of the principle to monopoly at all, but merely com-

bated it in general terms. On the other hand, I have defended

it as a general proposition, but have not attempted to apply it

to any particular case except that of monopoly.

'lo conclude: the fact that Father Slater, who is a specialist

and an author in moral theology, and I, who have spent some

years as a teacher ot the science, disagree on such a vital and

fundamental question as that of the fair rate of interest on

capital, seems to indicate that the grievance of the average priest

against the current manuals and other sources of light, has a con-

siderable foundation. Again, I do not think Father Slater does,

my position full justice in the statement: "When a new and

hitherto unheard-of principle of morals is enunciated, it is for

him who discovered it to prove it sound; it will have no claim

on our acceptance merely on the ground that it cannot be proved

to be unsound" (p. 486). The principle in question may be

new and unheard-of in the writings and discussions of the moral:

theologians, but it has become almost a commonplace in the

public conscience. After several years of investigation, during^

which it listened to thousands of witnesses from every walk of

hfe, the United States Industrial Commission stated, in the last

of its ponderous nineteen volumes, that " the principle is gener-

ally accepted at the present time that capital is not entitled io

more than a certain fair rate of profits." ° By " profits " the

Commission means the return on capital as such, what in the

stricter language of economists is called interest ; and the " cer-

tain fair rate " is universally interpreted by economic experts, the

courts, and the public, as the competitive or prevailing rate. If

this principle be new to the moral theologians, the irreverent

man in the street might be tempted to exclaim, " So much the

Final Report, p. 409.
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worse for the moral theologians !" In this connexion these

words of the late Abbe Hogan seem pertinent :
" Neither can

the casuist afford to neglect the warnings of the public con-

science. What it condemns he can scarce at any time safely

allow; Christian righteousness cannot sink beneath secular

morality. This is a wide-reaching principle not always suffi-

ciently kept in view. Casuists who work out their problems on
abstract principles are not unfrequently betrayed into concessions

which the popular conscience condemns
;
yet the social conscience

is a safer guide in all that concerns human interests, represent-

ing, as it does, a general estimate born of daily experience." •

Did one desire to pose as a prophet, one could safely predict that

twenty-five years hence, or earlier, public authority will have

brought the control of capital into such complete harmony with

the popular theory of just profits on capital that no theologian

will think it worth while to defend the contrary. My second

objection to the above-quoted sentence of Father Slater is that

I did not ask anyone to accept the principle under discussion

" merely on the ground that it cannot be proved to be unsound."

I defended it by positive arguments, some of which Father Slater

noticed, and some of which (for example, the one that dealt

with the right to any interest at all) he ignored. In the third

place, I offered the principle tentatively, as a theory to fit certain

facts. It is not reasonable to ask that a principle proposed in

this way shall come forth full-armed with all the power of con-

vincing evidence. A respectable amount of presumption in its

favor ought to be sufficient. For the reasons given in my
former article and restated in this I think the general principle

has this measure of support. In so far as it applies to monopoly,

I think it has more than a presumptive value. I have no par-

ticular fondness for this principle or theory. Life is too short,

truth too sacred, and the social and moral issues involved are

too acute and important. If Father Slater can show by specific

and fundamental arguments, and not merely by the statement

of a general principle which may be variously interpreted, that

the principle which I have defended is wrong, he will perform

a very important service to all who are interested in the morality

of the gains of capital. For the present, however, I cannot

• Clerical Studies, p. 245.
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agree with his closing words, that the principle " has been proved

to be unsound."

John A. Ryan.
The Saint Paul Seminary, Minnesota^

CIVIL LEGISLATION AND CATHOLIC BEFBESENTATION.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

I presume the article in this May number of the Ecclesias-

tical Review on " The Danger of State Legislation," etc., page

545, is from your pen as no name is affixed, and I am quite in

sympathy with your general idea.

I have had very many relations with the officials in Public

Charities in State and City and have found them willing at

all times to accept our requests when possible to do so. It has

been my province also, to have something to do with the present

educational authorities of this State and have found them ready

to give a helping hand to the Religious in our Children's

Institutions who have been working to obtain the State Certi-

ficate as teachers and in many other directions as well. There

are, however, among the education laws of the State some things

that are inimical to our interests (a legacy of the past) but in

general they are dead-letters so far as present practice is con-

cerned. I know that the highest court's decision in regard to the

" Nun's garb " is regarded as very unfair to us, but do we want

our Sisters ever to teach in the public schools as such? That

they should teach in public denominational schools would be our

ardent wish and from this the law would not debar them should

we reach that happy issue. By keeping in touch with these

officials, as you state in your article, we are able to know before-

hand in what direction their action is tending and by what

means they are endeavoring to gain the same, and generally to

prevent what may be hostile to our interests. " Eternal vigil-

ance is the price of liberty."

I am surprised, however, that the third section of this article

contains so much that is not true, and I must say to you that

I do hope you will give some consideration to the proper view of

the resolutions of the Children's Congress held in Washington

of which you speak. You have made them wrongfully the text

of a good thesis.
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First. I would ask you to read the resolutions in full from

which the excerpts on page 551 are taken and if any reasonable

Catholic viewing the conditions under which these resolutions

were made can find fault with them he should be counseled to

see his medical adviser.

Second. These resolutions are general propositions and the

spirit from which they emanated should be learned from those

who took part in their making and not from any " prominent

school man " who knows naught of this spirit and little of the

purpose to be gained, the evil to be combated, or the troublous

elements considered in their construction. The propositions

were indeed useful because of the extensive and varied interests

that had to be reached. Some institutions and home placing

authorities have been formed at times for private gain. Others

have been maintained by the charitably disposed in such manner

as to cause most righteous cries of indignation. Such places

had to be reached and improved as well as the great institutions

where real charity alone prevailed.

Third. All legislation, no matter how just and prudent, will

be unfairly used and will be disregarded by unfair minds, and

against such interpretation, vigilance and persuasion must be

our arms in use. It then becomes a duty for Catholics to keep

in close touch with the officials in charge of the fulfilment of

such laws to prevent them wrongfully administering them and

if necessary to employ energetic measures so that they be com-

pelled to keep in the proper channel.

Fourth. The first excerpt in your article, page 551, is:

Homeless and neglected children, if normal, should be cared for in fami-

lies when practical.

This is the sense though not the real wording of the resolu-

tions. Continue with the sentence which immediately follows

this in the resolutions

—

The carefully selected foster home is for the normal child the best

substitute for the natural home. Such homes should be selected by a

most careful process of investigation, carried on by skilled agents through

personal investigation and vnth due regard to the religious faith of the

child.

Can anything be more fair and just?
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The second excerpt is:

The State should inspect the work of all agencies which care for de-

pendent children.

You notice it is to investigate the manner of finding homes,

etc. Experience proves that this should be done by some com-

petent authority to save the defenceless children. The resolu-

tion continues:

Such inspection should be made by trained agents, should be thorough,

and the results thereof should be reported to the responsible authorities

of the institution or agency concerned. This information so secured

should be confidential, not to be disclosed except by competent authority.

Is there anything in this resolution that infringes upon the

rights of any institution when you consider that this is made
for the whole country and for all classes and kinds of home
placing work? The State has some rights and the complaints

made against institutions at times require some guarantee of

citizens of the rectitude of all.

The third excerpt is

:

Educational work of institutions and agencies caring for dependent

children should be supervised by State educational authorities.

Will you please take what goes immediately before this sen-

tence in the resolutions

:

It is important that such (dependent) children be given an education

which will fit them for self-support and for duties of citizenship, AND
THE STATE SHOULD PROVIDE THEREFOR. In order that this

education may be equal to that afforded by the schools attended by other

children of the community, it is desirable that the education of children

in orphan asylums and other similar institutions or placed in families

should be under the supervision of the educational authorities of the

State.

Is it not only fair and just that the State should supervise, as is

stated here, the education of the children when it is paying there-

for? It does not say, should control and have under total sub-

jection the education thus given. The end for which the edu-

cation is to be given is also named (for citizenship), and does

not mention anything with regard to religion, which is safe-

guarded or left entirely to the institutions to give.
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• From this presentation you will see that the Catholics present

at this Congress acted prudently in according with these resolu-

tions and they must regard as a sickly compliment the assertion

that " They might have found it difficult to lodge any objection

against these propositions."

Criticism can inject constructions entirely foreign to the

thought of the subject-matter, but close examination will often

find that such constructions have a foundation in personal mo-
tives rather than in the exposition of simple truth.

The Congress was called for the purpose of discussing and

determining the proper care of dependent children with the

result that stress was placed upon the parental or foster homes

as the proper place for children and that institutions were to

be regarded chiefly as temporary shelters to bridge them from

parental to foster homes. Of the whole 93,000 children in all

charitable institutions of the United States, over 60,000 are in

Catholic institutions. Consequently, we had a deep interest

in the proceedings of the Congress.

To the credit of the President let it be said that he would

not issue the call for it until assured of the cooperation of

Catholics interested in that charitable work.

D. J. McMahon, Supervisor of Catholic Charities.

New York City.

It is plain from Monsignor McMahon's letter that we have

given offence. This was entirely beyond our intention, and we
sincerely apologize for unconsciously having tendered " a

sickly compliment " where we meant to indicate genuine ex-

cuse. As for the assumption that our brief reference to the

Children's Congress betokens ignorance of the full text of the

Resolutions adopted, we need hardly say that it is unfounded.

The complete Report of the proceedings was before us at the

time of writing, and we should not have ventured to com-

ment upon the matter, however briefly, without such precau-

tion. What we quoted sufficed to illustrate our main thesis,

and how correct and true that thesis is becomes even more

plain from a study of Monsigfnor McMahon's criticism. For

this we thank him.
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As our correspondent points out, there is an addition to the

resolution which proposes a law to the effect that " homeless

and neglected children, if normal, should be cared for in fami-

lies when practical." The added recommendation suggests

that the foster-home be carefully selected, and that this selec-

tion be made by " skilled agents, through personal investiga-

tion, and with due regard to the religious faith of the child."

The last clause is important; but as there is question here of

positive laws to be enacted in regard to matters of great inter-

est to citizens who have very definite convictions in respect

of the religious faith of the child, we should ask that such a

clause be made a condition of the law, and not merely a recom-

mendation. Students of civil jurisprudence and especially of

" concordats " know what the difference means. The law

says: the child shall be fed and clothed and trained in useful

tasks ; and if the " skilled agent " after " personal investiga-

tion " thinks the child requires religious training, the State

recommends that due regard be paid to such need. But we

Catholics, basing our reasonings upon sound ethical princi-

ples, ask that the law give us a guarantee that the child will

be not merely fed and groomed, as any high-bred animal is,

whose instincts we think well to develop to useful and pleas-

ant purpose, but also that it be given full opportunity to nour-

ish its spiritual life through proper care of the soul in the

family where the State places it. And we Catholics have no

right to allow such prerogatives to be sacrificed or to be left

in uncertainty, through a mere sense of good fellowship. If

it be true, as Monsignor McMahon states, that over 60,000

children out of a total of 93,000 cared for in institutions are

of Catholic faith, then surely we have a most serious claim

and duty to see that their religious faith is undisturbed by any

possible arbitrary interpretation of the law. Such generous

recommendations as the above-cited addition implies, so long

as they do not constitute a positive legal requirement, are apt

to be easily ignored.

Monsignor McMahon directs our attention to the fact that

" the resolutions " which we in passing criticized as endanger-
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'ing our interests, are " general propositions, and the spirit

from which they emanate should be learnt from those who
took part in their making." No doubt. But we were not in

quest of the spirit from which the resolutions emanated.

What concerns us and all Catholics in the United States is the

letter and force of the law which is likely to emanate from the

resolutions, whether these were framed in a spirit friendly or

otherwise. Of the import and power of the law in its cold

statute form one might judge much better apart from the dis-

cussions which led to its framing.

' It is a condition for which Catholics may indeed congratu-

late themselves, when, as Dr. McMahon says, they can man-

age " to keep in close touch with the officials in charge of the

fulfilment of such laws," as the Washington Conference pro-

posed. It is not, however, a condition which Catholics can

exclusively control, so as to prevent the wrongful administra-

tion of a law. The article to which reference is here made

spoke of the possibility of bigoted officials; and they are not

the ones with whom Catholic priests can always put them-

selves in touch, for the simple reason that the former will

not permit it. No doubt present conditions, such as Dr. Mc-

Mahon has evidently in mind, may allow the exercise of a

certain influence by the clergy upon the political body that

happens to make or execute the laws by which we are to be

governed in the future. But it is not wise to trust to such

conditions when we deliberately allow laws to be enacted that

may at any time be used or interpreted against our plain

rights of conscience; and there are sections of the country

where such interpretation is sure to be the policy of the non-

Catholic majority in power.

If then we have to find fault with the representatives of our

cause in any such gathering of all creeds and benevolent pur-

poses as the one held in Washington, it is not to criticize the

genial spirit by which they manage to keep in touch with the

stronger elements whose influence is being exercised to pro-

cure beneficent legislation, but only to suggest that they be

mindful of the outcome of the concession which they might
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make in the interest of momentary peace. What we must
maintain, albeit with urbanity, and with prudent reserve

where necessary, yet ever clearly defined, is the principle of

the rights of conscience, without offence and flaunting of our

religious liberty. And for this we need not be beholden to

nor restrained by those who may differ from us. The State

is not a Protestant commonwealth in which Catholics are

guests or honored servants. We have earned our claim, and

earn it continually, to have a strong and clear, however re-

spectful, voice in the making of our laws and especially those

that may at any time be construed against the parents' rights.

THE QUESTION OF ALTAR BREADS.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

The pages of the Review have been devoted so often to the

subject of altar breads, and every point has been treated with so

much care, that the present writer feels not a little timid in

venturing an opinion regarding the time beyond which it would

not be lawful to use them, disagreeing with that which authors

seemingly assume to be the generally accepted one. This feel-

ing is accentuated by reason of the sacredness with which not

only the validity of consecration must be safeguarded, but also

the respect due to the Blessed Sacrament; and the consequent

sensitiveness of readers against any theory that might have the

least appearance of lessening in any way such respect. Realiz-

ing this, I repudiate at the outset any opinion that might be

found to endanger our reverence. Before holding as a fast

rule that altar breads more than twenty days old may not be

safely used in climates favorable to longer preservation, I wish

to be convinced of the soundness of the arguments in favor of

such rule.

In the Review for last October the opinion was given that

hosts more than twenty days old ought not to be used; that

those in the tabernacle should be renewed at the latest when
one month old; and the suggestion was made that priests might

easily superintend the baking of their own. Concerning this sug-

gestion I have nothing to say, nor do I intend to touch the re-

newal of the ciborium for which the Church and theologians
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definitely and clearly provide. Confining myself to the age of

the altar breads, my contention is that the above opinion, if in-

tended for universal application, is extremely rigid and not war-

ranted by any ecclesiastical legislation.

The Church's Ritual (Tit. IV, Cap. I, N. 7) says, " Particulae

consecrandae sint recentes ". The Congregation of Rites in Gan-

davensen., 17 December, 1826, answers a decisive " No " to the

question: "An attenta consuetudine rector licite consecrare pos-

sit species a tribus mensibus in hieme et a sex mensibus in aestate

confectas ". These two pronouncements are apparently the only

authoritative declarations of the Church on the subject. They

are practically the only ones given by theologians. The opinion

restricting the age of hosts to twenty days is based upon the

ruling of St. Charles Borromeo in the fourth Provincial Council

of Milan. To it nearly all theologians refer ,^ and it is on its

authority that the view in the article above referred to is chiefly

founded. Does it not seem somewhat extreme to impose the

law of a council of Milan upon this continent where climatic

conditions are entirely different from that for which St. Charles

legislated? If he as Archbishop of Milan enacted this law for

his province, it does not necessarily follow that it should be

considered the only true interpretation of the word " recentes
"

as used in the Ritual.

That climate and proper care have a great deal to do with the

preservation of altar breads, not only our own experience attests,

"but theologians plainly declare, and the Church implies. Genicot

(Vol. 2, N. 169, 7), commenting on "recentes", writes:

" Quanto autem tempore recentes maneant non videtur eadem

regula ubique metiendum, sed attendendae sunt variae circum-

stantiae tempestatis, loci in quo custodiuntur " etc. Noldin,

(Vol. III. 106, N. 2) says: " Cum tenues hostiae facile corrum-

puntur, praesertim si in loco humido asserventur, vel si tempus

sit hiemale aut pluvium, imminet periculum consecrandi ma-

teriam invalidam, nisi hostiae sint recentes ".

The question proposed to the Congregation of Rites expresses

climatic influences for Ghent, and the Church in not fixing a

definite period of time implies these influences or at least

leaves it an open question. All she says regarding this is that

1 Among others Gasparri, De SS. Euch., vol. 2 ; 809.
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breads in Belgium three months old in winter and six months
old in summer may not be used. If then she lays down the law

that breads must be fresh, and through the Congregation of

Rites clearly declares that they cannot be fresh after three

months, it does not necessarily follow that those older than

twenty days may not be fresh in climates suitable to them, pro-

vided they be kept with proper care. I cannot see why priests

here in Ontario, where the climate is dry, may not safely use

breads older by a considerable margin than twenty days. Put

hosts twenty days old in a box with others six weeks old, and I

venture to say that the difference cannot be detected either by
eye or by tongue. Perhaps it can happen that decay may exist

without its being recognizable except by chemical analysis. Of
this I know nothing. If such be the case, why is so important

a point not considered by our authors? The majority of our

priests are not chemists, and have to rely on the word of the

makers and their own sense of reverence. Some will possibly

say that on account of the ease with which fresh breads may be

obtained the point is not worth bothering about. To a certain

extent this is undoubtedly true, but I am not writing on what is

convenient, but on the principle upon which the twenty-day limit

is founded. I would like to know whether this restriction, if

intended for universal application, is the only true interpreta-

tion of the word recentes.

If it is not, I would suggest that the matter be left for its

regulation to diocesan or provincial authority as was the case

with St. Charles Borromeo.

Ontario, Canada. A Subscriber.

DISMANTLING AN OLD ABANDONED CHURCH.

Qu. An old church that had been in use for a number of

years, was inconveniently situated for most of the people, is now
out of use, and is replaced by a more accomodating and con-

venient new church. Very little of the furniture of the old was
considered suitable for the new church.

If the bishop of the diocese directs the rector to dispose of the

consecrated altars, etc., may the latter do so without any other

authority or dispensation? Whose authority and permission

are necessary, and what is the mode of procedure, in converting

to secular purposes a church that has been dedicated and long

in use? Ex Hibernia.
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Resp. The Council of Trent authorizes bishops, as dele-

gates of the Apostolic See, to transfer the property, privi-

leges, rights, and benefices (together with their obligations)

of churches which have fallen into decay, to the mother-church

or the neighboring churches, with power to convert the church,

thus rendered unavailable for divine service, " to profane,

though not sordid, uses ". ^

St. Charles Borromeo, interpreting the above canon,' pre-

scribes that the stones, wood-work, and other material of the

old church be devoted to whatever purpose the bishop may
determine or may permit, even for profane or secular uses,

but not for vile or sinful (sordidos usus) objects. The

money realized by the sale of the old church property is like-

wise to be devoted to some good purpose or church needs.

As regards the altars of the old church, the Constitution of

the Fourth Synod of Milan prescribes that first of all the relics

contained in the altars are to be removed to the new church or

the place otherwise destined for them.

Then the priest who is authorized to strip the old church

and dispose of the material of the altar, etc. (the authoriza-

tion for this act is to be ordinarily given in writing by the

bishop), proceeds in the following manner: Kneeling at the

altar which is to be dismantled, he recites in silence the Pater,

Ave, and the Oratio de Sancto cujus nomine Altare dicatum

est; next he proceeds to free the consecrated mensa of the

altar, washes and dries it, the water of the ablution being

thrown into the sacrarium. He examines the sepulchre of the

mensa carefully to see that there remain no relics in the same.

Then the workmen proceed to remove the stones, etc.*

The foregoing is briefly the manner of " profaning " an al-

tar as indicated in the Acts of the Council of Milan. In some

dioceses the rite is more minutely prescribed. We give that of

Paderborn as described in Hartmann's Repertorium Rituum.

1 The Council wishes that " a cross be erected in the place of the dis-

mantled church." This prescription assumes, however, the conditions of a

Catholic locality, where the sign of our Redemption would not be likely

to be profaned.—Cone. Trid. Sess. XXI, De Reform., Chapt. VII.

2 Cone. Mediolan. V Const., p. i.

'Cf. Jurisprudentia Ecclesiast., Moccheg^ani, Vol. II, p. 777.
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§ 240 : The pastor, or some other authorized priest, dressed

in surplice and violet stole, kneels before the altar on which

the lights burn, and prays for some time. The choir sings

or recites the antiphon and response according to the office of

the Saint to whom the altar is dedicated. The priest chants

or recites the versicle and oration of the same, to which the

choir responds. The altar is then uncovered; the mensa or

upper stone is carefully separated and lifted from its base,

is washed and dried with a linen cloth by the celebrant, the

water being poured into the sacrarium. The relics have

been previously removed and laid in their case upon an altar

or table. Two acolytes with torches and an incense-bearer

accompany the priest who, on approaching the relics, genu-

flects, puts incense in the thurible, incenses the relics (three

swings), and then intones the Antiphon:

Surgite Sancti Dei de mansionibus vestris, loca sanctificate, plebem

benedicite. Et nos homines in pace custodite.

Ambulate, sancti Dei, ad locum praedestinatum qui vobis praeparatus

est. Et nos homines peccatores in pace custodite.

The celebrant now examines the relics, the seal, parchment,

etc., and places them in a new case, which he likewise seals,

and attests the fact in writing to be signed by two clerics as

witnesses.

This attestation states that the relics of St. N. N. were found

intact in the sepulchre of the altar oi N . . . which was to be

desecrated by permission of the ecclesiastical authorities; that

they were recognized as authentic and transferred to another

altar to be consecrated at the next opportunity.

The relics are taken in procession to the place reserved for

them, whilst the antiphon Exultahunt (as above) and Psalms

149 and 150 are chanted. When brought to this place the

relics are laid on a table on which wax candles are burning,

and the celebrant recites

:

V. Laetamini in Domino et exultate justi.

R. Et gloriamini omnes recti corde.

Oremus: Laetetur Ecclesia tua Deus omnium et horum Sanctorum

tuorum confisa suffragiis, atque eorum precibus gloriosis et devota per-

maneat, et secura consistat. Per Christum Dominum nostrum. Anjen.

After this the relics are locked up.
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LES MODERNISTES. Par le P. Maumos. Paris: Beanchesne & Cie>

1909. Pp. xv-269.

LA TH^OLOGIE SGOLASTIQUE ET LA TBANSCENDANCE DU
SURNATUEEL. Par H. Ligeard. Paris: Beaachesne & Cie.

1908. Pp. viu-138.

Together these two books may be regarded as parts of a

larger whole, or at least as components of a complete process or

method—the negative and the positive, the destructive and the

constructive. The former prepares the way toward a sound

philosophy of faith by eliminating the unsound; the latter es-

tablishes positively the natural foundations of the supernatural

life. Pere Maumus is well known as the author of quite a num-
ber of works more or less related in object-matter, if not in

spirit and immediate purpose, to his present undertaking. His

purpose here is to show that the " Modernists," in their program

of reconciling Catholicism with " modern thought and modera

society," eflFect the conciliation by annihilating one of the mem-
bers, that member being Catholicism—Christianity indeed—itself.

Not a stone upon a stone of the Christian edifice do these build-

ers of the new temple allow to remain. The Modernistic method,,

the process, is not one of construction but of destruction, or, to

change the figure, not evolution but revolution. Moreover, its

negative work, its criticism of Catholicism, rests upon unproved

statements, and its proposed substitutions have no raison d'etre,.

and no consistent proof of solidity.

These, obviously, are sweeping charges, and easier to make

than to prove. Needless to say, however, on the other hand,

Pere Maumus makes them not rashly nor leaves them in their

aerial vagueness. He then follows the Modernistic program

step by step—first in its purpose, the conciliation, as was just

said, of the Church and "modern society"; then its teachings

successively on the institution of the Church, on reason and re-

ligion, doctrinal evolution, dogma, scholasticism, the divinity of

our Lord, and on the genius of Christianity. While the au-

thor's exposition of Modernistic views on all these subjects is

clear enough and the criticism thereof fair and doubtless con-

vincing for the average reader, the adversary may probably
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resent the somewhat triumphant tone and may even complain

that his critic has not quite understood him. For instance,

where the Modernist rejects the theistic arguments on the ground

that they rest upon abstract representations (p. 67), and Pere

Maumus replies that they do not rest sur une representation ab-

straite du reel, elles reposent sur des realites palpables qui tom-

bent sous les sens (p. 68), the disputants are using the term

abstract in very different meanings. Of course, every intellectual

representation is an " abstraction ", even when drawn immedi-

ately from sense-objects. Its sensuous basis the Modernist

would probably admit, but being only in the Modernist's view

an intellectual and hence a merely subjective symbol of the

real, having no representative value, it cannot be a bridge where-

by the whole consciousness—not simply the abstractive intellect,

which with the Modernist counts for little—can come into living

contact with the objectively real, with God. This contact ac-

cording to him must come by impulse from within, by awaken-

ing of consciousness to its original, though latent, possession,

God immanent. There are other points in the author's argu-

ment, where his adversary might be ready to subsume, but it

would be doubtless impossible to compose a criticism of the

Modernists satisfactory to themselves. At any rate, Pere

Maumus has done a work that will do much good by pointing

out and confuting the principal divergencies of Modernism from

the Catholic mind and spirit.

The radical difference between Modernism and Catholic teach-

ing is in their respective interpretations of the relation of the

supernatural to the natural in man. The Catholic believes that

the supernatural is a gratuitous gift made by God to man of a

truth and a life essentially superior to the exegencies of nature

and inaccessible to merely natural powers. The Modernist holds

that the supernatural is the outcome, the expansion, of man's

natural activity demanded and attainable by the faculties in-

herent in and essential to human nature. The divergent doc-

trines are frequently characterized by the terms transcendence

and immanence respectively. It might, however, be more pre-

cise to say that Catholic belief lies between the extremes de-

signated by these two terms. God is, of course, both in the

natural and supernatural order at once transcendent and im-
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rtianent to the soul. But the precise character of the essential

attitude of the soul to His supernatural touch, illumination, and
movement is a mystery—the difficulty of all theology. It is a
^reat mistake to regard it as a modern problem. As Prof.

Ligeard abundantly demonstrates, it engrossed the mind of

scholastic theologians from the thirteenth to the eighteenth cen-

tury. The first, if not the chief, value of his little volume lies

in the well-documented and luminous survey which it presents

of the teaching of the three great theological schools—^the Thom-
ist, Scotist, and Augustinian—on the subject.

Though these schools differ in certain details, they all agree as

to "' the transcendency," " the otherness," and the " aboveness
"

of the supernatural, not, however, in the sense which the Modern-
ists have ascribed to the scholastics that the supernatural is a

sort of injection, or an external juxtaposition introducing a new
entity into man, an unnatural break in the continuity of his

nature. Scholasticism holds this no more than it holds that the

supernatural is the expansion of the latent germs of nature.

What it does hold is that the supernatural is the transformation,

transfiguration effected by God, of man's natural activity and

realizing its highest aspirations. The gift comes du dehors.

While answering to the desires du dedans (p. 107), Prof. Ligeard

shows that apologetics will be most effective when it returns to

the scholastic method, which is primarily psychological and

proves the necessity of grace—the supernatural—from an analy-

sis of the insufficiency of human nature, morally insufficient for

its natural end, and absolutely insufficient for its real, its super-

natural end. But in maintaining a return to the scholastic

method Prof. Ligeard is far from advocating a mere servile and

sterile repetition of the past. Vetera novis augere et perficere

is the law here as in every other intellectual development. He
accordingly devotes a section of his book to the modifications

which might well be introduced in the scholastic positions so

as to adjust them to the present aspects of the religious problem.

For these details the reviewer must direct the reader to the

work itself, promising him that he will not be disappointed either

with the matter, or the manner. Nothing is more important for

the serious student than the subjects here discussed, and it would

be hard to find them anywhere else treated with greater ability

and skill, more clearly, more interestingly, and with more kindly

temper.
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THE LIFE OF ST. MELANIA. By His Eminence Cardinal Rampolla.
Translated by £. Leahy and edited by Herbert Thurston, S.J. New
York, Cincinnati, Chicago: Benziger Bros. 1909. Pp. xvi-164.

Cardinal Rampolla's biography of Saint Melania furnishes a

not unimportant addition to the original material for a true his-

tory of Roman society in the fourth and fifth centuries. The
data concerning the Saint herself are here published for the first

time from a MS. which the eminent author discovered in the

Library of the Royal Monastery of the Escurial during a brief

sojourn there in 1884. The Latin text is that of the first half

of the fourth century, and was evidently written by an eye-

witness of the events which he related. Before the date of this

find little was definitely known regarding the interesting figure

of this noble woman to whom Saint Paulinus of Nola, St.

Augustine, and St. Jerome refer as a person of heroic virtue,

whose benign influence dominated in the religious world of

Rome and the East for many years. A record in Greek, attri-

buted to Metaphrastes, and some references found in the His-

toria Lausicana of Palladius, revived by Peter de Natalibus in

1382, constituted the main sources of information about the

Saint, until Muratori in 1697 discovered the Natale XIII of St.

Paulinus of Nola, which contain additional facts regarding

Melania and her husband Pinianus. A year after Cardinal Ram-
polla had discovered the above-mentioned MS., and before his

important duties on his return to Rome permitted him to publish

his transcription, two savants unearthed a certain codex in the

Bibliotheque Nationale of Paris which treated of Melania's

travels in Northern Africa, Egypt, and Palestine ; and four years

later the Bollandists published all that was contained in this

codex and in another still more ancient, belonging to the library

of Chartres. Both of these codices were mutilated, and the edi-

tor supplied the gaps from what was supposed to be the only

other source, that of the Greek life by Metaphrastes. In 1900

Cardinal Rampolla found the opportunity to make the text which

he had discovered fifteen years before, available for publication,

by giving a compendious account of the same to the International

Congress of Christian Archaeology which met during that year

in Rome, and last year he published all that had in the mean-

time been found of authentic material in both Greek and Latin,

with the addition of a critical apparatus.
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The author of this biography is clearly revealed in the Car-

dinal's copy as the Saint's familiar friend, the companion of her

travels, and her chaplain. He was living at Rome in 404 and

at that time accompanied Melania on the occasion of her visit

to the Princess Serena. He was with her, thirty-five years

later, at her holy death on Mount Olivet. Thus we have a most

trustworthy account. If she yielded to the forced marriage

which her high rank, wealth, and influence, as well as the com-

mand of her parents dictated, she managed to turn her bride-

groom, like St. Cecilia, into a devout follower of Christ. Her
life is simply a perfect realization of the ideal of the Gospel. It

was her privilege to second the efforts of the giant saints, the

great Fathers of the Church in her day, and she may be re-

garded as the chief instrument, together with St. Paula, in estab-

lishing the religious communities of virgins which became the

models in future ages of the female conventual life. Her death

is most touchingly told and the story gives a sweet taste of

heavenly aspirations to the reader.

BECHTSSUBJECT UHD KIRCHENRECHT. I TEIL. WAS 1ST
EIN RECHT? Yon Jur. Utr. Dr. Max Fiihrich, S.J. Wien and
Leipzig: Braamaller- 1908. Pp. vii-234.

The book here introduced represents the first part of a more

elaborate treatise on the personal subject or possessor of rights

in general and of ecclesiastical rights in particular. The author,

as he advanced in this larger undertaking, found it necessary to

prepare the ground by an exposition of the nature of subjective

right in general, and as he proceeded with this preliminary study

the material grew under his hand to such an extent as to render

it advisable to place this portion in front as a sort of vestibule

to the prospective edifice. No one who examines the section

here constructed will regret the circumstance which induced the

builder to make the alteration in his original design; for the

interests of theoretical jurisprudence are certainly subserved by

the result. The sound literature on the subject in comparison

with the unsound is not so extensive that the Catholic student

will fail to welcome so solid, even if not just comprehensive, an

addition. In discussing the origin and basis of right the author

has deliberately passed by the familiar theorizings of Hobbes,

Rousseau, Grotius, and Puffendorf. Even Hegel, Krause, Ahrens,
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and Roder—names that are usually prominent in works of this

kind—are disregarded. One will not greatly miss these worthies

if what the author says be true, that their opinions are no longer

of any account in modern jurisprudence (p. vi) ; and even

Paulsen and Wundt may be passed by if the really influential

authorities nowadays recognize the existence of God. It is with

these authorities who, though theists, hold that the sources of

right are social custom and civil law or sanction, that the present

work has to do—the writer's purpose being to prove that rights

are founded in man's natural relation to God and consequently

in natural and not in positive law. The establishment of this

thesis involves an exposition of the philosophical principles of

justice and duty, and of the relations of right hereto, and a dis-

cussion of the opposite juristic theories set forth especially by

Bierling, Ihering, and Brinz. Having exposed the natural ethics

of right, the author applies the principles to man's general rights,

liberty, property, as well as to the more important special rights.

While the subjects treated and the method are, of course, pro-

foundly philosophical, the style is exceptionally lucid, and the

general manner interesting. The book will be valued most by

professional students, but the general cultivated reader will

profit by its perusal.

L'lD^E DE DIEU DAKS LES SCIENCES CONTEMPORAINES. Le
Firmament, I'Atome, le Monde Vegetal. Far le Dr. Louis Mnrat
en collaboration avec le Dr. Faul Murat. Faris: F. T^qui. 1909
Fp. lvii-464.

The eminent Catholic geologist, the late Prof. De Lapparant,

in his prefatory notes left for the present volume, says of it, that

whilst it is not professedly apologetical, nevertheless it is deserv-

ing of being called " un arsenal d'apologetique," inasmuch as it

contains a mass of valuable information—abreast with contem-

porary science—from which one can draw at pleasure (p. viii).

We have a goodly number of similar works in English. To say

nothing of the Bridge-water Treatises, still useful although not

up-to-date, there are the Duke of Argyle's Unity of Nature,

The Reign of Law, Janet's Final Causes, Father Gerard's charm-

ing little studies, and many other popular " nature books ". The

latest book, the one at hand, has a certain advantage in its being

the latest, in that it utilizes the most recent scientific discoveries
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to illustrate and reconfirm the argument from design for the

existence and providence of God. The volume draws its ma-
terials from Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry, and Botany. Two
further volumes to complete the work are to appear later—one

on the animal world, the other on the general harmonies of na-

ture. Both the authors are laymen, physicians and scientists

—

a fact which bespeaks for the book a better chance of a reading.

If one might make a suggestion, in view of a future edition and

as bearing on the portions of the work now preparing, some of

the chapters seem to be over-congested, notably those on phy-

sical and chemical laws. The multitudinous formulae have little

illystrative value. A lesser number, and more fully developed,

would serve better. Then again there are too few references to

sources. The student, if not the general reader, misses this

feature.

THE MEANING OF THE MASS. Adapted to the Doctrinal, Moral,

and Historical Explanations of the Holy Mass. By the Rev. M. J.

Griffith, D.D. Published for the author by P. J. Kenedy & Sons,

New York and Philadelphia. 1908. Pp.248.

Despite the unrevised English in which this volume makes

its appeal to the Catholic reader, there is a large amount of in-

formation contained in its pages, which would serve the cate-

chist and preacher in explaining the liturgy of the Mass to the

faithful. No doubt the author had designed his notes for some

such purpose, perhaps dictated them but failed to revise them

properly. Some of the facts, too, need to be more accurately

stated. It is not true, for instance (pp. 6i and 62), that incense

was never used in the liturgy of the Mass during the first three

centuries. It was not " offered " with the ohlata, as is done in

the solemn service now; but it was used during the worship in

the catacombs, as we know from Tertullian, to incense the bodies

of the martyrs kept there; and this rite is still retained in our

liturgy. Briefly—this volume, though commendable in its pur-

pose, needs less a review than a revision.

L'ANGLETERRE CHR^TIENNE AVANT LES NORMANS. Far
Dom Femand CabroL Paris: Lecoffire. 1909. Pp. v-341.

The present volume is the latest addition to the " Library of

Ecclesiastical History," which, inaugurated by M. Lecoffre in
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1897, has provided the student world with a highly valuable col-

lection of monographs on different periods and aspects of the

Church's history. The series is growing slowly, but steadily, and
just as steadily carrying out the ideal to which it owes its incep-

tion—viz. the presentation of ecclesiastical history in a method
and style consonant with the real progress of modern criticism.

The volume at hand by the learned Abbot of Farnborough is the

second in the series to treat of English ecclesiastical history, its

predecessor having been devoted to the Anglican Schism (1509-

1571). The period covered (from the fourth to the eleventh cen-

tury) is the most important in the national life of England, the

period when the Church Christianized and thereby civilized the

two component peoples, first the Celtic Britains and then the

Anglo-Saxons. During those centuries the Church in England

constructed no great intellectual system, nor could her literature,

though not inferior to that of Gaul and Spain, boast of an Origen,

a Cyprian, or an Augustine. But as Dom Cabrol observes,

" rfiglise ne vit pas seulement d'esprit," and during this time she

produced her men of action, Theodores, Wilfrids, Dunstans,

apostles, too, like Aidan, Cuthbert, and Boniface. These heroes

converted, established, organized, preserved, governed. During

the long period of five centuries, not a schism, not a heresy

(Pelagius belonged to another nation), not even a serious at-

tempt at revolt. Protestants, then, are ill-advised in looking here

for their precursors. But the period was also that of the great

development of monasticism with its entailing arts and letters,

the period in which England merited her title of " Isle of Saints
"

(pp. 287-289).

The history of these most eventful and widely influential times

is narrated in the present volume in a scholarly and at the same

time an interesting manner. The work is thoroughly documented

from beginning to end. There are some fourteen pages of intro-

ductory bibliography, and to each successive chapter are prefixed

the pertinent sources and apparatus. On the other hand the

wealth of erudition is not permitted to impoverish the literary

spirit of the narrative. The book keeps well within the middle-

way of the series, avoiding alike the narrow limits of a manual

and the Weitldufigkeit of the popular history book.
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PLORILEOIUM PATEISTICUM digessit, vertit, adnotavit Gerardiu
Rauschen, Dr. Theol. et Ph. Fasc. VII, Monumenta Eucharistica
et Liturgica yetnstissima. Bonnae Sumptibns Petri Hanstein.
1909. Pp.172.

The preceding portions of the series of patristic texts to which
the present section belongs, have already been noticed in the

Review. The main title indicates the general character of the

undertaking—viz. to supply the student with as accurate editions

as possible of selections from the Fathers—opuscles and excerpts

of special importance and interest. Dr. Rauschen is professor of

theology at the University of Bonn, and it may be taken as no
slight praise of his present editorial work that it reflects credit

upon his professorship. The work is as scholarly as it is modest.

Usually such a book is heralded by a lengthy introduction that

sometimes becomes a wood to hide the trees. In the present case

there is a publisher's notice on the cover and some ten lines of

preface by the author on the first page. The editorial research

and commentary must be looked for in the text and the critical

and literary annotations. The fascicle at hand contains the

earliest Christian writings on the Blessed Eucharist—eleven in all,

amongst which the principal are the mystagogic catechism of

St. Cyril, St. Ambrose's De Mysteriis, the B. Ambrose's De
Sacramentis, and some thirty-six shorter excerpts from liturgical

writings of the first three centuries. The Greek texts have their

Latin versions in parallel columns. The importance of the

material here collected and annotated in relation not only to the

study of the liturgy but also to the critical history of dogma will

be obvious to the theological student, for whose use of course the

work is primarily, if not exclusively, intended.

L£ DRAME MACONNIQXTE : La Conjuration Jnive contre le Monde
Chretien. Par Copin-Albancelli. Paris : Emmannel Vitte. 1909.

Pp. 534.

LA PRESSE CONTRE L'l^OLISE. Par L.-C. Delfonr, Professeor a
rUniversit^ Cath. de Lyon. Paris: P. Lethielleoz. 1909. Pp.416.

Even so keen an observer and so acute a thinker as M.
Drumont confesses himself perplexed by the conditions of things

in France. More than once he has indicated in Libre-Parole

" his astonishment that no one has yet been able to explain how
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it has come about that a small band of Freemasons, inferior

in every way, have succeeded in dominating France and in re-

ducing the nation to a sort of lethargic impotence." The problem

has perplexed countless minds, and, although solutions have not

been wanting, it seems never to be satisfactorily disposed of and

is forever starting up afresh. This is, of course, due to the com-

plexity of the problem in itself and in its sources, so that no

answer sufficiently radical and simple to satisfy the mind's quest

for unity may be expected. Be this as it may, the two books

above mentioned are a source of illumination, and although they

do not dispell all darkness they point the way toward the fuller

light.

M. Copin-Albancelli offered his solution of the difficulty in a

previous work {Le Pouvoir occulte contre la France), in which

he traces the evil to the machinations of Freemasons, That this

solution is in so far true—even though not entirely adequate

—

is sufficiently established by the documentary evidence he there

accumulates, evidence which is corroborated by the investigations

made by other authorities in the same field. The work at hand

is the sequel and further confirmation of the book just mentioned.

As its title suggests, it embodies the thesis that the secret power

beneath and within Freemasonry is the Jew. The arguments for

this assertion are marshalled with great skill and developed with

no less ability and persuasiveness. That the author has demon-

strated his thesis one must hesitate to affirm. The charge itself

on the surface is unlikely. It appeals to one as do the shibboleths,

" the Black Pope," " the Inquisition," et id omne genus. On the

other hand M. Copin-Albancelli goes much below the surface ; he

has made a very profound study of his subject, and he has written

a book of absorbing interest and, if his theory be substantiated,,

of immense importance—certainly one which not only his coun-

trymen but no serious student of the contemporary France can

afford to leave unread.

A work of hardly less significance in this connexion is Prof.

Delfour's La Presse contre I'Eglise. Its purpose is to demon-

strate the general if not universal hostility of the secular press

toward the Church. The thesis is not one that gains anything

from surmise or plausible inference. It can be established only

by exact testimony, and this the author furnishes abundantly.
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Nor does his thesis embrace simply the newspapers—and other

periodicals—though these have a more prominent place; it

touches at least upon the general output of the press, fiction

particularly. Neither is the indictment limited to the press of

his own country. After showing the subservience of the Matin
to the American journals, and that of le Temps to the London
Times—the former he calls " un petit, un tres petit Times "—he

goes on to indicate the unity of the movement. Whether there

is question of the Dreyfus affair, or of the rupture of the Con-

cordat, or the Encyclical Pascendi, or the mutual differences of

certain ecclesiastics, the press of the whole world gives forth

simultaneously the same identical note. As the Times opens its

columns to Tyrrell, and le Temps to Loisy, as the Giornale

d'Italia defends Murri, the German papers glorify in unison the

revolting professors of Bonn and Wiirtzburg. So prodigious a

homogeneity does not spring simply from a mere organization of

press agencies ; it supposes, he thinks, the existence of a perma-

nent international conspiration against the Church, and so doubt-

less likewise against France. For the aggression of the secular

press is so supple, so rapid, so sure of its methods that it is able

when it wills to focus all its forces upon a certain given point.

Or, as Liebknecht puts it in his denunciation " of the Concert

"

of five hundred journals throughout the world, obeying the nod

of " the invisible orchestral leader ", A wave of the baton, and

in Paris, London, Berlin, Vienna, and New York, everywhere,,

the same motif was sung, piped, scraped, bawled, bellowed. And
still one is surprised that people believe in the existence of a

syndicate of the press! What is the nature of this invisible,,

unifying power back of the press. Prof. Delfour does not ex-

plicitly indicate; whether it be Freemasonry, or, as M. Copin-

Albancelli maintains, some additional organized power, he leaves

undebated. But aside from this reduction of the facts to a root-

principle, the facts themselves and their bearings are of the

deepest significance, while the method and style in which they are

here presented make their perusal both interesting and instructive.

What is not usual with French books, the present volume con-

tains besides a good table of contents an alphabetical index.

The latter, however, should receive some slight revision in a

future edition.
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The Rev. Dr. Thomas C. Middleton, the erudite Augustinian of Villa-

nova, has during the last twenty years or more published numerous
monographs illustrative of Catholic missionary life in the United States.

They embody a wealth of material for the future writers of American
Church history. His latest piece of work in this field is a pamphlet of

fifty-two closely printed pages, entitled A Typical Old-Time Country Mis-

sion. The mission church he describes is St. Paul's of Mechanicville,

in the State of New York, established in 1829. In i860 it became a parish

church under the care of the Augustinian Fathers. The story of the

growth of the mission and the men who cultivated the spiritual soil

amid great hardship and labor is interestmg reading, especially to priests

who can understand the many unrecorded trials that are the background

of all such accounts. The author finds opportunity to correct some cur-

rent historical errors about the persons and circumstances of pastoral

activity in the province of New York. An account of the Augustinian

missions and mission priests in New York State from 1778 to 1837 forms

the concluding chapter of the brochure.

We have received the Report of the Committee on Marriage and Di-

vorce (15 April, 1909), with the first tentative drafts of Acts on the sub-

ject of marriages and licenses to marry, and on desertion and non-support.

These questions have been discussed by the members of the National

Conference on Uniform State Laws, and now the results of their delib-

erations are published and circulated by the Commissioners for the pur-

pose of obtaining criticisms and suggestions. This is an excellent method

of assuring the best results being obtained in respect of such important

subjects as marriage and divorce.

The several Commissioners were appointed by the Governors of the

different States, forty-one of which are represented. It is fortunate for

the movement that the Chairman of the Commission is Mr. Walter

George Smith, a consistent Catholic, a cultured and disciplined lawyer,

and a man who is not likely to consider compromises which endanger

religious principles a gain to the cause of public morals.

A neat volume. The Costume of the Prelates of the Catholic Church,

by the Rev. John A. Nainfa, Professor of Liturgy in the Baltimore Semi-

nary, comes from the press of the John Murphy Company, Baltimore.

Besides dealing in a succinct and practical way with the matter of dress,

appointments, and symbols of ecclesiastical offices, the book gives some

useful rules of etiquette, and appends a list of works that will serve as
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sources of detailed inquiry into the questions of costume, heraldry, and
titles in which clerics may be interested. Several illustrations of the text

make this handbook of prelatical dress both useful and attractive.

The question of the reform of ecclesiastical seminaries is being vigor-

ously pursued in Italy. This is shown by recent publications on the

subject issued in Rome. From the pen of Dom Micheletti we have
already three volumes. The first of these is entitled De Regimine Eccle-

siastico Religiosorum necnon Seminariorum, and treats of the principles of

government laid down for ecclesiastical training schools by St. Gregory,

St. Ignatius Loyola, and St. Charles Borromeo. This volume of about

six hundred pages, goes over the entire ground of monastic and clerical

^discipline, as represented by the three great institutions of the Benedic-

tines, the Jesuits, and the secular communities which direct seminaries.

De Institutione Clericorum in Sacris Setninariis, and De Ratione Studi-

orum in Sacris Setninariis are two further volumes on the same subject.

These latter form a commentary upon the Decree and Norm published by

the S. Congregation of Bishops and Regulars last year (i8 January,

1908), in which the lines of the proposed reorganization of ecclesiastical

education have been clearly defined. These rules were intended in the

first place for Italian seminaries. With this aim in view P. Micheletti

has already published an Italian work Elementi di Pedagogia Ecclesiastica,

generate e speciale, consisting of three volumes : the first, Propedeutica,

is a general introduction and survey of principles and facts touching

ecclesiastical training. The second volume treats of the office of Rettore

ecclesiastico, religioso e seminaristico. It consists of two parts

—

Delia

caritd e prudenza and Delia giustisia ed equitd. A final volume is en-

titled: Gli uMzi secondari della disciplina. It explains the duties of vice-

director, master of discipline, prefect of studies, spiritual director; the

second part deals with the minor offices, the economics and domestic

service of the seminary.

The Latin work of P. Micheletti, intended for a wider circle, is not

quite complete. A volume De Rectore and two others De Ratione dis-

ciplinae and De Ratione ceconomiae et hygienis are in press. We are

awaiting these valuable contributions to the literature of seminary edu-

cation before beginning the series of articles on Modern Methods in

Ecclesiastical Training announced to appear in The Ecclesiasticai. Re-

view.

Whilst the ancient Church of Rome in fulfilling her mission of teach-

ing all men keeps the slow but steady and consistent pace which befits

her dignity, never reversing her course because she is never betrayed into

leaping blindly ahead at the wanton calls of a feverish secular progress,
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there is going on a kindred movement in our Protestant churches. The
decline of religious sentiment, the lessening church attendance, the ration-

alistic interpretation of Christian doctrine and Jewish prophecy, and
sensational methods repugnant to the dignity of the Christian pulpit,

have called forth a note of protest against and inquiry into the causes

of this failure on the part of the Protestant ministry, still respected for

sincerity in its ranks, to bring forth fruits worthy of their presumed call.

With this problem in mind a writer in the current number of the Out-

look (8 May) asks: "Are our Theological (Protestant) Seminaries

stagnating ? " The answer, in the same issue, comes from Twenty-live

Seminaries speaking for themselves. They recognize the fact of stagna-

tion, are resolved to remedy it, and admit that this cannot be done by

talk and good resolutions only. We agree with them in principle and

in aim. Our methods, however, are infinitely more assuring.

Is there a Catholic writer to-day who appears more lovable in what

he writes than the spiritual, genial, poetic, laborious, and always amiably

tolerant Father Matthew Russell? The thirty-seven volumes of the

Irish Monthly are rare caskets of the most precious gems of Catholic

literature, which, if known to our nuns who teach in convent or parish

schools, would save them half the bother they have in selecting suitable

pieces for Commencements and class-themes, besides giving them a reserve

supply of valuable information such as every teacher should have.

Two of the latest books from that rich and pure store which the editor

of the Irish Monthly keeps in Upper Gardiner Street, Dublin, are Little

Angels—"a book of comfort for mourning mothers" (Burns & Oates,

London)—and Behold Your Mother!—a volume that richly reflects "the

Blessed Virgin's Goodness and Greatness" (M. H. Gill & Son, Dublin).

The last-mentioned book tells in prose and verse what Father Matthew

•Russell has found and copied in his heart, of beauty about Our Lady.

It is a useful repertory for thought and conference, especially in May
and October. Little Angels will serve the priest well in the home of the

little vacant cradle, in the school where sunny children want to know

about the heaven of which they have the image in their childish hearts.

We have had beautiful stories of the Life of Christ told for young

children by such writers as Mother Loyola and Mother Philip of the

Sisters of the Holy Child Jesus ; and no doubt religious women who have

a special vocation to educate children, possess ordinarily the best talent

for making the divine image of our Lord real in the imagination and

heart of little ones. Occasionally, however, we find a priest gifted in the

like direction. This is probably as it should be, if we remember that " the

true priest has the heart of a mother," as was said by a great Catholic

philosopher. A new life of our Blessed Lord, written especially for

young people, comes to us from the pen of the Rev. Cornelius Joseph
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Holland, under the title The Divine Story (Joseph Tally, Providence).
It relates the theme of the Gospels in simple yet attractive language,
keeping the images in their natural frame, so as not to startle with
novelty, nor overcrowd the memory. The sentences are brief, without
being studied or laconic, and altogether we receive the impression that

the subject which must be uppermost in point of reverence, definiteness,

and power of attraction in the truly Christian heart, has received here
such treatment as to fulfill its purpose and at the same time suggest a
method of catechetics most worthy of imitation.

The Christian Press Association publishes a booklet entitled Latin Pro-
nunciation for Altar Boys by the Rev. Edward Murphy. The ceremonies

^re rubricated, and the manual gives also the manner of serving Mass.
The pronunciation follows the Italian style of Latin used for the Gre-
gorian chant. It suggests at the same time the adoption of a uniform
way of pronouncing the liturgical Latin by the celebrant.

Friedrich Pustet (Ratisbon, New York) publishes a volume Grossstadt-

seelsorge by Dr. Heinrich Swoboda of Vienna. Although it deals only

with European conditions of pastoral relations between clergy and people,

it is very instructive and turns our attention to the essential differences

between the pastoral care of large cities and that of the country. Dr.

Swoboda touches the fundamental problems that confront the city pastor

-who would obtain practical results from his ministry adequate to his

opportunities and responsibilities. He goes into the ethical and social

as well as the doctrinal elements of the question and sheds much light

where hitherto we depended largely on individuality of zeal and talent.
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